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CAPCOM - - so that we can change the variable parameter
downlist so we can see the COAS CAL data and when yor, do the COAS
CAL at your lower cabin press, we do not want you to update. We
don't want to take those marks i

n
- o the software. We just want

to see the data so we can see if there's any chan<j** at 10.2
cabin. Also, the GN&C want you to know that your" "Us t COAS CAL,
Vance, was one of the better ones they've seen clown here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good. We'll ,o one update, then we'll
just copy the numbers.

CAPCOM Also, have one note on your presleep activities for
cabin repress when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM You've already gotten your supply water dump bravo
to 20% but for your 10.2 cabin maintenance we would like you to
delete the cabin repress. So no cabin repress is necessary.
We'd also like you to reset a couple of the upper limits for PP02
alpha and bravo and those are hardware changes. We will do the
software limit changes for you. Channel 34, CP02 alpha, high to
3.1 volts DC and Channel 44 PP02 bravo, 3.0 volts DC higher
limit, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, understand that in a couple of days or
so we do not have to repress the cabin which is real good news.
And PP02 alpha and bravo you'll change the software but you want
us to change the caution and warning hardware for 44 to 3.0/3.0
and say again 34.

CkPCOM Roger, Vance. Saying again 34. PP02 alpha is 3.1
volts DC for your high caution and warning.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Channel, Challenger, Houston. We were having some
comm problems on air-to-ground 1. Now how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Okay, read you fine. Understand you do not want , s

to repress and was that, when was that repress to be. I'll have
to check the CAP.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. That's just the nominal cabin
repress for presleep and it would be this evening only. During
the presleep activities do not do your cabin repress.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got you and okay. On the PP02 alpha and
bravo, caution and warning 34 is I believe 5 1 or rather 3 1.
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CAPCOM That's affirmative, 3.1. That's the high limit.

SPACECRAFT 14 to 3.1 and, I'm sorry. 44 is 3.0/3.0 and high
limit on 3 4 is 3.1 and say the other limit again.

CAPCOM Roger. Channel 34 which is PP02 alpha high
hardware limit 3.1 volts DC and engineering units 3.1 psi.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Also you should have
teleprinter messages 27 and 28 onboard now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go look fc them,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Also requesting a time tag on
your activation of the GAS group bravo.

SPACECRAFT I got to get that for you. Mary.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks, Ron.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Back on your aft panel,
your encryption selection switch - you can go hack to bypass at
this time.

SPACECRAFT In bypass now. Houston, Challenger, GAS group
bravo activated at 5 plus 56.

CAPCOM Roger, copy 5 plus 56 on GAS group bravo. Thanks.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, copy, 5+56, on GAS group Bravo, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Santiago for
5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mary, got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too. We'd sort of like to
check and see whether you got teleprinter messages 27 and 28
okay.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, Mary, we have them onboard, and
looking at message 27 regarding the therapeutic aspirin, for
decompression, be advised that EV 1 and 2 took two aspirin this
morning about an hour prior to cabin depress at 10.2. And we're
planning on taking 1 a day there after. Is that satisfactory, or
do you want us to take another two tonight, and then one every
morning, oyer.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, that is satisfactory, and on that
schedule we do not want you to take two more aspirin tonight,
just carry on the way you were planning on originally.

SPACECRAFT That's what I really what I thought the plan was,
and we're sticking to it.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, well I think they were just trying to
remind you to take some aspirin in case you forgot. And
Challenger, Houston, have a question from the cinema 360 folks.
For Cecil B. McNeir, if he's available.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, the guys said that the set up looked real
nice, and they'd appreciate a read down of the footage obtained
on magazine 2, and other comments on the movie light and use of
the slate and lightmeter would also be of interest. And this i

of your 360 of the deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. On the, setting the 360 up, I took at
it, an incident lightmeter reading of about oh, 3 minutes before
deploy, latest possible minute. And came up with a setting of
slightly over F4, so I shut it between F4 and F5.6, over.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, and to continue that report, when we
finished the Palapa deploy there was about 60, 60 feet of film
remaining. Just as you called, I was just finishing off the
final 60 feet on some footage of Bob taking some shots out of the
overhead window on his back. And we've got Hoot floating in and
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out of the flight deck, from the middeck, and (garble) . That was
shot at the same

; between 4 and 5.6.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, we're going LOS at Ago, we'll pick you
up at Botswana if not TDRS at 7:17.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) cinema 360 meg for the RMS.

CAPCOM Roger copy, thanks, Ron.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mary, you're loud and clear through TDRS.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too. Challenger, Houston,
one more question from the 360 folks on the lighting used.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, they wanted to know whether the lighting was
bounced or direct?

SPACECRAFT Lighting was bounced off the starboard wall, for
both of the scenes I described, both the Palapa deploy and the
footage of the photography. We used a window shade for the
Palapa deploy and I used a wall for the photographic scenes, we
had pretty high lighting in both cases, and it seemed that the
wall was adequate in the case of, for the second case. So we
used the window shade, right over Hoot's head, right behind his
seat, over.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thanks a lot, Ron, I appreciate all
the information.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we are reinstalling the COAS, we decided to
take it out for the deploy since we had so much gear up in the
windows, so -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we are Reinstalling the COAS. We decided to
take it out for the deploy ^ince we had so much gear ud in the
windows. So that's just to ;let the GN&C people know that it was
taken out and is being reinstalled.

CAPCOM Copy that, understand.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Mary, you might mention to the cinema 360
folks I just loaded up the third magazine. Did so with some
difficulty. It appears that the film was deformed, the part that
had been, that is exposed outside the magazine and the camera's
mechanisms were not engaging the perforations of the film
evenly. he film was sort of wrinkled and wavy and it just did
not go through smoothly. Played abound with it and I worked it
through slowly until I got the damaged part through into the
magazine, cxosed it up, tested it so the magazine works well but
I almost called you on it a while ago. So we have the third
magazine loaded for the RMS tomorrow and we'll get any other
interesting footage we can, over.

CAPCOM Okay thanks, Ron. Copy and understand.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we just completed an IMU align. Did you see
it?

CAPCOM
error and time

Vance, this is Houston. We would like the angle

SPACECRAFT Understand just the angle error.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, angle error and time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Angle error was zero. Execution time was 3
days, 7 hours, 16 minutes,, 30 seconds.

CAPCOM Copy. That sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 7 hoars,
31 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal with the
Challenger through the range of the tracking data relay satellite
and we'll be out of communications for about 23 minutes until we
pick up over Guam.

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 7 hours
31 minutes, mission elasped time, we have loss of signal with theChallenger through the range of the tracking data relay
satellite, and we'll be out of communications for about 23minutes, before until we pick u? over Guam. The crew is in thelast hour and a half remaining in there day. They are already in
their scheduled presleep period, and are due to turn in for thenight in an hour and a half. Going through some of the final end
of the day clean up items. Changing out lithium hydroxide
canisters, as they usually do at the end of the day. And gettinq
a few things squared away in preparation for tomorrow's EVAactivities. Both of the EMU's have been checked out and
recharged, and the crew will be getting started early in themorning with their final preparations for the first spacewalk ofthis flight, which will feature the checkout of the man
maneuvering units. So we will be out of contact for about thenext 22 minutes, at 3 days, 7 hours, 33 minutes, this is MissionControl Houston,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for ?minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, M-iay.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, we took some COAS marks, I can read offthe biases if you'd like.

CAPCOM We're standing by to copy those, or we can takethem in Hawaii when we have more time, this is a two minute pass.

SPACECRAFT Have you got anything else to tell us?

Yeah, we'd like to request that you disable FDA on

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Also, like to request the GM&C, 10 reset that,
remtiate the radar data channels, we lost them when the Ku-band
was powered off.

SPACECRAFT I'll reset on GN&C.

CAPCOM copy, and that's it for us, we'll give you the restover Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we're looking at a PP02, right now at 2.68
which is below the 2.75, is that included in the do not repress
tnat you gave us earlier, or do you want us to pump up the 02.

CAPCOM Check on that for you, Hoot.

CAPCOM
decomm 4, and
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CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're about 20 seconds LOS, and
for Hoot that is not required but it, you may go ahead and do
that if you'd like to and we'll talk to you again through Hawaii
at 8 + 04.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you then.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days, 7
hours, 58 minutes, mission elasped time. We'll be coming up over
the Hawaii station in about 6 minutes. Flight Controller's here
in Mission Control, are making their final checks of Orbiter
systems, before the crew goes to bed tonight. And preparing any
last minute configuration changes, or messages to the jrew.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you over Hawaii for 5

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mary, loud and clear through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. Mary, this is Bruce, I got some
numbers from spec 77 for the MMU people, if you are ready to
copy.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, at 3 days, 08 hours, 0000 minutes, MET. I
will read the port and then the starboard numbers first, FSS
toggle valve left +85, +117, right +99, +121. MMU toggle valve
left, +50, +52, right, +47, +5-

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - plus 99 plus 121. MMU toggle valve: left plus
50 plus 52; right plus 47 plus 53. GN2 tank: left plus 42 plus
43; right plus 38 plus 41. CEA plus 59 plus 65, over.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT And you may be interested to know we powered up the
(garble) or EMU TV system anc it checks out end to end, over.

CAPCOM Thanks. That's good news. And Challenger,
Houston. We'd like you to verify your startrackers are in
track. We don't have that data available to us now.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, Mary, items 3 and 4.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that thanks and we have sent you over
Hawaii message 29 which is your EVA information for tomorrow if
you'd like to check it.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'll get to it in just a minute. We're
reconfiguring the middeck here.

CAPCOM Okay, that's fine.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. Because you did the little repress, we'd
like you to go back to that hardware caution and warning now and
make 2 adjustments to channel 34 and 44 again when you're ready
to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like channel 34 PP02 alpha, the high
caution and warning, now set at 3.2 volts DC and on channel 44,
which is PP02 bravo, we'd like the high limit set at 3.1 volts
DC, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, will do. We'll make 34 3.2, 44 3.1.

CAPCOM Okay thanks. Sounds good and we're 30 seconds LOS
Hawaii. We're going to lose you for 5 and we'll pick you up
through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good deal.

PAO Mission Control Houston. We've had loss of signal
through Hawaii and we'll pick up again in about 3 minutes through
the tracking data relay satellite.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, loud and clear. We're looking over
the teleprinter message.

CAPCOM Roger. We've got a copy down here and we're
standing by to answer any questions if you have any. Also, we're
standing by for a speaker check if you want to run one.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, with a flight deck speaker
check. How do you read?

CAPCOM Got you loud with background static.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got you loud and clear on the speaker.

CAPCOM Yes, you're readable, Hoot.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We just sent you a state
vector, it is good, through rev 60 which is your nextPLS KSC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, for Vance. We're ready to
copy when you're ready to read us your COAS CAL info.

fPACECRAFT Okay, I'll give them to you.

CAPCOM Standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, Ready to copy numbers?

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the bias I started out with was .09. Then
after marking I came up with the following successive marks. Of
course, none were incorporated. .74 .57 .58 .56 .54 .50
.49 .60 .65

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Vance. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - .49 .60 .65.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Vance. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 8 hours, 29
minutes. Final messages being prepared for the crew before
they're put to bed for the night. About 30 minutes remaining
before their scheduled sleep period. Flight Controllers here
reviewing those remaining items that they have to get all the
systems squared away to allow the crew to get a full night's :est
before the EVA activities in the morning. We have a statemen:
here regarding the Palapa satellite. Hughes tracking personnel
have confirmed that the Palapa satellite cannot be found in hs
expected orbit. Repeating that statment about the Palapa
satellite, Hughes tracking personnel have confirmed that the
Palapa satellite cannot be found in its expected orbit. We have
about 37 minutes remaining in this TDRS pass although the final
verbal contacts with the crew are expected only shortly and they
will be put to bed for the night. Challenger on orbit number 54
approaching the western coast of South America. We're 3 days, 8

hours' and 31 minutes into this flight. This is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roge, Vance. We are just going to sign off for
now with a reminder that the only outstanding thing we have is a
LiOH changeout and we hope you have a good night's rest. We're
looking foward to seeing the show tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good and we probably need a little time
to digest that message and talk about it in the morning.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and John and Jerry are standing by
here and they'll be glad, the EVA folks, and they'll be glad to
talk to you about it tonight if you want to talk to them.

SPACECRAFT Mary we're still, we're trying to get a little bit
ahead of the game on equipment prep right now so we'll take a
look at it later and - - about it in the morning.

CAPCOM Okay. They'll be around in the morning to discuss
it, thanks.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 8 hours,
50 minutes mission elapsed time. Final preparations for the crew
to be put to oed for the night are being made. Just about 9 min
tes left in their wake cycle for the day. Some people
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receiving the NASA Select line via the satellite recently, in the
last several minutes or so, saw what was a circuit test of some
of the equipment and most of those now are back on the regular
NASA Select line. The local immediate JSC area continued to
receive the normal NASA Select feed.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger now on
orbit 55, passing across the Saudia Arabian peninsula. Here in
the Mission Control Center the planning team is taking over and
is putting together a schedule for tomorrow's activities.
They're looking at nominal EVA with three small additions,
should they be possible. The first is a plan to bring in camera
D, the alien camera out in the payload bay and change that out
with one of the cabin cameras. The second contingency addition
is to fix the thermal blanket on the Cimena 360 GAS caniste.
And the third is to repair a microswitch on the SPAS payload.
The mass spectrometer has a small problem which is thought to be
a microswitch and they're going to try to change that out. But
those EVA tasks have been sent up to the crew with the caveat
that they're not to impact planned tasks or timelines of the
nominal EVA. And the planning team will be putting together an
idea of how that can be done. Orbiter Challenger currently in a
157 by 150 nautical mile orbit and FIDO reports that weather is
good at all continental United States landing sites for Tuesday
should an early landing be necessary. We're still expecting
again, our change-of-shi f t briefing at approximately 4:30 p.m.
building 2, room 135. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days 9 hours 8
minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. We expect that the change
of shift press conference originally scheduled for 4:30 p.m. will
be delayed until approximately 5:00 p.m. this afternoon and that
will still take place in building 2, room 135. Mission Elapsed
Time, 3 days 9 hours, 24 .minutes, this is Mission Control.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. The originally scheduled
4:30 p.m. change-of-shi ft press conference has been delayed until
approximately 5:00 p.m. and that will take place in building 2,
room 135. Mission Control Houston, at 3 days 9 hours 25 minutes.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Our 5:00 change of shift
press briefing will have as participants Glynn Lunney, Program
Manager for the National Space Transportation System, Mr. Richard
Brandes from Hughes Aircraft, Mr. Charles Ordrahl from MacDonnell
Douglas, and Harold Draughon off-going Flight Director. That
briefing begins at approximately 5:00 p.m. Central Atandard Time,
building 2, room 135. At 3 days 9 hours 52 minutes, this is
Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. That view you see on
NASA Select is a shot of some of our flight controllers taking a
look at a mockup of camera D, an engineering mockup of trm camera
'-'it we're going to attempt to change out tomorrow during the
~VA, sc-a-ching for a firsthand understanding of the pan an I tilt
mech<anisir in that camera. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 11
hr, 3 min, '-hi.s is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The Orbiter, Challenger

,

now over the heart of South America on orbit 57. In the Mission
Control Center, the planning team is looking at some of the finer
points of who does what when during the EVA tomorrow. Attempting
to slip in the added three tasks that we're going to try to
accomplish during that EVA, the camera changeout , camera D
c hang ecu t ; repair the thermal blanket on the Cinema 3 60 GAS
canister; and repair of a microswi ten on the SPAS Mass
Spectrometer Experiment. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 11 hr,
50 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Processing low bit TDRS
data as Orbiter, Challenger, passes across the southern Pacific
Ocean on orbit 57. Cabin pressure now at 10.07 psi, a prebreathe
maneuver of sorts for tomorrow's extravehicular activity. Cabin
temperature at about 75 deg, and the crew is in the midst of
their sleep shift with about 3 hr, 51 - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...cabin pressure now at 10.07 psi, prebreathe
maneuver of sorts for tomorrow's extra vehicular activity. Cabin
temperature at about 75 degrees and the crew is in the midst of
their sleep shift with about 3 hours 51 minutes left. At Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days 13 hours 8 minutes, Mission Control,
Houston

.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter Challenger now
over North Africa passing through the ranges of the Dakar
tracking station on the beginning leg of orbit 58. At the last
equator crossing, we traveled 1,288,954.4 nautical miles into the
mission. Orbiter Challenger now traveling 17,310 miles per hour
at an altitude of 157 nautical miles, period of the orbit is 1
hour 30 minutes 22 seconds. Here in Mission Control, the
planning team is putting together the CAP update, the flight
execute package for tomorrow. Tomorrow's activities include, of
course, the first tryout of the manned maneuvering unit and those
activities begin at approximately 6:30 a.m. central time with the
egress from the airlock by Mission Specialists McCandless and
Stewart. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days 13 hours 41 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We've gone AOS TDRS, and
processing low bit rate data through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite as Orbiter Challenger moves up over the south Pacific
Ocean on orbit 59 toward South America. All quiet aboard and in
Mission Control with 2 hr and 15 min remaining in the crew's
sleep period. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 14 hr, 44 min,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter Challenger now
passing over Indonesia on rev 59. All quiet here in the Mission
Control Center. About an hour and 12 min left in the crew's
sleep period, and the planning team has pretty well put together
the schedule for tomorrow's activities, all the updates and
changes that have to go in before the crew awakes. And that
teleprinter mess<:qe is going to be sent up soon. We are
expecting television tomorrow during the extravehicular activity,
basically, through Hawaii, Goldstone, and MILA on our ground
tracking network on orbits 65, 66, and 67; possibly on orbit 68,
but that'll be a real-time call in the morning, and we're putting
the TV schedule out at this hour. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3
days, 15 hr, 48 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter Challenger now
over Australia on orbit 59, and we're wondering here at JSC
whether there's any need to have a press briefing, the regular
change-of-shift briefing at 12:30 a.m. this morning. We suspect
there is no need, and toward that end, we'd like to ask any news
media people, if they do have a desire to hold that briefing,
that they call the Kennedy Space Center newsroom, or the Johnson
Space Center newsroom, and they'll get the word to us. At
Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 15 hr, 56 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're about 4 min from
acquisition of signal through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite where we expect to dump some data from the OPS
recorders on the spacecraft. Again, we are planning to cancel
the 12:30 a.m. change-of-shift press conference. If you have any
desires to the contrary, I remind you once again to please call
'• he JSC newsroom, or the KSC newsroom. At Mission Elapsed Time,
3 days, 16 hr, 11 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ...the KSC newsroom. At Mission Elapsed Time 3
days 16 hours 11 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The Orbiter Challenger
has now entered orbit 60 and here in the Mission Control Center,
we have gone ahead and canceled the 12:30 a.m. change-of -shi f

t

press conference. Again that briefing is cancelled. At Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days 16 hours 31 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The Challenger
on its 60th orbit of the Earth at Mission Elapsed Time 3 days 17
hours 13 minutes. Data shows that two of the cathode ray tube
displays in the flight deck have been activated, indicating that
the crew is awake and active in the Orbit e, . There has been no
wake up call as yet but we expect that wi;l o .cur when we
reacquire signal through Yarragadee in abc't * minutes from
now. This is Mission Control, Houston.

(wake-up music)

CAPCOM Good morning Challenger, Houston is with you.

SPACECRAFT Morning John. How do you hear?

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you for the music again, that's
great. We, I just read the teleprinter, the news, and that blows
our minds.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Certainly as you know, Vance,
everything that the spaceship did and all the procedures that you
did were absolutely correct and they were done flawlessly and it
blew our minds too. And we're having, as you can understand, a
lot of ensuing assessments still going on.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we can understand.

CAPCOM And by the way, the wake-up music this morning was
by the courtesy of the Air Force Academy Chorale.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... as you can understand a lot of ensuing
assessment is still going on.

S. . 'CRAFT Yes, we can understand.

CAPCOM And by the way, the wake up musi- this morning was
by the courtesy of the Air Force Academy Chorale.

SPACECRAFT Very nice. Sounded great.

CAPCOM Roger and we're with you for another 2 and 1/2
minutes over Yarragadee.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Wake up music
was an armed forces medley which covered three of the services.
The Marine Corp., of course is Vance Brand's alma mater. He's
now a civilian but was originally trained as a Marine Corp
pilot. The Navy hymn in honor of Mission Specialist, Bruce
McCandliss and Challenger Pilot, Hoot Gibson, both Naval
Officers. And the Army song honoring the nation's first United
States Army Astronaut, Bob Stewart. And the music was performed
by guess who, the U.S. Air Force Academy Chorale. And Vance
Brand ' s ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to leave you here
for a couple of minutes. See you at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, see you at Orroral.

PA0 This is Mission Control, we have a brief keyhole
that we'll pass through here before we pick up Orroral for
another 4 minutes of air-to-ground. And Vance Brand,
acknowledging the teleprinter message and reacting to the news,
the first indication that the crew has gotten concerning the
failure of the PALAPA satellite to achieve orbit. Mission
elapsed time is 3 days, 17 hours, 29 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Orroral for
4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS here in 30
seconds, we'll see you TDRS at 17 plus 51.

PA0 This is Mission Control, we're processing TDRS data
now at mission elapsed time, 3 days, 17 hours, 52 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Got you loud and clear through TDRS, John.
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CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear, too. Challenger,
Houston, be advised in a couple of minutes, we're going to be
running an encryption test of our launch config over MILA and
Bermuda, so I'll be giving you a call to turn your encryption ON
and then your encryption OFF. So if you have somebody back by
AIL in about a minute, I'll give you a call and ask you to put
the encryption to TR.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we'll stand by for that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston calling. If you could take th
encryption and go to TR now, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, encryption going TR.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes John, I just wanted to see if, well if we had
you with us and if you saw the IMU alignment angles?

CAPCOM We didn't see the angles, we're interested in the
data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll read them to you when you're ready.

CAPCOM GNC is ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars, it was a roll star tracker align, it
was stars 25 and 15, angle error 0. I'll read the delta angles,
reading across all the X's, -0.04, -0.16, -0.04. Reading across
the delta Y's, +0.08, +0.02, -0.10. The delta Z's, +0.08, -0.11
+0.18. Execution time, 3/18:08:37.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ,02, minus 0.10, The delta Z's, plus 0.08 minus
0.11 plus 0,18. Execution time 3/18:08:37.

CAPCOM Roger, we have the data. Hoot, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised you do not have to
do any cabin maintenance this morning, your environment looks
gocd. We show your cabin at 10.31.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess we tricked you, John. We did that
first thing when we got this morning. We got up and the cabin
was 10.1. And so we did a N2 repress, because we had — I'm just
calling it up now, we had a PP02 of 2.78, I guess was our number,
so we repressed using N2 up to 10.4.

CAPCOM Roger, good show Hoot, EECOM's smiling down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. In order to maximize our Ku
coverage this morning before we go EVA, we would like you, if
it's agreeable with you, to go to a tail forward attitude instead
of the nose forward and we can do that by selecting an omicron of
zero.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's, is that pre EVA John, that you want
to do that?

CAPCOM We want you to do that now. In other words, select
an omicron of zero and then reinitiate the track to get us into a
tail forward attitude but we'll get out of it prior to going EVA.
And we need you to take the encryption to bypass. We're handing
over back to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand John, omicron zero, encryption
going off.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, see you at
Yarragadee at 18 plus 57.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control HouFton, we're LOS
presently, pick up again through Yarragadee in 7 and a half
minutes. Right now the Flight Director, Randy Stone, is getting
the weather briefing, the substance of which is that weather is
good throughout all the main landings in the United States —
landing sites for deorbit opportunities today with the possible
exception of Kennedy Space Center, which has some low level
turbulence. Postsleep activity dominating the early morning
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crew activity plan onboard the Challenger this morning which has
to do with the stowage of gear, preparation for the day's
activities by gaining the access to the principal documents for
today's use, the EVA checklist, EVA prep materials, breakfast,
and configuring the cabin lighting and windows for the day's
activities. Mission Elapsed Time is 3 days, 18 hours, 50
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Yarragadee
for 6 and a half minutes. Challenger, Houston is with you over
Yarragadee for another 5 minute ,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're coming in broken,

CAPCOM Roger, understand, coming in broken, and so is your
return line.

SPACECRAFT We're on the edge of coverage.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston. We are 1 minute
to LOS Orroral, we will see you TDRS at 19 plus 28.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, we just got a great view of Australia.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - plus 28.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. We just got a great view of
Australia.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're advised by
the Goddard Tracking network that the ground station at Dakar is
not going to support this pass. At approximately MET of 3 days,
18 hr, 37 min, Dakar experienced a power dropout. There were
some surges on its primary power sources. They went to backup
power, and as of right now, they still haven't recovered and
we're advised not to expect support from Dakar during the current
pass. Challenger now over the mid south Pacific Ocean on orbit -
- ascending node of orbit 61 at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 19
hr, 20 min. And we'll acquire through the TDRS system in about 7
min. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're taking
data through the TDRS system at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 19
hr, 30 min, and it looks as though Mission Specialist, Bruce
McCandless, has got the EVA suits of the Extravehicular Mobility
Units up and running. The batteries have been charged and topped
off, and probably within the next 30 min, McCandless and Stewart
will begin donning the EMU's in preparation for today's EVA.
Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 19 hr, 31 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. If somebody's free, we have a
request for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. Two options, your call. If somebody
would like to read down the MMU temp data to us off of SPEC 77,
we'll take it that way, or you can load some new TFL ' s for us,
and I'll give you the numbers, and we'll get the data
ourselves. Your call.

SPACECRAFT Okay. If you're ready to copy, John, I can give
you the MMU values and temperatures.

CAPCOM Ready to copy, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And this will be port starboard, port starborad,
port starboard all the way down.
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CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT FSS left plus 71 plus 68. Right plus 63 plus 68.
MMU left plus 41 plus 38. Right plus 37 plus 39. GN2 tank
barrel left plus 42 plus 41. Right plus 40 plus 41. Control
electric (garble) assembly plus 49 and plus 48.

CAPCOM Roger. We have all the data. Thanks, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Radio check.

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear, Bruce. You're coming
through a little broken, but loud and clear.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Commander Vance
Brand read down those temperatures on the two Extravehicular
Mobility Units, temperature and nitrogen pressures, and the EVA
systems officer here in the control center pronounced those as
good numbers, well within tolerances, and consistent with
readings that have been received right along this mission. It's
3 days, 19 hr, 39 min Mission Elapsed Time, and we still have
another 45 min remaining on this TDRS pass. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Bruce. iiOud and clear.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Bruce, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, Houston. A question regarding the
mass spec EVA repair. Looking at the drawing and looking out the
window here, we assume that what you're showing us is accessible
from the starboard side of the Orbilet looking toward the mass
spec, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Bruce.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 3 days 19 hours
43 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Bruce McCandless' call having
to do with the mass spectrometer located in the payload bay. The
teleprinter message this morning advised the crew that that would
be one of their contingency activities during the EVA. The mass— the problem with the mass spec is thought to be a micro-
switch that's not opening and the remedy by the EVA astronauts
will be to insert a probe into an opening between the micro-
switch body and the switch cam lever and to pry on that mechanism
to cause a lever to deform and activate. McCandless' question
had to do with access to that, that device. 37 minutes remaining
in this pass, this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble) on that question on which side the
microswitch is on. We've got a couple of lights on here in the
payload bay and the binoculars on so we can see it. I

respectfully submit that instead of the probe and the hammer, it
might be more appropriate if I just took a large jeweler's screw
driver out there with me to do the bending operation. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by Bruce and we'll come back with our
solution of what we think of your suggestion.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what we're looking at, for the guys in the
SPAS backroom, is from out of the (garble) which is on the
starboard side of the Orbiter. We're looking back and we can see
a (garble) gray metallic, looks like anodized aluminum or
something like that, or maybe they're beryl titanium, support
struts. Coming out of the middle, or at the pivot point on the
starboard support leg, is something that looks like maybe a
torque motor or a shaft position encoder or something like that.
It's a silvery can about an inch and a half in diameter and about
an inch deep, and above that and attached to or mounted very
close to the gray support leg is a package about an 1/8 of an
inch thick, 3/4 of an inch in the Orbiter's Z direction. There
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are some wires coming out of it, and we take that to be the
micro- switch. Over.

CAPCOM You have it, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. I'm going to give this copier
back to Bob, I having all sorts of trouble with my comm, so when
you come back with that answer for me, be sure to ask somebody to
relay or ask them to get me on another comm here. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, that, and, Bruce, just for your information
that's a real good interpretation you made of that picture we had
to send up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what you really want me to do is to
spring the release the microswitch so that it has a rotation less
travel from the cam to open the circuit, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be advised in about 5
minutes, we're going to be doing our troubleshooting check of the
mass spec.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give us a call, because I'd like to watch it
work.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. The command is set for 20 plus 00,
that's in four and a half minutes. Challenger, Houston. Bruce,
I have an update on that swivelling...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Bruce the command is set for 20 plus 00,
that's in four and a half minutes. Challenger, Houston, Bruce I
have an update on that swiveling motion when you're ready,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. Payloads has informed us that we
expect the swiveling should start at 20 plus 02 plus 40 and we
believe that it'll go ahead and point in the X axis and then
return to the Z axis if the microswitch is still broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, the swivel happened a little earlier than we
were expecting it to, it went at about 20 and 30 seconds or so
and so Bruce wasn't up here when it went.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT And John, we seem to be getting a, the dual
broadcast out of you again.

CAPCOM Okay, how is it now?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's great now, thanks John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're on the call right now
and we're about 30 seconds to. .. Challenger , Houston, we are on
the Dakar UHF right now, we may not pick you up TDRS, if we
don't, we'll see you next at Yarragadee at 20 plus 32.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy, with you in Australia.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The ground
control officer reports that pretty severe thunderstorms in
Austrailia have rendered the Yarragadee and Orroral ground
stations inoperative and unlikely that we will be able to acquire
voice through Yarragadee or voice and data through Orroral.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised that we will
probably not have contact with you on this pass at Yarragadee and
Orroral Valley. We have had some ground station problems.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy that, we won't see you in
Australia.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if Bruce is available,
whenever Bruce can get to the window, if you will let us know, we
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will then send a command to swivel the mass spec.

SPACECRAFT Stand by John.

CAPCOM Roger, no rush. When he gets there, just give us a
call and then we'll send the command and we have about 11 minutes
before LOS TDRS.

SPACECRAFT John, we're too busy now, so we'll just let it go.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand, Vance.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The ground
control officer advises that despite the storms in Australia,
Yarragadee and Orroral have recovered sufficiently to provide
voice communication during the next pass, but that the wide band
data in Orroral is still inoperative so while we will have voice
through Orroral, we'll get no data, and Yarragadee of course is a
UHF voice only. Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days 20 hours 13
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to be going LOS
here TDRS in a minute and a half. We think Yarragadee and
Orroral may be up, if not, we'll see you TDRS at 21 plus 05,
hopefully at Yarragadee in about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we'll listen for you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of TDRS, we will acquire through Yarragadee in 8 minutes.
It was earlier reported that Yarragadee and Orroral would be
unavailable because of heavy storms that are now affecting...

END OF TAPE
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PAC , . . out of range of TDRS. We will acquire
through Yar ragadee in 8 minutes. It was earlier reported that
Yar rag idee and Orroral would be unavailable because of the heavy
storms that are row affecting Australia, but it turns out that we
will have at least voii at both of those sites, no data through
Orroral. however. More, er i'ight Director Randy Stone has
relinquished the c .im h< re in . he Mission Control Center and
Flight Director Dr. John Cox assumes flight control of the
mission. Dr. Cox i.. hargc i wi"i direction the mission during
the EVA period, and Uv\ prepr. now begin in ».-.<rnect aboard
Challenger and 't becomes appropriate .or him to resume flight
control. Stanc tj by t trough ^

" : TDRS or AOS Yarragadee in 6 and
1/2 minutes at mission o'apsed ne , 3 day > , 2- hours, 25
minutes, this is Mission Centre,, Houston.

PAO This i.. Mission Control, Hojstc- We 1

i »; ju-it obou'
half a minute av iy f tJi n the acquisition throug , Yarrdoaii -e ,.-ui i

an additional note, r.he CAPCOM during Lin., :-:VA p.--., <t nd ;VA
period will be Jerry Ross who . *s assumed duties .i ! tha< consoie
in relie* ot Jo.m Blai .

5 t
1 s MKT, 3 lays, 20 ho r s , 32 .ninu -s.

This is Mission ( >ntroi f Uousto i, star.vli.nq by for voi 4 rough
0 1. o r a 1 for 8 mi n 1 1 1 o s .

CAPCCM Good morning Chal i i-n-jnr , Houston calling through
Y<u:r. adoe. J lender , Hous on thi. njgn Yai im^.h!.- foi 7 an .

1/2. Challenger, Houston with you Lurough Yarrag.iduG for anoi, t
i and 1/2 minute and we ' ve a quo;tion on the heat pipe if
someone's available.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The ground
control ' i icet confirms we'rt* geiC'ng a good uplink through
Yoi ragaa.v t,ut no response from tuo crew as yet. Mission elapsed
time, 3 day., 20 hours, -.7 minutes.

CA pC0M Cua t Leng..-r , H aston through Yarragadee in the blind
for someone concerning h^a' ! ipe. We see the heat pipe power off
on the gro.md. We Wwuld li it cycled back on. Item 21 execute
on SPEC 2 20.

PAO This is Mission » ol, Houston. Suspicion in the
Cont ol Cen'r. r is tsat the :rev, h -, configured the UHF to the EVA
mode, i:, vhic case thr/ oro; >1 are not hearing these
transm -jsions We will hc.v - ol course Yarragadee is S-band,
o; : :F only .,,,s w-'ll get voice though Orroral.

CA. ..;M Chr." 1 enger . HonsLon roo ;h Orroral Valley for 2
min^t c . ,

* ^ACMC ra V\ ^ood morning, Je ry , v. you 1 oud a rid c 1ear .

How do you heat, us?

CAPCOM oyer , \v g< .t; y ve sq
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we were hearing you at Yarragadee but I guess
you probably weren't hearing us back.

CAPCOM That's affirm, we were not. And, Hooter, for
Bruce. His suggestion on using one of the screwdrivers from the
inside is fine with us. Whatever he likes to do.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good John, we'll pass that to him. He
and Bob are in the EVA prep now.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, are you ready make a biomed check? We'll be
ready in about 2 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. We will when we get to TDRS. We've
only got another minute or so on this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, we copy that. We'll do the check on
TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger, we're 50 seconds to LOS. TDRS is at 21:05.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine we'll get it there. Okay?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We copy you loud and clear, and
we're into the RMS deploy, and we're working step 4.

CAPCOM Copy that, Ron, and for the EVA guys, we got a good
biomed check as you went over the hill at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Great.

CAPCOM And also, a question on the heat pipe. Did you
guys have to put the power back on, or was it on?

SPACECRAFT Don't understand your question, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron. We made a call in the blind at
Yarragadee requesting that the heat pipe power be cycled back to
on. We saw an indication on the ground that it was off, and we
were just wondering if you had to do that, or if it was a false
indication on the ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we never heard that call. I wasn't
aware that the power was off. I'll check and see.

CAPCOM Okay. It looks good to us now, so it must have
been a false indication earlier. Thank you, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'll be sending you a new
state vector, and I have your Ku times on EVA checklist, flight
step 11-1 when you're ready to copy them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by just a second, Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've got that page. I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot. I will give them to you by rev number,
MET, and PET. First, rev 64, MET 23:08, a PET of minus 2 min.
rev 65, 00:43 plus 01:33. Rev 66, MET 02:19, PET plus 03:09.
Rev 67, 03:54 plus 04:44. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Let me read the first two, and then I

didn't get the second two. The first one, MET 23:08, rev 64,
that was minus 2 min. The next one, rev 65, 00:43, and I think I
copied plus 66 min, and then give me the other two again.

CAPCOM Okay, Hooter. The PET for the rev 65, the second
one, was 1 hr, 33 min. Rev 66, MET 2 plus 19, PET of plus 3 hr
and 9 min. Rev 67, 3 hr, 54 min, and PET plus 04:44. Over.
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SPACECRAFT All right. Let me try it again, Jerry. Rev 66,
time is 2 plus 19, make that 2:19, and PET of 3:09.

CAPCOM That's correct, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and then rev 67 was 3:54, and a PET of 4:44.

CAPCOM That's also correct, and the PET for rev 65 was 1
hr, 33 min.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... okay and then rev 67 was 3:54 and a PET of
4:44.

CAPCOM That's also correct and the PET for rev 65 was 1
hour, 33 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, PET on rev 65, 1 hour, 33.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and, Hooter, can you tell us
what the comm problem appears to be on your end?

SPACECRAFT What comm problem are you referring to, Jerry?

CAPCOM I'm sorry, Hooter. It just seems that you're
having a hard time copying me, so I figured you had some kind of
comm problem.

SPACECRAFT No, we had good comm, I just mixed it up on some of
the numbers.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT John. (garble), (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay..

SPACECRAFT I don't hear you, Vance. You have to transmit.

SPACECRAFT Okay, your EV on?

SPACECRAFT EV1, EV2 , how do you hear?

SPACECRAFT I hear loud and clear. Yes, I heard you now.

SPACECRAFT Very good.

SPACECRAFT And, it's the, you know the to the narrow side to
the narrow side.

SPACECRAFT Now it's up. It comes down from the top. I saw it
up there a minute ago.

SPACECRAFT Good copy there, definitely when I went in. And
that one seemed to be a little hard, you have to push all the way
and make sure the fingers clamp in on the side to lock. Yes,
it's stiff netting.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is EVl, you reading? Over.

CAPCOM Roger Bruce, we're reading your loud and clear.
How me?
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SPACECRAFT Okay. I should be sending biomed now and Bob will
be sending it in a couple of seconds. You can ask him to check.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Bruce. We got good biomed as you
left Yarragadee, Orroral Valley, rather.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so I understand we're both go on biomed.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, this is EVP., how do you copy?

CAPCOM Roger Bob, I got you loud and clear, also. We got
a little bit of background static on the downlink but
everything's good.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And the (garble) locked in also, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Well, MET is go. Now here's the one where you call
Ron and Hoot down to help also. We'll see. I'm just joking.
They claim that the easiest way to do it is to lift the front up
and match the, see the white lines on the ring? There some white
lines on the waist also. You see those ... Just hold or ask Bob
to hold that and try to rock the back up. Okay, but you're free
to do it any way you want, of course.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm pulling.

SPACECRAFT Amazing!

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Amazing.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we decided the (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT There's a little strip that comes over (garble).
And a motion back out of the cabin (garble) cargo bay. I think
it's the only thing that stays in here with us. I'm not sure
what that does.

SPACECRAFT Alright.

SPACECRAFT Those little brown straps, little brown straps.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry you are in good TV viewing position and
we've got some good Cinema 360 footage.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, I don't copy all of that. I understand
t'ne arm is positioned and you did get some good 3, cimena 360
footage of it. And for the EVA guys, we're still hearing their
conversations in the airlock, if they want to reconfigure.

SPACECRAFT I don't think they will probably stay in this
configuration. Since now we got comm established, let's not lose
it.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, the only advisory then is that the
other guys onboard will have to try to work between your
discussions over the cameras.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Vance.

SPACECRAFT (garble) make sure you (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Lock it up. I'll get my hand in later.

SPACECRAFT (garble) let me try it again. Looks like there's a
little, okay, just, just belt it in again. Yes, that's better.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Feels like it has a little. Okay just put your
... belt it in again. Yeah, that's better. Hold off on that til
we get to the check lock. (Garble) was outside in the biomed
kit. Biomed is stuck on the galley over on (garble) . Okay,
close her up. Better lock, or engage, first. First you do.
Beautiful. Leave it open til we get to the check lock.
Flashlight battery? It's the one that appears first. You
flopping that battery around too much? (Garble) . (Garble)

.

(Garble) he was flying a little bit. That's going to do it.
Just a little more pressure. Yes, that's good like that.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The EVA crewmen
are suited and in the airlock, and as an effect of that
configuration, there's going to be a lot of sizzle and noise on
the line and, unfortunately, it's something we're just going to
have to live with until the EVA begins. Mission Elapsed Time is
3 days, 21 hr, 29 min. Have another 30 min on this TDRS pass.

SPACECRAFT This is (garble) good.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT They're securing good. (Garble) could you speak a
little louder Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay and, Bob, why don't you turn yours back off
for a second, let me get mine cn anJ then. (garble) now, you
don't have much clearance on the ce > Ling with that TV on. But
the thing has got to come all the way down on the back of my head
first to clear my eyeglasses. So the back has to come down first
and then the front. Why don't you reach up there and pull on
that, we can swivel it 90. There we go, that will help.

SPACECRAFT May have been some of that 180.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Yes, that's where they want it. Okay. Good.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, are you ready?

SPACECRAFT No, we'll wait, but I'm reading you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 02 actuator IV.

SPACECRAFT In work. Okay, it's IV.

SPACECRAFT First, valve 2 closed and locked.

SPACECRAFT Okay, its closed and locked.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT S I can get Bob now. Here.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. The power supply
amperage readings here in the control center indicate that
Mission Specialist Bruce McCandless has gotten into his EVA suit,
the extravehicular mobility unit, and has secured it and has the
fans turned on and we're getting some good data, some good
readings on that. Now as I'm reporting that, I see EMU number 2,
Bob Stewart's is also coming online so it appears that the two
crewmen are in their EMU's, they're powered up and beginning the
prebreathe. It looks like we're - .out 30 minutes ahead of the
timeline, so conceivably then the EVA will begin 30 minutes
earlier than predicted and earlier than shows in the timeline.
And again, so far all the current, voltage, and temperature
readings in the EMU's are completely nominal and all look very
good.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - for all the current, voltage, and temperature
readings in the EMU's are completely nominal, and they all look
very good.

SPACECRAFT Cover your — the springs that hold that. This
cuff checklist is coming apart. The spring needs to be slid back
into the middle. See, that set screw that's supposed to hold it
there? That's the one they didn't lock tight. You just have to
to slide the spring part. You'll unloosen that little screw,
Vance, then slide the spring, then tighten the screw. I'll tell
you what, let's press on with getting the prebreathe going, and
then we can work on that. I can hardly hear you. Yeah, okay.
Can't hear you. Just try another unit, you're not transmitting
at all. I can hear him out there. We can hear you out there,
Vance, very weakly, but we can hear you. As long as you stay out
there. Vance, you could get a hardline and hook up into this CCD*
in here - - if that's what you're on. Or we could go hardline
too. Why don't we try hardline? Okay that's not either.
Good. Okay. That was a big help. Okay, if you're still hearing
nie now. Okay. So, wrist rings are covered, waist rings are
covered, time mode, EV1SA, well, hardlines, we'll have to get it
back. (Garble). Got bad static. Okay, check power SCU. Okay,
if I'm out here, I think it's okay. Deck fan on. The comm
VOX. That purge valve 2, closed and locked. OP actuator -

depress. Recheck check suit pressure.

PAO There are - - this is Mission Control, Houston.
The astronauts now performing leak checks on the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, the astronuats now
performing leak checks on the...

SPACECRAFT ...4.2 to 4.4.

PAO ...on the mobility units and checks look awfully
good, doesn't look like there's any loss of pressure in the
suits.

SPACECRAFT Okay and, Bob, what did you say your pressure
was? Okay, sounds good. Go to IV and then I'll time you for a
minute. Start.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Ron, we'd like to get some Ku TV here. If you can
ensure that the RMS wrist camera is selected, we'd like to
operate the bay cameras for awhile.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll configure that. Okay. Okay, Houston,
Challenger, we got the cameras up and they're all yours. We had
aimed the elbow camera earlier if you want to look at that one.

CAPCOM Okay, we wanted to see what view we were getting
out of the wrist camera and I'll see if INCO's happy with that,
we may ask you to go back to elbow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let us know if you want it.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're looking out
the end effector camera right now to see if there's any debris in
the lens from having used that camera to watch the perigee kick
motor from PALAPA during the firing yesterday.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'd like to go back to
the elbow camera now, please.

PAO And this elbow camera will be the color picture.

SPACECRAFT (garble) elbow camera.

CAPCOM Thank you.

PAO Well, that's not it, obviously, that's here in the
control center. And there's the elbow camera, color camera,
looking down into the payload bay. That little flash of color in
the lower left quadrant of the picture, right at the foot of the
RMS, that's the mass spectrometer. Interestingly, from the tops
of the canisters on the — the tops of the get-away special
cannisters on the starboard side of the payload bay show
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reflections of the clouds as the Earth — as the Orbiter passes
over the Earth with the payload bay toward the Earth. You can
barely see the blue sky and the cloud cover reflected in those
canisters tops. This view from the alpha camera. The port
forward — port side forward bulkhead camera looking back toward
the OMS pods and the vertical stabilizer with the closed
sunshields from the Westar payloads assist module in the
foreground. And dangling down from the top of the picture is the
end effector from the remote manipulator arm. This is Mission
Control, Houston. This is the delta camera, the stuck color
wheel obscuring the upper half of the image of this camera and,
of course, it's a black and white picture because that cover
wheel refuses to rotate. There's alpha camera once again showing
the Earth. The Earth's at the top of the screen here, the
Orbiter just now over the continent of Africa and directly over
Zambia at this time. Trajectory will carry it part of — to
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and across to Madagascar.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're starting to drop in and
out on TDRS, we're 4 and a half minutes to LOS, Yarragadee is
next at 22 07.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and we're purging light now.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're starting to drop in and
out on TDRS, we're 4 and a half minutes to LOS . Yarragadee is
next at 22 07.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and we're purging right now.

CAPCOM Roger, copy thank you. Challenger, Houston, we're
about a minute LOS TDRS, we may not get you at Yarragadee, Hawaii
at 22 34. And because of the purge operations on the suits, we
see you're getting PP02 messages. Recommend channel 4 be set
to 10.8, channel 34 to 3.2 and channel 44 to 3.1. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we were watching that and we thought
that that was due to the purge also. We'll change 4 to 10.8, 34
to 3.2, 44 to 3.1.

CAPCOM Roger that, see you probably at 22 34. We'll try
at Yarragadee also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there, John.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at Mission
Elapsed Time 3 days 21 hours 59 minutes. We propose to cancel
the scheduled 9:15 change-of-shi f t briefing with flight director
Randy Stone. Stone was on console for only about 3 and a half
hours this morning before being relieved by the EVA flight
director, Johri Cox, so inasmuch as he had a brief and uneventful
shift, and in addition to that the press conference would fall in
the middle of the EVA, which certainly doesn't seem to make a lot
of sense to distract media attention from that event. We have
proposed to cancel that scheduled 9:15 press conference. We'll
pick up a signal again through Yarragadee on orbit 63 in about 7
minutes at Mission Elapsed Time 3 days 22 hours. This is Mission
Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston. No voice
through that Yarragadee pass, we'll acquire again in 17 minutes
through Hawaii. Prebreathe has begun, the crew went into
prebreathe about 30 minutes early. There are no plans to
commence the EVA early, however, this will really constitute a
prebreathe period of 30 minutes longer than originally
timelined. But the EVA crew did move gingerly along its timeline
and is ahead of schedule but the EVA will begin on time. Mission
Elapsed Time is 3 days 22 hours 17 minutes, we're 16 minutes from
AOS Hawaii on the 63rd orbit of the Earth. This is Mission
Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, we're a minute
and a half away from acquisition of signal through Hawaii, about
a 6 minute pass over that ground station. Flight director John
Cox just instructed his control team to make a last hard look at
their systems information during this data take to assure that
everyone is a good for EVA. Egress nominally should occur in
about 35 minutes, 35 to 40 minutes and we are less than a minute
away from acquisition of signal. At Mission Elapsed Time 3 days
22 hours 33 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 6

minutes, we have approximately a l-minute key hole, 1 minute into
the pass,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that Jerr>. Jerry, we got a question
back on the S-band SM. We would like to put the antenna switch
in receive lower, receiver upper transmit — receive lower, wait,
transmit lower. I'll try and get this right. Transmit lower,
receive upper.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT And that's to optimize the EMU TV.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT rr-^ei e transmit lower. I'll try and get
this right. Tr snsmi lower, receive upper.

CAPCOM

" PACEv. : \FT

C PCOM

si '-cecj^- :

capcci

. icj r« io

SPACECRAFT
Cha let.

Standby

»

And hat's to ^ inn... .> th. EMU TV.

Ch-i enger , Houston r\ : floo •

.

•"o < -ad, r erry.

'.ay, Hoo.
turn i-

' u f vthe; stas in GPC until r.he guys
amer is, and t hei you can go to that

OA 'OM Go ilu.*a:

st<

Vance.

PC for ..>w. And

spaceCk,..ft u:. iv, i can br ing «u U p no J,.t e on w couple of
things. Pur 30, ..»Mt wa:.-: at 21 hr , -16 mm, The orebc^-t f-he start
waa 21 hi , ' min,

Copy those.

We've had quite a 01 t of static on nv' , so, at the
t "i 1 e EVA crewmen are on hardline.

(V.PCOM

SPACECRAFT
present tiu\r

CAPCOM Roger Copy that also.

SPACECRAFT And we'll be ready for your corr^ checks on RF
whenever you'd Like.

CAPCOM Okay. Let's get through the kevr.ole ner*-
we'll be ready.

rid then

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We would li.<e to tak--» Ku to
comma nd , pi e a s e

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
comm checks

.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
you read?

Okay. Standby one.

Challenger, Houston tor Vance. We're ready for the

Okay. Standby one.

Okay, Houston, you should be configured. How do
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CAP'"- Okay, Vance. I got you five by, EVl, Houston
ca 1

i i ig .
T\v copy?

S \CFt . AFT Ho .3 ton, this ii, EVl . How do you read?

CA;CO:i Roger, Bruce. Lcud and clear, EV2, Houston.

SPACr 'RAP'i -iu:,ton, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Ro
; et . Same, Bob. Thank you. Good comm check.

SPACECRAFT An>. by i he way, most of the noise went off when we
runnel uhe air It- > s audio power off, so it must be coming on
fCOM.

CAPCO", 01- ay Thank you

.

SPACECK---.FT Jr rt I've got another comment on that. When I'm
floating re^ i the locker, I get a lot of static when I use my
f^et to wedge ra.jeif firmly and ground off this AAP real good,
then the scat, ic goes away.

CAPCOM Okay, That's what :>ome of the guys on the ground
have bee ; telling us al;;o. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Comm check's complete, airlock's audio
power, going hack to audio tone, and we might as well stay on the
RF, I guess. (Garble) looking through that all the time. We're
getting a lot of noise again, Vance. Well, we can go back to
hardline, I tank it's going to go away and clear up once we get
out of contact with these walls, Vance. Okay, we'll go back to
hardline.

CAPCOM
and a half.

Challenger, Houston. Going LOS TDRS in a minute

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry, and advise that the prep has been
very nominal. Other than the static, we haven't come across any
problems at all.

CAPCOM Copy, Vance.

pA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have about a
minute between coverage from Hawaii, then to TDRS. Vance Brand
reporting the normal EVA prep, and reported that the crew began
prebreathe at a Mission Elapsed Time of 3 days, 21 hr, 55 min.
We're less than a half an hour from egress, and that would give
the EVA crewmen around 35 min prebreathe beyond the nominal. The
plan was to have 40 min prebreathe. Looks like the actual will
be nearer 75 to 80 min, which - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...will give the EVA crewmen around 35 minutes
prebreath beyond the nominal. The plan was to have 40 minutes
prebreathe. Looks like like the actual will be near 75 to 80
minutes which is of course prudent and futher reduces the chance
of the onset of bends. We'll have AOS in about 20 seconds
through TDRS at Mission Elapsed Time 3 days 22 hours 41 minutes
this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear. And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT It looks like we're coming up on a PET of minus 26
minutes, we've been prebreathing for a little over 48 minutes,
looks like we'll start getting busy closing the hatch and
preparing to depress at about 15 to 17 minutes minus PET. Over.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, copy that, we concur.

SPACECRAFT And in the meantime, how would it be if we do that
translation check, just to check out thrusters?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we're ready to watch.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger
commander Vance Brand reporting that...

SPACECRAFT And EVA 1 and 2 you may feel a few thruster
firings.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Vance Brand reporting
that the airlock hatch will be closed and the depressur ization of
the airlock will conmence in about 10 minutes or less.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we called all of the pulses except for the
one in the body plus X direction. If you can look, would you see
if we got that and we'll try again if you'd like.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, we'll get an answer. Challenger,
Houston, for Vance, we'd like to see it one more time Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll give you the vernier, or rather than
normal body plus X one more time.

CAPCOM Roger, we're watching.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we saw it.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we'll do a vernier rotation with the
hand controller and then we'll be finished.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, we're standing by to watch those also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete and satisfactory, thank you.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry, we just got an SM alert, G23 OMS RCS
quantity and we had it up there on OMS to RCS quantity at 7.73
percent. I assume that's okay to press on.

CAPCOM That 4 s affirm, Hooter.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're standing by
to watch for cabin airlock...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's affirm, Hooter.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

pAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're standing
by to watch for cabin airlock depressur ization . Indications on
the data stream here, inasmuch as Mission Commander, Vance Brand,
projected, the depress would occur any time starting now within
the next 2 min. Mission Elapsed Time is 3 days, 22 hr, 52 min.
We have about 41 min contact through TDRS still ahead of us.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. That beeping I believe
to be just some spray of signal from some unidentifiable ground
source, probably out in the Gulf.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, were you calling?

CAPCOM Yes sir, =ire you receiving the morse code onboard
as well?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we sure are, Jerry. We're receiving morse
code, we're getting an in and we get a dah de dah da. And a chen
a dah dah did. I don't remember what those two are.

CAPCOM Okay, we got a suggestion for you that you may want
to take the EVA guys to alpha and bravo. We think that will cut
that out.

SPACECRAFT Okay understand, take the EVA guys to alpha and
bravo. Okay EV1 is on alpha.

CAPCOM And if we can get Bob to bravo, we think that'll
stop it.

SPACECRAFT Bob, are you on bravo?

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, that sounds good, that seems to have
fixed it.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bob.

SPACECRAFT Bob?

SPACECRAFT Bob, are you on bravo?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Give me a long count.

SPACECRAFT 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, okay. Okay, how do you hear me, Bruce, Bob?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to close the hatch if you're happy
with your position.

SPACECRAFT Hold one second. Let's see, where'd the camera go?

SPACECRAFT There's one over here near the hatch.

SPACECRAFT On tne handrail?

SPACECRAFT Yes, right.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, that's good. Hang loose. There you
go, lift that way up.

Okay.

Okay. If you're happy, I'll close the hatch.

Go ahead.

(Garble)

.

And whose got, I've the got the depress cue card

Okay. This is not the greatest place for (garble)

.

Okay the dogs look good to me, how do they look to

Take them on in. Good.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
over here.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
you, Bob?

SPACECRAFT

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Vance Brand
reporting the hatch is closed at 3:23:02 mission elapsed time,
hatch closed and locked. The dogs they referred to are the
clasps that secure the hatch.

SPACECRAFT You got the cover off the depress valve?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's off.

PA0 Have a momentary data drop out here in the control
center but we'll continue to look for decrease in the airlock
pressure as soon as data comes back.

SPACECRAFT Roger. (Garble) from 44 and 3, (garble).

PA0 Airlock pressure decreasing down to 9.6 psi.

Airlock press, 9.5 going down 9.4, going down.SPACECRAFT
8.8, 8.4.

SPACECRAFT
camera. Over

Houston, Challenger, I'm willing to inhibit the

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Airlock press 9.5 going down, 9.4 going down. ft 8,
8.4.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, I'm going to inhibit the
camera overtemp message at this time.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, copy that (garble).

SPACECRAFT 7.8.

SPACECRAFT I'm still in IV, is chat correct?

SPACECRAFT That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Thanks.

SPACECRAFT 7.0, I'm getting that tone, every time I talk. I

get a message at 6 that says the airlock (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Airlock's at 6.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) When we get to 5, we're going to close
the depress valve. 5.4, 5.3, 5.2, 5.1, okay, close it.

SPACECRAFT Depress valve is closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're stopping at 5. I'm not getting a very
loud tone. Let's go ahead with the leak check. That is leak
check, (garble) going to set 02, OFF. Leak check (garble).

PAO This is Mission Control, the EVA crewmen are making
some leak checks in the airlock now, cabin pressure and cabin
take, cabin integrity is - -

SPACECRAFT Leak check complete.

PAO - - obviously very good and following this they
will take the extravehicular mobility units and put them on
internal powar.

SPACECRAFT Reg set 02 tn EVA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let's set 02 to EVA.

PAO Airlock pressure at 5.0 and leak checks in progress
before reducing the pressure further.

SPACECRAFT 02 is EVA

SPACECRAFT Likewise 02 is EVA and we're holding on PET 0 now
for battery.
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SPACECRAFT And that's only two minutes and 4 0 seconds away
from now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well give us a countdown to it Vance, that
the way I'll set our clocks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, a couple minutes, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT In the event we're to go to full (garble) at this
time, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm full (garble). I can't stay there long
though.

SPACECRAFT Yes, you're right. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT (Garble) go.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, about 50 seconds til PET 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go to battery on your mark.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 20 seconds and go. 10, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,
MARK, battery's on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're on battery.

PAO The EMU's are on internal power now, independent of
the orbiter.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) power battery charger EMU 1 and 2 bus
select switch to OFF.

PAO And the current levels look fine.

SPACECRAFT EMU bus select switch, both OFF.

SPACECRAFT Okay, over there on the other- -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - and the current levels look fine.

SPACECRAFT And EMU bus select switch both off. Okay, over
there on the other side r 82B, EMU 1 and 2 02 valves to close.

SPACECRAFT 02 valves are closed. Disconnect SCU. I'm going
to stow mine on the handrail. You can stow yours wherever you
deem appropriate. (Garble) test. Okay, loud and clear. Yeah,
boy my squeal went away. Are you backed into me? Yes. Okay,
here you go I need lean over here a second. In fact, I may
velcro into your AAP mounts, since I sure don't want to block
that hatch. Okay. Close D&C cover. Closed. Okay, status per
cuff checklist, number 1. (Garble). A status check, we're check
your (garble) against the cuff checklist. IMEV is 02 minutes.
Are you reading us, Vance? Yes. Go ahead with the pertinent
things (garble) . (Garble) 6 plus 50, (garble) , suit pressure
4.2, 02 855, SOP 6190, batt (garble) 18.7, batt amps 1.4.
(Garble) amps. They're a little high for right now, but we're
still not down all the way. Okay, let me, just give me time EV
and percent power. Okay. We want to run through the whole thing
once here. 20,000, .3, 70. What do you read for batt amps,
Bob? Standby. 4.0. Okay, I'm reading 4.4. Let's pressed.
Bob, can you give me time EV, time left, percent power, percent
02? Time EV is 4 min, time left 650, 99 percent power. 100
percent 02. Are we in contact with the ground?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Bruce, we're copying.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Jerry, sitting here at 5 psi in the airlock,
I'm reading 4.4 amps on the batt. Bub was reading 4.0. We think
they'll go down when we get down to vacuum.

CAPCOM Roger. We concur with that, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, airlock depress valve to the big hole's
open. Okay, and we're going down.

CAPCOM Control Center data shows the airlock pressure
declining, decreasing.

SPACECRAFT 349. (Garble). Pressure's holding steady at 5.

(Garble). That's just because the rate is slowing.

PAO Airlock pressure now 1.8 psi, and still decreasing
at a slower rate now.

SPACECRAFT 1.7.
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CAPCOM NASA select video from the elbow camera on the
remote manipulator arm looking down into the payload bay showing
the airlock hatch. Airlock pressure at 1 psi right now. The
crew would be configuring their waist tethers for egress very
soon, and will (garble) the hatch release momentarily - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Airlock pressure is at 1 psi right now. The crew
would be configuring their waist tethers for EGRESS very soon and
will begin the hatch release monentarily, pressure now reads .6
psi and as soon as it is less than .5 they will begin to initiate
opening the hatch, it is now ,5.

SPACECRAFT 0.8 in the hatch, equalization valve is I think
about 0.8 also.

PAO Cabin pressure now showing between .3 and .2 psi.
May open some initial valves here to expedite the release of the
last remaining pounds or fractions of pressure. Pressure now
shows .2 psi. NASA select showing t' e delta camera looking back
at the get-away special cannisters and the - -

SPACECRAFT in the hatch valve.

PAO - -German SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Let's go ahead and (garble).

PAO About 14 minutes remaining on this TDRS pass.

SPACECRAFT It's showing . 6 on my gage for it. What are you
reading, Bob?

PAO McCandless reporting his pressure gage shows .6
according to his checklist, he's not suppose to open the hatch
until, until he gets a reading of .2 as a prudent precautionary
measure due to possible inacurate in the gage.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I got 0.4 here and a . 6 on mine so let's
press.

SPACECRAFT Warning H2 is off.

SPACECRAFT Yes, likewise, okay, well I'll (garble) open. The
outer hatch partially open, okay. The outer hatch is coming
partially open.

PAO The astronauts are now in a space environment and
the suit performance is good. They're still in the airlock and
now partially opening the airlock hatch.

SPACECRAFT Outer hatch is partially open. Airlock depress
valve to close.

SPACECRAFT Airlock depress valve is close.

SPACECRAFT Temperature control for max (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) max hot.
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SPACECRAFT They're working on mine. My temperature control is
max hot, next step as you can imagine, it better run, better run.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) on.

SPACECRAFT D&C blank, (garble) off.

SPACECRAFT That's off.

SPACECRAFT Okay here comes the other hatch open and still.

SPACECRAFT Okay we're looking for you.

PAO See the wrist or the elbow camera from the RMS
showing the airlock hatch in the left center portion of the
screen and then we should see that open momentarily.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's open and stowed. Looks nice out
there. Temperature control valve as required, status check cuff
checklist, okay, IMU D 13 minutes, time left 7 plus 00, 96
percent power, 80 percent 02. (Garble) pressure 4.4, that's all
you need isn't it?

SPACECRAFT Yes, you caught me by surprise, say it again Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, IMU D 14 minutes, time left 7 plus 00 with 96
percent power limiting, you have - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT That's all you need, isn't it?

SPACECRAFT Yes, you caught me by suprise, say it again, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I IMU D 14 minutes, time left 7+00 with 96%
power limiting. You have 100% 02. Pressure is 4.4.

SPACECRAFT Okay thanks. How about you, Bob?

SPACECRAFT (garble) 14 minutes, time left 7:40, 97% power,
100% 02.

PAO Pilot, Hoot Gibson at the aft crew station.
Orbiter now over south Africa approximately at the border between
Nanambia and Botswana.

SPACECRAFT Breaker, my guess you go by camera delta on your
way to tether reel, you could probably try that pan tilt thing
for them.

pAO NASA select now showing the Man Maneuvering Unit.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) , Jerry?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're approximately 6 minutes
to LOS TDRS. We'll listen to you at Yarragadee. Next comm will
be Hawaii at 00 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon.

SPACECRAFT Vance, are you ready to copy the pressure gage
readings?

SPACECRAFT Rog , ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay on the starboard (garble) , 2600.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it, 2600 on the starboard.

SPACECRAFT Garble) on A 2750.

SPACECRAFT Okay Vance, over here on the port MMU, I'm reading
2800 on system A. And 1700 on system B.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, you still with us?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Vance, we're still here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, did you catch those GN2 pressure readings out
of the MMUs.
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CAPCOM That's a roger, we did that.

SPACECRAFT Very good.

CAPCOM And they sound good to us, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Hey Ron, you want to try to stay in tilt?

SPACECRAFT The MMU 1 s condition is generally looking good.

SPACECRAFT Okay Ron, here comes a tilt.

SPACECRAFT That's good.

SPACECRAFT Nothing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes pan.

S
'
>ACECj<AFT Very slow. (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like it's still doing the same thing
a ; before Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, For the receid, I cannot see any damage
ca : ;ou by the slidowiro rubbing on the MMU.

SPAC = ..AFT Ok ^y , we ' 1 1 not o t na

.

:JPACE<*' /.
1 Oku. Bi.uce, as you've already started to do, we had

you in t . ; MMU prt and Bob, you're installing the batteries, the
power to,, on the >. } atte^ you look at the TV?

SP ( „ "ECrtAFT

END OF T PE
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SPACECRAFT - - as you already started to do we have you into
MMU prep and Bob you're installing the battery and the power tool
on the MFR after you look at the TV.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, the shuttle
pallet satellite has a 70 mm camera mounted onboard and the
payload officer advised that they saw data indicating that the
crew had taken a snapshot with that camera. Just a minute and a
half left of TDRS coverage here.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're out of
range of the TDRS , McCandless and Stewart are clearly in the
payload bay and initiating some of the work objectives from the
crew activity plan at, it was clear that Bruce McCandless was
checking the pressure levels in the MMU's and Bob Stewart had
been over in the vicinity of the delta camera, checking it for
power supply and checking its range of motion. We'll acquire
signal again in 7 and a half minutes through Yarragadee, at
Mission Elapsed Time 3 days 23 hours 35 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're a minute
and a half away from reacquisition through Yarragadee. At this
point the EVA crewmen should be preparing for the MMU testing.
Bruce McCandles will have made his way to the MMU mounted on the
port side of the ship, will donn a ranging aide then step into
the MMU and begin the checkout flight, Bob Stewart will be
preparing and unstowing the trunion pin adapting, trunion pin
attachment device and be preparing it for testing on later in the
EVA and will be - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - be preparing and unstowing the trunnion pin
adapting - trunnion pin attachment device, and be preparing it
for testing later in the EVA. And we'll be observing the early
tests done by Bruce McCandless with the MMU. And we should have
voice in about half a minute at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 23
hr, 41 min. This is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you got 2 open, Bruce. Good. Okay.
(Garble) going after those, and we're going into the dark.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Yarragadee is UHF only,
so we're picking up only the Orbiter during this pass. Vance
Brand's remark about going into the dark - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) got the MMU port heater A and B open.

PAO Brand's remark reflecting that the Orbiter is just
crossing the terminator from daylight into darkness.

SPACECRAFT Take a look at the sunset from outside. (Garble)
stow the external thermal cable now. (Garble) 35 ft tether sure
tends to get snagged on everything.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of Yarragadee presently, and will reacquire through Hawaii
in 16 min. EVA sysems officer reporting that the EVA crew is
about 10 min behind the timeline. They're still involved in the
MMU preps and that Bruce McCandless has yet to free the MMU from
its mounting and begin a slight test of that system. Orbiter*

s

position at this time is flight with its tail to the Earth, 40
deg off vertical. The payload bay is opposite the velocity
vector, meaning that the Orbiter is essentially flying with the
underside, the thermal protection system into the velocity
vector. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days, 23 hr, 53 min, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're about a
minute and a half away from acquisition of signal through Hawaii
on orbit 65. Bruce McCandless should be completing the MMU
donning and checkout procedure as outlined in his activity
plan. That, essentially, is verifying that the tethers are clear
and backing into the MMU so that the MMU and PLSS latches enagage
with the MMU constraint.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - they're verifying that tethers are clear and
backing into the MMU so that the MMU and PLSS latches engage with
the MMU constraint and pulling down the rings which have the
effect of freeing those latches. Just to verify that the, it's
possible to secure and release from that system. He will then
attach a lap belt, configure valves in their power system's
lights and levers on the MMU. Remove and stow safety tether, put
the arms in the flight position and make some thruster firing
tests with a variety of power on and off configurations. And - -

SPACECRAFT What's the wire hung up, Bob? (Garble). Gee whiz,
if you'd told me that, I could hr.ve reached that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) state vectors.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you. Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Challenger, Kouston with you at Hawaii for 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT I heard you, Jerry. How are you reading?

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) may have been one small step for Neil, but
it's a heck of a big leap for me.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bruce, we see yon on port.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Hey great.

pAO This picture from the wrist of the elbow camera, on
the MMU, on the RMS.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) for about 60 seconds when you get a chance
to go up by, not to much pressure (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT You can feel the thrusters banging a little bit
here.

SPACECRAFT We could feel them when you were checking it out in
the SSo Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Really? That's neat.

SPACECRAFT You look real stable out there.
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PAO McCandless has maneuvered the MMU to a position
where he's looking right into the windows into the aft crew
station on the flight deck,

SPACECRAFT (Garble) cue lights down a little more. At least
in the darkness, they seem to be quite visible.

SPACECRAFT When you get ready for the checkout flight,
Bruce. Remember start out first in the prime mode stuff.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I am in prime mode.

PAO McCandliss will now make a 3 -ax is check of the MMU
system.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

PAO Maneuvering left to right, forward, back and up and
down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here's a plus roll. Roll, that yaw
(garble). I think r'll give you a little bit of everything and
stop them with attitude roll. Okay, Jerry, starting (garble) to
roll.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Bruce started out this run with 2700 lbs ps i

in A and B sides of the MMU.

CAPCOM Copy that, Vance and we're getting some super TV.

SPACECRAFT Good, he's right outside our window here. Looks
great.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Bruce started out this run with 2700 lbs ps

i

in A arid B sides of the MMU.

CAPCOM Copy that Vance and we're getting some super TV.

SPACECRAFT Good, He's right outside our window here, looks
g reat

.

SPACECRAFT Attitude roll, okay. B going off and B coming
on. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Backup A and B and then of course the EMu checklist
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) from a minus (garble) I'm getting a little
bit of a positive roll, plus Y I get the opposite little negative
roll. Here's z. No particular (garble) Somebody bump me? I
bumped into, Bob, I'm sorry. Okay, she checks out qood. How
long till sunrise? Anybody?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT I think you have about 8 minutes of darkness yet
Bruce, maybe you want to fly up and down a bit.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's what I was thinking, let me drive on
back to the, the starting of the PAMs and see what they look
like.

SPACECRAFT Bob, how is it going with that (garble)?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) is ok, it's getting into and out off the
foot restraint (garble) took me 4 minutes to get in this
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Bob, you keep cutting out, clipping, we just
get little bits of your conversation.

SPACECRAFT Vance, I said tha the problem (garble) is getting
into and out of this foot restraint. It doesn't fit at all.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 0 hours, 17
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, we've lost the tv picture thru the
Hawaii station. We'll be picking up in a few minutes over the
Goldstone station.

SPACECRAFT Bill, the old Biffer is still here. It seems to
have come thru in great shape.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you thru TDRS, we'll
be getting tv shortly thru Goldstone.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, I've got a VTR record button stuck on
the RMS camera, unable to select any other cameras. I'll take
any suggestions you have for it.

CAPCOM Copy that Ron, we'll

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.
We'll be getting TV shortly through Goldstone.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Houston I've got a VTR record
button stuck on the RMS camera, unable to select any other
cameras. I'll take any suggestions you have.

CAPCOM Copy that, Ron. We'll think about that. And Bob,
we have coming up next - you transfering him (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance, under a (garble).

SPACECRAFT Bill, as far as comm dropouts go, I haven't run
into any yet. Just for the record, I don't see any stars out
here.

PA0 This is Mission Control. Astronaut, Bruce
McCandless, - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) problem. (Garble) foot restraint and
(garble) the boot in it either. Yeah, I have to get in, (garble)
real hard you have to force the heel under, and equally hard to
get out. Okay, that applies at this foot restraint too. Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. We've got some procedures to try to
recover the video tape recorder button, but we would like to go
ahead and use the elbow camera for now to track Bruce during his
long range translations. We'll try the recovery after we get out
of ground site coverage for TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. I'll stand by and wait for that. And
Jerry, pass to Ed we sure have a nice flying machine here.

CAPCOM Yes sir, Bruce. It looks like a real friendly
machine, real solid, real stable, and looks like you did a good
job with all that engineering work over those years, as well as
Ed and the rest of the crew.

PA0 This is Mission Control. Astronaut, Bruce
McCandless and the Manned Maneuvering Unit now gliding over the
top of the Shuttle pallet satellite.

SPACECRAFT And EVA'ers, how about a status check at the first
convenient break point, here.

PAO And - -
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) suit pressure of 4. - let me start over,
(garble), an hour and 12 minutes, time left 6:10, 83 percent
power, and 90 percent 02. I either see stars or somebody just
started a water dump. Must be sunrise coming up.

PAO Astronaut-

SPACECRAFT (Garble) seeing thos little guys each time the sun
comes up.

PAO Astronaut McCandless due to make his 150 foot
translation from the Orbiter in just a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we're recovered.

CAPCOM Okay Ron, glad to hear that, thank you.

PAO Capcom in Mission Control is Astronaut Jerry
Ross

.

CAPCOM I have a lot of envious people watching you, looks
like you're having a lot of fun up there.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it's working very nicely.

PAO Astronaut Bruce McCandless in the first actual
flight test of the man maneuvering unit. You can see the locato
lights blinking on the underside of the man maneuvering unit.

CAPCOM Ah Bob, can you give us a status check now?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

END OF riAPE
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PAO You can see the locator lights blinking on the
underside of the man maneuvering unit.

SPACECRAFT Ah Bob can you give us a status check now?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 6 hours, 83% power, (garble) % 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understood, 83% power, say again 02.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT We think we heard 87, Bob, your equipment.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, 87.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

SPACECRAFT Guess I'll have to holler real loud. Looks like
daylight is upon us.

PAO Astronaut Bob Stewart reading off the parameters of
his EMU.

SPACECRAFT Reading just about 2000 psi in system A as in
alpah, and 1800 in system B as in bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

SPACECRAFT Bill, I'm going to head on out over the bay, with
your permission.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, right on, why don't you give us a 150
foot short translation.

SPACECRAFT Bill, do you have the TV ranging device working
today? Out of curiousity.

SPACECRAFT We'll find out how it's working shortly.

SPACECRA?T 0!;<,y. Gees when you put in a for long translation,
the thing shutters, and rattles, and shakes.

PAO Bruce McCandless preparing to make his 150 foot
sojourn, moving away from the Orbiter out to a distance of 150
feet and then returning, and then following that about 10 minutes
later, he will go out to a distance of 300 feet.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, we're not going to pay much attention to
you for a little while here, while we watch Bruce go out in
(garble) .

SPACECRAFT (garble) and prospective here on the Orbiter?
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And Bruce would you like to turn the (garble) TV

Yes sir , (garble) .

Okay Bruce, we have a good shot of the payload bay.

Great, this is neat.

SPACECRAFT
on?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

PAO This is a picture from the camera on the helmet of
Bruce McCandless, looking back at the Orbiter as he slowly glides
away from it.

SPACECRAFT Looks great, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, I'm trying to see what sort of land mass
that is we're coming up on. It looks like Florida, it is
Florida, it's the Cape.

Yeah, you're on the state side, Bruce,

Oh, I got to see if I can get a picture of this.

You're not too far from Houston as a matter of

And Houston, we have some helmet-mounted TV on now.

Roger we got a little bit of it earlier, Vance.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
fact.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Some super views.

SPACECRAFT I think when you get out further, Bruce, we'll be
able to see the whole ship, right now we can see a corner of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we got a little bit of it earlier, Vance.
Some super views.

SPACECRAFT I think when you get out further Bruce, we'll be
able to see the whole ship, right now we can see a corner of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Look out there, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT It's nice, the sun just came into my eyes, that's a
little bright, but, not a big deal. Going over the Florida Keys,
sort of. Okay, 1900 on the left, 1800 on the right. Let's see
how this state of the art ranging device is going to work. Well,
I show myself about 80 feet out, something like that. I could go
faster but why rush it.

PAO McCandless at a distance of about 80 feet.

SPACECRAFT Found me on the TV ranger yet?

SPACECRAFT Not yet.

PAO He'll be going about twice that far out on this
exercise.

SPACECRAFT (garble) above the ship.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, that's what I'm trying to do, verifying that
it's working out.

pAO McCandless in his man maneuvering unit, constitute
a separate spacecraft of there own now.

SPACECRAFT Well, you may get the name of the world's fastest
human being, going along there at 4 miles a second, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT The record will only stand I guess, for the next
hour or so.

SPACECRAFT Just past over Florida and Cuba.

SPACECRAFT Well I guess to break it Robert, is going to have
to go 10 percent faster.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) like I've got enough (garble).

SPACECRAFT I'm showing myself at about 95 feet right
now. Maybe right at a 100. Got that ranger going yet.

SPACECRAFT We've got you at 123 feet at about .3 feet per
second.
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SPACECRAFT Okay that sounds about right. We always seem to
have about a 25 foot difference between what I read and what the
simulator up at Martin with (garble) and all those guys came up
with. Point 3, okay. Give it a little more - -

SPACECRAFT (garble) what are you.

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Why don't you go ahead and take the cameras, I'm
going to work the lasers, on camera's B and C.

CAPCOM Copy, we'll take the other cameras, you've got
baker and charlie, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 145 feet, Bruce, at well a little noisy,
around .3 yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't I try to come to a stop here.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, matter of fact you just hit 150 feet, so
you'd probably better stop.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I should be just about stopped now. And I'm
reading 125, so yeab. You should have a ranger at just about 0
now.

SPACECRAFT We're seeing about .2.

SPACECRAFT Point 2? Okay. Okay, and I'll come on back in.

SPACECRAFT Great.

PAO MMU has a -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) it's real solid on stability.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it really is and so far the only surprise is
that, like I say, when I put on a +X for a couple of seconds, I

feel a sort - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Real solid on stability.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it really is and so far the only surprise is
that, like I say, when I put on a fX for a couple of seconds, I
feel a sort of rumbling, rattling which I assume is interaction
between the EMU and the MMU, but we hadn't expected it.

PAO MMU has 24 nitrogen powered thrusters. McCandless
will begin returning to the spacecraft now.

SPACECRAFT Well, whoever it is that buiit these visuals did a
great job.

SPACECRAFT Ok, .140 feet.

SPACECRAFT I perceive myself to be closing now, a couple of
tenths of a foot per second maybe.

SPACECRAFT Ok, closing at, well, we really can't tell how fast
you're closing, it's jumping around a little bit, but you're
coming in, you're about 120 feet out.

SPACECRAFT Good

.

SPACECRAFT And we're not picking you up on the radar for some
reason, very well. We can't seem to track.

SPACECRAFT Well, I may be in a little bit closer - during the
man mode and low power, and all that stuff?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Maybe I should nave eaten some of those cans for
breakfast unstead of just the food - -

SPACECRAFT Yes, you're not reflective enough. And Bruce, is
your EMU camera still on?

SPACECRAFT Yes Sir.

SPACECRAFT Somehow we lost (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, are you going to take a picture of us?

SPACECRAFT Ye% I am, but it's joing to better on the next
one, cause the sun angle is not all that great right now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) this time and the next time.

SPACECRAFT Well, I've taken about 5.

SPACECRAFT Good.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, that explains it. Yes, you're 60 feet from
that camera. Okay say those numbers again?

SPACECRAFT 1800 A, 1600 B.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Are you going to want the windows washed or
while I'm up here.

We want you to get out and back before sunset

(Garble)

.

while you're here we'll just read the
Bruce.

you go. Okay, here we go. Hey, you know what
chatter ing in plus or minus X. I don't know
attitude roll logic suppressing the thrusters

;on, you catching all this?

Challenger, we're still here. No TV but
Question for Bruce, is the chatter between

is it in the MHO itself?

it feels like the X thrusters are chattering
staying on continuously.

copy that.

Vance, got another problem down here with the -

got tool boards can't seem to get them in.

you're cutting out again real bad but
having a problem with the tool board Bob.

That's affirm. They won't go into the slots.

Houston, copy that.

CAfCOM Roger, Vance. Just one query, has Bob rotated the
locks for the tool boards horizontal such that he can insert
them?

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, Jerry.
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CAPCOM Okay copy that, Bob. Can you give us any further
elaboration on the problem?

SPACECRAFT No further elaboration. Trying to insert the tool
boards on the top slots. It won't go.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Bob.

SPACECRAFT You know this is really beautiful out here.

SPACECRAFT One second.

SPACECRAFT I'm getting a nice sun angle and everything. What
do you got for an opening rate on me? About a quarter a foot per
second?

SPACECRAFT We'll have to wait a little while until we get a
good angle on you there, Bruce. We're estimating somewhere
around 3 tenths.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I got one of them in but I regulated back
and forth.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Bob.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're maybe 5 feet from the C camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Bob, suggest you try inserting the bottom of the
tool board first and see if that works any better.

SPACECRAFT Well, it never has gone in that way but I'll try
it. It goes in that way and come out. Okay, they're both in.
The one that was difficult (garble) it in the machine a little
bit. Looks like it's got the pipes scraped and a little bit of
metal cut (garble) enough metal cut.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that Bob. Might suggest swapping boards
side for side and see if that wc

SPACECRAFT They're both in now.

CAPCOM Okay copy that. Sorry. And for Ron - -

SPACECRAFT Good show.
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CAPCOM - - on Al right we'd like S-band FM antenna to
lower please.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - Bob. Might suggest swapping boards side for side
and see if that works.

SPACECRAFT They're both in now.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, sorry. And for Ron -

SPACECRAFT Good show.

CAPCOM - on Al right we'd like S-Band FM antenna to lower
please.

SPACECRAFT (garble) that's a copy.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're seeing a (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT .5 feet per second.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Oh, this is superb.

SPACECRAFT 175 feet.

SPACECRAFT I'm reading 150, so I agree with 175. Do you show
about a 1/2 a feet per second opening?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's jumping between about .3 and .8 so
somewhere in the middle of that.

SPACECRAFT I got a real good look at the main engines now.

SPACECRAFT 204 feet.

SPACECRAFT (garble) And to think that this thing was sitting
on the launch pad just a few days ago.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's a marvelous machine.

SPACECRAFT You know, hey Vance?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT This is, the view you get out here is like the
difference between the view you get flying in a heavy aircraft
looking out the little windows and flying in a helicopter at mach
25, or (garble). It's really a beautiful panorama.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Bruce we have your view of the EMU camera, but
I'm sure it must be great out there.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, well it's aimed down a little bit, what are
you seeing in the EMU camera?

SPACECRAFT It's a little distorted here but we can see the
entire wing span, we can see the from nose to tail of the
Orbiter. Maybe if you pitched down slightly we'd have it
centered better.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Say when.

SPACECRAFT (garble) a little better. Maybe a little too much
pitch. Hey, you got the Earth in. That's great.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to nuke another one of my scientific
range measurements here. I will correct it and tell you what I
think it is. Okay I'm, I guess it's about 250.

SPACECRAFT It's 260, that's pretty close for a device like
that.

SPACECRAFT Well, I put a 25 foot windage on it. Here I got
this EMU turned up full hot, but I'm actually getting a little
bit chilly out here. And I'm taking pictures with great
regular ity.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have you at out .3 feet per second,
(garble)

SPACECRAFT Good comfortable speed.

SPACECRAFT Rog , and Bruce could you go up and a little to your
r ight

.

SPACECRAFT Up and a little to my right, okay. I think that's
about 275 now.

PAO McCandless making his -

SPACECRAFT We have 283.

SPACECRAFT Thanks.

PA0 ~ - his long distance translation from the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT And 12 minutes from darkness.

SPACECRAFT Great, we're in good shape.

SPACECRAFT And up a little more, and to the right a little
more.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, it just takes a little while to take
affect. Okay about 275?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And 12 minutes from darkness.

SPACECRAFT Great, we're in good shape.

SPACECRAFT And up a little more and to the right a little
more

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It just takes a little while to take
affect. Okay about 275.

SPACECRAFT It's getting a little harder to spot you with this
surveyors range finder, so we'll give you a reading in a minute.

SPACECRAFT
view.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
official 300.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

PAO
feet from the Challenger

Yes, I imagine the sun is getting into the field of

297.

Great. And a couple of more feet to make it an
I'm on back in. Oh, this is great.

305, 306, might as well come back.

305, 306, that was an awful quick 10 feet, but - -

McCandless at the full distance, a little over 300

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's about 306. Okay I'll come on back in.

PAO Not getting the live television from the spacecraft
now.

SPACECRAFT (garble) standard.

PAO Using the - -

SPACECRAFT We have you at 318 and still opening a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Well, I ought to be closing now.

PAO Using the Ku-band antenna for radar tracking.

SPACECRAFT 320 and still opening a little bit.

PAO McCandless at 320 feet from the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT How about about 3 tenths closing.

SPACECRAFT Standby one. Okay, 308 and closing at somewhere
around .3 to .5.
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SPACECRAFT Is this the Africa coming up?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challeager. We haven't had any luck at
all with Ku-radar in tracking them. We can get a couple hits and
a little bit of signal strength once in awhile, but it's not
staying on him.

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger. We've been watching that on the
ground also.

SPACECRAFT And what's your attitude rating now, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Okay, system A is reading 1500, 1500. And system B
is reading 1300, 1300.

SPACECRAFT 286 feet, closing at about .3.

SPACECRAFT My figure is about 255 or 260.

SPACECRAFT (garble) about 280 Bruce

SPACECRAFT - - to the top of the payload bay. I'm measuring
too.

SPACECRAFT 274, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT 268,

PAO McCandless returning to the Challenger.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, you were both speaking at once.

SPACECRAFT Yes, you have about 20 minutes till dark. We had
another timebase being used so I guess you've got plenty of time
to get back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It looks real good out here from sun angle
and everything. Is this Africa I'm coming over?

SPACECRAFT Sure is.

SPACECRAFT Boy, it's beautiful down there.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) A little bit of eye Vance to see if they
can't get it as I come in, a little better picture with a little
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more of the Orbiter and the Earth. I'm not going to slow down my
rate of coming in, I'm just going to ride it a little high.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. Actually, your just about on timeline
too.

SPACECRAFT Want me to smile for the Ku-band, would that
help? I've got a few filings in my teeth.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're- -

SPACECRAFT Okay, you guys getting Bruce. Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're coming up 9-1/2 minutes to LOS TDRS.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're - -

SPACECRAFT Okay you guys getting Bruce - Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're coming up 9 1/2 minutes till LOS
TDRS. We'll listen to you over Yarrgadee. Next discussion will
be at Guam, 01+30. And a reminder or request for Bruce, we would
like to have him record the N2 tank pressures on the MMU before
the recharge.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that. I'm reading them out very frequently
anyway.

CAPCOM Copy that Bruce.

SPACECRAFT And Bruce if you could go towards your feet, go
down just a little bit.

SPACECRFT (Garble) that.

SPACECRAFT You're starting to go into the sun.

PAO McCandless has nearly completed his two long
distance translations from the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT (garble) EMU TV.

CAPCOM We got some early, Ron, We aren't getting any
now. We don't have any TV capability.

SPACECRAjl f Okay, (garble) started on my monitor. I was
wondering what you saw.

SPACECRAFT Hey Bob, we lost you. Where are you? I want to
pick you up on one of my cameras. I keep track on you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Another picture.

SPACECRAFT Hey Bob, when you have a chance, lean way back into
the foot restraints, I can barely get a good shot of you. Oh,
beautiful. Now smile or get something out from under your
face

.

PAO Astronaut Stewart working with the manipulator foot
retraint. Little earlier we heard him -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like the radar back to
GPC please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we couldn't do any good with it in GPC or
auto.
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CAPCOM Roger we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Pitch up a little bit, get a little more of the
nose there on your right maybe.

SPACECRAFT How about left?

SPACECRAFT Right. Okay, that looks good. Pitch a little
more. Looks good.

PAO Earlier we heard Stewart working with the tool
boards, inserting those in the manipulator foot restraint, having
some difficulty with them. Television we've been getting here
for the last several minutes has been the replay of the earlier
TV obtained over the state side pass.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on the left, and a 1000 even on the
r ight

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got that Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Now it's safe for me to go work on the TPAD is it
not? Can't I just put the TPAD on over there Bob? Hey Bob?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Can't I put the TPAD on over there?

SPACECRAFT Here at the FSS.

SPACECRAFT Yes, no at the SESA.

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure you can put it on over there.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me fly over and leave the (garble) gag<
with the FSS though.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Do you have a wrist tether I can put it on? Just
stay where you are, I'll come over to you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - with the FSS though.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Got a wrist tether that I can put it on? Just stay
where you are. I'll come over to you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) to go back over there and help you with
that (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Let me have a crack at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, EMU TV off.

SPACECRAFT You want it on or off.

SPACECRAFT Off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by please. I'll get it in a second.
It should be off.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT You confirm, off.

PAO McCandless will be attempting shortly to - -

SPACECRAFT Bruce, it looks off.

PAD - - to attach the T-pad, tunnion pin attachment
device. That is one of the major EVA tools used to help the
astronaut in the MMU attach himself to a trunnion pin on a, for
example, on a disabled satellite to become attached to that to be
able to work on it. This is a test of the operation of that
system.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm out of attitude roll.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have you as going with the SESA and stall
configuring the T-pad when you're able and drop the ranging gage
and grab the handrail,

SPACECRAFT I am passed the ranging gage, Bob. I'm turning my
CEA powers off so in case I bump the hand controllers they won't
fire thrusters.

PAO This is Mission Control with 4 days, 1 hour, 11
minutes mission elapsed time. The Challenger has passed out of
the range of the tracking data relay satellite on orbit #65.
We'll have a brief pass over Yarragadee in about 9 minutes.
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That's a UHF site and then we'll get Guam in about 18 minutes.
Our next television opportunity is over Hawaii about 32 mintues
from now. Currently, Astronaut Bruce McCandless has pretty well
completed his final trip from the Orbiter's cargo bay out into
space attached to the manned maneuvering unit and returned. His
first travel opportunity there was 150 feet approximately away
from the Orbiter and the second was to a distance of
approximately 300 feet. He actually went out to about 320 feet
before returning. Astronaut Bob Stewart preparing the
manipulator foot restraint, the space age cherry picker type
device which will be used on the end of the mechanical arm
provide a work platform for astronauts to work on space
construction or to attend to satellites. Stewart was also - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - will be used on the end of the mechanical arm,
provide a work platform for astronauts to work on space
construction or to attend to satellites. Stewart was also
preparing the trunion pin attachment device to be attached to the
front of Bruce McCandless's MMU. That is a clamping type,
docking device that the astronaut will use to attach himself to
the heavey metal pin that we call the trunion pin. It's just
another way of docking with a satellite or other piece of space
equipment, This is Mission Control at 4 days, 1 hour, 18 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, we're a little less than 2 minutes away
from reaquiring voice communication thru the Yarragadee,
Australia station. Flight Director Jon Cox, who is the Specialty
Flight Director for EVA doing a status check with flight
controllers here in mission control as to the health of the
Or hi tec systems. Everything is looking very good in support of
the EVA. He spoke with the surgeon and crewmembers involved in
the EVA , all doing well.

PAO Mission Control, 4 days, 1 hour, 24 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time , we've had a brief pass over the Yarragadee station
with no voice communication. We'll be picking up over Guam in
about 6 minutes. This is Mission Control.

PAO Mission Control, we're standing by for acquisition
through the Guam station.

SPACi.C|/AFT How's it looking?

SPACECRAFT Good, Looking good.

s i-ACECRAKT Ok, we're (garble), Bob.

CAt'COM Challenger , Houston through Guam for 7-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, Bruce is doffing the MMU and Bob is
(garble) the MFR

.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Vaace, and to make sure we keep Bob on
schedule for his MMU task, we want to make sure he is getting out
of the MFR no later than 2+38.

SPACECRAFT -k , Bob who,, you 1 re ready, I'll go ahead and rotate
,,o you rr.jn get in.

; t>A . '/vft .Stand by, ^on.

^Au Astronaut Ron McNair preparing to manuever the
> :riow Manipulator System so that Bob Stewart can get into the

'A.K, ', pu .
r or Foot Res t r * int.

•;nu ok Tfcpi-
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PA0 That's Ron McNair, preparing to maneuver the remote
manipulator system, so that Bob Stewart can get into the
manipulator foot restraint.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hooter. We would like the
startrackers to track, and be advised we're sending you a new
state vector.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, copy.

Okay, (garble) Jerry.

Okay, Bob, coming up.

How's she looking there, Bob.

(Garble) keep coming.

Okay, Ron, that will be good enough.

Okay.

SPACECRAFT I (garble) to change the (garble) 40% which is
about 16 inches to a foot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, try to (garble).

SPACECRAFT Hold it right there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, do I need to translate toward the nose,
or do you have enough room to get in it there?

SPACECRAFT I think there's enough room, I'm going to try.

SPACECRAFT And all your tethers properly configured.

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, where are you in your procedure i ow?

SPACECRAFT I'm just finishing the MMU dump, turning off the
main A and B powera, and I have read the pressure gages, I have
600 psi, in each side remaining. Starting in on GN2 service.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got that.

SPACECRAFT Will you verify that the two nitrogen supply valves
on R13 are still open please.

SPACECRAFT They're still open.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control, McCandless has parked his
MMU, read the pressure gages and they will be preparing to
recharge the nitrogen tanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the problem is, okay (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble). I'll do a little at a time. How'
that, Bob.

SPACECRAFT More.

SPACECRAFT Need more?

SPACECRAFT Hold it right there.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're going LOS here., in 10
seconds, Hawaii is next in 6 minutes. What we're following from
Bob's activity we recommend that he terminate once he gets the
MFR installed, configured, and press for the MMU.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, did you get that, Bob?

SPACECRAFT I got it.

PAO We're hearing astronaut Ron McNair-

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Working with Bob Stewart -

END OF TAPE
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PAO We're hearing Astronaut Ron McNair - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Ok.

PAO Working with Bob Stewart.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's it, Bob.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) it.

SPACECRAFT Problem, Vcnce, is that with the tool board in
(garble)

PAO Astronaut Ron McNair inside the Shuttle manuevering
the mechanical arm while Astronaut Bob Stewart in the Manipulator
Foot Restraint will be moved to the area's force input locations,
be working there at those locations and they'll be evaluating how
stable and how firm a platform the RMS and MFR combination is.
Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 1 hour, 43 minutes, Mission
Elapsed Time. We're a little less than a minute away from
picking up again over the Hawaii station. Astronaut Bruce
McCandless in the cargo bay is busy recharging the port Manned
Manuevering Unit with nitrogen and Astronaut Bob Stewart at the
Manipulator Foot Restraint mounted on the mechanical arm which is
being manuevered by Astronaut Ron McNair who is up at the aft
flight deck.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7-
1/2 and we're getting good TV.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, right at the moment Bob is trying
to restart the MFR. Bruce is giving him a hand.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, the problem is, trying to hold onto the
rabbit ears, and it's too slick.

SPACECRAFT Yes, just hold onto it until Bruce gets there to
help.

SPACECRAFT Yes, are you trying to restow it? Yes. Well, put
it in the RMS.

SPACECRAFT I'm trying to restow it.

SPACECRAFT Aren't we going to use it?

SPACECRAFT I've got to get the (garble) deployed.
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SPACECRAFT Here we go. Just a second. Stay back on you side
there. Do you know what's happened also, it looks like it's
broken, (garble) maybe. Ok, lets float her in.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a couple notes for
you, we'd like to get TV during initial portion of the TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Could you say again, Jerry, we didn't copy that.

CAPCOM Ok, Ron, when we come up on TDRS we would like to
take the Ku control to command and on GNC SPEC 33, we'll need an
ITEM 2 EXECUTE, verifying that there is no asterisk. That will
allow us to have TV off of TDRS for a while early in the pass
until such time that we have to drop it because of the pointing
angles.

SPACECRAFT Ok, she's locked in.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, we copy that, that's when you come up on
TDRS.

CAPCOM That's affirm, as soon as we go LOS here you can do
that, and also Hoot, one other suggestion, when you try radar
during Bob's translations, suggest - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry we copy that, that's when you come up on
TDRS?

CAPCOM That's affirm, as soon as we go LOS here, you can
do that. And also Hoot, one other suggestion, when you try radar
during Bob's translations, suggest using more auto track with
manual search,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, auto track was the only one that I had
any luck in at all. I was getting the signal returned in that
one, but I was getting it any where olse.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And let me add, even in auto track, it never did
establish a track on him,

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay we're locked back in the APC back here. The
(garble) is deploy, what next? Okay, you want to recapture it,
in the extension deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Stand by, 3ruce, stand by, Bruce. Okay, Bruce and
Bob we're ready to go ahead and recapture.

SPACECRAFT Yeah I'll get out of the way, and let Bruce,
(garble) - best unit.

SPACECRAFT And we need yo get you back to the MMU

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Hey Bob, the configuration of the MMU, is
you're hooked up to system 1, you're flowing gas, the crossfeed
valves are open. You're in the middle of a propellant recharge.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT You need to terminate that, and then go fly.

SPACECRAFT Thank you (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Enjoy it, have a ball.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Even got the big trash bag back here for me.

SPACECRAFT They've got the whole thing configured.
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SPACECRAFT Yeah, what won't you think of next, you're all
heart, Vance. Okay, have a nice flight, you need any tethers.

SPACECRAFT No but I'm going to leave the (garble) here with
you. (Garble) in the trashbag.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Bob Stewart preparing to move over to his MMU, and
lock into that.

SPACECRAFT And Bruce, you know the attitude that we're going
to need that MSR in is going to be with the - parallel to the
longeron with the handles at the aft.

SPACECRAFT Well, hang on a minute. (garble) get myself
tethered here.

SPACECRAFT Bob, where's the force of evaluation device at?

SPACECRAFT It's out here.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, you'll terminate the recharge (garble)

SPACECRAFT (Garble) What are you saying Hoot?

SPACECRAFT Okay, when you get ready to hold that guy up there
to put the grapple fixture in, of course, the MSR is going to
want to be with the handles to the aft part of the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT Why don't you rotate the end affector to 90
degrees -

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah, yeah, Ron could do that. We put it
back and start it (garble)

SPACECRAFT Say, Ron. Put it in the end affector mode, and
come on down and (garble) at the (garble) there to your right.

SPACECRAFT 90 degrees. I'll put the end affector, you want it
outboard.

SPACECRAFT I want to put it right down on top of the -

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to roll the end affector outboard
and come down. You hear?

SPACECRAFT (garble) yeah we're there. Come on down. Let me
trim it up a little bit.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 15 seconds LOS Hawaii
TDRS in a couple of minutes, please configure for TDRS, and for
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your information, camera delta is off, it was getting over
heated.

SPACECRAFT Add a little more. Copy, Jerry. I understand
camear delca off. (Garble) see if you can move it towards the
forward longeron, (garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT

See if you can move it toward the forward longeron

Going forward.

PAO This is Mission Control. We've temporarily lost
contact here, we'll pick up again in just about 30 seconds thru
the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. We may get some television in
the early part of the TRDS pass thru the use of the Ku-band
antenna, until about 1/3 or 1/2 of the way thru the pass. We
lose it due to pointing angles. We're at 4 days, 1 hour, 53
minutes into the flight. And we're running a little bit behind
on the timeline.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT And forward a little bit.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) watch the main deflector cleared.

SPACECRAFT I'm watching, I'm watching. Move it a little
more. A little more. More. Come on down a little.

Understand GN2 (garble)

(garble)

Ok, stop.

Stopped.

I'm going to release it, so you can go ahead and

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
capture anytime you want but don't ridgidize.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to go capture now.

SPACECRAFT Capture.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we're captured.

SPACECRAFT Ok, take her up, that is ridgidize.

SPACECRAFT Ok, ridgidizes.

Ok, you're there, now don't do anything for aSPACECRAFT
minute, just

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

A little more.

Just play it cool for a minute, ok?

SPACECRAFT Ok, will stand by.
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SPACECRAFT Ok Vance, GN2 supply (garble) valves closed.

SPACECRAFT Ok, GN2 valves coming closed.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're back with you thru TDRS
and we're getting good TV again.

Oh, look at the sunrise. Look at the sunrise.

Ok, we copy, Jerry.

Ok, Bob, that takes you into MMU prep.

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

PAO Astronaut Stewart completing tne recharge and the
disconnect of the MMU. We have a picture of Bruce McCandless
working around the end effector of the mechanical arm.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Houston, Challenger.

Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Ok, need your advise on what Bruce should do with
the MFR, would you like to have him do his normal timeline or
pick up things that Bob would have done.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, we proprose that he press on with his
normal timeline of doing the MEB task. We'd also suggest if time
permits to add a force evaluation using the device at the MEB
station and that's on FS-11 and 12, box 19.

SPACECRAFT Ok, copy that, did you get that, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

SPACECRAFT That's on ML 86 B.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

SPACECRAFT Main A and B, MMU port, TDRS A and B two to open.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's in work.

SPACECRAFT I think the umbilicals are already disconnected,
Bob.

SPACECRAFT Ok, (garble) ok Vance.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

SPACECRAFT That's ck, we've already got that.
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SPACECRAFT Ok.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay,

SPACECRAFT That's on ML 86 B, main A and B, MMU port, TDRS A
and B two to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay that's in work Bob. (garble) are already
disconnected Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) . Okay Vance.

SPACECRAFT Say again?

SPACECRAFT That's okay, we've already got that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Astronaut Bruce McCandless will be working with the
main electronic box, that's the simulated box of electronics
similar to that found on the solar maximum satellite. This will
be another opportunity to practice actually making the repairs
that would be made on the solar maximum satellite on the next
shuttle flight. Orbiter approaching the western coast of the
Baja peninsular.

CAPCOM (garble) on the alpha camera if that's okay with
you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry, you can have it.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

PAO Bruce McCandless there working at the manipulator
foot restraint.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dr. McNair, gerronemo. Okay Bruce, we'll
head over to the MEB. Okay. I'll get you over there, and take
your command once we're there. Okay. You don't want to move
this thing around a bit first? Bob - . Take it out and do a
short checkout. Okay. Bob, if you look down at the earth you'll
see Baja California. (garble)

PAO McCandless on the end of the arm here.

SPACECRAFT Are you trying to get into the MMU? Yeah. Okay,
your going to have to duck way down, and bring the EMU up behind
the cue light extenders. A little more down, a little more down,
there you go. You're in business. Now come up, - Ah shoot, you
know what I didn't bring. (garble) handheld camera, it's sitting
up there in - I'll go back and get it, let's do a few phase and
checks here. Give me your commands, I'll go in payload and I'll
just let me try and (garble) a littli bit. I'll take your
commands. Okay. Let's go up. Right up. Beautiful. Up. Stop,
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Let's go left, Okay, stop. Let's go back. Going back. Piece of
cake. Hey it looks good. You're doing good, Ron. Okay, what do
you want to do next? Vance, what do I want to do next? Let's do
your hand controller checkout, your attitudes. What? Your
attitude, let me pitch and yaw a bit. I'm not following you. I
want to pitch you forward, Bruce. Okay. Pitching you back.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Are you feeling those motions. Yeah they're very
slow. Yawing right, you're in (garble) too. Really? Yeah,
rolling to the right, rolling left. Okay, I guess we ought to
head on over to the - MEU at this time. I'll take you there.
Just remember one thing. One false move, and then blap.
Remember one thing, you're at the end of the arm. (garbl-?)

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, it sounds like it's Ron's turn
to get even. And we have a note for you on cinerma 360 OPS.

SPACECRAFT Go with that Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, cinema 360 OPS we vould like to get Bob
during his close in, initial checkout flying, and when you
operate the cinema 360, we would like to get camera A views of
the top opening, of the cover opening, as you operate the camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay.

PAO We see McCandless on the manipulator foot
restraint

.

SPACECRAFT Beautiful, it really is. By the way, somebody
ought to pass to Jerry Alden that his T-pad works great.

CAPCOM Copy that Bruce, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, I'd like to take it from there. I'm
going to payload. Okay, let's go down a bunch. That's forward
right. That's towards the end of the boat that has the tool on
it. Going down.

PAO McCandless will be moving over to the main
electronics box.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it - monitor that end affector (garble)
just assume that PAM sunshield. Up. Okay, we're stopped. Let
me rearrange the furniture here a second.

CAPCOM Challenger passing over the Yucatan peninsula.

SPACECRAFT How's the flap going Bob. (garble) Problem,
Vance, I don't know what's happening to me. Yeah. Have a
(garble). You working on the lab boat. Stand by, Bruce. Bob.
Yeah. Tell you what happened to me, they got the (garble) too
far out, so when you pull a strip down over them, your really, I
think they've got the (garble) too far in, so when you pull the
strap down over it hard you're missing it. There's really too
much slack, so what you've got to do, is feel for the (garble),
with your fingers, and just sort of push them down over it.
Okay. Did that help any. Yes. Okay, Bruce we're ready to put
the arm I'm still rearranging the furniture here. Stand
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by for your call. Okay, let's go forward. Okay, we're going
forward. In my coordinates. Gotcha. Little more, little
more. Little more, keep going, little more, little more, little
more, keep going, keep going, little more. Okay now let's go
down in my coordinates some. Going down. Little more. Wow
one. How about right about an inch. Going right. Okay, that's
good. And I haven't given you (garble) status check recently,
Vance. Yeah, why don't you give us one now.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yes, why don't you give us one here.

PAO we have a picture of Bob Stewart- -

SPACECRAFT (garble) is 2+58.

PA0 - - at his MMU and now we're back with a picture - -

SPACECRAFT (garble) 4+20 with 60 percent power. And I've not
75 percent 02 left. I think that's all you're really interested
in, isn't it.

SPACECRAFT Was that 50 or 60 percent power.

SPACECRAFT I think it was 60.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

SPACECRAFT Yes, 60.

SPACECRAFT Here comes (garble) 2 hours 58, (garble) 420, 5
percent 02.

PA0 EVA crewmembers reading off the parameters on their
EMUs. Remaining power and oxygen.

SPACECRAFT Bob, we copied the 02. Did you have power?

SPACECRAFT 59 percent power.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) It wobbles a little bit, but its pretty
useful as a work platform. You know what I'm doing, I'm sort of
bouncing around intentionally. If your quiet about what your
doing, it stays there nicely.

PA0 Now we see Bob Stewart preparing his Manned
Manuevering Unit for its flight, and there he goes with the
release.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bob, which step are you on now?

SPACECRAFT Ok Vance, I'm on 3.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

SPACECRAFT Ok, flight control is looking good. I'm going to
come out with your permission.

SPACECRAFT Ok, you've got belt ok, huh?
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SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with a couple items.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT Were is your safety tether?

CAPCOM Ok, we've seen that maybe Bob has his DCM cover not
up. We suggest he do that if he has a chance. Also, Cinema 360pS

u»rT
Y°Ur ca * X on 9ettin9 scenes, we'd like MFR coverage as wellas MMU operations and if there's time, we're anticipating

allowing Bob do some MFR ops after his MMU flying, over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, (garble). Bob, there you go, now the cable is

SMn
apP

l
d^nde™eath the (garble) belt between the fitting on the

^ n^
h
f

( 9 arl?
le >- Your g°ing to have to take the right handlock belt loose in order to unstrap it. Well, if you like, I can

(garble) you can't get that close in the MFR. Take the right
hano lap belt loose let the reel go, and we'll retrieve it. Hangonto the lap belt, there's the lap belt under your arm, there you
go, and between your wrist tether on your arm. There you go.Ok, now you can take your wrist - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - and between your wrist tether, your arm. There
you go. Okay, now you can take your wrist tether and tie it off
someplace, and the (garble) will be dropped. Interesting
enough. I can feel the vibrations, from you hitting that hook
with that: tether reel. Okay. That's incredible, you know it.
Okay, it looks like you're clear. I'll tell you why I take that
right subway strip, put it around a mushroom, it got in my way,when I came back. Or you can worry about it later. Okav. looksgood, Bob. (Garble).

PAO Once Stewart checks out his - -

SPACECRAFT Get back to work.

PA0 checks out his MMU, he will do the same
translations as McCandless has done. The 150 foot range and the
300 foot range from the Orbiter. McCandless still in the
manipulator foot restraint. Stewart earlier unable to complete
his activities at the manipulator foot restraint. The EVA teamwould like for him to be able to go back and get some of that ifthere is time. The crew has been running a little behind.

SPACECRAFT (garble) jets (garble). Houston Challenger, this
is the point where I would take the Ku power to standby and
panel, do you want that done?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Hooter, and also on spec 33, wewould like an item 2 execute with an asterisk this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance, I'm heading out. Okay.

PA0 Stewart moving away now from the Orbiter, they will
use the Ku-band antenna for the tracking. So we will not be
getting the television through that antenna.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, for Vance and Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Two things, if Bob experiences the
same rattle that Bruce did, in X-translations , we would suggest
that he attempt to do one without attitude holdon, see if that
makes any different, and secondly because of timing here, I
suggest that Bob translate to 150 feet, stop, readout the N2
pressures, if it's good, proceed to 300 feet, and then return,
over. '

SPACECRAFT Okay, what's your N2 pressure now, Bob?
(Garble). (garble) Jerry, (garble) hold off, no chatter.

CAPCOM copy, you don't get the chatter with attitude
holdoff, Bob, thank you.
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SPACECRAFT All right. And say again your GN2 pressure. 2000,each side. Was that 2000? Affirm. Okay, 2000 each side.

*A0
, .

Stewart will do an abbreviated version of
translations from the Orbiter, instead of 2 round trips, he'll
ItZlA* i^°,nS

e
*

# stabilize, and evaluate the MMU, and thenproceed to 300 feet and then return to the Orbiter. This to heloput the crew back on the time.
u^er. mis to nelp

SPACECRAFT (garble) 7 feet Bob. Okay. Be sure and smile some

END OF TAPE
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^°, nn -
fc

~ -stabilize and evaluate the MMU and then proceed

^'baSrSn^e'tiSe!
6'"" t0 the °rbiteC '

thiS t0 help pUt the

SPACECRAFT - - 7 feet, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Be sure and smile some, Bob.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT We don't have very good radar on you Bob. ItsDumping around. I think it's somewhere around .3 to .5, You'reout to 65 feet, 75 feet. And how much (garble) Houston? Are youexperiencing that rattling in the +x, Bob?
Y

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Say again?

SPACECRAFT
do that.

I guess I am. with attitude hold off, it does not

SPACECRAFT I think what it probably is, is the modulation ofthe +X thrusters (garble) to save propellant. One thing gets tobe interesting m the invariant position you hold your legs Ifind myself with my logs right straight up most of the time,' andthen I was pulling them in occasionally to see what that did.
I m here at the MEB, the 1 and 2 screw groups are loosened. it

inS r.ii
#2 '? had locked ti ^ ht on them - The #l c s did notand I'll tighten them back up again shortly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, your 123 feet.

SPACECRAFT Okay Vance, I've got good propellant.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take a check at 150.

SPACECRAFT How about I take a break and turn around and have alook. How about that. Don't forget to take pictures! Thebutton is hanging down on the cable, it's about 6 inches belowand there you go. The velcro came off. Just flash off acouple. Looking good (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT How's your prop Bob? Your GN2?

SPACECRAFT Reading about 1950.

SPACECRAFT Oh well, back to work.

I
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob. We have you 180 feet now, opening at
.6. We didn't have data for awhile.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to increase the opening rate,

SPACECRAFT Let's go out to 300, then come back - if you wish.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Yes, on this forward drill I keep finding that I'm
inadvertently squeezing the trigger, the trigger force is too
light.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bob. We have you at 1 foot per second on the
radar. You better (garble) a few this way. 225 feet. Bob do
you hear me?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
255 feet.

PAO

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
now that I've got time to look aroundl

SPACECRAFT Very magnificent.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

That's where the Cinema 360 camera ought to be is

Yes, J. got you Vance, slowing down.

That's it 244 feet, .8, .65 now. Holding at .65,

Stewart about to reach the limit of his range.

253 feet at .6.

I see what Bruce was saying about the view out her

SPACECRAFT
out there.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Take a couple of pictures,

(garble)

.

288 feet.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) That's where the cinema 360 camera ought
to be is out there.

SPACECRAFT Take a couple of pictures.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT 288 feet, .55. And you might chrus up just a
little bit too. We've got you going below the V bar. 30 3 feet,
.65. Why don't you turn around and come on back.

SPACECRAFT Hey what's my velocity.

SPACECRAFT Opening at, standby. Okay we've got you closing
now .75.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're wondering how Bruce is
progressing?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. I've qot 5 out 6 free screws out.
I've got, I'm working on the sixth one. I've got all 4 of the
captive screws loose and it looks like column 2 had locked
tight. I'll tighten them up in a minute. Comment, the velcro
holding the (garble) is not very affective. The blanket is too
(garble) and the velcro is too weak so I'm having to fight that
but otherwise, things are going along beautifully.

CAPCOM Roger copy.

PAO McCandless reporting on his activities.

SPACECRAFT Bob, you're at 250 feet closing at .55. And
Houston, we have the radar working good now.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Bob, what's your GU2 now?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're at 205 feet, closing at .8.

PAO We're getting a television replay of the earlier
recorded downlink EVA activity. Astronaut Stewart on his way
back in and the crew aboard the Challenger tracking him with
radar.

SPACECRAFT We're looking good out there Bob. You're about
140, 150 feet now closing at .65.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, We're showing a camera over
temp on the ground.

SPACECRAFT Roger that Jerry, we'll check that out. 96 feet,
.7 Bob. (

S PACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay the radar broke lock around 70 feet, so
we'll just eyeball you from here I guess or you'll eyeball us it

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Just like coming down in a helicopter huh.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT A (garble) 24 helicopter.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) a little bit different.

SPACECRAFT Roger, recognize that.

PA0 Crew's getting back on the timeline now.
Condensing a couple of the activities there that over the last 4
minutes or so. McCandless will be completing his activities atthe manipulator foot restraint while Stewart goes back to the
special equipment stowage assembly and attempts to don the
trunnion pin attachment device.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bob, what's your GN2 now?

SPACECRAFT 1500.

SPACECRAFT 1500.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 1500.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, would you like to install a configure of TPAD
and translate to the SPAS there Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble) doing that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, to stop the Ku-antenna from continuing
(garble) we broke lock on Bob.s We'd like to take the Ku-band
mode to manual slew. And also, Vance, our suggestions - -

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM - - our suggestions on continuing the timeline here
are for Bruce to continue the MEB task and then perform the force
evaluation and for Bob to do some handling qualities there in the
cargo bay, and if he thinks he can, to go ahead and install the
TPAD by himself.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Fine.

SPACECRAFT I'm heading for doing that Jerry.

SPACECRAFT And thought you might want to consider making a
couple of passes at the SESA while I rap up here. On the pin on
top of the SESA.

SPACECRAFT Yeah I got you.

CAPCOM And Bruce and Bob, we concur with that idea. And
for Ron, Ron you'll have to be in the SPAS detach mode to be able
to operate the cameras on there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 3 1/2 minutes to
LOS TDRS. Guam is next at 03 + 06. We'd like a status on your
Cinema 360 operations, and for Ron, once you've completed
commanding the camera on the SPAS, we'd like you to go back to
the attach mode, please.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I'll get over there as soon as I can.

SPACECRAFT (garble) the APC in my hand and ready for the
moment to get some cinema 360 shots. Tbe camera is set up, we
have Fll set in there.

CAPCOM Copy that Ron, thank you.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, let's have another status check. You guys,
have you lay your tools down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one second please. The (garble) lightinq i<=
too bright to read it Vance.

SPACECRAFT I can't read it either.

SPACECRAFT Okay we can catch it later. Bob do you have one?

SPACECRAFT It's too bright Vance.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I think I'm going to oo ahead and shoot a
few feet of you working (garble) so you may want that dome
(garble) on the cinema 360.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, yeah.

SPACECRAFT The 360's (garble), we have bad lighting. Ah Jerry
disregard that cinema 360 call. We've got the sun straight downm the bay and that's not going to work.

CAPCOM
Thank you.

Okay, Ron, maybe we can get it at the next pass.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Jerry.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I have a (garble) a little bit about an EVA flight
(garble) boots. I can get in the foot restraints. Unbelievably
difficult to force them in.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. Copy that. 50 seconds to LOS , was it
width or height that was giving you the problem?

SPACECRAFT (garble) It might be tee width, toe height, or heel
thickness

.

CAPCOM Okay, copy, toe height, or heel thickness.

SPACECRAFT Bob, I wouldn't wear myself out on that foot
restraint.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Bob, I wouldn't wear myself out on that foot
restraint,

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 2 hours, 45
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger out of range of theTracking Data Relay Satellite, we have about a 20 minute Loss of

l"t
1

Ji?S
riod here before we Pick up over the Guam station onorbit #67. Astronaut Bruce McCandless working at the Manipulator

Foot Restraint was asked to continue and complete his activities
W
i
t
?u

th2^W
^
ile

u
Stewart Performs some of the additional checkoutsof the MMU in the area of the cargo bay and then attempts to don

the TPAD, the Trunion Pin Attachment Device and put that on the
front of the MMU, preparations for his evaluation of that pieceof equipment. He would then proceed with docking of the SPAStrunion pin. The crew has moved along well in getting back on
the timeline and EVA activities are moving along about as planned
at the present time. Mission Control Houston, standinq by foracquisiton through the Guam station.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's what I mean, approache it from this
side, I'll get you there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, press on while I close out this stuff.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 7-
-L/ Z .

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, we read you. And Bruce, I'm going totake you on over.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, Bruce just finished the MEB task, Bob
is standing by to dock right near the SESA, they suggest thatthey think Bruce could be repositioned to be working on the MASS
SPEC while Bob's docking, so right now he's being moved on theRMS and we'll see if that's feasible.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds fine with us, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And we've got, if it's okay with you, we can takeBruce back to the MIB for force measurements.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Ok, status check, Vance.

SPACECRAFT EMU status check, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm ready for it.
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SPACECRAFT IMU (garble) 3+57, time remaining 3+20, 46 percent
power (garble), and 65 percent 02 remaining.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you very much, and Bob at this point
what do you have in GS2?

SPACECRAFT 1000 pounds.

SPACECRAFT 1000 lbs, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Feul real symmetric, Vance.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're showing a camera out
over-temp on the ground, please check them.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bob, understand symmetric.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'll check the camera, Houston.

SPACECRAFT We'll have lunch while we're headed to the MASS
SPEC. (Garble) bars are good. Bob, you about to back into a
saftey thether stretched clear across the payload bay.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I knew it was there.

SPACECRAFT Ok Bruce, I'll take your commands.

SPACECRAFT Ok I need to go left some more and forward a
bunch

.

SPACECRAFT Going left, going forward. How's it look for
room. Bob?

SPACECRAFT Good. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Still left and forward.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

SPACECRAFT Hang on a minute, Ron, I'm going to reposition
this - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT How does it look for room, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Good. (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) and stow it.

SPACECRAFT Good.

SPACECRAFT Hang on a minute Ron. I'm going to repositioning
this (garble)

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with a query,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. We'd like to know if Bruce got any
of the force measurement evaluations done.

SPACECRAFT Not yet, he's just know finished the MEB test.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT It's a really useful tool for working though. It
seems to be nice and stable.

CAPCOM I'm glad to hear that. We'll pass it along to Bill
TiOfman, Bruce. And we don't want to spend too much time on the
SPAS. We would like to at least get one set of force of
evaluations done, probably over on the sill considering where Bob
is operating with MMU right now.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I'm fixing to take it back to the FSS.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, copy. Understand that you are done
with the TPAD work on the SPAS trunnion?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, Ron. I need to go up in my coordinate
system.

SPACECRAFT Okay, going up.

SPACECRAFT I'd like a little more, little more. Okay, now I
need a little more up.

SPACECRAFT Going up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now I need to pitch. Need to pitch down.

SPACECRAFT Pitching down.
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SPACECRAFT Keep coming. Coming. Keep coming down, pitch
down. Coming pitch down. Okay, that's good. Let's see
(garble) Bring me forward a little bit more.

SPACECRAFT Going forward.

SPACECRAFT Coming forward.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we're 30 seconds till LOS.

SPACECRAFT (garble) straighten it out.

CAPCOM Hawaii in 7.

SPACECRAFT Pitching forward.

SPACECRAFT You want to go forward.

SPACECRAFT Yes, forward still.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to need the A camera tilted up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now up. Up, up in my coordinates.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay stop.

SPACECRAFT Stop.

SPACECRAFT How about left a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Bob you need to tell us what (garble) stop.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, (garble) tilt it up . Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I asked them to tilt the mass spec once for
me

.

Roger, you've got the procedures onboard thereCAPCOM
Bruce. We're going LOS.

SPACECRAFT (garble) camera, that's good.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 3 hours, 14
minutes, mission elasped time. We have loss of signal through
Guam and we'll pick up again in about 5 1/2 minutes through the
Hawaii station. Astronaut Bruce McCandless there at the
manipulator foot restraint looking at the mass spectrometer, the
instrument mounted on the shuttle pallet satellite. He has an
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inflight maintenance procedure to fix that. He's going to be
inserting a probe into the opening between the microswitch
body. There is a microswitch that's thought to be not opening
when it should, between the microswitch body and the switch cam
lever and pry that up ? trying to get that to function properly so
that that experiment can be made to work again. Bob Stewart is
still in his MMU. And we expect to have television when we
acquire again over Hawaii in about 5 minutes. This is Mission -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Bob Stewart is still in his MMU and we expect to
have television when we acquire again over Hawaii in about 5
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 3 hours, 19
minutes mission elasped time. We're about to pick up over the
Hawaii station. The crew is a little over 4 hours into their
scheduled EVA and will begin rapping it up fairly soon. The
flight surgeon here in Mission Control indicates that both
crewman doing well, holding up very well to this EVA. Crew is
about back on the normal timeline. And a few final adjustments
here should bring them back in line with it.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 7.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT (garble) try it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Say again Bob.

SPACECRAFT Looks like you got it Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PA0 Bob Stewart locking his MMU back into place.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

Challenger, Houston. If you've got a flight deck
lable, we'd like to use.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

And also we have some notes for Vance.

Gee I entered it Bruce. You haven't seen it go

CAPCOM
camera avai

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
yet, huh.

SPACECRAFT Nope.

SPACECRAFT
again.

Okay, let me try it again. Okay, entered it
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're showing an over temp oncamera alpha. Request you turn it off. And we've got some notestor Vance.

SPACECRAFT Bruce we may have it all confused, maybe what Ishould try is powering it off?

SPACECRAFT Okay, try powering if off, and then back on. It'sdone a little (garble) but not a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Yeah Jerry we wanted to check with you. The mass
spec has refused to do program 5 oh, I think the last two times
we ve asked for it. Now we had previously had it do program 5about 4 times. We we're thinking maybe what we need to do is gopower off, back on and try it again. Do you have anvsuggestions? 1

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, we concur with that, and we'd like
Bruce to press on, no matter what the results are here. We would
like him to do one set of force evaluations, his choice as to
location. And we see an over temp on camera alpha. Set it offplease

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we see approaching termination of the

Sn^;
We

, ??
uld like Bob to P roceed with the normal stowing of theTPAD and the MMU, preparing for closeout and entry into the

airlock. We would like Bruce to do one set of force measurements
off of the MFR and then for him to close out the MFR and prepare* closeout of the bay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Like Bob to close out the MMU and stow the
TPAD, Bruce to do one set of force measurements and stow the MFR.and close out the bay.

CAPCOM That's a good copy, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, how's the (garble) stowing. Hey Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Bob, to close out the MMU and stow (garble)
Bruce do one set of plus measurements and stow the MSR and closeout the bay.

CAPCOM That's a good copy, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And, Bob, how's the doff going there?

SPACECRAFT Hey, Houston.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the mass spec is tilted forward. it looks
like it went about 85 degrees or so and then stopped. it lookslike it's written down (garble) to the point, where it's almost
pointing dead forward, but it isn't yet in the little semicirclethat it s suppose to stop in. Which may give them some data, or
I can continue working on it.

CAPCOM okay Bruce, copy the condition, we'd like you toproceed with the MFR force evaluations please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see if you can command it back to the -zdirection Hoot. (garble) Okay, Houston, you got any suggestiontor how to ask it to come back to -z?

CAPCOM Stand by, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Hey Ron. Go ahead, Bruce. Why don't you take me
over to the MEV portion. Take me to one of these force

?n^
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n
i???
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i
0

!}
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that * s the same Place wejust left, I'll take you back over there. Okay, let's go. Youall set there, Bruce. Yes, I'm clear. (garble) hanging off your
left tether-, or rather the back. It's clear, it's just a hook.Okay, here we go.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we would like a Ku control to
command. GNC spec 33, item 2, execute, so we can have TV on TDRS
please

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do it.

CAPCOM See you at TDRS, going over the hill.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

pAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 3 hours, 27
minutes, mission elasped time. A small gap in communications
here, as the spacecraft passes between the range of the Hawaiistation and tracking data relay satellite. On orbit number 67.We saw pictures there of astronaut Bob Stewart, after he had
parked his MMU, the port MMU, and was disconnecting the trunion
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pin attacheiT.ent device from the front of hia MMU. brace
McCandless, still working in a manipulator foot restraint, was
doing some repair work on the mass spectrometer experiment
mounted on the shuttle pallet satellite. He has just concluded
that activity and is proceeding to one of the force evaluations
station where he will be applying force to various pieces of
hardware, and then evaluating how stable the mechc,nical arm, the
^0 foot Canadian built, mechanical arm is, as a work station,
while force is being, is being applied to something that the
crewmember is working on. We should be picking up momentarily
through the tracking data relay satellite.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, back with you through TDRS

»

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Vance, if the guys haven't already started
there force of evaluation, we would prefer the force of
evaluation be performed on the seal task point.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we were just aLout ready to close at the MED,
but we'll continue on to the port longeron.

CAPCOM Okay, Ren, thank you.

SPACECRAFT My cuff checklist just came apart. Did you catch
it before it got away, Bruce? Yes, I caught it and stuffed it in
the big trash bag. Remind me to bring that into the airlock'?Okay we're going to bring it into - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, you're going to bring roe up on the SESA to stow
this stuff, aren't you Ron?

SPACECRAFT We'll see what the time is and what the ground
wants to do.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that will actually speed things up.

SPACECRAFT You think so, huh?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised we're going to be
doing some commanding to the MASS SPEC, also we're wondering how
the Cinema 360 work has been coming, and question, is there a
flight deck camera that we could command and use?

SPACECRAFT Yes, there is a flight deck camera, we don't have
optimum lighting and we have no Cinema 360 as of yet.

CAPCOM Ok Ron, thank you,

SPACECRAFT Hey, Robert, they want the isolation valves on the
MMU closed between EVAs.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

SPACECRAFT Have you got the umbilical locked up yet?

SPACECRAFT No.

SPACECRAFT Ok, good.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we also need 2 launch bolts engaged.

SPACECRAFT Pressure of that on, I'm trying to see what I'm
hanging up on here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're showing another hot
camera.

SPACECRAFT And we're going to input the force on that thing.

SPACECRAFT Roger, which one is that, which camera's hot?

CAPCOM We don't know here on the ground, you'll have to
look and see yourselves, guys.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bruce, I'll take your command, you can zero me
on in.
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SPACECRAFT You told me where you're suppose to go.

SPACECRAFT Bob, are you in to close out now?

SPACECRAFT Yes Vance, I'm docked with the (garble) onboard,
because I was a little bit low on gas. I've got to qet rid of
the TPAD here first.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

SPACECRAFT Ok Bruce, you're about there, maybe you can ask Bob
for some guidance as to what and where.

SPACECRAFT Take this one? This barbie) reel here?

SPACECRAFT Yes Bob, Bruce, I guess either one of those hand
rails will do. Ok, Bob can see over there, he can help out.

SPACECRAFT Am I suppose to be right over it, or what?

SPACECRAFT Bob. can you see Bruce from where you are?

SPACECRAFT No I can't Ron.

SPACECRAFT Ok, yes get in, well you can make a forced, plot
some force in the X, Y and z directions, and we're startinq off
with the X direction.

SPACECRAFT why don't you move upward a little more, to mv
right. 1

SPACECRAFT Going to your right.

SPACECRAFT Stop

SPACECRAFT Stop.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and now I'm going to do a Y. How do you do a Y
from here Bob?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I got you.

SPACECRAFT And look at the side of your - -

SPACECRAFT Ok, here comes a tension that is a

SPACECRAFT Stand by, Bruce, we'll need to be ready to monitor
your joint angles as you do that.

SPACECRAFT Ok.
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SPACECRAFT What's going to be your first motion, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Friction, that is I'm going to pull the arm down
into the +z direction.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bruce, we're going to look at the shoulder -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - to be ready to monitor your joint angles as you
do that. Okay. Okay. What's going to be your first motion,
Bruce? Friction, that is, I'm going to pull the arm down into
the +Z direction. Okay, Bruce, we're going to look at the
shoulder pitch joints and we're going to tell you if we see a
point 2 degrees west. Point 2. Or you tell us if you feel the
arm slip, okay. Okay. Okay, we have you in position hold, so go
ahead put your force in. Expecting 23 lbs. We're expecting
around 23 lbs. before it slips. 5 lbs., 10, 15, 20, 5 - You're
kidding me, I'm running out of travel here. Oh, I know what it
is. 25 - get any slip yet? Not yet. (Garble) in my
coordinance, take me back and (garble) Hey, are you (garble)

.

Does the 34 (garble). Okay, Bruce, why don't you release and
lets do it again. Yeah, take me away for a minute. Okay have
you released the force? Yeah. Which direction? Back a couple
of inches. Back. In my coordinates. Stop. Okay, I'm ready to
go again. Okay, Bruce, go ahead, we're watching. Okay. Okay,
Bruce, there it is, there it is. Okay, that's about 35. All
right, we need an X and a Y. Okay. Just one in each
direction? (Garble) let's see what I can do here., (garble)
coming up with it Bruce. X f I'm going to pull on it and try to
drag it back toward the tail. Okay? Standby Bruce, till we give
you a go. I'm standing by. Okay, we're going to do the same in
position 0, go ahead. Okay, here we go. 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,
40, 45, 50, okay, there she goes, there she goes. (garble), ah
shit. Excuse me. He said, (garble). I said, Oh, it shifted.
Do it again. That's what we thought you said. Okay, we got
that, we have that measurement, that looks pretty good. What was
it? What was your force again Bruce? I was calling it out, I
show 55 now, but I think it was about 50 when it started
slipping. Less than that because we're -

. Is somebody
recording this? Hey Bruce, there's some, we want to do that one
again. Okay. (garble). Okay. Okay, go with it. Okay, very
slowly. There's 20, 5, 30, 35, 30 - stop, that's it. Okay,
Bruce, you must have, (garble). You want a Y direction don't
you. Let's give them Y and then we'll have to go and do all
three again with the brakes on. But give us a Y right now.
Okay. And let me know when your ready. Okay. (garble) I think
I'm ready. Okay. Okay, Bruce, we're ready, go with it. 10, 15,
20, there it goes Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
brakes on.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Ok Bruce, we're ready, go with it.

10, 15, 20.

There it goes Bruce.

You see it?

Right, we saw .2 degrees change.

Ok, that was 20.

Ok, now Bruce, lets go through them all with the
I'm going to put your brakes on (garble) - -

(garble)

I'm slowing down in a +z direction.

Ok, we're ready.

Ok, down, 20, 25, 30 - -

(garble)

I could feel that one. Ok, we'll do X next.

Ok, Bruce, which one are you going to do next?

X.

Ok, we're ready.

Ok, (garble), 10, 15, 20, 25, (garble) that's it.

(garble)

Ok.

What was your reading when I gave you the go?

30.

Ok, we need a Y and we'll be finished,

(garble)

Vance?

Yes, go ahead Bob.
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(garble) both delta, (garble) port, TDRS A and D
SPACECRAFT
due to open.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
pulled.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Ok, we'll - standby.

Ok, here we go on Y, ready?

Ok, we're ready.

10, 15, 20, 25, I can feel it go at 25.

Ok, if you felt it that's good enough.

Yes, I felt it go scrunch, scrunch, scrunch.

Your (garble) Bob.

Do you want to try it again?

I got it at 25, well give it another try then.

Ok, Vance, we understand the circuit breakers are

That's right, they're pulled.

Ok.

Ok, here we go again with Y.

20, 25.

We can close them.

(garble) You got it?

You did say close them right?

SPACECRAFT Watch your (garble) next to the sunshield there
It looks a little close from here.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
there.

Oh, yes, ok.

Are we clear to close them?

No Vance, hold it open.

Ok.

Ok Bruce, if you 're ready we'll get you out of
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SPACECRAFT Did you get the Y? Ron, did you see the Y slope?

SPACECRAFT Sure did, we saw it and the force you got again
was?

SPACECRAFT About 25.

SPACECRAFT 25.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we got that Bruce, and when you're ready, we'll
get you out of there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, take me up to the SESA and let's unload this
truck

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and we're going to roll the Cinema 360
(garble)

.

PA0 Challenger crossing the coast of South America on
orbit 67 right at the Equator. Bruce McCandless going through
his force evaluations, inputs of force to various points that
he's working on. Now we see the opening of the lid on the Cinema
360. McCandless and McNair are working together to determine at
what point the force applied by the astronaut on the item he's
working is imparted to the arm to the point to make the joints
slip on the arm.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, we're standing by for your call to close
the breakers, whenever.

SPACECRAFT Ok Vance, (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Bob, while you're closing
that out we'd like to get the pressures off of the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO slip on the arm.

SPACECRAFT And Bob we're standing by for your call, to close
the breakers, whenever. Okay, Vance, be a minute.

CAPCOM And Challenger Houston, Bob while your closing that
out, we'd like to get the pressures off of the MMU.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, on the B side, 800, excuse 7~, the Bside, was 600, A side 700.

CAPCOM Copy, Bob, thank you.

PA0 Astronaut Bruce McCandless working at the
manipulator foot restraint.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance, those circuit breakers you can close
them again.

PA0 And we're hearing from Bob Stewart working at his
MMU. He's not in the picture at the present time. McCandless on
his space-age cher rypicker , riding it into the cargo bay and
preparing to unload his tool caddies, and trash storage containerinto the special equipment storage assembly. Preparing for a
conclusion to the EVA. McCandless and Stewart have been out for
4 hours, 39 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Those breakers closed Bob? Okay. I see two
lights. (Garble) Ron. Standby, Bruce. Okay, Bruce, I had toget the camera up, so I could see you, we have you now. Okay.
Okay, Bruce, we're proceeding. Roger that.

PA0 Th i s Picture taken from one of the cameras on the
50 foot mechanical arm. McCandless approaching the soecial
equipment stowage assembly.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) your commands, Bruce. Okay, take me over
to the Orbiter starboard side a little, I'm (garble) around.Thanks, yeah, okay I'm in good I'm in a (garble) aren't I? Okay
take me to the right a little. Okay going right. (Garble) Okav,
let s stop there for a minute. Okay, stop.

PA0 Bob Stewart moving across the forward bulkhead,
the handrails, to the other - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) heading for the -
. Yeah sure, hanq

on. ' ?

PA0 And tn^ two crew members working around the special
quipment stowage assembly. Loading back some of the tools that
'..hey have had out.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, first we get rid of the forced measurement
device, (garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, first we get rid of the force measurement
device, like you said. will you take me forward in my
coordinates somewhere?

SPACECRAFT Ok Bruce, you're moving forward.

SPACECRAFT We can come, yes need co come slightly toward the
box, that is starboard and a little bit forward and a little bit
up. That is to my right.

SPACECRAFT Going to your right, we're working in (garble).

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. We'd like to extend the period of
time we get Ku here. We would like to leave the Ku in command
until such time as you start taking Bruce back out of the bay to
stow the MFR. At that time he can go to standby,

SPACECRAFT Ok, standby when we start lifting Bruce out of the
bay.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Step, step over to your right Bruce.

SPACECRAFT That's good, stop.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we're stopped.

SPACECRAFT Let's see, I guess we need to put the - - trash baq
back in the - -

SPACECRAFT Yes. Bruce, you look close to that GAS can. I'm
going to have to back you out of there. Standby, your motion is
taking us a little close.

SPACECRAFT Wait a second, I'm just about ready to come out.
Oh shoot. (garble) Why don't you take me over and let me pickup the TPAD and then bring it back over here and tether it and
then you can - - (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT You want to go where Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Take me out to the TPAD and let me bring it back
over here. See it floating out there in the middle? Left in my
coordinates. 1

SPACECRAFT Standby Bruce.
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SPACECRAFT We got to pilot him from the TV for a second,

SPACECRAFT Bruce, I can't take you there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, sorry about that then. Can you do me any goodon television camera delta, or do I have to do that by hand">
Well, let's go back and stow it. What the heck.

C^9C^- ,
ChfUenger, Houston. We show the hot camera to >ethe flight deck 1. Request you turn it off please.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
SESA door.

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Hey, Vance.

Bruce, go ahead.

Let's head for the stowage location.

Ok, you ready to the MFR away?

Yes, that's it for the (garble).

Ok, I got you. Bruce, watch that your clear of the
I'm going to take you up aft.

Ok , I'm clear

.

NASA-JSC
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SPACECRAFT Bob, what's your sublimator pressure now?

SPACECRAFT Hold on a second Vance.

SPACECRAFT What's this furry looking thing with EV2 written on

SPACECRAFT We just shut the water off Vance, the pressures
coming up now.

SPACECRAFT And Bruce, (garble) over here, is a different from
the others. It's a little sticky getting it up and down. The
thing hitting the water tar.k too. Okay, Vance the sublimator
pressure's 2.3 now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's coming up.

SPACECRAFT Very slowly, it's 2.4.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay Ron, notes regard yur Cinema 360, 25 mm lens
out the back, EV activities at night. For an ASA of 500, set
your spot meter at l-60th and redirect the F-stop to use.

SPACECRAFT Hey, guys, th^re goes a foot restraint into orbit.

SPACECRAFT Don't worry Jerry, copied that, that's exactly what
I had in mind, thank you.

SPACECRAFT There it goes.

SPACECRAFT We'll we can go get it. Houston Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We lost our foot restraint,
it's starting to float out, we can go get it if you wish, with
the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT Yeah why don't you.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it, how much gas does Bob have?

SPACECRAFT No the Orbiter.

CAPCOM Okay your call.

SPACECRAFT I'd let the Orbiter go get it.
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CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to go get it.

SPACECRAFT Vance you want me to go get it or - -?

SPACECRAFT No, no, no, no.

SPACECRAFT - - or continue with the (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) is off, he's going to do a rescue
scenario,

SPACECRAFT I think I'm going to hand on (garble) I guess you
can't get it.

SPACECRAFT Got it? We've got load of RCFs onboard.

SPACECRAFT Give me your hand, he's coming back in. Bob f give
me your hand.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, can you give us a status on that foot
restraint down there on the SfcSA, did it break off, or did it
just come out, what happened?

SPACECRAFT Looked like it pulled right out, I was going down
to work on the secondary TPAD, and having completed the primary
on the control box, and it just flew off.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, it's my recollection that we had
a tether on that foot restraint.

SPACECRAFT We took it off Jerry, to use it on EVA 1.

CAPCOM Okay, understand.

SPACECRAFT I'm at the end of my tether, Vance, your going to
have to put in some -X.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Up at the end of my tether, Vance, you're going to
have to furnish some minus X.

SPACECRAFT I'm not completely out of the MMU yet, but I can
come get it.

SPACECRAFT No, just put in a little more -X, Vance.

PAO Astronaut Bruce McCandless along the starboard
slide wire moving back to pick up the free-floating foot
restraint.

SPACECRAFT Beautiful job.

CAPCOM (Applause)

SPACECRAFT At least, it won't be reentering in a few days.

SPACECRAFT I hope it'll be reentering in a few days. The
rest of us are planning to.

SPACECRAFT Yes, they won't be reentering separately.

SPACECRAFT There you go.

SPACECRAFT Commander Vance Brand maneuvered the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we thought it might get away from us and so
we we): and got it as you noticed and I guess the procedure works
okay to go get it, to go .v >t things that get lost which we happen
to have in our procedures.

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance. We verified a procedure we
didn't expect to use and you got some prox ops operations in that
we missed earlier.

SPACECRAFT The big thing to remember in that procedure is
when you change from the upper window to the aft window to be
able to, to be sure and throw the sense switch at the same time.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that. There's always a "gotchya" in
everything.

SPACECRAFT So we were a few seconds late in doing that but we
got it anyway.

CAPCOM it looked super. You got a big round of applause
down here.
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SPACECRAFT Demonstration anyway.

SPACECRAFT That's what we brought him along for.

SPACECRAFT I didn't need to worry so much about my gas did I?

SPACECRAFT I brought it back just for you, Bob, so you could
do the hydrazine tool demonstration.

SPACECRAFT Aw, thank you.

SPACECRAFT I knew you wouldn't want to wrap up the day
without that.

PAG Crew of the Challenger with a little demonstration
in rescuing free-floating objects.

SPACECRAFT As far as I can tell, it's just a case of the
(garble) down here having backed up. I'll tell you there's a lot
of things up here that aren't locked (garble) or you know, in
someway like that, secured, have a tendency after going through
launch vibration, and being in Og with all the little vibrations
from the RCS thrusters firing, have a tendency to work loose. We
found screws from 16 millimeter cameras and various little things
floating all over the place inside the cabin.

PA0 Astronaut Bob Stewart exiting from his MMU at the
present time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Vance, you can go ahead and
turn your flight controller power back off. Be advise you used
150 pounds of prop and the EVA folks say bravo Zulu.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

PA0 Astronaut Hoot Gibson taking some 16 millimeter
photography out the aft flight deck windows.

SPACECRAFT Well "We Deliver" may have been the STS-5 crew
motto but we pick up also.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We deliver may have been the STS-5 crew motto, but
we pick up also.

SPACECRAFT Vance, my (garble) numbers are 900 lbs system A,
700 pounds system B.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, thank you, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have TPAD assembly is stowed. If you come
by here, Bob, you might take a look, make sure it agrees with
the way it wau. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And I'll go over and get the SPAs wrench out of the
PPSA and tighten these down if you'd like. The foot restraint.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I don't know if that's really necessary.
What do you think?

SPACECRAFT I don't know, I'd hate to lose it again. Maybe
this one will work.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I'll catch that 25 milimeter cinema 360 in
the next night pass. It got a little bit too bright on me, and I
really ran the f stops up too high. As you can see we have about
a thousand cameras around, and kind of tough getting around all
of them, but we're getting them in.

CAPCOM Roger, it looks like you're doing a great job up
there, Ron, I war going to say it looked like you had a camera
shop going.

SPACECRAFT It's plenty busy.

pAO Astronaut McCandless working at the special
equipment stowage assembly box. And Stewart working with his
starboard MMU.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Vance?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT On ML 86 B, Main A and B, MMU, starboard, heaters A
and B two to open.

SPACECRAFT You're open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, those are all on the starboard, right?

SPACECRAFT Open now.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) Tether hooks are staying open out here,
it must be the cold. (Garble) they're not latching.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance, on ML 86 B, no delta. Main A and B
MMU starboard A and B circuit breakers closed.

SPACECRAFT Closed.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, they're closed.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, is that foot restraint reattaching okay
there.

SPACECRAFT Yes, yes. It's just that the, a hand wheel that
held it in had backed out and when I put a little bit of a load
on it, bingo.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) going down that slide wire to get it.

SPACECRAFT You just made it a little bit longer chain.

SPACECRAFT Well you see what happened is, I was on the port
slide wire and my cable came across the RMS shoulder brace joint
there and I wouldn't slide and it's only 35 feet long, so I ran
out of, I ran out of wire before I did. But that was great. You
gave a little bit of, gave us a little bit of minus X, it just
lifted right up.

SPACECRAFT He walked back slowly to you.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Okay, Dr. Stewart, that is tightened about as
tight as I dare without worrying about breaking the (garble) or
something.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Still not getting helmet TV?

SPACECRAFT Tried it again, Bruce, but no luck. Do you have it
on now?

SPACECRAFT I just changed the switch again.

SPACECRAFT Give it another try.

SPACECRAFT Okay. If you wait till I get back over to CBSA I
can get out the hammer and hit myself in the head with the hammer
if you think that would help,

SPACECRAFT You could do it now. You don't have to wait.

SPACECRAFT (Laughter). You're all heart.

SPACECRAFT Hey Bruce, what are you looking at now? I am
seeing something on that camera but I can't make any uense of it.

SPACECRAFT The SESA. And now I'm loc - ^ at the forward
bulkhead, sort of.
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PAO McCandless working at the special equipment stowage
assembly in which the hydrazine experiment is stored.

SPACECRAFT Better make a note that the velcro on these
butterfly strips is coming loose. It's not a very good security
device the way it is now.

SPACECRAFT Well the butterfly flap strips are supposed to be
the security for the butterflies which are supposed to be the
lock for the over center on the latch, so. Bob, are you
referring to that configuration, the way it sticks out like that?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) oh, it's film there isn't it.

SPACECRAFT Yes that's, no, that's intentiona 1
.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes disregard.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it is, to make it hard to pull loose. Flaps
around like that, we might wrap the other one around like that
and fit it on there. Okay, I'm going to head back on over to the
port MMU and get ready to go try that, Vance. That's what the
timeline says.

SPACECRAFT Right, go ahead Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Is that what the timeline.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you need a wrist tether to take those - -

SPACECRAFT Oh, yes.

SPACECRAFT Let me get them for you here.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay you need a wrench to tighten these.

SPACECRAFT Ah yeah.

SPACECRAFT Let me get them for you here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce and Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

Roger, Bob, we want the quick disconnects closed.CAPCOM
Closed both of them, on both MMU's for 'closeout.

SPACECRAFT That is pushed on, but close to flow right?

CAPCOM That's correct, Bruce.

Okay, that's what I thought the configuration oughtSPACECRAFT
to be.

SPACECRAFT That's the way it is, isn't it?

Yeah. Bruce, give me the cue (garble) and we'llSPACECRAFT
worry about that

CAPCOM Bruce, there's quite a bit of static now, but the
next thing on the timeline is go to MMU prep, port MMU, with the
thruster cue light extension and camera from the starboard MMU.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) camera. Go around your back
pack. (Garble)

What you doing, Bruce?

What?

What's happening?

Nothing.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT Bruce, I tried it again, but I wasn't able to get
anything up on your EMU TV. Bob's TV worked on that same
frequency, but I can't get yours up.

SPACECRAFT I don't think the thing is working. I put the
battery in last night, and I tried it, I got a green light, i

getting a green light today.

SPACECRAFT And it's time for status check.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble)

Not
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SPACECRAFT How about you?

SPACECRAFT Yeah I'm working on it. Time EV 3+33. Time left,
3+55. 52% power (garble), 69% 02 remaining, and that's it isn't

SPACECRAFT That's it, please repeat the 02 remaining?

SPACECRAFT 69%.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'd like to be sublimater
pressure, please, and temp valve setting.

SPACECRAFT Time EV's 3 34, Time left 3 50, 52% power, 69%
02. Sublimater pressure is 2.6.

SPACECRAFT 2.6 and yeah what is your sublimater pressureBruce? If you don't mind.
^

SPACECRAFT I'll get it for you in a minute, if you don't
mind. Putting this SPA's umbilical tool back in the locker.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Roger, 3ruce, got a couple questions for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM First one is, did you reinstall the tether on the
SESA £^t

m
r^stra !

nt
' and secondly we're questioning the status ofyour EMU TV? It's one of the things we'd like to have for your

engineering evaluation.

SPACECRAFT Negative, I did not reinstall the tether, on the
foot restraint. I did take the SPA's wrench, however, and really
really torqued all the bolts down though, it's on there tightly.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, we would like you - -

SPACECRAFT Ah Jerry.

CAPCOM - - to reinstall the adjustable wrist tether, priorto closing out the cargo bay. And what is the status of your TV?

SPACECRAFT Well do you want it adjustable wrist tether on theCDSA foot restraint, which is exactly the identical - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Well, do you want an adjustable wrist tether on the
CBSA foot restraint which is exactly the identical thing and then
latch with one?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT And the status on the TV is that I have been
cycling the switch, oh, every 15 or 20 minutes and we're getting
nothing out of it. Can't even get a green light on.

CAPCOM All right, understand that Bruce, and the answer is
yes. We would like wrist tethers on both portable foot
restraints.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) Hey Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT While you're there, why don't you see if there's
anything you can do with this TV, pound on it once or twice or -
- (garble)

.

LAUGHTER

PAO Astronaut Bob Stewart making some repair attempts
to Bruce McCandless's EMU TV.

CAPCOM Bob, you could have used the hammer,

SPACECRAFT You guys look like 2 of the 3 stooges.

SPACECRAFT Psych yourself up for a one liner response there,
Ron. Be careful.

SPACECRAFT I've never seen an Army Lieutenant Colonel beating
on a Navy Captain's head.

SPACECRAFT Just haven't looked in the right places. I've seen
it all the time. Got to keep them in line someway.

SPACECRAFT (garble) It's only because he was letting him do
it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce. We're noticing a
lot of squeal. Suggest you turn the volume controls on your DCM
down slightly. That may help things and also be advised, we have
turned off the mass spec,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay copy, Jerry.
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, on that EMU TV, apparently we are configured
properly. As I've said, I am getting SPAS TV through okay. Just
can't pick up anything on the EMU TV, over.

CAPCOM Okay copy that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, where are you now?

SPACECRAFT I'm closing out this MMU.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Challenger crossing the coast of Southern Africa at
the present time.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

SPACECRAFT Tell the guy3 at Martin I jubt put a scratch on
there FSS. Might have to send it back to the paint shop. Sorry.

SPACECRAFT How big a scratch.

SPACECRAFT Well, it's on the inside arm here. It's a - -

SPACECRAFT Did it go all the way through the middle?

SPACECRAFT Oh no, no. Just the paint.

SPACECRAFT And we're starting to get behind on the timeline a
Little bit again. This time we'd have you into the engineering
evaluation Bruce, and Bob into the hydrazine experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance. We'll be there very shortly.

2ND OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance. We'll be there very shortly.

SPACECRAFT What am I wrapped around, around with my tether.
Bob?

SPACECRAFT I got your tether running from your right side
around your rear end, you'll have to turn a 360 to the right.
Wait a minute, turn to the left. It's going the other way.

SPACECRAFT Turn to the loft? It's coming off my left side.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I couldn't see which side it was coming off
of. Okay the wires hanging under the Christmas tree fixture,
Bruce, you have to pull the wire back towards you and do a 360 tthe left.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yeah, here we go.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I think my RMS elbow camera's beginning to
fade on me unless you're controlling from there, down there.

CAPCOM No, we're controlling from down here, Ron, but it'
starting to look not too healthy either.

SPACECRAFT Hey, one of you, either one of you guys happen to
wonder away from either, the longeron, let me know, I'd like todo another cinema 360 run before this pass is over. But only
when you plan to do so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the starboard MMU is in there locked and
launch bolts are in place.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Do you want both of the nitrogen valves, nitroqen
isolation valves, closed?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT That is just like you had, taking them loose, now
just push it back on. Do not rotate after pushinq it on.
SPACECRAFT That's exactly where I left it.

SPACECRAFT Both of them?

SPACECRAFT We'll I'm turning the one that I didn't, the one
that I used, the bay side, is stored that way, the other oneyou re going to have to open up the cover, and just turn it
off.

SPACECRAFT Yeah that's what they want.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, couple of notes, because of the
camera failures we're experiencing, for the MMU engineering
evaluation, Bruce will have to give us verbal marks on the MMU
thruster firings that he sees, in place of the camera on his
head. And also for Ron, we'll want to use cameras alpha and
Charlie for watching him do his test.

SPACECRAFT Okav, Jerry, we copy all that. Roger, Bruce will
have to replace the helmet mounted TV, by giving verbal marks.

CAPCOM Roy-^r, that, and we're becoming somewhat shaky on
TDRS comm. 3 minutes till LOS, Guam next, at 01+34.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger that and we're becoming somewhat shakey on
TDRS comm. 3 minutes till LOS . Guam next at 01 plus 34.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, reading out the GN2 , I got 2,000 on the B
side, 2,000 on each side. Down on ML86 B. If you would open the
circuit breakers for the port MMU (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. Because or the lower pressure on
this recharge, if you need to half way through you are go for a
second recharge to complete your engineering evaluation.

SPACECRAFT I don't think we got the time for that. Although
maybe I could do it (garble) Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, that's your call there, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, port circuit breaker is coming closed
now.

SPACECRAFT Open.

SPACECRAFT They're open.

SPACECRAFT No they're not.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they're open.

SPACECRAFT No, they're not. I can see the lights on then and
the gage is still out here.

SPACECRAFT According to Ron, the breakers are open. Let us
recheck.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, port MMU heater B is open.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I need heater A and B on the port MMU, both of
them. B is now open, A is still closed. Okay, you got it.
Thank you, sir.

PA0 Mission Control Houston at 6 days, 1 hour, 14
minutes mission elapsed time. We've had a loss of signal through
the tracking data relay satellite on orbit #97. As we went LOS
there, Mission Specialist Bruce McCandless preparing to do his
ingress donning on the MMU and going through his engineering
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evaluation of the backpack. And Bob Stewart preparing to do his
evaluat of the hydrazine transfer tool. We have about a 20
minute ..0 here before we pick up through the Guam station. This
is Mission Control.

SPACECRAFT
degrees?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

You're expecting to see a change, Bruce. How many

I (garble) 1 and 1/4 degrees.

Challenger, Houston, through Guam for 7 and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and we're in that
first engineering evaluation test.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT It's partially revised attitude - -

SPACECRAFT Okay, Break. Break. Break.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we made it 1 degree, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm just getting impatient. I thought ;e
were going faster than we were but, yes, well, okay. 1 degree is
interesting because it's 1 and 1/4 plus or minus a 1/4 is the
spec.

SPACECRAFT Probably have a little bit of dispersion in our
procedure too but - -

SPACECRAFT That's okay, why don't we press on to step 2 and
get some flying in.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Probably have a little bit of dispersion in our
procedure 2, but - -

SPACECRAFT That's okay. Why don't we press on to step 2 and
get some get some flying in?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll figure out of that up here, and go on
to the next.

PA0 Tn is is Mission Control, McCandless completing the
automatic attitude hold verification checkout on the MMU. Andabout to move into the translational acceleration checkout.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT We are in dap D4 and B9, and A and B respectively,
we're going into the translational acceleration test, what DAPwould you like there?

CAPCOM Stand by, Vance. A6 and Bravo 2, Vance.

SPACECRAFT A6, Bravo 2. And I understand you want DAP A6 for
the translational acceleration?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we're rechecking that with some of
the other folks. A6 and Bravo 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, position MMU over port FSS, facinq aft
and no (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, again on the starboard one, right? Is that
affirmative you want to do (garble)?

SPACECRAFT Hey Bruce, the answer's to use the C cameras, so
the only way we're going to see you with the C camera on the
starboard side. I have a shot of you right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) show you 50, about 56 feet, that sounds
about right.

SPACECRAFT Do you want me to face aft, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT That's light, facing aft.

SPACECRAFT Alright. This first one with the attitude hold on
or off? Because it's on. (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we've got a change in your DAPconfig.
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SPACECRAFT And Houston.

C/\PCOM Roger, Vance, we would prefer B4, in the B DAP and
use it.

SPACECRAFT 4 in the B DAP, and A6 in the A.

CAPCOM Roger that, and operate off the Bravo.

SPACECRAFT You want to do this test in Bravo?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready.

SPACECRAFT Standby.

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger, just got a SM alert, and the
supply water dump line tap is showing pegged fit 132 high.

CAPCOM Copy that Challenger.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Just got an SM alert and the
supply water dump line temp is showing pegged at 132 high.

CAPCOM Copy that, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, what's, as soon as the DAP's set up
what this will amount to is successive translations between FSS
and the forward PAM. You will mz.k when you make a THC command
input and you'll mark when you release and make no corrections
during the coast, The first one is going to be attitude hold on
and it will be +X for 4 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm ready whenever you are. Ready? I'm
ready whenever you are.

SPACECRAFT Don't hurry us. We're setting up the DAP.

SPACECRAFT Oh I'm sorry, I'm sorry.

CAPCOM Challenger, going LOS. 7 minutes to Hawaii.

PA0
t

This is Mission Control Houston at 6 days, 1 hour,
43 minutes mission elapsed time. We have a gap in communications
with the Challenger. Just passed the Guam station and we'll be
reacquiring over Hawaii in about 5 minutes. The crew is 4 hours
and 20 minutes into this second spacewalk of this shuttle
flight. The earlier planned activities, docking with the
rotating SPAS on the mechanical arm were deleted due to some
difficulties in some of the motions of the mechanical arm. The
crew has done some TPAD operations, trunnion pin attached device
operations wi*-.h the SPAS earlier. Astronaut Bob Stewart did some
evaluation of his MMU. At one point we had one of the attachable
foot restraints come loose. It was not tethered and began to
float away from the Orbiter and Comman er Vance Brand maneuvered
the Orbiter to match the drift rate of this piece of hardware and
Astronaut Bruce McCandless moving down the starboard slide wire
toward the rear of the Orbiter was able to retrieve that as the
Orbiter moved into, in close to the drifting piece of
equipment. That was recovered and installed on the special
equipment stowage assembly. McCandless is now in his engineering
evaluation of the MMU, has been working on the automatic attitude
hold evaluation. The Orbiter is used as a stabile platform from
which to get some photography of the MMU and its attitude hold
test to determine how stabile it is in the automatic attitude
hold. And McCandless, following that, will move on to the
translational acceleration test and then the rotational
acceleration test of the MMU. Astronaut Bob Stewart will be
doing the hydrazine transfer test. There is a special piece of
equipment onboard the Orbiter this time which will, which is a
representation of a hydrazine transfer tool to be used in the
future to service satellites. Hydrazine is a fuel used by many
satellites for their attitude control while they are in orbit.
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It is one of the life limiting factors of many satellites and
this will be a servicing test confirming the ability to actually
transfer that fluid in orbit so that future satellites may have
their hydrazine tanks refolled. This particular test will
involve - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO many satellites for their attitude control while
they are in orbit. It is one of the life limiting factors of
many satellites, and this will be a servicing test confirming the
ability to actually transfer that fluid in orbit so that future
satellites may have there hydrazine tanks refilled. This
particular test will involve transfer of freon rather than
hydrazine on the first test. Hydrazine is a very dangerous fluid
to handle, so this test will be using freon with a dye in it so
that any leaks might be observed. We 1 11 be picking up in about a
minute and a half over the Hawaii station. At 6 days, 1 hour, 47
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you need to feed out just a little further
Bruce so the helmet mounted TV can see the back of your head.
SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Rather the lazer can see the back of ycur head.
SPACECRAFT Yes, I got the idea.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 7 minutes. We've
got a couple breakers we'd like to check.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. ML86 bravo, row A, we would like to
check circuit breakers main alpha and bravo H20 line heaters. We
think they should be closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Hoot's going down to check those, and as soon
as he reports back, Bob has something to talk over with you.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Say Jerry, your main A and main B water lines
heater A and B are both closed.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, thank you, and standing by for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the hydrazine transfer stuff is going very
smoothly up until installing the (garble) tool. At this time, I
cannot get the quick disconnect seated. I've gotten out of the
foot restraints, put as much force on it as I can, and there's
something there that just won't let that little quick disconnect
push into the slot.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that Bob. We got a set of tools
here. We'll start looking at it right away.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Bruce as soon as Hoot gets back upstairs,
we're ready for the test with sill attitude hold.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT That will be again, +X 4 seconds.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bruce, let it rip.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) 2, excuse me. Your attitude hold is
off, here we go. 1, 2, 3, 4, - I put some minor +Y in.

SPACECRAFT Ron is keeping tne range finder on you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ron is keeping the range finder on you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, we probably need a repeat on that
because we got off your head too fast and we had rotation effects
added in.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be advised we have commanded
the Ku to on for TV coming up TDRS and also be advised that you
are on transmitter 1, preamp 1. No actions required.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, just for a status report on hydrazine,
the only task remaining, everything is seated. I just have to
twist the freon valve open but the quick disconnect on the other
end of the line will not stay seated.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, we copy all that. We're looking at it
here on the ground. We don't know what else to recommend right
now, Bob. We'll think about it and talk to you further and also,
be advised, Vance, as soon as you can we'd like you back into
auto so we can get good comm through the Ku.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well after the tests we're doing right now we
will still have 2 yaw maneuvers but before we do those we could
go into auto and get back into the attitude.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds like a good idea to us. We're 1
minutes till LOS Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let here rip.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, your feet are in the way now Bruce so might
as well stop that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me just drift on down to here.

SPACECRAFT He's down into the - start a maneuver.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) There's a bright light.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, Bruce is coming down into the bay
now. We'll start the maneuver shortly.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, Vance.

Okay (garble) A and M.

Okay

Challenger, Houston for Bob.

Go ahead Jerry.

Bob, question on your problem there with the QD.
Is the mechanism on the end of the line, does it slide freely.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll go back
our heads again.

we'll go back and scratch

SPACECRAFT Whatever is supposed to retain that thing down at
the end of the, at the end of the female part of the foot
disconnect is closed, Jerry. That's what it appears to me.

Okay, Bruce we're in attitude and start the nextSPACECRAFT
one.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
1800 on B.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
this time.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Copy you think it's frozen.

Okay.

Yes.

(garble) crossfeed I'm down to about 800 on A and

Understand 800 and 1800.

Roger. We've been running on the A side only all

Roger

.

Houston, Challenger.

Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've completed 1/2 of the translational
acceleration phase. Bruce has 800 lbs on the left side, 1800,
1800 in the right. Just advise you, I guess you want him to
switch sides don't you?

CAPCOM Standby.
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SPACECRAFT I'm equalizing right now.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds good Bruce. Just go ahead and
let them balance out. And a reminder that we want to be set up
at half past the hour MET h re.

SPACECRAFT Roger, And that's about a little less than 30
minutes from now.

SPACECRAFT Next one is a Y translation?

SPACECRAFT Yes, ,
-. will 4 sec Is + or - and (garble) it'll

be to send you forward and attitude . )ld off.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Attitude held off.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I'm ready when you all are.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Squeal's pretty bad in your com.

Okay, I was trying to say I was ready when youSPACECRAFT
were. Okay to go ahead?

pAO Astronaut Bob Stewart attempting to -

SPACECRAFT Ron is it okay, to go ahead?

pAO Stewart attempting to troubleshoot a quick
disconnect problem on the hydrazine transfer.

SPACECRAFT 1, 2, 3, 4 »

CAPCOM Challenger, Houstc for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. will ;.h < t- < mechanism on the female
side slide?

SPACECRAFT Yes,

CAPCOM Okay copy, yes.

SPACECRAFT l ti led ^eating on that ^-s, th,*t wi i.l

slide. I fcr xed all Liu? slicing m. ch^-> ; I c- >uld got my
hands on.

CAPCOM Okay, cop v.

E-MD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM on the female side slide.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Okay copy, yes.

SPACECRAFT I tried beating on that too. Yes, that will
slide. I tried all the sliding mechanisms that I could get my
hands on.

CAPCOM Okay copy that, Bob, and did you say you tried
beating on the female side also?

SPACECRAFT Yes I did.

COM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, that ought to be enough and set up for
1 more going in the oposite direction in Y.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I think it's Z but we'll

SPACECRAFT Sure enough. I guess you wrote it. It's Z.

SPACECRAFT Actually, Lou Ramone wrote it but I went over it a
lot with him,

SPACECRAFT yo,. don't believe that though. You're going to owe
us a lot of beers.

SPACECRAFT Owe you a lot of beers for what*

SPACECRAFT You better stop, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Right at our back window.

PA0 Bruce McCandless doing his engineering evaluation
of the MMU and Bob Stewart - -

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bob.

spacecraft Jerry, this line will retain the pressure itself
won't it? Isr^t that quick disconnect just delete it to the
pressure gage?

CAPCOM Stand by. Ron, Bob.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) It I open the valve, the line should stay
pressurized itself I just won't be able to road it. I could
check it when I get to Houston, get it back to Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We just got a SPAS DHS SM
alert in addition to about 6 others.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. You can disregard the SPAS
message

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Hoot, we think that that's a
dropout in the RF link probably when the MMU crewmen are getting
between you and the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready whenever you give us a go.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go. 1, 2, 3, 4.

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Tape just ran out. We're going to have
to do a restart.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, are you receiving our TV?

CAPCOM Yes sir, we are. We're getting a great picture of
Bruce there along the sill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good, As you know Ron is controlling the C
camera and we expect you're controlling all the others.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, what is your GN2 pressure now?

SPACECRAFT Okay, 800 on the left and 1100 on the right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let's have a status check.

SPACECRAFT I can't see it with the sun in my eyes like this
right now but I'll give it to you down at the other end.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bob, how about you?

SPACECRAFT Time EV 4 hours 45 minutes. Time left 2 40, 36%
power. 55% 02. Sublimator pressure 2.7.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - 55% 02, sublimater pressure 2.7.

SPACECRAFT Copy. And Bruce, if we could, we'd like to
conserve your fuel, so that you've got some left, about 20minutes from now.

SPACECRAFT Understand. (Garble) this will be the last one ofthese 4 second blast, and I think they only got some rotations up
here, which are fairly suttle. The EMU jets check and things
like that. Or we could do a flying recharge.

SPACECRAFT Anybody else up here, that could come up and qive
you a recharge, huh.

SPACECRAFT No, I mean I could fly over near Bob, and he could
hook a hose on, and fill me up without even getting in the FSS.Another first - space-to-space refueling.

SPACECRAFT if he's agreeable.

SPACECRAFT You're with me, all I've got to do is twist onevalve here, as soon as they tell me to.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM okay, Bob, we had a short drop there. We have no
further ideas on how to troubleshoot your problem there. We
think that the QD will hold the freon, you are go to open the
valve.

SPACECRAFT Okay, going to do that.

PAO Bob Stewart proceeding with the hydrazine transfer
test tool. This particular test -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) test, decent test apparatus that's the
problem. Nothing to do with the refueling tools. I'm openingthe valve, quick disconnect is holding.

Fining

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, and we concur with your
evaluations, sounds like it all went very smoothly.

SPACECRAFT It went smoother than it ever has on the ground,
Jerry, for reasons that I will debrief on the tape tonight.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, we have to go into auto. I think our rate
is so small, that it will be all right when you (qarble)
position.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we got a note or two for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, down on the middeck on M032N, you are go toopen up the LEH 02 valve, number 5 again, start flowing 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, copy that, we'll open the 02 (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, and within the next 5 or 10 minutes or so,we d like to get camera D, tilted down another 10 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, Ron says he's got that tilted down
into the bay now.

CAPCOM Okay, that was camera delta.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I get delta.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger, on camera delta, would you like to do that
yourself, to point it into the center of the bay, or would youprerer Ron to.

CAPCOM well I guess we want to know, where you plan on
having Bruce. That's who we're going to be point at. And we
cannot drive it - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - we'll come at watch you playing with the
Oilers.

SPACECRAFT I'll be the little guy they carry off on the
stretcher after every kick off.

SPACECRAFT Houston, how do you like that Earth, view of the
Earth there?

CAPCOM Roger Vance, that's absolutely beautiful. It gives
you a good break, to sit and look around for a little while.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Jerry that one may not be as pictureous, but
composition wise, how is it?

CAPCOM Composition is fine Ron, it's a little bit dark
right now. And we got a good shot of you there in the fliqht
deck.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, we can't hardly see you down there, why
don't you come up just a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

SPACECRAFT I got plenty of shade up here Bruce.

SPACECRAFT You what?

SPACECRAFT Still in plenty of shade, if your warm.

SPACECRAFT No, I'm freezing, (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston if you'd like we'll give you control back
on the cameras for a while.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
States.

REAGAN

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Vance.

Okay, Jerry that a little better on delta?

Yeah that looks pretty good.

Just like that.

Challenger Houston, the President of the United

Commander Brand, I'd like to say a -

Yes -
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REAGAN good morning to you and your crew. I'm talking
to you from California, I don't know exactly where you are, Iknow your up there someplace, but you're all doing a fine job onthis historic mission, and I'd like to say hello to Bruce
McCandless and Bob Stewart, for sending us this spectacular
television coverage of man's historic walk in space. Let me ask
you, what's it like to work out there, unattached to the ShMttle,and maneuvering freely in space?

SPACECRAFT We'll we've had a great deal of training, sir, so
it feels quite comfortable. The view is simply spectacular in
panaramic and we believe every units first time working
unattached we're liter aly opening a new frontier in what man cando in space, and we'll be paving the away for many important
operations on the coming space stations, sir.

REAGAN well that is just great. You've really opened anew era for the world in space with this mission. You've shown
both our commercial partners and our foreign partners, who plavan important role in this and other missions to come, that man
does have the tools to work effectively in space. You, I
understand, you had an opportunity this morning, an unexpected orunscheduled thing, maneuvering the Shuttle and making a recovery
of an object in space. Commander?

SPACECRAFT Yes sir.

REAGAN What do you and Hoot Gibson and Ron McNair do whileBruce and Bob are working outside?

SPACECRAFT Well, we're pretty busy in here, just keeping track
of them. They have a lot of tests to go through, of course it is
the first check out of something that's rather futuristic, the
backpack, the Man Maneuvering Unit, so we're just monitoring themmaking sure that we don't lose sight of them.

REAGAN That's good. Say Hoot, I understand you must have
a special interest in making sure everything's working right up
there, since your wife will be making the trip onboard the
Shuttle this summer. Do you have any tips to pass along to her?

SPACECRAFT That's true, Mr. President, she is, she is going upabout in August, and that's why like you say, I'm trying to checkeverything out and make sure it's going to work we'll when she
goes. The thought of myself going up doesn't bother me, but Ithink I will be nervous when she goes.

REAGAN I can understand that. Do you think she will enjoy
it? J 1

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, on camera delta would you like to do that
yourself to point it into the center of the bay or would you
prefer Ron to.

CAPCOM Well, I guess we want to know where you plan on
having Bruce. That's who we're going to be pointing at and we
cannot drive it. It's not tiltable.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, would you tilt the camera such, camera delta
such that it's pointing more or less at the trunnion pins.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work.

SPACECRAFT As in elevation.

PA0 McCandless hovering above the payload bay in his
MMU while Stewart works at the special equipment stowage assembly
with hydrazine transfer test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you all are panning it I can see.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Bruce, I think the elevation is good
already. I'm just panning it around to point at the SPAS TPAD.

SPACECRAFT And Bob, in a few minutes where would be a good
place for you over in the center of the bay?

SPACECRAFT It would be hard for me to get to the center of the
bay, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't we put, have you go down the
starboard slide wire and get over in that area about where the
SPAS comes over to the starboard slide wire.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll go down the port slide wire and
translate across.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT You're on the starboard slide wire now.

SPACECRAFT Am I? Oh yes, I'm up across the bay aren't I.
Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bob, give me a long count.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT 123456789 10 98765432 1, out.

SPACECRAFT Little longer.
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SPACECRAFT 12 3 4 5 6 7

SPACECRAFT Okay. Vance, give me a long count.

SPACECRAFT 123456739 10 5987654321.
SPACECRAFT Okay, does that fix the squealing? Seems to
doesn't it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it seems to.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, before Bob leaves the SESA there
we d like to get a camera A view of him with the ORS activity andalso, can you give us a status of where the 2 guys are with
respect to their task?

SPACECRAFT Bob is nearly finished with the hydrazine but hecame up with that hang up in the QD. Bruce is in the, taking the
Z translation last step of the translation test and I thinkeverybody is just about ready to move to the starboard center ofthe payload bay.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT How does the camera delta angle look to you, Ron?

SPACECRAFT It looks good, Bruce. it all depends on whereyou re going to end up. if we're looking at the SPAS TPAD wehave a very good view.

SPACECRAFT That's good on elevation. Bruce.

SPACECRAFT okay. I need to come back inside the bay. I'mgetting extremely cold.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, why don't you m we over to the SPAS TPADarea

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Bruce, why don't you move to the SPA's T-pad
area.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Bob, can you break off the hydrazine activity
temporarily. Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't you move over to the position we
talked about. Thanks, Bob, it would be nice if you'd be on the
starboard slide wire itself.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and down towards the - Okay, on the slide
wire.

SPAC'TRAFT Down by the SPA's. And, Bruce, status check now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Time EV is 4 plus 58, time left is 2+30 with
34% power, 60 percent 02, suit pressure is 4.2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and sublimator?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) point 1.

SPACECRAFT This position okay, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Sure, that's fine or just kind of on top, or
whatever. Why don't we take a 5 minute break here, and then
finish up these tasks.

SPACECRAFT You want me behind the SPA's or in front of it.

SPACECRAFT On our side of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Or over a little closer to Bob, up higher.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Oh boy, it feels better down here in the
bay. Where is, Bob?

SPACECRAFT Just outside the starboard side. Suppose I confuse
the starboard and port a while ago, you know I'm in the Army.
You know, we use left and right. I never heard anybody yet say
starboard flank march.

PA0 McCandless on the MMU down in the cargo bay.
Stewart out on the starboard side.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll let you have camera A to
set it up however you like.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Yeah, good, thanks.

PA0 Stewart just outside the hinge line on the
starboard side of the cargo bay.

SPACECRAFT I agree with your assessent, Vance, what you need
is a bubble out here, to sit an observer in, boy the view is just

SPACECRAFT Now, Bob, you're coming over South America, just
crossing the coast.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, there it is, I see it coming up. While I'm
down here I'm going to look over the aft part of the bay area
again. FR is stowed good and I don't see anything loose in this
area. Clean as a whistle.

SPACECRAFT Foot restraints working today Bob?

SPACECRAFT Not very well, that's why I made that crack about
having to take training for - to be a kicker for the Oilers.
It's improving, I think I'm beating the toes down a little bit.

SPACECRAFT We'll come and watch you playing with the Oilers.

SPACECRAFT I'll be the little guy they carry off on a
stretcher- -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT been trying to check everythinq out and make
sure it's going to well when she does it. The thought of myselfgoing out wasn't bothering me but I think I'll be nervous when
she goes.

PRESIDENT REAGAN I can understand that. Do you think she'll
enjoy it?

SPACECRAFT I know she'll enjoy it.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Well now, could I ask how are the experiments
onboard the Shuttle working out? I understand that you have one
dealing with arthrizis and other experiments onboard that may
lead to advances in manufacturing and various kinds of material
processing.

SPACECRAFT Mr. President, the experiments are working out very
well. We're very pleased with the results we're seeing and
there's a lot of promise being demonstrated in all the areas
you've just mentioned and wo look forward to getting them back on
the ground, analyzed and mako some good use of these results.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Well, let me again congratulate all of you
onboard the Space Shuttle Challenger, You're doing a fine job.
Your committment and courage on this historic flight I think are
an inspiration to all of us. And I know that you have things to
do and much more important than getting a telephone call from
Earth so let me just say to you have a safe journey home and God
Bless you all.

SPACECRAFT Thank you very much for calling, sir. We really
appreciate that.

PRESIDENT REAGAN It's my pleasure. All right.

SPACECRAFT We're all proud to be a part of this mission.

PRESIDENT REAGAN All right. Good bye.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We had a momentary drop on
comm.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's what we thought. We must have had an
attitude change that made it drop out.

CAPCOM Roger, where did the Earth go there, Vance?
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SPACECRAFT
Jerry.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Well, we know it's still down there somewhere,

Okay, you're go to continue.

We can see it.

Roger, go to continue.

SPACECRAFT Vance, while I'm this far down I'm going to go down
and just make a spot check on this side of the vehicle if that's
okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I got a sublimator P message. I need a flying
recharge if you could arrange that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Be back in just a second, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've got the water turned off. It says temp
control valve max cold. I don't know if I can take it max
cold. I'm in max hot right now and I'm shivering.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Considering the time, we'd
like you to go ahead and start closing down shop.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PA0 Mission Control. The crew given the go to begin
concluding the spacewalk which has been going on for 5 hours and
15 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, Bob, we're about 5 minutes and 15 into
the EVA so, like Jerry says, w<* need to start packing up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tell you what. One thing, it'll only take a
second if I could do, is if you put one of the TV cameras on me
let me give you a pure pitch, a pure roll, and a pure yaw for
about 30 seconds. I'm getting a lot of cross coupling it seems
like between yaw and roll. You have me on the other camera?

SPACECRAFT No. Ron '11 let you do that as soon as he gets a
camera set up.

PA0 Stewart beginning to pick up some of the EVA tools,
stow them back in the special equipment stowage assembly.
McCandless will be doing some final checkout of the MMU before
parking it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Bruce, he has the camera on you and he's
*

turning on the VTR.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're all set.

END OF TAPE
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PACE' RAFT Okay, Bruc , he has the camera on you and he's
^urni ,q on the vtr.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 0 :

,.ty, you're all set. And, Bub?

^ACECR/^T Yes, Vance.

SPACECRAFT it lo xs like you're packing up the hydrozene
e "i rimem , it that right?

SPA< -CRAK V

>P "BCKAFT 0:- r/, this i nq to be a pure yaw left.

SP;,>: ; :ra.'T ton CL Lenger

CAPCOM Go i; ad, t e.

SPAv .;RAFT wood.

SPACECRAFT Jt-r-y L :C-iuse we (

SPACECRAFT Now yaw ci<?ht.

SPACr.'KAFT -• did Imv- a rt^unicati n d- -;p out • -.ore at the
end, we didn't get to hear the .

ry i l3r,t wor -> 'a.t tne presidentspoKe, but pi.ea:.;e relay to him, t . tt *e certc^nly appreciated hi-
call. And we're really happy and proud to be the oru- , - on this
r. light happened Lo do this up riere roc America.

CAPCOM Yes air, Vance, I think he got all the coront - I
think the drop out was shortly after he departed. And Vance,I've got a couple notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Pure roll left.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, oh yeah, r ,-e got it. Okay, First
of all at MET 4+30, you can delete the f iash ^vap control
primary A to off, you can delete that. Also, at the end o' the
EVA we would like to leave the COAS installed. And tie rhird
item, we see the flight deck camera get t not again, we'd lik*
to turn it off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll turn it off. Wvre leaving the COAS
installed. It'll be there in note on the flash evapT

SPACECRAFT Camera role on cinema 360 while your over ther*
Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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(Garble) a little higher.

tiruce, have you got a spare wrist tether?

Yeah.

need that one to close out here.

(G irble) you on the 35 milimeter camera, you're
n. o the gas can.

nitei pure pitch this will wrap it up.

Chii eager, Houston, I have a SPA's note for you.

Okay, o ahead on the SPAS note.

Okav Hooter, we need to do this as soon as you can
SPAS ; F deactivation, that's page 6-11, of the
check. 1st. All steps - -

Okay.

- - disregard the second note, on page 6-12.
SPAS activation -

You think you can hand me one of those tethers,

SPAS activation page 1-2 of the payload Ops,
step .j. Third item, after EVA, SPAS batteries off.

That ' i, the switch on the SSP.

.SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, I got about 1/4 of all that, because
or EVA comm going on, you are going to have repeat it at some
point.

SPACECRAFT 360 is rolling.

CAPCOM Okay, we're 4:45 to LOS, I'll try again. First
st-p, SPAS RF deactivation, page 6-11. Perform all steps,
disregard second note on page 6-12. Perform SPAS activation page
1-2, the payload Ops, all steps. After the EVA SPAS batteries
off, using the switches on the standard switch panel, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, SPAS FR deactivation, 6-11, all steps,
disregard the second note, 6-12. SPAS activation page 1-2, all
steps, after EVA SPAS batteries off.

CAPCOM That's a good read back, Hooter, we're 3 1/2 to
LOS, Guam next, at 03+11.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's a good read back, Hooter, we're 3 1/2 till
LOS, Guam next at 03+11.

SPACECRAFT A couple of the holds.

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

SPACECRAFT We know which ones they are.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, the list, just let me check to make sure we
have the right (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, A few holds empty, one contains the
multipurpose 2, and one contained the ball valve assembly. I'm
going to leave the flashlight out here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

SPACECRAFT And let's see the T-pad is stowed and locked and
everything looks great.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, a reminder we'd like to have
adjustable wrist tethers on both the portable foot restraints.

SPACECRAFT Did you catch that EV 1 and 2?

SPACECRAFT Yes we (garble)

.

pAO McCandless now docking his MMU into the flight
support station.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) locked into the FSS. Where's the MMU
valve checklist? THC clockwise, plus X for half a second. Power
A and B off. Clockwise.

PA0 Bob Stewart installing a wrist tether on the foot
restraint. This is Mission Control 6 days, 2 hours, 50
minutes. We're about to lose contact with the Challenger through
the tracking data relay satellite. Pick up again in about 21
minutes over the Guam station. Crew is closing out their EVA
activities. Mission Specialist Bob Stewart has stowed the tools
and the equipirant in the special equipment stowage assembly, and
was installing the portable wrist tether on the foot restraint.
Bruce McCandless had docked his MMU into the port flight support
station, and was - -

END OF TAPE
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?
A0 Special Equipment Stowage Assembly and was
installing the portable wrist tether on the foot restraint.
Bruce McCandless had docked him MMU into the port flight support
station and was locking it in place. EVA has been underway for
about 5 and 1/2 hours and the crew will be closing out that
activity very shortly and reentering the airlock. During the
last pass, of course, they got a message, a phone call from the
President calling from California to congratulate them on their
activity. This EVA marked primarily by the engineering checkout
of the Manned Maneuvering Unit and the operation of the hydrazine
transfer test. One of the planned activities, one of the, what
would have been one of the highlights of this EVA was cancelled
due to an equipment problem. The crew was due to dock, practice
docking with a slowly rotating SPAS on the end of the Remote
Manipulator Arm and due to a malfunction in the armn that task
was unable to be conducted. Spacecraft is in a 156 by 149
nautical mile orbit and at the very end of orbit #98. They'll
start orbit #99 as they cross the Equator in about 5 minutes or
so. We're 18-1/2 minutes from picking up communication again
through the Guam station at 6 days, 2 hours, 52 minutes this isMission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Guam for 6.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Bob is presently taking everything
inside. Bruce is just about to finish up on tying down the MMU.

CAPCOM Roger copy that Vance. Be advised we're sending
you a couple messages, 64 and 65. 65 has reconfigurations of
DAPs and uses thereof for maneuvers before sleep tonight.

SPACECRAFT We've gone to DAP A. Very shortly I suppose you'd
like to have us go to the no vernier aft check configuration, is
that, as soon as we get everybody in. Is that correct?

CAPCOM Well, that's essentially it Vance. If you can
refer to 65 when you get it, it'll have the complete story for
you. 64 tells you what we've learned about the CG calculation
question you had earlier in the day.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay Vance, the MMU camera is inside.

SPACECRAFT what did you say on the inside Bob?

SPACECRAFT The MMU camera is inside and stowed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay and Bob on the (garble) MMU, do you verify
that both of those EN2 QDs are in the closed to flow position?
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SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Think you got the launch bolts in Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yes, oh yes. They're in.

Did you get 4 in on the other side too, you andSPACECRAFT
Bob?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Just 2 on each side.

Top 2, right?

Right, top 2.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Looks like you got the latch bolts in, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, oh yeah, they* re in.

Did you get 4 in on the other side too, you andSPACECRAFT
Bob.

SPACECRAFT No, just 2 on each side.

SPACECRAFT Top two, huh?

SPACECRAFT Rogjt top two. And I'm just putting the velcro on
(garble) . I did turn ray sublimater back on.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Challenger Houston.

Okay. Okay, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we would like the MADS strain gages
back to on. And be advised we think you might get a cabin
pressure message when you repress the airlock, if you like you
can bump up your pressure a little bit with N2 before you do
that. 1

SPACECRAFT
10.5?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
place?

Okay, understand. About how high would you suggest

That sounds good to us.

Okay, the strain gage PCM enable is on.

Roger, thank you.

What else do we got to do to close out this

SPACECRAFT Well, I looked in both bays, and I couldn't see
anything loose.

SPACECRAFT What about the thruster cue light extension, did
you three of those in.

SPACECRAFT I got one in the airlock and 2 of them are tethered
to me. Oh, I got to restrain my side wire up by the (garble)
mechanism. Payload bay door. (Garble)

CAPCOM
in 7.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, 30 seconds till over the hill, Hawaii

Roger, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Camera delta aimed and tilt where you want it for
the last time?

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I guess the main thing is just to recall
whether any tool was left out as a result of the camera delta,
and slide wire operations. I guess the hammer is back for
example, right?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, the hammer is back, we can, I can account for
everything that we've brought out on this EVA, Vance. There's
still one tether missing of stuff tha we brought in last time,
that I can't account for.

SPACECRAFT Was it missing before the EVA, the second EVA?

SPACECRAFT Yes. It was the tether that was originally on the
foot restraint.

PAO This is Mission Control, at 6 days, 3 hours, 18
minutes, mission elasped time. We have loss of signal through
the Guam station, and we'll pick up in about 6 minutes over
Hawaii. The crewmembers are about to get back into the airlock,
bringing in the cameras. And making sure that everything is tied
down out in the payload bay, before concluding this EVA, We're
right about 5 hours, 55 minutes, into the EVA, which was the
length of the first spacewalk, on flight day 5. The next
spacecraft television will be on orbit 99, coming up at central
standard time 10:33, that will be payload bay views using the
payload bay cameras. Perhaps some views of the earth as well.
We're 5 and 1/2 minutes away from the Hawaii pass, this is
Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control standing by for acquisition through
Hawaii

,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for 7 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, Bob's in the airlock and Bruce is
just coming in.

CAPCOM Roger, and a reminder to get another EMU status
full list.

SPACECRAFT We'll do that before they close the hatch.

CAPCOM And further on that, Vance, we'd like to the status
check before the water - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And further on that, Vance, we'd like to do the
status check before the water is turned off.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, Bob, whenever 's a convenient time I'm
standing by for the status check before the water's turned off.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT You ready to copy mine, Vance?

SPACECRAFT Ready.

SPACECRAFT Time EV 6 hours 1 minute. Time left 1 hour, 24.
19% power. 43% 02. (garble) is 4.3. 02 (garble) is 412.
(garble) pressure 6050. Sublimator pressure 2.7 - -

SPACECRAFT Just a second, just a second, Bob. There's one
number I missed but, okay go on from here and I'll have to back
up. The time wasn't too clear.

SPACECRAFT Sublimator pressure 2.7. Battery volt 16.5.
Battery amps 3.4. RPM 20,000. C02 .2. Temperature 48. Gas
pressure 15, water pressure 15. What did you miss, Vance?

SPACECRAFT Okay, right after the suit pressure 4.3 there were
3 readings and there was some static and I couldn't catch one of
the (garble) temps.

SPACECRAFT Okay here they come. 02 pressure 411, 411.
(garble) pressure 6110. It's fluxuating, going up and down, 6140
now. Sublimator pressure 2.9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

SPACECRAFT There's a thermal hatch cover or the thermal hatch
protector closed?

SPACECRAFT It appears to be closed from the outside. I can
see it moving.

SPACECRAFT It's closed though isn't it.

SPACECRAFT It's closed but it just looks like it's being
tugged on. See if you flex a little bit.

SPACECRAFT I'm tugging on it now trying to use the velco on
it. It's pulled out a little bit but (garble) like that.

SPACECRAFT It certainly looks like it's a thermal protector,
a complete thermal protector from the position that it's in now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Stowed tether lines. (Garble) airlock,
wrist tether (garble) ingress airlock. Water off?

SPACECRAFT Yes the water goes off the status check.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. It's back on. Okay. Time EV 6 hours
and 5 minutes. Time left 1 plus 24. 19% power. 49% 02 left.
Suit pressure 4.2. 02 pressure 455. SLP pressure 6090.
Sublimator pressure 2.6. Bat volt 16.7. Bat amps 3.4.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - SLP pressure 6090. Sublimator pressure 2.6,
batt volt 16.7, batt amps 3.4, RPM 19.8 going to 20.0. PR2 0.3
milimeter, water temperature 54 degrees, 54. For the gas
pressure is 15.3, that's 1 5 point 3. The water pressure is
14.9, 1 4 point 9.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Copy. Okay water is off. (Garble) closed and
locked. Are you clear?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) scrunched up as much as I can. (Garble)
I'm all the way to the top.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS Hawaii, TDRS in
2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
that.

Roger, copy, Jerry.

Outer hatch closed and locked.

Okay is it time for water off?

Yeah water off, I'm sorry, I thought you caught

PAO This is Mission Control and we have a brief gap in
communications, before we pick up through tracking data relay
satellite in just a minute, or less. We'll have some television
from the spacecraft payload bay views, crew now in the airlock,
and hooking up their EMUs to the stations in the airlock. We'll
have a time before the conclusion EVA, it's a little over 6
hours, we'll get the exact time a little bit later.

SPACECRAFT It's (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, here you come. Aren't we going to see what
it was worth for us to do that.

PAO Airlock pressure coming up now. About 1 lb now.
Once the outer hatch to the payload bay door is closed, the inlet
valves on the hatch from the middeck to the airlock are opened
and the pressure slowly evens out between the two.

SPACECRAFT Stop at 5. Give me some more, I'm reading 4.0.
4.7, 4.8, 5.0. Close the valve. Close the valve, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let's see (garble). Okay, 2 minutes, delta
pressure check.
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PAO At this point they stop the airflow into the
airlock to do checks on the suits.

SPACECRAFT And I got our clocks running heie. You can do it
anytime, disconnect wraist tethers, (garble).

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT you didn't do it anytime, disconnect wrist
tethers, you (garble).

CAPCOM Challenger Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Vance, if I have to take the pressure a little bit
slow this time because I've got an airblock.

SPACECRAFT Bruce have you disconnected us, our tethers?

SPACECRAFT Ah, no I haven't but I seem to missing the tether
on my left ring string. Have I two on my right ring?

SPACECRAFT Let's see what we got here. No, your missing one.

SPACECRAFT (garble) what happened to the one that was
attached to the - -

SPACECRAFT - - to the rest of this depress EVA 1 and 2, would
you go to DTT.

SPACECRAFT Now wait a minute Vance, we seem to missing a wrist
tether. Ah I hooked up and tethered to you right?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT And then - -

SPACECRAFT Did you leave one outside?

SPACECRAFT I don't see how I could have. Can you see the
setting of the airlock hatch, with the RMS elbow camera, see if
there is a wrist tether out there.

SPACECRAFT Okay it would be attached probably to the hatch
rail?

SPACECRAFT Ah, I don't know where it would be, because I took
the, I took the - - there it is, there it is!

SPACECRAFT There it is!

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT How did it get over there? You must have
unattached that one thinking you we're releasing us.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Okay.

SPACECRAFT Ok, you just detached the wrong one.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Counts even. Okay there's more than 2
minutes in 5.4, let's see what else we've got on the card.
Okay. Uncovered D and C. SOU ports.

SPACECRAFT Ok, my D and C is uncovered.

SPACECRAFT Sounds great, connect to SCU.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PA0 McCandless and Stewart in the airlock with the
pressure at 5.4 psi. For a few moments they thought they had
left one of the wrist tethers outside, they seem to have found
that now.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I'm connected to my SCU.

SPACECRAFT I got it, but I'm not connected yet. Okay.
Connected. Okay, 02 actuator to IV.

SPACECRAFT Ok on the IV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, on airlock wall 82, EMU 1 and 2 02 valves
open, please.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, say that one again.

SPACECRAFT (garble), 02 valves to open.

SPACECRAFT (garble). And over there, in the electrical panel,
power back charger to the check it's in the power mode and bus
select 2 and 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they're on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to - -

SPACECRAFT Vance, give us a mark when we should do that SCU
power and that will end the EVA. Log the time.

SPACECRAFT Standby one.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - and bus select two of them on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they're on.

SPACECRAFT Okay

SPACECRAFT (Garble) on A.

SPACECRAFT They have to give us mark when we should do that
SCU power and that'll end the EVA, log the time.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one. Okay, yes. Let's turn the power
switches, the power bat - -

SPACECRAFT Just give us a mark.

SPACECRAFT Mark.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay. Power the SCU, okay. Yes.

PA0 McCandless and Stewart now back on Spacecraft power
for their EMUs.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) get the cabin pressure. Why don't youcontrol it since you got ear problems.

SPACECRAFT No, that cleared but I « 13 control it anyway.

SPACECRAFT Okay, hey go to, go to PTT though before you do
that will you because we can't hear you with all the noise out
here.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 EVA concluded after 6 hours, 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) control it Bob.

SPACECRAFT Thanks a lot. Where was it.

SPACECRAFT Seen it floating by.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Okay. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Stand by one. We got a lot of noise for pumping
pressure in here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like an action for heat
pipe please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, back on. We had to maKa ai adjustment tocabin pressure. Okay, next step.
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SPACE' 'RAFT Tho next step is open the hatch when you get the
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Houston, Challenger, were you calling?

That's affirm, Hoot. Several things for you.

Okay, Jerry, ready to copy.

Okay, first one. We've tried to turn on the heatpipe down trom the ground. Doesn't seem to work right. We'dlike you to go to spec 220 and do an item 23 for us. Secondlynow that you're out of low z you'll need to reselect all of yourupfirmg Dets. And when you've got a couple minutes I've gotsome other notes for you on cabin repress.
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SPACECRAFT You'll get some right after I hook the umbilical
back up on the - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Hoot that's good, and you can delete the
orbit Ops checklist, call out on those procedures. And also onspec 77, when you get a chance we'd like you to read down the MMUtemps for us.

SPACECRAFT We got some right after I hooked the umbilical backup on the pot one so it should be interesting.

SPACECRAFT Okay, my 02 actuator is off, purge valve's open.

SPACECRAFT Are you talking to us, Vance? You're very, very
weak. Okay, hang on. The 02 is off, purge valve is open. I
can't hear you over the noise of the water tank here.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Challenger crossing the
coast of South America now. Orbit number 99.

SPACECRAFT That's not bagged, Vance, that's the file TA
stowage assembly.

PA0 And we see the coastline of South America, as the
Challenger crosses the coast. At about 12 degrees south
latitude. McCandless and Stewart preparing to get out of theresuits. Or at least open them up in a few moments. The airlock
has been repressur ized, the EVA concluded after 6 hours, 17minutes. That time measured from the moment that they go on theEMU or the suit's internal power until the time that they go backoff that power onto the Orbiter supplied power.

SPACECRAFT I can read you those spec 77 temps if you're ready.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, we're ready to copy those.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the ones i'b going to read you are the ones
I m reading right now, let me /ead you all the ones down on theleft column, and then I'll read you all the ones down on theright column.

CAPCOM Copy

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, from the left column, 86, 77, 29, 19, 12, 5

12* 42^ CUnning down the starbo*rd column, 93, 110, 22, 24, 12,

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, we got all those, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) where it says (garble) operations,
(garble). 02 off so we ought to turn the (garble) off.

SPACECRAFT Yeah (garble) then the other. (garble) working.
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*A0 is Mission Control Houston, at 6 days, 3
hours, 56 minutes. Mission Specialist Bruce McCandless and BobStewart concluding activities in the airlock there they will begetting out of their suits shortly - -

END OF TAPE
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~ ~ 3 hours, 56 minutes. Mission Specialists BruceMcCandless and Bob Stewart concluding the activities in the
airlock there. They will be getting out of their suits
shortly. Suits are, again, mounted on the walls of the airlockand they are getting their cooling supply and their electricalpower and oxygen from the Orbiter, the mounting stations there in
the airlock. The EVA lasted for 6 hours, 17 minutes today,That s about 20 minutes longer than the EVA on flight day 5. Hadan unexpected demonstration of the MMU rescue capability on thisEVA today. As McCandless was working with one of the portablefoot restraints, it slipped off of a mounting and began movingaway from the Orbiter on its own, became a free-flying satellite
and the crew decided to go get that using the techniques thatthey would use should it ever become necessary to rescue an MMU
astronaut out flying his MMU who would have some sort of failure
and be unable to return, the Spacecraft would go get him. Thatsame set of techniques was used in retrieveing the toot
restraints. Commander Vance Brand maneuvered the Orbiter using
the thrusters to match up with the drifing piece of hardware andAstronaut Bruce McCandless moving down the starboard hinge line,managed to reach out and grab the floating foot restraint as theOrbiter moved up to it. That was a fairly efficient operation inthat it only used about 150 pounds of propellant to put theOrbiter through that maneuver. The Orbiter currently weighinq
well in excess of 200,000 pounds. We are expecting to hold aCnange-of-Shift Press Conference in about an hour here in theJohnson Space Center Press Conference room 135 in building 2 and
that would be with the Flight Director John Cox who has beendirecting the activities in Mission Control for the duration ofthis spacewalk today. He will be available for a Change-of -Shi f

t

Press Conference about an hour from now and we'll keep youadvised as to the actual set up with the time on that and anyother participants in that briefing as we get a little closer tothat time. Challenger now moving out off the coast of SouthAmerica out onto the open Atlantic. We're getting television
relayed to us by the payload bay cameras as relayed to the
tracking data relay satellite and back down to the White SandsNew Mexico ground stations.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we have Bob and Bruce out of their suits,
and they're continuing on now with the post-EVA, and Hoot showed
me the CG message here, makes you believe that I'm the HB and onthe CG wheel, maybe the generic approach doesn't hack it.

CAPCOM Yes sir, that's a gotcha I think we're going to
have to fix for the future.

SPACECRAFT (garble) That is to say, it's suppose to work in ageneric fashion, by being specific for a mission, but in this
case it, that just didn't work out.

CAPCOM Right, we just dropped one somewhere.

PA0
.

Mission Control at 6 days, 4 hours 15 minutes.
Approaching darkness now. The Challenger just a few moments ago,crossed the coast over southern part of the African continent,
and now is leaving daylight and entering the shadow side of the

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ - and entering the shadowed side of the Earth.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 7 minutes X.OS TDRS.
Guam next at 04 49. At LOS we would like to go on panel C3 S-
band PM rotary to GPC, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We'll get that at LOS we'll take you
to GPC.

1

CAPCOM Roger, Hooter.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 6 days, 4 hours, 20
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger passing into darkness
now, the last remains of daylight visible behind the
spacecraft. Some light still glinting off some of the objects in
the payload bay. Astronauts McCandless and Stewart are out of
their suits now and are concluding with their airlock
activities. Stowing the equipment brought back in from the
spacewalk. We have a little less than 5 minutes remaining in the
pass with the tracking data relay satellite. Challenger about 8
or 10 minutes away from the start of orbit #100. We'll pick up
again in 27 minutes through the Guam station. This is Mission
Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control. We're about 2 minutes
away from losing the communication with the Spacecraft through
the TDRS. We've been passing over Madagascar and seeing some
lightening and thunder storms down below. This is Mission
Control 6 days, 4 hours, 26 minutes. We have loss of signal
through the tracking data relay satellite. We'll pick up again
in 22 minutes over Guam. That's a pretty low elevation pass,
about 2 and 1/2 degrees maximum elevation although we show it as
total contact about 2 minutes and 44 seconds during that pass.
The next pass after that of any size is Hawaii 32 minutes from
now. The EVA has been concluded. Flight Director John Cox who
was presiding over the activities in Mission Control during the
spacewalk is preparing for his Change-of-Shif t Press Conference
to occur in about a half an hour from now in building 2 here at
the Johnson Space Center. He'll be going over for a press
conference at about noon today central time. Challenger has
passed out over the Indian Ocean and is about to start orbit #100
of this space flight. We'll hear from the crew again in about 21
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston at 6 days, 4 hours,
41 minutes. Change-of-Shif t Press Conference with John Cox,
Flight Director during the EVA period is scheduled for noon
central standard time or in about 19 or 20 minutes from now.
Along with Cox will be Ed Witsett the MMU subsystem manager.
We're about 8 minutes away from picking up over the Guam
station. This is Mission Control.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 3minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Mary, you're loud and clear through Guam.We're m the midst of the cabin repress to 14.7.

CAPCOM Copy that, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 30 seconds LOS
here at Guam and we can talk to you through Hawaii at 4 59Before TDRS AOS we're going to need on C3 your S-band PM antennato GPC, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - at Guam and we can talk to you through Hawaii
at 4 59. Before TDRS AOS, we're going to need on C3 your S-band
PM antenna to GPC, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

p*° Mission Control Houston, 6 days, 4 hours, 58
minutes, had a very slight delay in the Change-of-Shi f t Press
Conference with the EVA Flight Director, John Cox. Cox is
getting a current weather update now here in the Control Center
and will be bringing that information over with him when he comes
in 10 or 15 minutes. That will be approximately 12:10. Along
with Cox we expect to have Ed Whitsett, the MMU subsystem
manager, who can discuss the operations of the manned maneuvering
unit as used today in the spacewalk. We're about 30 seconds or
so from reacquisition through Hawaii, Hawaii station, and we'll
be checking on the progress of the crew in stowing all their
equipment from the recently completed spacewalk. This is Mission
Control.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger

.

Mary.

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii,

SPACECRAFT Houston if that's you calling, we're hearing your
mike key, but then we don't hear anything.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii. Sorry
about that, had a mike problem.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
mike fixed.

Okay, loud and clear.

And we're with you for 7 here.

Cabin's back to 14.7 as you can see.

Copy that.

Okay, it's in effect now, it's hard to breathe.

I don't think I got my head fixed, but I got my

SPACECRAFT Incidentally just an interesting note. When we, inthe first part of the mission when we had 14.7 psi dropping, wegenerally set the cabin temp to full cool at night to sleep. We
found with 10.2, that it had to be two thirds of the way towardsrull hot.

CAPCOM Copy that thanks, that's good info.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. I would like to request since youhave to good stars, 20 and 22 in your table and the torquing
angles look good, that you go ahead and do a star opportunityalign it this time. y

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll just use the data that appears then andskip the maneuver to align the star.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

pAO Mission Control Houston, 6 days, 5 hours, 4
minutes. Commander Vance Brand reports that the cabin has beenrepressurized to the full normal pressure 14.7 psi. And they'regoing to align the IMUs using a pair of stars that they presently
have a fix on to avoid, that way that prevents them from havingto do another alignment later on and having to use propellant togo to align attitude. Presently passing right down over theHawaiian chain of Islands. We have about 2 and 1/2 minutes
remaining m this pass. We'll have a brief loss of signal andthen pick up again over the tracking data relay satellite. Inabout 5 minutes or so we will be starting the Change-of-Shi f

t

Press Conference, EVA Flight Director, John Cox, who worked this
mission specially on the EVAs, will be in the press conference
room in building 2, here at Johnson Space Center for a pressconference covering the EVA period.

END OF TAPE
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PA? the Change-of-Shif t Press Conference, EVA
Flight Director Jon Cox who worked this mission especially on the
EVAs will be in the Press Conference Room in Building 2 here at
Johnson Space Center for a press conference covering the EVA
period.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
need here.

Houston, Challenger.

Challenger, Houston.

Do you have the numbers, Mary?

That's affirm, Vance. We've got all the numbers we

SPACECRAFT Okay, we won't read down the IMU align to you then,
and Hoot reports that Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea have snow on themm Hawaii. He didn't think they did a couple of days ago.

CAPCOM That's real interesting. I didn't know it snowed
in Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Well that's up around 13 or 14, COO feet.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston. We're about 30
seconds LOS. We'll drop you for a couple of minutes and then
pick you up through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston checking back in with you
through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Looking ahead to our maneuver to the -ZLV tail
forward attitude at 7:20, do you want to delete that 10 degree
wide deadband at that time and go back to the standard A6? Right
now we have an A6 DAP with 10 degree wide deadband.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Vance, they wanted to leave
it on the 10 degree deadband for sleep tonight. They thought
that might be better than the 5 degrees you slept with last night
and they were sort of wondering how it was sleeping in tail onlv
last night. 1

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, that'll be real fun. I haven't polled
the crew but I don't think we had any trouble sleeping. I know I
could hear a muffled boom once in a while but it didn't bother me
at all. And Hoot says it didnt' bother him.
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CAPCOM That's good, then 10 degrees is a good enouqh
deadband for us,

SPACECRAFT Very good, we'll leave it at 10.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. Got a number of presleep notes to ge
to you when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM Roger. First of all, we don't have to do this now
if you re busy doing something else Vance. It's iust at vour
convenience first of all.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well that's okay. We're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, first of all we'd like to go ahead again
tonight and inhibit the FDA on decom 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Also, just to get you generally give you an idea
what we have planned for this evening before we let you turn in,
we'd like to try to do a water dump and I have a note to set youup on that. And then also we'd like you, right before you go tosleep, to do a hot fire on two of your forward verniers and
that's so you don't get alarms during the evening. And also
sometime before sleep period, when the SPAS folks see
temperatures they like we're going to go ahead and have you
deactivate the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand things coming up this evening.
Inhibit FDA to decom 4. You'll give us instructions on a waterdump I presume after we've had some heat soaking on the nozzle.A hot fire on 2 vernier engines and I guess that's because
they re cold, is that correct, and deactivate the SPAS.

CAPCOM Roger that's correct and on both counts that waterdump is going to be tied into the terminator, we're trying toheat up that side before you go ahead and dump. And also, thehot fires are to avoid alarms.

SPACECRAFT Okay. So

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT hot fire on two venier engines and I guess
that's because they're cold, is that correct, and deactivate theSPAS

.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct on both counts, that water
dump is going to be tied into the terminator we're trying to heat
up that side, before we go ahead and dump, and also the hot firesare to avoid alarms.

SPACECRAFT Okay. So we'll get further instructions later
then.

CAPCOM
really matter,

Roger, or we can read it to you now, it doesn't

SPACECRAFT Can you standby just a second. Okay ready to copvinstructions on the water dump. Ky

CAPCOM Okay, for this supply water dump, we're going to
let you go for, and then for the second sun side, we'd like you
to get this heater on, on panel R12, your supply water dump valveenable nozzle heater on, and that's at time 7+00. And then whenyour nozzle temperature is greater than 300 degrees fahrenheit
we d like you to go ahead and dump by going to R12 taking yoursupply water dump isol valve open, talkback open. And you cancheck that your tank bravo quantities decreasing. You should tryto start that dump just prior to the terminator to give yourself
the maximum amount of sunlight along with the heater on, to tryto work on that system. If you don't get a dump, the cleanup issupply water dump isol valve, close, talkback, close. And then
take your valve enable nozzle heater off, also. If the dumpworks, we;d like you to dump tank bravo to 20 percent, and whenthe dump is complete on R12, take your supply water dump isolvalve closed, when the nozzle temperature is greater than 100degrees, you can take your heater off, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I understood most everything about
that, we're going to try and supply water, dump R12, we're goingto turn the dump valve enable nozzle heater on, at 7+00 when weget over 300 degrees, we'll go ahead and start the dump byopening the dump isol valve, if the dump does not work then
we re going to close the dump isol valve, and we're going to,okay the part after that was the part that I didn't understand.

CAPCOM Roger, if you do not get a dump, we want you toclose that isol valve, and then also take the heater off. Yourvalve enable nozzle heater will go off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what was the part that had to do with 100degrees Mary?
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CAPCOM Roger, if you get a good dump, your to take bravodown to 20 and then when the dump is complete, on take, yoursupply water dump isol valve close, and then wait for your nozzletemp to heat back up to 100 degrees fahrenheit before you takeyour nozzle heater back off. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, you were cut out on that one, say againplease.

CAPCOM Okay, for the third time, we'd like you to take
your supply water dump isol valve closed when you get bravo to 20percent, and then before you take the heater off we want that
nozzle heater temperature to get up to greater than 100 degrees,
S^u e^ your

,

nozzle neat back UP before you take your heater offwith the valve enable nozzle heater off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, I understand that now, so if we do get
a dump we 1 re going to let that nozzle warm back up before we turn
the heater back off, so let them get above 100 before we take theheater off.

CAPCOM That's affirm, and then we've got some clean up
also since we got that tank C and D back from the EVA guys that
ECCOM would like you to do. When your at R12 you can take yoursupply water tank C inlet back to open to get back in yourstandard config. Also when your down in the middeck sometime andthere is no rush on this, you can take your tank delta outlet to
open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary you cut out during part of that, I think
you said take the tank C inlet open, take the D outlet open.

CAPCOM That's affirm, and that is any time. It's just a
cleanup, now that we've got the tanks char lie and delta back fromthe EVA guys.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do Mary, thanks.

CAPCOM That's the end of the supply water dump saga forthis evening, and we're ready to give you the venier iet test ifyour ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Standby one.

CAPCOM No rush on -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - the end oi the supply water dump saga foe this
evening, and we're ready to give vou the venier jet test if yourready to copy, 1

SPACECRAFT Standby one.

CAPCOM No rush on this Vance, have a couple of other notes
too. Questions on the Cinema 360, and payload stuff also, if

??
n, L2nJ£ e

.£
ine# And for Hoot

'
have a couple of questions onthe RMS FDI if your still on the line.

SPACECRAFT Yeah Mary, I'm still with you.

CAPCOM Okay, they'd like to talk to you about this while
the information is still real fresh in your mind. During that
RMS problem, it appeared from the conversation and the fact that
the crew continued to drive, after the fault occurred, if, thatyou may not have heard that alarm, and we'd like to know if youdid hear that alarm.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Mary I wrote that down in my notes for post
flight debrief. That is a fact, I did not hear that alarm. Wehad the movie light on in the cabin, and that movie light made
enough noise and the volumn on the MCIU, was turned down low

?h»!?
9
5 «!?

at-V? f
?
Ct

.
d
i
d n0t hear tnat alarm

'
and the ^asontnat I started to look for something, was because the arm wasn't

following exactly what I was asking it to do. And I looked back
in the cockpit and that's when I saw the (garble) light on.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that, they got an action here, they'd
like you to do if you didn't hear the alarm, which is on A8,parameter select to test, then port temperature and you shouldget an alarm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well Mary the alarm does work, but the volume
is turned way down, and it's just turned down enough that with
that cabin movie light going, which has a fan on it, that it justdidn't make quite enough noise to be heard.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, thanks. Now I understand, just didn't
really understand that you weren't hearing the alarm, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Mary, there's a couple comments regarding the EVA

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, ready to copy. And if your going todebrief that tonight though, we'd like to get the times, so wecan get a dump and look it over this evening.

SPACECRAFT Oh we will do that, the comment that we're going togive you is, we've put the 2 EMUs on battery recharge, but otherthan that we have not performed the LiOH cannister changeout, nor
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do we intend to, and we have not recharged, perform water
recharge, nor do we intend to. We figure that if they're needed
for contingency EVA, we can do both of those relatively rapidly,
and why cycle the (garble) and use up LiOH cans. We expect to
terminate the battery charge sometime tomorrow, over.

CAPCOM Roger Bruce, it's as if you were reading this
flight note to me that we're going to give you, send you up to
the teleprinter tonight. We concur with all that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, did you want to give us something then
on the hot fire?

CAPCOM Yeah, I'm standing by to read that to you, as soon
as your ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, first of all Vance, we'd like you to do this
as late as you can in presleep, so the jets don't have as much
time to warm up, cause it is because the forward RCS venier jets
are cooling down, and we don't want you to get an alarm, a jetleak alarm during sleep. So we'd like you to take the dap to Amanual venier and your rotation, excel, excel, excel. Take your
RHC and do a positive pitch for 5 seconds, and then reconfigure
your dap to A auto norm, and your rotation is discrete, discrete,
discrete, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, this hot fire should be done late in
presleep, dap should be A manual venier, excel, excel, excel, RHC
pitch for 5 seconds, and there's something in there I didn't
hear, and then back to A auto normal, and discrete, discrete,
discrete.

CAPCOM That's a good read back, Vance and that RHC is apositive pitch for 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - A auto normal and discrete discrete discrete.

CAPCOM That's a good readback, Vance, and that RHC is a
positive pitch for 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, you were cut out. Please say the last.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. The RHC motion is to be a positive
plus pitch for 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, plus pitch 5 seconds in vernier, got it.

CAPCOM Also have another note from ECOM about your rad
controller out temp and working the FES this evening.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. On LI we'd like the radiator controller out
temp to normal and then your flash evap primary A cycled off and
then on.

SPACECRAFT In work. And I guess that's because you feel we're
in pretty good shape with tank B, 49%.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and opening up the C and D inlets
should let it - allow it to spill over if it gets full.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. We'd like you to know that tomorrow
that PHS DTO is on your call only if you feel that you want to do
it and the system's configured properly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, you were interrupted by a hammer. Say
that again.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. We want you to understand the PHS DTO
that's scheduled for tomorrow is on your call only and to be done
only if you feel like the sy«*-<*m is configured to handle it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Thanks a lot, Mary.

CAPCOM Sure thing.

SPACECRAFT Mary, isn't that more a question of the redundancy
question from the separator?
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CAPCOM That's affirm, Vance. If you feel like the
separator isn't going to cause you trouble, if it's been workinqreal well and you want to do it go ahead and do it because we can
recover flooded separators supposedly. But if you don't want to
be bothered, that's fine. We understand because we don't haveredundancy you don't need to do the test.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Got a couple of payloads
questions for you. Need the footage that you used for both thecinema 360, both the cinema 360 cameras and also need a GAS qrouoactivation time from this morning. p

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Just have a couple more items to
clean up here, briefly. We need the footage used in both cine va360 cameras and then time for a GAS group activation this
morning

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got that. Okay, Mary, we'll get those to

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Ron is right in the middle of a data take right nowor else he could give them to yo>: but we'll have to have him givethem to you when he's done.

CAPCOM That's fine, just anytime presleep and we still oweyou a call when the SPAS needs to be deactivated and otherwiseeverything's all caught up down here so we'll stop bugging you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT On this PHS thing, we'd rather defer the
decision. We'd like to see how the weather's looking for thenext day for landing and we have two volunteers signed up tochange the filter if required but we'd also like to have a warmfeeling that running that doesn't put stress on our goodseparator, that might cause our good separator to fail.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Understand that, Vance,sounds like a good plan. We'll update you tomorrow - -
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - that doesn't put stress on our good separator
that might cause our good separator to fail.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Understand that, Vance.
Sounds like a good plan. We'll update you tomorrow on the
weather but right now it's looking real good for KSC on Saturday.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well let's revisit this PHS thing sometime
after noon tomorrow.

CAPCOM Okay, that's fine. Thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TDRS and
we'll talk to you through Guam at 6 26.

SPACECRAFT See you at 6 26.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. 6 days, 6 hours, 4
minutes mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signal through
the tracking data relay satellite. Challenger's on orbit #101
and we are less than 2 hours away from the start of the crew
sleep period. Crew will be going to bed about 3 pro central time
today. This is the point of the day in which Flight Controllers
here in Mission Control begin reviewing the status of the Orbiter
systems, set all the appropriate caution and warning limits so
that the crew is not awakened during the night. They're
reviewing those items now and looking back over the day's EVA
activities. Crew will be getting up about 11 pm tonight central
time to start their next flight day, flight day 8 and the final
full day of the mission 41-B. We're about 21 minutes before
reacquiring communication with the Challenger through the Guam
station. This is Mission Control Houston.

pAO Mission Control Houston. 6 days, 6 hours, 25
minutes. Have a brief pass over the Guam station coming up for
about a minute and then we'll pick up again over Hawaii.
Challenger on orbit #101 at the present time. We're an hour and
a half away from the beginning, scheduled beginning of the crew
sleep period.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 2
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Mary.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too. Challenger, Houston.
For your information, you should have onboard now your block
weather update for this evening and that's message 66.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary. We're just waiting for the high power
light to go off before we pull the paper so we don't mess up that
message in the process of being received.
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CAPCOM Copy that. And we're about 15 seconds LOS. We'll
talk to you through Hawaii at 6 36.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary.

SPACECRAFT Fine thank you. The same to you. (garble)

PAO Mission Control Houston. We just had a brief
contact there over the edge of the range of the Guam station and
we'll pick up again in about 7 and 1/2 minutes through Hawaii.
This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 5
minutes.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we're holding off on the hot fire until late
in presleep like you requested. Question, would you like to
particularly view that or are you happy if we just run off and do
it by ourselves?

CAPCOM Let me check on that for you. Challenger,
Houston. Vance, that's not - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT like you requested, question would you like to
particularly view that, or are you happy if we just run off and
do that ourself.

CAPCOM Let me check on that for you. Challenger, Houston
Vance, that's not necessary. They can get it through playback.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good.

CAPCOM And Challenger Houston, on your SPAS deactivation
time?

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, you're clear to deactivate the SPAS
by the payload Ops checklist page 5-2, any time after 7+00.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're about 30 seconds LOS hen
at Hawaii and we'll pick you up 5 minutes through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - Bruce, well if you're down on the middeck we've

got a circuit breaker we need opened if you're ready to copy.
It's on ML86 bravo row alpha.

SPACECRAFT You want it opened?

CAPCOM That's affirm. The circuit breaker on ML86 bravo

row alpha is main A water line heater alpha open.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I got H20 line heater alpha.

CAPCOM Roger, main A open. Only alpha open. Leave bravo

closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's accomplished.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce. Just want you to understand that, you
know, while you wer 2 out EVA they got a message on this heater

and that was because of a spike. It went back down, we had 6

good cycles on the heaters and then they just saw another
spike. Not enought to give you an FDA. The plan of attack on

this one is that we're going to open A. If they still see

spikes, the problem is in B. We'll open B and close A, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy. Hoot's actually been the one that's

been following that more closely and I'll pass it on to him.

CAPCOM That's firm, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Mary, we have a lot of good video left from

the last EVA and the one before that that we haven't dumped
yet. However, our tape recorder has begun to eat tapes and we

probably won't be dumping anymore for the remainder of the

mission unless the status of that tape recorder changes. The VTR
is on the blink it seems.

CAPCOM Copy you're having trouble with the VTR consuming
tapes.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM And Ron, got a question for you on chat. Does it

seem to operate okay in record?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) been doing in the play it seems to chew
into tape sort of creating a crease in it and eventually
stopping. Damaged 2 tapes that way and I have not attempted
anymoru after that.
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CAPCOM copy that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Mary. You think we ought to sacrifice anIFM tape for this?

CAPCOM I'll check on that for you, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Just kidding.

xow°?
M Xt seemed appropriate to troubleshoot that with an

H5L a
?
e# challenger, Houston. We were thinking maybe one ofecoms tapes may be more appropriate.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we missed that. What kind of tapes?

CAPCOM Roger Vance, they were thinking maybe it would be
more appropriate to sacrifice some of ECOM's IFM procedures.

SPACECRAFT Yes, there's an idea.

CAPCOM And Ron, if you're still available, earlier we
requested the footage to be used in both cinema 360 cameras andalso the time of the GAS group echo activation this morning.

SPACECRAFT is that the footage, you're referring to the
rootage taken this morning, today?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. It's a 360 footage taken
today.

SPACECRAFT Stand by, Mary, let me recall one. Taken so much
footage with so many cameras today I've got to recollect this.

CAPCOM Understand that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I started the day off with 1, with 2
magazines and I now have 1 left and Hoot's figuring it out forme 2 minus 1. I think what we did was I got some footage of theEVA prep, some footage of some closeups with the 25 millimeterand I did a few seconds of out-the-window during the EVA justbefore night, going into day pass so I think I have about a, in atime magazine and a part of a partial one left, over.

CAPCOM C0PV that
' R°n- They also were wondering how muchyou used in the bay camera.

So^CR
^
F
Ln/o2^ay '

let ' S See
*

First EVA 1 9<>t about 4 minutesworth of MFR/RMF ops. Second EVA I got about, oh, on MMU I'd say
about 6, 7 minutes or so so total - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT MRF RMS OPS. Second EVA got about, oh, on MMU,
I'd say about 6, 7 minutes or so, a total, I'm estimating
somewhere total anywhere from 10 to 12 minutes total.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, thanks a lot and also requested that
they send their compliments to the photographer. And now ail we
need is the ti.. te for gas group echo this morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll get those times for you, and I hope the
end product, certainly as nice as it looks out the window here.
And you can look up, one question for me also, I'm curious, I

forgot, how much of the, what's the total capacity of the payload
bay camera. How much film do we have left out there, assuming I

used 6 minutes of it.

CAPCOM We'll get that info for you and get back to you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Ron has got to good at running about half a dozen
cameras systems at once, that if he ever just had one to do at a
time, it wouldn't be enough challenge.

CAPCOM Copy that. Hey, Vance, just a reminder from INCO,
during your debrief, if you're going to record that, please
verify before you start that on Panel Al, one of the voice record
select channels rotary is turned to ICON bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ICON, roger. ICON bravo will be on one of
the tape recorders, that's the essence of it, like the other
night, right.

CAPCOM That's affirm, they just wanted you to check your
voice select channel, rotary to make sure it was being
recorded. They really found the dump and going over it, your
debrief really helpful.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good, well we talked about it, and after the
ground's suggestion that we do, we thought it was a good idea,
because a person forgets about 50% of some of those fine points,
a couple days later.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary I found my checklist, and gap group, gas
group E activation, day 5 19 + 14.

CAPCOM Copy, 19 + 14, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM And Ron, for your own information they figure you
got approximately 2 minutes worth of cinema 360 left in your bavcamera. J *

SPACECRAFT That is really cutting it close, we'll get some
earth shots I guess, we'll find some nice terrain and shoot that,
if that's suitable.

CAPCOM They concur and like that idea.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I think I've got it, if we started aday with 2 magazines and we had 1 left, then we would have used
one.

CAPCOM Sounds like you'r* doing real well with this higher
math. ^

SPACECRAFT Higher math for fighter pilots.

CAPCOM I know, Bruce, you wouldn't say higher math for
Navy fighter pilots. And Hoot, if you're still on the line, I
got a question for you on this water dump procedure.

SPACECRAFT Yeah Mary, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to verify that the, at 7+00 on
R12, the supply water dump valve enable nozzle heater went on.

SPACECRAFT Mary, something happened to my time tone, and I
didn't turn it on. I'll turn it on now.

CAPCOM That's fine, and we just wanted to get as much heatuntil you get to the terminator, when you commence trying to dump
that system, not really a problem and it must have been because
you were busy with your higher math.

SPACECRAFT Well I knew that, yes I knew that while I was
working on higher math, I wouldn't possibly be able to remember
something like that, so I sat a tone on it, but it didn't go off
for some reason.

CAPCOM Understand no problem with it, don't worry.
Challenger, Houston, with a question on the SPAS deactivation.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, I think everybody is listening, Mary.

CAPCOM Okay, on, I know that in the flight note we said
that you were go to deactivate the SPAS using the payload SPA
checklist 5-2, any time after 7+00, but then payload guys would
sort of like to see you do it. We've got about 9 more minutes inthis -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay. I know that in the flight note we said that
you were go to deactivate the SPAS using the payload ops
checklist 5-2 anytime after 7 plus 00, but the payloads guys
would sort of like to see you do it. We got about 9 more minutes
in this TDRS pass, otherwise it'll have to wait until Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go do it, Mary.

CAPCOM Thanks, Hooter.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) a shrimp cocktail, Hoot, if you don't qet
back in time?

CAPCOM And Hooter, Houston. Sorry to break into your
appetizer like that but shrimp are high in cholesterol anyway.

SPACECRAFT Hey Mary, is there something wrong with our supply
water dump nozzles, nozzle heaters? I'm showinq only 29 degrees
on those guys.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, and we're looking at that data right
now and we're checking on it for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hoot. They think that
there might be some sublimation out that nozzle. They're losing
heat which is what they were trying to do to get ice out of that
line and they want to continue with it.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. So maybe that even looks promising.

CAPCOM Well, we're hoping you're right.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 40 seconds LOS
off of TDRS and we'll talk to you again through Guam at 7 plus

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, see you there.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. 6 days, 7 hours, 40
minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal through the
tracking data relay satellite on orbit number 102. Some final
conversations with the crew before they get into their scheduled
sleep period in less than 20 minutes. The Payloads Officer
reports that the crew has deactivated the shuttle pallet
satellite and its associated experiments. Also they are seeing
some apparent changes in the water dump nozzles on the water
tanks believed to be frozen. They've been operating the heaters
there and having the vehicle with the side of the vehicle exposed
to the sun to attempt to warm that up. They've been managing the
reduction in the water coming into those tanks from the fuel^
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cells by various means such as Ubing the water spray boilers and
they hope to be able to melt what is apparently some ice blockage
there. That's been going on for a couple of days and the Flight
Controller here in Mission Control responsible for those systems
reports some apparent movement there. Again, crew has only about
15 minutes remaining before they get into their scheduled sleep
period. Flight Controllers here have reviewed the status of thesystems onboard the Challenger trying to get everything squared
away for the night. Everything seems to be goina normally
onboard the Challenger and the crew reported just a few momentsago that they were eating their dinner. We'll be picking up
again in about 16 minutes through the Guam station. It's about a
6 minute pass. We may hear from the crew, probably be putting
the crew to bed at that time. At 6 days, 7 hours, 43 minutesthis is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. 6 days, 7 hours, 54
minutes mission elapsed time. The Change-of-Shi f t Press
Conference with the off-going Flight Director Harold Draughon hasbeen cancelled. That Change-of-Shif t Press Conference had beenset for 4; 30. Draughon was presiding over some of the activities
here in Mission Control - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, 6 days 7 hours 54 minutes,
mission elasped time. The change of shift press conference with
the off-going Flight Director with Harold Draughon has been
cancelled. That change of shift press conference had been set at
4:30. Draughon was presiding over some of the activities here inMission Control at the same time that Flight Director John Cox,
was working the EVA, and we have already had the John Cox, change
of shift press conference a couple of hours ago, and do not feel
the need to repeat a change of shift press conference for that
same period of time. All systems on board the Orbiter are
quiet. The crew is about the start the scheduled sleep period,
and there are no major problems or activities of special interest
to discuss. To repeat the change of shift press conference withFlight Director Harold Draughon, originally scheduled for
approximately 4:30 p.m. central time, has been cancelled. This
is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 5
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear. The vernier firing
test is completed, and just a second and I'll aive you the time
to look for. Mary, hot fire was completed at 7:46, 5 seconds
pitch up, with verniers and excel.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, and Vance, your temperatures
look really good and you won't have any trouble with those
tonight.

SPACECRAFT Good, glad to hear did some good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll be calling you when we come AOS TDRS,
at that time were going to update your state vector, and we
should have a state vector that will hold good at through rev 108
at that time. And we will also get back to you about your supply
water, dump valve enable nozzle heater procedures and we might
have a slight change in those from what we read up to you
earlier. Otherwise that should be close of business for us
today, unless you have something else you'd like us to do.

SPACECRAFT No, I don't think so, okay we'll stand by for a, we
won't do anything with the supply water dump until we hear from
you and we hope we don't keep you working longer hours tonight
like we did last night.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we're coming on
to LOS, we'll talk to you through TDRS at 8+24.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 6 days 8 hours 5 minutes,
mission elasped time. We have loss of signal through the Guam
station. We'll reacquire through TDRS in 18 minutes. Crew is
still going through some last minute items, finishing up there
supper, little slower getting to bed tonight. Things are
otherwise very quiet on board the Challenger. As a reminder the
change of shift press conference for the off-going Flight
Director Harold Draughon, originally scheduled for 4:30 pm today
has been cancelled. There was a change of shift press conference
with Flight Director John Cox, only a few hours ago, thac
briefing covered the EVA the primary activity for today and
encompassed the time period for most of the shift. And we don't
feel that it's necessary to cover the additional time since that
briefing, which has been primarily been presleep activity.
Repeating change of shift press conference with the off-going
Flight Director Harold Draughon originally scheduled for 4:30 pm
central time has been cancelled. This is Mission Control
Houston,

PA0
,

Mission Control Houston 6 days 8 hours 25 minutes,
mission elasped time, They have acquisition through TDRS, we
expect perhaps just a few brief words with the crew on the water
dump Line temperatures, updating a state vector and then we'llprobably tuck them in tor the night. Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, with you through TDRS.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.
Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS. Challenger,
Houston back with you through TDRS. Challenger, Houston with you
through TDRS.

PA0 Mission Control. 6 days, 8 hours, 35 minutes.
Seem to have a temporary communications linkup problem that's on
the ground here in the Control Center as we do have lock with the
TDRS. Should be getting that squared away here to give the crew
the last message or two for the night.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.
Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're sitting down to debrief
right now and to give ourselves a hand around microphone we've
disconnected the teleprinter for the time that we'll be
briefing. So that's just for your information.

CAPCOM
vector i_v>> y vj u *«t:]j yuu goi
should be good to rev 108. Also

SPACECRAFT Okay, good to rev 108 and Hoot's here's standing
by for instructions on the water dump.

CAPCOM Roger, what we'd like to do on that is keep that
dump nozzle heater on. It's up to 50. We think it may be
sublimating out and correcting the problem. However, we do not
want that to interfere in anyway with the amount of sleep he gets
so if he could give us a call we'll have him turn the nozzle
heater off before he's going to sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, understand. We're going to go ahead
and leave that guy turned on and then the other part of tlat was
give you a call before we go to sleep so you can take one last
look at it.

CAPCOM Well, we wanted to make sure that it goes off
before you go to sleep so that's why we'd sort of like a call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, all right. Understood you that time. We'll
turn it off before we go to sleep and give you a call when we do
that.

Roger we copy that, Vance, and we have sent a
vector up to you to keep you going through the night and it

"to rev 108. Also - -

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.
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SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. Give us one more check
on the speaker if you would please.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How do you read?

SPACECRAFT Okay just fine, Mary. We were trying to set the
volume, is why we asked for another check.

CAPCOM Roger, got you, thanks.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. Crew of the Challenger
as they pass over the South Atlantic Ocean on rev 103 are now
debriefing today's EVA, taping comments and thoughts on the
activity outside the payload bay this morning while here in the
Mission Control Center the planning team is taking over from
orbit 2, handover complete. We* re in sleep configuration on the
Orbiter. Flight deck CRTs, 3 of the 4 are off indicating the
crew is about ready to wrap up their night and a reminder we have
cancelled the 4:30 pm Harold Draughon Change-of-Shi f t Briefing
and if we follow our usual course of activity we will probably
cancel the Larry Bourgeois briefing this evening at 12:30 am
unless something exciting happens on the planning shift.
Therefore, it's probable that the next Change-of-Shif t Briefing
will be the 8:30 am Randy Stone Press Conference tomorrow
morning. At mission elapsed time 6 days, 8 hours, 58 minutes
this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA9 Mission Elasped Time 6 days, 8 hours, 58 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
at 3 4.

Challenger Houston going LOS TDRS, see you at Guam

PA0 Mission Control Houston, that last communication
from CAPCOM Guy Gardner, probably did not reach the crew INCO
reports we were right on the verge of losing TDRS and CAPCOM
reported a red light on his console indicating that it was
doubtful that the call went up anyway. Although the crew is
officially in a sleep period, they are still up reviewing the
days event, and they are conducting a debriefing among themselves
on todays EVA. Mission Elasped Time 6 days, 9 hours, 16 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM This is Houston Comtec testing 1, 2, 3, 4 f 5, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1. Houston Comtec testing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.
Houston Comtex tesing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. This is
Houston Comtex testing, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, another reminder we have
cancelled the 4:30 pm Harold Draughon Change of Shift Briefing.
Next scheduled briefing would be at 12:30 am tonight with Larry
Bourgeois. It's probable unless there is some excitement on the
planning shift, that we will cancel that too. Meaning that the
next Change of Shift Briefing would be tomorrow morning at 8:30
am with Randy Stone. At Mission Elasped Time at 6 days, 9 hours,
25 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 5
minutes. Challenger Houston with you at Guam for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello Houston we got you loud and clear through
Guam.

CAPCOM You too Hoot. Challenger Houston going LOS here,
we'll be up at TDRS at 10 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, we'll see you on TDRS. Looks like our
dump nozzle temperatures are starting to creep up a little bit.

CAPCOM Roger copy, Hoot.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, we're AOS TDRS east
processing low bit rate data. Mission Elasped Time 6 days, 10
hours.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, loud and clear.
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CAPCOM Roger, you too.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, Challenger now approaching
the west coast of South America. Currently in a 146 by 157nautical orbit. At this equator crossing to begin orbit 104,we'll have traveled thus far in this mission approximately
2,300,009 nautical miles. Propulsion officer who updated theFlight Directot at shift handover about an hour ago, reiterated
that this morning about 3 hours after selection of verniers,
S2

r
i
i
2
r

a
th

^
s mornin9 wnen the crew had awaken, the vernier driverthat had given them some problems yesterday, at shift handover,

did fail. They've gone to primaries and there in what they call
the verniers fail timeline, which lays out attitude control - -

END OF TAPE
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Earlier this morning when the crew had awakened,
the vernier driver that had given them some problem yesterday at
shift handover did fail. They have gone to primaries and they're
in with what they call the verniers fail timeline which lays out
attitude control firings on the orbiter using primary jets rather
than the verniers on the aft vent. And the propulsion officer
has reported that they still have plenty of gas, even if they
just use primaries, which are slightly less efficient than the
verniers. At Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days 10 hours 16 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Guy. We just finished our debriefing of EVA 2
ICOM B. It starts around 0850 ends at about 1025. And onceag?m (garble) if you could drop copies off in our office so that
we could read them when we get back, to use during debriefing, itwould help, we'd really appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, understand you want copies dropped off in
the office, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Right, one for each of the five crewmen, if youdon't mind. 1

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Vance and has the — have you
turned off the supply dump valve enable nozzle heater?

SPACECRAFT No, Guy, I have not turned that off yet, did you
want to do one more attempt to the dump or want to just let it
continue to sublimate, or what?

CAPCOM we would like to let it sublimate overnight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, you want to let it sublimate, so I, I
can turn the dump heater off anytime you want.

CAPCOM Roger, we may as well go ahead and do it now and
that s all we'll have and let you guys get to sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good, we'll go ahead and hit her
down there.

CAPCOM Okay, see you in the morning, we'll have some extraspecial music for you then.

SPACECRAFT We were hoping you would. Heck, that's what you've
had for us all week.

CAPCOM This is really special.
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SPACECRAFT All right, can't wait to wake up.

CAPCOM Mission Control Houston, Challenger now roughly at
the equator, beginning orbit 104. Commander Vance Brand
reporting that the crew is finished their roughly 2 hour debrief
of today's EVA. They committed that to tape and called down some
time numbers for that so that we can pick it out of the telemetry
tonight and make transcripts of it for review by flight
management and some members of the astronaut office. And Vance
Brand asked that we dump some copies off in his office so that he
and other members of the crew can read them when they get back.
The other item on that transmission was concerning a balky waste
water dump procedure. They've been having some trouble getting
that to commit to a dump and flight director Larry Bourgeois
asked that they just go ahead and shut the heater off and let the
water sublimate over the night and then will try the dump again
in the morning.

CAPCOM ...teleprinter hooked up so we can get our stuff up
tonight.

PA0 At Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days 10 hours 31
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, Guy. Teleprinter is hooked up
just like we did last night.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PA° _ Mission Control Houston, the Challenger now onorbit 104 over the South Atlantic, over the South Pacific
approaching the coast of South America. The crew is asleep thecontrollers here on the planning shift are looking ahead to entryday and the things that have to be done tomorrow, our last fullday in space to bring us home on Saturday, if we come in at anominal time. And we're also looking at a playback of today's
EVA here in the control center. A reminder that there will be acrew press conference tomorrow, an inflight press conference,
with the 41-B crew which will be conducted from 5:51 a.m. to 6-21
a.m. central standard time and will originate from the JohnsonSpace Center and from low Earth orbit. The conference is going
to be held on this end in room 135, building 2, at the Johnsonspace Center, and all media representatives who wish to
participate in the conference must be at that location 10 minutesbefore the news conference begins or at about 5:40 a.m. Thetraditional format for news conferences will be used, allowingquestions from all media recognized by the moderator. The
following ground rules will apply during the news conference, 1)participating media must be in place 10 minutes before the startof the conference, 2) single questions for all 5 crewmembers willnot be allowed. One question may be directed to two crewmemberswith common assignments, i.e., to the commander and pilot, to the
2 EVA astronauts, etc., 3) media participants will be allowedonly one followup question with each question asked and 4)questions should be brief, to the point and we ask that there beno editorializing in the question itself. At Mission ElapsedTime, 6 days, 11 hours 49 minutes, this is Mission ControlHouston

.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on orbit 105
^?L tl?e mi

?
dle E*st

:
We just passed through TDRS coverage andwe re m a loss of signal area now. The crew has about 3 and ahalf hours left in their sleep period and here in Mission Controlthey; re putting together the flight execute package for the

morning. And all quiet both here and on the spacecraft. At
Mission Elapsed Timo, 6 days 12 hours 28 minutes, this is Missioncontrol Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ••• 28 mirutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

p*° Mission Control, Houston, all quiet aboard the
Challenger on orbit 106 and down here in the Mission Control
Center. There's about 2 hours and 17 minutes left in the crew'ssleep period. The Challenger currently in orbit 157 by 146,
right now at an altitude of 152 nautical miles. We would remindyou again about the inflight press conference in the morningwhich begins at 5:51 a.m. and will run to 6:21 a.m. central
standard time, originating from room 135, building 2, at the
Johnson Space Center and of course, from the Orbiter Challenger
currently m low earth orbit. All media representatives who wish
to participate must be at JSC. Traditional format will be used
during the press conference allowing questions from all mediarecognized by the moderator and the following ground rules will
apply. Participating media must be in place 10 minutes before
the start of the conference or by about 5:40 a.m. Single
questions for all 5 crewmembers will not be allowed. One
question may be directed to 2 crewmembers with common
assignments; i.e., the Commander and the Pilot or the EVA and theMission Specialist, etc. Media participants will be allowed only
one followup question with each question asked. And questions
should be brief and to the point. We also, given the somewhat
quiet planning period, wonder if there is indeed a need to hold a
12:30 a.m. Change of Shift briefing and are going to begin our
process of asking that anyone who thinks we should have one,please call the Johnson Space Center Newsroom or the Kennedy
Space Center Newsroom. Otherwise, it's likely we will cancel
that later on this evening. At mission elapsed time 6 days, 13hours, 44 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0
,

Mission Control, Houston, all still quiet here on
the sleep shift for the crew Challenger and in Mission Control
for the planning team. We're on one of those long TDRS to TDRSloss of signal periods where we don't pass through any otherground tracking stations and we will have acquisition through the
satellite in about 20 minutes. And about an hour and a halfremaining m the crew's sleep period. At mission elapsed time, 6days, 14 hours, 26 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Cruising 154.7 n.mi.
over the mid~Atlant ic , Challenger has entered the range of theDakar station, and we are processing Dakar data. 41 min left in
the crew's sleep shift. Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days, 15 hr. 18mm, Mission Control, Houston.

'

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Now on orbit 107 over
the Indian Ocean. About 12 min left in the crew's sleep period,but we don't expect a wakeup call to go to the crew until
acquisition of signal through TDRS in about 33 min. Mission

Houlton
Tlme

'
6 dayS

'
15 ht

'
48 min

'
thiS is Mission Control,

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, Again, we are planning
to cancel the 12:30 a.m. Larry Bourgeois change-of-shif t pressconference unless otherwise requested by the news media. Andwe 11 give you another 30 or 40 min to phone in those requests,if you would, to either the KSC Newscenter or the JSC news-
center. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. EECOM reports the crew
is awake, and we are, right now, going through the Orroral

!ff
k
!f? fn^nS; -

We ^°n,t '
however

' anticipate any crew wakeupcall til AOS TDRS m about 16 min. At 6 days, 16 hr, 5 min, thisis Mission Control, Houston.

PA
? n „u ,

Mission Control, Houston, standing by for wakeupcall through TDRS.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston, standing by for wake-up
call through TDRS.

(wake-up call)

CAPCOM Good morning Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Good morning. Thank you for that beautiful song.

CAPCOM You're quite welcome, that's from all your Air
Force CAPCOM's. And Challenger, Houston, we didn't get any
return link on the teleprinter. We wanted to check to make sure
you got your teleprinter messages this morning.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, we faked you out on that one I'm afraid
it should be hooked up okay now.

CAPCOM Roger, understand and did, did you get the
messages?

SPACECRAFT No, we didn't. Apparently the configuration wasn't
completely hooked up and we think it is now though.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll get them up to you here in 10 minutes
at MILA.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, Vance, there's nothing important happening
before that time that you can get them and review them. Nothing
pressing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good and we, we are into the rolling
align now.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that.

SPACECRAFT Gee, Guy, you were right. Gee Guy, you were right,
that wake-up was a special experience this morning.

CAPCOM You bet.

PA0 Tnat wake-up music, a live rendition of the Air
Force song.

SPACECRAFT (garble) you bet.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, there had been some
trouble earlier in the morning sending up the morning's daily
MAL, the flight execute package and other teleprinter messages,
It turns out that the machine was not set on receive onboard the
spacecraft so they're going to attempt to send it again through
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Bermuda. At Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days 16 hours 32 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Guy, do we have any special plans for trying a
supply water dump this morning?

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirmative, Hoot. We're going to
try that, if you want, it's in the teleprinter message but you
can go ahead and take the supply water dump valve enable nozzle
heater and turn it on and then after that gets heated up, we'll
go with the dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've got that on.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Guy, what kind of temperature do we want to wait
for before we, before we start that dump?

CAPCOM Stand by, Hoot. We want to start it at 300
degrees

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 300 degrees.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Hooter, we don't want you to dump
until we get a chance to look at it, and we'll give you the go on

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do, Guy. Hey, Guy, it looks like the
temperatures are coming up fairly nicely on that nozzle, it may
have all sublimated out.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good, we just got a few switches
here. .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, will do, Guy. And Guy, it looks like the
temperatures are coming up fairly nicely on that nozzle. It may
have all sublimated out.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good. I just got a few switches
here that are coming up in the postsleep on the message if you
want, I can give them to you. There's one over on the ECLS panel
and one on — and the cryo heaters.

SPACECRAFT I'm right next to ECLS, why don't you go ahead,
Guy.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, like the 02/N2 controller #2 to close.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's closed.

CAPCOM Thank you and on the cryo, we'd like the 02 and H2
for tanks 3 and 4 all — heaters, A & B, all of those heaters to
off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, taking all the tank 3 and tank 4 heaters to
off.

CAPCOM Roger and since the 02 in tanks 1 and 2 is down
now, you can take the bravo heaters on 02, tank 1 and 2, both of
those to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, taking the 02 tank heaters and tanks 1 and 2,
the bravo heaters, to off.

CAPCOM Roger, that's it and the only other presleep we had
for you was to load a PCMMU format. They'll be a 103 and 161.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, the ...

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, you're last comment was
cut out, we just handed over to MILA.

SPACECRAFT Guy the PCCMMU'S have been PCMMUed.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you. And one note for you and a
further note on the RCS. We'd like you to go ahead and use the
manifold 3 jets. Reselect the jets and then override the
manifold status to open.

SPACECRAFT And turn the driver back on, of course.

CAPCOM Roger that. And all we'll need on the IMU align
are the star IDs and the angle error.
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're uplinking the
teleprinter message to the crew of Challenger throuah Bermuda and
we have cancelled the 12:30 a.m. Change of Shift briefint, with
Larry Bourgeois, off-going flight director. The next opportunity
to discuss space in room 135 will occur at 5:51 a.m., Friday
morning, the in-flight press conference with the crew of
Challenger. We would remind you that all participants on the
ground need to be at the building, building r, room 135, no later
than 5:40 a.m. Mission elapsed time, 6 days, 16 hours, 47
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you on TDRS and you
should have all your teleprinter messages now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, thanks. I think we're looking for them
now.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and at your convenience, we need the
star ID nurr/Ders and the angle error and would like the star
trackers to track.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Stars were 13 and 38, angle error .01, angle
between the two 85.2, parked 6 days, 16 hours, 32:15. Would you
like the matrix of errors?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, starting with X and going across, minus .04,
minus .12, minus .03. Y, plus .06, plus .06, minus .10. Z,
minus .18, minus .01, plus .08

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, Vance.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

pAO Mission Control, Houston. We have cancelled the
12:30 a.m. Change of Shift press conference with ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) on 86B, you can close those two. Bob,would you (garble) circuit breakers again, please, too!

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce. I'm on my way down there.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry.

CAPCOM go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We could call the Oilers and tell them I want to

ill I think
e
i
P
can%

ki^e%ne^ year
'

1 Can kiGk "ith " herleg. I think I can kick a football about 60 yds by now.

CAPCOM copy that, Bob. They could use you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I've got several not*<?whenever somebody's ready to copy them.
sev*rai notes

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

hL^d
b^ ?

r?° heater "«M»»ti£.f
h

*p:sr£i f raftheater bravo
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^h?2
M
m j ..

C'kay, Vance first of all we want to do the 10. ?

nf^rt fi^i ntena,1
S
e With N2 only Prior to the repress. Secondly weneed some oryo heater reconfigurations, panel All 02 tank 4heater bravo to off, Rl 02 tank heaters A to auto, h tank 3heaters A and B to auto, over. ' ^ tanK J

SPACECRAFT okay, Jerry, I got the ones on Rl, i got th* 02

^^o/wh-arwL*^^^!!?^^^. 3 h6aterS ^ <*

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, that's 02 tank 4, bravo to off.

SPACECRAFT 02 tank 4 bravo going off.

^k^0!**"1
.

Jerr ?' We unde"tand you'd like to do the 10.2

pro^aVrao^aTrJg^ Sg.
th«M * irl°Ck

?ank°heater B ^f fT*"
08

' ™* f°r a°°tet on A11
' that was 02,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll change that Jerry, 02 tank B going off.

SPACECRAFT Put out your lights, Bruce, its wiping out my

SPACECRAFT i see the shutter working.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's working, I can feel it.

to
Acom^ h

°ka
r n

'
I,Ve 9°tten latched into tne MMU, I'm goingto come out by pulling just one latch. ^ 3

SPACECRAFT okay, standard checkout, huh.

SPACECRAFT Yes, just to verify you can do it. Okay, I iustpulled the right latch and got out...
Y J

SPACECRAFT When you did that you raised the right arm to(garble) -- to flight position.

SPACECRAFT This one was from my thrusting with my leg.

SPACECRAFT Yes, doesn't look like (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble)

shutter ^i^A
Challeyel

'
Houston

'
be advised the mass specshutter shield is not working at this time, we believe ih „i„kkbe too cold, we'll be commanding it off f rim the ground!

9

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bruce have you got your lap belt on the
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outside of your tether, is that where you want it?

SPACECRAFT We copy Jerry.

SPACECRAFT This tether?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that tether.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM okay, Ron concerning Cinema 360 shots in the carao
«X'a£?

U " 9° f° r w*atever fc*Pe of MMU ops proximity work you
9

th? l?L
n

'
recominend us

f
n9 18 Sanies per second andyou can read

inf, ul
P exposure setting from the Earth ops chart. Be advisedyou have approximately 10 minutes of film remaining?

advlsed

SPACECRAFT Yes, but I want you to hurry.

SPACECRAFT What?

SPACECRAFT Yes, but I want you to hurry.

SPACECRAFT Why?

SPACECRAFT So J can try.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get it.

llfdTlLut 1 C°Pied tHat^ f° r ^ ^
fUm°remaining?

kay
' ^ eStimate iS yOU have 10 mi™tes of

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) put my foot up, my foot's asleep.

Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS, Boband Bruce could you give us the sublimater pressure readingswhen you had your messages?
aaings

SPACECRAFT 2.2 on mine, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT I had 4.3 going up to 4.4.
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SPACECRAFT See you quickly, hopefully.

™°
w

This is Mission Control Houston. We've had LOS
in

rw£ ^ffi
1 and r' 11

P
ick UP the TDRS si9na* and downlink TVin D ust a few moments. The sublimater pressure messages, VanceBrand reported at AOS Hawaii, a couple of caution and warningalarms triggered by high pressure readings and the two EMU's.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO And it's believed to be just a transient suit
problem. We are at AOS TDRS, we'll have voice momentarily and...

S 7/ACECRAFT (garble)

END OF TAPE
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PA0
. ,

And it,s believed to be just transient suit-

KS£i via"? ™*' St.!!!, ,.a

i'H-""^ »sp-«a^« ^"^r;™$ M

mtnutes.
™ S iS MiSSl°n Control, it's 5 days, 22 hours, 47

SPACECRAFT The starboard's no problem at all, is that right?

h^E
?
R^T

K ,
N°' the larboard was very difficult The rianthand left belt on the starboard MMU is very difficult!

PAO EVA crew is about 10 minutes behind their timeline.
CAPCOM (garble) we would like Ku to command.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, go ahead.

pS, so we caTgetw"
6"9"' "^ ^ KU t0

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Houston.

pS. R°ger
'

did you coP^ we like Ku to command,

SPACECRAFT u to command.

"little Mr of"* f
1S

?
Challenaer

'
be advised, I lied to you with

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we copy that, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir, that's what I planned.
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Smm u ,
?!?*

S
?icture shows Bruce McCandless backed into the

.

H€\? Positioning the fiber optic alarm lights, caution and
^?" ng

i
19^!" lhey

'l
l be in his field of vi ^w. As the control

mmh
X
^k

e

d

£
th* 13 now fr eed. McCandless will now putthe MMU through a flight - - F

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce. Bruce, you mayconsider cycling your TV again to see if you can get it to work.

PA0 And they'll be a button on the forehead of it.

SPACECRAFT I just did a couple of minutes ago.

CAPCOM Okay, we're hoping you get up in the sunshine alittle bit, it may warm up and start working.

SPACECRAFT^ ^iaten^u come out, what yo„ do is you check back

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Because you're too close to get a good picture

SPACECRAFT The thrusters seem to be working,, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yes, they do. Yes, we can feel then (garble) .

^«?°M i 4.

Challenger, Houston, we'd like a switch on A7. TVcontrol to command, please.

PA0 McCandless putting the MMU through checkout
procedures verifying the thruster of firing the gyro power. Hewill now move up to a position facing the aft crew stationwindows and put the MMU through a 3-axis rotation exercise.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Vance, referencing flightSUD i. c ~~ 1 o •

SPACECRAFT That was page 12-16?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Vance, box 28.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, recommending there, a third of theway down the box using DAP B4 since we've lost verniers. That'sbravo 4 and loaded into the A DAP.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, block 28, about a third of the waydown. 1

END OF TAPE
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verniers f^M^K th* 5°X l
!

Sing DAP B4 since we h^e lostverruers, that's bravo 4 anu load it into the A DAP.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, block 28, about a third of the w*vdown, change to use DAP B4 into A DAP due to verniers.
Y

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) checks out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, back up A then * and satellite stabilization.

SPACECRAFT Can you fly up, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Up in the bay?

SPACECRAFT Yes, you're up against the h\ack sky.

SPACECRAFT How's that?

SPACECRAFT (garble) up in the bay.

SPACECRAFT (gaarble) back up (garble)

SPACECRAFT Hey, I can see cities passing hy out there.

SPACECRAFT Very good.

Scions" looks as if the cities »• v«V clo..

SPACECRAFT vje should be coming up on Houston pretty soon.

SPACECRAFT Really, you're kidding.

SPACECRAFT No, we're on our way towards Houston.

SSI at ?he
b
;.

When y°U 9° OV"' Why d°n,t I™ shi- your

PA°
,

Mission Control Houston, the Orbiter will bevisible over the city for about 5 minutes as it mikes its pass

SPACECRAFT That is really pretty, that is really neat,

PA° At a Position about 54 degrees above the horizon.
SPACECRAFT That looks real smooth, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT It is.
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SPACECRAFT it's just like you're on that simulator up there

SPACECRAFT Hey, I can see stars out here.

SPACECRAFT Turn around and look at the towns.

?n°t.h« -
°nCe a

?
ait

?
the 0rb*ter Challenger will be visiblem the Houston area in just a few moments...

ie

SPACECRAFT There's a variable snowstorm out here, of coursesnow is falling up relative to us.O
course

southern horizon."'
11 * ViSibl6 f°r ab°Ut 5 minutes over th*

SPACECRAFT it may be the water dump.

PA0 And an elevation of...

LTfn^ter'K^ °Ut th6re
'
m°St

° f th°Se thingS that ^
PA0 At an elevation of 54 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Can't see it yet.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Houston.

CAPCOM Good morning Bruce, how you doing. Look like

morning^
1 "9 fUn

'
l0°kS 1Ue SOme vict°^ rolls UP th^e this

SPACECRAFT Yes it really is performing nicely. Guess I gotto get down to work and do the dockings, though.

?ike°v0 „ i„°t
ay

l
C°PY that

'
We ' ve got an additional thing we-

flvina w*V??£
3t so

:
etime this mo"ing Bruce, when you'rl

h«n2?%" I I
yOU to

'
to attitude ON primary mode,translations in X, y and z and see if you get the jerky motionthat you reported yesterday in all three axes.

*

h^?TT Je
"X' 1 was just doin9 that ™* answer isbasically yes. And I think it is the modulation lever"

have°voU ^r^H°'
ay

'K
COP^ basi

?
allV Ves in all three axes andnave you tried it when the attitude of off.

SPACECRAFT Yes, with it off, it's nice and smooth.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, thank you.
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SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

(garble) that's the same as yesterday's

Hopefully.

You look surprised at winning photography here,

(garble) expect it will be.

overlive JTat^^^ ^ ™« me to «~
SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
you war

No, it went on pretty easily yesterday.

You got that secondary T-pad sticking down today.

Yes, well I may ne^d some help.

Well hang loose here and just give me a holler if

SPACECRi^T (garble) get overly involved and stuff.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, you'll see a shot in a minute of the aroundgoing by along the Gulf Coast, hopefully, clouds Igarb^e)
'

CAPCOM
today.

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Roger, I got a little bit wet coming into work

Oh well there goes my Pulitzer prize.
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, you see a shot in a minute of the ground
going by along the gulf coast, mostly clouds you can see.

CAPCOM
today.

Roger, I got a little bit wet coming into work

SPACECRAFT (garble) well, there goes my Pulitzer Prize.

SPACECRAFT (garble) give prizes for rear end views or
something?

SPACECRAFT Well, I just came out of foot restraints, justtrying to bend around to got a picture of the (garble) passing

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we see your flight deck camera

while
30 9 3 t6mP Umit

*
You may want to cycle it off for a

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll turn it off.

*A0
. _

cCandless now fixing the trunion pin attachmentdevice to the ront portion of his MMU and it's a device that

Ti c t^ilth
£
he

.

truni™ on the SPAS and during mission41-C, the Solar Maximum Satellite.

SPACECRAFT you know there's no air out here when you see alittle tiny ice crystal, (garble) shaped like a rod come byspearing at about 90 RPM and not slowing down.

SPACECRAFT And Bruce, after you get that t-pad installed
before you start your dockings, would you give us your GN2pressure?

SPACECRAFT Yes sir, 2200 on A and 2150 on B.

SPACECRAFT What are we passing now, Vance?

SPACECRAFT We came close to Houston a few minutes ago, went

r^HKo!n
F
c
0rid

?
33 near as we can tel1 and we ' re out in thecam bean someplace now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

^ . ,

At tne toP of the screen, Bruce McCandless fixinqthe trunion pin attachment device, at the bottom of the screen.Bod Stewart - - '

SPACECRAFT As a matter of fact, we have to double check on it

?
aU
H?r^-?

3 1
i
t
Si

e Cl°udy
*?
ut we think we see Cuba - You may seeit directly out there. We just passed over it.
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SPACECRAFT Yes, I see it and now (garble) Dominican Republic.

SPACECRAFT Straight down.

SPACECRAFT Yes

.

SPACECRAFT It sure is awful pretty.

SPACECRAFT The scene sure is.

lot Stewart eng^sls^Hegt£ £i*&|t?
f the «-"'

SPA^RAFT
k „

<9"ble) power off, have a considerable CC Ops at -
- Not as bad as I thought it would be. With a -Z, with a -XIget a faxr amount of plus roll, excuse me, -Y, I git (garble?'Plus roll. +8 , (garble) z

. u going to go on 2*%^"^!

We-d°iik6 Roh tn^Tl: HOUSton
'

time is dipping away here,

stav to ?imelin*
the

£
epeeM °f the Port MMU «»<* Bruce to

you'ha^e^rbrbac^fn^he^Isf
an°ther 25 minUteS for ^ befo"

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, Bob, we're an hour and 43 minutes into the

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) curve on translation is quite steephere. it's a lot easier to translate today.

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good.

END OF TAPE
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iofs to ss:u te

tSS:
tloB is quite ste- he- *

CAPCOM Roger, that sounds good.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) okay, that's one on the SESA.

PA0 McCandless doing a soft

SPACECRAFT (Garble) if you could put this thing in abou^ a 1degree per second yaw l could have a moving target back here!
SPACECRAFT You mean the whole spacecraft, don't you.

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure. No, I'm not serious.

SPACECRAFT Know you wouldn't want an OMS burn.

^falrtock.
^

'
^ V" retrieved th* b*"ery fro.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Are you getting anything from the helmet mounted TV

CAPCOM okay, Ron we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Go try it again.

SPACECRAFT That is where I'm headed.

request for an^urnTad?'
H°USt°n

'^ did ™ °™ *

SPACECRAFT You copied a request by me to not give them a OMS

SPACECRAFT^ ^didn't want, want him to forget that he had

theU
M
place.

8°9er th3t
'
We alwayS got to keeP everybody in

SPACECRAFT Here we go, I'll make this one a hard docking.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) power is off in A, (garble) is off i-„egot tethers all over the place here.

This is Mission Control Houston, the South AtlanticOcean rolUng by underneath the Orbiter as Bruce McCandlessshoots some approaches to the Shuttle pallet satellite!

GO/N0
C
G^7in P

l00
!j

in9 at ifc
' *'» ^st barely on thebO/NO GO line, I'm going to back up here.

!paS
E^FT H°USton

' Challenger, what state do you see over

CAPCOM stand by, Ron, we'll look.

porf^
FT

v. °H
ay

'
VanCe

'
I,m fixing to Put the b^tery into theport MMU. You have any steps 'garble) for me or anything?

SPACECRAFT Yes, stand by one.

SPACECRAFT And just to (garble) of things.

SPACECRAFT Okay, GN2 servicing, step 1, MMU - -

END OF TAPE
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va?veTto open"
3"' ^ Servicin^ steP »•» GN2 suppXy iso i

SPACECRAFT All right, just a second, !„, stiU working the

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Sfp
R
f". fh

Okay back here on this trunion pin, I still9
n?o

b
hi ^rJi^90/^^^. a .^ood of an inch

no*,. And it seems like I
> m tending to drift off t^e trunntcion

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, TNCO's going to take over

^sa
ca^a°on!

OUr CameraS ^ ^ b" ^ " -oft S°eTthe

;^^tl^/'5Ji' ySu
°«g-^ 1 *™ the «""»« to

?hem°up, thank'you?
11

'
j "St "anted t0 VeliE * we

SPACECRAFT Roger, you have them.

SEZTot th
°

ra

a
L
v
open:

on the (garble) mv GN2 ^
SPACECRAFT Roger, they're open.

S22^-~." ,s ,

i',aT^',ss:f:;asj'£r;;-0to,.

fixture and g lVes him a secure lock on it.

SPACECRAFT okay, I believe I-ve completed a hard docking
if you^e wltchina

0
t'i

*° PUl1 my
f
el

f
°ff with the MMU - Okay,

^ " S
^e^fo^o^n^he ^rappSefixture. Put in a minus roll, that's 4 thrusters in olaa L
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thrusters, of course, and a +Y for example. And the little rollpads are sliding back and forth a little in plus y but everything
is holding. That's with the block diamond right at the go/no goline which as I said before when I initially docked and also when
I tightened it up with the, and recocking the jaws and firing
+X. I was a good quarter of an inch into the go position. Okay,
I m going to disengage here so I can do a few more soft dockings.

?A0
,

^
Those thrusters firings demonstrating a good securelock on the trunion pin.

CAPCOM And Bruce, we've got a real good picture of all
that activity you've been conducting there off of the elbow
camera. Ten more minutes till we need you back in the FSS.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay.

END OF TAPE
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lock on the trunton pin"'"
"""^ deraonstrati"9 - 90od secure

CAPCOM Bruce, we got a real good picture of all thatactivity you've been conducting there off of the elbow camera 1more minutes until we need you back in the FSS.
camera, 1

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. Pardon me.

y

C
ou

C
back in the^S.' ^ 10 "°re minUteS bef°re ™ ™*«

ooerft^ r.°
kay

' ^ y°U ' re satisfi^ "*th the hard dockoperations, I'm going to do some more soft docks here I stillgot 16 hundred psi on the A side and 14 hundred on the B side'

Briefs r
^°kay '

1 tMnk thfeSe iso1 valves * re ^osed here,

power!
°n P°Wer When 1 went on <*arble > external

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

No.

Okay.

But the isol valve shouldn't affect recharging.

It shouldn't.

SPACECRAFT But even with the, you know, even with one isolvalve closed for example, you can crossfeed both tanks?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Well I'm not getting a gage pressure (garble)

Are you getting pressure down there on the FSS?

Yes, I've got

Got the connector fully rotated?

Yes. well let's try again we'll tighten some more.

Till the button pops out.

Okay, that's it, wasn't quite, wasn't quite there.

Yes, the buttons got to pop.

Turned about another, oh, maybe 32nd of an inch.

off^h^P -

1 no* ice
<?

from ^is one, I didn't exactly spring
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SPACECRAFT This (garble) Cinema 360's rolling. You may have
seen the dome.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Pressure at 2,100 pounds, supply pressure and about
the same. Excuse me, 2,200. So you're topped off here now
Bruce. Is that enough to do your evaluation?

SPACECRAFT I think so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've (garble) out of the bay side here.

SPACECRAFT Yes, the Orbiter's all interconnected anyway.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, could you go ahead and make a docking for
the 360 there.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm going back down.

SPACECRAFT You have about another 30 seconds.

Hey, Houston, you still with us? There's a dock.

Roger, Bruce, we watched it all.

SPACECRAFT The view isn't quite as exciting from this position
as the (garble) one but it works.

SPACECRAFT You're just slowly - Feels like I worked back out
from the 1/4 inch position to the, right on the arrow. Hey, I'mgoing to try just backing off with just the jaws closed and not
the bolt engaged to see what happens. Yes, there's your
answer. There's a difference between the trunnion pin here on
the SPAS and SESA trunnion pin. I'm going to turn to SESA againm a hurry.

END OF TAPE

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
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trv
C
thf«oA

" VESA's trunion pin. I'm are going to turn to

waLh^ngfh
S
ere

9r^e.
a ^"^ McCandl*ss

<
that 360 is still

SPACECRAFT I (garble) watch, you going to do a fly by.

SPACECRAFT Yes

.

SPACECRAFT Well, we'll turn it back on.

SPACECRAFT Okay Vance, GN2 recharge is complete on the port

SPACECRAFT Okay good.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 360 is rolling.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) on R13L MMU GN2 supplies. Valve's closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay MMU valve's coming closed.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Bruce, looks like time forone quick soft dock there and then back to the FSS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I had my SPAS 16 mm running for a while, I

th« olffrom ?ntre1
f

' °° Y°U have the "Polity of turning

CAPCOM Stand by, Ron.

SPACECRAFT And Vance, I 'm going to stow the battery bag backin cne airlock.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bob and after that, we're just waiting for

intuit?
Service GN2 in the MMU so that you can jump

SPACECRAFT Well, I hope so. He promised me I could fly.

SPACECRAFT Did you get that in blood? Hadn't you heard aboutavoiding verbal orders?

mv^ff^fT
He

S
k

' J
d°n,t care

'
Bruce

'
r

' ve 9°t °ne down heremyself all gassed and ready to go.

h!
A
°n^

AF
I. K°

k^' n°W °n this trunion P in < ifc does not seem tobe, now it's backing out a little bit. See if I can fly out.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.
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CAPCOM Soger, Ron, we do not have command capability tothose cameras right now, we can build them, why were you asking?
SPACECRAFT That's okay, I had it running, and I was wonderina

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Okay, understand, Ron, thank you.

Bruce, we need you back into the FFS.

Coming in.

You're into Bob's flying time now.

Coming in.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Coming in.

SPACECRAFT I demand an extension.

SPACECRAFT Feel like I'm bumping into something.

SPACECRAFT will it shorten the timeline if I just take the
port MMU and - It probably wouldn't. I'd have to get the T-
pad. Are you doffing the T-pad, Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm going to swing over to the side so I can
turn around.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT I didn't come in from the top since that TV camera
(garble) down by itself. Can you see if all the tethers and
(garble) are clamped back in.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it looks clear.

PA0
, _

Bruce McCandless backing into the Flight Support
Station with his manned manuevering unit and will shortly grasp
the rings which are located on the arms of the MMU after he has
tethered himself here, of course, and those pull rings will
release the latches that secure the life support system on hisback to the manned maneuvering unit.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, we see your sequence is MMU doff, MMU
closeout and T-pad attached to MMU and then GN2 servicing
starboard MMU.

PAO Just about a minute left of TV through TDRS and the
image may begin to break up shortly as we go toward the horizon
of TDRS coverage.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 50 seconds to LOS.
Guam next at 00 00 and, Vance, everytime that you take EMU statuschecks from now on we would like you to also record sublimator
pressure and also the temperature control valve setting. If we
have a reoccurence of the sublimator pressure caut ion/warninqmessage on the DCMs, we would like you to ahead and perform the
same procedures you did last time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How about - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - sublimator pressure and also the temperaturecontrol valve setting. if we have a reoccurence of thesublimator pressure caution/warning message on the DCMs we'd like

time
9° Perform the same procedures you did last

SPACECRAFT Okay, how about a - -

**A0 This is Mission Conrol Houston, It's 5 davs 23hours, 40 minutes mission elapsed time. We'll be picking upvoice only through Yarragadee in 8 minutes.
P

SPACECRAFT Brought these small cutters while you're hereHere, why don't you just show it down on that Christmas tree forme then I won't have to fight it.
mab tree for

This is Mission Control Houston. We're goinq to
"P s°me of the UHF chatter of the EVA crewmen but duetto thepeculiarities of this configuration there won't be any uplinkcomnt from the Mission Control Center through Yarragadee Our

Tull n£
P
?H

tUnity
5?

r discussio" ^th the c?ew wiU
9
be throughGuam on the ascending node of orbit 97 and we'll pick up Guam inaoout 10 minutes. Mission elapsed time 5 days, 23 hours 50

,£rJ S\ ThlS iS MiSSi °n C°ntro1 Houston. And as an additivethere s been seme inquiry as to whether the checkout of the

con?r!bu^d
P
?n

a^ r
f
y^em 6arlie

?
in the mission may have somehow

O?
U d

, ^V*} 1"" exPe^enced today and the RMU SystemsOfficei in the Control Center asserts that there's really no wayyou can verify that at this time, that, you know, coniecturewould seem to maybe suggest that'but untU we get ^remot!manipulator system back here on Earth and get a real live
of

C
fh«

C
f
aV° lo

?!f
there and ^oke around and verify the natureof the failure it's impossible to speculate on what might h£vecaused that failure at this point. At 5 days, 23 hours, 51minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Depending on how you look =tt things.

SPACECRAFT You never saw any boots with rotors on them.

SPACECRAFT But you've never seen a (garble) wing bird either.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through Guam for 6 and 1/2.We have a 40 second keyhole in about a minute and 1/2.

fnd°hoTL H°
k
K
y

t
er

l
Y\ BOb 90t UP and a^orne at PET 2 + 58

^u^t^ee^glt^t^ 9ettln
* t0 d° *^

switches on pane^L?^ '

Thank y°U and 1<ve *0t a
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SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead. Hoot's over there.

^P
J
0Mn .

okav
- RAD control outlet temp high, flash evapcontroller primary A to on.

p

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's done, Jerry.

CAPCOM Thank you, sir.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we got the cabin pumped up with nitrogensince we last talked to you too. It's about 10.4. 10 3somewhere in there.

CAPCOM okay, Vance. Thank you, that'll make ECOM happy,

offset^^
(Garble) a bit of a 9*s hole but it's the (garble)

SPACECRAFT I noticed that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Bob got started off with 2000 and 2100ir the 2 tanks at the beginning of this MMU.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. Copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Just kidding Bob a little bit about flyingsomething that doesn't have rotors above it.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT just kidding Bob a little bit about flyinqsomething that doesn't have roters above it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there's a good soft dock. (garble) Comeoft this time. I'll try to command a little upper angle thistime see whether we bounce off or not.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Say Jerry, do you want that mass spec to remain on,it's oeen on 50 (garble).

Rnn
C
°?h*..e /^

and
.
by wel11 ask Pavloads. Challenger, Houston,Ron, that's affirmative, we want the mass spec to remain on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, thank you.

^n?5
CRAn .

Okay, Vance, I did a docking that time, what Iwould estimated to be about a 15 degree, or 10 degree at leastoff-set and go up and did fine. The primary T-pad seems to work
^^Ki S

r°-^er W1
^
h a lot less force required than the second(garble) it may be lust because of the mass of the system,moving in. I'm going to make this one a hard dock.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, we noticed after docking out there,Bruce looked like he was flexing out on the end of the trunionpm a little bit. Do you find it very flexible out there?

SPACECRAFT It's kind of flexible, but not bad.

SPACECRAFT Hold still a second. Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like, and I'm really not on the pin,

Ze
Lt^

OU
l
h ifc dld S°ft dOCk

*
0h

' *es 1 am
'
the^ it is. Got tous patient.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

Challenger, going over the hill, Guam. Hawaii in

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you in Hawaii.

CAPCOM
7.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we've lost signalthrough Guam, and we'll acquire through Hawaii in 6 1/2minutes. We got to easedrop on some of the dialogue between EVA
2, Bob Stewart and the CDR, Vance Brand, discussing Stewart's MMUwork and coming at a time when he was doing some docking
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maneuvers on the shuttle pallet satellite. On the NASA selectpresently in the center of the screen, a couple of very

sneakingfr^0"- Se
?ted Mediately behind the capcom,

fhf = ?
9

?
caP°?m ' 13 George Nelson, and in the center of

Pinkv ItTal
an

t
ln9

'
Jim

.

Van H°ft0n
'

or more familiarly known.Pinky and Ox who are going to be the EVA crewmen on Mission 41-C. And let me give you from left to right, in the center of thescreen is Astronaut, John Blaha, whose the'capcom for the Srbitteam; next to him is Pinky Nelson; then was Jerry Ross, the EVA
tn^T.l

a
"l

at th
?,f

i
2
ht

'
Jira Van Hofton

- ^ the (garble)indicates there will be no TV through Hawaii. Also there will beno press conference, with Flight Director Randy stone. Stone'sshift was only about 2 and a half, 3 and a half hours this

oc°cu
n
r

l

lurrn
n

g

eV
^e

f

EVA,
a
a
n
n
d
d
a^ T-t^ ° f Shift briefi^ »«.

END OF TAPE
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P
*?, u

there will be no TV through Hawaii. Also thorp

th^ivfa^
a
t
nd any cLnge of -SiSt^i^3 :0uia

a
occL

h
zit n

a

g

n

time 6 days, 0 hours, 9 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Be here in a minute.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, Bruce has something to ask you
j1rrv h I'Vook

i
n9 forwacd to tne engineering evaluation,Hms^^ so'

ranging the device on the z and (garble) TV camera.

S£°2!,f h,
°kay

'
Br "ce

'
that sounds like * good idea, we'llsee what the guys on the ground think.

SPACECRAFT You heading back to the stable.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I got a thousand pounds on B side, I might do
Wha£ I'm cettinT^V 15 ^ t0 ki "d ° f the ^1 of it

°

7^K,=f getting so far, uses up, kind of fly around with a
n2? «i L ^ ?"t

r
.

"ought I liked that up in Denver, but I'mnot so sure I like it with this mass on the front here.

SPACECRAFT is that (garble) or active inhibit.

faarb?TV J*Z SteP
'

But When you kind ot
> "»en you do a

ilnt^o'do^^'okly"
3

^?8
??" "?Und alS°' you

haven't ceilly done here!
0t S° ^ that 1 Uke ifc

'
not

SPACECRAFT Jerry, do you have TV up?

CAPCOM That's affirm, it's coming in a little scratchv

helmets^but^foarhfff ^ 1 thi " k iS the "..dUgStS Tt"he £uyshelmets but, (garble) once in a while off the pam sunshield

the^ol (S.?S2,
Vl- ° E y°U right in <" «-r window

SPACECRAFT You can't do this in a helicopter either.

SPACECRAFT Sounds kind of like helicopters are extremely
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SPACECRAFT Attack. Attack.

SPACECRAFT Well, you know, some people are (garble) aviators

SPACECRAFT we have a good look at your T-pad there.

SPACECRAFT How do you like it?

wh^ouT doi^
n
t^ ?

keeP ^ 9Ugned ""^ - «" wi-a*.

l-:
C
(^oL, d^ th

e
eL

e
!'

N°W *'* Changing °°°^> ^nce,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT I'm going down to one for a while, (garble) zero.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you've got about 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT I can read it from here.

SPACECRAFT Good.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Bob's just about to finishing up his

liSlSrTVsVl^V^ ?
ark Si?V f thS WOrld

'
and

P
|ooks to me11Ke * e re 3 ust about back on schedule again.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, copy that, that sounds good.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - we're just about back on schedule again.

CAPCOM okay Vance. Copy that. That sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Looking at the SPAS power,we re getting alerts on the SM computer and we're seeing his ampsgo up to 11 amps from the normal reading of 6 over on battery A.

CAPCOM copy that, Challenger. Payloads is looking at it.

SPACECRAFT What he's doing, Jerry, he's generally runningabout 6 amps and then I'm seeing him hop up to about 11 and 1/2briefly and then back to 6.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT You look like you feel right at home in that thing,

SPACECRAFT I do, Vance, it's really easy to fly. it's areally nice little machine. I just wish it had a little bit moregas on it it's kind of like a t-38, you know, it's a greatlittle machmg but sure does need longer legs.

rnnH
EC
^??-

Y
°Kl e 90i

!}
g a lot faster tnan a T- 3 8 right now.Good, getting pretty good range.

SPACECRAFT Oh yeah.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) isn't so great but the range is pretty

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 30 seconds LOS Hawaii.Couple minutes to TDRS and for Hoot, it looks like the SPAS isoperating nominally. it may have been just some drops in the PI.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance. I got a sublimator P message again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and water off, huh?

SPACECRAFT Water's off.

SPACECRAFT Catch that, Jerry?

Roger we copy that. Pressure please?CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT 4.2.

CAPCOM Copy 4.2. See you in a couple on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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PA0 This is Mission Control, we haup a k-^l. •

back on the normal EVA timeline and fairl^shomy they'll be-W^^^^^^ u ^a? ?
h
e

fc
.

wtl1

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) valves and all that stuff.

And we have the crew beck through TDRS.

Yes - -

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
good TV.

Rolled them into his cuff checklist.

Green yet, huh?

Challenger, Houston through TDRS and we're getting

?o
P
r

AC
y
E
o
C
risola^^^ — -ain

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
TPAD.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Roger, coming on.

And Bruce, you get the fun job of restowing the

Okay, do you want me to do that now.

Yes, if it's off and ready to go.

Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - if lt . s off and ready tQ gQ>

SPACECRAFT Ok. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry would you find out what the final

re-entry?
0"" 19"^ 1011 iS

'
the FSS nitro**n^ disconnects for

CAPCOM ok, we'll get you an answer on that.

SPACECRAFT The isolation vavle to close, please, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Coming close.

PAO
^

You see the Trunion Pin Attachment Device float ina

shorts
0
" tL^her< Aeronaut Bob Stewart willt^ stow ng thatshortly. Stewart reported another message from his EMUsublimator pressure, the sublimator a part of the loolinq system

that tLT SUit
-

,
He

,

maY be WOCkin^ * ™alf UncUon proSld're
"

thlu'a ?^Sh?«h^ alS° dU
^
ing the first sPace wal *' he went

norma?.
ln9 Pcocedure and that system was returned to

Challenger, Houston, for Bruce, regarding yourquestion on the quick disconnects. Bruce, we'd like tLl open to

SPACECRAFT I understand you want them fully engaged and open

CAPCOM That's a roger.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

voum^r, Robert, after MMU doff, and MMU close out, thenyou'll be translating as your next step later to the SESA toaccess the hydrozine connector experiment.

SPACECRAFT ok. After what's his name here gets out of your

SPACECRAFT well, probably won't be out of the MMU by then.

thf^MMJ. ^ BrUCe
'
yOUt n6Xt St6pS Wil1 be mu P"P a t

tr^dTd
T
on.t

0
^ey?

h
'
yeS

'
tb* j3WS °" this thin* has to be

SPACECRAFT Yes.
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SPACECRAFT Now, let's see what we've got.

SPACECRAFT is the force measurement device on one of thehydrazine tools,

SPACECRAFT it says use the force evaulation device - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I just used the wrist tether.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, suggestion for Cinema 360cabin ops.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Ok, Ron, if time permits, Payloads suggested thatyou try getting some cabin Cinema 360 pictures out the windowusing your 25 mm lens, of the EV activities dur?ng the nigh?
?SS

8
; • *

they suggest all you have to do is simply closl down

sUll
f

lam^ras.
StePS fr°" the SetUng that is bein* "sed *>r yoCr

SPACECRAFT Close it down or open it open ?1p?

SPACECRAFT Ok, open up 3 steps from the setting used for thestills. And I take it I have to use the same spot meterconfiguration, ASA 500 at a 60th.

SPACECRAFT check sublimator.

f

A
^nn >w 0k '. stand bv

' I'll *ake sure we got that right,f-stop configuration here. '

f^
C
f?^FT As you can see, Jerry, I have that camera set up inthe window, waiting for a little bit of light to do that. Youcan't see, but there's the Cinema 360 ready to fire away.

3PACECRAFT Bob, what's your sublimator pressure now?

SPACECRAFT Wait a second, Vance.

SPACECRAFT What's this funny looking thing with EV-2 written

END OF TAPE
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that one cleared'^ a^er^e'^^ «"y.

PAO
on the starboard°slde of th^ Sr ' s^pay^oad ba^9* aSSembly

SPACECRAFT I i ntend h .

'

since it has my cuff che° k £i s?
9

,

a •"ge^ rash b^ inside with usadd-on. 0kay Bruce E«e JTgo Readv^I
that '

S an

CAPCOM
whenever you are.

Please.
Challenger, Houston, reminder Ku to standby,

SPACECRAFT Ku to standby.

CAPCOM Rnnftr , r

this is a convert ?i£V^!k ?
0t S6Veral notes *>r V°u, if

PAO
antenna.

And the Crew switched off the Ku-band

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM n)ca„ xr

you're ready to cSpy?*""'
WS ' re bac * "1th you, did you say

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

CAPCOM okav
alignment. At

°\T 5^^Yu^8 t0 d° With a st«

track through" the next "gnTpass ' ShL^' them in

bravo and see if that he?p3 w!th th/
1^*' and *ru=e «ou!d gS toRegarding Bob's foot restratn? I
vox Pr°blem at all.

depressurizing the suits in
Pr

?b^ we would suggest before

ass »»*">"""
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SPACECRAFT Bruce, what orientation do you want to go in onthat, with the end effector outboard, do you want to go in theway you are now, or do you want to be parallel to the longeronI want to go in with the stretch and crosswise, just like lot
tLl% 9TJ t0 driVe them right on down into the thing. <to? you,that's the way you are now. ' '

SPACECRAFT okay read back. At 4 + 50, you'd like to clear thestar table, with an item 20 on spec 22. Put it into track we're

?o
1

cLar "11 IZU
8?",? " at 5 + 20

' tMng
r

wfwanted"
attitude' fo? thf (garble) ?

9 maneuver? 0r is that a comiercial

going" -
VanC6

'
At WiU bS juSt Stars of °PP°rtunity as your

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Vance, that will be stars of opportunity as you're
going along in attitude.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) you come to my right, and my coordinate
systems run, for aft, there we go, to right. Keep coming right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, the time was real (garble) static,
you'll have to repeat.

SPACECRAFT Keep coming right.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, it doe-j not require a manuever for
the star aline that we gave you. Expected is 5 + 20 for those
two stars. if you don't get them, leave them in track through
the next night pass.

SPACECRAFT Come right a little more.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stop, forward. Foward on my coordinates,
forward. Bruce, if you're going to guide me in there, I go to
payload mode and check your commands. Roger, okay, I'm sorry, I
thought you were in Go to payload. (Garble) Okay forward.

p2° ^ This is Mission Control we'll be having a playback
of the MMU EVA operations at about 11:15.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) stop. I'm going to get in my self
(garble) safety tether at this point. Certainly check out Bob's
foot restraint in the airlock, in that foot restraint, and you'd
like a (garble) EVA status check at the end, and enumerate on
that a little bit.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, that purely for engineering post EVA
data, we'd just like you to have both guys read through their
full status list, and record it. We'll get it from you later,
probably post mission. Further on the foot restraint checkout in
the airlock, it's probably best if you leave the suits
pressurized before you do that.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 4 hours, 7
minutes, we're almost 5 hours into this spa'.ewalk. The crew is
wrapping up their activities and preparing to conclude the EVA.
We'll be having a satellite playback of the television of the
orbit 67 EVA MMU operations beginning at 11:15. We have about 13
minutes remaining in this acquisition period through the tracking
data relay satellite, then we will have loss of signal period for
about 20 minutes, where we will have no communications with the
crew.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) in payload. Yeah I can take those.
Okay, (garble) in payload. Gotcha. Do you want ny dials Ye<-

s?Tl!
0
?hf?r 2

pa*load - that's the spirit, keep coming, 'inputsstill there. Keep coming down in payload. Keep coming.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston for Vance, we had a comm drop,do you have any further questions.
p '

SPACECRAFT (garble) now forward into payload. (qarble)

later°
RAFT Nothin<

3
for now Jert V- we'll see you a little

CAPCOM okay, we're about 11 minutes till LOS, I'll qiveyou another call before we depart.

SPACECRAFT Okay. After Bruce gets the MI'R put away, why we're

aSi2
9
h£2rS^

a
5!«^-

ana
,

b
Ji

n
?

them both bac * in
'
check g°od -

\ 'm
e
rig

h
^ e

g^ n
n

g

0t
?i^t!

eft l0°Se
'

B°b
'
COTO right in W^a.

ouTS? Housrtf°
^

'
^ 6lM^ ^ W« e

S the caSE'S.?"!"'
V8nCe

' °
nly thlng iS y°Ur

SPACECRAFT Down in payload. Coming down. Okay. Stop
S
-°£: .?

kay
'
hold ever y thi ng a minute, all right? Holdingrignt there.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT All right.

SPACECRAFT Hold it right there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, extend.

SPACECRAFT Ok, standby. (garble)

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) are you ready for the extension?

SPACECRAFT Extend, yes. (garble)

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bruce we can release it whenever your ready.

SPACECRAFT Ok release. Ok, take the RMS up. And the end
effector mode back away. Beautiful Bruce, we're in there.

SPACECRAFT Good show, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT That's a good way to get to get it in there Bruce,
3ust let the arm drop it right down there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'm proceeding to pull the extension up. Ok,
the extension is up and locked. (garble) are open. Start your
payload bay cleanup countdown, (garble). Collecting tethers
right now.

SPACECRAFT Ok Bruce. I can start reading off things to do as
soon as you're ready here, I'll pick it up.

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Ok, steps here, 2 columns, remove MFR tool boards
to the trash bag and stow MFR tool boards in trash baq in the
SESA.

SPACECRAFT Ok, MFR tool boards are already stored in the
SESA. And I'm going to bring the big trash bag in with me. If
you want to take the time, I can put the small one in the CBSA or
I can bring it in.

SPACECRAFT Your judgement.

SPACECRAFT I'll put it in the CBSA.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 5 minutes to
LOS. Guam is next at 04 + 43. We understand you're terminating
your operations in the cargo bay and just <? reminder after you've
got youi MMU batteries changed out., etc., that if you haven't
done camera delta already, lets delete it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand if we haven't - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 1+43, we understand you're terminating /our
operations in cargo bay, and just a reminder after you've got
your MMU batteries change out, etc., that if you haven't done
camera delta already, let's delete it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, if we haven't done it already to
delete it, so we'll delete it.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that Vance, and we'll see another camera
over temp, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Another camera over temp, okay we'll check. I
thought we just (garble) camera delta, Vance. Camera charlie.
(garble) What. (garble) back far enough. Hey, Bruce? Yeah. I
wouldn't worry about delta, unless you especially want to. I'm
just securing my tether lines here. You're call. Yeah, let's do
it on, later, or not worry about it. Okay. Thether line here,
Incidently, Where's the ranging device at this point, do you
know. In the large trash bag. Hey do you want delta pointed
some way, I can do that, I'm right here. Stand by. It's tilted
down a little too far, you might tilt it up a little bit. How's
that? Ah ? it's got something across the top of it, a dark line,
is there something obscuring it? No. Okay, well maybe down just
a little bit then. Like that? Yeah that's good. How about
right or left? We can run it right or left, Bruce. Oh, okay.
Okay, after trash bag to the SESA, then it will be translate to
the port MMU, remove MMU camera, thruster (garble) I used the
batteries (garble) Bruce. You have or have not? Have not. I

v ll
get that. On or off? What? We got a supplement D message. On
or off? Head for the airlock and - Yeah come on in and get on
the - Think that SCO is right near the door. Should I take the
number 1 SP- (garble) Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yes, come on in and get on the - -

SPACECRAFT I think that SCU is right near the door. - -
(garble) Think that number 1 SC is - -

p AO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 4 hours, 23
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. We've had Loss of Signal thru theTracking Data Relay Satellite. We'll have about a 20 minute LOS
until we pick up over Guam. The crew was putting away the tools
and the other items they've been using during the EVA and
preparing to conclude the EVA just as we went LOS there,
Astronaut Bob Stewart indicated he had a fault indication on the
sublimator pressure reading on his EMU and he was going to move
into the airlock to check that out. Crew has been on EMU power
for 5 hours and 13 minutes, that's been a very long Shuttle space
walk. They have been checking out the Manipulator Foot Restraint
^ well as the MMUs and both astronauts conducted translations
away from the spacecraft of distances of greater than 300 feet
checking out those MMUs. We're at 4 days, 4 hours, 24 minutes,
Mission Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston 4 days,
4 hours, 40 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're about 2 minutes
away from the Guam Station. The crew should be just about
concluded with the EVA, this first check out of the Manned
Manuevering Units and the other specialized EVA equipment.
During the space walk Astronaut Bruce McCandless total time inthe MMU was about 1-1/2 hours, we don't have an exact time, but
approximately 1-1/2 hours for Bruce McCandless in the MMU. And
Bob Stewart's total time in the MMU was slightly more than I
hour, about an hour and 4 or 5 minutes. The crew managed to get
quite a number of the items for this EVA accomplished, both MMUs
were checked out, both crewmen took thair MMUs out to the
prescribed distance of 300 feet from the Orbiter, stabilized
those and brought thum back. We had some check out of the
manipulator, foot restraint, the trunion pin attachment device,
and did some evaluation of the stability of the arm with the
manipulator foot restraint on it. The crew, it's believed did
not change out camera delta, the payload bay camera which has
been giving some trouble since the first flight day. It was
hoped we would be ,ble to crangeout that camera to get some
better EVA view:- during the 2nd EVA, but they ran a little short
of time and toward the end, they were told they could delete that
changeout. Should be acquiring momentarily over the Guam
station, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you thru Guam for 5
minutes, possible keyhole.

SPACECRAFT Roger Jerry, loud and clear, and they're just about
ready to go inside, advise that we switch comm modes between the
crewmen and the swap worked.
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CAPCOM Roger, copy that Vance, and can you give us somedetails on Bob's sublimator pressure message please!

ten
E
how!

T ^ 90t ^ restarted »»ybe I'd better let him

SPACECRAFT I'll talk to you about it after I get in, Jerry.

CAPCOM Standby Bob, we'd like to understand what happenedwe may want to do some troubleshooting prior to that.
nappened '

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Hold on a second. All right Jerry, I got asublimator G message (garble)
Ctl-Y' ± 9°^ a

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for about -

SPACECRAFT Hold on a second. Jerry, I got a sublimater P
message. Sublimater P 4.5, turn H20 off. Did that, did the malprocedure, everything's fine.

CAPCOM Okay, copy 4.5 was the pressure. You turned the
water off, bad*, on, and it's okay now?

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob. We would like ecurrent sublimater pressure reading please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Just a minute. 2.5.

CAPCOM Roger, copy 2.5 Bob?

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

CAPCOM Okay. And Challenger, Houston for Bob. One last
question hopefully. What was your temperature control valve
setting when you got your message?

SPACECRAFT Oh the low number's probably about 3.

CAPCOM Copy 3.

SPACECRAFT Bruce are you finished with (garble).

SPACECRAFT Yeah. I got the (garble) tethered to the rail
here and well I guess I can go ahead put my rail back in the box,and I'm ready to (garble).

SPACECRAFT Very good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're less than 1 minute till
LOS. 7 minutes till Hawaii and be advised we'll be using thealpha camera at Hawaii to look at the mass spec. We're qoinq tobe doing some commanding. y 9

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that Jerry. You'll be using thealpha camera at Hawaii.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 4 hours, 49
minutes mission elasped time. We have about 6 1/2 minutes before
we pick up over the Hawaii station. Mission Specialist, Bob
Stewart, clarifying the situation with the sublimator on his
spacesuit, that's pare of the cooling system. Just before welost signal through the tracking data relay satellite the
previous pass, he indicated he had a high pressure alarm in thesublimator and he was advised by his partner in the spacewalk,Astronaut Bruce McCandless, to head for the airlock. He went
through a malfunction procedure, checking out the sublimator, andthe problem corrected itself and is functioning normally. Crewis concluding their EVA, still outside at the moment, but they
are about to get back into the airlock very shortly. They havebeen on the EMU's for 5 hours and 40 minutes. During that long
shuttle spacewalk, we had some considerable list of the items of

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Start ZLV at 8 15, okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. That means that you would be delating
the IMU align at 4 days, 7 hours and 20 minutes and once you get
42 and 25 on the table you can go ahead starting at step 3 in the
orbit ops checklist of the IMU roll align procedure on paqe 7-
5. Over. y y

SPACECRAFT Yes. Okay, well we understand and we're setting up
for a future manuever to ZLV at 8 15. And Mary, let me get 2 or
3 action items we had, get back with you on right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we missed this table line on the last rev
because we were busy getting the crew in and frankly we just hadtoo much going on. But we're happy to be getting it this rev
The next thing was Bob's box. We think we've solved the problem
of his clipping by switching Bruce and Bob on comm mod^s as
recommended. The third thing was Bob's foot restraint - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0
,

checklist and that concludes all of their EVAactivity for today. They are now in the scheduled sleep period,
or presleep period, excuse me. Included in that time is sorrmmeal preparation, IMU alignments and miscellaneous other thinqsgetting ready for their sleep period due to begin in 3 hours.Just a reminder that we will have a Change-of-Shi f t Briefing with
the off-going Flight Director, John Cox, who was the FlightDirector m Mission Control today during the space walk. Thatbriefing at 1:30 Central Time will be in Building 2, room 135,here at the Johnson Space Center in Houston. At 4 days, 6 hours
1 minute mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

'

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 2minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello Houston, your loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, too.

This is Mission Control. The Change-of-Shi ft PressConference with Flight Director John Cox, due to begin - -

Sn^
E
?K

AFT M
u
ry

,'
yOU ?au9ht us 3"st as we were starting topump the cabin back up with N2.

CAPCOM Copy that.

mfnn^ c - i rj
1^ Pre

?
S 9°nference due to begin in about 10minutes at 1:30 Central Time, Building 2.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 15 seconds LOS.We 11 pick you up in about 8 minutes through Hawaii at 6 + 31.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we'll see you in Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 8minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good and Mary just out of curiosity, arewe picking up both stars with the z-trackers on this alignment?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay and then after we pick up the second star, youwant us to go to the ZLV, right? Just like in the CAP, exceptit's after a rather different sort of alignment.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. We'd like you to do a couple of
^ X

?
9S,

u °f
lay fc

!?

e yaw sensor activation step 1 until 08 30 whenyou're back m the -ZLV. And Vance, I would have you delayingthe manuever to the -ZLV nose forward to 8 15.
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CAPCOM Okay, and we're about 3 1/2 minutes till LOS. Ifyou go over the hill before we catch you, we'd like to go back to
179, and 116.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here they come. Okay, Jerry, you should havethem,

CAPCOM Okay. We're looking. Challenger, Houston, we'regoing LOS TDRS, you're go to change back to TFLS 179, 116.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, Jerry, we go back to 179, 116.

CAPCOM Roger that, thank you.

Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 5 hours, 59
minutes, mission elasped time. We've had loss of siqnal throuqhthe tracking data relay satellite, Challenger out over the IndianOcean, about to start orbit number 69. And it's a little over 22minutes before we reacquire communication with the crew again,that will be over the Guam station, a very low elevation pass,Dust 1.8 degrees, may or may not have any communications with theleW

j.

t
5i

n '- if
t
n0t

e
we 'U pick UP a<3ain over the Hawaii station,about 31 minutes from now. Crew has completed the post EVA

checklist, and that concludes all their EVA activity for today

sleep period due

ity for today.
3d,
Dn,

for

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We're sending you up a new state vector and pass
along to Bruce and Bob, that we've got the mass spec back inoperational mode. It's not fully operational, but it's somethingthat we can use. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, hey, that's a good deal, glad to hear that.One other thing, Jerry, with the cabin pressure and the PP02,being what it is, it looks to us like we need to pump nitrogentonight in the presleep, do you agree.

CAPCOM That's affirm, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, thanks. Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Jerry, do we have that new state vectoronboard yet, we're looking to tell Mr. Spock about it.

CAPCOM Thats affirm, it's onboard, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, thanks.

pAO This is Mission Control 4 days, 5 hours, 52
minutes. The crew moving through cheir post EVA checklist, andjust about to enter into the presleep activity in the timeline.
Getting everything ready for wrapping up the end of the day. Wewill be having a Change-of-Shif t press conference, at
approximately 1:30 central standard time, building 2, room 135,with Jon Cox, the Flight Director, who was in control of theactivity here in Mission Control during the spacewalk today.
That Change-of-Shifting briefing again at 1:30 central standardtime, change of shift, with Jon Cox, Flight Director. Flight
Directors here in Mission Control are surveving the items thatthey need to relay up to the crew in preparation for a crew sleepperiod. There's a few items that need to be done, some minoradjustments in the Orbiter cabin atmosphere, compensate for someof that loss during all the depressur ization and
repressurization, changes in the atmosphere for the EVA.

CAPCOM Challenger,- Houston, we'd like to change TFLS tolook at some MMU data, and then switch back.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
103.

Okay, great, which ones do you want?

Okay, Hoot, we'd like 161, 103.

Okay, we'll put those in right now, Jerry, 161 and
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot. I've got a couole
of messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the first one has to do with star of
opportunity alignment. We would like you at the 06+20 to clear
the star table, and ensure the trackers are in track. We're
looking again for stars 42 and 25. You should have those at
6+50, after you get them, we would like you to align, using thos
stars, and copy down the numbers. Second item, is supply H20
dump, we would like to dump tank bravo, to 30 percent, and last
item, is we would like not to tear down the interconnect. We
want to remain interconnected over the sleep period, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, I think we copied all that 6+20, we'l
clear the star table, put them in track. Looking for stars
number 42 and 25, should get them at 6+50, do an align on those,
dump supplies water tank bravo, to 30 percent, and we'll stay
interconnected last OMS to RCS.

CAPCOM Okay, Hooter, that's all good. One other thing is
we want you to copy the numbers on your alignment, we won't have
you.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay, sure Jerry, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Okay, we're coming up on 10 minutes to LOS. We'll
have you next at Guam, in, at 04, I'm sorry wrong one. At
06+22. We're sending you up a new state vector - -

END OF TAPE
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pAO This is Mission Control at 4 days, 5 hours, 35
minutes. We've been seeing some television of the Mass
Spectrometer mounted on the SPAS functioning. Apparently th«*crew work on that had some effect in enabling it to move again.We have 22 minutes remaining in this pass with the Tracking DataRelay Satellite. The space walk which ended about 30 minutes agonad a duration of 5 hours and 55 minutes. Crew has, of course,repressunzed the airlock and has been loading their equipment
that they brought back in with them from the airlock into themiddeck and proceeding to get out of their suits. The crew didmanage to bring in the delta camera, that's one of the payloadbay cameras, the one that had malfunctioned earlier. The color
wheel had stuck on that camera and part of its positioning
control was not functioning. it was hoped that that camera could
2f,/SP ?°ed ?? that we could qst some 9°od views of the secondEVA during which we should have a considerable amount of
television. Toward the end of this EVA, we pretty well
calculated that they were not going to have time to change
that. They were actually told to go ahead and scrub the pullinqof that camera. But apparently as they were about to come in,they did manage to have the time to take it off its bracket andbring it in the airlock with them. Part of its bracket will beswitched out and it will be replaced with one of the cabintelevision cameras and that will be taken out at the start of thesecond EVA on Thursday. We expect to have a Change-of -Shi f

t

Press Confernce with Flight Director John Cox, who has been
S?"*

1

!;

0
^
11119 thinqs her ® in the Mission Control Center durinq theEVA today, at approximately 1:30.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) Okay, if. you can get (garble) H to EMU
2, bus select to off fot 7 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Be sure you give EMU number 2. There's - -

SPACECRAFT Yeah it's up towards our heads.

SPACECRAFT It's the one that says main A and main B and
off. For EMU 2.

SPACECRAFT EMU bus select, (garble) auto. I think it's on B
right now, from the, okay turn it off for 7 seconds.

SPACECRAFT OPS back in business. (Garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, it was a real thrill, a real honor to be up
there. And Jerry, they got camera D on the way in the hatch too.

CAPCOM Roger, we thought we copied that.

SPACECRAFT It was sort of in the way, so we had to take itoff

.

CAPCOM Yes, we understood that.

SPACECRAFT Did you copy that we had to do a little TPAD
maintenance to get the thing restowed?

CAPCOM That's a negative, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I couldn't rotate the secondary TPAD down,
because one of the times was catching. So I had to get out
tools and work it in so I could rotate the secondary, and kthat down, but it stowed back again.

some
keep

aga

-

CAPCOM Copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Bob, you need to help me get the upper pins in.
Slide back and then up or down, 1 of the 2. (garble) Up ordown?

SPACECRAFT Hey, Ron?

SPACECRAFT Ron?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Could you bring me one of those EVA checklists down
here.

SPACECRAFT Ok, on the way.

SPACECRAFT i'here we go.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I'm hearing Bob, over.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) battery gets too low.

SPACECRAFT Okay and if you can get (garble) 18 H to EMU 2 busselect to off for 7 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get that as soon as the - (garble).

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I've got my helmet and gloves off, and th*Bpb has his gloves off and we're sort of deconf igur ing hc-reWe'll get to that on the checklist when we can.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, copy that, and all of us on the groundwant to send our congratulations for a super job today, wecertainly enjoyed watching you, and only wished we could havejoined you.

SPACECRAFT
be up there,
too.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
off.

CAPCOM

Yeah, roger, it was a real thrill, a real honor to
And Jerry they got camera D on the way in the hatch

Roger, we thought we copied that.

It was sort of in the way, so we had to take it

Yeah, we understood that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Did you copy we had to do a little key
(garble) maintenance - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Vance? Here comes the MMU batteries and another
camera. Can you move your right arm, Bob? Good. Here comes
camera delta. Hey somebody, here comes camera delta,

SPACECRAFT Do you see anything else?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, here comes the large and small trash bags.
And just for completeness here comes sun (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Well, what did you think of my EVA?

SPACECRAFT I liked it, I thought it went well.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) in PPT. I say, I got a problem right now
that I won't go to (garble) R. R is to battery. I'll turn the
fan off. Yeah, 1 guess I might as well. Wait, wait, wait, no,
no, no. Go ahead with the checklist here.

PAO This is Mission Control, it appears that - -

SPACECRAFT All right with the checklist.

PAO It appears that McCandless was able to remove
camera delta after all. Talking about handing it in through the
airlock.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 02 is off. Purge valve open. That's all
right. Disconnect blowers, you say?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Hooter, this is for Vance, Bruce and Bob. We
understand Bob's having a problem getting power out of the SCU
into his suit, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, that's affirm, Jerry. Connected up to the
SCU umbilical power, and got SCU power, then we had a tangle in
the SCU lines in the airlock, so I switched back to battery
power, removed the SCU, untangled and reinstalled it, and
couldn't get it to take SCU power again.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, what we would like you to do, is page 9~
3 of the EVA checklist. That's under tab EMU contingency
procedures. Display blank and airlock.

SPACECRAFT That's in the EVA checklist, Jerry.

CAPCOM That's affirm, <s-3, under tab EMU contingency
procedures.
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SPACECRAFT Ok, I'm showing 9.8 Vance. We're almost up to you.

PAO The EVA ran a bit long - -

SPACECRAFT My suggestion would be to open both the
equalization valves wide open right now, that's not in the
checklist, but that should speed things up for the last tenth or
so. Now it says go to post-EVA pg 5-2 in the EVA checklist.

PAO Airlock pressure has been brought up to
approximately cabin pressure. They're about/ready to open the
hatch into the middeck.

SPACECRAFT We may have to take some of this spare stuff out of
the airlock before we can do much good.

SPACECRAFT Ok, 02 actuator off.

SPACECRAFT No wait a minute, we've got to get some of this
clutter out before we get to that. Bob's SCU has come off. Ok,
Vance, here comes a camera. Vance?

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, we've had Loss Of Signal
thru the Hawaii station. We'll pick up in about a minute thru
Tracking Data Relay Satellite. Crewmember s Bruce McCandless, Bob
Steward reading off the parameters, the indication on their EMUs
on the consumables, the remaining oxygen and power following
their space walk.

SPACECRAFT Stand by for a mark, we got to SCU, it'll terminate
the EDT. If you'll give us a mark and record MET.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Hoot would you look for that.

SPACECRAFT Ok

,

SPACECRAFT Ready, mark.

SPACECRAFT Ok, (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Jerry, through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay and (garble) with the airlock integrity check
is go, 5.7 is what I'm still reading.

PA0 Crew bringing up the airlock pressure now, the EVA
is concluded. Five hours, 55 minutes in duration.

SPACECRAFT Vance, I submit the airlock pressure integrety
check is go, I'm still reading 5.7 and it's been more than 2
minutes.

pAO The airlock pressure holding solid.

SPACECRAFT IV 1 innerhatch equalization valve 1 to normal and
let her come up to cabin pressure.

pAO Ron McNair in the middeck area, opening the valves
to allow the cabin pressure to equalize with the airlock.

SPACECRAFT They say it only goes down about 3 or 4 tenths.

CAPCOM Challenger, Hoot, we saw that you just cleared the
star table. We'll need to let you have another night side pass
to see if we can catch those stars.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

PA0 This is Mission Control, 4 days, 5 hours, 8
minutes. We will have a shift change briefing with off going
Flight Director Jon Cox who came in to run the EVA. That will be
at 1:30 Central Time, as opposed to 12:30 previously scheduled.
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SPACECRAFT Where did that one go that I velcroed on the
(garble). Okay, here's mine. Okay, I'm connect to the (garble).

SPACECRAFT Stand by just a second, I'm still working it
Now I got the strap in the way.

SPACECRAFT Now the two screws are wraped around each other.
SPACECRAFT (garble) We will unscrew it later. That's it,
(garble) you activate an IV. EMU R2 valves on 82 B to open. Oh,yeah, status - L

'

SPACECRAFT Want status before they open? I had 386, and - 386

SPACECRAFT Stand by 1. Roger, ready copy.

SPACECRAFT On EV 550, (garble) 116, 25 percent 02. 21 percent
power, 15.42, 02 3272, (garble) 6200, battery volts dc, 16.4,battery amps 4.0, RPM 18. 6K . C02 point 2, water temp, 53. Gas
pressure 14 9, water pressure 15 0, that's it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

SPACECRAFT I thought I was ready, but would you read just alittle bit slower.

SPACECRAFT Okay, where do you want me to start?

SPACECRAFT Just give me the whole thing again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Time EV 551. Time left 119, 41 percent
power, let me start that again. (Garble) consumables, 25%, 02.
30 percent power, 54.2, 02 B 270, (garble) 6200, battery volt dc,
16.5, battery amps, 4.0, RPM, 18.7. C02 point 2, water temo- 52,gas pressure 14 9, water pressure 15 0, that's it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir. Time EV 5+53. Time left 1+24, with 20percent power (garble). 41 percent 02 remaining. Depressure now
4.1, 02 pressure 394, 394. SOP 6170. Batt volt, 16.6, amps - -

u
This is Mission Control we've had loss of signalthrough the Hawaii station. We'll pick up in about a minute,

through tracking data relay satellite. Crewmembers Bruce
McCandless, Bob Stewart reading off the parameters, indications
that on their EMU's, on the consumables, remaining oxygen, andpower following their spacewalk.

END OF TAPE
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remove the MP (garble) connect SCU to D&C and check lock. Okay,
that's our next step. Where's that one go, that I, - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO and the problem corrected itself and is functioning
normally. Crew is concluding their EVA, still outside at the
moment, but they are about to get back into the airlock, very
shortly. They have been on the EMU's for 5 hours and 40
minutes. During that long shuttle spacewalk, we had some
considerable, considerable list of the items planned,
accomplished. Including the first checkout of the man
maneuvering units, in which the astronauts in there spacesuits,
with the EMU's attached, moved away at distances of greater than
300 feet from the Orbiter, not connected with any tether or any
restraint of any kind. In affect, becomming individual
spacecrafts of their own. The first time, a spacewalk has every
been accomplished without the crewman being attached, by a
lifeline or a tether of some kind, to the parent spacecraft.
Also, checked out on that during this spacewalk, was the
manipulator foot restraint, and the trunion pin attachement
device two important pieces of equipment in future working in
space, particularly in space construction and servicing of
satellites and other equipment in space. Much of the work done
here today, leads up to the servicing operations and repair of
the solar maximum satellite on the next space shuttle mission, in
April in which the shuttle rendezvous, with a malfunctioning
scientific satellite, that has been orbit since 1980. Make some
repairs to an electronics box, so that the satellite can control
it's attitude, and perform it's mission properly. The EVA on
Thursday, will include additional use of the MMU, and the dockrng
with the rotating shuttle pallet satellite on the end of the
mechanical arm, to simulate the docking with the solar maximum
satellite to take place on the April flight. We're about 3
minutes away from picking up over the Hawaii station. This is
Mission Control at 4 days, 4 hours, 52 minutes into the flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's closed. 1 second. Okay airlock,
depress valve is closed. Okay. IV 1 set comm to PTT, we're
going to either go PTT or vox depending on how bad it gets and
Vance?. IV 1. Go ahead. Innner hatch equalization valve, 1 of
them open to normal please. Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Hawaii for another
h and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, We got the valve clear and we're just
r<=» . •: ssing the airlock now.

C/.PCOM Okay, good show.

SPACECRAFT The airlock pressure is fine, close the valve.
Close the equalization valve. It's off. Okay, we're going to do
a pressure integrity check here, For 2 minutes, I'm reading 5.7,
you want to time 2 minutes, Vance. Oh, this watch works now.
Now that we wounu it. Yean, I can start it if you wish. Go
ahead. (garble) good status. Okay, disconnect waste areas, and
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SPACECRAFT - - think by switching Bruce and Bob on comm modes
as recommended, the third thing was Bob's foot restraint. Bob
did not try out the airlock foot restraint, while he was
pressurized mainly because they were kind of in a hurry to get
in, but once he was unpressur ized we made a an unpressur ized
comparison of boots in the airlock foot restraint. And I think
Bob has a few words on how much bigger his toe is than Bruce's,
in that, as far as the boots concerned. And after we get done
eating, why we'll go ahead and have a debriefing. We intend to
do it on intercom, we can do it on intercom B, if you wish, and
we'll probably do it on our own little tape recorders too.

CAPCOM Understand, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Mary, this is Bob now. I'd like to just tell you
about that (garble) problem because I've got (garble), get some
somebody some lead time to work on it before the next EVA. It is
a tongue hiest problem. It's very hard, almost impossible to
wedge my toe far enough into the foot restraint to rotate the
heel under the lock. The heel has a little bit of clearance not
nearly as much Bruce' s boot, but the toe is the significant
problem, mine is wedged in there before I get the heel in
contact. Bruce can lock his heels, and still have clearance
under the toebar.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that, Bobby.

SPACECRAFT And that was unpressur ized, so the pressure is just
going to make it worse.

CAPCOM Understand that was unpressur ized. And Challenger,
Houston, was, payload was wondering how v,he AEM OPS went at 4+30?

SPACECRAFT Mary, you were cut out by some interference, please
repeat.

CAPCOM Saying again, payloads was wondering how the AEM
OPS went that was suppose to occur at 4+30 per the CAP?

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Yeah. Mary, Ron's changing batteries,
on his headset, the wireless, and he'll be up with you in just a
second

.

CAPCOM Okay, we're 50 seconds LOS Hawaii, we'll drop you
for a couple of minutes, and pick you op through TDRS. So we
might want to wait until then.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger, we have you, Mary.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, wanted to give you some words on the
AEM, I did not turn the lights, I did not turn the lights off
until after the EVA. I noted before flight that was not listed
in the EVA checklist and somehow it never got in there, so Ididn't see it until after the EVA was over. I did turn the
lights off, but I was unable to get data because we had EVA
equipment stowed in front of the locker, and I was not ready todisturb it at that time. I do plan to take some data, within the
next 1/2 hour or so. But the lights got off maybe an hour and
1/2 late.

CAPCOM Copy that, and understand, the reason we asked wasbecause it seemed to be buried in the CAP there.

SPACECRAFT Exactly right, it's in the CAP, and not in the EVAchecklist, and it just won't get seen that way.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Mary, if it had been in the checklist, I'm not sure
Ron would have had time to do it or any of the rest of us, Ron

busy
rUnnin9 RMS probablv about tnat time

' and we we're really

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Challenger, Houston, haveanother question for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, understand. Challenger, Houston, hav
another question for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, M

CAPCOM Roger, y sported early in the EVA that that
video record button was ck and we were wondering whether the
power cycle recovered it or whether you had to do somethinq elseto get it back. y

SPACECRAFT No, Mary, that turned out to be a configuration
problem. We checked the configuration and we had to get the VTR
play set to the monitor, somehow we changed tapes it got shut offand we found that and corrected the problem.

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, understand that. Also, just a reminder
for, on your setup to record ICOM B. That in order to get that,make sure on panel Al that one of you voice record roteries is
selected to ICOM B.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, have a few question about theEVA today that we would like to get answered before we leave youalone for the evening.

SPACECRAFT Ok, stand by, EVA crewmen are getting on the line.

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, Vance.

SPACECRAFT If you've got anything specifically for Bob, Mary,
I can answer you right now.

CAPCOM ok, thanks, Bob, I sure do. with the secondary
TPAD anomaly, they would like you to give them some more
information on what happened when you were lowering that
secondary TPAD.

SPACECRAFT Ok, one of the times that fit into lock (garble)
secondary TPAD in place was too long when I tried to rotate theTPAD back down and it all the other times cleared, except thatone and it was catching on the TPAD itself. I tried several
different times to sort of force it past, and 1 was relocking it
and then trying to accelerate the TPAD down an -;hen hopefully itwould just kind of (garble), None of that worked and so I went
and got the tools which are fortunately stowed right beside it
there and twisted that particular time in until it just cleared
the lip on the secondary TPAD and from that point, it rotated on
down.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, what tool did you use to rotate it?
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SPACECRAFT Say that again, Mary.

CAPCOM Bob, they were wondering specifically what tool you
used. 1

SPACECRAFT There are 2 wenches stored on the door of the SESA,
and they just happened to fit the size on the TPAD.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thanks. Also, they were wondering
whether you had trouble with all the foot restraints in the bay,
or whether it was one particular one.

SPACECRAFT No, it was all of them. As soon as I could get
into the MSR foot restraints, it was a little bit easier, no
excuse me, not the MSR, the SSS foot restraints a little bit
easier then the others, but the SESA foot restraint was almost
impossible for me to get into. As was the Manipulator Foot
Restraints. I don't think I would have been able to board the
MFR, just between you and me, I didn't really get a chance to try
it. When I deployed the stantion on the MFR, to put the tools
onboard, I tried to get into the foot restraints down there and
it was turning into a hassle and so I just stowed the, no I did
finaly get them in there, yes, I did and I did stow the tools
from that position, but it was a real chore to get my boots in
there.

CAPCOM Copy that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, my initial impression was if it was paint
problem, like we'd seen before, but when I tried to get into the
unpainted foot restraints on the CPSA, I had the same problem I
had on the SESA, so it's pretty much been around the ship,
problem with pro-heights.

CAPCOM Ok, we copy. Also Bob, we have a request that you
give us a time hack when you start your debriefings so we'll know
when to recover that debriefing off the ICOM.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll do that.

CAPCOM And that's all the debriefing we need from you now,
and the only other question is for Bruce. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bruce is online right now.

CAPCOM Evening, Bruce. We have 1 question for you

SPACECRAFT (garble) Mary, I'm on hardline. We still have a
lot of noise but go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to know on your force evaluation
test, stand by. END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to know on your force evaluation
test, stand by. Roger, Bruce, on the force evaluation test, we'd
like to know if there was any difference between position hold
and the brakes when you ran that test?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it felt to me like in the brake mode I could
definitely feel it drift (garble) from the position hold I
couldn't feel (garble).

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Bruce, you're unreadable,
there is an awful lot of background noise in your transmission.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, what Bruce »s comment was that in
position hold, well let me back up, in brakes on, he could feel adiscrete slip to the arm. He definitely felt the time when it
would go. In position hold, the point in which it slipped was
always called by Ron, looking at his digital display, seeinq aslip of greater than .2 degrees. y

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT How's this, is this better?

CAPCOM Much better, Bruce, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Mary, as far as stiffness goes, they seem
about the same, that is the arm itself deflected about the same,
it was just that in brake mode, when it let go, you could feel a
sort of a roughness or a vibration, as it moved, in fact, I wasvery surprised that the surge of things you could feel. In the
MFR, out there at the MEB task, I could feel the vibrations,
arising from Bob putting his 35 foot tending, soft tending tether
reel over the hook on the MMU FSS, and things like that. I
really hadn't thought I would be able to feel things like that.

Roger, copy. I have one more question, for Bob onCAPCOM
the T-pad.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, get it back to Bob here.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, the guys down here were wondering whether
you would consider the T-pad usable for the EVA tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Sure, I'd use it, I'd consider it usable. (garble)
would probably be usable, it was just a little bit of a clearance
problem, Mary, I think it's taken care of now.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks, that sounds real good.
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SPACECRAFT Bruce points out that it's not tomorrow for the
EVA, and in any case, we planned to use the primary T-pad on the
SPAS docking, so the points is kind of a moot point I guess.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Mary, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Mary, now that we have our alignment, we know where
to go back to -ZLV at 8+15, is there some particular reason for
holding off till then? We noticed an - attitude we're currently
in. 1

CAPCOM We're checking. Challenger, Houston. Vance,
there's a low g-period between 705 to 805 that they are tryinq towork around, and also GN&C would like the alignment data if
you've got it. Challenger, Houston

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, I'm sorry we had a comm drop out
then, I'll repeat that the, between 705 and 805, there is a low
g-period for the heat pipes experiment, and they are tryinq to
work around that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well that's fine, we'll start at 8+15.

CAPCOM And Vance, we're standing by to copy the alignment
numbers when you've got them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, if you're ready.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they were stars 42 and 25, angle area 0.01,
and I'll read across all the delta X's. -0.09, -0.21, -0.01, all
the delta Y's, +0.15, +0.03, -0.09, delta Z's, +0.01, -0.06,
+0.14, execution time 4 days slash 06:51:55.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Mary, do you want us to stay off that yaw
sensor with the water dump and the fuel cell purge?

CAPCOM Hoot, you're suppose to delay that yaw sensor
activation at - END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hey Mary, do you want us to stay off of that yaw
sensor with the water dump and the fuel cell purge?

CAPCOM Hoot, you're supposed to delay that yaw sensor
activation, that's step 1, until 08 30 when you're back in the
-ZLV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great thanks.

CAPCOM Sure thing.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Have one more presleep
activity for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. Has to do with a 10.2 psi cabin
maintenance. We'd like to get about 0.2 psi more pumped in, of
the N2 pumped into the system so on MO 10 whiskey, we'd like you
to take the 14.7 cabin reg inlet system 1 valve open to get the
N2. And then also, we'd like you to verify, since we're not sure
where it is, that the PP02 hardware limits that's on alpha
channel 34 upper caution warning limit is 3.20 psi, and that the
PP02 bravo, which is channel 42, is 3.10 psi and we'll TMBU the
software. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We copy that you wanted 34 to be
3.2. I think the other one you meant was 44 to be 3.1?

CAPCOM Your right, I'm wrong. Sorry about that. And
that's a good readback.

SPACECRAFT Okay and then Mary the other part of it was, you
want us to pump cabin press about .2 psi more. We're at 10.3
right now. Do you want us to run it to 10.5?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that and we'll do it by opening
system 1 to flow into.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to put in tape over there Ron?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Say again.
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Disregard Mary.

CAPCOM Okay.

.

This is Mission Control Houston at 4 days, 7 hours,
14 minutes mission elasped time. The crew is going through thefinal preparations before their scheduled sleep period. Theyhave completed a fuel cell purge and setting up the other Orbitersystems for the night. Flight Controllers here in MissionControl are reviewing any last minute items to give to the crewbefore their sleep period begins in an hour and 45 minutes.
Things are very quiet here in the Mission Control Center after avery busy day of EVA activities. Very successful EVA in whichquite a bit of work was done testing out the MMU's and many newtools to be added to the shuttles' capability. We have about 20minutes remaining in this tracking data relay satellite pass, butwe don t expect too much communication with the crew as the
Flight Controllers are trying to leave them alone and let them qothrough and have their evening meal and make their other
preparations for sleep tonight. This is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, with a voice check on
speaker mike.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, got you loud and clear, how
me?

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, Mary, thank you. Houston,
this is Challenger, with a voice check on the middeck speaker
mike.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear through the middeck speaker
mike, how me?

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is - Houston, this is Challenger,
voice check, middeck speaker mike.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, got you loud and clear on the
middeck speaker mike, how me?

pAO This is Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 7 days, 35
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we have Loss of Signal with the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite at the start of orbit #70, We'll
reaquire in about 20 minutes through the Guam station, if there
is any communication necessary with the crew. Most of the items
have been finished up for the day. A few housekeeping type
things, fuel cell purges, IMU alignments, that sort of thing
being handled by the crew as they prepare and consume their
evening meal. They're in the scheduled pre-sleep period and have
about an hour and 20 minutes before they're due to go to sleep
for the night. Shouldn't be much further communciation with them
this evening by Mission Control because most of the items have
been read up to them already.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you over Guam for 3
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, Challenger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too, Vance, and have a
switch action we need done on panel A7.

SPACECRAFT Ok, A7 we're listening.

CAPCOM we'd like the MADS strain gage signal conditioner

SPACECRAFT Signal conditioner on.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 8 hours, 0 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, we've had Loss Of Signal thru the Guam
station, we'll pick up just a brief pass over Hawaii in about 8
minutes. The change of shift press conference for Flight
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Director Harold Draughon which would have been held at 4:30 today
has been canceled. Draughon was on duty at the same time as
Flight Director Jon Cox, who ran the EVA activities, those being
the primary activities of the day and all of that activity has
been covered during Jon Cox's change of shift briefing which
occured just an hour and a half ago. So we will not have a 4:30
change of shift briefing with Harold Draughon.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 3
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Challenger. Houston, Challenger, we read
you, how do you hear?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, have you loud and clear, how
me?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we've pretty much put the craft in shape for
the night period and folks are just finishing up eating and then
we're going to start that debriefing.

CAPCOM Ok, we understand, Vance, and we'll just stand by
for the dump times from you.

SPACECRAFT Since we have camera delta onboard, we assume
you'll be sending up some kind of a procedure for us to work in
the next day. Is that affirm?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance, in fact, there's a rough
copy of it up already.

SPACECRAFT Ok. And Mary, this place kind of looked like a
bargain basement of a big store after a real good sale. We had
things scattered all over the place. It's going to look pretty
ship-shape now.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Mary, this thing kind of looked like a dark in
space, of a big store after a real good sale. It had things
scattered all over the place. It's starting to look pretty ship
shape now.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, standing by for
acquisition through the tracking data relay satellite, repeating
that the change of shift press conference with the Flight
Director Harold Draughon, previously scheduled for 4:30 has been
cancelled. All of the activities during the day were covered
during the change of shift press conference, which occurred at
1:30 with Harold, with Jon Cox. Challenger is on orbit number
70. The crew is configuration the spacecraft for sleep period,
they've already turned off a couple of the CRT's, just about all
of the items change out of the lithium hydroxide canister, water
dumps, fuel cell purges, IMU alignments and all of that, have
been taken care of for the evening. Crew due to begin their
scheduled sleep period in 41 minutes. So we may have little or
no communication with them before they go to sleep. 4 days, 8
hours, 18 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS
now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Hey, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, with a radio check on the hand
held mike, how do you read me?

CAPCOM Read you loud and clear, on the hand held mike, how
me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got you the same, thanks, Mary.

CAPCOM Welcome, Hooter.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, now approximately 1 1/2
million miles into the 4th flight of the Challenger. The crew is
about to go to sleep, with approximately 1/2 hour left in their
sleep shift, we would remind you that the change of shift
briefing, originally scheduled for 4:30 p.m. has been
cancelled. Here in the Mission Control Center, the planning team
is going through their hand over procedure. Orbiter Challenger
currently in a 156 by 149 nautical mile orbit. FIDO reports that
all Continental United States landing sites look good for
tomorrow. At 4 days, 8 hours, 32 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.
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PAO Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger now
approaching the equator in the beginning of orbit 71, GNC reports
that the Orbiter is in a sleep attitude of -ZLV. And three of
the four CRT displays on the flight deck are powered off
indicating the crew is just about ready to call it a day. Do
have an announcement for the news media. NASA Administrator
James N. Beggs, and Lewis Leahr, Chairman of the Board of the 3M
Corporation, will hold a joint press conference at NASA
Headquarters tomorrow, February 8th at 9:30 am central standard
time to make an important announcement about a materials
processing research program in space. Reporters at the Johnson
Space Center, and the Kennedy Space Center, will be able to
participate. It will be a two-way audio and a televised
conference with questions and answers directed to headquarters in
Washington, and or the 3M corporation, in St. Paul, Minnesota.
At mission elasped time, at 4 days, 8 hours, 55 minutes, this isMission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I know it's sleep time now,
I ve got a couple of questions for you?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I know it's sleep time, I've
got a couple of notes for you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, I know its sleep time now, I've got a
couple of questions for you.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, were you calling?

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, I've got a couple of notes here for
you if you can listen. Challenger, Houston, how do you read?
Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we're reading you, how do you read
us?

CAPCOM Loud and clear now, Hoot, we were dropping in and
cut of TDRS. I know it's bed time, but I've got a couple of
notes for you. One, we're going to send up the camera changeout
IFM note here over Guam, just in case somebodies up and wants to
read it, otherwise you'll have it in the morning. And your state
vector right now is good for about 3 revs, we're going to uplink
a new vector for you in 1 or 2 revs that will last you till PLS
tomor row.

SPACECRAFT Ok, good deal.

CAPCOM Rog, and if you guys have finished debriefing the
EVA, we'd like to get the ICOM B, debrief time so that we can
look at that tonight.

SPACECRAFT Ok, they are still debriefing and that's where it's
going, it's going on ICOM B which, of course, is channel 2, but
they haven't finished yet. How about if I give you buz when
they're all done?

CAPCOM Sounds good, we'll be here. And we're LOS TDRS in
about 8 minutes and we'll have Guam in about 26 minutes at 9+30.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and in case I forget to tell you, the MET that
they started the debreif was 20:35, or wait a minute make that
08:35.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, 08:35 for the start, thanks, and if
we're not with you when your finished, you guys can go to bed, w<*
can figure out where the end of it is by listening to the start.

SPACECRAFT Ok, all right, we'll do it.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, repeating an earlier
announcement, NASA Administrator James M. Beggs and Lewis Lair
Chairman of the Board of the 3M Corporation, will hold a joint
press conference at NASA Headquarters tomorrow February 8, at
9:30 am CST to make an important anouncement about a materials
processing research program in space. Reporters from the Johnson
Space Center and the Kennedy Space Center, will be able to
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participate via t ^o-way audio durinq the t e . -^v ist'd conference
witu questions and answers directed to NAS\ Ueadq^ w ters in
Washington or to the Corporation in St. Paul, Mii.:>«»sota. At
Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, y hours, /I minut.-s, t' : r; is
Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Contrwl Houshw.,, uhe (> 'uter Challenger now
over South America on orbit 72. The new face at the Flight

»ctors post that you see on NASA sol. :t is Richard Fitts, one
of L he flight Directors in training here t the Johnson Space
Center who's working thi:; shift With Flighi Director Larry
Bourgeois, come up to spc'd on some of the da^ie-- of a Flight
Director. Fitts currently served in rne GNC

;

ost here in Mission
Control. Mission Elapsed Time 4 (jays, 10 hour :, 17 minutes, this
is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPK
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...now are 17 minutes, this is Mission ControlPAO
Houston.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Roger, this is just to let you know that you can
find a debriefing on intercom B. We started it at 20:36 finished
at 22:18, I guess we got a little carried away. Anyway, it's a
fairly detailed debriefing on the -- our view of the EVA.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks very much, Vance, and have a good
night's sleep.

Houston, Challenger.

Houston, Challenger.

Challenger, Houston, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you gave us?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you tomorrow.

And Challenger, Houston, Vance, was that GMT times

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
20:36 to 22:18?

SPACECRAFT Excuse me, I lost track of what time of day it is
up here, that should have been 08:18 to 10:36, subtract 12 hours

CAPCOM
sleep,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, Vance, we're those GMT times you gave me,

Roger, copy Vance, thanks a lot Have a good night

Okay. Houston, Challenger.

Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Sorry to bother you again, one more correction,
had to go back to the D board, it was 08:36 to 10:18.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Vance. We had figured that out.

PA
f\ Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger now on

orbit 72, and here in the Mission Control Center, the planning
team is taking a look at some of the video from this morning's
extra vehicular activity. All quiet aboard the spacecraft and in
the control center. At Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 11 hours, 9
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO At mission elapsed, 4 days, 11 hours, 9 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The data processing
systems officer reports that one of the CRTs on the flight deck
of Challenger has been turned on, CRT #4. And flight director
Richard Fitts and Larry Bourgeois verified that there have been
no alarms or any reason that the crew might have awaken other
than someone is just up prowling about. We're on orbit 73 and
the mission elapsed time is 4 days, 11 hours, 49 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The data processing
systems officer reports that that CRT that came on, one of the
crewmembers entered wake up time in it so it will be up and ready
to go when they get up in the morning and then shut it back
off. The is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPft
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter Challenger now
over the Indian subcontinent on orbit 74. We've entered one ofthose 40 minute TDRS to TDRS loss of signal periods where we'll
travel without benefit of ground station coverage until we
acquire signal through TDRS in about 40 minutes. All quiet
aboard the Orbiter and in Mission Control. The mission summary
and CAP updates for tomorrow are now being approved and put
together and should be uplinked to the crew shortly. Awake time
is m 2 hours, 56 minutes and mission elapsed time is 4 days, 14
hours, 3 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We've got an update on
an Orbiter sighting for the Houston area for tomorrow morning for
those of you listening in the Houston area. The Orbiter will be
visible at about 5:54 a.m. central time coming in out of the
southwest at an azimuth of 219 degrees and a maximum elevation of
57 degrees. Again the pickup time for that Orbiter sighting is
approximately 5:54 a.m. central at an azimuth of 219 degrees, or
out of the southwest, and it will reach — it's highest elevation
will be 57 degrees and should be visible for about 4 and 1/2minutes. At mission elapsed time, 4 days, 14 hours, 14 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We've got yet another
update on the Orbiter pass over Houston tomorrow morning,
February 8. The numbers changed slightly. The time of closest
approach is 5:55 a.m. CST, highest elevation 62 degrees, the
azimuth 173 degrees so almost due south and that time that we
would see it is 20 seconds after Orbiter sunrise or about 20seconds after the sun strikes the vehicle so it should be nice
and bright. Latest weather update, we're told here in Mission
Control is locally, high, scattered clouds, if that. So it
should be a good sighting opportunity. Those times again, 5:55
a.m. CST, elevation 62 degrees, azimuth 173 degrees. At mission
elapsed time, 4 days, 15 hours, 2 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The change-of-
shift briefing scheduled for this morning with Flight Director
Larry Bourgeois has cancelled. The crew's sleep period is just
now expiring onboard Challenger. No indication of any CRT
activity on the vehicle yet. Doubtful that there'll be any
uplink communication from the control center, although we are
within range of TDRS. But following the pattern that the
CAPCOM's have established over the past several days, we would
expect the initial wakeup call to be over Yarragadee, which
occurs in about 24 min. Mission Elapsed Time is 4 days, 17 hr
even. Again, the change-of-shif t briefing with Flight
DirectorLarry Bourgeois, scheduled for 12:30 a.m. Central
Standard Time is cancelled.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. CRT number 1,
the cathode ray display directly in front of the commander's
position in the flightdeck has been activated, indicating that at
least someone's awake onboard the flightdeck of Challenger.
Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 17 hr, 2 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of the TDRS satellite now, and we'll acquire through
Yarragadee in 13 min. As expected, no dialog even though there
are indications that the crew's awake, and they're moving around
going about their business of getting ready for the day's
activities as shown by some data reviewing activity on the
cathode ray tube displays in the flightdeck. Handover has
occurred in the Mission Control Center. Flight Director Randy
Stone and the Orbit 2 team of flight controllers has inherited
responsibility for the mission from Larry Bourgeois on the
planning team. The change-of-shif t debriefing makes the point of
the Orbiter being remarkably free of systems problems. The other
events of this mission, perhaps, overshadowing the fact that the
Challenger is providing a rock solid performance during this
flight, and repeatedly as the flight director went around the
room to get status reports from the individual flight
controllers, he was advised that no system problems exist in the
various specialties represented here in the control center. So
Challenger providing yoeman service to the crew of Mission 41B.
We'll acquire signal, voice only, through Yarragadee in 12 min.
The duration of that Yarragadee AOS will be about 7 min, at
Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 17 hr, 13 min. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Wake up Music

CAPCOM Good morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Houston, things going well up here.
How down there?

CAPCOM Roger, good morning, Ron. John and I are standing
here. John's got a shirt on that says, NCA&T State University
and I've got a hat on that says A&T Aggies.

SPACECRAFT Hey fantastic. I thought I recognized that
music. The words were a little strange but the melody came
through.

CAPCOM Good

.

SPACECRAFT Hey that's great stuff.

CAPCOM Roger that, second half of that was "Southern to
the Top." And Challenger, Houston, just a reminder in case you
haven't got your CAP updated yet. We've got a maneuver to an IMU
align here in about 8 minutes from now if you could check that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, we'll have that set up for (garble)
maneuver

.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're at LOS
Yarragadee and passing through a brief gap in coverage. A minute
and a half before we pick up voice and data through Orroral and
we'll have Orroral for about 4 and 1/2 minutes. Wake up calls
were the North Carolina A&T University alma mater of which
Mission Specialist Ron McNair is an alumnus and "Southern to the
Top", the fight song from the University of Southern Mississippi,
the alma mater of Mission Specialist Bob Stewart. Mission
elapsed time is 4 days, 17 hours, 32 minutes. We are about a
half a minute away from AOS, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS here at
Orroral in 30 seconds. We'll see you TDRS at 17 plus 54, 15
minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - 30 sec. We'll see you TDRS at 17 plus 54, 15
min.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Got some
downlink television due during this next TDRS pass. That'll
occur at Mission Elapsed Time 4 days, 17 hr, 58 min, translating
into approximately 12:58 a.m. Central Standard Time. It'll be
payload bay scenes of the Mass Spectrometer in the payload bay.
When Mission Specialist Bruce McCandless did some repairs on that
unit during yesterday's EVA, he effectively got it working again,
but there is apparently some sensor damage in there that makes it
impossible for the ground payload 's people to tell when that
spectrometer is swivelling, so they're going to look at some TV
of it, watch it swivel, and then correlate data to what they're
able to see visually occurring with that experiment. That
downlink TV, again, due at Mission Elapsed Time 4 days, 17 hr, 58
min, or 12:58 a.m. Central Standard Time. Presently, Mission
Elapsed Time 4 days, 17 hr, 46 min. We'll have acquisition
through TDRS in less than 8 min. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're just
seconds away from acquisition through TDRS, and the downlink
TV. TV will probably very brief. It's just to give the
payload 's people an opportunity to position the Mass Spectrometer
swivel mechanism, and we should have a blockage of the Ku-band
antenna fairly early to the Orbiter's attitude, so it should be a
fairly brief TV downlink. We'll get voice momentarily through
TDRS. Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 17 hr, 55 min. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with ycu through TDRS, and I
have two things for you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger right
now is pointed for an IMU alignment, navigational aid alignment
that's looking at a couple of specific stars, and at this
pointing angle. The satellite is only about, between 12 and 15
deg off the nose of the vehicle, which is not a very good look
angle for the Ku-band antenna mounted on the forward starboard
side of the payload bay doors, and accordingly, we're just not
getting a good forward link right now, and this position should
improve gradually here, and we should have voice before much
longer. Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 17 hr, 58 min, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challnger, Houston. Radio check.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're still
having that pointing problem. The - -
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through MILA
Bermuda for 12 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through MILA
Bermuda for 12 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We're working with the last marks
right now.

CAPCOM Roger, and Vance, we'd like ya'll to do two things
for us. One, we'd like you to turn off the yaw sensor, please,
and secondly, just for your information, INCO is taking camera
alpha to do some mass spec positioning.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yaw sensor off, and roger, camera alpha.

SPACECRAFT And, John, was — in the CAP where it says check
yaw sensor. Does that mean turn the yaw sensor off?

CAPCOM Roger. It does, Hooter, and we'll make it say yaw
sensor off in future updates.

SPACECRAFT Okay. All right, cause we looked at that, and we
had turned it on last night, and we assumed that check yaw sensor
means it's still going, so we - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... check yaw sensor. Does that mean turn the yaw
sensor off?

CAPCOM Roger, it does, Hooter, and we'll make it say yaw
sensor off in future updates.

SPACECRAFT Okay, alright because we looked at that and we had
turned it on last night and we assumed that check yaw sensor
means it's still going so we had checked it still going. And I
guess the printed copy of the CAP had the same sort of
terminology so check or turn yaw sensor off would probably be a
better way.

CAPCOM Roger, I understand. I made the same comment when
I came in this morning.

SPACECRAFT Must be great minds working away.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if you could turn the forward
payload bay lights on for us, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we copy that.

This is Mission Control, Houston. The payload bay
lights or flood lights will now be coming on to facilitate a view
of the mass spectrometer on the shuttle pallet satellite so that
the payloads officers can do some positioning. Mass spectrometer
is moving in the center of the screen there. This is Mission
Control, Houston, the payloads officer reports that that motion
we witnessed early in the TV was the positioning function and
that the mass spectrometer is now properly positioned for the
data take that they wish to accomplish.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have something I want you to
do, reference your PP02 message when you have a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead John.

CAPCOM Roger, the cabin PP02 has been running slightly
high during the 10.2 Ops so we would like to shut off the 02 flow
into the cabin from the bleed orifice until the PP02 gets back
down to normal around 2.7 psi. To do that, the switch you have
to do is down on M032 mike and on that panel, it's the LEH02
toggle valve #5 to close.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, that's complete.

SPACECRAFT We can try that. Increase the respiration rates up
here too, John.
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CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, performed another star count, star 12. I canread vou some bias numbers, if you'd like.

CAPCOM Okay, ready to listen.

SPACECRAFT .44, .42, .59, .46, .55, .81. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thanks a lot, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And we had that star until 18 after the hour. Wewere to start the maneuver at 10 after. The two were
incompatible since we really didn't get started til after the IMU
align. So anyway, the maneuver was a little late.

CAPCOM Roger, and that's okay, Vance. Looked good to us.

SPACECRAFT And I took down the COAS, checked the bottom of it,
and the mounting, reinstalled it and I didn't notice any ...

CAPCOM Okay, understand, you didn't notice anything and
Vance if you have a second and can give us the IMU align data, we
would take it from you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 12 and 31, angular error .02; delta X
going across -.01, -.16, +.01; delta y +.19, +.01, +.07, delta Z
+.12, -.08, -.11; execution time 4/17:51:10.

CAPCOM Roger, we have all the data and we're finished with
the payload bay now if someone wants to go ahead and turn thoselights off there. That's okay with us.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 17: 51:10

CAPCOM Roger, we have all the data and we're finished with
the payload bay now if someone wants to go ahead and turn those
lights off there. That's okay with us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll turn them off.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have a message for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay John.

CAPCOM Roger, the EVA folks want you to know that they see
the MU batteries fully charged and you're go to continue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got the airlock all buttoned up right now
so when we get the airlock open, we'll check the air meters also
and then shift over charging the MMU batteries. But it's a good
call, thank you sir.

CAPCOM Roger and you can do it at your convenience, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I hate to bother you again.
But if somebody can give us a SPEC 1 on a GNC machine for
variable parameter, we'd appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, you have it, CRT1.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot Vance. And Challenger, Houston, the
CRT in yours, #1, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Hey Houston, Challenger, are you still with
us?

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT John, one of our communications problems seems to
be that the middeck audio center is virtually useless from an
ICOM standpoint. Lots of noise and when I'm hooked in there with
the wireless cornm unit, it's virtually, it's impossible to read
you guys. What we'd like to suggest later on today if you agree,
is reconfiguring the teleprinter so that the teleprinter runs off
that middeck station. We can recieve you all very nicely on the
speaker box and things like that and if you concur , we would
rerig the teleprinter later on today and ask you for test a
message. And if that works out, that would restore us to 4
active, well, 4 usuable audio centers. That is the 4 up here in
the flight deck. Right now, we're running 3 wireless comm units
on one splitter box up here, then two singles, over.
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy all that Bruce and we'll have INCO
look at it and get back to you later today on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, mighty fine.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds like a good idea that might work.
We 1 11 get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, I can give you guys an update on that
Cinema 360, footage yesterday that we took during the EVA.

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we initially rolled about 45 seconds of MF —
Bruce on the end of the MFR, this was sort of over the port
longeron at the time. We ran out that footage just to be sure
that the dome worked and the camera worked, that we're in good
configuration so that when we're ready to really trim the prime
shot, we wouldn't have problems starting the system. It worked
fine then. The next time we tried it, we ran about 3 minutes
worth. This was Bruce essentially on top of the GAS can with the
Cinema 360 and we ... on the MFR again. And we got some very
nice footage of him passing the GAS canister containing the
MFR. So totally, we got about 4 minutes worth. All of it was
MFR and we could — also probably Bob at the port MMU was in the
field of view as well. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we copied all of that Ron, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Oaky, and I thank you guys for that, that wake up
music this morning and the A&T coverage, that's a great place and
I appreciate that.

CAPCOM Roger that, Ron, we enjoyed doing it for you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS. TDRS in
about a minute, we'll see you at Yarragadee at 18 plus 59 in
about 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we'll talk to you there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TDRS in about
a min. We'll see you at Yarragadee at 18 plus 59, in about 13
min

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll talk to you there.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS
through the TDRS system. We'll pick up Yarragadee in we'll
pick up Yarragadee in about 10 min, and that'll be a fairly long
AOS through Yarragadee of a little over 8 min. Mission Elapsed
Time, 4 days, 18 hr , 49 min. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Yarragadee
for 8 min. And Challenger, if you would prefer to call us the
MMU temp data down instead of loading the PCCMU, you can.

SPACECRAFT It's already loaded, John.

CAPCOM That's fine. We'll take it on the PCCMU.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS here at
Orroral in a minute. We'll see you TDRS at 19 plus 31.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we've been having breakfast here.
We just had an interesting pass against Australia, a fabulous
view of the terrain here.

CAPCOM Roger that. Looking forward to maybe seeing some
of the pictures you'll are taking passing Australia at this time
of the day.

SPACECRAFT Right. We're hoping we can get back for a ground -
- ground THRIFT check.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
minute, I have a question for them.

Roger that.

Challenger, Houston's with you through TDRS.

Roger, Houston. We're reading you loud and clear.

Roger, and you're coming through loud and clear.

Actually, loud with a mouthful of dried apricots.

We thought that.

Challenger, Houston. If Vance or Hoot has a

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John, Hoot's listening.
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CAPCOM Roger. Hoot, just wanted to make sure if you got
the note on the change of the value of C2 that would go in tho
deorbit prep book on page 7-12,

SPACECRAFT We're getting a lot of static.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, John, we're getting a lot of noise, and we
missed your note last time - - something about page 7-12 in
deorbit prep.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We just wanted to make sure
that you got the change that changes the value of C2 from a minus
.62 to a minus . 60.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's affirmative, John.

CAPCOM Understand, you did get the change.

SPACECRAFT Roger. That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot, Vance.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The EVA folks have their MMU
data. Thanks a lot. You have a go to load formats 116 and 179.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll go back to 116 and 179.

CAPCOM Roger that, and while you're doing that, Hooter,
right there on that SPEC, you may just check that the PDI decom
FDA- 4 is enabled.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Also, another note for you,
the dump - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM KA 4 i:; ona!,;- 'i. Challenger, Hoi..;ton, alsw tnor-.her
note for you. The d imp no^l-- .-inp ; look real good to u t , .ight
now and you're go to *;trirt chu - ipp.y water duuo. Challenger,
Houston, radio check.

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, did you copy our transmission that the dump
nozzle temp looks good to us now, you can go ahead and start the
supply water dump?

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, we copy that and Hoot's getting it.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, water supnlv (garble)
we got that nozzle too warm and the valve is binding.

CAPCOM Hoot, you're going to have to repeat that, you're
coming through garbled to us.

SPACECRAFT John, what Hoot said is that the dump now appears
to be not opened. The talkback is barberpole on (garble) R12.
The talkback is closed and we're wondering if maybe the nozzle is
too hot and was binding.

CAPCOM Stand by 1, Ron, and I'll get you an answer.

PA9 This is Mission Control Houston, we're about a
third of the way through this TDRS pass. The discussion about
the water temp nozzles has to do with the valve nozzle through
which water is jettisoned down the water dump. Activities on the
fuel cells use hydrogen and oxygen passing across a membrane to
produce electricity, and water is produced as a byproduct of that
function. The production of water is to the extent that it
exceeds the storage capability onboard the vehicle and,
accordingly, it must be jettisoned. And when it's jettisoned
it's sent out of the vehicle through a T-shaped nozzle, it's T-
shaped to ....

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've looked at the data with
EECOM and PAYLOADS and we understand why you couldn't get the
valve open. Because the heater was off. You can delay the water
dump, we'd like you to go ahead and delay it and start the water
dump at 20 plus 15 so that PAYLOADS can get their last MOMS data
take.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we understand, start the water dump at
20: 15.

CAPCOM Roger, that.
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PAO To continue, that water nozzle...

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT The reason the heater is off is that we just turned
it off and the situation is that we tried to dump and the nozzle
temperature was 190. And then when we tried to dump, the nozzle
valve would not open. We figured it might be just too hot since
the temperature just needs to be over 100 to do that dump. We
thought that the valve might be binding due to being too hot;
therefore, we turned the heaters off, that's why you saw the data
with the heaters off.

CAPCOM Roger, understand that Bob and just clarify that
you initially tried to open the valve with the heater on.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative and we'll try it again right
now, if you'd like to watch.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, we'll wait til this MOMS data take is
over and at 20 plus 15 when we start the water dump, we'll do
that activity with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. To continue, that
nozzle is T-shaped to facilitate the jettisoning of water in the
opposite direction because if it was jettisoned only one way that
would constitute thrust and would have an effect on the vehicle's
attitude. So by jettisoning it out the opposite ends of a T-
shape nozzle, the thrust effect cancels each other out. But that
nozzle's also heated to protect against freezing in the extreme
cold of space where temperatures routinely reach 100 degrees....

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ ~ the thrust effect cancels each other out, but
that nozzle's also heated to protect against freezing in the
extreme cold of space where temperatures routinely reach 100 deg
below 0 deg P. when, of course, that nozzle freezes, why it
prevents water from passing through it, so that nozzle has to beheated, and the discussion now is about the possibility there's
some blockage on that nozzle since they apparently tried to dump
water through it with the heaters on and failed. Assumed then,
that the temperatures were extremely high to the extent that it
caused binding in that nozzle, then turned the heaters off to see
if the cooling temperatures would facilite the water flow, butsince that water dump's going to get in the way of a data take
now m the payload's world, why, we'll postpone that water dumo
until later on, and that subject will be readdressed. Riqht now.Mission Elapsed Time is 4 days, 19 hr, 50 min, and we have
another half an hour or more remaining on this TDRS pass. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a heat pipe and mass
spec flight note, when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, reference the heat pipe. Earlier today, we
told you in a teleprinter message to delete the heat pipe
deact. We don't want you to listen to our teleprinter message.Instead, we want you to go ahead and take perform the heat
pipe deact at the nominal time, which is 4 days, 20 hr, plus 00
min, and this occurred because, as we look back over our
telemetry playback of the attempt to reset the heat pipe from theground, that our experiment did not restart. So we'd appreciate
it if you'd do that for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that, John. We'll deactivate the
heat pipe at 4 days, 20 hr.

CAPCOM Roger that, and also, on page 3-11 of the payload
OPS checklist. When you're running the glow 1 program, number 7,at^tne end there, when you're on that page, let me know, on page

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by just a second. Okay, John, I'm on3-11 looking at mass spec program 7.

CAPCOM Roger, and over at the end of the procedure on page
3-12, there where it says "when Orbiter has pitched to 360 deg,go to step 3", delete that there. Delete that step, but go aheadafter then you've done the glow 2 program over on page 3-13
though, retain that step, go to step 3.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that, John, Up on page 3-12, delete
the note about when the Orbiter is pitch 360, go to step 3.
We'll go on into glow 2, and we will perform that step when we
get to the end of glow 2 on page 3-13.

CAPCOM Roger. Good readback, Hooter.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a flight note,
reference the mass spec activation time when somebody's ready.

SPACECRAFT Stand by just one minute, John.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John (garble)

.

CAPCOM We're not reading you, Ron. You're coming through
very scratchy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, that was Hoot transmitting. How areyou reading me?

CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, this is Hoot again. How are you
reading me?

CAPCOM Reading you loud and clear now, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT We're ready.

CAPCOM Roger. Hoot, what we'd like to do here is make
sure we get some things started on time, and there are a few
errors in your CAP. First of all, we want you to start the mass
spec activation for the glow 1 sequence at 20 plus 10.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy, start the mass spec activation for
glow 1 at 20:10.

CAPCOM Roger, and then the start the yaw sensor test at 21
plus 0 - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... mass spec activation for the glow I sequence at
20 plus 10.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy. Start the mass spec activation fot
glow 1 at 20:10.

CAPCOM Roger and then start the yaw sensor test at 21 plus

SPACECRAFT Okay, yaw sensor at 21:00.

CAPCOM Right and finally, maneuver to -ZSI at 21 plus 33
per the CAP. And Hoot, the only reason we're giving you a couple
of changes there is because it's critical to do this sequence on
time. Any delay in executing these activities or. time could
prevent us and jeopardize the solar cell calibration experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we copy that, thanks. On the yaw
sensor, we did the positive yaw a couple of days ago, do we just
do the negative yaw today?

CAPCOM If you'll stand by, I'll get an answer from
payloads for you. Challenger, Houston, Hoot, what we did the
otrier day was an added test. We'd like you go ahead and do the
full test today.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that John, we'll do the whole test on
the yaw sensor.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, on that heat pipe deactivation, the SPEC 220
came up with a, in item 22, the heat pipe already off. Went in
and did inadvertent item 23 and cannot cycle back to 22.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Ron. Payloads has been seeing
that also and we'll look at it for you and get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Yes John, it looks like (qarble) direction, along
side after the EVA, it wasn't quite all the way there, the way it
looked out the window. Is that a fact, that you all got it
squared away?
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CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. That was as.

SPACECRAFT (garble) you guys.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Ron, to get back to you on
your heat pipe question. We would like to know currently whether
your indication is showing your heat pipe power is on or off.

SPACECRAFT The power is on.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, on, o n.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, we're in the midst of glow one right now
and it's come up time for the water dump at 20:15, We don't
really want to do that with mass spec going on, do we?

CAPCOM Hoot, payload says there's no problem with the
water dump during mass spec.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do the water dump during mass spec.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we see the dump nozzle at
temp. If you could go ahead and start the dump, we'd appreciate
it. We'd just like to see it underway before we go LOS TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, I'm ready getting ready to call you and
tell you that I can't open the dump valve.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I've been holding that switch over there,
John, and the talkback in the cockpit stays closed.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. Challenger, Houston. If you'd go
ahead and turn the dump valve nozzle heater switch to off and
we'll think about it here and try to come up with a plan when we
get to Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, nozzle heater's off.

CAPCOM Roger and see you at Yarragadee in 20 plus 33.
We're going LOS in 2 minutes from TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, John. Hey John, out of curiosity, at 20
plus 00, did you (garble) power on or off?

CAPCOM Challenger, you were coming through a little
garbled, repeat your transmission.

SPACECRAFT I was asking if that 20 plus 00, did you say heat
pipe power on or off on your indications.

CAPCOM Roger, we were showing that the heat pipe power was
on.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 4 days, 20
hours, 34 minutes. Just seconds away from AOS through Yarragadee
and Mission Control Team watching a replay of today's EVA
activities presently. We'll have voice in a moment through
Yarragadee.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you through
Yarragadee for 7 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT ( gar ble

)

CAPCOM And be advised Challenger, we're going to wait til
this TDRS pass when we can see some data to work a little
troubleshooting procedure on the dump valve problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we copy that. Hey John, I didn't copy
your earlier transmission as to whether you saw the heat pipe
power on or off. (garble)

CAPCOM Roger Ron, we saw the heat pipe on with our data.
And for your information, the heat pipe, in our estimation, is on
and running. You can let it run until SPAS deactivation tomorrow
and we saw this same type of phenomenon on STS-7, so no action on
your part.

SPACECRAFT Okay, okay thanks for the information. I believe I
saw power off when it came up and we were beginning to wonder if
the information I got on the CAP update was actually, that is
deactivate that pushbutton (garble). ... on my part, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT We seem to be looking straight down at Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Roger that. It must be a beautiful sight.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We seem to be looking straight down at Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Roger that. It must be a beautiful sight.

SPACECRAFT It certainly is, John. Australia's looking a
little dry this time of year.

CAPCOM Roger. We know that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) GAS pump C, execution of (garble) 20 plus

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Ron. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) do you want us to go right into glow 2?

CAPCOM
go into glow 2.

At the scheduled time is when we would like you to

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going LOS
here in 50 sec, and the glow 2 occurs at about 23 plus 45. The
next item would be the yaw sensor.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're with you at Orroral for
a minute. We'll see you at TDRS at 21 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're moments
away from acquisition of signal through TDRS, and during this
TDRS pass, we'll have some downlink video of more payload
operations and positioning of the spin table in the mass
spectrometer and the - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, and you are loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Hey, John, and we got the yaw sensor
activated at 21:00, and ran the maneuvers.

CAPCOM Roger. Thanks a lot, Ron.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have good downlink data
now, and would like to get on with our supply water troubleshoot

,

if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Houston, (garble) is just finishing up on the yaw
sensor stuff. He'd like to be involved in that. Any chance yoiu
can wait 5 min.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll wait for you, Vance. No problem, and
we are sending you a new Orbiter state vector.

SPACECRAFT Houston, (garble).

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead. You're coining through a little
scratchy.

SPACECRAFT John, the CAP shows us yaw sensor steps 1 through
3, which includes just the plus yaw. Was there an intention here
to include the minus yaw?

CAPCOM Stand by one, Hooter. I'll try to get you an
answer

.

CAPCOM Hoot, we'd like you to just do the yaw sensor test
as the CAP is written.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's where we are.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. If you're done with the yaw
sensor test and have some time to go ahead and start the supply
water troubleshooting, let me know.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Hoot's getting set up for it now.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. We'll wait until you call us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I'm ready to go on the water dump.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, what we need to do is, first, take the
tank C inlet to close.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Tank C inlet is closed.

CAPCOM Right. Then we need to take the dump isol valve to
closed and check the - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Take the tank C inlet to close.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tank C inlet is closed.

CAPCOM Right, then we need to take the dump isol valve to
closed and check the talkback closed.

Okay John, that's closed, talkback is closed.

Okay now take the dump valve enable nozzle heater

Okay, that's on. I've got a closed talkback on the

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
to on.

SPACECRAFT
dump valve,

CAPCOM Okay and now we'd like you to just take the dump
valve and cycle the switch 4 to 5 times and don't wait for the
nozzle temps to increase.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The EECOM
reporting that troubleshooting procedures have been ineffective
so far.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 3 or 4 times and (garble),

CAPCOM Hooter, we did not receive that transmission. It
was all garbled, if you could repeat, please.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

How do you read me, John?

Loud and clear.

Hoot must have a bad wireless, he's checking it.

Roger that.

Okay John, (garble) do you read?

Roger, give me a test count, Hoot, please.

1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, test up.

Roger, Hoot. At the start of each of your last two
transmissions, you've been garbled but then near the end, it
cleared up. Hoot, if you could repeat what you saw with the dump
valve when you cycled the switch, please.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
at all.

What I saw was, (garble),

I'm sorry Hoot, but we didn't receive any of that
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SPACECRAFT John, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Have you got any word from INCO yet on whether we
can try to reconfigure the teleprinter down to the middeck audiostation? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we're working. You are go to do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're go to do that. Okay, we'll get into
that m a couple of minutes. Maybe that will help the lonq termcomm.

CAPCOM Roger that. You're go to do that and we'll, of
course, check it out before we go postsleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll give you a call.

CAPCOM Okay, and you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, this is Hoot on Vance's wireless commwhich sounds real nice.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, what I did on that dump valve was I
cycled it a whole bunch of times and held it in — actually heldthe switch in the ARM position for about 4 to 5 seconds even and
never saw the talkback change at all in there. Did that about 3
or 4 or 5 times.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Thank you very much. Okay,
Hooter, to clean up our little troubleshooting, it looks likethat valve's still closed. We'd like to go ahead and take the
heater back to off and the dump isol back to open and you can
leave the tank C inlet closed where it is.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot

SPACECRAFT John, we (garble). Power down, (garble).

youCAPCOM Roger, we are not reading you, Challenger, if
could repeat the last transmission, please

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have an additional flight
note as a followup to our dump valve stuck closed.
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, be advised if you're
reading me, we are NOT reading you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Be advised, if you are
reading me, we are not reading you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. fow you?

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, what I've tried, have been tryinq tosay was we activated the yaw sensor at a time, I'll have to go
back and get it, but right now, I'm unable to power the solar
cell on. I have attempted twice and I want to report that I have
a go to do it up to three times. I haven't tried the third time
yet. Over.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand. I'll see if payloads has anyideas for you, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron. If you can cycle the
solar cell power one more time to on, we'd like to look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, no joy on the power.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand you tried it one more time, and
you couldn't get it to stay on.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. It never cycled from off. The
asterisks remained on an item 20.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Comm check. How do you hearus? J

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like Bruce's configuration is

i

the
5
e c

5
mm

1
units bac * in order, so hopefully everybodywill be loud and clear. 1

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. if somebody is over by Ll, I

with the
W
FES

h thdt ^ need t0 thr°W t0 Start boiling some water

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Okay, we need the, next to the red controller
there, we need the out temperature to high, and we want to do
that to start boiling some water. When you're in that
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c< iguraiton, later on when you get to the EMU recharge, you can

/ou^urf^fthrpIs?
tUre SWitCh ^ PUt U baCk t0 n°rmal When

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that, John. You want us to takeradiator out temp to high now, and that'll get us using somewater through the FES, and when we do the EMU recharge later on,we can take that back to normal when we turn the FES back off.

CAPCOM That's a good readback, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and how are you reading me on the (qarble)
now? ^

CAPCOM Roger. Hoot, you're coming throi gh scratchy,
readable sometimes, and other times completely unreadable.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, we've just changed the comm
configuration around a little bit here, and we'll see (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, looks like that comm configuration hastaken care of my comm. Another note on the solar cell, the STSbus amp, the power bus amp did not change from the current 8 ampscount on SPEC 219 when I did the solar power cycles. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Ron, and payloads has beensaying down here that we don't think we're going to be able toget that experiment to run, so I don't think we have any furthertroubleshooting of the solar cell experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Okay, John, we're halfway to the solar
attitude. Do you want us to stop that and go back to ZLV?

CAPCOM Roger. We're happy that you just continued to
maneuver by the clock, Hooter, because we have good Ku coveraqewith these attitudes. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, John. We'll do that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger. We think we're
configured on the teleprinter with tha middeck audio center.Wonder if you could send us a test message, please.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll do that, and maybe I could geteveryone to give us a voice check just so we could tell how - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, we think we're
configured on the teleprinter with the middeck audio center,
wonder if you can send us a test message, please.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that and maybe I could get everyone
to give us a voice check just so we could tell how the comm is
working

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, CDR here, how do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, PLT with a radio check, how do you read?

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT MSI radio chec*. How do you hear?

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Ron.

SPACECRAFT MS 2 radio check.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear, Bob.

SPACECRAFT MS 3 radio check.

CAPCOM Roger loud and clear, the comm sounds real good and
we won't be able to send you that teleprinter test message until
Hawai i

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT I think we have it. Looks like we have a MOMS data
take in progress. No, I see we have the experiment ops
(garble). I was wondering about that.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we need to boil water
for about an hour to get enough 0 engine tank bravo, so we'd
appreciate it if you didn't start the EMU recharge for at least
another hour.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, Bruce says he'll hold off.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if somebody's at the back end
of the flight deck, we need the TV power control to command and
then INCO will be using camera alpha, if that's okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in command.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT As you know, this morning we have time to work in
an IFM to dump supply water through the waste water dump nozzle
if you all wish to do that. It doesn't look like it's a
difficult thing to do and it might be easier doing now than
sometime when we're really loaded up.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Vance, we understand that.
That's a good idea but it would be a turnaround head to the Cape
and we'd perfer not to do that and instead control it with the
FES.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

pAO This is Mission Control Houston, live TV now
showing the mass spectrometer on the shuttle pallet satellite.
This picture for PAYLOADS to enable positioning of the
spectrometer sensors.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 70 mm film status. We have remaining 3 full
magazines, all of the data back type plus the following partial
loads, 52 exposures in one magazine, 46 exposures in another
magazine and 115 exposures remaining in a third magazine, third
magazine so in effect we have about 5 magazines left.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and thanks for the report, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

SPACECRAFT John, I understood to delay that EMU maintenance
charge, does that mean you're going to delay the rev 80 TV as
well, what's the status on that?

CAPCOM Stand by one and we'll work that, that's a good
question. Challenger, Houston, Ron I have an answer for your TVquestion. 2

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, you are go for the TV over MILA of the EMU
recharge and Bruce can go ahead and start his recharge at that
point. If the timing doesn't work out that way, it is crew
option as to whether or not you show TV at all on that pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that...
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM And just foe your information, we wouldn't

reschedule that activity later in the day.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, we're go and if there's any change,

we'll let you know.

CAPCOM Roger that.

pao This is Mission Control, Houston. That view
P
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CAPCOM Roger that.
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Specialist Ron McNair indicated that he wasn't able to transmit
power to the solar cell experiment to activate it. Payloadsasked him to cycle the switch, which he did, with no joy. And noworkaround procedure available to recover that experiment and it,accordingly, must be considered failed. The flash evaporatorsystem has been activated as a method of removing water from tank

he
on

, - c ' - »Twji. n«round
plan is to leave the nozzle heater on and those nozzles areheated m order to facilitate water flow in the extreme cold of
space. The hope is that with those nozzle heaters activated,
that the heater will travel back along the conduit and thaw theice blockage which is preventing that water dump from
occurring. So in the absence of the ability to dump water ...

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... conduit and thaw the ice blockage which is
preventing that water dump from occurring. So, in the absence of
the ability to dump water, the flash evaporator system's being
used to remove water from tank bravo. The FES, of course, is the
method by which a cooling of the vehicle's systems is achieved as
a backup to the radiators in the payload bay doors. And at times
when the payload bay's doors are closed or if there's some reason
why heat radiation can't be effected through those instruments,
the flash evaporator system is employed. Employment of that
system at this time is exclusively as a mechanism to dump water
from tank bravo. A weather briefing was conducted on the loop
earlier today and there were no significant problems at any of
the primary sites. Edwards, Kennedy, and Northrup are all
acceptable landing sites if there's a need to deorbit and entry
today. Northrup was declared unavailable earlier in the morning
because of the expectation of high winds. Those winds never
materialized, so Northrup is a valid recovery contingency site
today, for contingency landings. We'll have acquisition of
signal in 4 minutes through Yarragadee at mission elapsed time, 4
days, 22 hours, 5 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7
and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, you're loud and clear at Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear, also. And as we went
over the hill, INCO was unable to command camera alpha off. If
you could do that for us, we would appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we'll get that. It's off, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, and I have an item for you
from EECOM when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, at your convenience over the next 30 minutes
or so, if you could do the 10.2 cabin maintenance procedure for
us and flow nitrogen only.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, within the next half hour, 10.2
cabin maintenance procedure and we'll flow nitrogen only.

CAPCOM Roger, good readback, Hooter. Challenger, Houston,
we're going LOS here in 30 seconds. We'll see you at Hawaii at
22 plus 35. Enjoy your sunset over that beautiful Australian
continent

.

SPACECRAFT We agree with you John, it is one beautiful
continent and we also think we had kind of a far away look at
tropical cyclone "Willie" a couple of minutes ago.
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CAPCOM Roger, sounds good, we look forward to some of your
pictures of it.

SPACECRAFT . . . even closer one later but took a couple of long
distance shots.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS through
Yarragadee on the ascending node of orbit 79. We will reacquire
again through Hawaii in 16 minutes. And our next TV will be
views of the airlock in middeck in the Orbiter and the recharge
procedures of the extravehicular mobility units. That video is
scheduled for mission elapsed time 4 days, 22 hours, 54 minutes
which translates into 5:54 a.m CST. At mission elapsed time, 4
days, 22 hours, 19 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Tnat video is scheduled for Mission Elapsed Time, 4

of
yS

^ J"^ 3 54 mi™tes
'

wh ich translates into 5:54 a.m. Centralstandard Time. At Mission Elapsea Time, 4 days 22 hours 19
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we read you loud and clear. Let usknow when you're ready (garble) and receiving TV.

CAPCOM Okay. Challenger, Houston, we had some troublegetting the link up here for Hawaii but we'll see you overGoldstone and MILA, hopefully, with TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised we have just

Bruce
Y°U 3 tGSt fceleprinter message that you can look at,

fh^SS^v,*. °kay '
We ' Ve g0t the light on bux: we ' re working onthe TV right now. Do you have downlink?

CAPCOM Negative, we will not be able to get TV downlink
here at Hawaii, Bruce, we didn't get it configured in time, we'llhave to wait til Goldstone for the TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we will too.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we're less than 8minutes from Goldstone and we'll get some downlink TV at thatsite of the repr essur ization of the extravehicular mobility unitsgoing on m the middeck and the airlock.
y

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, all I got on the teleprinter is a full row
of E's as the E as in an echo character followed by what lookslike one each of the different characters the teleprinter canprint and it's remaining in the high power mode.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, Bruce, that doesn't look likewhat we intended to send you. Challenger, Houston, we're goingLOS here at Hawaii in 30 seconds and we'll try another
teleprinter message with you over MILA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we'll meet you. How long is this MILA
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pass?

SPACECRAFT Duration.

*
0kay

?
the MILA pass is in about 12 minutes and

it'll last for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, talk to you there.

P
*!L , * „u T^?

is is Missio" Control, Houston. A picture of themiddeck of Challenger with the airlock in the center.

CAPCOM ...Houston, we're with you at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, loud and clear through TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're getting live TV with you now and
it looks very good. Challenger, Houston, if someone is available
there, if you could turn the teleprinter off and we will work thecomm config after the TV pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

SPACECRAFT That teleprinter going off.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. That's the spare
EMU, extra vehicular mobility, EMU number 3, the extra on-orbit
spare that's carried. That's astronaut Bruce McCandless with the
portable life support system, PLSS, and he's getting ready toreplace the LiOH cartridge canister in there, which scrubs the
recirculated air of C02.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're getting a real niceTV of Bruce changing out the LiOH canister.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - the recirculated air of C02.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're getting a real nice
TV of Bruce changing out the LiOH canister.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, glad to hear it.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, We've lost video, and
we'll pick up through the Merritt Island Station in about 1
minute from now through MI LA,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We've lost the TV downlink
for a few minutes until we come over MILA. Hoot, I have another
flight note for you to try and troubleshoot the dump valve.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, what EECOM thinks now is that we may
have some ice around the valve, so what he'd like to try is to
take the supply water dump isol valve to close, check the
talkback closed, then go ahead and take the dump valve enable
nozzle heater to on, and just leave it on, wait until we get a
high temp alert, and when you get the high temp alert, then try
to open the valve. We're going to be increasing the high limit
from 300 to 350 with a TMBU for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We copy all that, and ...

SPACECRAFT I've closed the isol valve, we'll turn on the dumo
enable nozzle heaters (garble) high temperature alert which
you're going to send up to us.

CAPCOM Roger you got it, Hooter, and we're back with you
live TV on the middeck.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good

SPACECRAFT . Vance says that thing has a high (garble) at
300, John, and I probably didn't break it by letting it go to
200. Is that true?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Hooter, and we're going to even
raise it up to 350, and just to try and melt ice around the valve
if that's the problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good. I'll go ahead and do that right now.

CAPCOM Roger that. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're really getting some
very pretty pictures of you in the middeck, and just like you to
know that Mr. Rousseau in building 5 saw you go over again this
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morning, and you had quite a crowd of people who said you really
looked pretty as you passed over our skyline.

SPACECRAFT Well good. We're making a regular thing of it.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT John, we noticed that the Cape weather has beenlooking good about every day whan we pass over it.

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Bob Stewart just
got the lubricating kit out which lubricates all the seals andinterface points on the EMU to make sure they move freely and
provide integrity and a good seal.

SPACECRAFT And John, just out of curiosity, are you selecting
your downlink scenes, or are you taking what I send you.

CAPCOM We are taking what you send us, and if you have
something else to send us, we'd like to look at it too.

SPACECRAFT Can't get it all up at once. We'll save some for
Hoot

.

SPACECRAFT I really don't.

?A0 Astronaut McCandless just was handed the EMU TV
oattery pack— that trip provides TV for the helmet camera whichhe wears while on EVA,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We've just lost our TV
downlink.

SPACECRAFT Ckay, John.

CAPCOM Thank you for the time it takes to set that up. Weenjoyed watching your activities for the past 10, 15 min.

SPACECRAFT Glad to do it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. If you would be free to try
the teleprinter message again at Ascension, I have a couple ofswitch configurations for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll check (garble)

CAPCOM Okay. We'll be at Ascension in about 10 min, andwhat we need you to do is take the - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...free to try the teleprinter message again at
Ascension, I have a couple of switch configurations for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll check (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, we will be at Ascension in about 10 minutes
and what we need you to do is take the air to ground 2 and make
sure it's in TR on the teleprinter panel and make sure the air t
ground 2 is either off or in receive on the other panels.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, that's affirmative.

CAPCOM Thank you, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT (garble) And John, I'd like to know, are there arm
grapple procedures onboard?

CAPCOM Stand by, Ron, I'll get you an answer. And
Challenger, Houston, we currently have Ascension configured to
send you a teleprinter test message at 23 plus 13.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy, teleprinter 23:13. John,
(garble) air sample.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you hear?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, as of — another call, that air sample,
simply open a bottle, hear a hiss and the procedures — I just
want to be certain as to how many of those we should take and
just to be clear that that is in fact the proper procedure.

SPACECRAFT John, I think we know that it's just one bottle at
this time and simply consists of taking the cap off of the
bottle, opening it, closing it and put the cap back on. Ron was
wondering if there's a written procedure on that or if it's..

CAPCOM Negative Vance, there is no writttsn procedure, you
have the correct procedure.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Vance, just to follow up on
your question, all you need to do now is take that air sample
with that bottle now and then you can come back and take the
final air sample bottle right before you do the repress.

SPACECRAFT Okay understand, the final air sample is the oart
we repress back to 14.7 psi.

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, that's in the CAP. Rog, that's in the CAP
isn't it, when we do that?

CAPCOM Yes sir, it is.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you at Ascension
and we're sending up the teleprinter message. Challenger,
Houston, we have another check message up for you now if you
could look at it on the teleprinter and tell us how it looks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we'll get that.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, when you called to turn the power switch
off on the teleprinter, it got turned off and never got turned
back on.

CAPCOM Okay, turn it on and we'll send it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's turned back on.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, Mission Elapsed
Time, 4 days 23 hours 18 minutes. There's some discussion here
in the control center concerning the SPAS, the shuttle pallet
satellite, and the possibility that a couple of the SPAS failures
may be thermally induced, the tilt table on the mass spectrometer
has failed and we're unable to cycle power to the solar cell
experiment.

END OF TAPE
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PA9 the tilt table on the mass spectrometer has
failed and we're unable to cycle power to the solar cell
experiment. Payloads officer indicates some curiosities of a
notion that those failures might be related to overheating and
we're looking now at a workaround which involves deactivating or
powering down that whole SPAS experiment package and putting the
ship in a cold attitude with the payload bay toward the deep
space for an hour or two, perhaps an hour and half, to give the
SPAS the opportunity to cool down and then see if that has any
impact on the adequacy of those experiments. We still have 15
minutes remaining in this TDRS pass, at 4 days, 23 hours, 20
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we believe you have another
teleprinter message onboard.

SPACECRAFT
any text.

Yes, John, we got the light. I'll see if we got

SPACECRAFT
ove

CAPCOM Roger that.

CECRAFT I don't know John, did the quick brown fox jump
r the lazy dog's back? Over.

CAPCOM Roger doger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got it. Three lines of good ...

CAPCOM And if you can confirm, Bruce, for us that it went
back to low power.

SPACECRAFT It looks like we're in business. Thank you very
much.

CAPCOM Roger that, Bruce. And just confirm for us that it
did go back to low power.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, the teleprinter did go back to low
power

.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot. INCO's real happy now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, over TDRS here with you, EECOM
is able to see your dump valve and we see the temperature is now
up to 310 and he'd like you to go ahead and cycle the dump valve
to— or move it to open and see if we can get it to open up.

SPACECRAFT John, before you do that. We're doing the EMU
water recharge, that's not going to affect the quantity qaqinq,
is it?
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CAPCOM Negative. Negative, it will not, Bruce, we have
the isol valve closed and we just want to see if we can make thatdump valve open.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hoot. Challenger, Houston,
a question for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT John, Hoot's not on comm right now. We'll take a
message for him.

CAPCOM Okay, what we're trying to do, Ron, is continue to
troubleshoot the supply water dump valve. We can give you the
note if you want to give it to him.

SPACECRAFT Copy John. Stand by, Hoot's back on comm, he can
take it alright.

^'.PCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, yes, I'm back with you.

CAPCOM Okay Hooter, we'd like you to — we see the
temperature on the nozzle the last time we had data up to about
310. If you could take that dump valve and put it to open and
see if we can get it to open, we'd appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Hello Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay yes, John, I called that we were ready to
listen and then I didn't hear anything. I think we lost you for
a minute. What was that temperature you were calling for?

CAPCOM Okay, our problem here is we've had some comm in
and out with TDRS but we have good UHF for certain now with
Botswana. Let me just start again. We saw the nozzle
temperature last time we had data up to about 310 degrees and
we'd like you to take the dump valve and put it to open to see if
you can get it open.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - the nozzle temperature last time we had data up
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£ we 'd like you to take the dump valve andput it to open to see if you can get it open.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
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Challenger, Houston, we read you loud and clear, goahead. Challenger, Houston, radio check, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I think I've got you back, how do youread us?

CAPCOM Roger, you're coming through a little scratchy,
Hoot, but did you copy that we'd like you to try to take the dumovalve on open. v

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we hear you, can you hear us?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, radio check, how do youread? Challenger, Houston, radio check, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, Challenger, you're loud and clear,now about us?

CAPCOM Okay, we've been having some comm problems in andout for the last 10 minutes. But Hoot, did you copy that we'dlike you to go ahead and open the dump valve?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I figured that's what you wanted. I've beentrying it, John, let me go ahead and try it again maybe while
you re watching. It has been showing me no response.

CAPCOM Understand. We had just seen the nozzle temps up
to about 310, so we thought we'd have you go ahead and try to
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SPACECRAFT I'm holding the switch open right now and I stillhave a closed talkback. And John, I may have missed it but atsome point, did you have us crossover to use tank C to the SES?

CAPCOM Hoot, no problem on opening the tank C inlet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that wasn't quite my question, John. What Isee right now in the supply water panel is that we appear to be
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k C throu<3 h the crossover valve becausetank A and B outlets are both closed. Could you call that up and
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(garble). Okay, John, disregard that last question. We got the
answer onboard here.

CAPCOM Copy that, Hoot. Challenger, Houston, we're going
over the hill in 30 seconds. Hooter, what we'd like you to do iswhen you finally get the high temp alarm as you go over the hill,
we would like you to try it one more time to see if you can get
the dump valve to open. if it doesn't, we want you to turn the
heater off, take the dump valve to closed and take the isol valve
to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that and I'll do that, John.

CAPCOM We'll see you at Yarragadee at 23 plus 45.

SPACECRAFT Ok, see you at Yarragadee.

PA
? Th is is Mission Control at Houston, we expect to

talk to the crew through Yarragadee in about 7 minutes, there may
be a configuration problem, however. The EMU, Extra-VehicularMobility Units that they've been working on are also equipped
with UHF transmitters and the INCO sees from his data that one of
those suits has the comm gear turned on* There is an antennastowed presently in the airlock and that activated UHF circuit
may have the effect of saturating the comm link and making it
impossible for us to talk to the crew through Yarragadee. Ifthat turns out to be the case, our next opportunity would be, to
talk to them at Guam in 23 minutes. At Mission Elapsed Time 4
days, 23 hours, 39 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Yarragadee.
Challenger, Houston, going LOS Yarragadee, we'll see you at Guamin 6 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll try that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. EVO and - - EVA and INCObelieve we can fix our comm problem if you would go hardline on

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Radio check.

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, John.
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SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Thank you very much, Vance.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, what you'll be getting, of course, in voice
is the intercom, and is it true on TDRS then, that we will have
no air to ground?

CAPCOM We won't have air to ground with you between
Goldstone and MILA.

SPACECRAFT Copy, John. Thanks.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. This downlink
video coming up is a VTR dump of - -

CAPCOM Roger, a note for Hoot when he's ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ready to copy, John.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, EECOM has another idea he'd like to try
with troubleshooting that dump valve. He'd like you to let the
temperature cycle for 3 cycles between 200 deg and 350 deg. If
no joy after period, we'd like to go ahead and turn the heater
off, take the dump valve, put it to close, take the isol valve
and open it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I copied. We're going to let the
temperature cycle 3 times between 200 and 350, and at the end of
that if we haven't had any luck, we're going to leave the dump
valve closed and the dump isol open,

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and turn the heater off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah, and, of course, heater off.

CAPCOM That's a good readback, and we're going LOS here at
Hawaii in 45 sec. We'll see you up TDRS with the dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. It's 5 days, 0 hr, 18
min Mission Elapsed Time, and the upcoming dump of - - the
upcoming dump will be of - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's a good readback, and we're going LOS here at
Hawaii in 45 seconds, we'll see you up TDRS with the dump.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 0 hours, 18
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. And the upcoming dump will be of
video recorded onboard during EVA-1 yesterday. We just havr. a
brief gap between Hawaii and TDRS coverage. That signal should
be coming down soon,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenge, how do you hear.

CAPCOM Challenger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Ok, just wanted to make sure we had you, here comes
the dump and if we're ever running the recorder ahead, we'll give
you some cabin scenes inbetween.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, and Vance, I have a flight note
that's - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you, thank you very much. We stopped to
get your flight note.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, it's going to change your CAP this
afternoon, and we have a teleprinter coming up to you that will
give you activities starting at 1+35, but I have something I need
you to go ahead and get started with now so I'm going to voice it
up to you,

SPACECRAFT We're holding the dump till you get it up.

CAPCOM Ok, we need to, after glow-2, we need you to
manuever to the -X local vertical, with the -Y velocity vector,
target 2, body vector 2, omicron equal to 90, DAP A-auto vern,
and initiate track. And then deactivate the SPAS, and I'll give
you the rationale later.

SPACECRAFT Ok, John, we can't hear you while we're dumping
that, so we had to stop. Here it goes.

SPACECRAFT Ok, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Well, that may have been small step for Neal, but
it's a heck of a big leap for me.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Ok Bruce, we see you air borne.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) Hey, great. And don't to forget to
monitor, Bruce, your GN2 gages for about 60 - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) good. He's right outside our window here
looks great.

SPACECRAFT Attitude hold, ok. A going off and B coming on.
Next.

SPACECRAFT Back up A and B, and then, of course, then you
check the stat (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, the (garble) a -Y, I'm getting a little bit of
a positive roll, +Y I get the opposite little negative roll.
Here's Z, no particular pitch attitude, +z (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble). Somebody bump me. Yeah, I bumped into
Bob, I'm sorry. Okay, she (garbe) good. How long till
sunrise? (garble) Well, yes sir. (Garble) Yep. Okay, Bruce
we have a good shot of the payload bay. Great, this is neat.
Looks great, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, I'm trying to see what sort of land mass
that is we're coming up. Looks like Florida, it is Florida.
It's the Cape.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, you're on the state side pass, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Ah I got to see if I can get a picture of this.

SPACCRAFT You're not too far from Cuba as a matter of fact.
And Houston, we had some helmet mounted TV on now.

CAPCOM Roger, we got a little bit of it (garble)

SPACECRAFT I think when you get out further, Bruce, we'll be
able to see the whole ship, right now, we can see a corner of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) out there, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Looks great, the sun just came into my eyes, and
that's a little bright, but not a big deal. Flying over the
Florida Keys sort of. 1900 on the left, 1800 on the right.
Let's see how this state of the art ranging device is going to
work. Well I show myself about 80 feet out, something like
that. Could go faster, but why rush it. You got me on the TV
ranger yet?

SPACECRAFT Not yet. You're going right above the ship.

SPACECRAFT All right, yeah, that's what I'm trying to do.
Trying to find if it's working out.

SPACECRAFT Say, you may get the name of the world's fastest
human being, going along at 4 miles per second, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT This record will only stand I guess for the next
hour or so.

SPACECRAFT We passed over Florida and Cuba.

SPACECRAFT Well I guess to break it, Robert is going to have
to go ten percent faster.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) delta V.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPEt
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SPACECRAFT OKay, I'm showing myself at about 95 feet right
now. Maybe right arcund 100. Got that ranger going yet?

SPACECRAFT We got you at 123 feet at about .3 feet per second

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds about right. We always seem to
have about a 25-foot difference between what I read and what the
simulator up at Martin with Lex Ray and all those guys came up
with. .3, okay. Give it a little more. Oh, what a view.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Why don't you go ahead and take the cameras and I'
going to work the lasers on cameras B and C.

CAPCOM Copy. We'll take the other camera. You've got
baker and charlie, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 145 feet Bruce at, well, a little noisy,
around .3 yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, why don't I try to come to a stop here

SPACECRAFT Yes, as a matter of fact you just had 150 feet so
you probably better stop.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I should be just about stopped now and I'm
reading 125, so yes. You should have a range rate of iust about
0 now.

SPACECRAFT We're seeing about .2.

SPACECRAFT .2, okay. That's about - okay. And I'll come on
back in.

SPACECRAFT Right.

SPACECRAFT How's that comm coming through, Jerry? - Capcom.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The comm was coming through
loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Great. We'll continue in just a moment. Sorry,
John, I was listening to Jerry over the tape.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 This is Mission Control. We're getting downlink
from the Spacecraft of yesterday's MMU activities that were
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recorded on the video tape recorded now being relayed to the
ground.

SPACECRAFT Vance, you want me to go back over and get that
blanket right now?

SPACECRAFT Bob, what's your status right now. The next thing
we have scheduled for you is to lock safety tethers and translate
the MFR. Why don't you go ahead and do that to stay on schedule
and get the blanket later.

SPACECRAFT Got you.

PA9 Seeing Astronaut Bruce McCandless on the middeck
going through his inflight maintenance procedure for camera
delta, repair of the television camera in the payload bay that he
brought in yesterday on his spacewalk, repair and or actually is
replacing it with a cabin TV camera.

Challenger, Houston radio check. How do you read?

John, understand we can go till 4 5.

Challenger, Houston, radio check.

Looks like it's real solid on quality.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT Yes, it really is and so far the only surprise is
that, like I say, when I put on a +X for a couple of seconds I
feel this sort of rumbling, rattling which I assume is
interaction between the EMU and the MMU but we hadn't expected
it. - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - between the EMU and the MMU but we hadn't
expect it. Yeah, whoever it is who built these visuals did
great job.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, were you trying to talk?

Roger, Challenger, Houston. How do you read?

Okay, loud and clear. John, what was the time youwanted us to go to minus XLV, YVZ?

CAPCOM Roger, we want you to go to that attitude after
you have completed glow 2.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Going there now.

Okay, and after you are on your way to (garble)

,

Bruce is giving him a hand.

Copy that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, the problem is (garble) trying to hold onto
the rabbit ears, it's too slick.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, just hold onto it until Bruce gets those in.

Are you trying to restow it?

Yes.

Well put it in the RMS.

Trying to restow it.

Aren't we going to use it?

Oh, we got to get the (garbel) deployed.

Here we go. Pull it. Wait a second, stay back on
your side there. You know what's happened, also, it looks like
we broke it. (garble) maybe. Okay, let's float her in.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a couple notes for
you, we would like to get TV during the initial portion ofTDRS •

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, understand when we get to -X
LV, -YZZ, go ahead and deactivate SPAS?
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CAPCOM Roger, you can deactivate it now if you are done
with glow 2, you can deactivate the SPAS while you're qoinq tothat attitude. ^ ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do it.

CAPCOM Okay, the reason we're doing this, we didn't have
the opportunity to tell you there with all the confusion. But
the SPAS is a little warm, and we needed to cool it down, so wewanted to go to a cool attitude, and we'll be sending you up a
teleprinter message that will provide some changes to this
afternoon's activities. For example, the first one at 1+35, will
be to delete the yaw sensor. At 1+35 in the CAP.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, I got most of that, we
figured it was probably a heating problem on the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Vance, we propose that he presses on with
his normal timeline of doing the MEV's task, and we also suggest
if time permits to add a force evaluation getting the device at
the MEV station and that's on FS11 and 12 box 19.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
open.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
Bob.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, copy that. Did you get that, Bruce.

Roger

.

You can add some ML 86, page - -

Okay.

- - Main A and B, MMU port heaters A and B due to

Okay, that's in work, Bob.

I think the umbilicals are already disconnected,

Okay, (garble) circuits. Okay, Vance.

Say again?

That's okay, we've already got that.

Okay.

Challenger. Houston, we're going to do bio-
stretch on the alpha camera if that's okay with you

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to do (garble) on
the alpha camera, if that's ok with you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
attitudes.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
those motions?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
to me.
SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry, you can have it.

Ok, thank you.

Going back.

Piece of cakel

Ok, it looks good.

You're doing good, Ron.

All right, what do you want to do next?

Vance, what do I want to do next?

Let's do your hand controller checkouts, your

What?

Your attitude, let me pitch and yaw a bit.

I'm not following you.

I want to pitch you forward, Bruce.

Ok.

Taking you back. Yawing left, are you feeling

Yes, they're very slow.

Yawing right, you're in (garble) too.

Really?

Yes, rolling to the right.

(garble) Bob, problems, (garble) what's happening

You working on the (garble)

.

Stand by, Bruce.

Bob?

Yes?
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SPACECRAFT Tell you what happened to me, th^y got the ine
trees too tar out po that when you pull the strap down over them,
you re really - they got the pine trees too far in, so when youpuxl the strap down over it hard, you're missing it. There's
really too much slack, so what you got to do is feel for the pinetrees with your finger aid just sort of push them down over it.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

SPACECRAFT Did that help any?

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure did.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bruce, we're ready to put the - -

SPACECRAFT I'm still rearrangine the furniture here.

SPACECRAFT I * 11 stand by for your call.

SPACECRAFT Ok, let's go forward.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we're going to go forward.

SPACECRAFT In my coordinates.

SPACECRAFT Got ya.

SPACECRAFT Little more, a little more, little bit more, keep
going, a little bit more, a little more, a little more, keepgoing, keep going a little bit more. Ok, now let's go down on mycoordinates some. y

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Challenger

, Houston, reading you loud and clear

SPACECRAFT Ok, John, we ran about 5 minutes over on our
alloted time on the dump, but wanted to show you a little of theMFR work — —

Going down.

Houston, Challenger.

Challenger, Houston, go.

Houston, Challenger,

Roger, Challenger, Houston, loud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, reading you Xoud and clear.

anottecftime of^he "dSmp Et™?e1V^""* 8 °Ver °" °«
MFR work if you were able to receivf ?? /°U * Uttle of the
the dump you want, right?

6lve lfc
- Understand that's all

it was really TeTt 'and^en i * *? VanCe
'

and b* the way,

were trying to do.
ear up a little bit of what we

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

and^e needed To^ooT^1^2^ a little ™«
why I asked you af?er gLw 2 wa" ffni^J f

old atfc itude so that-

a

particular attitude I sent you to And
9° t0 that

you that will provide £ S^ir^^.r.^iS..0

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

now°and the first SthuTJhaS, That message is onboard
1 Plus 35.

"ivity that changes is the yaw sensor test at

SPACECRAFT okay, copy.

the^ddeck camera^^rrig^t^p^-n^. 3^-^' We *' e ^"ing
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Ita. ^go^t' ™n ^ ™

to you.
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y
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misalignment of about an
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lock and get the connector engaged and th~
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?
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.

cara«a back
guide that is on the the iniLr„Li" ° tne lock position the cable
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°able that's nearest
which is mounted on the fixed J\Z ™ t0 one cable 9«ide
that the ifm went nominally

f the Camera and oth^ than
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CAPCOM Okay, we understand and your configuration sounds
good to us.

SPACECRAFT Ron is telling me we're getting no pan or tilt
(garble) because all the circuit - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Could you, you came through alittle broken. Could you repeat your last statement please.

SPACECRAFT We are trying to get it to pan and tilt right nowto see if it'll do that.

CAPCOM Okay.

PA0 Th is is Mission Control Houston at 5 days, 1 hour,
2 minutes mission elapsed time. We have about 9 1/2 minutes
remaining m this pass through the tracking data relay
satellite. Crew has been told that they can deactivate thp
Shuttle Pallet Satellite and they will be letting that cool
off. Some of the experiments mounted on the SPAS have been
giving the payloads people some difficulties. Thev think that it
may be a thermal problem. They want to let it cool off for awhile. Handover is currently going on here in the Mission
Control Center. Orbiter systems in general looking in good
shape. The Spacecraft is in a 149 by 156 nautical mile orbit.
Projections on the weather for the nominal end of mission landinqsite at KSC look good at the present time and weather is also
projected to be good at the Edwards site. We have been seeing
downlink television, some of it video taped during yesterday's
spacewalk. Some of that tape recorded video we had seen and some
we had not seen.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
,

- - at the present time and weather is also
projected to be good at the Edwards site. We have been seeing
downlink television, some of it video taped during yesterday's
spacewalk. Some of that tape recorded video we had seen and some
we had not seen and we also had some live cabin television and
the crew was also checking out a camera that they are going to
reinstall in the payload bay tomorrow, one that had malfunctioned
early in the flight. The crew brought it in on their spacewalk
yesterday and have been switching it out with one of the cabin
cameras and they will put it back out in the cargo bay which will
aid in our views of the spacewalk to take place early tomorrow
morning

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you. One minute to
Botswana LOS. TDRS is in and out so we may not see you again
till Guam 1 plus 32.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we just got a good pass over South Africa
here.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Do you know if there 1 s a
tropical storm or a tropical depression or something like that
over Madagascar?

CAPCOM We'll check with weather for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

PA0 -his is Mission Control Houston 5 days, 1 hour, 17
minutes mission elapsed time. The Change-of -Shif t Press
Conference with off-going Flight Director is scheduled for
approximately 8:45 this morning. That's about a 15 minute delay
from the previous schedule to allow a little more time to
complete the handover. And we also have the 9:30 briefing, NASA
Administrator James Beggs and Lewis Lehr, the Chairman of the
Board of 3M Corporation, will hold a joint press conference at
NASA Headquarters at 9:30 am central time to make an important
announcement about a materials processing research program in
space. That one's at 9:30. For that Press Conference, reporters
from the Johnson Space Center and the Kennedy Space Center will
be able to participate via 2 way audio in a televised conference
with questions and answers directed to NASA Headquarters in
Washington or the 3M Corporation in St. Paul, Minnesota. Mission
Control Houston 5 days, 1 hour, 31 minutes mission elapsed
time. We're standing by for acquisition through the Guam station
on orbit #82.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Guam for 8
minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Hello, John, We got you loud and clear through
Guad.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear too.

SPACECPAPT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger John. We concluded the checkout on the
refurbished camera D. On the flight deck and the middeck outletswe can't get either the pan or the tilt function on one to
work. We were wondering if that's something that's supposed tobe capable of being commanded through the middeck and the flight
deck outlets. Otherwise, the camera seems to work okay, over.

CAPCOM Roge- and I'll let you know if INCO has an idea.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. A note back up to you on yourcamera question. 1 y

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Okay Bruce, what we believe is that you should beable to command pan and tilt from both the middeck or the fliqhtdeck and if you can't that function is just broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much. We sort of suspected
that might be the case but we weren't sure.

CAPCOM Roger that and be advised on this Hawaii pass, wewill be running an encryption test at Hawaii only so I'll 1^

Hawaii
encryption switch caHs as we go LOS Guam and as we go LOS

SPACECRAFT Okay John.

END OF TAPE
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on?v°!L t -nV we win be run"ing an encryption test at Hawaii
rniX a «

1 ?25 ing en? ryPtion switch calls as we go LOSGuam and as we go LOS Hawaii. y

SPACECRAFT Ok John.Sa M
ch?llenger, Houston. We're going LOS Guam in 40seconds. We need the encryption to TR please.

SPACECRAFT Ok John, encryption is going TR now.

CAPCOM Thank you and we'll see you at Hawaii in 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll see you there.

PAO Mission Control Houston 5 days, 1 hour, 40 minutesMission Elapsed Time. We've lost contact with the Challenqerthrough the Guam station and will be pickino up in about 5-1/2minutes over Hawaii. This is Mission Control Houston at 5 days,

LdTh^f i
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're about a minuteand a half away from picking up over the Hawaii station. We have

rh™«« J UL^. S
S
hedule conflicts -o go ahead and cancel theChange-of-Shift Press Conference with the off-going FliqhtDirector Randy Stone. The handover not fully complete here inMission Control at the present time. The oncoming FliqhtDirector Harold Draughon continuing to discuss with his people afew minor changes m plans for the afternoon and the handover

conf?lJ
U
wi?h

e^ t0 Wh6re WG tMnk that the Press Conference might
1

n
w h the one com^g up at 9:30 and the fact that therehave been no significant items occur during the last shift, noproblems of Orbiter systems of any significance. We'll go ahead

££«„
C
2
n<

?
el that Change-of-Shift Press Conference. The crew hasbeen doing some troubleshooting with a water tank dump valve,that s a minor work-around problem and they have been asked todeactivate the SPAS, the Shuttle Pallet Satellite. May be some

*hll™rl
flc " lt

l
es th

?
re interfering with the experiments.They're going to turn that off and let it cool off for a while

fhf f
6
! ilta

tiVate
i

fc later
'

We got some downlink television onthe last TDRS pass of activities yesterday and some of thechangeout of the camera for the payload bay. Repeating, we're

hSnSn^K
9h^e

.
R
^
ndy S^nS Change-of-Shift Press Conference as the

nfSn
over has taken a little longer than expected and Stone hasbeen unable to leave the console while his relief Flight Director

5 5
eer\ tal * ing with the new sh ift coming on. We will qo aheadand delete that Change-of-Shift Press Conference so o

Beaas^nd ^ ? lth .Jhe 9 :30 briefing with NASA Administrator JimBeggs and the President of the 3M Corporation coming up at 9:30.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 6-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Hey, we got Jerry back with us.

CAPCOM That's affirm. Good morning guys.

SPACECRAFT Did you get all rested up after yesterday.

CAPCOM That's a negative.

SPACECRAFT We're keeping you pretty, we kept you pretty busy,
I guess

.

CAPCOM yes, I thought my workload was going to come downby 50 percent when you guys left town.

SPACECRAFT Just went up, huh?

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The HRM folks want to know their activation timeit was day 5, 003530. '

CAPCOM Copy that Bob, thank you, and while we're taking
attitude checks this morning, how do you guys feel after vourendeavors yesterday?

SPACECRAFT Great.

CAPCOM Ready to have at it again tomorrow, right?

SPACECRAFT Ready and willing.

SPACECRAFT The crew's in great shape here, Jerry. I think
everybody^ just feeling on top of the world for the most part, Imean physically. A couple of disappointments on the mission but
as far as adapting to 0g and everything, why it's really great.

CAPCOM Copy all that Vance. We certainly had a good timewatching you all yesterday, and you're the talk of the world thismorning

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT just feeling on top of the world for the most part,
I mean physically. A couple of disappointments on the mission,but as far as adapting to Og and everything, why it's really
great.

CAPCOM Copy, all that Vance. We certainly had a good time
watching you all yesterday and you know you're the talk of theworld this morning.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm even willing to go out and kick at thosefoot restraints some more.

SPACECRAFT We're most of the way through the maintenance

^nS ^!e
MSr

r
T°£!^

re
-

n°W
*

We ' v
?

got the water recharge completeand the MMU batteries are on charge and I can read you down the
percentages from tank C in a couple of minutes, (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce. We'll be standing by for those, and
thanks for the status. And Challenger, Houston. We've found cutthat the weather you were looking at down there around Madagascarwas rot a tropical storm. It was, however, a long extended
troug... it extended all the way from the southeast coast ofAfrica, past Madagascar and out into the Indian Ocean for quite a

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. Thanks Jerry. That's what we wereseeing and we saw some rotations in the thing that lead us tobelieve that maybe it might be either building into a storm or adepression or something like that. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT We talked it over onboard and we decided that inorder to share all the good deals Vance and I get to go outsidetomorrow. ^

CAPCOM That sounds fair to me Hoot, and for your
information you guys, we've got some company up there thismorning. The Soviets launched at 6:08 a.m., they're going up torendezvous with the salute. And for your information, that makesan all time record having 8 f-lks in space at one time.

SPACECRAFT Well, how about that.

SPACECRAFT Oh great. It's really getting to be populated up

SPACECRAFT Actually only two life forms. Make su-e we keeptnat (garble) .
^

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, Ron says he's going to fight all of usto go out outside tomorrow and I think he's tougher than any ofus, so we may have to listen to him.
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CAPCOM Roger, I don't think I'd want to have to argue withnim. *

SPACECRAFT Fortunately, my suit's too small for any of them soI'm not worried.

CAPCOM copy that Bob, but it sounds like your feet are too

SPACECRAFT Yes, I was told you have to get use to boots thatdon;t fit right. If I told a lie that big lightening wouldstrike up and wipe us out. There she is, Hoot, talks to her at
length about spaceflight. At least that's what he told Mary thelast time I heard her.

1

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 30 seconds LOS Hawaii.
Configure encryption to bypass. Two minutes to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry. Encryption going bypass. See you onTDRS •

pAO Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 1 hour, 54 minutes
mission elasped time. We've lost the contact through the Hawaiistation and we'll pick up in just a little bit less than a minute-
through the tracking data relay satellite on orbit number 82.

SPACECRAFT - - where the SPAS is going to be is rioht up above
there. ~ ^

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Did you close the bag. Like a piece oftrash. r

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We seem to be getting Bobon air-to-ground. ^

SPACECRAFT Say that again Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger. Bob, I think your hitting air-to-ground
when your trying to do ICOM.

PA0
.

Mission Control Houston 5 days, 2 hours, 6 minutej
mission elasped time. Challenger passing over the southwestcoast of Mexico right now. Just a reminder that at 9:30 cent' al
time we will be having a joint press conference. NASAAdministrator James Beggs, and Lewis Lehr, the chairman -

END OF TAPE
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PA0
.

~ ~ Challenger passing ever the southwest coast of
Mexico right now. Just a reminder that at 9:30 central time we
will be having a joint press conference. NASA Administrator
James Beggs and Lewis Lehr, the Chairman of the Board of 3M
Corporation, will hold a joint press conference at NASA
Headquarters beginning at 9:30 am central standard time to make
an important anouncement about a materials processing research
program in space. Reporters from the Johnson Space Center and
the Kennedy Space Center will be able to participate via 2 way
audio in a televised conference with questions and answers
directed to NASA Headquarters in Washington or the 3M Corporationm St. Paul, Minnesota, Again, we'll have that joint press
conference beyinning at 9:30 this morning central time. This isMission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for somebody up front.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. We see the left OMS tanks coming downm pressure. We'd like to go ahead and repress the prop tanks on
the left side.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Hoot's got that one in work.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be advised we're qoinq to beturning on the MOMS.

SPACECRAFT And mostly scattered cloud cover under us.

CAPCOM Okay Vance. Copy that last part. A lot of clouds
underneath you or scattered at least.

SPACECRAFT That's right. It's, most places about 30 to 40
percent coverage along here.

CAPCOM Okay. We're going to turn the MOMS on and let it
heat up. I'm not exactly sure where they're planning to do their
data take.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control Houston 5 days, 2 hours, 26
minutes mission elapsed time. We're less than 4 minutes awayfrom the start of the joint press conference on the commercial
use of space. That would be at 9:30 central time, 10:30 eastern
time coming up in just a few minutes here with NASA Administrator
James Beggs and Chairman of the Board of 3M Corporation, LewisLehr, holding a joint press conference, NASA Headquarters and 3MCorporation in St. Paul, Minnesota.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston going LOS TDRS. Guam next at
03 08.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, we'll see you there.

PAO Mission Control Houston 5 days, 2 hours, 48 minutes
mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal through the
tracking data relay satellite and we'll pick up again in 20
minutes over the Guam station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston at Guam for 7 minuses.

SPACECRAFT Roger Jerry, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay Vance, I've got several notes for you. First
of all, we're sending message 45 charlie mass spec program 6
procedures updates. Also, I'd like to talk a little bit about
COAS and your H20 supply water dump procedures.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Vance. We'd like to have a little of a bit of
a status on what you found when you looked at the COAS mounting
plate. Was it secure? Did you find any problems there?

SPACECRAFT I didn't find any problems with it. Are you
finding a scatter or a bias?

CAPCOM We're finding both. We're finding about a half
degree of bias and quite a bit of scatter in the marks you've
been taking both yesterday and after you did the inspection
today. Also, did you verify Vance that the barrel was indexed
firmly to the ~Z position?

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure did. It's been in that position the
whole mission and it was checked each time.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. Just for your information, the
set that you did before we depressed the cabin looks solid. It
was probably in the tightest cluster we've ever had on a bunch of
COAS marks. But the two that you've done since - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - about a half degree of bias and quite a bit of
scattering the marks that you have been taking both yesterday and
after you did the inspection today. Also did you verify, Vance,
that the barrel was indexed firmly to the -z position.

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure did. It's been in that position the
whole mission, and it was checked each time.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, just for your information, the set
that you did before we depress the cabin looks solid, it was
probably in the tightest cluster we've ever had on a bunch of
COAS marks. But the two that you've done since we depressed have
been fairly large biases and a lot of scatter in them.

SPACECRAFT And would you expect any bias, I know you wouldn't
expect scatter, but would you expect any bias?

CAPCOM We probably expected some, Vance, but not to the
magnitude that we got.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, I don't know what to say. It seemed
like the marks the last couple of times were not all that
different from the first time.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. I guess just one final note on
the COAS right now, we plan right now on doing an additional COAS
cal, once we have repressed to 147.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

CAPCOM Okay, next is the H20 supply dump. Vance, we would
like you to go over to R12, ensure that the dump valve enable
nozzle heater is on. We'd then like to take the supply H20 dump
valve to closed, hold it for 5 seconds, looking for the talkback,
close. After holding it 5 seconds, we'd like to go to open, hold
it 5 seconds, and hopefully we'll see the talkback go open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, want to go over to check, verify, that the
supply dump heater is on, and tnen after that, take the H20 dump
valve, go - well, cycle it 5 minutes open, then 5 minutes closed.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, all good, we'd like 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT 5 seconds open, 5 seconds closed.

CAPCOM Roger that, and we're looking to see if we get a
talkback open this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, Vance, I want to make
sure we got things straight. On the dump valve we would like to
go to close for 5 seconds, and then to open for 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'm looking at the panel now, and the
dump valve, enable slash nozzle heater was off, and the dump
valve is closed, and I just turned the heater on, you want me to
hold off or do this procedure immediately, and that would be to
hit it closed for 5 seconds and open for 5 seconds, observing the
talkback. ^

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, the temps and aline are okay, we'd
like you to go ahead and enable the dump valve, the nozzle, thedump valve enable nozzle heater on, and then go ahead hold closedfor 5 seconds and then open for 5.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work. Okay, that was performed, closed
and then opened for 5 seconds each. No change in the talkback,
it remains closed.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, Vance, you're go then to turn thedump valve enable nozzle heater switch to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, switch to coming off.

CAPCOM And Vance, I've got one change for you on message
39, if you can find it. That's a TMBU summary number 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if it's the TMBU summary, it's downstairs,
why don't I just copy what the change is and then go down and
look for it.

CAPCOM That's fine Vance, on line 14, you should move
those 2 parameters one column each to the left. That will make
the SM alert numbers low 42.0, high 90.0. And the 42.0 is the
one underlined, that's the one that's been changed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and that was message 39.

CAPCOM That's affirm, we're less then 30 seconds to LOS,
Hawaii next in 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's affirm, we're less then 30 seconds to LOS,
Hawaii next in 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 7-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, loud and clear. And we have your
teleprinter message on the Mass Spec procedures change.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Your test on the supply water over-board dump with
Hoot. What are your conclusions now, can you say, do think the
line is frozen up definitely?

CAPCOM That essentially is our conclusion on that, Vance,
yes, we think the valve is frozen closed.

SPACECRAFT Spacecraft attitude change some time or another
help to unfreeze it?

CAPCOM We're looking at it, we're rather doubtful it'd
help, but we're thinking about it.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we see that you've set up your
track option for your next manuever. We'd likt you to go to
track on that one.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, by popular demand we have a switch
hit request on A7 when somebody is back there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, A7.

CAPCOM MADS strain gage to PCM enable, please.

SPACECRAFT Standy by. Ok, MADS strain gage to PCM is enabled.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry, I just checked or double checked andwe have the next manuever set up. Looks ok to me, -z solar
mertial target for body vector 3. And was there a DAP chanqe, Imean, yes, a DAP change?

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, we concur that it's set up properly
We'd like you to go do an ITEM 19 to take it to track.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going LOS Hawaii, TDRS in 1.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control Houston at 5 days, 3 hours
47 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. The Challenger has just crossedthe equator moving south on its ground track, orbit #83 and isabout to cross the coast of South America at the present time.
Things are fairly quiet here in Mission Conrol, a few changes toexperiment activities later in the day on the SPAS working withthe Mass Spectrometer.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

Roger, Vance, finally got you that was a long 1

SPACECRAFT Ok.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a couple of switchesm the middeck if someone's available.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'll get them.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, the f;.rst one is M032M, you can go ahead
and turn LAH 02 valve 5 back to open, start flowing 02.

SPACECRAFT Ok, it's open.

CAPCOM And the second one Vance - -

SPACECRAFT That's M032M.

CAPCOM That's affirm LAH 02 valve 5 to open. The second
one is ML31 Charlie, we would like supply H20 tank delta outletto close.

CAPCOM
minute

SPACECRAFT Ok, supply H20 tank delta outlet is closed,
talkback closed. '
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CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and that's permitting us to isolate
tank C.

SPACECRAFT And I was noticing we'll need to pump up a little
oxygen pretty soon. Do you concur on that, Houston?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, stand by. I think that's why they
had you turn that LEH valve back on, we'll start flowing 02 thruthat little orifice.

SPACECRAFT I see, ok.

CAPCOM And that's been confirmed, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and no manual - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT pretty soon, do you concur on that Houston?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, standby. I think that's why they had
you turn that LEH valve back to on. We'll start flowinq 02through that little orifice.

SPACECRAFT I see, okay.

CAPCOM And that's been confirmed Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no manual procedure necessary then other than

CAPCOM we don't think so. challenger, Houston. Vance, beadvised we'll be sending you a *k.w state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

P*°
.

Mission Control at 5 days, 3 hours, 57 minutesmission elasped time. In a couple of minutes, we'll have aplayback of some earlier tape recorded video that was dumped tothe ground of EVA 1. That is coming up here at 11:00 central
time, satellite playback of the orbit 81 VTR dump of EVA 1Challenger is out over the continent of South America at thepresent time, orbit number 83. In the Control Center here,
troubleshooting just a couple of minor anomalies. The crew hadearlier turned off the SPAS, allowed it to cool off, and thenthey re going to be operating it a little later this afternoon.They will be doing the yaw sensor and solar cell experiments aswell as the mass spectrometer activation. We're about an hour,at the present time, away from the beginning of the presleep
activity which is usually the end of the day wrap up things
including meal preparation and IMU alignments, that sort of
thing, toward the end of the day. And we're getting to thatpoint of the day where we will have very little crew
communication very shortly. They are working some of the SPAS
experiments and there was some troubleshooting of the valve
problem on one of the water tanks. Earlier this morning we hadthe weather report from a Flight Dynamics Officer that weather atboth potential landing sites for the weekend looks good. This isMission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We would like you to performstep 3 of the solar cell experiment please.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 7 minutes till LOS TDRS.Guam next at 04 45.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we only heard the first - - call 7 minutesCO LUb

•

CAPCOM Okay. 7 minutes till LOS. Guam next at 04 45.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry.

.

This is Mission Control Houston at 5 days, 4 hours,
23 minutes mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signalthrough the range of the tracking data relay satellite at thevery end of orbit #83. Challenger out over the Indian Ocean. Bestarting orbit #84 very shortly and we're about 22 minutes awayfrom picking up contact with the crew again. That will be overthe Guam station, a fairly short pass, just a maximum elevation

de ^ r
5
es and ^en we'll pick up over Hawaii about 33 minutesfrom now for a fairly long pass. Spacecraft will comepractically right

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ ~ short pass, just a maximum elevation of 4
degrees and then we'll pick up over Hawaii about 33 minutes fromnow for a fairly long pass. Spacecraft will come practically
right down over the island chain on that pass. Crew is going
through some of the experiment operations with the SPAS, it was
powered off earlier to allow it to cool down. Some of the
experiment difficulties that they'd had earlier with were
attributed to a thermal condition. They powered it down to cool
off for a period of time and then reinitiated some experiment
operations. Some of those experiment operations to be occurring
a little bit later this afternoon. The crew is about 30 minutes
away from the closeout of the routine activities today on the
timeline. They get into their presleep activity in about half anhour and they're due to go to bed for the night about 3 pm this
afternoon. The presleep activity is a 3 hour period that
involves a number of things, but it's primarily not timely or not
tightly timelmed period in which the crew can preoare and eattheir evening meal, do some of the housekeeping functions onboard
the spacecraft, catch up with any left over items from earlier inthe day that they would like to keep up with. And they will be
getting up to start their next day, flight day 7, about 11 pm
central time and they'll be getting into the preparations for the
second spacewalk of this flight, additional checkouts of the
Manned Manuevering Units and a series of docking practices with
the SPAS, the Shuttle Pallet Satellite rotating on the end of the
!™.??^ m?°h ?I

lic
^
1 arm

*
.

That wil1 simulate the task that will be
ich
ith

L . by the
astronauts. At 5 days, 4 hours, 27 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston 5 days, 4 hours, 45
minutes. We're standing by for a brief pass over the Guam
station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 5minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi Mary, welcome aboard.

CAPCOM Howdy, nice to be back with you today.

SPACECRAFT Same here. What's going on down there? it's aboutalmost supper time up here.

CAPCOM Well, it's lunch time down here, and I guess J^rryhad to jump out and get some lunch.

SPACECRAFT Been turned around getting a lot of SPAS data andother data for you today.
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CAPCOM Thanks. Yes, everybody down here seems real happy
today. Seems like it's going real well. Challenger, Houston/
Be advised we just sent up 2 teleprinter messages 46 alpha and

Ok, we'll look for them.

Mission Control standing by for acquisition through

Challenger, Houston with you over Hawaii for 8

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, and if you don't have anything, are
you watching CRT 2?

CAPCOM Roger, we'll watch.

SPACECRAFT Ok. End of test.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. We were watching it.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy. We were watching it,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds LOS here atHawaii, we re going to drop you for a couple of minutes and thenpick you up through TDRS

.

J?

A0 This is Mission Control at 5 hours, 5 days 5

ranap'n?
n
?h«

minut<
r
s minion elapsed time. Challenger out of therange of the Hawaii station. We have about a minute and a halfgap before we pick up through the tracking data relaysatellite. This is the point in the day where the FlightControllers here in Mission Control are beginning to review thecondition of the systems onboard, decide what water dumps need'tobe done, what quantities to hold in what tanks, that sort ofthing, to have the ship all settled down for the night so thecrew can get a good night sleep without any alarms of any kinddisturbing them. We are in the scheduled crew presleep periodnow during which they would prepare their evening meal and do afew other minor tnings before the start of the scheduled sleepperiod about 3 this afternoon. About 30 seconds away fromreacquiring through the TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, too, Hooter.

?^0M
^ .

And chaHenger, Houston. Have a request for asoftware dump when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ok, go ahead.

rt^°
M

a .u ,

Roger
-

We would to see a software dump ofGPC1 and that's to try to help us troubleshoot the CRT 2 powercycles that you performed. And you can do that by using the malfbook page 5-70. It's the DIPS SSR2 GPC software initiated memorydump, over. 1

Malf
E
5-70? SSR2^'

We ' U ^ yOU
* Software d^P for GPCl,

CAPCOM Sounds good. And also Hooter, that's at yourconviemence. No rush.

SPACECRAFT Ok, also Mary for - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through AGO

"also"™
8 dr °P °Ut 3nd Hooter

'
if vou,d say everything aft

We
er
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SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary. We also will pump the cabin during
presleep - - believe tnat we should pump it up with 02.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We concur with pumpinq
the cabin up with 02.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks Mary.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. ECCOM's request inq that
you go to 10-5 like you did last night.

SPACECRAFT Ok, will do, Mary. We'll take it to 10.5.

PAO Mission Control Houston 5 days, 5 hours, 30 minutesMission Elapsed Time. The crew is bringing up the pressure in
the cabin atmosphere up to 10.5 psi from the 10.15 that it'shovering around right now. They're bringing that up with
additional oxygen and that will set them for the night and thepressure will gradually creep down to about the 10.2 level fortomorrows' EVA activities.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Ok Mary, and I'll do the software dump now. Hoot's
getting the pressure adjustment.

CAPCOM Ok, we're standing by. And also Vance, we did send
up in AGO teleprinter messages 48 and 49. The 48 is presleep
activity - - f f

END Oi? TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, we're standing by. And also Vance, we did
send up in AGO teleprinter messages 48 and 49. The 48 is
presleep activities for you, a couple of them. And then a block
weather update on 49.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control. During some of the
recent conversations Capcom Mary Cleave asked the crew to prepare
for a software dump off of GPC 1 to help them, help the ground
controllers troubleshoot a peculiar item they have observed on
CRT 2 associated with the power cycles on that display. Appears
to be functioning normal. Apparently they've seen a couple of
hiccups in the way that thing has worked and they have asked the
crew to ship them the software out of general purpose computer
number 1 to see if there is any clue to some of the odd things
they have seen off that CRT. Crew is bringing the cabin
atmosphere up now. It's, bring it around 10.3. They've got to
bring it up to 10.5 before the evening. Challenger is on orbit
number 84 just crossing the east coast of South America down at,
near the lower reaches of its groundtrack about 28 and 1/2
degrees south latitude and is moving out over the south
Atlantic. This is the point of the day prior to crew sleep, when
the flight controllers are reviewing the Orbiter systems. Trying
to make sure that everything will be properly configured for the
night, that the quantities of water in the water storage tanks
are at a reasonable level, that the fuel cells have been purged,
that the cabin atmosphere is in good shape, and all of the other
associated maintenance functions are taken care of so that the
crew will not be awakened during the night by any alarms calling
for them to make any of those adjustments during the night. The
crew in about an hour will be powering off the shuttle pallet
satellite, it has been running some additional experiments, later
this afternoon. And they will be turning that off in about an
hour. It's about 2 hours and 25 minutes remaining before we put
the crew to bed for the night. Usually the last communication
with the crew is sometime before that as they try and let the
crew follow their own pace during this presleep activity
period. That period is a block of time about 3 hours in the crew
activity plan during which the crew can prepare their evening
meal and eat it and finish up any last minute items. It's not
intended to be a time where they conduct experiments, although it
usually is, does involve some end of the day wrap up of
experiments.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Software dump's complete. It's on OPS
recorder 1, track 2, reverse. Percent of tape about 55 to 60 and
MET is 5 days, 5 hours, 34 minutes, 5 seconds.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Thanks.
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SPACECRAFT Roger,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. No crew action required, just
wanted to let you know that the MOMS data take is complete and
that's all wrapped up for the rest of the flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good. Understand, sure hope it all
turns out.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Challenger, Houston. We'd
like to do a waste tank dump with one delta this evening, and if
you'd go to ML 31 charlie, to start with, just one step, and take
the waste water dump valve enable nozzle heater to on.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - and if you would go to ML 31 Charlie, to start
with, Dust 1 step, and take the waste water dump valve enable
nozzle heater to on.

SPACECRAFT Ok, you want us to do that now, is that what I'mhearing?

CAPCOM Roger, just to set up for the dump, we'd like one
action on ML 31 Charlie waste water dump valve enable nozzle
heater on, and then on our call, we'll ask you dump the waste
tank to 0 percent.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'm going down there to get that heater now,
Mary. '

CAPCOM Roger, Hooter, we've got one change to that dump
procedure for this evening, so if you wanted to grab your orbit
ops checklist on the way back up and I'll talk to you about thatwhen you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Ok Mary, I'm with you on pg 5 dash - -

CAPCOM Ok, Hooter, pg 5-4, and if you go over on pg 5-5,
under step 2 dump termination, that first callout on ML 31
Charlie, we would like you to leave the waste water dump isol
valve open.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's what we did on the other dump too, was
leave the waste water dump isol valve open and I'll leave thatopen again.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, and we just wanted the heaters on so
ECOM could take a look at the data while we're still here under
the TDRS umbrella.

SPACECRAFT Ok, sounds good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, on that message 44-alpha that we sent
up on the SPAS ops updates, there was a callout for, at 5 days, 5hours, and 50 minutes, about 5 minutes from now, you were suppose
to perform Mass Spec activation, and we'd like you to know it'salready on and so that could be deleted, however, payloads would
like to know how close to the -z you were able to get the Mass
Spec.

SPACECRAFT Mary, it looks like right now that the Mass Spec isabout 10 or 15 degrees from being -Z

.
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CAPCOM Ok, copy that, and also we'd like to get some
verification that you did receive the 2 teleprinter messages that
we sent to you at AGO. y

SPACECRAFT Ok, let me check - -

SPACECRAFT And Mary, we just received message 49A.

CAPCOM We copy you just got message 49.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, we do have 44 Alfa that's the one on the
Mass Spec.

CAPCOM Roger, we need a verification on 48 and 49, which
we just sent over AGO. And you said you did get 49, did you qet
the 48 also? ^

SPACECRAFT Ok, stand by while we make sure, Mary.

CAPCOM Ok, sorry to keep running you around like this.
Challenger, Houston, if it'll help you out, 48 was sent after 49,and 48 is a block weather update.

SPACECRAFT Ok, 48' s the weather update. Ok, yes, we have it,
that threw us off as it came after 49A, but it's right on the
same sheet of paper.

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, Vance, they switched the order around
because 49 had a higher priority. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we wanted to verify that in your IMU
align roll startracker that you are doing step #2 of pg 7-4
initiate roll at sunset, where you are doing an LVLH auto-track.

SPACECRAFT Yes that's affirmative, Mary, the note, well the
note on step 6 in Mass Spec confused us momentarily, but that's
the way we're doing it.

CAPCOM Copy. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, for Hoot, there will be no waste water dump
tonight. The signature on that dump nozzle heater looks about
the same as the one previously on your water dump nozzle, so we'd
like to hold and just back out of this dump for this evening.
Take your waste water dump valve enable nozzle heater on ML 31Charlie back to off.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, for Hoot,
tonight. The signature on that
as the one previously, on your
like to hold, and just back out
Take your waste water dump valv
charlie, back to off. And, we'
morning. Challenger, Houston,
we'll talk to you at Guam, 6+24
backing out of the waste water

there will be no waste water dump
dump nozzle looks about the same

water dump nozzle. So we would
of this dump for this evening,

e enable nozzle heater on, ML 31
11 work on dumping tomorrow
we're about 30 seconds LOS and

and did you copy the last on
dump.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, Mary, Vance is on his way down
to shut it off.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we're having trouble keeping the mass spec in
the -Z direction. It goes there, holds for a few seconds, and
then goes back to -X. It's holding at the moment, we started the
roll maneuver. Still holding.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT It went back to +X after the maneuver had started
and I did a - (garble)

.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days, 6

hours, 2 minutes, mission elasped time. We have loss of signal
with the Challenger, through the tracking data relay satellite at
the start of orbit number 85. And we'll pick up again in about
22 minutes for a very brief pass, over the Guam station, just
over the edge of the range of that station. May not be any
communications through that one. And after that, 30 minutes from
now, 31 minutes from now, we'll pick up over the Hawaii
station.

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam, for 2

Okay, Mary, we got you loud and clear.

You're loud and clear too.

And, Mary, we have completed (garble)

Challenger, Houston, you're cutting out, say again.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we show that we are suppose to deactivate the
SPAS now that mass spec (garble) is done.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.
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CA;> :0M And also I have a question for Bobby Stewart when
he's able to answer one.

SPACECRAFT i bby w i 1 1 be on in a minute.

CAPCOM Okay, thinks.

SPACECRAFT Mary, whiie you're waiting for Bob to come up, the,
I take it that the m<r,s :;oec deactivation, we ought to omit them,
item 6-

'
as well. The, we were expected to omit it in the

previou step, but it ' not address that rstep 1, over,

CAPCOM That's ai.tirmative, Ron, we, the pay load quvs would
like everything powered d< <wn for the U jht.

"
"

SPACECR '" °T Okay, Mary, what you need?

CAPCOM "ood evn.^ag, Bob, we'd lik- in know if -ou think
ou're jolng ha/e an,- problems doing Lie l./dro-ene -xoeriment,
comorrow >ecause of you.- PFR problem?

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry, you broke up, could vou say that a ain
:>loaso?

CAPCOM Roger, because of your portable foot restraint
problem in the p. <vious EVA, the guys down here were wont -ring

i.at woulu create any special problems for you doing the
hyJ> >/.. - . .. i men t in the EVA tomorrow?

SPACECRAFT l don't t ; once I get in there, I'm t,till
wedged in, it 1

:, not a biy ching, it's just getting into and -
into them and oi;t -,f them that's a problem,

CAPCOM Copy that,

SPACECRAFT And, Mary, my opinion yc ;terd.iy wa: bad because T
had to do so many translations, T wa:-. . unning all ovo. the Lv->.-,
tomorrow we are mostly staying in fi<ed spacer, either the MSil' <,r
(garble) so I don't see that thaf's a bi i problem. Of course,
I'd like the boots that fit b>.' i

..
' s no big thing for tonorr

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thanks, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I didn't

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, copy, thanks, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I wasn't sure if I made my question clear
last time, I was questioning the fact that in the previous step
we were instructed to delete Mass Spec shield close. The item
6+1, but we were not instructed to do so in step 7, deactivation,
where we are again asked to perform an item 6+1. The question is
do we delete it in step 7, or perform that step as written,

CAPCOM We're checking on that now for you, Ron, and we're
about 20 seconds LOS, we'll talk to you through Hawaii at 6+33.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO Mission Control Houston, we'll be getting some
Earth views from the spacecraft at 1:44, spacecraft TV being
downlinked and we're in acqusition through the Hawaii station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with thru Hawaii for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT H. Mary, we've got you.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, too. Got a couple items
for you.

SPACECRAFT Ok, ready to copy.

CAPCOM First of all, answering Ron's question left from
Guam, they want you to do that Mass Spec deactivation with 6+1,
they do need the shield work done, and so it's to be performed as
originaly written.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Also, they didn't get Ron on UHF through Guam, and
so we'd like him to check his UHF con fig.

SPACECRAFT Ok, yes, he had that changed for some VTR recording
that he was doing, so we'll get that fixed.

CAPCOM Ok, fine and I have some changes to your CAP when
you're ready copy.

SPACECRAFT Ok, re.^dy.

CAPCOM At 5 days, 6 hours, 40 minutes, after the SPAS
deactivation that was scheduled in your teleprinter message of
#4 4-alpha, we'd like tc add, load PCMMU format per the orbit ops
.;nock:i i::t, lood formats 103 161.
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SPACECRAFT Ok, that's go to PCM formats 103 and 161 after SPASdeactivation.

CAPCOM Roger, and then also we would like you to FDA onyour Decom 4 disabled.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll do.

CAPCOM Then have 3, 2 items that we're going to give youin presleep here because they're real early and you might not getto them before your mail call tomorrow morning.

SPACECRAFT Ok, good idea, Mary.

CAPCOM At 5 days, 16 hours, and 10 minutes, we'd like to
add SPAS 01 activation per the Payload Ops checklist SPAS 01activation. At 5 days, 16 hours and 10 minutes, we'd like to addMass Spec, Step 1 for the Payload Ops SPAS 01, and that's a SPAS
01 attached experiment.

SPACECRAFT Ok, boy you're really going to out us to work
early, Mary, at 16:10 tomorrow morning, that's at 5 days 16:10,we will do SPAS activation and then ready the Mass Spec step 1.

CAPCOM That's a good readback. And Challenger, Houston,when you're ready to read down the IMU alignment numbers, GNC'dlike the info.

SPACECRAFT How about that, I was just getting ready to push
the button to ask you if you wanted to hear those Ok, whenyou're ready I'll read them.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars were 25 and 15, angle error 0.01, theangles reading across the delta X's: -0.03, -0.23, -0 08Reading across the delta Y's: +0.13, +0.02, -0.11. Delta %'s-
+0.13, -0.11, +0.28. Execution time, 5 days, 506:16:36.

CAPCOM Copy that, thanks. Challenger, Houston, we're
going LOS and we'll see you on TDRS in about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, talk to you then.

Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 6 hours, 41
minutes, we have loss of signal through the Hawaii station, we'llpick up in 3 minutes, on the tracking data relay satellite, wherewe will be getting some television, through the satellite ofearth views, downlink television from the Orbiter today. Crew
Dust has a little over an hour, about an hour and 15 minutes,
remaining in their day. They are already mote than half way intothe presleep period, during which they do the last minute clpan
up items for the day, prepare their evening meal, and consumethat, and make sure all the systems are buttoned down, and
Orbiter's systems are ready for the night. They'll get to worktirst thing in the morning, powering up the SPA's and some of itsexperiments before they begin their pre-EVA actvities. We'reabout 2 minutes away from picking up through tracking data relaysatellite. This is Mission Control. Mission Control, we haveacquisition through TDRS.

CAPCOM
now.

Challenger, Houst^.i, back with you through TDRS

SPACECRAFT That is not the component, but the pointing willhave to be 85 degrees out of point.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Challenger, Houston, with you
through Santigo. 1

SPACECRAFT Oh.

CAPCOM And Vance, if you're not using the bay cameras we'dlike to use them.

SPACECRAFT You can still have them, you want us to, we'll have
to look to see, I think we're off, so you want us to go tocommand? *

CAPCOM That's negative, Vance, you don't have to do
anything, we'll just take them over. And also if you have thatmiddeck speaker configuration along with the teleprinter, we havethe test message here, and if we don't get it up here it will bea while before we hit a site again.
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SPACECRAFT Yeah, we're just now getting around to presleep,
I'm not sure we've got that all set up, just a second. And Marydid you get the comment about the prop or did we have a drop
down. *

CAPCOM Must have dropped out say again.

SPACECRAFT We were just kidding around up here, Hoot was
looking at his RCS, how goes it chart, his OMs chart, and there'
so much excess propellant, we figured we will probabi ' have topoint about 85 degrees out of plane on the deorbit burn.

CAPCOM Copy that.

PA0 This is Mission Control, we're getting live
television downlink as the spacecraft just about to cross thecoast of south America.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, on the downstairs speaker, we're readyfor you to send us a teleprinter message.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. And Challenger, Honston,
they re sending you teleprinter message 50 alpha again, throuqhthis new configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 50 alpha.

CAPCOM Also on your RCA

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, 50 alpha.

CAPCOM Also on your RCS how goes it, suggestion, you'regoing to have a RCS optimum tig, with a 3 minute download. Tankfill coverage, above safe HP, and no waste in angle. And that'scalculating it with DTO 403 on flight day 8.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no wasting angles, good deal.

CAPCOM Roger, and triple down mode, if we don't pick youback up on TDRS after this AGO pass, we'll get you through
Ascension, at 7:17. And Challenger Houston, we didn't get that
teleprinter message up to you in the new configuration. We'lltry to send it to you at Ascension.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, loud and clear on TDRS.

CAPCOM Got one, couple more presleep activities for youtrom the ECONs. J

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead with them.

CAPCOM First of all on panel LI, we'd like you to take
your rad controller out temp to normal, and then take flashevaporator primary A to off and then on.

^E^AFLo ~ ay
'
Mar *' we took the ra <* out temps to normal,took the FES off and then back to on.

CAPCOM And then we'd like you to go ahead and verify,
PP02, caution and warning for the evening. Channel 34, which is
PP02 alpha at 3.2 volts dc. Channel 44, which is PP02 bravo,
verify 3.1 volts dc. That's the hardware, we'll do the software.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Mary, we'll check 34, 3.2; 44, at
3.1, that's the upper limit.

CAPCOM That sounds good. And Challenger, Houston, have a
sentence on your CRT 2 problem, well, at least a problem they'retrying to work out now. 1

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM First of all, this, there's nothing wrong with GPC
1 and there is nothing here that could cause the fail to syncproblem. What they think, if anything is wrong, they're going totrack it down to a BCE on DK 2, it's logging the wrong errors!
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SPACECRAFT Say the last sentence again please.

CAPCOM BCE to DK 2, it's logging the wrong errors.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

^°0M
*. fc w

An
f*
Vance

' it,s logging MSC's instead of initialtime outs they think.

SPACECRAFT Anyway only indication problem, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, no indication problems at
all.

pA0 And this is Mission Control 5 days, 7 hours, 10minutes, we've been getting live television downlink from theorbiter through the payload bay cameras. Orbiter is now over theSouth Atlantic having just passed over the lower half of SouthAmer ica

.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, with you over Ascension for acouple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Clear at Ascension.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear. And looks to us, like youshould have 50A onboard through Ascension using your mid speakerset up tor the evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll give it a check, we didn't get anythingthrough the speaker, so that part must be working.

CAPCOM That sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Ye-h, Mary, we're right in the middle of getting itnow. ^

CAPCOM Copy that.

Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS and we'lltalk to you through Guam at 7+57.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we'll see you at Guam,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, we're 30 seconds LOS and we'll talk to
you through Guam at 7+57.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we'll see you at Guam.

PAO This is Mission Control at 5 days, 7 hours, 38
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger has passed out of the
range of the Tracking Data Relay Satellite on orbit #86 and is
approaching the continent of India. We have about 20 minutes
remaining before the crew is put to bed for the night, completing
their activities for the day. Final checks of the Orbited
systems being conducted by the Flight Controllers here in mission
Control, and any necessary adjustments being read up to the
crew. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control at 5 days, 7 hours, 56
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're about to acquire
communication with the Challenger over the Guam station. We're
right at the start of the scheduled crew sleep period, so we may
not have any communication with the crew. For the last few hours
here in Mission Control, the flight planners and flight
controllers have been checking on the Orbiter's systems making
sure that everything is buttoned down for the night. All the
proper limits are set on the caution and warning system that the
crews cabin atmosphere is properly adjusted, fuel cells have been
purged, IMUs aligned Lithium Hydroxide cannisters changed out and
that sort of thing so that the crew is not awaked by any
necessity during the night to change any of those items. Crew's
due to get up about 11 pm Central Time and start what promises to
be a very busy day with a very busy day with the 2nd space walk
of the Challenger's flight.

CAPCOM Challenger with you through Guam for 5 minutes.
Challenger, Houston with you for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. Just listening to some music up here.

CAPCOM And Challenger, just a reminder with your presleep
work, that we have not seen a cable-unwrap yet thJs evening.

SPACECRAFT No, and probably a few other things too.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, just one more item, and
we'll leave you alone for the evening. We owe you a state
vector, we're going to put that up as soon we get TDRS AOS here
on rev 86, and that should hold you until rev 91.

SPACECRAFT Ok, real good, and we received message 50A

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, we copy, you received 50A And verify
that there was no sound or problem with that.
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SPACECRAFT No problem.

CAPCOM Sounds real good. And Challenger, Houston, we'll
tuck you in for the evening with a correction, that state vector
we give you at TDRS AOS will be good to rev 93, and hope you have
a good night's sleep.

SPACECRAFT Ok, rev 93. And we'll get that cable unwrapped
here pretty quick and finish the rest of the items.

CAPCOM Copy, good night.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, you should see that cable unwrapped now.

CAPCOM Ok, we copy.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days, 8
hours, 3 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger passing out of
the range of the Guam station on orbit #86. Crew informed that
state vector would be shipped up automatically via the Tracking
Data Relay Satellite when they come in contact with that
satellite's range in about 18 minutes. That gives them the
proper onboard guidance navigation for the evening, carry them
through the sleep period. The Flight Director Harold Draughon
did a status check here in Mission Control with all the Flight
Controllers to be certain that they were happy with the way their
systems were configured for the night and then CAPCOM Mary Cleave
gave the official good bye for the night from this flight control
crew at the end of flight day 6. Tomorrow flight day 7 begins
for the crew about 11 pm Central Time when they get up and power
the Shuttle Pallet Attached Satellite and begin getting ready for
their EVA. This will be the 2nd EVA of the flight, the 1st one
lasted 5 hours and 55 minutes. This one will be of similar
duration beginning at about 5 am Central Time. The highlight of
this EVA, in addition to some additional checkouts of the Manned
Maneuvering Units, there will be a practice docking with the
slowly rotating SPAS - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO attached satellite and begin getting ready for
their EVA. This will be the second EVA of the flight, the first
one lasted 5 hours and 55 minutes. This one will be of similar
duration, beginning at about 5 am central time. The highlight of
this EVA in addition to some additional checkout of the man
manevering units, there will be a practice docking with the
slowly rotating SPAS. The SPAS will be taken out of the cargo
bay by the remote manipulator system, the mechanical arm. And
rotated at a rate of about 1 degree per second to match the
rotational speed that the astronauts would expect to encounter
when they go up to repair the solar maximum satellite on the next
Shuttle flight. That satellite launced in February 1980, shortly
after its launch to observe solar phenomena during the maximum
period of the solar cycle, experienced some electronic problems,
and it slowly began turning which it eliminated its capabilities
as a working observation satellite. The crew will on flight 13,
which is actually flight 41-C, will rendezvous with that orbiting
satellite, which has been up for four years now, will match it's
orbit, crewmembers will go out in the MMUs, one crewmember will
match up with the rotational speed of that satellite, will dock
with it, and use his MMU to slow it's rotation, the satellite
will then be grappled by the remote manipulator arm and returned
to the cargo bay of the Shuttle where it will be worked on, the
main electronics box will be repaired and the satellite will be
returned to a useful orbit. We don't expect to hear from the
crew again tonight. They are now in their scheduled sleep period
and as we left them a few minutes ago, they were listening to
some music, and making the final, going through the final
activities that they had before they got into the sleep period.
Planning team of Plight Director, Larry Bourgeois, is coming on
board now, and the handover will be getting under way shortly in
Mission Control. That team will be reviewing the planned EVA
activities, all the other activities for tomorrow, flight day
7. Making the changes to those, and any changes will be updated
via teleprinter messages to the crew tonight. We're at 5 days, 8
hours, 7 minutes, mission elasped time. This is Mission Control
Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, surprise, surprise, we just had a fail off
on 2 manifold (garble) jets R5R and R5D.

CAPCOM Okay, we're looking at it now. Roger, we saw that
Vance, we're looking at it now.

SPACECRAFT That's your selected, and we're on primaries, and
just for the moment I guess we'll to that aft jets option.
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CAPCOM Roger, sounds like a good idea, Vance, we're
looking at, I'll get bac.': to you in a second.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Ah, Guy, we're on the aft jets, and standing by,
we, we're looking at the hot fire procedure, in case you want usto do anything like that, so we're standing by.

CAPCOM Okay, copy, Vance, what we'd like to do for sleep
tonight, is just stay on tail only jets, if we hot: fire it, thenwe wouldn't be positive they wouldn't kick off again toniqhtanyway, so we'd like to just stay where you are, we'll sleep ontail only, and we need to look at the data. It looks like there
is a problem in the, one of the redundant power sources to RJD 5manifold, but the only anominally we'd like from that procedure,
is for you to leave the vernier RJD driver on tonight, so we canlook at it some more.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well it's on right now, we didn't turn itoff, and so I guess we're in the configuration for you to watch

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, looks good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - driver on tonight so that we can look at it
some more.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, it's on right now. We didn't turn it
off and so I guess we're in the configuration for you to watch

CAPCOM Roger Vance. Looks good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Looks like we've got a minor problem with the WCS
in addition to the separator thing that happened earlier. We,
it's tending to fill up. We're having a hard time getting - -

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you Vance. We had a
dropout. I copied the WCS minor problem, tending to fill up and
then we were cut off.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How do you read that Vance?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we have you now.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. We had tried :o get high data rate
there to look at the RCS and it apparently didn't work. We're
back on low data rate. All I copied on their WCS was he had a
minor problem that was tending to fill up.

SPACECRAFT Tending to fill up, but also the material is
tending to come up to a level that's at the bottom of the
transport tube. And it's hard to manually move out of the way,
with a probe of some kind. Also, we just noticed a short time
ago, that the circuit breaker on the slinger on panel ML86 is
popped.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Vance. Let me see if somebody's
got some words for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well there's another one for you to think
about tonight I guess.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. Propulsion Systems
Officer here in Mission Control taking a look at an apparent
problem in one of the aft verniers. Seems to be a problem that
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drive or power on jet RJD5 will not stay redundant, and what they
have done is taken a playback from the system, going over that
data now. They also are sending up a configuration to the ship
that will leave all primary jets in redundancy tonight, and they
will stay tail-driven for the night, take a look at the data. On
that last communication Commander Vance Brand also reporting a
problem with the waste compartment system. One of the circuit
breakers on the slinger popped and they are having a problem
keeping the material where it's supposed to go. At mission
elasped time 5 days, 8 hours, 51 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Well with the latter problem, we've had some
success. We all flipped coins and Hoot lost, and he took a ply-
bar and he said that stuff was sort of like freezedried or adobe
consistency or something like that. Anyway, he pried it loose
and now that area is clear in the WCS right below the transport
tube where a slinger is and he wonders if we could reset that
circuit breaker and see if it will spin up, which it should
because it's clear.

CAPCOM Roger Vance, and you have a go for resetting the
circuit breaker and trying it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. Commander Vance Brand
reporting that Pilot Hoot Gibson managed to clear the transport
tube in the WCS with a pry bar and mean time EECOM and flight
have given an affirmative on the plan to reset the circuit
breaker and the crew's doing that now. Mission Control Houston
at 5 days, 8 hours, 55 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy. I guess it's all right now. Sorry we
had to bother you on that but it's just something we'll have to
watch in the next couple of days, make sure the problem does not
reoccur

.

CAPCOM No problem Vance. And Vance, if the problem
reoccurs you've just got to go to reset the circuit breaker and
try the same, after clearing it out and try the same procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Turns out that slinger is just sort of in
the way since it, well it had a function when they had (garble)
on there I think, but now it's really, maybe not just optimum —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM try the same, after clearing it out and try thesame procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it turns out that slinger's just sort of inthe way since it, well it, had a function where they had times onthere I think, but now, it's really maybe not just optimum.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, Vance, and that's okay, we had,we enjoyed the problem, we got to call Mary back in.

SPACECRAFT Well at least I guess you got a little excitementon the late shift, huh.

PA0 And that was Commander Brand reporting almost
simultaneously with EECOM down here in Mission Control that thecircuit breaker did stay in and CAPCOM Guy Gardner teasing that
they had brought orbit 2 CAPCOM Mary Cleave back in to help themtroubleshoot the toilet problem.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, just to...

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, just to let you know here and put you
to bed, we like the RCS config, looks good, and we'll just stay
n5r1r

WaL Until the mornin9 and you can go ahead and turn theDDU S Off.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'll do that, we'll see you in the morning.

Roger, have a good night sleep.

I will.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Both the propulsion
systems officer and GMC reported from a quick look at some of thedata playback from Challenger, they were satisfied with the
configuration of the vehicle to go on into the sleep shift andthat call just went up from CAPCOM Guy Gardner. The printerproblem in one of the aft verniers did not wake the crew, theyhad not gone to bed yet, there were no alarms that would haveawakened them. At Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 8 hours, 59minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA° ^
Mission Control, Houston. We're still planning tohold our change-of-shift press briefing with off-going Flight

Director Harold Draughon at approximately 4:30 p.m. building 2room 135. At 5 days 9 hours 5 minutes, this is Mission Control,Houston. '

PA0 And Mission Control, Houston, we're going to delay
the change-of~shift briefing from 4:30 to 4:45 p.m.,
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ipproxin.^tely,
: th ^; • -goin- ; .'light Jireetor Harold Dc .» •ghon in

ou.Lding .\ room 135. Aqain about a i S-min i':e do . iy in gettinq
that onefi.H underway, and we 1

,, try t*> begin at 4:45 p.u. Thi
is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, tfou:. ,.on . Flight Director Harold
Dr.iughon h.is left the control c -inter -md we do expect to begin
the cr.ange-of-shitr brieting on ime at approximately 4:45 n mbuilding 2 room 135. At Mi ,sion Klapsed Time, 5 days 9 hours 41
nun-ites, this is Mission Cont rol Hoiston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. All quiet aboard the
Chal Lender. A1J four of the the cathode ray tubes onboard the
-'Wcjhi deck of the Orbiter are shut off, and in sleep
v

.
* atio ,, indicating the crew has probably hit the sack for

t
,

t. The Orbiter is currently in a 156 by 14 - nautical
miic -Hoi*- and right now is at an altitude of: 157.2 nautical
roil- »'ro almost 2 million nautical miles into the flight,
h<wi;

.
i.w-i approximately 1,970,000 nautical miles thus far.

Tne ia est and best numbers we have for the two likeliest prime
landing doo-btt opportunities for Saturday and Sunday are as
follows. v ,l* dcorbit to Kennedy Space Center on rev 127. The
gnition t- u. • for the Orbital maneuvering system engines would be

^t ,i >i..w\ ipsed time, 7 days, 22 hours, 18 minutes and on that
Uy, Ldwaro.. ir i'orce Base would also be an available option <m
,-ovs 12 7 c* id i 28. For Sunday, deorbit opportunity to KSC on
orbit

. 4 ",, l. :3, the ignition time would be 3 days, 22 hours, 22
minute:-. ma here in Mission Control, the mission elapsed time
is i. days, 11 hours, 6 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, now on orbit 39 over
north Africa. All quiet here in Mission Control and aboard the
Orbiter, Challenger. Right now, we read cabin pressure steady at
10,23 psia in preparation for tomorrow's EVA. And the
temperature onboard the Orbiter is about 75 degrees, cabin
humidity, 26%. At mission elapsed time, 5 days, 12 hours, 17
minut !G, thi ;> is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Challenger now over
India on orbit 89. Here in Mission Control the planninq team isrefining some of the last details for tomorrow's EVA in
preparation for teleprinting that message, that wake-up message
to the crew at Dakar in a couple of orbits. Today was a daydedicated primarily to activation of the SPAS, shuttle pallet
satellite, and the running of some of the experiments aboard
that. Also performed maintenance and recharges on the
extravehicular mobility units or the spacesuits that the
astronauts use. Today also Mission Specialist Ron McNair set aspace first of his own, he became the first person to play aninstrument, an musical instrument in space, in this case a
saxaphone. Tomorrow cf course we have EVA, and with televisioncoming down through TDRS tomorrow, we will go ahead and cancelthe 8:30 a.m. change-of-shif t briefing with Randy Stone and goahead and allow the TDRS TV to come down ininter r upted. And thenfollow up after the EVA with a press conference with FliqhtDirector John Cox, the EVA flight director, at 11:30 a m At

Control Houston
Tim6

'
5 daYS 12 h°UrS 34 minutes

'
this ^ Mission

PA0
.

Mission Control Houston, we're AOS TDRS east and
processing telemetry, all quiet onboard the spacecraft and inMission Control. Planning to send a teleprinter uplink to the
crew at Dakar in about 20 minutes or so, awake in 2 hours and 49minutes onboard the Challenger. And at Mission Elapsed Time, 5days 13 hours 11 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. The mission summary is
being checked out here at Mission Control and approved prior to
uplink to the crew. Part of their morning news package has
already gone up at Dakar. The Orbiter now is on rev 90 over the
Persian Gulf area. Mission controllers continue to monitor the
verneir jets just before crew sleep period beg?n, Earlier foday,
there was an anomaly in one set of verns, referred to as R5R and
R5D. Those are small, efficient jets on the back end of the
Orbiter and the problem was an intermittent loss of driver
power. And the propulsion officer here reports that in the event
that those do continue to function in that manner, the work-
arounds would be simply to reselect vernier jets or, failing even
that, the next step would be to use primary jets. And he
reported also that in the event they had to go to primary jets
for the remainder of the mission, they're way, way above all the
levels of propulsion fuel and that sort of thing that they would
need to make that happen. So that if for instance, there were a
contingency need to move the Orbiter around during the EVA or
anything like that. All of those different contingencies have
been taken into account and even with those, they're well above
the level of fuel they would need to accomplish the rest of their
mission using primary jets alone, so it's not seen as a serious
problem. At mission elapsed time, 5 days, 14 hours, 2 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're about 30 seconds
to acquisition of signal through TDRS over the south Pacific
Ocean on orbit 91. A reminder that with all of our television
coming down out of the sky tomorrow morning with the EVA going on
and a lot of coverage through TDRS, we've canceled the 8:30 a.m.
Change of Shift Press Briefing with Randy Stone in order to have
that come down uninterrupted and live, and we'll have an 11:30
a.m. Change of Shift Briefing with EVA Flight Director John Cox
for you tomorrow in building 2, room 135. a at mission elapsed
time, 5 days, 14 hours, 44 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're about 10 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Yarragadee tracking
station in western Australia and about 7 1/2 minutes from the
official end to the crew's sleep shift. Right now, we don't see
any signs of anybody up stirring around the cabin and if we stick
to the usual plan of operations here, we'll probably not see a
wake up call go up until MILA on orbit 92. At mission elapsed
time, 5 days, 15 hours, 53 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, we're AOS Orroral Valley,
processing data through Orroral. Challenger has now traveled
approximately 2 million nautical ...

END OP TAPE
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PA0
t

...on orbit 92. At Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 15hours 53 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston. MissionControl, Houston, we're AOS Orroral Valley, processing datathrough Orroral. Challenger has now travelled approximately 2million nautical miles thus far on this journey into space.Their altitude right now is 156.4 nautical miles, the period oftheir orbit is 1 hour 30 minutes and 18 seconds. And we'r«standing by for wake-up music probably through Ml LA at the
beginning of orbit 92. This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5days 16 hours and 1 minute.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The telemetry we're
getting back through Orroral shows us that 3 of the 4 CRTs on theflight deck are switcned to on, indicating that at least somemembers of the crew are up and getting ready for their latestflight day in space. At 5 days 16 hours 5 minutes, this isMission Control, Houston.

PA°
.

Mission Control, Houston. Given the relative peace
and quiet auring this last shift, the planning shift, we're againwondering whether it will be necessary to hold a change-of-shi f

t

p
l
e*% conference with off-going Flight Director Larry Bourgeoisat 1^:30 a.m. And are hereby announcing our intentions hopefullyto cancel that event. if anyone takes exception to that, pleasecall the JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom and they'll get amessage to us. At 5 days 16 hours 7 minutes, this is MissionControl, Houston.

(wake-up music)

CAPCOM Good morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Morning Houston, good sound by John Denver there.

CAPCOM we thought that would be a little appropriate EVAmusic for you there this morning. I got one note real quick,Vance, on the RCS problem. We analyzed it last night and it's anintermittent power failure in the driver to the right manifold 5

•? 2^n
u

We ha
Y
en,t seen ifc reoccur in the last 7 hours and when

it did happen it would only just drop power off for a few, coupleof seconds and then power would be restored. So we'd like you togo ahead and reselect the jets and reset the RM and go ahead andgo to verns.

PA0
c

Mission Control, Houston, that wake-up music, thetheme from. ... * '

CAPCOM .lost your downlink there, but I see by the itementries you heard my message.

That's affirm, we were in process of taking care of
SPACECRAFT
it.
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CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and we've got a good downlink now.

PA0 Again that wake-up music, the theme from the
Greatest American Hero, some of the verses in there inthis morning's EVA. This is Mission Control, Houston,
16 hours, 24 minutes.

honor of
at 5 days

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Guy, we're assuming that we're going to runthe mass spec step 6...

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 16hours, 24 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes Guy, we're assuming that we're going to run fhe

lilt n?o^
St6?AK r?VhVLV x- forwa ' d Position like we did likelast nignt. Is that true?

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirmative, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay thanks, Guy.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We do still intend tocancel the 12:30 a.m. Change of Shift Press Conference and weotter you one last chance to voice your objections. If you haveany, please call the JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom and this isMission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

™?m5*?T
o ^

SS
'
are WG Clear to do the Ku~ b*nd antenna cablepositioning? Over.

CAPCOM Stand by, Bruce.

CAPCOM And Bruce, you're a go for that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Guy, we're assuming that we are not qoinq tointerconnect today, is that true?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

the°iMU roll
Challenger

'
Houston, we recommend DAP alpha for

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'll go back and get it.

CAPCOM Thank you, Vance.
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SPACECRAFT I'm up on that EMU, are you reading me? I'm not
reading you on that (garble). Okay, that does it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for your information, we'rp

v£nr
n
^??-,tJ

D
S
S

?
tate

u
vect°r for— to the rendezvous nav for~your attitude during the EVA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Guy, a little bit of good news. I just
thought I'd reach back here and check the dump valve and I canopen the dump valve this morning.

CAPCOM Roger, understand the supply water dump valve?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's affirmative. And what I did, Guy, was
I closed the dump isol valve, I turned the dump valve enablenozzle heater on and tried it once just right here at this
temperature and it opened so I've, I'm staying in thatconfiguration for the moment, unless you want me to go back.

CAPCOM That sounds like a good idea, Hoot, and we confirm

?rom
U
Lst

at
nig

t
hfhere?

°P6n
'

We ' U retMnk a11 ° f °^ thi^
SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM you just ruined all of our big fancy plans we had.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I can imagine.

SPACECRAFT And, Guy, the align is finished. Would you likethe data or did you see it?

CAPCOM Stand by, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, align is finished.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT We got the alignment just completed. Would youlike the data or did you see it, Guy?
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CAPCOM We got everything,
ID's and the angle of separation

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 15 and
separation is 72.2

CAPCOM Roger, copy ...

END OF TAPE
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Vance, except we need the star

55. Angular error is .02 and
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CAPCOM ... Vance except we need the star ID's and the
angle of separation,

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 15 and 55, angular error is .02 and
separation is 72.2

CAPCOM Roger, copy Vance and be advised, I think every
time Ron talks, we're getting him down here on the air-to-ground.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with a note on the water dump.

SPACECRAFT Yes Guy, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot, we'd like you to go ahead and dump the
supply water tank bravo to 30% and we'd like you to leave the rad
controller outlet temp to norm, do not go to high with that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, sounds good. We'll dump tank B to 30%,
leave the rad out temp normal.

CAPCOM Rog, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you can go to auto on the DAPnow.

SPACECRAFT Roger, auto on the DAP.

CAPCOM Thank you, Vance.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The crew has been given
a go ahead if they are ahead in their EVA prep timeline this
morning to go ahead and depress the airlock as much as a half anhour early to give them a little bit more time to work on the
camera D changeout. They're going to take a new camera from the
cabin and stick it out of the payload bay where the other payloadbay camera D had been. So it's possible we could get slightly
earlier than anticipated EVA. That's basically crew option and
we'll know more about that as we get closer to it. The crew has
been asked to take a look for 3 tropical storms and an
interesting volcanic eruption on the globe this morning during
their passes around the earth. There are a couple of tropical
storms. One's named "Annette", the other named "Willie" in the
Indian Ocean west of Australia, both northwest of Australia. The
earth observations folks down here on the ground would like to
have a look at it from space. There's also a tropical storm due
east of Madagascar that they'd like to have a look at. And on an
island due east of Madagascar or Union Island, there's a volcaniceruption and lava is flowing into the sea and we'd love to have a
look at that also. At mission elapsed time, 5 days, 16 hours, 50
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Yes Guy, I'm just watching that supply water dump
and although I've got open talkback on everybody, I don't see
them dumping. The temperatures are still going up on the nozzle
and I don't show his quantity starting down any.

CAPCOM aoger Hoot, we agree. We were seeing the same
thing and we|re just going to wait a little bit longer here andsee if anything starts happening.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Apparently we had the same funny like that happen
on flight 8 so we're looking at it and while I got you, we seethe left flight controller power is still on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got it, thanks, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, we got the mass spec program 4 step 3 at
16 + 54.

Roger, we copy Ron, and I've got a note for you onCAPCOM „ta w

the Cinema 360 when you want to listen to'itT

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Guy.

CAPCOM
magaz
not mu _ -
with magazine

>M Roger, we weren't sure if you had any film left on
:ine #3 when you did the 25 mm activity before and if there* <

tuch left, they'd like you just to go ahead and start fresh
magazine 4 for the EVA prep.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, that's where we stand. We did complete
magazine 3, magazine 4 is loaded for the EVA prep. Also on thatsubject, I wanted to find out if the Cinema 360 folk wanted some

had some preference in what they wanted to shoot with the
final two magazines. We had a part of one magazine, we'vereserved for entry, so we have about one full and a slightly
better part of another magazine and a few major items left to go
and if they have some preferences, priorities, I'd like to know
^u

at *. J
'5hu? far

' I '

v'e taken quite a bit of activity, mainly ofthe middeck crew activity in addition to the PALAPA deploy RMS
and some over the shoulder for the pilot to (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...I'd like to know that. Thus far I've taken
q^^!- a b

i
fc

°,
f activit Y> mainly of the middeck crew activity, inaddition to the PALAPA deploy, RMS, and over the shoulder for thepilot (garble) and PLT, with 25 mm. So in short I'd like to knowtheir preferences and I can certainly work that. Over.

Sn
P^ oc n

R°9er ' copy Ron. And did you finish the activitieson the 25 mm lens scenario?

SPACECRAFT No Guy, I didn do some, but not all. I'm back on
(garble) right now. but I do plan to do some 35 mm lens workduring the EVA and later on in the flight on flight day 8. Over.

CAPCOM Okpy, sounds good Ron, and we'll try to get ananswer to you, they would just like to thank you for keeping them
updated like you've been doing and a reminder they'd like someshots during the EVA of MMU translation by their 360 out in thegas can.

SPACECRAFT Oh yes, we plan to do a lot of GAS can work in just
a few minutes. J

CAPCOM Roger sounds great Ron. And Challenger, Houston.
Hoot I ve got a note here on the supply dump attempt.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Guy.

CAPCOM Rog. What happened on flight 8 was we just turned
everything off and tried again an hour later and it worked. Soright now the temps are getting up, so we'd like you to go ahead
and close the supply dump isol valve, turn off the nozzle
(garble) and go to high on the rad out, outlet temp.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that Guy.

CAPCOM Thanks Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Guy, you want to leave the dump valve,itself open, is that true?

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, that's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so we've closed the dump isol valve, we'regoing to turn the heater off.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Hoot.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. That problem with the
water dump i*> similiar to the one we've seen on STS-8 and they'lltollow the same procedure they used on that mission. And waitabout an hour and try again. We have canceled the 12:30 a.m.
change of shift briefing with Flight Director Larry Bourgeois,
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and a reminder with FVA television coming out of the sky tomorrow
morning, we're going o cancel the Randy Stone,..

CAPCOM ...note for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, the 360 folks say after you've
completed all their predefined activities, feel free to qet anvshots you think are meaningful.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think predefined activites equate to
middeck scene, flight deck over the PLT's to the (garble) filterand that's all I can recall offhand but okay, I'll make a note of
that, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we concur with that, what you iust
said. J J

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. To continue, we've
cancelled Larry Bourgeois 12:30 a.m. cbange of shift briefing, we
will cancel the Randy Stone 8:30 a.m. change of shift briefing,
so the next briefing at the JSC newsroom will be at 11:30Thursday morning, building 2 room 135, with John Cox.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance. Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, in your teleprinter pad here at 5:16:55 you
have a note A to A6. I guess every reference to A6 assumes westill had a vernier jet problem when we were on PRCS, is that
affirm? So its not applicable here.

CAPCOM i believe that's correct Vance, but let me check
with PROP. And Challenger, Houston, Vance, we concur, you should
go back to the Al DAP per the original cap with the verns are
working.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if they ever hiccup again, we'll keep A6
in mind.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, note yesterday we were flying over
Centra. America and it was a fairly clear day, we got a good viewof a volcano down there.
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CAPCOM Roger, sounds good Vance.

SPACECRAFT It was smoking.

CAPCOM Roger, that's, they thought you might be able to
get a good shot of that. How — could you tell if Costa Rica
was clear? Old Franklin's been waiting for a good spaceshot of
that, it always seems to be cloudy.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's really an interesting view down there,
lots of ... .

'

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Could you tell if Costa Rica was clear? Old
Franklin has been waiting for a good space shot of that, it
always seems to be cloudy.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's really an interesting view down there,
lots of old dead volcanoes in a line down the coast.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks Vance, I'll pass that on.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, we got, we probably got the western half
of Costa Rica very clearly, the eastern half was cloudy but the
part with the volcanoes and all that on the western side was
clear as could be.

CAPCOM Good, thanks Hoot.

pAO Mission Control, Houston, we're 5 minutes and 30
seconds from loss of signal through TDRS . We'll pick up again
through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Hou-.ton, Ohall-oncier.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Bo'oV, boon keeping up with our CG stasis on ' he
HP. He says we have a wide CG offset of +3.5, approximately,
right r.ow. I assuir.e that will come down a good >>it before cm. ry.
CAPCOM Roger, I -OLtainly hope so, Vance f thai. • s the
accurate one. Let me find out for you. and Vance?, PROP says
we'e going to do a RCS DTO out of the rio.it OMS on fliqhr 8 and
that'.. Lix you up. that's day 8.

SPACECK^ n Okay, flight day 8.

CAPCOM Kog, that's ton.w-now.

SPACECRA. s J 'st ' -it«M est ing to note that we carriy .hose large
offsets Lor a !

;
>j/: od of time.

CAPCOM ;<v .,. i-h.it and w. ' ve go about a little over 2
minutes lelt ..u-. on ,;<<Jr The orbit 1 team will oick you up at
Yarragadee a._ 17 Lus ?.6 t

SPACECRAFT ay "uy, so<> yo. ther'

PA0 M, ion Pontr.ii, Houston, at 5 days, 17 ao-jr ;, 26
minutes, sta *

i
» > i\,c. k . o through Yarragadee momenta/" i ly

.

CAPCOM
minutes

,

C llenger , Ho« : j; >n ' s with you at Yarragadee for 7
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SPACECRAFT Great John, hard at work, we're just looking aroundright now for a typhoon that is supposed to be out in this area.

CAPCOM Understand, sounds good. Challenger, Houston, anote for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Hello John, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Hoot, just for your information, we wouldlike you to delay the waste water dump. We're going to set up a
1 daylight pass with side sun. We'll give you the data to dothat when we come up TDRS. We're going LOS here in 30 seconds,see you on TDRS at 17 plus 57.

nas '

SPACECRAFT Okay John, understand that. We'll hold off on thewaste water dump for the side sun attitude, I guess to warm ita jl x up

.

CAPCOM Roger that.

™2o . .T
hiS is Mission Control, we'll have voice through

^apsTMme! Y
'

5 dayS
'

17 h°UrS
'

58 minUtes miss *°n

mtk^f <=™ k
Challenger, Houston, I have a switch down on M032mike if somebody is there.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John.

p^°l Roger, we need the LEH 02 valve 5 closed, cabinPP02 is getting slightly high.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the bleed end is turned off, valve 5 is off.

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

?n?pr
nR

?
P
2 i2

arb1^' 3 1Utle n°te here for Pe°Ple that areinterested in the subject of debris in the cabin. We don't havehardly any problem at all with that. we find there's no dust or

nSticTis1rthe
h

huevoI^ ^ CaUSSS any debriS that ^
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We don't have hardly any problem at all with that,we fmde there's no dust or anything. About the only thing that
Tr^T

anj/ebri
,
S that X ' Ve n°ticed is huevos rancheros, certainfoods. And we do our best to keep those under control. Andbread.

con^ol center lathing?
UnderStand ^ "™ P^ple in the

lt° ^ * .

This is Mission Control, Houston. That note about
^h,-n

r
!
£ernn

?.
t
? *he mixt ure of oxygen and nitrogen in thecabin, it was slightly oxygen rich and the CAPCOM John Blaha

instructed the crew to turn back the oxygen moisture a little
oi t

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have the attitude which wepromised you at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, for port side Sun, target 4, bodyvector 5, pitch 0, yaw 270, omnicron 90, DAP A auto vern,

^^ late ^ ack at 18 plus 10 in 7 minutes. The next item will beto delay the maneuver to track TDRS , scheduled for 19 plus 00until 19 plus 20. And before you do that maneuver, enable therendezvous nav per the CAP update message 51 bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was real clear John. That is for portSun to warm up the supply vent. Target 4, body vector 5, pitch
0, yaw 270, omnicrcn 90, A auto vern, start the maneuver at 18:iu,^delay the TDRS track maneuver scheduled for 1900 to 1920 anddon't forget to enabie rendezvous nav with the SPEC 33 item 1,and we understand that you have the TDRS vector into rendezvousnav

.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative Vance, good read back.

PA0
. ^. a

This is Mission Control, Houston. The guidance
^Hf^?" and contro1 officer affirming the flight director thatthe Challenger is in a side sun configuration presently. And

hSir^^rmlnutes!
1"^ 1 heating

-
Mission El*Ps^ Time, 5 days 18

^lC°h
i *

Challenger, Houston, I have a troubleshootingprocedure for the supply water dump when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ready to copy John.

v
A
u
C
°!?u ,

Roger, Hoot. At 18 plus 50, we would like you totake the supply water dump valve enable nozzle heater to ON, andthe waste water dump valve enable nozzle heater to ON
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SPACECRAFT Okay, John, copy. At 18 50 turn the supply waterdump enable nozzle heater ON and also the waste water dump enablnozzle heater ON.

CAPCOM Roger, that. And at 19 plus 20, take the supply
water dump isol valve to open and then check the tank bravo
quantity decreasing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 19 20 we initiate the dump, dump isol valveopen and watch water tank B decreasing.

CAPCOM Roger, and that's with the supply water dump. If

nSt, £'v.w
ake th

?
suPPlv water duraP valve enable nozzle heater tOFF and the supply water dump isol valve to close.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, if it does not dump, we'll takethe dump enable nozzle heater to OFF.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...OFF and the supply water dump isol valve to
close

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, if it does not dump, we'll take
the dump enable nozzle heater to OFF OFF and we'll close thedump isol valve.

CAPCOM That's affirmative anr the next step to follow with
that if no dump, is to perform the waste water dump per the
message 54. Challenger, Houston, we are back with' you, we had atemporary drop out of comm.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, and go ahead Bruce.

SPACECRAFT We're standing by for a biomed check. Should be
beginning to get biomed on EV 1 now.

CAPCOM Stand by one Bruce, I think we're not able to see
it because we're in low data rate.

check
CRAFT

°
kay

'
We ' re S°Ct ° f hangin<

3
hece siting for the

CAPCOM Roger, looks like we won't be able to see it untilOrroral Valley which will be in about 25 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Hoot, if you have a second, I'd like to continue
with the supply water dump t roubleshoot

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, go ahead John. You started to say the
part about if no dump, we go dump enable off isol valve closed,go ahead and perform the waste water dump and I think you were
going to say per message 54 also.

CAPCOM Roger, you have it, that is correct and let me tell
you what to do if dump is sucessful. If dump is sucessful with
the supply water, we would like you to dump tank bravo to 30percent. And then take the waste water pump valve enable nozzle
heater to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy. if i get a good dump out of water
tank bravo, the supply tank, I'm going to dump him to 30 percent
and I will take the waste water dump enable nozzle heater off.
Do you do want that taken off when I see that I've got a good
dump or when I finish dumping water tank bravo?

CAPCOM Roger, when you see you have a good dump going,
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take the heater off, and we'll come back and get the waste water
after this supply water dump is complete.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that John, I guess we're trying to use
a xittle bit of the extra heat maybe from the waste dump to helowarm up the supply dump? ^

CAPCOM Negative, we were just getting it heated ud in casewe had to do the other mode.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, thanks John.

CAPCOM Roger that, Hoot. Challenger, Houston, we're
sending you up a new state vector update and also be advised thatguidance has computed your Y CG and it is plus 1.5. y CG plus

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, plus 1.5, and all the things
onboard, the HP41 and the CG wheel gives us a different numberbut I guess we can talk to you about that later.

CAPCOM Roger, we're convinced our number is correct but Iunderstand what you said and we have a new target state vectorcoming up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS here intwo and half minutes. We will not have any comm at Yarragadee sothat we can configure ourselves to insure we will be able to qetcomm and biomed at Orroral Valley at 19 plus 10.

f!-
A
?Q

C
?n

FT
°
k3y J°hn

'
we copy that

'
Wel11 yovi at Orroralat ± y : l u •

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0
c

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're just aboutout of range of the TDRS satellite on orbit 93. Next comesYarragadee in 12 minutes; however, Yarragadee' s a UHF voice onlystation and the crew is preparing the EMU's, the extravehicularmobility units, for today's EVA and the EMU comm system is UHF,and because of the way that system is configured right now, we'renot going to be able to talk to the crew through Yarragadee.There'll be S-band voice available through Orroral in 21minutes. And that'll be our next acquisition of signal. Mission
elapsed time, 5 days, 18 hours, 49 minutes, this is MissionControl, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Orroral for 21/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston and do you have a PET time for us, atime zero?

CAPCOM Negative, we're trying to sync that up, we'll getyou that data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you might give us a couple of other minor

toTheck Igarb'le)?^
1 tC°' in th6 Pr * P

'
And We ' re^

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready for the data now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by, we'll get hooked up.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, I've got high temperaturesshowing up on the waste water dump ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, I've got high temperatures
showrung up on the waste water dump nozzle and also getting high
on the supply water dump, do you want me to press on with thedump?

CAPCOM Roger, you can turn the waste heater off with the
temperature you have and we're going LOS in 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, did you see biomed?

CAPCOM We're looking at the biomed data. Challenger,
Houston, the biomed data looks good, we'll see you...

CAPCOM
34.

SPACECRAFT (garble) shortly

Biomed data looks good, we' 3 1 see you TDRS, 19 plus

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of Orroral, data shows that both EMUs number 1 and 2 arepowered up and voltage levels and current flow pressures all looknominal in those units. We'll have TDRS voice in 19 minutes,this is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days 19 hours 15 minutes,Mission Elapsed Time.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're in a sidesun attitude which doesn't contribute to a good signal strengththrough the TDRS due to antenna pointing dif f iculities . Theattitude was called for in order to provide thermal heating tothe side of the Orbiter which has the water stowage tank B, forbravo, tank valve which has been inoperative due to a — a valvewhich we suspect may be inhibited by a plug of frozen ice. The
side sun attitude is intended to melt that plug and as yet hasnot done so. We've tried to dump water during this pass and
were unsuccessful in doing so, accordingly it looks like we'll beusing the flash evaporators to purge tank bravo again later
™™y *

fission Elapsed Time is 5 days 19 hours 46 minutes. TheINCO is looking at means of providing alternate communications
methods with the Orbiter right now and we'll stand by to see whatkinds of success he has, this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Challenger, Houston speaking.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I got you. We bumped into a littlesnag on bringing the SPAS to internal power, step number 5 on the
payload ops, page 6-9. We set the power mode to internal andwe're looking to see the DHS time reset to zero and start
counting over again and it has not done that. From the looks of
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the amps on the battery volts, we're seeing 7.5 amps, it looks to

reset
he ' S °n intarnal power but like 1 say* we don't get that

^PC0M
n ,

Understand Hooter, we'll try to get an answer from
the payloads folks for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks. And John, we're holding right hereuntil we get a go to proceed from you.

o
A
^°on^ oot ^^'v^6 Payloads People advise they think an item

2 on SPEC 221 will help you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we hit that on step 6.

CAPCOM Hooter, they'd like you to go ahead and execute an
item 2 on SPEC ....

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
0kav _

P yOU '

0kaY. I think we hit- ^
CAPCOM „ t

hlt tha t on st

SPACECRAFT t k
e*ecute an— if. 2 nowT- you out out. They want us

CAPCOM ° 90 ahe^ and do
Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT w„rtri Houston, Chan.,
CAPCOM D

y
'

R°9er, go ahead
SPACECRAFT v

Y ' lt: "as not re^t-CAPC0M rm*
°Ur DHS time

J 8*«««- -

:

«PCO«

0n e and two, Iv ,

SPACECRAFT
0kav

d° Y°U rea^?
John. 0k *Y> we'll take that mthat message i n j usfc a cCAPCOM „

3 Se<=ond,
Roger.

CAPC0M Ch*n

this i <? n^u
CAPCOM ^ Bob

' 9o ahead.
We've aoh *

kay B°b, you're ^"•^--^^^^
^ re ln terested.
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SPACECRAFT Stand by a minute, we're already suited up, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. We could perform the orocedure.
Bob, if you're not pressurized yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're not pressurized but stand by just a
second. Okay Jerry, go ahead with your procedures.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, your option, one suggestion is just to
have Bruce help you get your feet into the stirrups. The second
option would be to use some string out of the sizing kit to cinch
down the toes of your boots so that you have some clearance to
get into the stirrups, over.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I think it's a little late for that and I'm
really not sure that that would, we could do that. Let me just,
I'll just fight with it today. Just tell the surgeon to look for
small heart rates again.

CAPCOM Roger that and I think probably the best thing to
do at this point, Bob, is if Bruce is handy at the time you're
trying to get in or out, he can probably help you.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, advise where we are in the timeline now,
we're just connecting the waist rings in the airlock.

CAPCOM Okay Vance, copy that. And you had a question
about time when we were going to start the PET. We would like
you to go ahead and try to get out a half an hour early if you
can per the message we sent you. We don't really care how we
sync up PET. The reason for getting out early is to make sure we
initiate the first MMU flying with the sun.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think the approximate nominal PET was 2200
hours. We'll get out as soon as we can but not to exceed a half
hour before that.

CAPCOM That sounds good to us. And Vance, can you advise,
do the guys have their biomed circuitry hooked up?

SPACECRAFT Yes, they sure do. Matter of fact, you ought to be
able to see it. They're hooked up for about 3 or 4 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay fine, we're low data rate right now but we'll
be looking when we get back to high data rate. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT What do you say we shoot for PET at 21:30?

SPACECRAFT Want to set up the CAP and cover the checklist and
all that?
END OF TkPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. If you're over by LI, we'd like you
to go ahead now and take the rad controller out temp to normal
and the FES to off and then we will — then you can go ahead and
operate the FES per the water survey right with the timeline andthen later m the day we'll, we'll go back to boiling the waterwith the FES.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good deal, thanks John, that was a very
timely call. 7

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, a note on the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT John, we have the SPAS activated, the RS completed
and everything's going well with the SPAS.

°^P<
:?
M Roger, understand. You may check that the 3 steps

at the bottom of page 6-9 in the payload ops checklist are
completed.

SPACECRAFT Stand by John, I'll check that. Hey, Houston, yes,
we got those steps John, we got them long ago.

CAPCOM Understand, we were just looking at a little bit ofhazy data on that but thank you for the call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, thanks for looking over our shoulder.

^h
P
°c

M
o

Challenger, Houston, a note for you again reference
tne oPAS.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John, ready to copy.

CVPCOM Okay, we would like you to repeat the 3 steps at
tne bottom of page 6-9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go and do that.

CA1-COM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, John, I guess in order to do that,
those are the, the panel closing out the standard switch panel?

CAPCOM That's taking the SPAS, right over on L12 Hoot,
taking the SPAS external power to off, and then the panel ACTV to
off and then the circuit breaker switch power to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, to do any of that, we need to close the
circuit breaker and do that and I will go and hit those switches.

CAPCOM Your absolutely correct Ron.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT What do you say we shoot for PET at 21 30^ Youwant to set up the CAP, or the checklist, and all that?' You wantto mark that m the checklist and all that, or what?

SPACECRAFT Not right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hoot, EECOM would like you todo some switches for him on the waste water closeout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead John.

CAPCOM Roger, he'd like you to take the dump valve enableheater to on, the dump isol valve of the waste water to close andthe dump valve to open in that sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, that was turn the heater on first
check the dump valve closed — give that sequence to me again.

CAPCOM Okay, take the dump valve heater to on and then thedump isol valve to close, then the dump valve to open on thewaste water. And then we want to stay in that configurationuntil we tell you differently.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want to leave the heater running then.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and we'll turn it off in alittle while after it's warmed up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and John, and if we don't have you and if itgets to 300, shall I turn it off?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

CAPCOM Challenger, at your convience, we would like you topertorm the 10.2 cabin maintenance using N2 makeup only.

^«
C
?2J

AFT °kay ' y°U want an N2 makeuP' we'll get that when wecan uonn.

CAPCOM Roger, that. Challenger, Houston, I have a note
for somebody reference the FES, when you have a second.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead John.
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, to do any of that, we need to close the
second breaker and do that and I will go and hit those switches.

CAPCOM You're absolutely correct, Ron.

PA0 This is Mission Control, the RMU systems officer
indicates that . .

.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you very much and we see the power
of f

.

PA0 The RMU systems officer reports the data shows that
the Remote Manipulator System has been activated and rolled out
of its cradle. Mission elapsed time, 5 days, 20 hours, 10
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, do you have any TV?

CAPCOM Negative, we do not.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got ya. We got a bunch of TVs up and we're
getting ready to bring the arm out and then bring the SPAS out.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are go for TV now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got (garble) cooling, Bob, Bruce. It's
easier this way.

SPACECRAFT Air ight

.

SPACECRAFT Strings are covered. Wrist rings and waist rings
are covered. Checked it. Okay, we'll leave the comm the way it
is for the moment, H20 off, verify that and then it verified
power SCU, SPAS fan on, (garble) comm VOX, verify both purge
valves that you have on each suit closed and locked. Okay, the
arm's coming out and Camera 360's rolling. Put 02 actuator to
press and check seat pressure 4.2 to 4.4. Okay, go to 02
actuator IV and I'll time you 1 minute. We'll stop at 1
minute. Mark, one minute. Very good, we're going to start the
purge, (garble). Put the actuator to press, then purge valve
open.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for the flight deck guys.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we'd like you to go over to SPEC 77 and
read us down the MMU temps if you would, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by John. Okay Jerry, the MMU temp left
for the port +46? starboard, +41; right, +38 for the port; +42
for the starboard. Over.
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CAPCOM Rr...
;{on, could you just read us down the 4

columns there on both of them, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll get the 4 columns. The port column,
you have a +95, +100, +46, +39, +40, +36, +59. For the
starboard, +109, +111, +41, +43, +40, +40, +59. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we got those, thank you Ron. Challenger,Houston for Bruce and Bob. y '

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Okay go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay Bruce, we listened to some of the ICOM debrief
after the first EVA. We were not able to determine if you,
Bruce, had ever got any hard docks with the T-pad, over.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative on the CESA, second dock was ahard dock and I went into the (garble) stabilization mode, firedroll thrusters to verify that it was on there and it really
rocked you back and forth pretty violently and it held very
nicely. 1

CAPCOM Okay, copy that and do both of you ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I went into the stat stabilization mode fired, roll
thrusters to verify that it was on there and I really rocked it
back and forth pretty violently and it held very nicely.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that and do both of you intend to do atleast one of those today?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'll probably get at least one up on the
SPAS.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds good.

SPACECRAFT I don't know for me, Jerry. It that takes time for
the docking, so.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, I under...

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Understand. We want to make sure we at least get
one, it would be good if each of you had one.

SPACECRAFT Yes, understand.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Thought I'd bring you up to date. We're in the 8
minute purge, they'll be going into prebreathe fairly shortly.
Since we're venting gas into the cabin, I don't suspect we'll
need to pump it up with N2 in addition, but, maybe you can take a
look after the purge is finished to see.

CAPCOM Okay, we won't be with you quite that long, Vance,
we're 4 minutes to LOS. And Challenger, Houston, if you're
ready, we'd like to go ahead and perform the comm check before we
go LOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, stand by. Okay, how much time you got
before LOS?

CAPCOM It says 3 and a half minutes, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Bruce, put your comm to bravo, Bob, yours to
alpha, then I'll turn off the switch and we'll make a comm cheek.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, this is EV2 in mode alpha. Bow do
you copy?

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, got you clear, somewhat in the mud but
readable.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, this is EV1, I'm in mode bravo
today.

CAPCOM okay, Bruce, you are loud and clear, Bob is stillsomewhat down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how about now.

SPACECRAFT Please, please make another check with Bob, Ididn't have the airlock audio power off when he made his check.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, how do you copy now.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, that sounds great, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and how are you reading me now, Jerry.

CAPCOM okay, Vance, I got you loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I turned airlock audio power back on, and good

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT You want us to go back to the hardline Vance?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's probably a good idea.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And you're coming up on 6 minutes of purge, acouple or 3 minutes more, then will go to prebreathe.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT A little bit of RMS information, we get. When Iwas maneuvering the arm up to overhead the SPAS, it wasn't
responding exactly the way 1 nought it ought to and we got enab
«J?a£ S!L 5 S

1
?
0^? 1*^ and on SPEC 96, we have enab STA inwrist yaw. And looking out the window, it may be that that waswhat I was seeing was that the wrist yaw I don't think wasfollowing what we were asking for.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, we concur with that, we'd like you toperform MALF 13.1 Charlie.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's where we are.
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And we're 40 seconds to LOS guys, Hawaii next at 21

See you in Hawaii.

Hey, Jerry, do we still have you?

Just barely.

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS from
TDRS, we'll pass over the Yarragadee sites but because of the UHF
configuration for the EVA, we will not have UHF communications
through Yarragadee. Next AOS will be through Hawaii on the
ascending node of orbit 95, in about 35 minutes. And RMU systems
officer here in the control center shows data...

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... Hawaii on the ascending node of orbit 95 in
about 35 minutes. And the IMU systems officer here in the
Control Center shows data indicating that the crew has the Remote
Manipulator System heated up and operating. Suit checkout,
voltage levels, pressures, communications check, all going well.
And the EVA crew looks to be about 50 minutes ahead of their
timeline so far and anticipating EVA may begin about 30 minutes
earlier than originally planned.

SPACECRAFT Let's make a check on what you're taking out, TV's
and, it's in our bag. We have the 35 mm MMU camera with cable.
Okay, it's there, 35 mm handheld camera with brackets, MMU
battery transfer bag with new batts,

SPACECRAFT those are (garble) extenders.

SPACECRAFT ... flashlight. Okay, and in case you have the TV
in there for a location, (garble) . The large or small trash bag
inside airlock. There's the (garble).

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, you with us?

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, just got you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. It looks like we
may have just lost it again. There's a brief keyhole in this
pass in Hawaii and we're now processing data again and should
have voice in just an instant here. MET is 5 ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston in Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Hey Houston, we have you loud and clear and we're
holding to go out until we've got the ...

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, Jerry. With respect to the RMS, we've
been holding since we last talked to you which was a long time
ago. We have gone through MALF 13.1 Charlie, went through box 1,

4, 7, 8. Box 16, the answer was a no, the (garble) does not
drive in single, and we got to box 17 and we're holding on that
caution before going to block 21, if you want us to do that.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by. Challenger, Houston, for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, I've got a series of switch throws for you
here. What we're essentially going to do is cycle power on the
arm. First one is RMS select to off, RMS power to off, power to
primary, select port, SPEC 94, item 5 execute and cancel safing.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, we just went through the power cycle
and the ABE light comes back to us.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT If you think we'd like to get everybody going out
the hatch about the same time independent of the RMS problem, why
we'll proceed on with that.

CAPCOM Roger Vance, we're go for EVA.

END OF FILE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT If you think we'd like, like to get everybody
going out the hatch about the same time, independent of the RMS
problem, we'll proceed on with that.

CAPCOM Roger Vance, we're go for EVA.

SPACECRAFT We'll get the control checkout a little later.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we're 3 5 seconds to
LOS. We are electing not to do any further checkout of the arm,
we'd like you to cradle it please. We'll see you at TDRS in two
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Jerry we'll cradle the arm, that's what
we were expecting to hear, I'm afraid.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how do you read, Bob?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And I read loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT John. I'll look around once more and make sure
there anything loose.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, what does this battery bag attach to?

SPACECRAFT It's attached to your wrist tether and also it's
snapped to that strap on the top of the arm. It won't go
anywhere.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce and Bob, I don't see anything in the
airlock that shouldn't be there, do you?

SPACECRAFT No.

SPACECRAFT Looks good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to close up the inner hatch, have
a good EVA there.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Turn us upside down first.

SPACECRAFT Again.
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SPACECRAFT Turn us upside down so ^hat we're in position.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay.

SPACECRAFT We won't need the airlock open to do that.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. There's an
apparent failure on the RMS wrist yaw motion capability which
has. .

.

SPACECRAFT Would you move that battery until I see where my
foot is going to go. Thank you.

PA0 That failure has induced the systems officer here
to instruct the crew to cradle that arm and RMS operations for
thio EVA are accordingly in severe jeopardy unless some kind of
workaround can be devised. The EVA crewmen are in the hatch and
they're transmitting on their UHF. .

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll start my feet out the door here and i
want to end up facing the inner hatch door.

PA° With those EVA crewmen in the airlock and
transmitting on UHF, we'll get constant communication from them
as an artifact of this comm configuration.

SPACECRAFT (garble) looks good.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, can you lean up toward the hatch a bit?

SPACECRAFT Yes. Did that help?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Vance, you're not in — open the door
(garble) is all the way on.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston... in the blind UHF.

CAPCOM Hooter, we're not getting (garble).

SPACECRAFT Put her way back in the (garble) once again
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT You're loud...

CAPCOM . . .go to C3.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM S-band
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SPACECRAFT Open them all the way

CAPC0M ...switch, we'd like you to take the rotary to
different antennas and then (garble) it over with (garble)
forward checking uplinks full strength on F9 meter.

SPACECRAFT You're going to have to open it all the way. The
latch, cycle the latch handle all the way over. Okay, that's got

SPACECRAFT That's not where you want it to, Bob.

SPACECRAFT It's all the way.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... the latch. Cycle the latch handle all the way
open. Okay, that's got it.

SPACECRAFT That's not where you want it to, Bob.

SPACECRAFT It's all the way.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Once again, RMS
checkout operations reveal the failure ...

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

PAO A failure in the RMS wrist joint and the range of
motion for yaw mechanism. That failure has induced the Control
Team to instruct the crew to cradle the arm and RMS operations
for the day's EVA are in jeopardy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, how are you reading Challenger?

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, we're reading you loud and
clear. We still have a TDRS uplink.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry in the auto position, not getting any
appreciable signal strength (garble) is roll her up forward.

CAPCOM Copy, lower left forward, Hoot. And Challenger,
Hoot, we would like to go back to lower right forward and no joy,
return to lower left forward.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me try that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've got an egress, did you get that?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT I mean che depress cue card.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how much prebreathe time has elapsed?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, it looks like over right forward's
going to work.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Hoot.

SPACECRAFT 49 minutes.

SPACECRAFT How much?

SPACECRAFT 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT 49? Four niner?
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SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
please, sir.

SPACECRAFT

PAO

CAPCOM

Four niner.

Okay Ron. Airlock depress valve to 5 if you would

Okay, we're depressing.

This is Mission Control, Houston.

Challenger, Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roge,, John, we got you. Roger Houston, Challenger
and we're into the depress. We got 49 minutes of prebreathe
done.

CAPCOM Okay Vance, copy that and a note for the EVA. We
would like to conduct the nominal EVA timeline with all the
dockings with a T-pad to be conducted in the cargo bay usinq the
SESA and or the SPAS through preference.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM And further on that Vance, if the guys are ready to
go out a little before the half hour mark, that's your choice.
Whatever you would like to do.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

5.3. We want to stop at 5, 5.2, 5.1, 5. Close theSPACECRAFT
valve.

SPACECRAFT Closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay status leak check.

SPACECRAFT (garble) you got that 02 off?

PAO
20 minutes

This is Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 21 hours,
Looks like there is no hope for RMS operations

today. That last advisory to the crew to conduct a nominal
timeline, but the docking and trunnion pins is going to take
place in the cargo bay and not with the SPAS deployed on the arm,
or the RMS. Again, the RMS has experienced a failure in the
wrist yaw mechanism and RMS operations for today are no go.

SPACECRAFT Leak check complete (garble) to the EVA?
(garble) in the EVA?

SPACECRAFT (garble) EVA.

SPACECRAFT Okay Vance, whenever you want to start the PET
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clock, we're ready to go power to battery. Give us a call.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Got to pick some convenient minute or something.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'll start at about a minute or two from now
stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ready to go power to battery if you give us a call.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Got to to pick something minute or something.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, we'll start at about a minute or two from
now. Standby one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're getting TV now from thecargo bay.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry. Copy that. We're positioning towatch the egress.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, we'll have set PET to be 5 days, 21 nr.24 mm, if that's okay with you.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy 21:24, Vance, and that's fine with us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, EV1 and 2, we'll be starting up PET and swingon those battery switches in roughly 30 sec.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. a sec away. (Garble) switches on. 4 3 2 1mark. Get that?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) battery. Okay. (Garble) power batterycharger EMU 1 2 plus select, both of them to off, please.

w
A
? -,-^ .

Mission Control, Houston. The ExtravehicularMobility Units are now on internal power.

SPACECRAFT 02 (garble) both to off, please.

SPACECRAFT 02 's off.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Disconnect SCU stow and close your D&Ccover. 1

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Hey, I'm in the process of doing this one over hereon the handrail.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're getting a nicepicture of the flightdeck.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And Hoot, we'd like one clarification on the power.

SPACECRAFT Time for a status check. Vance, do you want to
complete status check readout at this point, or just - -

SPACECRAFT Okay, complete one before you go out, let's get it
here, and, Bruce, why don't you start out?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Be copying.

SPACECRAFT Airlock pressure, 5.2.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Break - Break.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. We'd just as soon get that status
check after you are at vacuum and the water is on.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand. An abbreviated check, I guess.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Abbreviated check, EVl looks good.

SPACECRAFT EV2 has a 2 min EV time left 6:50, 99 percent
power, all 4 percent okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Yeah, Hoot, we'd like rever if ication of the steps
you went through on the MALF procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, I went through MALF 13.1 charlie.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We lost TDRS just as you gave
us that information, Hoot. The thing we were questioning was,
you read us 4781617, and not 9. We wanted to get a verification
there.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me open it up again and double check
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that. And Jerry, if it's convenient with you, we'll get a
control check here for the - -

CAPCOM Okay Vance, we're ready for that.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, we're back with you. I saw you
talking, but I couldn't hear you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah, sorry about that. It was box 9 that I

went to, not box 8.

CAPCOM Okay, copy. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes a control check.

END OF TAPE
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ll"TtTlL no^S; i:
s ' sorry about that

'
ifc was b°* 9 that i

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy, thank you.

Okay, here comes the control check.

n??„ *. „
Th

i
s is Mission Control Houston, the EVA Fliql-tDirector, Dr. John Cox, and the EVA CAPCOM Jerry Ross are now inposition at Mission Control. Airlock pressure is almost to zeroand we may see the hatch open shortly.

SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
the high side.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

pressure to be^pai prlsen^y?"^
01 H°USt°n

'
Sh°W airlock

How do you read for airlock poressure in here?
0.6.

I've got .5.

Both checks complete, everything worked.

Is that as low as it's going to go?

Okay, Vance, thank you.

I've got a bias in my airlock pressure sensor here,

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
valve?

PAO

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(garble)

Okay, let's see. Did you close the airlock depress

Data shows the hatch to be open.

Depress valve is closed,

(garble) config...

Thermal cover not yet open,

(garble)

H2 at (garble) PAM's snagged on your (garble)

Houston, Challenger.

Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Let's see if you can turn the water on.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ron, we're back with you again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, now that we're not going to bring the
SPAS out, do we need to request any reconfiguration of the SPAS?We're on internal power right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll work in a note for you on that and for
Vance, we see that you can go DAP rotation back to pulse.

SPACECRAFT Okay, DAP rotation back to pulse.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , Bob.

SPACECRAFT It untangles the screw.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we would like to have your
waste dump heater to off now, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry I'll go get that.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry. I'm up to open and stow the outerhatch, is this is where we want a status report or wait until weget . .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Hey Jerry, I'm up to open and stow the outer
hatch. is this were they wanted a status report or wait 'til weget the hatch open?

SPACECRAFT it can come now, I don't think it makes any
difference. 1

SPACECRAFT Houston, EV1.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bruce, we'll take it now >r wait 'til thehatch is open. Either one.

SPACECRAFT That's okay, the hatch is coming open now.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Monday.

SPACECRAFT EV1, status report.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Time (garble), 13 minutes. Time left 7 hours, 10

S£2 SV lth 9?% f
^
nal read

'
402% ° 2

' suit P^ssure 4.3, oxygon
868, Si,T pressure is 6210, (garble) pressure 2.9, FODC 19

io^
1

?
1^ °' batt amPs 3 -3, RPM 2.1, 020.4, Orbiter temperature

69, Orbiter gas pressure 15.2, water pressure 14.9.

SPACECRAFT Okay copy and, Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble) time EC is 15 minutes, time left 7 hours,

?aLh?!f
r
; HeVL°2

'
15

-

3
'
°2P is 876

'
alt Pressure is 6360,(garble) t 3.0, battery voits 19, battery amps 3.4, RPM .0, C020.3, R temp 64, gas pressure 14.9, water pressure 14.9. That'sstatus

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT What do you want to know now?

SPACECRAFT And it looks like another sunny day up here.

*A0
u

This is Bruce McCandless, the first out thehatch. And you see him fixing his tether.

SPACECRAFT Your tetl-r's wrapped around your (garble).

SPACECRAFT You cot id be hooked to something else back inthere, though. You're hooked on to the airlock wall panel.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) flashlight.

SPACECRAFT Flashlight. I'm going to go back and get it.
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SPACECRAFT Amazing how these things can work their way into
little loops.

SPACECRAFT Hang on a second, I haven't got ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, who would like to an item 39
plus 4 on SPEC 221? That will cause the mass spec to swivel
every 20 minutes. EV1 and 2, do you copy the mas? spec will be
cycling every 20 minutes?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM He would like to do an item 39 plus 4 on spec
Ity}' ?

xl1 cause the mass sPec to swivel every 20 minutes.EV1 and 2, do you copy the mass spec will be cycling every 20minutes? 1

SPACECRAFT Yes, we can stay out of the way.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, I understand you want item 39 plus 4 i

soL^T i^f^a 11.^^ in the item <3 arble > Program 4 shown onspec 221 on item 39 at the present.

CAPCOM Okay Ron, we want you to execute that again,please. ' '

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

SPACECRAFT Bruce have you translating to the slide wires you
have and free tether and going to the starboard MMU, and Bobtranslating to slide wire to the SESA and stow the flashlight.

SPACECRAFT (garble), probably a result of operations
(garble). Oh hey, can you guys see out the window? One of ouroperational slide wire brackets has come unpinned.

SPACECRAFT It sure has.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Is it on your side?

SPACECRAFT Yes, look at this guys. (garble) Pick me up on
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Oaky, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Got it?

CAPCOM Roger Bruce, we can see on the ground too, is thepip pin there?

SPACECRAFT Pip pin is there and I will reinstall it but it'sstill a little startling.

CAPCOM we agree with that.

PA0
. .

This is Mission Control, Houston. McCandless isrepairing the ...

SPACECRAFT (garble) the prep, unstow the T-pad (garble)

.
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SPACECRAFT Hello, Vance, we're taking a slight detour. I'm
going to get Bruce the hammer.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

PA0 This is Mission Contol, Houston. Now McCandless
repairing the slide wire articulating arm. The slide wire itself
is secure and not in any jeopardy. This . .

.

CAPCOM Houston for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger Bob, we think it'd probably be a good idea
for you after you get Bruce configured with his T-pad to check
all 4 corners on the slide wires and make sure those pip pins are
secured.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I can do that.

PA0 That Articulating Arm positions the slidewire and
the slide wire is secure, not loose. And that doesn't translate
into any safety problems for the EVA astronauts but as to why
Bruce McCandless referred to it as startling was because that
could have caused a problem with closing the payload bay doors.
And the plan is now to check each of those arms to assure there
rigidity and solidity.

SPACECRAFT The hammer the only thing you're going to need,
Bruce?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I think so.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I think it's down at the lower left part of the
(garble) Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This picture is from delta camera, or this
picture is from bravo camera.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to your waist tether here.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PA0 This picture's from the RMS elbow camera looking
forward to the crew preparing to reinstall the delta camera.

SPACECRAFT This is nice not to be running so hard today. You
can see the world.

SPACECRAFT Where are we now, Vance?

SPACECRAFT Around the coast of Africa?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's affirmative Bob, just coming up on the
west coast. Coming up somewhere around the Congo basin I think.

SPACECRAFT Could you give me yhe hammer on that wrist tether
on my wrist please.

PA0 Challenger just now overflying the west coast of
Africa, Angola, crossing the coast right now.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, do you think you could get that on (garble)
mounted TV, in the position you're in now?

SPACECRAFT Yes, did the middeck (garble) get locked up?

SPACECRAFT Move this so I can see you.

SPACECRAFT Yes, you're in (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Bruce, do you think you could get that on (garble)mounted TV in the position you're in now.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
(garble) now.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes, did the middeck thing get hooked up?

Move it so I can see you.

Yes, you're in clear (garble)

Okay, (garble) okay you should have it.

Okay, we'll select it up and see what we have.

All, all they need is the hammer in my hand here.

Can you get it out?

Yes, that's one of them (garble)

Got it?

Got one of them. Two o£ them, making progress

That's hard work.

Challenger, Houston for Bruce. 3ruce, we'd like
you to confirm that you've got that linkage reconnected on the
slidewire.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

Roger, thank you.

Hey, Bruce, did you get that EV TV (garble) out?

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're not picking you up here, we'll
continue to take a look at it.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Bob, can you see if my green light is on.

Turn this way a bit.

Okay. Is my green light on?

That's negative, it's not on.

About now?

No. (garble) no green light (garble) , not
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happening. No green lights.

SPACECRAFT But my finger is on the button?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

PA0
.

Bruce McCandless trying to activate the TV camera
on his EVA.

SPACECRAFT You try pushing it once.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I can feel a bus clicking, no light.

SPACECRAFT Bruce and Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT We're going normal jets, just to let you know.
You 1 re inside the bay so no problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, looking over the T-pad, after we
reconnected to primary last night, everything looks secure.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we just had the manifold R5
jets take off again, you had said previously we can reset them
(garble) and press on the verniers?

CAPCOM Negative, Hoot, we don't want you to do that,
there is no power to those jets at this time. We would like you
to go tail only, low Z.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go tail only in low Z.

SPACECRAFT This is just one maintenance task after another
here on EVA, really getting to see how you can fix things, you
and Bob.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Bruce, there's just one maintenance task after
another here on EVA, really getting to show how you can fix
things, you and Bob.

SPACECRAFT Good.

SPACECRAFT Yes, but.

SPACECRAFT I'm working on the electrical connnector now.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston for Bruce. Bruce, you may
want to set your TV in one switch position and wait a couple of
minutes to see if the signal, I mean the battery conditioner
circuitry works. if it doesn't work in that position, cycle
(garble) and see if it works in that one.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we had a green light on it last night when wechecked it, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT Jerry (garble) the SPAS TV on by chi.nce, I did try
to (garble) .

1

CAPCOM
please.

Okay Ron, I didn't copy all that, say again,

SPACECRAFT Saying that when I turned the SPAS TV on earlier,
my command to turn them off must have — may have failed whichmay block Bruce out.

SPACECRAFT No, I'm not getting a green light here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, camera delta is reinstalled.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. Bruce, EVA says that those
batteries may have changed state overnight so you may have to
repacify them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It came right up when I turned it on last
night. Okay camera delta should be back in operation, you can goahead and put the circuit breakers in give it a try.

SPACECRAFT Bruce, your batteries are bad. Why don't you takeyour switch off. 1

SPACECRAFT Hey Ron, I can't tell whether my switch is on or
off. I just have to leave it in one position for awhile, just
like a push button. Camera delta is back installed. I'd like
you to close the circuit breakers in it and see if it works.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try it.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Bruce, we don't have any video yet on camera
delta. Not yet, Bruce.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance or Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Hi Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger Vance, we'd like you to go to FS10-1, that's
the aft flight station configuration sheet and configure for loss
of verniers.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 10-1, FS.

CAPCOM Roger that and you've got 8000 lbs of prop so we
don't have to worry about using norm z or low Z's rather. We're
48 seconds to LOS here, Yarragadee next at 22:12. We'll probably
only be able to hear you there. Hawaii at 22:37, configure Ku to
stand by, please.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS
through the TDRS system. We've had a failure with vernier jets
on the vehicle which has caused the Mission Control Team to
advise to select aft vernier jets for attitude control. We'll
have acquisition again in 8 minutes. Voice only through the UHF
station at Yarragadee, at mission elapsed time, 5 days, 22 hours
and 4 minutes. The delta camera has been reinstalled but initial
checks showed no joy in getting an image from it. The next item
on the checklist will be preparation and checkout of the
starboard MMU, our Man Maneuvering Unit, to check its condition
to verify its battery level and then prepare it for the day's
test objective. AOS in 7 and 1/2 minutes at MET, 5 days, 22hours, 4 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, it's pretty well (garble) out there
and we're way behind on the timeline, and (garble)

SPACECRAFT No, we don't have that dump going, Bob. I think
that's just some residual.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, copy. (Garble) Bruce, and I guess yo
got your— and your sublim er working okay. Is that right?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) what , a drying out (garble)?

Th i s is Mission Control, Houston. We're about a
minute away from acquisition through Hawaii. According to the
timeline, Bruce McCandless should be preparing the starboard MMU
donning and checking out that instrument while Bob Stewart is
preparing and unstowing the trunnions and attachment device,
which, subsequently, would be installed upon the McCandless MMU,
and we'll have voice verification through Hawaii to see how
they re progressing relative to the timelined activities. We're
less than a minute away from acquisition at 5 days, 22 hr, 37
min, Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, Bruce, they're both out now.

SPACECRAFT I thought I saw the pressure gauge lights go off

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 8 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston. A little summary. We have
operation of camera D now. Of course, it still has the same
problem in trunnion, but we have a good picture, and we can move
it back and forth. The repair was accomplished inserting the pij
pin on the slidewire bracket. Bruce is on the starboard MMU
checking it out. Pressure on each side is 2600 psi. Each
Bob progressed down to the end of the arm to the end effector,
did that task, he'll report to you on it, and, finally, both
crewmen have had a sublimater press message. They were able to
restart and each has sublimater pressure now of 2.6.

CAPCOM okay, Vance. We copy all that. Thank you.

5*° This is Mission Control, Houston. There'll be no
TV through Hawaii, but we will get images when we acquire TDRS.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) on the outside drivers. Did you ever see
the power come back, and second, do you want us to hake the
driver switch off. We left it on.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot. We'd like to leave the driver switch
on and the power is still off.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy. Thank you.
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SPACECRAFT You bet.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, we have cancelled the
12:30 a.m. Change of Shift press conference with off-going Flight
Director, Larry Bourgeois. Mission elapsed time, 6 days, 17
hours.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 10 minutes to LOS
TDRS. Looks like the temps for the dump won't get up until
LOS. I've got a two- step procedure for you whenever you're
ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll take that.

CAPCOM Okay, after you get the FTA there at 300 degrees,
we'd like you to take the supply water tank bravo inlet valve to
close and then dump tank bravo to 20%. Of course, you'll have to
use the dump isol valve for that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, copy. We're going to get to 300
degrees, get the FTA, take the tank inlet valve closed and then
dump tank bravo to 20% using, of course, the isol valve.

CAPCOM Roger and we'll open up a tank B inlet valve once
we get tanks char lie and delta topped off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Thus far in the crew's
morning, they have done an IMU alignment, cooked a little
breakfast, or are in the process of cooking some breakfast and
they're working with dumping waste water tank B, bravo, and
they'll wait until the temperature on that sensor aboard gets to
300 degrees in a solar bake and then they'll go ahead and try to
dump it. Mission elapsed time, 6 days, 17 hours, 10 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 2 minutes 'til LOS TDRS,
see you at Yarragadee at 28.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Today's activities
aboard the Challenger primarily concerned with cabin stowage,
preparation for entry early Saturday. There will be a press
conference with the crew at approximately 5:51 a.m. this
morning. And if all goes as planned on today's updated CAP, we
should see a KSC landing tomorrow, if we do get the nominal
landing, at right now 7 days, 23 hours, 19 minutes and 4
seconds. At mission elapsed time, 6 days, 17 hours, 20 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Yarragadee
at 7 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT And John, we'd really like to thank you and
congratulate yoa on sending up that music from the Air Force
Choir.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, I seem to remember some different words
to it back in the 40' s. Do you know anything about that change?

CAPCOM Well, we made a change back late in the 40* s.

SPACECRAFT I thought the song originally said nothing could
stop the Army Air Corps md then we find out (garble).

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. The Flight Director of
this shift is Entry Flight Director Gary Coen. Although the team
in here is orbit 1, it's a common practice the day before entry,
for the Entry Flight Director to come in and get familar with the
vehicle and spend some time cn console before coming back to
direct a landing. At mission elapsed time, 6 days, 17 hours, 34
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

C*-.p"*OM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Orroral in
about 1 minute. I have one note for you and that is that we see
a —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Or r oral inabout 1 minute. I have one note for you and that is that we see
a .6 delta P between the cabin and the airlock and we'd like to
!2n^7?

e
*.!
:hat

'
,

S° the airlock hatch, if you could check bothequalization valves to normal.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, I'll take care of that. I'm going toopen the airlock up in just a second anyway and terminate the EMUbattery recharge.

CAPCOM • Okay, thanks a lot, Bruce, and we'll see va'llnext, TDRS, 17 plus 59. y L

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we'll see you on TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, and I have a flight note for either Hoot orVance

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, this morning we are -- for the flightcontrol system checkout, we're going to be using APU #1 andinstead of doing what we thought we were going to do earlier thismorning, we are not going to use APU fuel pump valve cool Aauto, we are only going to perform the task with B auto. And wewould like you to go ahead and move the APU steam vent heater
activate up forward in the CAP and start that at 18 plus 10.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy John, we'll do the steam vent heateractivation 5 minutes from now.

^P
??

M
*t Tnat ' s affirmative, and then later when you do getto the flight control system checkout, APU 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, APU 1 and we will not use the A coolanton the pump valve cool.

CAPCOM Roger, that's a good read back.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Guidance is providing you witha new state vector and I have a note of reference in attitude
maneuver in about an hour when somebody's ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one, John, we'll oe with you in a moment.

CAPCOM Roger that, standing by.
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CAPCOM Okay, John f I understand you got a note on an
attitude maneuver.

J™ m
.^ger, Hoot. The change is at 19 plus 35 there inthe CAP. To improve our Ku-band coverage for the flight controlsystem checkout, we'd like to change the omicron to 0 instead of

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, John. We'll do that, we'llmake omicron 0 when we do the maneuver at 19:35 instead of 180.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And John, do you know if the debriefing that theguys did on ICOM bravo got down okay last night?

CAPCOM we'll check on that for you, Hooter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hoot, to answer your

K-riiEeHed
e
to

t
i?

n

y£?
9rOUnd

'
We it but we

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, copy.

CAPCOM Roger that.

™*lleng<
r
r

'
Hous to*, I have your on-orbit RCS burndata for your OMS RCS interconnect test.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have your on-orbit RCS burndata for your OMS RCS interconnect test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by just one second, John.

CAPCOM Roger that, I'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready to copy, John.

CAPCOM Okay, it'll be right OMS to RCS, multi-axis, RCSselect, TV roll 180, weight 212327, TIG 006/19:30:00.0, PEG 7,

l«l nnifn"
0^?^'^1^^115

'
burn at 241 * 4

'
284 - 9

'
358 - 8

'
delta Vtot 0038.0, TIGO 00:34, Vgo ax -0001.72, all balls, +037.96,

target HA153 by +146, readback.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We've got right OMS shield connected
to RCS, TV roll of 180, it'll be a RCS burn, of course. The
TVfn 2

\
2
?
2
Z'

*IG time is 00^/19:30:00.0, delta V, ali balls r-0.48.0, all balls, burn attitude 241.4, 284.9, 358.3, delta V

i?'sY^8*by 146?
° 0,34

'
Vg° aX -° 001 ' 72

'
a11 balls

' +037.96 and

?^m°
M

rpu. K
Ro9? r

' that's a good readback except for oneitem. The burn at, the yaw is 358.8.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if I didn't read that back, that's what Imeant to read back, that's what I have written down, 358.8 on theyaw for burn attitude.

CAPCOM Roger and that's a good readback and just areminder to use message 69 bravo with your OMS RCS interconnect
tes t

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do, thanks, John. We've got thatwritten into the orbit ops book.

CAPCOM Roger that.

the°burn.
Challenger, Houston. The targets are onboard for

SPACECRAFT Great, thank you, John.

Houston 9, NASA 901, I'm 2597, how do you readme? Houston. Houston 901, I'm — Houston 9, NASA 901, 2597radio check., And Houston NASA 901 coming to you on 2597, how do
T^,V

ea
lP 1

°kay
£u

?

hanl
^
you

'
sir - 0kav Houston 901, we read youloud and clear this time. Sounds good. That's a big 10-4.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we see the supply dump nozzletemp approaching 300 degrees. While we have coverage with you,
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earlier**
Y°U t0 9° ahGad *nd proceed with the stePS we gave you

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
working.

CAPCOM
either

.

Okay, John, we'll do it.

Roger, thanks a lot.

John, so far that dump doesn't appear to be

Challenger, we agree. We don't think it's working

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT John, so far that dump doesn't appear to be
working.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we agree. We don't think it'sworking either.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'd like you to go ahead and
close the dump isol, close the dump valve and turn the heater
off.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, close the dump isol and this time we
want to close the dump valve in addition and turn the heater off.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's done.

PA0 Tn i s is Mission Control, Houston, still unable to
dump water from the supply tank bravo, presumably because of aplug of ice between the dump valve and nozzle. All sorts of
thermal measures taken to try to remove or reduce that plug of
ice and none successfully. Mission elapsed time is 6 days, 18
hours, 47 minutes and they have another 5 and 1/2 minutes
remaining in this TDRS pass, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Hey John, the HRM deactivated at 18:47.

CAPCOM Thank you very much, Bob.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS in a
minute and a half. See you at Yarragadee at 19 plus 00.

CA
5
C(
?*L .

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you (garble) loud and clear (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, and you're loud and clear also.

PA0
t

This is Mission Control, Houston. Signals
transmittal will improve markedly over Yarraaadee. That initialconcact was with the Orbiter just under 3 degrees elevation over
the horizon and maximum elevation during this Yarragadee pass
will be at 80 degrees. So the Challenger will pass almost
directly overhead at the Yarragadee station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We just shipped a weather
teleprinter message up to you. We'll go LOS Orroral at 19 — in
30 seconds. See you TDRS at 19 plus 36.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Houston.

Ph0 Th i s is Mission Control, Houston at 6 days, 19
hours, 16 minutes mission elapsed time. While we were AOS overOrroral, we were able to see that the Challenger had maneuvered
to a burn attitude in order to effect the reaction control systemdevelopment test objective with a firing due to occur at ~ in 12and 1/2 minutes at mission elapsed time 6 days, 19 hours, 30
minutes. Challenger on its 109th orbit of the earth on the
ascending node. We will reacquire voice through the TDRS systemin 19 minutes, so this RCS burn will occur in the blind. We'll
stand by to read the effects of that burn when we come AOS. At 6days, 19 hours, 17 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we'll be AOS just
a moment or two with voice through TDRS. And learn of theresults of that RCS burn, it's mission elapsed time, 6 days, 19hours, 37 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston. Data
indicates the test looked good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS. Wewould like to see you go ahead and terminate the interconnect —
END OF TAPE
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pAO Data indicates tests look good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS. We
would like to see you go ahead and terminate the interconnect and
go straight feed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was going to be the question I had for
you, John. So, we'll go ahead and do that.

CAPCOM Roger that,

SPACECRAFT And John, understand this was an OMS feed DTO so we
didn't really trim all the residuals down to 0 because I reached
the fuel that I was supposed to go to through the interconnect.
Actually I went a bit over it, I got the 5,0 instead of the 4.6.
And so we did not trim out all of the residuals.

CAPCOM We copy that, Hoot, and it sounds real good to
us. We're happy with that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you can go ahead with the
maneuver now if you want.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're standing by for the
FCS checkout when ya'll get on to it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're starting on it. We're getting the
switches set up right now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're handing over to MILA to
get high data rate.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

pAO Tl is is Mission Control, Houston. The crew is a
little bit behind the timeline, we're standing by to watch
checkout of the flight control system, the procedure usually done
the day before entry to make sure all the flight control services
and APU systems are operating adequately. And we're watching
data now to see when the crew fires up auxilliary power units
which should be forthcoming. Mission elapsed time is 6 days, 19
hours, 47 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM ... with good high data rate data.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're in the middle of the G2 to 8
transition.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay for part 1 of the FCS checkout, we're in DAP
A6, is that good?

CAPCOM Stand by 1, Vance. I'll try to get you an answer,
we've been discussing that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Flight has decided that we
have the consumables, you can go ahead and press ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay and we just got a poll fail on CRT2 that we're
looking at.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that and are looking at it, also.

SPACEC AFT John, I had noticed on CRT2 too, about half an hour
or 40 minutes ago, that the DEU flag was tripped on it and one
reset and that could account for it, like we were briefed on
preflight, which was a DU.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Hoot, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we regained it by cycling power and
reassigning

.

CAPCOM Roger, that's good news. Challenger, Houston,
you're go to proceed with the FCS checkout.

SPACECRAFT Rog e r

.

pAO Data indicates also that Mission Specialist Bruce
McCandless is in the raiddeck powering off batteries for the EMUs
and is in the post-EVA entry preparation portion of his activity
plan.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go.

SPACECRAFT John, on step 2 where it has me verify no under APU
hydraulics and water flow it says (garble) your down errors. I
don't have any up errors or down errors, but I've got a bunch of
lower limits, are those okay?

CAPCOM Roger, they are okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if you're ready for the APU
start, you have a go from us whenever you are ready. END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if you're ready for the APU
start, you have a go from us whenever you are ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, how much time do we have before LOS?

CAPCOM Roger, we have about 2 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and then when's the next AOS?

CAPCOM Roger, the next one's at Dakar in about 7, but
Flight would like you just to go ahead and we'll get any of theother data we need on the dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we were reading ahead a little bit but we'lljust jump right into it then.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're starting op.

CAPCOM Roger.

f
A0 This is Mission Control Houston, we see APU number

1 running. RMU systems officer verifies that the data on APU
number 1 looks good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, iid you see that?

CAPCOM I'm not sure we did, Vance, if you could report
what you saw, we have low data rate.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to APU shutdown.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, it all looks fine and we're on step 6
now.

CAPCOM Roger that, we captured...

SPACECRAFT Houston, are we go for APU shutdown?

CAPCOM Roger, you're go for APU shutdown, and GNC saw thedata.

SPACECRAFT Good.

PA0 Thi s is Mission Control, Houston. The data showed
good speeds, good pressures, good temperatures out of the APU
test. Mission Elapsed Tims is 6 days 20 hours 4 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS here in acouple of minutes, we may drop out. See you Yarragadee at 20
plus 38.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, and we're on, finishing up on page7-19 and no anomalies yet.

Hnn«?on run I
tha

5 sounds great, Vance. Challenger,Houston, GNC says it looks good to us so far.

SPACECRAFT Great, that's the way we all like it.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. 6 days 20 hours
27 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. The flight crew and MissionControl team exchanging affirmation that the flight controlsystem checkout is going to satisfaction, along with
participants. We'll acquire signal through Yarragadee in 10minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

m iu

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Yarragadeetor 7 and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And we're on SPEC 42 right now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Yarragadee in
30 seconds, we'll see you at Hawaii at 21 plus 04 enjoy...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And we're on SPEC 42 right now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Yarragadee in
30 seconds, we'll see you at Hawaii at 21 plus 04. Enioy yourpass over Austrailia.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, at 6 days 21
hours 4 minutes, standing by for voice through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Hawaii for 6 and
a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, very timely. It's time to start the
RCS hot tire test, we're on page 10-2, we're all set up and just
about ready to begin our first pulse THC plus X.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And if you have data, we'll proceed.

CAPCOM Roger, if you could hold one — just a second,
Vance, we'll give you a call.

PA0
.

Thi s is Mission Control, Houston. This hot fire
test is a firing sequence of the reaction control system jets.
Again, a part of the flight control checkout process.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead and we are go for the hot fire
test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we need to find out, let's see, we are A3
for the hot fire test on DAP, just verify that's the correct DAP.

CAPCOM Roger, that's a good DAP, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0
. ,

DAP is the digital auto pilot, he was just
verifying the proper program for that instrument.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the target state vector has
been updated in preparation for the rendezvous nav.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Hawaii 30
seconds, we'll see you up TDRS in a couple of minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll wait for you for TDRS.

CAPCOM And PROP said that he appreciates that Vance.

pAO This is Mission Control. It's about a half a
minute before we reacquire, a minute and a half rather , before we
reacquire through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're back with you TDRS and
PROP is looking at his data.

SPACECRAFT
still?

CAPCOM
your test.

SPACECRAFT
page 10-3.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
lot.

Okay, Houston. Okay, Houston, you got us now

Roger, and we have good data, Vance, ready to watch

Okay, we'll start with the plus X on the middle of

Roger, that.

John, we completed the hot fire, how did it look?

Roger, it looked real good to us, Vance, thanks a

SPACECRAFT It looked good to us. We, we've seen no
anomalies. We did have just one nit to mention in the prior
check which we'll give you in a minute.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, we have out of the controller
checkout, we have a real nit for you but during the high test on
the dedicated controllers, commanders (garble) nautical miles
still. We are at 305,000 and the pilots read 307,000 instead of
300,000. Like I say, it's kind of a nit.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. That discrepancy
that Challenger Pilot Hoot Gibson reported is identical to one
which made itself apparent during STS-8, with the same vehicle.
That bias is not a hard bias, it remains constant all the way
down, it reduces proportionally to level, that is, they consider
it insignificant at lower levels.
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PA0 Made itself apparent during STS-8 with the same
vehicle. That bias is not a hard bias, it remains constant all
the way down, it reduces proportionally to level, that is they
consider it insignificant at lower levels. It's Mission Elapsed
Time, 6 days 21 hours, 24 minutes, and the flight control system
checkout is just about complete.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, to get back to you on your nit
on the flight control system check. We concur it is a nit, on
flight 8, we saw the same phenomenon and our experience showed
that it wasn't a factor and all as we got down to lower
altitudes.

SPACECRAFT We agree, I think it's rather fantastically great
to go through a test, two tests like that and that's the only
thing we can find wrong.

CAPCOM Roger, that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Vance figured we had to tell you something, or else
you'd think we didn't really...

CAPCOM Understand, Hooter. Challenger, Houston, I have a
couple of questions for you if this is a good time for you.

SPACECRAFT Sure, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. First of all, when you got the CRT 2
BITE, did that occur in conjunction with a major function switch?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll let Hoot explain it, because he was
moving the switch at the time.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, (garble) earlier today, I wrote a note
on my kneeboard that the DEU find was tripped on CRT 2 and then I
thought that I saw one little flicker out of him later on, but
what caused the guy to go poll fail was switching from GNC to SM.

CAPCOM Roger, I owe Flight a coke.

SPACECRAFT You want me, you want me to report something
different?

CAPCOM And Hoot. .

.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Roger, DPS says that that's just a timing problem
and our experience has shown that that means the CRT will be
okay, you can expect it to be okay. Challenger, Houston, did you
copy what I told you DPS felt about that CRT 2 BITE?

SPACECRAFT We heard you say that it was just a timing problem,
then you dropped out.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, it was just a timing problem, we have
had experience with that before, we believe that your CRT number
2 will be — will work just fine.

SPACECRAFT That's great and let's see John, you'd like to see
us sit in this attitude even though we're done a little early til
21:45, is that right, in this inertial attitude?

CAPCOM Stand by, Vance, I'll get you an answer, we've been
talking about that here the last five minutes. Challenger,
Houston, we want to stay in this attitude and we would like you
to stay in it until we tell you to initiate track to the next
maneuver because we need to update the target TDRS state.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll stay at this inertial attitude.

CAPCOM Roger, that. And if somebody is back near the RMS
panel, I have a switch back there I'd like them to look at.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, confirm...

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Confirm that the RMS break switch is in the on
position.

SPACECRAFT Okay, break switch was in the off not in the on
position.

CAPCOM Understand it was in the on position.

SPACECRAFT Negative, the break was in the off position. Just
switched it to the on position.

CAPCOM Understand and you switched it to the on position,
thank you.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, while I'm talking to you, we
had two switches that EECOM is interested in. We see your cabin
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pressure down at about 14 so if somebody's down by panel M032mike, I have a switch they can check.

SPACECRAFT Stand by 1 John.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - 14, so if somebody's down by panel M03 2 mike, I
have a switch they can check.

SPACECRAFT Standby one, John.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, if you could take the LEH 0 2 valve
number 5 and put it to open,

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's done.

CAPCOM Roger, and one more from him, up on LI, in order to
help boil some of the water off, if you could take the rad
controller out temperature to high.

SPACECRAFT It's in high.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hate to bother you again, but
evidently when you loaded your TFL 161, it didn't take, so if you
would reload that again for us, we would appreciate it. That is
TFL 161.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll give you a 161 over again, John.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT And we, yeah, we have it showing on SPEC 62, John,
but I'll go ahead and do another one.

CAPCOM Roger. We understand. Our data shows that you did
it, but for whatever reason, it didn't get latched, so if you
could do it again, we would appreciate it.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Sorry to bother you
again, but we have a new TDRS target state vector onboard now, so
you are go to initiate the maneuver on time per the CAP.

SPACECRAFT Copy. Initiate the maneuver at 45 past the hour.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, you should have the new reloaded format
161 now.

CAPCOM Understand. I'll let you know if it's working.
And Hoot, the 161 format is now downlisting. Thanks a lot.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. A question for Bruce, if he
has a minute.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. Loud and clear. How us?

SPACECRAFT You had a question?

CAPCOM Yes, if you have a minute, Bruce, we would like to
know, have you been able to close and engage the door latches on
MD23R?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative. Here on middeck 23 Romeo is secured
for entry.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, do you know if there's supposed to be any
volcanic activity just to the north of our ground track at about
our present position?

CAPCOM I'll check on that for you, and get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It may not be, but the reason I'm asking is
that looking up a ways to the north, there's an island that
there s a smoke cloud rising off of it, and it doesn't appear tobe just an atmospheric cloud formation. It kind of looks like
it's rising up off the island.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that. I'll get back to you. We'll
check with weather.

SPACECRAFT I should add, it's far enough away that I can't be
really sure.

CAPCOM Roger

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a little CAP
adjustment for you after the press conference when you're ready
to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, ready to copy.
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CAPCOM ...press conference when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, after the press conference is completed and
before the TV is deactivated, we would like you to perform the
PDRS ops checklist unberth SPAS, step 2 on pages FS 3-3 and 3-
4. Then we would like to see live TV of the SPAS disconnect
using the best camera that you think you need to do that to view
the umbilical mechanism. Finally when you are complete with
that, you can deactivate the TV per the CAP and then maneuver as
soon as possible to minus ZLV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we've got, after the press conference
but before we've deactived the TV, go to the PDRS checklist and
the unberth SPAS section, perform FS 3-3 and 3-4, set it up for
live TV on the umbilical disconnect and when we're complete,
deactivate the TV and go back to minus ZLV HF.

Roger, that, good readback.

Challenger . .

.

Challenger, this is Houston PAO, how do you copy?

Hello, Houston PAO, we get you loud and clear.

Challenger, this is Houston PAO, how do you copy?

Houston PAO, Challenger, we got you loud and clear.

Fine, thank you very much.

Houston, (garble) PAO check was (garble)

Challenger, Houston calling. Just for your
information, the voice check with PAO was good both ways.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we still have to check out our
microphone system in that total link but we'll have that stuff
pretty quick, and we'll probably call you for it just to check to
the CAPCOM and the MOCR when we get that done.

CAPCOM Roger, that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT John, prior to separating the SPAS umbilical, do we
need to do any sort of SPAS power up for that?
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CAPCOM Negative, you do not and, Hoot, PAYLOADS just
wanted me to confirm that you are only going to do step 2 and not
step 3 on that procedure.

SPACECRAFT Hey, that would be a real good idea, wouldn't it.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO
been deploy.

END OF TAPE

This is Mission Control Houston, step 3 would have
Mission Elapsed Time is 6 days 21 hours 54 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Hey, that'd be a real good idea, wouldn't it?

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0
,

This is Mission Control, Houston. Step 3 would
have been deploy. Mission Elapsed Time is 6 days, 21 hr, 54 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TDRS in aminute. We'll see you at Yarragadee at 22 plus 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, 22 plus 14.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 Yarragadee, this is Houston PAO. How do you copy?

Loud and clear. Yarragadee has you loud and clear.

PA0 We copy you loud and clear also, Yarraqadee.
Houston out.

946 LACD

946. Go ahead.

, ,

Okay, if you can go ahead and bring up 2 50 97,Joe's ready to try a comm check with you.

Okay. Tell him to proceed.

Okay 946, Houston CAPCOM. How do you read?

946, Houston CAPCOM.

946, Houston weather. How do you read?

Houston weather, NASA 94 (garble)

Don, I read you too. Do you hear a squeal in my
background?

Yes, I do hear a squeal.

Okiedokes. We've been listening to your weather reports,so this comm loop is the one we wanted to verify, and I guess we
need to chase down this squeal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for
6-1/2 min.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We show tanks charlie and
delta are just about filled. We'd like to go ahead and open tank
bravo's inlet.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Open tank bravo's inlet.

CAPCOM Roger,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. We're taking down the teleprinter
setup for the press conference.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
read?

CAPCOM

Understand.

Houston, Challenoer on the handheld mike.

Roger. We read you loud ana clear.

Do you

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, how about giving us the (garble) for a
long count, please

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT How about giving us a long count, please.

CAPCOM Roger. Testing 12 3 4 5. Over.

SPACECRAFT Alright, Hoot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Yarragadee in
30 sec. See you at Hawaii at 22 plus 39.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston at 6 days, 22 hr, 22 min
Mission Elapsed Time. We'll acquire through Hawaii in 17 min.
The crew is obviously configuring the vehicle for the press
conference scheduled to occur at 5:51 a.m., Central Time, and
that's just about 30 min from now, at the time that occurs with
acquisition through the TURS systems, so we'll have downlink
video of the crew in the middeck for that press conference. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We'll have voice
through Hawaii in a few moments at 6 days, 22 hr, 39 min Mission
Elapsed Time.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Hawaii for 7
min.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, we'll have voice through
Hawaii in a few moments at 6 days 22 hours 39 minutes, MissionElapsed Time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, is with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Houston, we're with you, how do you hear?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear and if somebody has a second,
we d like to have you go ahead and put the test pattern on thedownlink and then enable the TV downlink just so we can check it
out. Challenger, Houston, that configuration looks good, we willcheck the TV at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're one minute to LOS
Hawaii, we'll see you up TDRS in a couple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we're all set up here to talk with
you.

CAPCOM Roger, that and I'll give you the normal AOS call
there and then a few minutes later when we know we have good hiqhdata rate, I'll give you a call and tell you that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. It's 6 days 22
hours 47 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, and less than a minute
away acquisition of signal through TDRS and as soon as we gethigh data rat, good lock up on the video, we will initiate the
press conference from the news center at building 2 at Johnson
Space Center.

Testing 1, 2, 3, testing 1, 2 ,3, do you copy?

PA
9 .

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're still
waiting for a good lock on the TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, radio check.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we have you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like you to take your S-band TM antennaswitch and select lower right forward please.

SPACECRAFT Lower, right forward. Bruce is getting that.

PA0
,

This is Mission Control, that action to improve
signal strength.
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SPACECRAFT It's on.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

PA0 INCO reports good lock on the signal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS, I'll
give you a call when we're with high data.

SPACECRAFT Roger John.

PA0 We're switching to high data rate to accommodate
the color video signal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the press is on the line.

PA0 Good morning Commander Brand.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, we're here.

PA0 Good morning Commander Brand and crew aboard the
Challenger, we're ready for the on-orbit news conference. For
the press, please wait for the mike and please give your name and
affiliation if I don't identify you. Paul Recer, Associated
Press.

RECER To Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart, as operators
of the MMU. .

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a minute, first let's get the crew in
here, come on in. Okay, we're all here.

RECER To Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart. As operators
of the MMU, you saw and felt things never before experienced,
you've given your report as pilots and as astronauts, can you
tell us please in more human and perhaps even poetic terms what
you saw and felt while flying the MMU.

SPACECRAFT Well, in human terms, I was most impressed by the
spectacular panorama that I could see through the wide field of
view afforded by the helmet. I recall seeing the east coast ofFlorida go by and the view was simply spectacular. The sensation
of floating freely in the MMU and flying was not a great deal
different from the sensation of floating freely here inside the
Orbiter but it was one of realizing that you had control over
where you were going and of your maneuvers. So I was very
pleased both as an engineering test pilot with the performance of
the unit and very pleased to have had that personal experience.
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SPACECRAFT I guess my impressions were of the immensity of the
entire universe...

END OP TAPE
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... very pleased both as an engineering test pilot
with the performance of the unit and very pleased to have had
that personal experience.

SPACECRAFT I guess my impressions were of the immensity of the
entire universe, of looking around here and just seeing the
circle of the earth, the horizon thinking what a beautiful earth,
what a beautiful flying machine and what a lovely MMU.

PAO Martin Gaines, CBS News.

MARTIN GAINES (CBS NEWS) To the same gentlemen, I'd like to ask
whether there was any sensation whatsoever that you were really
drifting along at over 17,000 miles an hour. Did you feel that
you were moving rapidly through space?

SPACECRAFT Feel is not the right word. You certainly can look
down at the ground and tell that you're going very fast. I guess
it depends where your vision is focused. If you're looking down
at the ground, the speed is obvious. If you're focusing on the
Orbiter working in close to the bay, then your mind is
transformed from going 17,000 miles an hour to going 1 or 2 feet
in a second.

PAO Jules Bergman,

SPACECRAFT I guess the closest analogy that I could make,
which I think I mentioned over the air to ground link, was of
being in an observation type helicoptor or other bubble nose
airplane going at Mach 25. It was really spectacular. The
ground and the continents and the oceans just sped by you with
outstanding visibility.

PAO Jules Bergman, ABC News.

JULES BERGMAN {ABC NEWS) For Bruce and Bob Stewart again. How
well did the MMUs operate during the free flight and would you
pronounce them ready for the solar max mission?

SPACECRAFT They operated absolute superbly and very much like
the simulator that we trained on in Denver and yes, in my
opinion, they're ready for the solar max flight.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I concur.

PAO Olive Talley, UPI

OLIVE TALLEY (UPI) For Vance and Hoot. Are you ready for a
Cape landing tomorrow? Have you gotten an updated weather report
and have you been given the go ahead for a cape landing tomorrow?

SPACECRAFT Sort of in reverse order. No, we haven't, have not
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been given a go ahead and as far as an update, no we have not had
one today. We understood yesterday that Cape weather was looking
good. We're definitely ready. Just a question of will the
weather be ready.

PAO Roy Neal, NBC

ROY NEAL (NBC) Okay, this is for Ron McNair. Ron, can you give
us a handle on how well that arm, the RMS, performed and the
cameras. It seemed down here as if you were constantly having
trouble with both.

SPACECRAFT The arm performed very well. I did not have any
trouble with the arm itself during the first EVA. The camera on
the arm, I take it if that's the one you're speaking of, did have
some difficulties late in the second EVA. But during the first
EVA, while we were doing the manipulator foot restraint work,
there were really no problems. We did have a failure later on
during the second EVA, but while the arm was working well, it
functioned quite properly.

NEAL I was referring to the fact that we saw cameras
such as camera delta which were out. We saw a fix made on a
helmet camera by beating on it. I'm referring to the fact that
the arm was unable to rotate the SPAS during the second EVA.
That's what I'm talking about, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, we did have a few problems with the
payload bay cameras. Camera delta was unable to have any tilt.
We did have some slow pan capability. Cameras on the aft
bulkheads were out of view of most of the activity taking place
in the forward end of the payload bay. And the RMS elbow camera
eventually had some problems. It was giving us so.Tte good views
earlier in the second EVA. So we did have a few camera problems
but we did maintain enough capability to downlink some qood TV, I
think.

PAO John Getter, KHOU television.

JOHN GETTER (KHOU) For the Payload Specialists, Bruce and Bob
in particular. Now that you have done your MMU test, now that
you have done the refueling tests, how difficult or easy do you
think it's going to be for you and your cohorts to go permanently
into the satellite repair business.

SPACECRAFT Well actually, we're along on this one as Mission
Specialists. We had Payload Specialists on the last flight. The
completion of the MMU checkout and refueling DTOs will allow us
to capture, stabilize and service satellites that are in an orbit
that is currently reachable by the space shuttle or that operate
at length from ...END OF TAPE
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- - (garble) stabilize and service satellites that
are in an orbit that is currently reachable by the Space Shuttle,
or to operate at length around something like the Space Shuttle,
or to operate at length around something like the space station
whose construction we have now started. So yes, I would say it
has very definitely opened the door to on-orbit servicinq of
satellites.

PA0 Susan Starnes (KPRC) Television.

STARNES This is for Bruce and Bob. Yesterday, we heard
some comments that you seemed cold in particular inside the space
suit when President Reagan called. Could you comment on thecomfort of the working conditions inside that space suit
yesterday?

SPACECRAFT Of course, I'd be glad to Susan. One thing that
you have to bear in mind is the actual physical workload
associated with flying the MMU is very low. My medibolic rate
was very low. We were going through some engineering evaluations
which by their very nature were intended to be slow and
deliberate maneuvers where we put in a little impulse and watch
wnai. happens to the maneuvering unit, and I was hanging out over
the edge of the payload bay for quite some period of time with
all of my lower torso exposed to radiation to space, and t aid
get quite chilly during that period of time, but it certainly was
nothing that was unendurable.

STARNES So you don't think that this would be a problem for
future people working out in space on satellites.

SPACECRAFT No Susan, but by the same token, I was working at
a rather high metobolic rate inside the bay on the hydrazine
transfer stuff, and I was quite warm and comfortable at the same
time

.

pAO Silvon Rodrequez.

At the veiy least, you could wear long underware.

For Vance Brand, there have been a few
disappointments like the IRT and the wrist not working
properly. What would you characterize, speaking for the crew, asbeing the major disappointment so far.

SPACECRAFT The major disappointment is the fact that,
although they were deployed okay, the satellites didn't get into
orbit. That's - - that was what I call an extreme
disappointment. Next to that, I guess the IRT and the RMS wristsort of ranked together. However, I think, although these were
latter to things for disappointments, we accomplished what was
needed to be accomplished to start the next mission into motion
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in satellite repair, we could have done some other things, but
they - - you could say they would have been frosting on the cake.

PAO John Petty (Houston Post) .

PETTY For Ron McNair. Can you give us an update on the
rats. Are you seeing any difference in the behavior of the
arthritic rats than you might expect on Earth?

McNAIR As a matter of fact, I've seen some pretty dramatic
differences, I had the opportunity to observe a similar
experiment on the ground for a couple of weeks, and I would say
that the rats that we had here on orbit are probably much much
better off than ground controlled. I have seen very little
detectable migration of the (garble) to compare from the PAW,
that was affected with the arthritis to the opposite paw.
There* s been very little migration, as opposed to what you see on
the ground with similar situations, so I'd say that experiment is
showing some promise, and it will further about will have to
await further announcemens before any conclusion can be made. In
fact, you can't really make any conclusion based upon this very
limited experiment with only 6 flown animals, and several ground
controlled, but it would take a much larger scale experiment to
come up with any conclusive results and I think from here we'll
go on and (garble) experiments and perhaps come up with some
useful data and information.

PAO Dave Jackson (Time Magazine)

JACKSON To Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart, again. I've
always been curious how someone's expected to have an adventure
up in space like you guys enjoyed, and then fall asleep a couple
of hours later. Did you having any trouble getting to sleep and
what do you dream about after you have a real life adventure like
that?

SPACECRAFT No, I haven't had any trouble sleeping up here.
Basically, at night, we darken ship, turn out the lights, rig the
sleeping bags, have a nice dinner, and sack out. The overall, if
I could call it routine or protocol for an EVA, turns out to be -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...and sack out. The overall, if I could call it
routine or protocol for an EVA, turns out to be fairly physically
demanding starting with the preparations a couple of hours ahead
of time and getting into the suits and getting the airlock
depressed, and various other things. So that even though I
mentioned the metabolic rate while actually flying the MMUs was
quite low. After a 6- hour EVA which, is about what ours turned
out to be, you are tired and you fall asleep quite
satisfactorily. And as far as dreaming about things, I very
rarely have dreams so I don't have anything to comment on. I
just sacked out and work up the next morning.

PA0 Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.

BYARS For Bruce and Bob. The, I was wondering how well
the MMU handled compared to the many simulations that you've been
through. Was it easy as you expected? It seemed to be extremely
smooth, but how did it compare with the many simulations you've
been through?

SPACECRAFT Well, Carlos, I would say the dynamics are very
similar to the SOS in Denver. I think it does an excellent job
of duplicating the orbital mechanics, the very sense of the
dynamics of the MMU itself. The one thing that — two things
that I did notice about it is, that are not modeled on the
simulator, are, well, when you're maneuvering in translation with
the attitude hold on, the machine has a mode when it conserves
fuel by turning jets off, so you can get a jet shattering effect
that is not modeled on the simulator. That surprised us at first
until we found out exactly what was happening. And the second
effect is that at the simulator in Denver you can hear several
motors and feel several motors turning, where you couldn't up
here, it was just extremely smooth.

PAO Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

SPACECRAFT I agree 100 percent with Bob there. The other
thing that had been a big question is whether we would be able to
tell when the thrusters were firing or not, since tests in the
thermal vacuum chamber in Houston indicated that the noise in the
suit was sufficient to mask the thruster firing noise. I found
that I could sometimes hear what I figured was gas flowing, but I
could certainly tell when the thrusters were firing and that the
suit actually was a lot quieter in operation here at 12.3 psi andm vacuum than it was previously. So with those comments, I
think the simulations that we'd gone through were quite
representative and gave us excellent training to fly the mission.

PAO Craig Covault Aviation Week.

COVAULT For Vance and Bruce. The maneuver to pick up the
foot restraint was a pretty interesting thing to watch and I know
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you had considered that type of activity as somewhat of a rescue
mode, could you take a minute and discuss what you went through
to go retrieve the restraint?

SPACECRAFT Well, after we saw it floating very slowly up out
of the bay, we thought about it for a minute, wondering whether
we ought to let it go or go after it and decided that after
quickly checking with Houston and telling them what we were up
to, that — we had all the capability to go after it, so why not.
We just had to set a couple or three switches and move a
translation control handle on the left and actually look at it
and approach it, like you would flying a lot of other types of
vehicles. And when we saw it coming back our way into the bay,
why,- we just let it slowly drift into the bay. Bruce immediately
saw what was going on and headed over to — well he actually
scrambled down the side of the bay toward it and he got to the
end of a wire that was a safety wire and couldn't go any further
so he just waited for it to drift into his hands. And basically,
it came as a complete surprise but we sort of think it was a
blessing because we, we always have to be ready to rescue a
crewman, for example, should a tether break, which is unlikely,
of course, or a backpack go out of control. That is our, always
our ace in the hole, and it was shown that that could be done.

PAO Susan Reed, Cable Network News.

REED This is also for Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart.
Putting your spacewalk in an historic perspective, do you think
that history.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Susan Reed, Cable Network News.

REEr) This is also for Bruce McCandless and Bob
Stewart. Putting your space walk in an historic perspective, do
you think that history will consider it as significant as the
Wright brother's first flight?

SPACECRAFT No. I don't think it's as significant as the
Wright brother's first flight. What we've been doing is just
incrementally advancing the state of our capabilities in
extravehicular activities, or spacewalks. This one was a
significant increment, but I don't put it in the same category as
man's first flight in an airplane. And I would, at the same
time, point out to you the fact that although Bob and I and the
rest of the crew have been highly visible during all this
operation, there are literally thousands of other people down on
the ground that have put a lot of effort into developing the
Orbiter and the pressure suits themselves, which worked
flawlessly in the maneuvering units, and all of the other pieces
of hardware, Susan.

PAO Roy Neal, NBC News.

NEAL Okay, here's one for Hoot Gibson, and for, I guess
you, Bruce, or Bob. Because we're told those communication
satellites, Westar and PALAPA are in low Earth orbit, and because
they are apparently healthy, would you discuss for us the
feasibility on a future flight of going out to pick them up and
rescue them, especially in view of the save from yesterday.

SPACECRAFT Well Roy, we don't have a real good feeling for
that right at this time, but it would appear that with the type
of orbit that they're in, about a 150 mile by 600 mile orbit,
wejd have a very difficult time getting to them. So I don't
think that we hold a whole lot of hope for them at this point.

NEAL If you could get to them though, Bruce or Bob, how
would you feel aoout trying to pull something like that in,
something that doesn't have any grapple?

SPACECRAFT The face that it doesn't have a grapple fixture, is
not in itself a problem because as you saw on both of our EVA's,
with a device such as the trunnion pin attachment device,
affectionately known as the TPAD. We can attach a grapple
fixture to just about anything using the maneuvering unit. More
permittable is the fact that these satellites were, and I presume
still are, rotating at approximtely 50 rpm. They're spin
stabilized satellites so that we would have to develop a
technique for attaching to them, and I'm not sure that 50 rpm is
within the capability right now of the maneuvering unit to match
rates and attach a grapple fixture. That's a little bit
speedy. The other thing is that we would then need some sort of
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special cradle or support equipment in the payload bay so we
could bring them back to Earth. I think when you add all this
up, you would say that it was technically feasible, although
difficult, and of course, difficult translates into expensive, so
that it probably isn't something we're going to go do.

PAO CHRIS PETERSON, KTRH Radio.

PETERSON For Vance Brand. Vance, you've sounded like you've
really been enjoying yourself up there. Are you going to get
back in the back of the line and get in line for another flight
when this is all over?

SPACECRAFT Well, that's really up to NASA management, but I'd
really like to. I can't tell you how great it is up here. I
think a lot of you would really enjoy it. We sure do.

PAO LYNN SHERR (ABC News)

SPACECRAFT Hey, Vance isn't the only one that's enjoying
himself up here.

SCHEAR This is for Bruce and Bob. Gentlemen, when you
were on the MMU's, you were variously described on Earth as being
human satellites, as being Buck Rogers people. Can you tell us
how you thought of yourself while you were out there?

SPACECRAFT Well, I thought of myself as an engineering test
pilot evaluating a very high and fast flying machine of a quite
unusual design.

SPACECRAFT But in the cabin here, they call each other Flash
Gordon and Buck Rogers.

PA0 Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

COVAULT Another one for Bruce and Bob. One of the
questions we had before you flew was whether or not spending some
time in zero g before going out and flying MMU's would bias your
ability to tell how fast you were going. Did you notice any
change? J

SPACECRAFT No, Craig. I didn't notice any change. You've got
to bear in mind, of course, that what we were using as our
reference was the Orbiter - -

END OF TAPE
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COVAULT ...before going out and flying MMU's would bias
your ability to tell how fast you were going, did you notice anvchange? J

SPACECRAFT No, Craig, I didn't notice any change. You've got
to bear in mind, of course, what we were using as our reference
was the Orbiter and concentrating on landmarks on the Orbiter and
things of that sort to judge our relative motion. I guess Iwould have to say though that I think that, apart from the zero-
g, spending a day or so up here and getting used to the fact that
you can see the Earth going by at great speed and random
attitudes before setting out into the maneuvering unit certainly
made me feel a lot more comfortable while I was flying around out
there. And that's a visible effect that we have not reproducedon any of our simulators.

PAO Mark Kramer, CBS News.

KRAMER For Vance Brand. There's been a lot of coverage
down here on earth talking about a trouble-plagued mission, and
I wonder if the dif f iculities you've faced with the satellie
failures, the IRT, and yesterday the arm, have led to a pall on
the part of the crew. Have you had to fight off a depression
from these diff iculities, or have you carried on without that
hanging over your head.

SPACECRAFT Well, of course, up here we, we don't know what ism the papers and what is being said so I guess we find that out
when we get back. I must say the first couple of days, we were
thinking of a satellite deployments, we were very disappointed to
hear that the satellites didn't get into high orbit and somewhat
surprised because everything appeared to have gone perfectly
through the whole operation, from our viewpoint. The — we did
get into other things immediately, the rendezvous. I think we
didn't get everything done we wanted to but we, we really were
pleased the way the equipment worked, the radar and the sensors
we have that we used, like the star tracker. Finally, really the
E
Y*'?'

1 think we've been on top of the world, since they came
off because those were very exciting things to pull off up here.
I think we feel threr's been some adversity but a lot has been
accomplished.

PA0 Susan Starnes, KPRC Television.

STARNES Past crews have reported sights they felt were
amazing or shocking looking back at the planet. For the flight
crew, could one of you or all of you describe anything that youhave seen, that you felt was shocking about the planet, perhaps
amazing or strange?

SPACECRAFT We're all shaking our heads and trying to see if we
can think of anything that we've seen that was strange or
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shocking and none of us are, I don't think, coming up with
anything that was like that, I think the one impression that we
do get is just how much beauty the Earth does have. Looking at
the oceans and the cloud patterns and the continent and, as Bruce
and Bob have referred to, the magnificant view that you get from
up here. I guess that's probably been the most striking thinq
that we've seen.

PAO Jules Bergman ABC News.

BERGMAN This is for Bruce and Bob and then Vance and,
that's not legal John?

PAO Two

.

BERGMAN You two have the only time in the MMU. How anxious
are you to go up and fly it again and do you feel NASA should put
you ahead of the next crew since you're experienced in flying it?

SPACECRAFT Well, of course, that's a, a call for NASA
management to make; however, perhaps in a self-defeating mode,
let me say that we have endeavored in the development of the MMU,
myself and Ed Whitsett in crew systems division and others, to
try to make the MMU easy to fly. We have tried tc use what we
call the rent a car concept so that if sop. oody were proficient
in flying the spacecraft or spacr-raft Lmulsbor i i general, with
relatively >mall amount o„ training, they could do a g :>d job in
the MMU. £ n i have a great deal of confidence ch >c th« ruxt
crew, Geor "elson and James Van Hoften will do a super job on
the solar ax repair mission using the MMU.

PAO Sylvan Rodriguez KTRK television.

RODRIGUEZ This is also for Flash and Buck. The MMU at the
beginning I think there was a little rattling described down here
on Earth, can you provide us with a little more detail on that
and did anything at all go wrong with the MMU, a thruster
sticking, or any problems at all.

END OF TAPE
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RODRIGUES The MMU, at the beginning I think there was a
little rattling described down here on Earth. Can you provide us
with a little more detail on that, and did anything at all go
wrong with the MMU, a thruster sticking, or any problems at all?

SPACECRAFT With regard to the rattling, when you translate
you've put four thrusters, and since the center of gravity of the
unit varies depending on the weight of the person, his size, and
whether you have something like the trunnion attachment device
hung the front or not, in order to keep your attitude pointed in
the right direction, the system automatically turns appropriate
thrusters off for 40 ot 50 milliseconds, and then back on. It
does this on the simulators also, but the cue lights stay onconstantly since there are some thrusters on, at least at all
times, and the response of the simulator is slow enough so we
have not put that in. Basically, it was just a little bit of a
surprise that we felt this rattling as the system performed its
intended job of saving propellant, and holding attitude. The
second part of your question, no we really haven't found anything
on the MMU's that was performing of f-nominally , and we've had no
rears

.

PAO John Getter (KHOU Television)

GETTER Along the lines of what Hoot addressed earlier.
Those who have come before you have come back and said they
gained unique insights. Dick Truly said he was struck by the
fact there were no borders visible from space. Paul Weitz came
back and said that he was struck by how small the Earth is and
that we had better do something about the environment. For
anyone who would care to address it, have any of you from your
unique perspective gained any new insights that you perhaps did
not expect. ^

SPACECRAFT I guess one reason they were kind of hesitant to
answer that question is that we've benefitted from the
experiences and the debriefings of all the crews that have flown
before us, and trying to report on a new significant insight that
these guys haven't seen and reported and we were expecting is
quite challenge.

SPACECRAFT I think - I've had a chance to be up here before,
and I think it's - each time is just like the first time,
almost. I'm so amazed at how the world is put together. It's -
you know we talk about overcrowding, yet we crossed vast oceans
and deserts and mountain areas (garble), the largest cities
looked like very small areas on a continent, and it really puts
me to thinking that our problems on Earth aren't that we're short
of land, it's that we're short of water to make things grow in
the deserts, and we're short of electrical power to pump the
water uphill perhaps, and to (garble) water. If we had unlimited
electric power and a lot more technical capability. We've got a
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lot of land on Earth that presently is unusable, which we can see
from our windows here in the spacecraft, that would really help
mankind. I don't know how you get this technoloy, but unlimited
electric power would make it possible for several times the
population of the Earth to exist on the Earth.

PA0 Sounds like we have less than 30 sec. Olive
Talley, UPI,

TALLEY Well, I hate to end it on this note, but Hoot or
anyone else, how troublesome have the toilet problems been during
the flight, and would you recommend any design changes in that
piece of equipment?

SPACECRAFT We have had, I guess what we'd have to characterize
as perhaps a minor problem with the WCS or Waste Control
System. It's presently operating very nicely and it's the sort
of thing that I guess it takes a little bit of attention to keep
up with it and keep the thing operating properly. I think it
could bear a couple of changes that would make it a whole lot
more reliable and a lot more long lasting, but it has served us
relatively well, I'd have to say.

PA0 We'll take one last question. Roy Neal, NBC

NEAL All right. Ron McNair, we haven't heard very - -

END OF TAPE
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NEIL All right, Ron McNair, we haven't heard very much
from you and I wonder if perhaps you could give us your
evaluation of this mission? I'm looking at the fact that you are
a scientist, you've been there and, of course, I'm not looking
for the application to solar max, we've already heard that, but I
mean the overall applications as you see it to this mission?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the, of course I too, I was envolved with the
PAM deploy and was very shocked and surprised that they did not
function properly. That was a disappointment at the beginning,
however, as the mission progressed, we had a great deal of
success in the areas of experiments, we have a number of
experiments on this mission that have sort of taken a back seat
to the more photogenic and media catching events such as the
MMU's and so forth but the experiments have gone very well with
lots of promise for the future in applications. We've also flown
the SPAS 01 satellite which has a lot of experiments, they have
gone very well, and the EVA's were a great success as I was
personally envolved with the first checkout of the manipulator
foot restraint in which we drove Bruce around in the work station
which will also be applied to the solar max mission. That proved
to be a very, very well designed, well thought out piece of
hardware, it's going to be very useful to us and it was fun
testing it and maneuvering it around the bay. In general, my
perspective as are other crewmen is that we've had a really
useful, we've had a really productive mission in spite of the
failures and minor setbacks that we have undergone. All in all
we've accomplished some good science, we accomplished that, we
demonstrated the solar max mission is a viable endevear and we
think that our main objectives were accomplished allowing the
fact that though we had a good deploy, the satellites did not
reach orbit, but all in all we had a good mission, we think.

PA° Crew aboard the Challenger, thank you. Ladies and
gentlemen of the press, thank you, we're ajourned.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we enjoyed it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're still back with you and
just be advised you're live TV on the middeck still. You look
good, Ron. And Challenger, Houston, we have turned off the TV
downlink and we're just standing by whenever you can get started
with the unberthing of the SPAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I'm just upstairs getting ready to
start throwing some of the switches on that and the expression
unberth the SPAS is probably not what you mean to say, is it?

CAPCOM No, I, yes, that was the title of the whole thing,
you got it Hoot, step 2.
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S PAOiCRAF P Okay, that*-, right, I'm going to do only step 2 and
not s ? i-p 3.

CAProM That ' :-; affirm.

PAU Thi
- Mission Control Houston, Challenger, pilot

Hoot. i.Jih.;on win be aotivitirw the SPA.'i experiments and it's
going to ho nwal Kmc onlx, ,cd > he vehicle and they'll be having
th " ,r nocn ine ^ ]

-
f, ^ r the day, ussion Elapsed Time is 6 days 23

houi
. .il iflinutvs, t,i:; i-; Mission Control :;. M st(K,,

Ur'AOKCRAFT Houston, Challenger, we're still working on getting
son: deoont TV 'icnes for you before we ^op those umbilicals.

' APCOM Rog-r that. Challenger, Houston, we are seeing it
lj! ' )d

'
we ' ,,! * minutes to losing the picture, we'd like you toproceed,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're proceeding. Okay, John, I think we've
got you a split screen on both sides now. And Houston, you'reready for the retracks/

'

CAPCOM Roger, we're seeing a split screen and we're
ready. Ro.jer, we saw it and thank you very much, we're going LOS
here in one -

mo OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, are you ready for th*. retracts?

CAPCOM Roger. We're seeing a split screen and we are
ready.

CAPCOM Roger. We saw it, and thank you very much. We're
going LOS here in 1 rain. We will see you next at Guam at 00+01.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we'll see you there, and I'm not
proceeding on to step 3.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and as you go LOS here, we
would like you to take the S-band PM antenna and select GPC. If
you have any comm problems doing subsequent TDRS passes, then
cycle through all the positions and then back to GPC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Will do.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS through the
TDRS. Don't acquire signal again until we encounter Guam in
almost 20 min from now. Mission Elapsed Time is 6 days, 23 hr,
41 min. Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston. Challenger is on
the ascending node of orbit 113 and we're a minute away from
Acquisition of Signal through Guam. The Change-of-Shif t Briefing
scheduled for 8:30 a.m. with Flight Director, Gary Cohen should
occur on time this morning. Mission Elapsed Time is 7 days
even. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Guam for 7
min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear, and standby.

CAPCOM Roger, and we are sending you a new state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good John, and how about the weather? Could
you give us a weather report on the Cape, what's expected
tomorrow? The press asked about that and we are curious.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, the forecast right now is good, and
we'll put together some details for you.

SPACECRAFT Super.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a configuration for
you over on Rl when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me head that way.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, go ahead with Rl.
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CAPCOM Roger. We need you to take the APU fuel pump valve
cool bravo to off and the controller power to off on APU 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I took off the APU pump valve cool
number bravo to off, APU controller number 1 is off, and what
about the (garble) controller power, I guess we leave those
running for the heater?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks, John. That's done.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Guam in 30
sec. We'll see you at Hawaii in 7 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Hey John, we still got the teleprinter down using
the speaker mike down here on the lower deck. Give us a call
before you send the teleprinter message, please. Over.

CAPCOM Understand.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston at 7 days, 0 hr,
14 min Mission Elapsed Time. Just about a half a minute away
from Acquisition of Signal through Hawaii for a pass of 7-1/2 min
duration, then a brief gap and we'll pick up TDRS coverage again.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - 1-1/2 minutes duration. Then a brief gap and
we'll pick up TDRS coverage again.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston is with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger John, we got -

CAPCOM Your loud and clear, and at your convenience you
can configure the teleprinter for ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess what we were saying is we'd like to
use the speaker mikes for a while longer so, when you need to
send us a teleprinter message to give us a yell, and then we'll
reconfigure teleprinter.

CAPCOM Roger that, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT John, are you trying to tell us that you need to
send us a letter message right now on the teleprinter or when
will that be up?

CAPCOM Negative, we don't have anything to send you now,
we will give you a call if we need the teleprinter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger, I'm trying to recall where we
wound up with, with respect to waste water dump. The waste water
dump system is operable, isn't that true?

CAPCOM That is correct, it is operable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, thanks John.

CAPCOM And be advised we're going to be turning the PSP
off, and are - we want you to turn the PSP off and when you do
that, we will get an air message.

CAPCOM Let me rephrase what I just told you. We are
going to turn the PSP off, and you will get an air message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) in command.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger Houston we're going LOS
Hawaii in 30 seconds, we'll see you up TDRS in a couple of
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, see you there.
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^
A0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 7 days, 0hours, 22 minutes, Mission Elasped Time. A reminder the changeof shift briefing with Flight Director, Gary Cohen, will occur ontime at 8:30 am Central Standard Time, and this will be the lastopportunity the media will have to query the Flight Director forentry. So entry day questions are going to be most appropriatelyand most effectively handled during this press conference. We'll

ConLorHoustSn
thr°U9h T°RS in leSS than half a minute

- Mission

CAPCOM Challenger Houston we're with you over Goldstone
UHF, we ought to be picking TDRS up when we stop blinking.

SPACECRAFT Hello, roger John, we got you on UHF.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear. Challenger Houston, we
have a good TDRS lock now.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, I hear you loud and clear,we've had TDRS dropping in and out.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have a good TDRS lock up
now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

PA0 Th *s is Mission Control Houston, at 7 days, 1 hour,
Mission elasped time. The Challenger is out over the southAtlantic right now on orbit 113. According to the timeline thecrew should be having there noon meal. Most of the day today is
preparations for the entry tomorrow. Most of the crewmembers
have some exercise period scheuled and a good portion of the daytaken up with cabin stowage, putting away all the experiments,
that sort of thing, and we have a change of shift briefing,
coming up in about a half an hour, at approximately 8:30. Thisis Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we may lose you here with
TDRS, we'll try to pick you Botswana UHF. If we drop out of
contact with you, we see you next at Guam, at 1+36. Challenqer
?22

St<
?Uu?

lth you
'
with TDRS

'
we mav 9et blanking here, if we goLOS within the next 5 minutes, we'll see you at Guam next at

1+3 6 •

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, understand, and you're echoinq,
understand. ^'

.

This is Mission Control Houston, at 7 days 1 hour
^7 minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger has passed beyondthe range of the tracking data relay satellite, out over theIndia Ocean, on orbit number 113. We'll pick up again in about
19 minutes, through the Guam station, handover currently inprogress here in Mission Control. We believe the change of shiftpress conference with the off-going Flight Director, Gary Coen,
scheduled for at 8:30 will be close to on time this morning, overin the building 2, press conference room, 135. Mission Control
Houston, 7 days 1 hour 26 minutes. We'll be having the change ofsmft conference with the off-going Flight Director, Gary Coen,coming up very shortly, the Flight Director is about to leavefrom Mission Control to walk over to the press conference area.
This will be opportunity to ask questions about entry, get allthe good numbers for the expected entry tomorrow. Flight Controlteams are presently handing over here in Mission Control. TheOrbiter systems looking very good a few final tests that somepeople want to get in here, the last day of the flight, workingthose with the Flight Director. The crew earlier in the day used
auxiliary power unit number 1, for the flight control systemcheckout. That checkout was reported as successful, andeverything looks normal, and ready for entry. Flight Dynamic
Officers reports that the Challenger's orbit is 146 bv 156nautical miles. 1

END OF TAPE
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PAO Flight Dynamic Officer reports that the
Challenger's Orbit is 146 by 156 nautical miles. And the deorbit
to the Kennedy Space Center tomorrow will be a 2 engine OMS burn
with a change in velocity of 317 feet per second. Weather at
Kennedy Space Center, predicted to be good. Cloud deck at about
3500 feet scattered clouds, with over 7 miles visibility. Winds
predicted to be fairly slight. And the landing on runway 115
projected. This is Mission Control 7 days 1 hour 33 minutes,
mission elasped time. We're coming up on a pass over the Guam
station here in just a couple of minutes, change of shift press
conference with off-going Flight Director Gary Coen, be getting
underway about 8:40. The Flight Director is on his way over now
from the Control Center to the press conference area. Handover
is now complete here in Mission Control Center. Orbiter systems
look good, and the primary activity is making sure that the
spacecraft and the crew are ready for tomorrow morning's entry.
Flight control system has been checked out and looks good, and
the crew is proceeding with their cabin stowage, putting away the
cameras, the experimental gear, all the items, all the flight
books that they keep out during the flight. Getting a little
exercise, having their noon meal, and taking a little bit of last
minute 16 millimeter footage, and some little photography.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Guam for 7.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Jerry, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, good morning.

SPACECRAFT Is it still morning?

CAPCOM Last time I was outside the building, it was here.

SPACECRAFT Heck, it's late afternoon.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'd like to request a DAP
configuration change.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by one. Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we're changing the DAP to get some
engineering data and also to conserve a little bit of prop. We
would like to go to the Al DAP, and set the normal deadbands to
10 degrees, please.

SPACECRAFT One DAP, 10 degrees deadband, okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS Guam, Hawaii
in 6

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 7 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going over the hill Hawaii,
we'll give you a call once we establish TDRS

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston

END OF TAPE
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PA0
.

This is Mission Control Houston at 7 days, 2 hours,
8 minutes mission elapsed time. Information for those of you in
the Houston area about the visibility of the Orbiter as it
crosses over. We expect that the Challenger will be visible in
the Houston area beginning at approximately 5:58 am central
time. The azimuth on that is 260 degrees. During its pass over
the Houston area we'll achieve a maximum elevation of 21 degrees
with the azimuth about 170 and should be going out of sight
almost due east at approximately 6:05 am. Just to repeat that
now in case you didn't get it, it'll first become visible at
about 5:58 coming out at about 260 degrees. It will achieve the
high point in the sky that crosses over the Houston area of about
21 degrees with the azimuth about 170 degrees and it will
disappear over the eastern horizon almost in a due easterly
direction at approximately 6:05. We'are standing by for the
start of the LDEF press conference now from KSC. This is Mission
Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS and we see an H20
message.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry, that came on a little while ago and it
apparently was the, let's see which one was it, the dump line
temp.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot. We'd like you to go down to ML86
bravo, row A and push back in the main A H20 line heater alpha
and we'd also like a status of that same heater, the bravo
circuit.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. The bravo circuit breaker is in.
Pushing the A in now.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, and we'll watch it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 8 minutes till LOS TDRS.
Guam next at 03 13. Request MAD strain gage PCM enable on A7,
please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand MAD strain gage is enabled,
Jerry, and we'll talk to you then.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, and that's to the PCM enable position.

SPACECRAFT In PCM enable.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT PCM enable.

pAO This is Mission Control Houston 7 days 2 hours 45
minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger crossing the coast
over the eastern edge of the southern part of Africa. On the
last part of orbit 114, things are very quiet aboard the
Challenger right now, the crew is proceeding with putting away
all the equipment, books, and associated equipment. Getting
ready for the entry tomorrow morning. Things are also very quiet
here in Mission Control Center. Flight Controllers here, just
primarily keeping a watch over systems, make sure everything
remains in good condition. Everything was in qood shape as we
got the status during the handover time. Challenger is in an
orbit of 146 by 156 nautical miles. We have about 4 minutes
remaining in this pass under the range of the tracking data relay
satellite. And then we'll have loss of signal period of about 22
minutes, before picking up over the Guam station. At 7 days 2
hours 47 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Guam for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello. Jerry, we got you at Guam, and we're getting
caution and warning parameter number 4 toggling on us, which is
cabin press, and we're showing 13.9 in the cabin, and a PP02 at
2.81 off the B sensor. We believe we ought to pump 02, how about
asking ECOM what we ought to do.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot, we recommend performing manual cabin
atmosphere management, Orbit OPS checklist, 5-10.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got that page open.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, got a couple notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, first one is, be advised we're going
to TMBU the H20 align temp parameter that we - continues to
trigger the caution and warning messages on us. We'll be
watciing it on the ground, it appears the heater's working fine,
it just happens to be controlling to the wrong temperature
band. Second item, on panel Rl, we'd like to take cryo 02, tank
2, heater alpha to off, reason for this we're seeing a divergence
between tanks 1 and 2, in quantity, approximately 3 1/2 hours
from now we'll give you a call back to turn that back on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's off, and we'll turn it back on, on your
call. We've inhibited the pressure caution and warning parameter
so we can talk to you this pass and we're proceeding into the
manual cabin pressure regulations.
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CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Bruce, 15 seconds to LOS Guam,
Hawaii in 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we got you in the spock.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, 7 days 3 hours 20
minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger had a brief pass over
the Guam station. We'll pick over Hawaii in about 5 1/2
minutes. For a pass of almost 8 minutes in duration. During the
Guam pass we heard Astronaut Bruce McCandless talking about
making some adjustments to the cabin atmosphere.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
.

~ ~ minutes for a pass of almost 8 minutes in
duration. During the Guam pass we heard Astronaut Bruce
McCandless talking about the, making some adjustments to the
cabin atmosphere. Crew is in the middle of the scheduled cabin
stowage activity. And they are generally getting things squaredaway for the end of the day and the final preparation onboard the
Challenger before tomorrow morning deorbit burn and entry, and
projected landing at the Kennedy Space Center, assuming the
cooperation of the weather. We're about 4 minutes away from
picking up over the Hawaii station. This is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, if you're ready to copy we have aS-band test we'd like you to perform, if we don't acquire you
within 10 minutes on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by just a second, Jerry. Okay, Jerry,
go ahead. 1 '

CAPCOM Okay, guys, if we don't acquire you within the 1st
10 minutes of the TDRS pass this time, we would like you to go on
C3, the S-band PM rotary, select each of the positions, pause for
at least 2 seconds, and at the conclusion of that go back to
GPC. We're trying to get some engineering data to help us post
flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, if you do not acquire us by 10
minutes after predicted TDRS AOS we should cycle the S-band PMrotary switch through each of the 8 positions, pausing for 2
seconds. Do you want us to work for signal strength at each
position also?

CAPCOM That's not required, Bruce, if you'd like to, just
for your own information, it could help us also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, at the end of that back to GPC what if we
still haven't required you?

CAPCOM We'll I imagine just like in the past, we'll
finally acquire you sometime in the pass.

CAPCOM As we cycle through these 8 positions, are you
going to try to grab us when you see signal strength or
something?

CAPCOM That's a negative, Bruce, we won't, this is more
just an engineering evaluation right now.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, and do you have an MET for TDRS
AOSlock, I've got (garble) 7 1/2 minutes from AOS right now.

CAPCOM Roger, 03:35:29 predicted AOS TDRS. Challenger,
Houston, 30 seconds LOS Hawaii, TDRS at 03:35.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Houston, this is Challenger on S-band over.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we didn't get you at 3 (garble) so Istarted to sweep, I'm now on lower right forward, which has the
highest signal strength, so I can read the numbers off to you,and then go back to GPC or whatever you wish.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd just like you to go back to GPC, Bruce,
thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, lower right forward is the magic one riqhtnow. 3

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 7 days 3 hours 48 minutes,
mission elasped time. Bruce McCandless reporting he's goingthrough the engineering evaluation proceedings with the rotary
switch selecting the various antenna's to see which works in v:hatmanner. The INCO, the communication officer here in the Controlcenter, wanting to get some data on what the various readings arefrom those antennas. The TDRS acquisition lately has not been
quite up to par. And they're checking out all the variousOrbiter antennas to see what the performance is on each of
those.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - what the various readings are from those
antennas. The TDRS acquisition lately has not been quite up to
par and they're checking out all the various Orbiter antennas to
see what the performance is on each of those.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Got a couple notes for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. First one we'd like to go over on
panel LI, take the rad controller outlet temp to normal and then
cycle the flash evaporator control primary alpha off then back to
on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete.

CAPCOM Okay, second item. We would like to send you
several teleprinter messages at Hawaii, next pass, at 05:01
approximate so if you can have it configured for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM And the third item, tell Ron that will be prepared
on the next TDRS pass to take some live TV if you'd like to ship
some to us.

SPACECRAFT Sorry, Jerry, would you repeat that, please.

CAPCOM Okay. For Ron, if he would like to send us some
live TV the next TDRS pass we would be glad to get it from him.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Anything in particular you're most
interested in or just let him, let us select.

CAPCOM We'll let the selections be Ron's choices.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. Jerry, once again, where would
you like to see that TV again?

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, it'll be next rev, the first portion
of TDRS while we can have high gain and this is per Ron and my
discussions premission on what he would like to show us.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We are in the middle of packing up here.
We could send some stuff down to you and, but we might make it
fairly short and Ron's had other discussions since those he had
with you so he might be sending you some different stuff.
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CAPCOM Okay, there's no need to send us anything. We just
thought that he might want to send us something. Otherwise, hecan disregard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, since we're not too far from presleep and
pretty busy packing up, why, we won't send you anything down at
ai; then. We're going to put the VTR to bed.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur on that and let us know when the
r.eior\. : riti-r's configured.

AC£C;<AFT Okay. How about sending a test now. Bruc* lust
c it configured.

CAPCOM Vance, I guess we're not going to be able to do it
u.itil we gut to Hawaii so hopefully it'll work.

'ACKORAFT Okay. We'll be watching for it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 7 minutes till LOS
TDRS . Guam for a short pass at 04:52.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0
.

Mission Control Houston, 7 days 4 hours 31 minutes
mission elasped time. They have the loss of signal through thetracking data relay satellite. The Challenger just crossed the
equator, on the northern leg of its groundtrack, just starting
orbit number 116. It's about 30 minutes before we have our nextcontact with the crew, and that will occur over the Hawaii
station. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, over Guam for approximately 1minute. 1

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Hawaii, 7 minutes, we have at 4messages for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry, we're configured for teleprinter buttill you send us a test or a message we can't be 100 percent

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce.

PA0
A .

Mission Control Houston 7 days 5 hours missionelasped time, standing by for acquisition through Hawaii.

^P
.2

M
^

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii. We've got 4 messagesto send you and I've got several notes also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by 1. Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay Vance, several presleep activity notes for
you. The first one, Rl 02 tank 2, heater alpha to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll go over and get it. Okay, 02 tank 2,heater alpha to bravo, I mean alpha on, to auto.

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance, second item, we would like to
change the A DAP to alpha 6 and the normal deadband we'd likesent to 10 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I got it.

CAPCOM Further, we'd like to turn manifold L3 R3 driversoff, and on 016, RJDA, to barvo, L3R3 manifold driver to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Further on that activity, also we'd like to
override the left and right manifold 3 status to close on spec
23. We'd like to do these activities after the IMU align.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, IMU align is meant to - intend to include
also the COAS work. We'd like a status on the GAS activities
today, times of doing those, and also I've got a vernier hotfire
test if you're ready to copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, as last evening, the last thing prior
to sleep, we'd like to do DAP A manual vern, DAP rotations excel,
excel, excel, and the RHC + pitch for 10 seconds, as opposed to 5
last night, and after you've performed that, we'd like to
reconfigure DAP, A auto norm, rotations discrete.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, let me get some of this back to you.
On auto 1, I got the heater, called that to you. You'd like soon
the DAP to A6 10%, incidentally, when did you want that again?

CAPCOM Okay, we can reconfigure the DAP and do the
manifold work after you've done the IMU and COAS work and that
was 10 degrees normal deadband.

SPACECRAFT 10 degrees deadband, so everything that follows is
after the final COAS thing.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you'd like RJDA 2 to bravo - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM is after the final COAS thing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you'd like RJDA 2 to bravo, L3R3 off, and
?^!

r
^i

d%^ ft
5
nd r !^ ht ^nifold on spec 23. You'd like a statustor the GAS and venier hotfire which consists of DAP A, manualvernier, excel, excel, excel, + pitch for 10 seconds. And backto A auto normal discrete, discrete, discrete.

CAPCOM That's a roger on that, Vance, we're sending youmessages 73, which is your deorbit prep switch list update, 74which is a CAP update, 75 entry checklist updates, and 77 which
is entry weaker updates, 76 I think we'll probably hav* to getat santip-jo, it's a mission summary,

SPACECRAFT We got them on board all except 76.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, copy that, all except 77 I think' — v-w^j uiau, a j. j. except // i tnmK yousaid?

SPACECRAFT Except for 7 6.

Okay, we won't send it this pass, we'll get you at
CAPCOM
Santiago.

SPACECRAFT And Ron's going to I talk to you about the GASactivities for today now.

CAPCOM Okay, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we got group golf 4+54, and that wasthe only GAS activity for today, 4+54 for group golf.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, thank you, Ron.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry another development, we managed to getthe VTR to work for us a bit. it was able to do some

L^ttnc!6^ still unwilling to try any of our flight tapeson it because it's still in somewhat of an uncertain condition.However, I did manage to get some recording of the AEM state. Idid not have to go to 16 millimeter, but I got it on tape, I tooka fresh tape and put it in, so just wanted to alert you - inform
£h^°L ** tm hl

l°L *:
nin9s aboufc a week ago, we were unable to dowhat we discussed before I left, thanks.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Ron, we're 20 seconds LOS, TDRS inabout 3 minutes, and I'm sorry I didn't get that word.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I hope (garble) town real fast.

.

This is Mission Control 7 days 5 hours 10 minute*-mission elasped time. We have a gap in communications between"the Hawaii station and the tracking data relay satellite
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Mission specialist Ron McNair reporting that he had deactivated
get away special group G . That includes getaway special 004,
payload by Utah State University, composed of 2 experiments, th*
study of thermal capillary flow in liquid columns, and capillary
waves on water surfaces. 3 additional experiments are spore
growth, 3 dimensional brownie in motion, and dimensional
stability provided by Aberdeen University, of Aberdeen
Scotland, Also in gas group G. G309, a payload by the U.S. Air
Force, to investigate the probability and incidence of cosmic
rays induced errors in memory type intergrated circuits whenflown in a Shuttle orbit. Similar experiment was flow on Shuttle
flight 8. Also in that group is the G 008, also by Utah State
University. The first experiment studies of separation of flux
from solder, while soldering in miorogravity, and this is a
reflight of a similar experiment flown on shuttle flight 4. Also
in that group gas experiment 349, payload by the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, to monitor the effects of atomic oxygen
errosion. Similar experiment was flown on Shuttle flight 8 in
August. These were deactivations of those experiments. They're
among a list of items the crew is doing, and power inq down anv
remaining - -

END OF TAPE
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*!
AC

\ .
" " a Payload by the NASA Goddard Space Fliqhtcenter, monitor the affects of atomic oxygen errosion. A similarexperiment was flown on Shuttle flight 8 in August. These were

ff^7h» l °nS ° f ^°? e exP^i^nts. They're among a list of
-twin! ?h"

6W
I

5
f?

1 "9
i
n P°weri "g down any remaining items,stowing the controllers for those, putting away their fliqhtbooks, there TV cameras and all their other associated equipmentpacking them up tightly in the lockers for the entry phlle

'

tomorrow morning We're within range of the tracking data relay

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, on TDRS got a question for Ron,concerning GAS. '

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ron.

SPACECRAFT You had a question for me?

?h!°n
M

* n l
eS

'
that ' S cocrect Ron

- We * d like to know aboutthe group f GAS activities that was scheduled immediatelyfollowing post-sleep this morning.
immediately

SPACECRAFT GAS (garble) group p down for day 6, 9 + 06
K,f

t
r

S
,1

r
i
gh\ th

f
t was earU ^r today it didn't dawn on me (garble)but I did get that earlier. iy

'

CAPCOM Okay, copy, you got that earlier today.

?of^A
f
T

r\
d°n ^- have my CAP ln front of m^ but I believefor the time I have listed as day 6, 19 + 06, I'm sorry.

?f
P
a«L^ °kay

'
that sounds better to us, thank you, Ron, andif someone can give us a GNC spec 1, we'd like to change somevariable parameters. y

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

on
A
pPofIL ,h

Jer
i

r^ WG jUSt
?
0t a backup ca^on warning alerton PP02 and the alpha sensor is at 3.60 and it is intermi ttantlvhopping up over 3.60 and tripping off the alert. Right now the

?h*
e
no

S
K?

S°^ S
'

th
c
Q B reads 3 ' 37

'
and C reads 3 - 4 5. And we have

us to do?
oriflce gomgr we'd like to know what you would like
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CAPCOM Okay, stand by, I'll talk to (garble). Challenger
Houston, for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, Hooter, we'd recommend you reset the limits
on the alpha PP02 sensor, channel 34 to 3.8 and engineering units
to 3.8.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, I'll take care of that. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we're going to be
handing over shortly to Santiago for your last teleprinter
message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM And also, Hoot, you can have back your spec 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised we're sending you a
new state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised we're sendinq you a
new state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through Santiago, you should
have a message coming up shortly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we'll look for it.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, just did an IMU align did you copy the
numbers?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, it looks to us like we may have not
seen the torquing of the IMUs.

SPACECRAFT Okay, might have miskeyed it. Okay, Jerry, just as
I was about to hit item 16 execute, we got a RM fail IMU 1. I
guess, with your permission, I'll hit the execute and we'll align

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, Vance. Okay, Vance, we concur with
that, go ahead and align all three, do not reselect 1.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, after a comm drop.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we have you now.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, did you copy you're go to align all
three, but do not reselect number one?

SPACECRAFT Okay, and did you, if you observed that one, I
don't guess you need the data, huh?

CAPCOM That's negative, Vance, we'd like you to go ahead
and read us the data anyhow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, okay, stars 31 and 12, angular error .02.
Delta X going across -.07, -.03, -.10. Delta Y, +.05, -.14,
+.09. Delta Z, -.12, -.09, +.06. Torqued at 7 days, 5 hours, 52
minutes, and the reason you didn't see the item 16, or the
alignment on the first attempt was that the alignment was
performing with no astrisk after item 10, 11, and 12. They must
hava been taken away when we went to OPS 8 and back today. And
we we're so use to having them there, we missed them.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, copy all of that, we currently do not
see anything wrong with IMU 1, however, we want to look at some
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playback data before we reselect it. Did you see anything out of
the ordinary to cause it to have dropped out?

SPACECRAFT No, the only thing out of the ordinary that I know

or 12
S an it6m 16 W3S performed wifchout astrisk after 10, 11 and

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, we'll look at the data and giveyou a call later. y

SPACECRAFT Okay, and going into COAS cal now.

CAPCOM Copy. Challenger, Houston, 6 and 1/2 minutes to
LOS TDRS Guam at 06 + 26.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, 7 days 6 hours mission
elasped time. Challenger about to cross the equator on thenortherly leg of its groundtrack, at the start of orbit number
117. Crew is about to do a crew optical alignment sighting
operation. They just recently aligning the inertial measureunits, using the stars in the star table. The did get an error
message on IMU 1, it appears to be a procedural problem, and the
flight controllers here in Mission Control will look at the dataon that one and advise the crew. They do not see anything wrong
with that IMU. Flight Director, Harold Draughon said he may put
the crew to bed ai^ut an hour early today, so that will be aboutan nour trom - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT appears to have been a procedural problem and the
tlight controllers here in Mission Control will look at the data
on that one and then advise the crew. They do not see anything
wrong with that IMU. Flight Director Harold Draughon has saidthat he may put the crew to bed about an hour early today, so
that would be about an hour from now. They are already in their
scheduled presleep period and buttoning things down for thenight, getting ready for tomorrow's entry. So we may be trying
to put the crew to bed in about an hour from now. Things are
otherwise very quiet here in Mission Control and we have about 4minutes remaining in this pass through the tracking data relay
satellite. Our next opportunity to communicate with the
spacecraft will be over the Guam station, for a short pass, about
24 minutes from now. 7 days 6 hours 1 minute, this is Mission
Control Houston. Mission Control standing by for acquisition
through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Guam for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Vance, we got one switch for you, LI, we'd likeH20 pump loop 1 to off, please. That's to make sure we don't getany alarms during the night on GPC cycles. We had an indication
^hf^^^ y°ur high PP02 alarm was Partially at least caused by
t ric cycling.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loop 1 water pump is off, and advise we'vecompleted the star aline and then the COAS, you knew about thestar alme but then the COAS cal, COAS cal went I think very
well The first one was a - mark was a fluck, so I took 7, thelast 6 were fairly consistent, and I can give you the numbers ifyou'd like.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll take them.

SPACECRAFT Okay the first one was a fluck, was 1.20, theothers were 0.20, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.12.

C
^

P,
T?
M

,
Copy those

' Vance. And we're going to get the dumpof the data around the time of your IMU RM fail and hopefullywe'll have an answer for you by early TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay, very good. And advise I think I, that
the 2 cals that were at 10.2 pressure were not an installation
P
-?u uLu 1 * was a Proce<3ural problem. I was getting a, lookingwith both eyes and marking on a false image sometimes, 2 images

look the same.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Vance, thank you.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston 30 seconds till LOS Guam,
Hawaii at 06:39.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT When would you like the hot fire, now okay?

CAPCOM We're going LOS here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand you'd like to watch it, so we'll
wait till the next.

CAPCOM That's negative, I guess we don't have to see them
real time, (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for about 2 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT Bob is Flash.

CAPCOM Copy that.

CAPCOM Just call me Buck McCandless.

SPACECRAFT Right, thanks for the note you sent up, all the
news and stuff.

CAPCOM Yes sir, I thought you might need something to
solve the cultural shock problem.

SPACECRAFT Right. Appreciate the good words from our support
(garble) too.

CAPCOM Roger, that, I'll pass it on to that cast of
thousands.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going over the hill Hawaii,
TDRS m about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

pA0
,

Mission Control Houston, 7 days 6 hours 41 minutesmission elasped time.

SPACECRAFT I was just joking when we were talking about BuckRogers and Flash Gordon, but I think it's too late, probably thenames have stuck.

CAPCOM it is too late, you're correct, Vance.

lt° nn
Mission Control Houston, we're losing contact withthe Challenger through the Hawaii station. Be picking up again

in about 7 minutes through the tracking data relay satellite.
Little note there, post script from Commander Brand, as he wentover the hill from Hawaii indicating that his nicknames appliedto McCandless and Stewart about Flash, being Flash Gordon and
Buck Rogers, just intended in jest, but apparently he said thenames have stuck, so they may be known as that around the
astronaut office for a while. Things are very quiet here at
Mission Control, all the system officers have pretty well squared
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the Orbiter systems for the night. The crew officially according
to the timeline have about an hour and 15 minutes remaining in
their day before they are put to bed for the night, but Flight
Director Harold Draughon has indicated that he would like to get
them to bed an hour early, give them plenty of sleep before the
entry tomorrow. No Orbiter system problems being worked at the
present time. We did get an IMU fault indication earlier, when
the crew was doing an alignment that appears to have been some
sort procedural step that may have been left out there, and they
are going to back and look at the data on that, but the don't
believe, don't see anything wrong with that IMU. And this is
Mission Control at 7 days 6 hours 49 minutse, we have acquisition
through the tracking data relay satellite.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, if you can give us a GNC spec 1 for
some variable parameter changes, I got a couple notes for you and
then hopefully we can sign off for the evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, GNC spec 1. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, first of all you are go to reselect
your IMU number 1, we've looked at the data and we think all the
problems associated with doing the alignment without having IMU
selected. Another item, state vector that you have on board now
is good through rev 122, be about another 2 hours before we
uplink to one that will carry you through the rest of the
night. We watched the temperatures on your jets after your
hotfire. They look good they will carry you through the
evening. And you DAP and jet configurations looks good to us
also.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. (Garble) we select MU1.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you got our spec 1 before wecould get finished, we'll have to have one back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll give you spec 1.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're done with the spec 1, wedon t anticipate any further calls up to you, we'll be standing
by for any messages that you want to give us. Have a good
evening and see you tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess we don't have anything to send up to
you, so righto, see you in the morning, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that, have a good night's sleep.

SPACECRAFT Will.

PA0
,

Th i s is Mission Control Houston, at 7 days 7 hours
7 minutes, mission elasped time. We may have had the final
communication with the crew for the night Fight Director Harold
Draughon asked around the room if anybody had anything else, and
nobody had any other things to relay up to the crew. Commander
Vance Brand said he had nothing additional to talk with the
ground about, so they said their goodnights, and we may not behearing from them again, unless there is some item that comes up
that requires their attention. We're actually putting them to
bed almost an hour early tonight, to allow them plenty of time to
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get good rest, before tomorrow's entry. Little earlier Vance
Brand, made a comment about the nicknames that he had applied to
the EVA crewman, Boh Stewart and Bruce McCandless, we ask for
clarification as to which was which. He called one of them Flash
the other Buck. It appears that he was refering to Bob Stewart
as Flash and Bruce McCandless as Buck. Challenger is out over
the continent of South America right now. Right about 60 degrees
west longitude and at the bottom of the ground track, 28 and a
half degrees south. Right about in the center of the southern
third of the continent, and on the last quarter of orbit 118
And this is Mission Control at 7 days, 7 hours, 10 minutes,
mission elasped time. We have decided to cancel the next change
of shift press conference, with off going Flight Director, Harold
Draughon. We had all the entry figures and calculations and the
necessary data for tomorrows entry at the Gary Coen change of
shift briefing several hours ago, and the only thing that has
been going on here in the Control Center with the crew has been
some cabin stowage items, powering down getaway special
canisters, and simply getting ready for sleep, and preparing for
tomorrow's entry. So we see no need to hold this next briefing,
and have conducted a poll of the news organizations, we don't
believe it is necessary to have one. So repeating the change of
shift press conference with off-going Flight Director Harold
Draughon, originally scheduled for 3:30 pm central time has been
cancelled. This is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 and preparing for tomorrow's entry, so we so need
to hold this next briefing, and have conducted a poll of the news
organization, we don't think that it is necessary to have one.
So repeating the change of shift press conference with off going
Flight Director, Harold Draughon, originally scheduled for 3:30
pm central time has been cancelled. This is Mission Control.

pAO Mission Control Houston, 7 days 7 hours 16 minutes,
mission elasped time. Just to repeat our announcement of a few
minutes ago, a change of shift press conference with off going
Flight Director, Harold Draughon, originally scheduled for 3:30
pm central time, has been cancelled. The shift here has been
very quiet, only cabin stowage and a few other activities have
been going on since our last briefing this morning, and we have
already made all the calculations and provided the numbers that
apply to entry. So we have decided to cancel this change of
shift press conference. This is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, the planning team has
taken over from the orbit 2 team, and we would offer this
reminder, we have changed and cancelled the Harold Draughon 3:30
pm change of shift press conference. The next press briefing
will probably be postlanding unless we hold one tonight at the
end of the planning shift. We'll let you know about that as we
get into the evening. At mission elasped time 7 days 7 hours 57
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO Mission Control Houston, all quiet aboard the
Challenger and here in Mission Control. The ground
communications officer reports that on the next TDRS pass, on
orbit 119, about 2 hours from now, there will be a test involving
both the Landsat 4 spacecraft and Space Shuttle Challenger. Both
will be transmitting through the tracking data relay satellite at
the same time, which will be the first time that 2 orbiting
spacecrafts have attempted that, to utilize the communication
satellite that NASA has up there at the same time. And that will
be coming the TDRS communication through - the Landsat
communications through TDRS will be coming at mission elasped
time 7 days, I'm sorry, GMT 41 days, 23 hours, 10 minutes. And
it will go until GMT 41 days, 23 hours, 25 minutes, or about a 15
minutes test transmission. At mission elasped time 7 days 8
hours 14 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, we're AOS TDRS on rev 118,
processing a little bit right data. A reminder we have cancelled
the 3:30 pm press conference with Harold Draughon, at mission
elasped time 7 days 8 hours 26 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger on
orbit 119, 119 orbits of the earth. Thus far in Shuttle mission
41-B, currently m a 156- by 145- nautical mile orbit. Current
altitude 152.8 nautical miles. A few numbers for you, if we dogo for a nominal landing on KSC runway 15 tomorrow morning as isnow planned, our touchdown time at this point would be 7 days 23
hours 16 minutes and 6 seconds. The TIG time, well the entryinterface time, would be 7 days 22 hours 45 minutes and 9
seconds. And its present time its 7 days 9 hours 34 minutes and
35 minutes even. At mission elasped time 7 days, 9 hours 35
minutes and 10 seconds, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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p^O Mission Control Houston, all very quiet here in the
Mission Control Center and aboard Orbiter Challenger, with about
4 hours and 10 minutes left in the crew's sleep period, prior to
landing days activities. Right now the Orbiter is on rev 121,
121 over the South Pacific heading towards the coast of South
America. Some updated landing time numbers, and these differ by
only a few seconds from what you've heard before and what you'll
probably hear again, but we'll go ahead anyway. Entry interface,
according to the lastest numbers provided by FIDO, would be at 7
days 22 hours 45 minutes and 8 seconds, begin S-band blackout
would be at 7 days 22 hours 47 minutes 45 seconds, end blackout
would be at 7 days 23 hours 2 minutes 46 seconds, and touchdown
would be at 7 days 23 hours 16 minutes and 8 seconds. We also
have some entry view angles for a few cities along the southern
periphery of the United States, and there aren't that many good
sighting opportunities for the Orbiter during its passage into
Kennedy Space Center runway 15 for a nominal landing tomorrow
morning. But we'll give you a brief rundown. For the Houston
area, there's a marginal chance of viewing the Orbiter and that's
more local weather than anything else. The highest elevation
that one would see the Orbiter at tomorrow morning if it were
visible from the Johnson Space Center would be 23 degrees and an
azimuth of 172.7 degrees or almost due south, and that would be
darkness, Orbiter sunrise above so if there was anything visible
it would be briefly at about 23.1 degrees. Other cities across
the sourthern U.S., Dallas has a poor chance of seeing the
Orbiter, San Antonio a fair chance, Laredo has a good chance, a
few others, Galveston, Texas, has a good chance of sighting the
Orbiter and we will provide these numbers to the news center as
soon as this is generated and you can get more information on
these there. But generally speaking, there aren't that many good
opportunities around the country because the Orbiter is moving so
fast and the time at which it might be sunlit from one's
perspective point, from one's viewing point, with S-turns and
clouds and that sort of thing, is not going to provide as good of
viewing opportunity as one might see on a pass during an orbit.
But we'll get those numbers to the news center. Right now we're
at Mission Elapsed Time 7 days 11 hours 52 minutes and this isMission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Mission elapsed time, 7 days, U hours, 52 minutesand this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, the Orbiter Challenqer
currently in orbit 156 by 145 nautical miles. We have about 3hours and 20 minutes left in the crew's sleep shift. And thereare some more refined landing time numbers and a proviso here,

fhrnnL^Kf
6 num^ers are going to keep on getting massagedthrough the night and will probably alter somewhat before we get

dov?n
t

to landing. Right now what we show is entry interface atmission elapsed time, 7 days, 22 hours, 45 minutes, 9 seconds.And, again, this is for KSC runway 15 landing on orbit 128Again, S-band blackout will occur at 7 days, 22 hours 47

i^nn^ff' M secon
^
s

- ?
nd S-band blackout at 7 days, 23 hours, 2minutes, 45 seconds and touchdown at 7 days, 23 hours, 16 minutesand 6 seconds. At mission elasped time, 7 days, 12 hours, 41minutes and 43 seconds, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0
.

Mission Control, Houston, currently on orbit 122passing over the Australia continent. We've got some updatednumbers for wave-off day landings for those of you who are'following those sorts of numbers. Again our KSC landing time for

second*/ ^r 1^ on * e\ 12B is 7 days, 23 hours, 16 minutes and 8seconds. For Edward's tomorrow morning, should we go intoEdward's, that nominal first wave-off opportunity landing wouldoccur at 8 days, 0 hours, 42 minutes, 35 seconds. Landings on
fSC would be 8 days, 23 hours, 9 minutes, 39 seconds 2nd
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7 days

' 12 hours/ 53 minutes, "this is*Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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at Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days, 12 hr, 53mm, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're at AOS TDRS on

^^i 'r
Pr

?
CeSSing S~£an

u
teleraetr y- Here in the MissionControl Center, some of the back room folks are reconfiguring the

f^hl°?m
a*?*

monitoc
' th* tracking map, and getting it setfor the traditional postlanding display. After we've completed amission we usually pop up the%rewpatch and soml otheT^xotfcmanned flight operations type patches onto the front idafore andthey're configuring that now. Otherwise, all very quiet here aswe await the start of the crew's final day in orbital J about 2-

M^sion Co^.rol
S

rHSusto^?
ed^ ?^ 13 hr

'
13 * in <

this is

PA0
c u .

Mission Control, Houston. About the biggest hardnews of this quiet night before crew entry day is the fact thaton the TDRS pass on orbit 121, a test wasconducted we told youabout earlier where both LANDSAT 4 and the Challenger were
^f2?T^ tln

?v,
te^me

^
Cy

.

through the Tracking and Data Relay
? a II

first time two spacecraft in orbit had done that.And the folks at Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland, and here in Mission Control report that test wassuccessful, that both entities received good data from theirrespective vehicles. At Mission Elr^ed Time, 7 days, 13 hr, 22mm, this is Mission Control, Houston.

'

^k<-
Mission Control, Houston. Challenger currently onorbit 123 over the Persian Gulf. This is an audio test, 12 3W^^i00 Contro1

' Houston. The Orbiter Challenger now on

?h^o 11 °V
!
r Indi ?' Got an uPdate on * possible sighting ofaunng its approach to the Kennedy Space Centertomorrow morning here from the Johnson Space Center. If weather

^ rm
i
tS

^ ^ wUl first be visib1 ^ at 5:58 and 10 sec Central

of 2^ A,!
1™;, 5:58 Central stand ^<3 Time at an azimuthof 263 deg. it will be traveling at Mach 19.5 at that point.Its max elevation over the space center would be 23 deg at 6-00o clock and 50 sec Central Standard Time at an azimuth of - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 At Mach 19.5 at that point. The max elevation overthe space center would be 23 degrees at 6:00 and 50 seconds,
Central Standard Time at an azimuth of 175 degrees speed of Mach
16, altitude of 195,000 feet. We would lose sight of the Orbiter
at 6:04 and 10 seconds, CST at an azimuth of 90 degrees. And
during that time, passing over JSC, it would exit the S-band
blackout. And that S-band blackout exit time is, CST, is
6:02:47. Those numbers will change somewhat and slightly betweennow and the actual approach but for the moment, they're very
close. At mission elapsed time, 9 days, 3 hours, 34 minutes,this is Mission Control, Houston.

?
A0 Mission Control, Houston, all still very quiet here

in Mission Control and also aboard the Challenger. With about 50minutes left in the crew's sleep shift, we're on orbit 123
passing through the Bermuda tracking station site. Again, we'rewondering about the necessity of holding the regularly scheduled
11:30 p.m. Change of Shift press conference with off-going Flight
Director, Larry Bourgeois. Given the quiet nature of this shift,
we rather doubt there's a need to hold that and we'd like to ask
anyone who has opinions to the contrary to call the JSC newsroom
or the KSC newsroom and we'll try to go ahead and cancel that inabout a half an hour or so. At mission elapsed time, 7 days, 15hours, 10 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAC Mission Control, Houston, mission elapsed time, 7
days, 15 hours, 16 minutes. We would remind you that the
upcoming Change of Shift press conference at 11:30 is your last
chance to get some numbers and information from a real live
flight director during Shuttle mission 41-B. And if you do have
an interest in holding that, please let the JSC newsroom or theKSC newsroom know. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, Challenger on orbit 123
over north Africa. Again, we're wondering about the necessity of
having an 11:30 p.m. Change of Shift press conference. We'd
remind you that that's your last chance to get a shot at a flight
director this flight. And if you do wish to have one, all
members of the news media who would like to have one, please call
the JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom. If we don't hear anything,
we 11 probably cancel that about on the hour. Now mission
elapsed time, 7 days, 15 hours, 30 minutes and this is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, standing by for
acquisition of signal through Yarragadee. About 5 rnin left in
the crew's sleep period. We could get a wakeup call through
Orroral, or failing that, that acquisition of signal through TDRS
in about a half an hour. This is Mission Control, Houston at 7
days, 15 hr, 54 min. And CAPCOM reports we will get a wakeup
call.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The change-of-
shift briefing with Flight Director, Larry Bourgeois is
cancelled. Challenger on orbit 123, presently we're AOS Orroral,
the downlink data looks very good. The crew is awake at this
time, but there'll be no initiative by the MOCR for a wakeup call
until we acquire through TDRS in about 20 min. Mission Elapsed
Time, 7 days, 16 hr, 5 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 7 days, 16 hr,
19 min Mission Elapsed Time. The data downlinked from Challenger
over the Orroral pass indicated that two of the cathode ray tube
displays on the flight deck DEU's, Digital Electronics Units,
numbers 1 and 2 were activated, verifying that the crew's is up
and awake and around inside the cabin. The wakeup call from
CAPCOM John Blaha will occur at the TDRS pass when we go AOS TDRS
in 4-1/2 min from now. At Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days, 16 hr,
20 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM (Wakeup call)

CAPCO-* Good morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Houston.

CAPCOM Good morning. We read you loud and clear with a
little squeal.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. That squealing
was undoubtedly the (garble) speaker mikes that are configured in
the overnight sleep shift, and frequently there's some feedback
through them when they're try to use them for routine
communication. Expect the crew will be configuring with their
normal headsets. The wakeup call, incidentally, this morning was
"In the Mood" by Contraband, a musical group composed of JSC
employees. This is Mission Control, Houston at 7 days, 16 hr, 33
min.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 The wake up call incidentally this morning was "In
the Mood" by Contraband, a musical group composed of JSC
employees. This is Mission Control, Houston at 7 days, 16 hours,
33 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Guy, go ahead.

CAPCOM Morning, Vance, you're go to maneuver back to solar
inertial and we'd like you to read us the IMU align data. We
don't need the angles errors but, I mean the torquing angles, but
we need the rest of the information.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, I have the IMU data request.

CAPCOM Okay, Hooter, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stars were 21, 17, angle error 0.02,
execution time was 7 days/16: 31: 11.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Hoot, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Oh, good morning, John. Change of shift, huh?

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT John, I presume you'll be getting us a weather
update here whenever you can. Be interested in dewpoint spread,
too. - ^ '

CAPCOM Okay. We have a teleprinter message that will be
coming up to you, Vance, which will highlight all of your entry
summary activities for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, sounds great.

CAPCOM And, Vance, if you have a second at your
convenience, if you want to go over to the A-l DAP.

SPACECRAFT A-l DAP. Roger, we'll check for A-l.

CAPCOM Right, A-l, alpha 1 DAP.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll check that.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have 3 or 4 short little
notes that I'll send up to you at your conveniece.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, ready to copy.

Okay, Hoot, for your CRT timer setup, it will be

Okay great, thanks, John. We copy a TIG of

CAPCOM
22:16:00.

SPACECRAFT
22:16:00.

CAPCOM Roger and as part of your entry switch list
verification, we'd like you to perform the, prior to TIG, we
would like you to perform the manual cabin atmosphere management
orbit Ops checklist, page 5-10. Flow into only.

SPACECRAFT Okay, prior to TIG, we'll do the manual cabin
flowing into only entry prior to TIG.

CAPCOM Roger. The third item I have, Hoot, is just a
reminder to you to install the socket in the WCS door latch and
secure it with gray tape as we talked about before you took off
in order to prevent the door opening during entry.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay gr^at, thanks for the reminder, John.

And one final item, the CAP and deorbit prep
trajectory data are 4 minutes off. You will arrive at stars day
night cycles and STDNs 4 minutes later than printed.

SPACECRAFT
printed.

CAPCOM
CAP.

Okay, copy. We hit everything 4 minutes later than

Roger and that is deorbit prep only, Vance, not the

Okay great, thanks, John. Deorbit prep only.

Roger

.

Challenger, Houston, we're 2 minutes to LOS, we'll
see you at Yar.ragadee at 29.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy.

END OF TAPE

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
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SPACECRAFT Okay, great. Thanks, John. Deorbit prep only.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 2 min to LOS. We'llsee you at Yarragadee at 29.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Looks like another nice day on the west coast of
Australia. We're looking right straight down on it, John.

CAPCOM Roger that. Good to hear.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) old stopping ground.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have an entry weather
message that'll take you through orbit 133 that's up on theteleprinter, and we will be getting the entry summary teleprintermessage to you somewhere either over MILA or Dakar this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Great. Thanks, John. We're looking rightdown there on the teleprinter now.
y ri 9 ni:

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS 30 sec atOrroral. See you TDRS 18 plus 01.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. 7 days, 17 hr,
51 min Mission Elapsed Time. Entry team Flight Director GaryCoen just concluded a weather briefing at the — latest weather
reports at the landing sites. We have a go for the forecastedlanding at Kennedy Space Center. Weather shows winds of 85knots, westerly winds at 40,000 ft; at 20,000, winds from the
southeast at 20 knots; at 10,000 ft, 10 to 15 knot winds.There s — the forecasted winds are expected to mix the airrather well around the landing facility and that reduced th*possibility of fog at that site. There are some isolated showersjust offshore. There are no thunderstorms in that system.
Maximum tops are at 9 to 10,000 ft. The weather people atKennedy proposed to observe those storms all night. If they
remain well offshore and, in fact, even if they do come within 30miles of the Shuttle landing facility, we will continue to have ago for landing, but they will be watching those — that weather
formation. Northrup Strip is NO/GO for landing opportunities
on

8
m£ ?

y- NortnruP has surface winds of 12 knots, gusting to
20. That's an 8 knot gust and we have a flight rule whichprohibits landing in circumstances where gusts exceed 5 knots.
Edwards is good for landing opportunities today. Scattered
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clouds at 20,000 ft and light surface winds. So, at this point,
weather looks good for a KSC landing as expected and as planned,
and we'll continue to monitor those clouds and advise if anything
unusual develops with them. We'll have acquisition through TDRS
in 8 mm at Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days, 17 hr, 53 rain. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM NASA 901, Houston, on 2968, radio
check.

CAPC0M NASA 901, Houston on 2968, radio
check.

Read you loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear now.

Okay, we're about a 100 miles west of Clute.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, and I'll be listening to you back on

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. Loud and clear through TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger. You're loud and clear, too.

SPACECRAFT And John, we were late getting the hi/lo SEP heater
turned on. We're delaying the radiator bypass FES checkout for
probably about another 15 min.

CAPCOM Roger. Good thinking, Hoot. We agree.

SPACECRAFT John, that number that you figure those
temperatures (garble) be okay on the DUC said what, 98 to 140
right now, nozzle 78.

CAPCOM Standby one. I'll see what EECOM thinks on that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT John, that number that you figure those
temperatures (garble) be okay on the ducts at what, 98 to 140
right now, nozzle 78.

CAPCOM Stand by one, I'll see what EECOM thinks on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Hoot, they look good to us and they're still coming
up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good deal. We'll get back to the rad bypass
and FES checkout probably here within a couple of minutes then.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, a note on the heater ducts.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we recommend you go to heater duct A and B
now and then use B for the FES checkout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're seeing a little erratic
activity with the PP02 sensor alpha due to the FES checkout. You
may get a message, no crew action required.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks John.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. A FES checkout is check
out of the Flash Evaporator System which provides cooling to
vehicle systems after payload bay door closure. And the PP02
valve is the system which provides the oxygen that's mixed with
nitrogen for the cabin environment.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, the rad bypass FES checkout looked
okay to us, how'd it look to you?

CAPCOM we agree, Vance. Looks good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT John, just want to report the Cinema 360 payload
bay camera has been deactivated at 18 plus 25.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you. And be advised, Challenger, we
have our entry summary message coming up to you on the
teleprinter at Dakar and our parting shot to you.
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, understand that after receipt of that
message, we can take down the teleprinter.

Roger that.

Okay, you may fire when ready.

Roger, it'll be in about 4 minutes at Dakar.

That's an old navy term, John.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The Flight
Director Gary Cohen is now polling the mission control team to
get the GO/NO GO for payload door closure. This is the first
decision point in the reentry process and the whole flight
control team seems to be go for payload door closure. Door
closing nominally would begin at mission elapsed time, 7 days, 19
hours, 10 minutes, roughly an hour from now. We still have 26
minutes remaining of TDRS coverage at mission elapsed time, 7
days, 18 hours, 29 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
door close.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO
elapsed time>

CAPCOM
messages up.
left at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT
good.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, you are go for payload bay

Go for payload bay door closed.

Roger that, Vance.

That call at 7 days, 18 hours, 30 minutes mission

Challenger, Houston, we have the teleprinter
Do you need a retransmit? We still have 4 minutes

Okay, Bruce will check it. John, the message is

Roger, thank you very much.

Bruce says, thanks for artwork.

Yes sir.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I noticed high wind -.hi; ooint, just wanted toconfirm that. It must be due to ! i.ah density, huh?

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Challenger, Houston. (garble), this isChallenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes John, we'd like to close, open the sunshield alittle bit early. Are we go for that?

CAPCOM Roger, you're go for that, Bob.

^^fR^T *nd we would also like to stow the Ku-band antennaright after the sunshields come closed if you're agreeable.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, John, I didn't copy. Are w^go for the sunshield opening?

CAPCOM Roger, you are and stand by for the answer forBruce

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Bruce, from INCO, you're gofor that Ku antenna stow but give us a call right before you doit because we'll get an LOS and then have to reconfigure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be ready in just a minute or so. Rightafter the sunshields come open.

CAPCOM Understand, just give us a call, please.

This is Mission Control, Houston. Mission elapsed
«iSn 1*

YS
' i? ^UrS

'
47 minutes

- It's, of course, necessary toopen the sunshields on the Payload Assist Modules which embrace
£mUh<o?£!

lll
e
es

J!
in

?
e the Payload bav <3oors won't close over thesunshields. So they've got to be retracted in order to

facilitate door closing. Likewise, before you can close the

«h?£h £L C
?iJ

rSe,
.
yOU have to stow th

~at Aboard Ku-band antennawhich was the nature of Bruce McCandless' question. Payload baydoor closure would nominally begin at 19 hours, 10 minutes which
is roughly 20 minutes from right now. We are 3 and 1/2 hoursaway from deorbit burn, 3 hours and 56 minutes away from entry
interface and 4 hours and 27 minutes away from touchdown atKennedy Space Center, Florida. Presently, mission elapsed time,
7 days, 18 hours, 48 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, ready for Ku-band
antenna stowing.

CAPCOM Roger that, Bruce. Bruce, we are go for Ku antenna

^
A0

1 a

Data shows that the Westar sunshield on the WestarPayload Assist Module is open and that they've commenced
procedures to open the sunshield on the PALAPA Payload AssistModule.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're sending a state vectorfor the vehicle up to you.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston.

SPACECRAFT John, did you copy my last on Ku-band antenna

?J°Ti
n^n e

Th
®

J

e^ ierS are in°Perati ve. Can we go ahead and stow
fi- ?h

PRC
5

W
-

th the cu
? rent DAP or do we have to go to free driftfor the stowing operation? c

???
C0

!? ^
R
°S

er ?F uce '
we ' d li!< e you to go ahead and go tofree drift. Good call.

SPACECRAFT That means another —
CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Roger, Bruce, we would like
you to go to free drift for the stow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS. See youat Yarragadee at 19 plus 04.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Just before wewent LOS at TDRS, the payloads officer affirmed that the
sunshields on the Payload Assist Module that had contained PALAPAhave opened and, of course, it's a unnecessary to open those
sunshields before we can shut the payload bay doors. Wp're LOSpresently. We'll acquire voice only through UHF station atYarragadee m 9 and 1/2 minutes. Payload bay door closinq willcommence during that Yarragadee pass. However, there'll be no
downlink data so we will have to rely upon the crew's

END OF TAPE
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pAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Just before we
went LOS at TDRS , the payloads officer affirmed that the
sunshields on the Payload Assist Module that had contained PALAPA
have opened. And, of course, it's necessary to open those
sunshields before we can shut the payload bay doors. We're LOS
presently. We'll acquire voice only through the UHF station at
Yarragadee in 9 and 1/2 minutes. Payload bay door closing will
commence during that Yarragadee pass. However, there'll be no
downlink data so we will have to rely upon the crew's voice
verification that the door closure has at least begun. The
closure should be complete by the Hawaii pass and we'll get some
data there and be able to determine that the doors have closed.
And certainly by TDRS AOS, we will have some high fidelity
information about the nature of the door closure and whether the
latch mechanisms have securely engaged. At mission elapsed time,
7 days, 18 hours, 56 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we got you Houston, we're halfway through
payload bay door closing here.

CAPCOM Roger that. Good show, Bruce.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We have voice
only through UHF at Yarragadee and no data so we're going to have
to rely on the crew's commentary having to do with the payload
bay door closure and whether we've got the good motors working
and how the latch mechanisms operate.

pAO This is Mission Control, Houston, we're going to
try to get some data through Orroral after we're LOS at
Yarragadee. There's a very brief AOS period through Orroral for
less than half a minute.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger John, we're looking ahead to the IMU align
verification, alignment and verification. Are you going to give
us a PAD for that?

CAPCOM Vance, the data you have is good and we're going
LOS here at Yarragadee in 40 seconds. See you at Hawaii for a
one minute pass at 19 plus 33.

SPACECRAFT Yes, does that mean we do not need an alignment?

CAPCOM Negative, Vance, that means the attitude data you
have for the align on FS1-3 in the deorbit prep is good.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've lost
signal through Orroral and it's about 2 minutes here before, I'm
sorry, lost signal through Yarragadee. And it's about 2 minutes
before we pick up through Orroral and, again, it's a very brief
pass and maximum elevation is 4 degrees, meaning that the line of
sight between the earth station and the Orbiter will be just 4
degrees over the horizon at the highest point, which accounts for
the brevity of this pass and certainly no assurance of the
quality of the data or the voice we'll get. But we'll see if we
can get some data take from it. And take a look at the downlink
of payload bay door closure and see how that was going. Mission
elapsed time, 7 days, 19 hours, 13 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO We're processing data from Orroral presently. The
c*uta shows that the Ku-band antenna is stowed and locked.
Pay.Voad bay doors are closed and latched.

END OF TAPE
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pAO (Garble) data from Orroral presently. The data
shows that the Ku-band antenna is stowed and locked, the pavloadbay doors are closed and latched. This is Mission Control,Houston at 7 days, 19 hr, 16 min Mission Elapsed Time. We're LOSto Orroral now. Just got an update to verify a nominal closingof the payload bay doors and that the ship is securely buttonedup and ready for the deorbit burn with ignition just under 3 hr
from now. Also, Cape weather advises that the thundershowersoffshore there are beginning to disperse, which continued toenhance the likelihood of a nominal Kennedy landing this
morning. We'll have acquisition again in 17 min through TDRS

MissfSn rnLr^
S1

u
n E*aPsed Time

' ? days, 19 hr, 17 min, this isMission Control, Houston.

This is Mission Control, Houston. In a little more
than a minute from now, we'll be AOS through Hawaii for a briefpass of less than a minute's duration and a very low elevation,l.l deg over the horizon, but we may get some voice and a littledata from it. That AOS will be in just about a minute at Mission
Elapsed Time, 7 days, 19 hr, 32 min. This is Mission Control,Houston.

!^n?
M
oc on

challen9 e^ Houston is with you through Hawaii foraoout zd, jo sec.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We got just a little ahead on the IMUalignment, if you don't mind.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
about 5 min.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Looks good to us, Vance.

Challenger, Houston. We'll see you on TDRS in

Okay, John.

Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

You're loud and clear.

Challenger, Houston. If you could give us a GNC

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
SPEC 1, please, to uplink entry variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT You have that on CRT (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT John, would you like to take the IMU's align,
(garble) verification?

Sn^
C
?!?

Vance, all we need is the star and the verificationang er

•

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's what I meant (garble) It was (garble)align as well as the (garble) right. Okay.
19

'

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you UHF Goldstone, how doyou read?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Goldstone.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, loud and clear. How do you hear?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, loud and clear. We had very
intermittent and broken comm for the past five minutes with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well let me hold off on giving you the staraline data then, I'll give it to you when we have good comm.

CAPCOM Roger, we have good, good comm right now Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, star aline, ID 38 and 21; starting delta X
r

n4'nTn2
US

n;
02

i Ti
nU

S
min

i!

S
* 08; delta Y

'
rainus

-
04 ' minus

;?LP
i/?</?c ? ™elta Z

'
minus

-
01

'
minus

- 00 ' minu* -02. Executetime // l y j

j

d : oo

.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot Vance, we read the data.

SPACECRAFT Angle error was .02 if you didn't...

CAPCOM Okay, we copy the angle error.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and verification, stars 19 and 49 angle error
.01; delta X plus .04 minus .01 plus .03; delta Y, minus .01,

no
U
Lecution

US delt3 Z
'
minUS '° 2 '

rainUS '° 2
'
plus

-
06 and

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, thanks a lot for the dataVance and CRT is yours. CRT number 2.

PADs
ECRAFT R°9er - And Houston, we're standing by for any
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CAPCOM Vance, could you repeat your last please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, we're just standing by for any PADs,
deorbit type.

CAPCOM Okay, I have them, when you're ready, the
preliminary maneuver pad.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, OMS both TV roll 180 trim plus 0.2, minus
5.7 plus 5.7, weight 209 653, TIG 007/22:16:15.0, peg 4' 14...

END OF TAPE
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ncc
~ \ 652 ' TIG

' 007/22:16:15.0. Peg 4, 14801 minus
Si'onoI'J

65 ' 6
?
2

'
120 - 580 ' all balls. Burn at 162330337. re I412926:05. Delta V TOT, 0316.302:49. V GO AX, plus 0304.73, allballs, plus 085.00. HA, 149 by all balls. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. OMS both, TV roll 180. Trims, plus 0.2,minus 5.7, plus 5.7. Weight, 209653. 007/22:16:15.0. Starting

?«iin??7
ml

SS? °i??S^ 2£
5 - 832

,'
120 - 580

' all balls. Burn at162330337. REI, 412926:05. Delta V TOT, 0316.302:49. V GO'splus 0304.73, all balls, plus 085.00. HI, 149. HP, all balls.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. A good readback, and I have yourpreliminary DEL PAD when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Burn at 162330337. A 149 by all balls. Delta V
11 ll^nalh ballS

*
TIG sli P' 6!00

' Left 0MS, 149086.Safe HP, 8523237827. Dump NA. XCG, 1088.5 plus 1.4. Inertial
AT, 180192030. Left, all balls. Guam AOS, 15. Guam LOS, 12.Altimeter, 30.1522:50:08, 13000. Left, overhead 302. KSC, 15
->0K. Winds, 260/70, 250/85, 260/60, 280/20, 130/15. Surface,

pp2 £rr ^°tS
; *PU Start

'
2 then l

' And an additional note,RcS TIG slip, 3 min. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We've got a burn at 162330337. HA,
149 by all balls. 315.82:49. Propellant 06:00, 149086 - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, we've got a burn at 162330337, HA 149

m£
a

1

1
noo

a
c
1S

,'

31 5-? 2 '49 # repellent 06:001490868523237827, dump isNA, 1088.5 plus 1.4180192030, left 0, Guam at EI minus 15, LOS EIminus 12, altimeter is 30.1522:50:08 13,000, left overhead 302d^f« /SC 15, 260 at 70, 250 at 85, 260 at 60, 280 at 20, 130at 15, 120 at 6. Start APU 2, then 1; RCS PIC slip 3 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger that, that's a good readback. And the deltaV tot, Hoot, we have a correction on that. it should be 316.3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's delta V tot to 316.3

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT The forward seat installation is is complete andwe think the 02 and the HIU routing is complete, also.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Have not yet closed off the airlock.

CAPCOM Understand, thank you, Bruce.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you are go for Ops 3.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. That call byCAPCOM John Blaha gives the Challenger crew approval from the

fo?
S
^? Cont^ Center fco configure the general purpose computers

n
en̂ Y: Data suggests that the vehicle is now assuming the

hhf ^f^i-i
1

k*
We rJ.l ust al?out 2 hours away from ignition onthe deorbit burn and just slightly more than 3 hours away fromthe anticipated touchdown time at Kennedy Space Center. Missionelapsed time is 7 days, 20 hours, 8 minutes, this is Mission

Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you are go for Ops 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, good.

CAPCOM Roger that, you are guys are looking

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger John, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT (garble) from block 12.

you'are go for blSSk ll.™'
BrUCe

"
Challe^< «°uston, Bruce,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Bruce. You are go for block
12, deact star trackers and close the doors.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Bruce. You are go for block
12, deact star trackers and close doors.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. It'll be in work in just a second.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have one minute here left
at Botswana. We'll see you next at Yarragadee at 20 plus 40.
We're going to be in and out TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Yarragadee at 20 plus 40.

CAPCOM Roger that, Bruce.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we'll get just
intermittent data and probably no voice for the remainder of this
TDRS pass and we'll acquire signal again through the UHF station
at Yarragadee in about 12 minutes. During that pass, the OMS
TIG, time of ignition, time was voiced up to the crew. TIG will
be at 7 days, 22 hours, 16 minutes and 15 seconds, Producing a
delta V of change of velocity of 316.032. Orbiter weight at TIG
will be 209,653 pounds. Bruce McCandless advised —
END OF TAPE
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PAO 32. Orbiter weight at TIG will be 209,653 lb.
Bruce McCandless advised that the seats had been installed, themiddeck seats, and flight deck flight engineer's seats which are
stowed during orbit, have been unstowed and installed in their
positions on the ship. The FIDO here in the Mission Control
Center has indicated that his data shows the crew is going to its

zed

have voice through Yarragadee in 10 min at Mission Elapsed Time,
7 days, 20 hr , 29 min. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
7-1/2 min.

CAPCOM
6-1/2 min.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
configure LOS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for

Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for

Okay Houston, loud and clear. How do you read us?

You're loud and clear, Hooter, and you can

Okay. Understand.

Roger

.

Configure LOS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're go.ng LOS Yarragadee in
35 sec. We see you next at Hawaii at 21 plus 05.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Hawaii, 21 plus 05.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

PA0 Th is is Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS
through Yarragadee, Acquire next in 17 min through Hawaii.
We re an hour and a half from deorbit ignition, and as a
reminder, the Challenger will fly over the JSC area on its way tolanding at Kennedy and will be visible from the ground. That
visibility will be for a period of several minutes beginning at
5:58 a.m. Central Standard Time at an elevation of 23 deg over
the southern horizon. The vehicle will be travelling about Mach
16 at an altitude of 195,000 ft, and, of course, they'll be
moving from west to east. Again, deorbit ignition in 1 hr, 26mm. Visibility in the Houston area commencing at 5:58 a.m..
Entry interface in an hour and 55 min, and the anticipated
landing at Kennedy Space Center in 2 hr and 26 min. Mission
Elapsed Time presently 7 days, 20 hr, 49 min. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM This is 946, Houston. Read you about 3 by 5, John.
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Okay. Read you loud and clear. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. And I'll be going back and listening to you
on VHF now. Thanks

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Hawaii for
7 min. Configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Configure AOS.

CAPCOM And Vance, I'm ready to review the deorbit burn
flight rules when you are.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We were just starting to do that, so, very
good. Very timely.

CAPCOM Roger. We would like you to delete the first two
columns

.

S PACECRAFT Copy

.

CAPCOM Down under the section of OMS, we would like you to
delete the line ignition, neither engine ignites and both OMS
engine fail, because we have RCS downmoding.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand.

CAPCOM And that's the end of the update for you.

SPACECRAFT Gosh, that wasn't too hard, John.

CAPCOM No sir. Good spacecraft.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Just a note for you, a
reminder to perform the manual cabin atmosphere management, OrbitOPS checklist 5-10, into flow only,

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston going LOS Hawaii in 30 sec.Configure LOS. See you at Goldstone in 5 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Goldstone, 5 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Goldstone for 5
min. Configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT AOS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 30 sec.
See you at MILA in 3 min. Configure LOS.

SPACECRAFT Configure LOS, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through MILA for 8mm. Configure AOS. We are standing by for the gimbal check.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll be coming at you in about 20
sec.

CAPCOM Roger that. Thanks a lot, Vance.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, The gimbal chrck to
assure control of the orbital maneuvering system engines durinq
the deorbit burn.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The landing
condition winds at Kennedy Space Center have been dialed into theShuttle mission simulator here in Houston, and Astronaut Ken
Mattingly, the commander of the STS-4 mission, has been flying
simulated entries in that machine to see if the Kennedy winds
have any current expected affect on the programmed flight
characteristics of the Orbiter. Findings of that function, if
they are unique in any regard, will be uplinked to the crew as an
advisory. Additionally, John Young, chief of the astronaut
office, is flying Shuttle training aircraft at Kennedy, a
modified Gulfstream which is configured to duplicate the
aerodynamic characteristics of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. John
Young will be flying that Gulfstream into the Shuttle landing
facility at Kennedy to, again, measure the effects of the winds
and weather conditions on the Orbiter at landing, and ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The OMS gimbal check looks
good from here.

SPACECRAFT Glad to hear it, John.

CAPCOM Ro - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ••• be to again measure the effects of the winds
and weather conditions on the Crbiter landing and —
CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the OMS gimbal check looks
good from here.

SPACECRAFT Glad to hear it, John.

CAPCOM Roger that, good show.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The data gain
from the Shuttle Mission Simulator Tests and the Shuttle Training
Aircraft approaches to Kennedy will constitute an advisory that's
going to be made to the crew in advance of the landing at Kennedy
Space Center. We're standing now, standing by now for a start of
the auxilliary power unit onboard Challenger. These are the
units which provide hydraulic power to the aerodynamic
surfaces. Mission elapsed time, 7 days, 21 hours, 29 minutes.
We're 46 minutes away from deorbit ignition. Challenger's in a
burn attitude now, essentially flying upside down and
backwards. Backwards because the OMS burn is retrograde or in
the direction of flight in order to reduce forward velocity. And
the vehicle is flown upside down during this maneuver in order to
provide the crew with horizon reference so that they can look out
the panoramic front view of the Orbiter, see the earth's horizon
and, although of course they have instruments, it's always of
additional comfort to air crew to be able to look out the windows
and see that the horizon is where the instruments say it's
supposed to be. 45 minutes from deorbit ignition. An hour and
14 minutes from entry interface and an hour, 45 minutes from
expected landing at Kennedy Space Center. At mission elapsed
time, 7 days, 21 hours, 30 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are tweaking the Orbiter
state vector and standing by for the APU prestart.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. That state
vector being . .

.

SPACECRAFT ...you'd probably like another item 22 then after
tweaking the state vector, right?

CAPCOM I'll get back to you with an answer, Vance. Stand
by one. Challenger, Houston, Vance. The vector is up and ves.good catch. We'd like another item L2.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. The tweaking state
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vectors is just a function to fine tune navigation aids onboard
the Orbiter to assure they have the most precise possible located
information in the Orbiter c s navigation system.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're handing over from
Bermuda to TDRS, stay configured AOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you again throuqh

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
3 great talkbacks showing in here,
looking at those, I'll close them.

APU prestart is complete with
As soon as you're done

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good Hooter, and we concur.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're handing over from TDRS
to Dakar and Ascension. Stay configured AOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Dakar and
Ascension for 9 and l/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, and we're in OMS burn prep, page 3-3.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks, Vance.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're taking a
last hard look at Kennedy Space Center, their weather
constraints. Flight Director Gary Cohen said we're going to
press on ahead with plans to land at Kennedy Space Center.

END OF TAPE
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pAO Flight Director Gary Coen said we're going to press
on ahead with plans to land at Kennedy Space Center. It's
Mission Elapsed Time, ~ days 21 hours 45 minutes. John Young,
Chief of the Astronaut Office has been flying the shuttle
training aircraft into the shuttle landing facility and has
advised that the clouds and storm formations that were present
offshore earlier have dissipated. The only concern remains to be
patchy ground fog in the vicinity of the shuttle landing facility
moving east to west across the runway in patches. John Young
advises that he would land under these conditions. Weather
advises tnat che fog will probably not get thicker than it i?
presently and that the sunrise at the Kennedy Space Center a.id
the increasing temperatures expected immediately before landing
would probably promote the dissipation of that fog. So based on
John Young* s assessment, based on the weather assessment that the
fog will probably not worsen, Flight Director Gary Coen has
determined to press on for a Kennedy landing. Flight directors
are going around the room presently polling each of the flight
controllers to get a GO-NO/GO for deorbit burn and has uniformly
received go votes. We are 29 minutes away from deorbit ignition
and 1 hour 28 minutes away from expected touchdown at Kennedy
Space Center Florida. At Mission Elapsed Time 7 days 21 hours 47
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. Flight director Gary
Coen instructed CAPCOM John Blaha to advise the crew of go for
deorbit burn. Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days 21 hours 48
minutes

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, you are go for the burn. New altimeter
setting of 3023. For your information, there's some slight
patchy ground fog, it will either stay the same or improve. John
Young has said he would land in the ground fog that is there now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy John and understand. Ycu came in, I
think we lost the first part of your transmission but understand
go for the burn and understand the weather.

CAPCOM Roger that and an altimeter change to 30.23.

SPACECRAFT 3023.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're handing over to TDRS,
see you there in a couple of minutes. Challenger, Houston, we're
back with you through TDRS for 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, got you loud and clear though TDRS.

PAO Mission.
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947, Houston, radio check,

you're loud and clear, Guy.

MOCR also has given the go for the burn into the
Cape , P.J.

Okay, thank you.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, the RMU systems
officer here has verified that all the vent doors onboard the
Orbiter have been closed in preparation for deorbit and entry.
Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days 21 hours 55 minutes, we are 21
minutes away from deorbit ignition.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the hydraulic fluid thermal
conditioning is not required in the entry checklist page 3-32, at
EI minus 11. Challenger, Houston, the hydraulic fluid thermal
conditioning not required at EI minus 11...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 3-32 at EI minus 11.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. The hydraulic fluid thermal
conditioning is not required at EI minus 11, entry checklist,
page 3-32.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We understand.

PAO This is Mission Control at Houston. Everything on
control center data displays and the Crbiter Challenger continues
to look good for nominal landing operations and deorbit burns.
The deorbit burn will occur out of sight of the control center
here. Ignition will occur in 14 min. The next acquisition will
be through Yarragadee, but we don r t have data through there, of
course, we have voice only through UHF channels, so we'll have to
rely on the crew's assessment and report of that burn. The
Yarragadee pass will be 6 min in duration. Following Yarragadee,
we acquire Guam on orbit 128 at Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days, 22
hr, 30 min. The Guam pass is very brief, only 3 min in duration,
at a fairly low elevation of 3.4 deg over the horizon. Get a
long pass to Hawaii oeginning at Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days, 22
hr, 42 min. Acquisition for 4-1/2 min through the Hawaii
station, then entry interface where the Orbiter encounters a
sensible atmosphere, occurs at 7 days, 22 hr, 45 min. S-band
blackout begins 7 days, 22 hr, 47 min. It will be about 15 min
long, when, of course, we aren't able to acquire voice or data
due to the ionization that builds up around the spacecraft as it
accelerates through the atmosphere and is encompassed in a very
thick plasma environment that prohibits radiation of telemetry or
voice. The Orbiter, again, as a reminder, will be visible in the
Houston area here at 5:58 a.m., at a maximum elevation of 23 deg
over the southern horizon moving west to east. Orbiter will be
at an altitude of 195,000 ft, traveling at Mach 16 during that
period. We'll exit ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TDRS in about
2 min. Configure LOS. We'll see you at Yarragadee at TIG.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Yarragadee at TIG.

PA0 We'll exit S-band blackout at Mission Elapsed Time
of 7 days, 22 hr, 47 min, and we should be acquiring data through
the TDRS system at that point. The ground track of the Orbiter
will bring it across Baha to the northern part of Mexico, right
across the tip cf the Big Bend National Park, past San Antonio,
south of Houston, south of New Orleans, about 150 miles south of
Mobile, Alabama, 175 miles south of Tallahassee, and will
encounter the Florida peninsula just north of Tampa. Guidance
navigation and control officer in the control center has verified
that the Orbiter is in the deorbit burn attitude which is
essentially flying backwards and upside down. Backwards because
of retrograde burn where the OMS engines burn against the line of
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flight, reducing the forward velocity so that gravity can begin
to pull the Orbiter back to Earth. Flying upside down in order
to give the flight crew a horizon reference and - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... the line of flight, reducing the forward
velocity so that the gravity can begin to pull the Orbiter back
to earth. Flying upside down in order to give the flight crew a
horizon reference and the ability to visually verify the
instrumentation readings. Deorbit ignition occurs in 9 minutes,
40 seconds. We'll get voice through Yarragadee at approximately
that same time and look forward to the crew's assessment of the
deorbit burn. We are 1 hour and 9 minutes away from expected
touchdown at Kennedy Space Center, Florida. Mission elapsed
time, 7 days, 22 hours, 7 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 7 days, 22
hours, 15 minutes mission elapsed time. We're a minute away from
acquisition of signal through Yarragadee. The deorbit burn will
occur about 10 seconds after AOS and again we don't have data
capability through Yarragadee so we're going to have to rely on
the crew's acknowledgment that the burn has occurred and that it
is nominal. 30 seconds from AOS.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for 6

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're just about ready to burn.

pAO This is Mission Control, Houston now waiting for
the commander's assessment of the burn.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead,

SPACECRAFT (garble) nominal burn on time.

CAPCOM Sounds great, Vance, good show.

pAO Mission Commmander Vance Brand reporting a nominal
deorbit burn. Landing at Kennedy Space Center in Florida will
occur in 55 minutes. We have another minute and a half remaining
through this pass at Yarragadee. We'll go out of range of that
station, pick up either from Guam in about 10 minutes and we'll
have some velocity altitude and sync rate information that will
advise us of how the Challenger's doing relative to nominal
expectations. At mission elapsed time, 7 days, 22 hours, 21
minutes, this is Mission —
CAPCOM
seconds.

Challenger, Houston going LOS Yarragadee in 50
See you at Guam in 7 and 1/2 minui.es.

SPACECRAFT Roger John.

CAPCOM NASA 947, CAPCOM.
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Yes, Guy. Did they get the burn off?

CAPCOM Yes, they got the burn off, P. J,, and they're
heading into the Caps.

Okay.

CAPCOM We'll talk to you later, we'll go ahead and take
this loop down.

Rog.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We're about a minute
away from acquisition of signal through Guam. Weather at the
Cape advises that there's still some patchy ground fog at that
location, but nothing that's going to be problematic. It — fog
has kind of retreated to an area of 50 feet and below and the
weather forecast suggests that it should be transparent by the
time the Orbiter arrives there and should not in any way
seriously obscure their view of the runway. The Guam pass will
give us data and we'll be able to assess the Orbiter 's rate of
descant. Of course, the burn doesn't have a very profound effect
on a velocity, altitude or sync rate this early on. But by the
time we get to Hawaii, we should have some very noticeable
measurements to report. The Guam pass is very low elevation,
only 3.4 degrees maximum elevation over the horizon. So that may
affecc the quality of the data and of voice.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at —
END OF TAPE
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PA0 But by the time we get to Hawaii we should have
some very noticeable measurements to report. The Guam pass is
very low elevation, only 3.4 degrees maximum elevation over the
horizon, so that may affect the quality of the data and the
voice.

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston is with you at Guam for 3

Roger, Houston loud and clear.

Roger, you are too, configure AOS.

Roger

.

We will remain configured AOS through landing.

Okay.

PA0 RMU systems officer reports that the auxiliary
power units are running very well. Data shows the vehicle to be
in very good condition, no anomalies. About 2 minutes remaining
in this pass.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Guam 30
seconds, we'll see you at Hawaii at EI-3.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

pAO This is Mission Control Houston at 7 days 22 hours
23 minutes, 33 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Data take over
Guam during that pass, the Guidance Navigation and Control
officer affirmed to the flight director that the ship's
configuration looks good and all systems appear in order for
entry and landing. Guidance officer reported that the onboard
vectors compared well with the nominal and the flight dynamics
officer reported that the delta V's, the changes in velocity,
were at the expected levels. We will acquire signal again
through Hawaii in 7 minutes 54 seconds. Entry interface occurs
at 10 minutes 48 seconds from now and we're roughly 41 minutes
from touchdown in Hawaii. Our NASA Select video shows sunrise at
the Kennedy Space Center, the runway lights, and weather thinks
that the sunrise and resulting increasing temperatures are going
to promote dissipation of that ground fog that the chief of the
astrounaut office, John Young, reported early. The ground fog
stays within 50 feet of the ground and is expected to be
transparent to the crew as they arrive. We are 40 minutes away
from expected landing at Kennedy Space Center. There will be the
blackout period as we go through the period of ionization
buildup. The blackout will begin at, in terms of mission elapsed
time, 7 days 22 hours 47 minutes and we'll exit blackout 15
minutes later. Next contact with the chip will be at the ground
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station at Hawaii in 6 minutes and the Hawaii pass is 4 minutes
in duration. Mission elapsed time, 7 days 22 hours 36 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. We're
approximately a half a minute away from acquisition through
Hawaii. That will be the last contact with the ship before the
blackout period, the Hawaii pass will be about 5 minutes in
duration. And we're processing Hawaii data.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Hawaii for 4

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and we are proceeding with no
problems at all, everything's going very well.

CAPCOM Roger, that, good show, Vance.

PAO Mission Control Houston. The flight director has
polled members of the flight control teams and all have reported
nominal systems operations, vehicle velocity is reduced to 20,
Mach 24 and, there's a sync rate shown of approximately 500 feet
per second.

END OF TAPE
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15 for its final approach. During its flight across Florida,
Challenger will be at a very high altitude, above 90,000 feet as
it passes over the west coast, drop to about 84,000 feet by the
time it's parallel with Orlando. And still be above 40,000 feet
as it passes the end of the shuttle runway for the first time,
although the speed will have dropped to less than the speed of
sound at that point. Approximately 5 minutes and 26 miles remain
at that point. And during it's turn to the right over the
Atlantic Ocean, or turn to the left over the Atlantic Ocean, it
will drop to an altitude of 10,000 feet. At this point, it'll be
7 miles from the end of the runway and on a final approach of a
22 to 24 degree approach which dissipates the remaining energy
with a preflair and flair maneuver. It takes only about a minute
to come down the glide slope from above 9,00C feet to flair.
Then the landing gear will be dropped when it's just 200 feet
above the runway. Although weather forecasting is becoming a
more and more exact science, forecasters still have trouble with
small areas and to help ensure the proper visibility is
available, two T-38 aircraft in the Shuttle Training Aircraft
have been aloft several times to see what's happening across
Florida in general and in the vicinity of Kennedy Space Center,
in particular. Astronaut John Young who is the head of the
astronaut office and has been the commander on STS-1 and 9, was
the one who made a final determination that the landing strip was
ready for the land —
END OF TAPE
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PAO ... velocity is reduced to 20, Mach 24. There's a
sink rate shown of approximately 500 feet per second. This is
Mission Control, Houston. Speed, temperature, pressures on all 3
auxiliary power units are within nominal constraints. This is
Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter at 396,000 feet, altitude sink
rate cf 488 feet per second. Range shows 4000 miles to runway 15
at Kennedy Space Center.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, data continues to
show nominal function.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've had S-band
blackout and will acquire signal again in just over 14 minutes.

KSC This is the Shuttle Landing Facility at the Kennedy
Space Center. All elements of the landing team are ready and
standing by for the first landing at the Kennedy Space Center.
Actually, preparations have been underway at KSC since before the
first Shuttle flight back in April of 1981. The Shuttle Landing
Facility has been ready for all of the contingency landings on
each mission and has practiced hundreds of times for the landing
which is now minutes away. Many of the people involved have
participated in landing and ferry operations in California as
well. At about an hour before the landing, the convoy commander,
Bill Williams, moved the forward elements of the convoy, called
the mini-convoy, down to the south end of the runway so that they
can approach the vehicle from the nose. At the present time, the
helicopters, department of defense helicopters, are coming in.
They stand by in case of any contingency where they would have to
help rescue the astronauts if the vehicle should go off of the
runway. The remainder of the convoy is at the midpoint of the
runway and will immediately follow the Orbiter as it passes by
during the landing. It will then pause at a point about 1,000
foot away from the Orbiter. As soon as the wheels stop after
landing, the mini-convoy will move out to a position a few
hundred feet from the nose of the Orbiter. Ordinarily, they
would be a little closer than today, but we have heard there*

s

just a slight tail wind of about 2 knots. At that point, a
safety inspection team will begin immediately to look at the
front end of the Orbiter using a sniffer which automatically
analyzes the air for any traces of toxic chemicals. Once an all
clear is given, the stair truck moves into position at the hatch
and the astrovan, which is now in place with that convoy, will
take up its position to take the flight crew back to the crew
quarters. The shuttle Orbiter, Challenger, will be cutting
almost directly across the center of Florida. It'll cross the
west coast at a point near Bayport and follow a general s-curve
over Brooksville, swing gently to the northeast over Webster and
Centerhill and then will pass over Lake Mary across the St.
John's River Valley to a point just north of Mim. It'll soar
over the Indian River and north of the Shuttle Landing Facility,
making a left turn over the Atlantic Ocean to line up with runway
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- - forecasters still have trouble with small
areas, and to help insure that proper visibility is available,
two T-38 aircraft and the Shuttle Training Aircraft have been
aloft several times to see what's happening across Florida in
general, and in the vicinity of Kennedy Space Center, in
particular. Astronaut John Young, who is the head of nhe
Astronaut Office and has been the commander on STS-1 and 9, was
-.he one who made a final determination that the landing strip was
ready for the landing here at the Kennedy Space Center. Here at

the Kennedy Space Center, everything in readiness. The convoy's
in position, including a red carpet for the first landing of the
space Shuttle returning crom space. This is the Shuttle landing
facility at Kennedy Space Center.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. There was some
concern that we might be able to penetrate S-band blacKout with
the TDRS system, and we've had no success in that endeavor and we
are still in the blind and awaiting the termination of S-band
blcickout. This is Mission Control, Houston. NASA Select video
being shoicn from a T-38 chase plane at Kennedy Space Center beina
piloted by Charlie Justice of Houston's aircraft operations.
We're still 5 min away from the predicted end of S-band
blackout. The patchy fog that was earlier reported at the
Shuttle landing facility has essentially been reduced into
intermittent whisps, and is almost completely transparent, no
problem seeing through it at all. There will be three roll
reversals performed by the Orbiter to reduce velocity. The roll
reversals are performed as a factor of velocity when velocity
reaches 12,960 ft per sec at an altitude of 179,000 ft. There's a

right roll reversal performed at 139,000 ft f a left reversal and
a final roll reversal and right reversal at 97,000 ft. Those are
all done in the automatic mode. The Orbiter will come in under
auto pilot all the way until it encounters the heading alignment
cone at Kennedy Space Center, at which time Mission Commander
Vance Brand will take manual control of the ship. About 3 min
remaining until the predicted end of the S-band blackout and we
will resume communications. Mission Elapsed Time now is 7 days,
23 hr even. About 2-1/2 min remaining until we reestablish voice
with the crew. This is Mission Control, Houston. According to
predicted digitals, the Orbiter should have crossed — come
across Texas by now and just be encountering the Gulf of
Mexico. And again, according to predictions of travel, the
vehicle should be travelling at a speed of about Mach 16 at
195,000 ft. And we have Acquisition of Signal data now coming
into the control center. We should have voice momentarily. And
vehicle's traveling at Mach 14. No communications yet due to the
inability of a good strong forward link through the TDRS
system. They are getting data. Velocity is Mach 13.7, altitude
is 216,000 ft, sink rate has not been updated by the computer
yet. Challenger now about 80 miles south of New Orleans
traveling across the Gulf of Mexico. Velocity at 12.4 Mach.
END OF TAPE
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(garble) computer yet.

PA0 Challenger now atout 80 miles south of New Orleans
traveling across the Gulf of Mexico. Velocity, 12.4 Mach, 600
miles from Kennedy Space Center . Ground track shows about 140miles south of Biloxi, Mississippi.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at MILA.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're passing Mach 11. Doing
great. Beautiful show.

CAPCOM Roger that, and be advised that current Capo
weather is clear and 30 miles visibility.

SPACECRAFT Super. Hey, thank John for getting us that kind of
weather. John Young.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 The initial roll reversal has been completed. Now
below Mach 10, Mach 9.7. Sink rate, 170 ft per sec. Challenger
about 500 miles from Kennedy Space Center, crossing the Gulf nowapproximately 140 miles south of Mobile, Alabama. Velocity now
below Mach 9, Mach 8.5. Altitude, 150,000 ft. Sink rate is
about 300 ft per sec. Challenger now about 200 miles off thecoast of Florida. Vehicle about 175 miles south of Tallahassee -
SPACECRAFT Houston, TACANs look good from our side.

CAPCOM Roger. We're looking at the data. Standby one,Vance. 1 '

SPACECRAFT Roger.

P^°, ^ * ,JAC£Ns ' or tactical air to aid to navigation. Asink rate of 200 ft per sec. Mach 6.3.
*yatun. a

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're not locked up on the
track, your call on the TACANs.

SPACECKAFT Okay. We'll take them.

PA0 Altitude 133,000 ft. Velocity, Mach 5,9.
Spaceship now approximately 50 miles from the coast of Florida
travelling at Mach 5.4. Sink rate of 316 ft per sec.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Transfer state vector tobackup, your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you. We'll do that.
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PA0 The Or biter now visible on NASA Select. Just
encountering the Florida coastline, crossing the coast roughly at
New Port Richey. Altitude 110,000 ft. Velocity, Mach 4.3.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Energing ground track and nav
are go.

SPACECRAFT Excellent, John. Thank you.

PA0 Vehicle in the automatic flight mode still. Mach 4
velocity. Altitude 103,000 ft, and the final roll reversal,
extreme right turn to further reduce velocity is being performed
by the ship. And that roll reversal very clearly visible on NASA
Select. Inertial velocity now 3. - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 And that roll reversible very clearly visible on

from the
S
runway

nertial ~" velocity now 3 - 1 Mach
- Range 74 miles

CAPCOM ... take air data.

SPACECRAFT Roger, take air data.

PA0 Altitude 87,000 feet, sink rate of 270 feet per
second, Our range, 63 miles. Challenger now just east of
Orlando a range of 52 miles from the Shuttle Landing Facility.Altitude, 76,000 feet. Velocity, Mach 2. The range 46 miles,
altitude 74,000 feet, sink rate ~ still losing altitude at the
rate of about 200 feet per second. This picture being providedby the long range tracker at Cape Canveral Air Force Station.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on the change at 77.

PA0 Velocity 1.4, 33 miles from runway 15.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

p^° Velocity Mach 1.2, altitude 56,000 feet, range 29
miles. Flight Dynamics Officer reports the energy level in the
Orbiter is perfect. Velocity is now subsonic at Mach .9. 25
miles from the runway, altitude 47,000 feet. There's the finalturn into the HAC. Still in the automatic flight control mode
and should be shortly transferring to manual control. Pitch and

ship
unctlons now in manual control. Vance Brand now flying the

(garble) on your left.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thanks.

PA0 Air speed 256 knots. Speed brakes deployed.
Altitude 30,000 feet, range 16 miles to the end of the runway, a
sink rate about 250 feet per second. The hydraulic landing gearvalves are open. APU performance still nominal. All APUs
running at roughly 106% speed. This photo from the chase plane,T-38, piloted by Charles Justice of Houston Aircraft
Operations. A sink rate now less than 200 feet per second.
Flight control in the automatic mode. 11 miles range, 10 miles
from the end of the runway, airspeed 256 knots, altitude 17,000
feet. .1.5 g's on the heading alignment cone. Performing a left
turn into the runway. Altitude 12,000 feet, 7 miles from the
runway.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you look good rolling out on
final. Calm surface winds.

PAO Airspeed 84 knots, 284 knots —
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pAO ...turn into the runway. Altitude 12,000 feet, 7
miles from the runway.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you look good rollinq out on
final, calm surface winds.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO Airspeed 184 knots, 284 knots. Challenger, now
visible at Cape — at the Kennedy Space Center, 6000 feet
altitude, 4 miles range, sink rate 170 feet per second, velocity
284 knots. Energy levels still nominal, altitude 1000 feet, 1
mile from the end of the runway. Gear down and touchdown for
Space shuttle's first Florida landing, unofficially mission
elapsed time, 7 days 23 hours, nose gear down, touchdown at 190
knots. Flight controller reports steady braking, and wheels
stop, unofficially mission elapsed time of 7 days 23 hours 17
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, wheels are stopped.

CAPCOM Roger that, Challenger, welcome home, fantastic
job, stand by for postlanding deltas.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, post landing delta's,
ddlete the hydraulic load test and if we get any extended power
up, I'll have a few more for you then.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, delete the hydraulic load test.

CAPCOM Rog.

Ksc This is Kennedy Space Center. Thousands of
people here cheering, and welcoming back the space shuttle
orbiter Challenger, out on the runway the mini-convoy on its way
towards the nose of the vehicle. The convoy from the midpoint
coming up near the — toward the end of the — towards the rear
of the vehicle. The convoy is made up of; a number of specialized
vehicles, the mini-convoy coming toward the nose has the convoy
commander's vehicle, which is modified to provide command and
communications capability with the control room, mission control
in Houston and the Orbiter. Four consoles are installed and are
manned by the commander, his backup, the purge cooling test
director and the Department of defense on-scene commander. Some
of the more recognizable vehicles in the convoy are the escape
van for the technitions who do the initial checkout of the
Orbiter, wearing self contained atmospheric breathing
apparatus. A vapor dispersal unit is a mobil wind machine on a
trailer modified from the standard agricultural wind machine and
that would be used to blow any toxic propellant vapors away from
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the Orbiter. We have a very, very calm day here at the Kennedy
Space Center and it looks like the — there's going to be no
problems, the emergency equipment coming up now, the people from
the escape van getting out to begin their check with the sniffers
which analyze the air around the Orbiter to ensure that there are
no toxic fumes which are being released by the Orbiter. The two
largest trucks in the convoy to the rear of the Orbiter have long
brooms with trailing lines which makes them look a little bit
like friendly dinosaurs. The one is a tractor trailer carrying a
refrigeration unit that provides freon to the Orbiter's cooling
system to cool the electronic components. The other is a tractor
trailer carrying an air conditioning unit to provide cool
humidified air to the payload bay and the fuselage cavities to
remove any residual hazardous fumes. And also very important to
the crew is the access vehicle carrying stairs similar to those
used for aircraft, this one has a small...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ... provide cool, humidified air to the payload bay
and the fuselage cavities to remove any residual hazardous
fumes. And also, very important to the crew is the access
vehicle carrying stairs similar to those used for aircraft. This
one has a small white room at the top to maintain clean
conditions in the Orbiter. The Or biter is going to be on the
runway for approximately 8 hours. Right now the camera focusing
in on the exhaust from the auxiliary power unit, which will be
powered down approximately 15 minutes after landing. Meanwhile,
the crew is going through their postflight operations,

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. All the energy
levels and vehicle performance throughout the landing mode were
completely nominal. The snip won't be moved until the brakes are
examined and they're pulled for shipment back to the
manufacturer. The exhaust fumes visible from the aft end of the
ship are nominal from the auxiliary power units which are still
running at speed. Inside Challenger, the crew is throwing
switches, and going through a postflight configuration to safe
the vehicle in preparation for egress. Propulsion systems
officer in the control center verifies that the propulsion
systems have been secured.

CAPCOM Houston. Copy.

PA0 Mission Control now preparing to give the flight
crew a go for reconfiguration of the data processing sytem
onboard the ship.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, if we need any (garble) activation, we
presume you'll give us a call.

CAPCOM Roger Wilco, Vance, and you're go for the DPS
transition.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PA0 This is Kennedy Space Center. Out on the runway,
the escape suited crew people have been surveying the nose of the
Orbiter to determine whether or not there was any toxic
propellants. They have been holding their probes up towards the
reaction control system which is used for maneuvering the Orbiter
in space, and would be one of the most likely places to have any
fumes coming up. They are also now checking around the rear of
the Orbiter. Everything appears to be going very well as far as
the function of the APU's, those Auxiliary Power Units, which are
powered by turbines, and which had a problem on the last mission
right at the time of landing. As soon as the crewmen with the
(garble) have completed their work, they will go ahead for the
truck carrying the stairway to move in. It has a white room
attached to it, and the crew then will be able to proceed with
getting ready to open the door in the Orbiter, and have an
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exchange of the crew with the support crew. Their support crew
astronauts today are Shannon Lucid and Mike Smith, and they'll
take the flight crew's place in the Orbiter to complete
procedures and to help move the Challenger to the OPF. One of
the first people who will go into the Orbiter once they are
allowed to move closer will be the flight surgeon who will check
over the crew and make sure that they're ready to leave. The
crew generally will leave the Orbiter somewhere between 40 and 50
min after the landing. The escape suit personnel can detect
concentrations of any toxic propellants down to just a few parts
per million, and are an essential ingredient in the operations

END OF TAPE
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pAO ... of any toxic propellants down to just a few
parts per million and are an essential ingredient in the
operation, to just ensure that there is no danger for any of the
other people in the landing crew as they approach the vehicle.
The convoy commander stays in constant touch with them as they
move around the Orbiter, checking each area. Often, they are a
little more worried about having a very very calm wind sucn as we
do today because the, any vapors would not be blowing away as
they normally do. As soon as the crew closes down the gas
turbines which are part of the auxilliary power units, then the
rest of the convoy will be able to be moved in position, although
the APU shutdown comes at approximately 15 minutes after landing
or just a few minutes from now. The first truck which will
approach the rear will be the freon truck which is connected
first and that's followed by the purge truck which flows air
conditioned air through the cargo bay. The hatch will be opened
at about 22 minutes after the landing. Appears that the
technicians in the rear of the Orbiter are moving off, they've
been checking the area back there and we have the convoy
commander moving forward. A GO has been given that it's safe to
be moving closer to the vehicle. Just a few minutes from now,
right now the stair truck moving up to the Orbiter and then the
backup astronauts, the flight surgeon and the technicians will be
able to get busy with getting the door open and getting in and
checking the crew members. Everything going smoothly with the
return of the Orbiter here at the Kennedy Space Center.

CAPCOM ... okay Vance, under GPC 234 power down, we'd like
to leave GPC 2 up. And so, just that you can scratch out the GPC
2 reference there. When you do the restringing, we still want
you to restring them all to GPC 1, GPC 2 will just go to OPS 0
and we just want to leave up and when you turn one CRT off, we
would like to make sure that is not CRT 2. What we're doing is
looking at GPC 2 and CRT 2, so we'd like to leave both those on.

SPACECRAFT Okay and would you like me to, then I will plug it
all but GPC 1 but I'll leave 2 on per your instruction.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, the Capsule
Communicator talking to Mission Commander Vance Brand with
instructions to leave general purpose computer #2 powered up.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, Vance, we're ready for the
ammonia boiler, like ammonia boiler number bravo to primary GPC.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative GPC. And Gary, we're under APU
hydraulic shutdown, you ready for us to proceed?

CAPCOM Roger, you're, go ahead Hoot.
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PAO The crew now preparing to shut down the 3
auxilliary power units that use hydrazine fuel to provide, to
control the aerodynamic surfaces in the vehicle. We show the
speeds now down to 0. And hydraulic pressures are dropping
accordingly. And APU shutdown is proceeding nominally.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we've got APU hydraulic shutdown
complete.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston copy.

PAO That's Mission Commander Vance Brand visible
through the flight deck windows in the Orbiter. He has his
launch/entry helmet in place.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - hydraulic shutdown complete.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston copy.

PAO That is Mission Commander, Vance Brand, visible
thrugh the flightdeck windows in the Orbiter. £till had his
launch/entry helmet in place. There* s OMS pod showing minor
scorching from the heat of reentry. This is Mission Control,
Houston. The general purpose computers have been shut down
except for GPC number 2, which the flight control team has asked
to be left activated. The Convoy Team has moved forward
preparing for crew egress, and the crew should be leaving the
ship in another 5 or 10 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You can ignore the fail to
sine on GPC and continue on.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We're starting to unplug
here, so we'll be off the comm now.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. That was
Challenger, Pilot Hoot Gibson indicating that the crew is
peparing the egress from their seats, and should leave the ship
shortly.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. The propul-
sion's systems officer here in the control center has affirmed
that the pressures and temperatures in the forward reaction
control system are all at normal levels, and there's no evidences
of leaks from those systems, and they had done their problematic
during the flight, and of course, accordingly, took extra
attention during the checkout process here, but they have been
verified as of healthy and not leaking propellants, or fumes.

This is (garble) Kennedy Space Center. The change-
out-crew, getting ready to go up the steps, they've been up to
the bottom of the steps, and now back at the van. The TV
camera's taking a look at all of the important areas of the
Orbiter just after landing. One of the reasons for that is, that
the, directors here in the firing room, and the technicians who
have to work on the Orbiter are anxious to know what kind of
shape it's in. The first consideration, of course, is the safety
and then they want to get a look at it, because the turn around
time between flights is getting shorter and shorter as we get
into this year. The next flight of the Challenger is scheduled
tentatively for the first week in April. The team from the
cooling trucks up on their walkway now attaching the freon lines
to the aft of the Oroiter. This is a cooling system which is
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used to keep the electronics in the Orbiter cool just after
landing. The Orbiter kept powered up, so that may of those
systems are operating. Just in front of the wing of the Orbiteris the astrovan which will be used to transport the crew back tothe crew quarters. People in readiness, photographers for thecrew (garble) from the Orbiter. The hatch is open now on theOrbiter. Just 25 rain after landing, the crew is expected to begetting out somewhere around 40 min after landing, or about 15min from now. People in the firing room, or the control room atthe Kennedy Space Center, the members of the landing team allvery happy about the way that the first landing here at theKennedy Space Center has been going.

END OF TAPE
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KSC The crew walking up to the steps now to go up to
the hatch which has been opened. And they will be going in and
seeing the crew right now. The change out crews, Shannon Lucid,
the astronaut Shannon Lucid bringing up the rear there. The
flight surgeon first who will examine the crew members, Medical
of checks of the crew are made immediately after landing or as
soon as possible after landing. And then once they go back to
the quarters here at v.he Kennedy Space Center, they will be going
through another physical examination which will include such
things as checking their blood pressure and then some tests which
will include checking their vestibular responses to see how their
adaptation from 0-g back to life in 1-g is progressing. This is
part of an ongoing study of all the aspects of the adaptability
of human beings to space flight and then their return.
Everything preceeding very smoothly here at the Kennedy Space
Center as the Orbiter is prepared for its return to the Orbiter
Processing Facility and the turn around for the next launch of
Challenger. This is Control at Kennedy Space Center, the red
carpet has been put in place on the runway leading out to the
steps and it says, "Welcome back to the Kennedy Space Center" and
it has STS-11 printed there and then that hus been crossed out
and it says 41-B. This is in tribute to the new numbering system
which has been put into effect for the Shuttle flights. For the
first nine flights we used the numerical sequence of the flights,
STS for Space Transportation System and then 1, 2, 3 through 9
for the actual number of the flight. And the last flight under
that system was STS-9 which was the Spacelab mission with 6
astronauts aboard last November. We have now gone to a new
system for numbering flights which are keyed to the fiscal year
in which they fly. If you look at 41-B as the number of this
flight, 4 stands for the fiscal year which is 1984, 1 stands for
the Kennedy Space Center. If there was a 2 there that would be
for Vandenberg Air Force Base out in California and B means it's
the second flight of this year. So the red carpet actually has
been ready ever since last summer. It was prepared originially
to say welcome back KSC for STS-7. Because of weather problems
there was a waveoff and the Orbiter landed at the Edwards Air
Force Base in California and had to be ferried back. But this
should be the first in a long, long string of landings here at
the Kennedy Space Center. The vast majority will come back. It
saves turn around time and cuts down on the cost of doing
business in space. Kennedy Space Center, everything in readiness
now Lor the crew to emerge from the Orbiter when they're ready.
They have to undergo a brief examination by the doctor. They
have to make sure that they're feeling comfortable after getting
back into 1-g and then they'll come out, come down the steps into
the astrovan and back to the crew quarters. This is the Control
Center at Kennedy Space Center.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's coming off. And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT And these evap out temps starting up pretty fast
here. It's going up to about 55 right now.

CAPCOM Stand by.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
up to about 55 right now

CAPCOM Standby.

And Houston Challenger.

Challenger Houston, go ahead.

Hey we got starting up pretty fast here, it's going

SPACECRAFT
about 56.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Houston, Challenger, looks like it's stopped at

Roger

.

Now it's coming back down.

Roger copy, thanks.

This is Control Center at the Kennedy Space
Center. We have the unofficial numbers as far as the touchdown
and rollout on the runway is concerned. The touchdown time was
7:15 and 53 seconds Eastern Standard Time. The wheels first
touched down at the 2,000-foot mark on the runway, the nosewheel
let down at 5,800 feet, and the stop was at 12,700 feet. So the
total rollout time was, or distance was 10,700 feet. That's
unofficial, the chemists have been sweeping over very carefully
all of the various areas of the tile, taking a look now at the
nose of the Orbiter to take a look at any damage that might be
detected. The engineers and the managers who turnaround the
Orbiter, who oversee that, like to find out as soon as possible
after each phase of the mission, what has happened. This helps
pinpoint what caused any knicks or any dinges, or any missing
tile. There are just a little bit of missing tile back on the
left OMS pod which they looked at, there is a little, few scorch
marks. This is something that has been seen before in that
particular area. But sweeping over the other parts, looks like a
very very clean Challenger has come back to the Kennedy Space
Center from space. The, occasionally there's some debris that is
kicked up at landing. It doesn't appear that there was any. And
it looks like the crew, headed by Vance Brand, about to come out.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Houston.

(garble)

.

Houston, Challenger.

Challenger Houston go ahead. Go ahead Mike,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger the crews getting out for the
(garble) for you info.

CAPCOM Roger thank you we've got them on TV Mike.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, closeout crew
acknowledging that the Mission 41-B crew has egressed their
seats, now leaving the ship. Vance Brand first, Hoot Gibson, Bob
Stewart, Ron McNair, and Bruce McCandless. George Abbey,
Director of Flight Crew Operations, greeting them. Ground
coolings being provided by the Convoy team now, and Orbiter
systems have been shut down and the Flight Control Team here,
(garble) the convoy Commander.

END OF TAPE
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KSC PAO To the same communications channel and we'll

stay on that channel from now through lift off. Our Director of

Engineering, Horace Lambert, going through his various systems

engineers, making sure everyone is GO for launch. We're getting

GO 1 a from all the individual systems engineers, Rockwell Manager

of Engineeting, Bill Edson, also repotting that Rockwell is GO

for launch at this time. Everything continuing to look good, we

appear headed for lift off of 41-B on time at 8:00 a.m. this

morning. r-S minutes and holding. This is Shuttle Launch

Control.

KSC PAO This is Shuttle Launch Control, T-9 minutes and

hoi an*, approximately 7 minutes into this planned 10-minute

bailt-in hold. NASA Test Director, Stan Gross has completed his

aolia of tha varioua test conductors, including those responsible

for tha vehicle, the Spacecraft, the range of the tracking

atationa and Miaaion Control and verified we will be ready to

COM oSt of thia hold at T-9 minutes and proceed with the launch

Of STS-41-B at 8i00 this morning. Commander Brand and Pilot

*~*feaon raportad thay were GO to resume the count and GO for

launch and tha final okay given by Launch Director, Bob Seek,

trior to that poll Launch Director Bob Seek, did wish the crew a

vary aafa and succeasful trip, and commented that he hoped to see

the* back at tha Cape a week from Saturday. Commander Vance

Brand adding that they too hoped to be back and appreciated the

wa*v hard work that tha launch team and all people associated

Will tha Shuttle program have done to get this mission ready for

launch today. Several major milestones remain between now and

sti* as we coma out of this hold, the ground launch sequencer

tike over control of the countdown, T-7 minutes, 30 seconds

will track the Orbiter access arm, did at T-5 minutes,

n, will throw the cockpit switches that will start the

Mir unita. And wa will terminate liquid oxygen fill

rain back at T-4 minutes 55 seconds, this conditions

eh and provides a proper amount of oxygen

tha tank for flight. We will do the final

mMm «ain anginas at T-4 minutes, and start a

the Orhitar aerial surfaces at T-3 minutes, 55

rbiter will go to internal power at T-3 minutes

#$?1X follow that with an engine gimbal check,
"

"S seconds. Lock tank pressur ization and

tfele) vent hood, will start at 2 minutes, 55

pressurire liquid hydrogen tank at T-l minute,
~ final mlleatone is the transfer of the

td computers at the T-31 second mark. Engine

int 6 seconds, we'll be at 90 percent thrust

a 8KB ignition at T zero or 3:00 a.m.

Juat seconds away now from resuming the

an on-wime launch of 41-B and its five-man

tit standard time. The countdown will

Ute* ill - 4, 3, 2, 1. We are at T-9

Ground lanch sequencer has been initiated.

at
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KSC PAO Chase aircraft now beginning their take off
from the Shuttle landing facility and we have turned on SRB
development flight instr indentation recorders. T-8 minutes 38
seconds and counting. Mission Control has turned on the
auxilliary data system and the aerodynamic identification
package, that recorder will collect data from those packages
during the mission for playback and evaluation after the mission.

PAO T-8 minutes and counting. Orbiter Test Conductor
has requested that Houston send the store program commands. This
is the final update on antenna management based on lift-off time,
and sets the system which makes the Orbiter compatible with down-
range tracking stations. Orbiter AC electrical bus sensors have
been placed on monitor by Pilot Gibson.

PAO T-7 minutes, 30 seconds, mark. Ground launch
sequencer has started retracting the Orbiter access arm, this
being the walkway used by the astronauts - -

END OF TAPE
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KSC PAO T-7 minutes, 30 seconds, MARK. Ground launch
sequencer has started retracting the Orbiter access arm, this
being the walkway used by the astronauts to climb in the vehicle
and that arm can be put back in place within about 15 to 20
seconds if an emergency arises and the crew must evacuate the
pad. T-7 minutes and counting, MARK. Orbiter access arm being
retracted by the ground launch sequencer, being moved away from
the Shuttle vehicle. T-6 minutes, 30 seconds and counting.

KSC PAO T-6 minutes, Orbiter Test Conductor given Pilot
Gibson a go to perform the APU prestart, Gibson will configure
switches in the cockpit to put the APU's in the ready to start
configuration. T-5 minutes, 45 seconds and counting.

KSC >AO T-5 minutes 30 seconds, Mission Control now
transmitting the signal to start the flight recorders, these 2
recorders will collect measurements of Shuttle system performance
during flight, also for playback after the mission. Flight
reports that the recorders are running. T-5 minutes, 14 seconds
and counting. Coming up on our next major milestone, a go for
starting the 3 auxilliary power units. T-5 minutes and
countino. we have a go for APU start, LOX replenish will now be
terminated and LOX drain back initiated. Pilot Gibson now
flipping the remaining switches in the cockpit which starts the 3
auxilliary power units. T-4 minutes, 35 seconds and counting.

KSC PAO SRB and external tanks, safe and arm devices have
been armed, and inhibit remains on the S&A's until T-10 seconds,when the Range Safety Destruct System is activated. Main fuel
valve heaters on the 3 Shuttle main engines have been turned onnow i:i preparation for engine start.

KSC PAO T-4 minutes and counting. The crew has been asked
to close the visors on their launch and entry helmets. Final
purge sequence of the main engines now under way. T-3 minutes,
55 seconds, Orbiter aero-surface test under way. Flight surfacesoemg moved through a preprogrammed pattern to verify they are
ready for launch. T-3 minutes, 35 seconds and counting. Orbiter
ground support equipment power bus has been turned off, the
vehicle is now on internal power, running off its on-board fuel
cells being fed by ground reactants through the T-0 umbilicals.
Aero-surface checks complete, reported to be in launch
configuration now underway with the gimbal checks of the Orbitermain engines. T-3 minutes and 4 seconds and counting. Shuttlemam engines now in the start position. T-2 minutes, 55 seconds,
external tank liquid oxygen pressur ization has started and
purging of the Shuttle main engine is terminated. Retraction hasstarted of the gaseous oxygen vent hood. Ground launch sequencer
will make the final check to make sure the vent is fully
retracted at the T-37th second mark. T-2 minutes, 30 seconds and
counting. Orbiter Test Conductor requesting Pilot Gibson to
clear the caution and warning memory system. T-2 minutes, 20
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seconds and counting. Fuel cell ground supplies have been
terminated, Challenger now completely on internal power, running
off its onboard reactants. T-2 minutes and counting, coming up

END OF TAPE
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KSC PAO T--2 minutes, 20 seconds, and counting. Fuel cell
ground supplies have been terminated, Challenger now completely
on internal power, running off its onboard reactants.

KSC PAO T-2 minutes and counting, coming up on liquid
hydrogen replenish termination.

KSC PAO Go for ET prepress on the liquid hydrogen tank.
Vehicle now isolated from ground loading equipment. (Garble) cap
now being swung out of the way in preparation for launch of 41-B,
on time at 8 a.m. eastern standard time. T-l minute, 30 seconds
away from the lift-off of 41-B, and its five-man crew. At the T-
1 minute matk, the ground launch sequencer will verify the
Shuttle main engines are ready to start. T-l minute, 15 seconds
and counting, liquid hydrogen tank now at flight pressure.

KSC PAO T-l minute and counting, sound supression systems
now armed. Hydrogen burn ignitors also armed at this time. T-50
seconds and counting. Solid rocket booster development flight
instrumentation quarters, going to record mode. T-42 seconds and
counting. T-38 seconds, Orbiter computer's positioning vent
doors launch configuration, coming up on a GO to take over
control by the onboard computers and we have a GO for auto
sequencer start. T-23 seconds and counting. Orbiter computers
now in command of the countdown. T-15, .14, 13, 12, 11, 10, we
have a GO for main engines, start, 6, 5, we have mair engine
start, 3, 2, 1, 0. We have solid rocket booster ignition and
lift-off of Challenger and the tenth Space Shuttle flight. And
the Shuttle has cleared the tower.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) pitch program.

PAO Houston now controlling, the roll maneuver
confirmed.

CAPCOM 15 seconds.

PAO Good roll confirmed by mission control.

SPACECRAFT 20 seconds.

PAO 5 seconds preparing to throttle down to 75 percent
on the main engines.

SPACECRAFT 30 seconds, mark.

PAO Velocity, 700 feet per second. Throttling down to
73 percent confirmed, as the vehicle prepares to pass through the
maximum aerodynamic pressure. 52 seconds, velocity 11,000 feet
per second. Down range distance 2 nautical miles, altitude
4.7. Preparing to rethrottle the engines back up to 100
percent. 3 engines (garble) 100 percent.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you are go at throttle up.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0 Challenger and crew given a go at throttle up. 1
minute, 23 seconds; velocity 2300 feet per second? altitude, 11
nautical miles; down range distance, 9 nautical miles. 1 minute
45 seconds, velocity 3400 feet per second, altitude 17 nautical
miles, down range distance 17 nautical miles. Standing by for
Solid Rocket Booster separation.

SPACECRAFT PC (garble) checking.

CAPCOM Roger, PC.

PA9 Solid Rocket Booster separation confirmed.
Guidance converging as programmed.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 1st stage performance,
nominal.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0 Nominal of the first stage of ascent during the 3RB
performance, 2 minutas 35 seconds, velocity 4700 feet per second,
down range distance 48 nautical miles, altitude 33 nautical
miles. 3 minutes, velocity 5200 feet per second, down range
distance 70 nautical miles, altitude 39 nautical miles. Return
status in Mission Control. All positions give a go. 3 minutes,
33 seconds mission elasped time, altitude 44 nautical miles, down
range distance 101 nautical miles, velocity 6200 feet per second.

END OF TAPE
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PAO All positions gxve a go. 3 minutes, 33 seconds
Mission Elapsed Time. Altitude 44 nautical miles, downrange
distance 101 nautical miles, velocity 6200 feet per second.
Standing by for Press-to-Abor t orbit call.

CAPCOM Challenger, negative return, Press-to-ATO.

SPACECRAFT Roger, negative return, Press-to-ATO capability.

PAO That call up from CAPCOM Guy Gardener indicates
Challenger has passed beyond the point of being able to return to
the launch site in the event of an abort and the call-up for the
Press-ATO at 109 percent should an abort to orbit become
necessary, the vehicle would continue at 109 percent.

CAPCOM . . . full throttles.

SPACECRAFT Roger, normal throttles.

PAO That call u^, the abort to orbit could be achieved
with normal throttles as apposed to the 109 percent throttles. 4
minutes, 42 seconds, velocity 8200 feet per second, downrange
distance 179 nautical miles.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, press-to-MECO.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, roger.

PAO Challenger given the call to press to main engine
cutoff. Altitude 53 nautical miles, downrange distance 197
nautical miles, velocity 8900 feet per second. 5 minutes, 20
seconds, altitude 55 nautical miles, downrange distance ?37
nautical miles, velocity 10,000 feet per second. 3 APU's running
normally, 3 fuel cells running normally, all engines at 100
percent. Standing by for the single engine TAL call. 6 minutes,
altitude 56 nautical miles.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Single engine TAL capability.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, this is really a great ride.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

PAO That call up for single engine transatlantic
capability means that the Challenger could make a transatlantic
crossing and land at the Dakar TAL site if necessary. Although
the weather at that site is not good this morning. 6 minutes, 35
seconds, altitude 57 nautical miles, downrdnge distance 377
nautical miles, velocity 14,000 feet per second. Main engine cut
off expected at 8 minutes, 42 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, single engine press to MECO.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, single engine press to MECO capabality.

PAO That call up from CAPCOM Guy Gardener indicates
that the Challenger could press on to main engine cutoff if only
one engine were operational. 7 minutes, 10 seconds, altitude 57

nautical miles, downrange distance 460 nautical miles, velocity
17,000 feet per second, 3 engines at 100 percent. 7 minutes, 32
seconds, velocity 18,000 feet per second, downrange distance 520

nautical mile3, altitude 57 nautical miles. Standing by to
throttle engines down to maintain the maximum 3-g force on the
spacecraft. Engines throttling down at the present time. All
engines throttling down. 8 minutes, 10 seconds, 58 nautical
miles altitude, 647 miles downrange, velocity 22,000 feet per
second. Standing by for main engine cut off.

SPACECRAFT We've got a MECO.

CAPCOM Roger, copy MECO.

SPACECRAFT Looks good.

PAO Main engine cutoff confirmed. 6 minutes, 55
seconds, altitude 60 nautical miles, downrange distance 800
nautical miles, velocity 24,000 feet per second. Standing by lor

external tank separation. ET sep confirmed. OMS 1 status check
in Mission Control, all positions give a go. The delta-V, the
change in velocity for the OMS 1 burn will be 251 feet per
second

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, it'll be a nominal OMS-1, the
targets look good, APU should - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO ET SEP confirmed, OMS 1 status check in Mission
Control. All positions give GO, the Delta-V, the change in
velocity for the OMS 1 burn, will be 251 feet per second.

MCC Challenger, Houston, there will be a nominal OMS 1,
targets look good, APU shutdown rn time.

SPACECRAFT Roger, nominal OMS 1, APU shutdown on time.

PAO Crew giving a GO for normal shutdown on the APU's
after they have completed their job, that will be shut down
shortly, and the positions in Mission Control indicate that
everything is going as planned for the nominal OMS 1 burn, the
first burn of the orbital maneuvering systems. That will put the
spacecraft in a stable orbit. Ignition on both engines, both
engines looking good.

MCC Challenge, Houston. The burn looks good, we'll be
handing over to TDRS

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, yeah we're in the middle of the
burn.

PAO (Garble) here in Mission Control, reporting that
the three main engines are being prepared for their on-orbit
stowed configuration. Remaining propellants and the lines are
dumped and later there will be a purge of those lines.
Communications handed over from the ground stations to the
tracking data relay satellite.

MCC Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Guy. Burns going good.

MCC Roger, loud and clear, Vance.

PAO Propulsion Officer here in Mission Control and the
officer reports that the indications are the OMS 1 burn is going
well. Propulsion systems looking good. We've had cut off of the
two OMS engines. Change in velocity, 251 feet per second, put
the Challenger in its stable orbit. That orbit will be
circularized with the orbital maneuvering system burn number 2.
That occurs at about 45 minutes into the mission. First OMS 1
burn, results in an orbit of 165 by 51 nautical miles. The
second OMS burn will result in the circular orbit 165 by 165.

SPACECRAFT Okay guys, as you can see we're in program 105 and
proceeding on.

MCC Roger, we see that.

PAO Mechanical systems officer reports that the 3 APU's
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auxiliary power units that provide the power to the hydraulics
have shut down on time, and all looked good. Three fuel cells
are all operating normally, all producing about 7 kilowatts.

MCC Challenger Houston, we'll be handing over to Dakar
in about 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0 Communications handing over from the tracking data
relay satellite to the Dakar ground station. 18 minutes, and 10
seconds, mission elasped time.

MCC (Garble) Dakar for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, over Dakar.

MCC This is Mission Control, the Flight Dynamics
Officer reports that the OMS 2 burn, to circularize the orbit at
165 nautical miles, will he 205 feet per second. That burn will
be as planned, everything very normal up to this point.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, OMS 2 will be nominal, the
targets look good, and we're standing by for gimbal check
whenever you guys are ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here it comes.

PAO Crew performing a check,

SPACECRAFT OMS 2 of the taget nominal.

CAPCOM Roger that, and they look good, what we're looking
at c

pAO Crew performing the gimbal check of the OMS engine,
that is the thrust vector control system.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger that, and they look good, what we're lookinq
at.

*

PAO Crew performing the
engines, that is the thrust vector

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston,
on the ground.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Roger, we see that.

gimbal check of the OMS
control system.

the gimbal check looked good

Yes, good, it looked good here too, Guy.

Roger

.

And this is Mission Control at 21 minutes.

(Garble) OMS-2 burn attitude.

PA0 21 minutes, 22 minutes now into the flight. The
crew maneuvering to the proper attitude for the ignition of the
OMS engines for that 2nd orbital manuevering system burn which
will circularize the orbit at 165 nautical miles. That burn will
be coming up in about 23 minutes. That will be a 205-foot per
second change in velocity. Crew completed the check of the
thrust vector controls, the primary and the secondary systems.
Those are the controls which tilt the NOSL's of the OMS engines
to change the direction of thrust that is the method of
controlling the direction in the spacecraft during that burn.
The crew completed the vacuum inerting of the main propulsion
system, the 3 main engines, clearing out all the residual
propellants, and stowing those engines in their final on-orbit
position.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing back to TDRS
in 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll expect that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you back on TDRS for
another 18 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy,

PA0 Mission Control at 26 minutes into the flight.
Status check in Mission Control here by Flight Director Gary
Cohen. Those systems engineers which are concerned with the OMS-
2 burn all give a GO for that burn. Crew of the Challenger has
just completed maneuvering the vehicle to the proper position for
the start of that burn which will take place in about 18-1/2
minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenge.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we saw the therm message,
we're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're seeing it on the fuel - gas generator
fuel pump heater on APU number 1 and is that related to that
heater?

CAPCOM Standby, Hoot, we'll look at it.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, what we're seeing on APU-1 is
the injector temp going down at 243, the other is up around 900
to 1000.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hoot, «*hat is the problem for
the message, and that's a ducer bias. No action on your part.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy a ducer bias.

PAO This is Mission Control at 28 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time. That discussion there between the crew and Mission
Control about the temperature indication on one of the auxiliary
power units. It was noticed prelaunch that there was a bias in
one o£ the transducers, one of the pieces of equipment that sends
readings to the instruments on what the temperatures are, and
that is believed to be a faulty piece of instrumentation. And
there is no action required on the part of the cr*w.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, with a note on the APU*s.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Guy, on the APO's.

CAPCOM Ok, Hooter, we'd like to get a little more cooling,
so we'd like you to take the APU fuel pump valve coolant bravo to
auto also.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Guy, that's done I got the B going also,

CAPCOM Thank you. And Challenger, Houston, you can ignore
the last thermal APU message you got, that is due to the pump out
temps going up, and that's why we had you turn the bravo valve to
auto.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we copy that, Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, just for your information, we
are seeing some good cooling on the APU's, looks like it's
working fine.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we copy, thanks Guy.
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$1* time, nominal, real good burn. Only thinq to
fcbiS small anominally, whenever we turn off the flight

::pmm twitch on the right side, it makes the DAP go
t» manual. SO lust something we will have to keep

Challenger,
tfcank fm 9 over.

Roger

•

Challenger, Houston, I copied that,

Mission Control Houston, 52 minutes mission elasped
iCfe** fpS ©urn of the Orbiter maneuvering systems was on
"~Hhjp§ planned. Looked good, Flight Dynamic Officer
|kat the results of that burn looked good, and the crew
^pK§^klm went well with it. They did indicate that
Oflly 1 slight problem and that was they noticed that

the power off to one of the flight control sets
in cockpit, that it threw a switch from auto
to manual, they will just have to remember to watch that
fcamy make that power cycle. We're passing over the
Station right now. The Challenger will be in

lostion with the Control Center, for another 6 1/2 minutes
J. f#tf§*<3#«. Then we have a loss of signal period for

r
'Ml , fciimtss- before we pick up again over Hawaii, about 24
&#S irw r«ow. So we would be out of communication for about

minutes.

lUm or taps
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PA0 - - signal period for several minutes, before we
pick up again over Hawaii about 24 minutes from now. So we will
be out of communication for about 18 minutes. The crew will be
activating the radiator - for cooling through the radiators in
about 15 minutes or so. And then they will be begin the
activities for opening the payload bay doors and deploying the
radiators

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you hear?

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, go ahead, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're into post-insertion, page 1 dash 7 and
we've just got Mr. Spock going, our little friendly computer and
he had a real neat greeting on his first frame that we saw
here.

CAPCOM Chall^r ^eir f Challenger, Houston, copy. Thank you,
over.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, we're 1 minute to
LOS, we'll see you at Hawaii at 1 + 18.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Guy.

pA0 And this is Mission Control Houston, at 1 hour, 1
minute elasped time, we have loss of signal through the Yarrgadee
station in Australia, and we'll be out of communication with the
Challenger for about 16 1/2 minutes, till we reacquire over
Hawaii. Everything seems to be going very well through the
ascent phase, and now the 2 OMS burn having been completed and
Challenger in its 165 nautical mile circular Orbit. Getting all
set for normal orbit operations. Crew will begin the payload bay
door operations, in about 10 minutes, and will be deploying the
radiators for the cooling of the Spacecraft. Not too long after
that, about 30 minutes following that, we will get the go/no go
from Mission Control for the on-orbit operations. At 1 hour, and
2 minutes mission elasped time, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 1 hour 16 minutes, mission
elasped time, we're about a minute away from picking up the
Challenger and crew over the Hawaii tracking station. The crew
should be beginning to perform their payload bay door activities
in which they will unlatch the payload bay doors and deploy those
and then deploy the radiators for cooling of the spacecraft. And
then about 20 minutes from now we should also be getting the
Mission Control go/no go decision for continued on-orbit
activities. 1 hour, 17 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 7
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, loud and clear, and we're
maneuvering to payload bay door opening attitude. The (qatble)
configuration is complete.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we copy that, and I've got a couple
of questions for you, the one we just wanted to check to see if
the teleprinter was hooked up.

SPACECRAFT Negative, not yet.

CAPCOM Okay, copy, you can just let us know when that gets
done, we haven't got any messages pressing for you, and I've got
a note on the flight controller power DAP down mode phenomena.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, it's, we saw that on flights 1 and 4, we're
not, we don't have any fix for it. You will just have to be
aware of that problem as you said, apparently the switch
activation to off causes a transient spike in the DDU which mak^s
it look like a signal from the RHC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks. Yeah we'll just have to be alert
with it. Not that much of a problem.

CAPCOM Roger, I concur.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks, we'll just to be alert with it. Not
much of a problem.

CAPCOM Roger, I concur.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Guy, we're assuming you're going to give us a
go for orbit OPS and we're looking for a go on the payload bay
doors, over.

CAPCOM Roger, you're GO on the doors, and we'll give you a
GO for orbit OPS about over MI LA.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks Guy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston , we're about 50 seconds to LOS,
we'll pick you up at Goldstone in 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

CAPCOM And Vance, be advised, we'll be staying on the STDN
sites across the states, and we'll pick up TDRS after we LOS at
Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 1 hour, 25
mintues into the flight of Mission 41-B. Challenger now passing
out of range of the Hawaii tracking station and we'll be pickinq
up over Goldstone in about 3-1/2 minutes. The Challenger has
been maneuvered to proper attitude for opening the payload bay
doors which should occur as they pass over the continental United
States, they were given a go for opening the doors by Mission
Control and asked if they were go for orbit operations. Flight
Director Gary Cohen indicating that they would pool the room very
shortly to get all positions opinion as to whether the spacecraft
is go for orbit operations, but there seem to be very few things
out of the ordinary on the flight so far, so we fully expect that
they will be given the go for orbit operations as they pass over
the continental United States here shortly. And we may also be
getting the television of the payload bay door opening as they go
over the MILA station. Mission Control Houston, 1 hour, 28
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we're within the ranqe of the
Goldstone station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Goldstone.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we've got you through Goldstone,
the port door is just coming open now.
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CAPCOM Roger, copy, Hoot. Challenger, Houston, you're go

for oribt OPS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go for orbit OPS.

CAPCOM Roger, and be advised that we get to MI LA here in

about 2 minutes, we're going to be eavesdropping on your payload

TV, we'll just select different cameras, we won't try to move any

from you.

SPACECRAFT Ok, fine.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 1 hou-r, 33 minutes Mission

Elapsed Time, the crew now has a go for on-orbit operations and

the payload bay doors are coming open. A few minutes ago the

pilot, Hoot Gibson, reporting that the port door was coming open

and flight controllers here in Mission Control looking at the

data, the cooling from the radiators, which then become effective

once' those doors are open, that cooling appears to be working.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) CRT-1, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, Vance.

PA0 This is Mission Control, 1 hour, 36 minutes Mission

Elapsed Time, data coming down from the spacecraft a moment ago

indicated the crew was powering up one of control devices to

close the protective sunshield on the Palapa, that is the

Indonesian satellite. And we now have some television coming

down from the spacecraft.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you thru MILA, getting

some good looking TV down here and you are - the SPEC 1 is yours.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks.

CAPCOM Roger, and you're go to turn the high load evap

off.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go for high load evap off.

CAPCOM
the deorbit prep

Roger, Vance, and just one reminder, the change to

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Mila, getting
some good looking TV down here. And you are - the Spec 1 is
yours

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM Roger, and you're go to turn the high load Evap
off.

SPACECRAFT Rober, go for high load Evap off.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and just one reminder, the change to
the deorbit prep - emergency deorbit prep checklist Delta's in
the back of your ascent pocket if you **ant to save that before
you stow it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah, we'll get those pages put in.

CAPCOM Rog, thanks.

PAO This is Mission Control, we can see the sunshield
on the Palapa satellite closing over to protect that satellite's
delicate electronics and other parts from the direct radiation of
the Sun prior to the time that it will be opened again for the
deployment of that satellite, which will come about a day or so
into the flight. The Westar there in the foreground, the
sunshield is still open on that satellite, and I'm sure they will
be closing that one shortly. That will be the first one which
will be deployed and that is later today. In the foreground
before the, in front of the Westar satellite, you see the top row
of instruments on top of the shuttle pallet satellite. That
piece of hardware later on in the flight will be handled by the
remote manipulator system, the mechanical arm. And off to the
left of the picture there is the grapple fixture which is the
point, at which the arm will attach itself and move the SPAS out
of the payload bay.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, be advised you are go for
vernier jets. And you can go ahead at your convenience Vance, no
need to wait till 2 + 05.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go for verniers and we'll do that right
away.

PAO This is Mission Control, 1 hour 41 minutes, the
crew has begun punching the buttons to start closing the
sunshield on the Westar satellite and we see that beginning to
move at the present time. Both of the satellites are similar to
ones which we have taken up earlier on the space shuttle. They
are the cylindrical design satellites which are carried aloft for
their first stage of their ride in the space shuttle's cargo
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bay. And then at an appropriate time, they are ejected from the
cargo bay of the Shuttle, clamps are released and a spring
mechanism will eject the satellite and its upper stage from the
Shuttle's cargo bay and then about 45 minutes later, the attached
solid rocket motor on the satellite then boosts it up to its high
point of it's geosynchronous Orbit and then later when engineers
of the companies that own those, or the foreign governments that
own those satellites are satisfied that they are in the proper
transfer orbit, then they fire an additional motor which
circularizes their orbit, and the spacecraft then drift over a
period of a few days usually into their parking orbits over the
locations on the points of the earth's surface that they will be
serving as communications satellites.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We seem to have a bit of a problem with camera
delta, the tilt will not work at all. The pan seems to be
(garble). The pan works very, very slowly, but the video is
good.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, copy that camera delta, no tilt and a
slow pan.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCCi And we're just lost our TV, we're on 3ermuda now,
and we had some good TV shots of both sunshields closing.

SPACECRAFT Great, glad to hear it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'd like an SM spec 1 please.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, we're going to put it up on CRT 2.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, Guy, we're going to put it up on CRT-2.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you. And Challenger, we'll be handing
over to TDRS here in about 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS for
another 1/2 hour

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, got you loud and clear on TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, SM SPEC 1 is yours again,
thank you, and you're go for the ITEM 48 's to both GNC and SM.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we copy that, that (garble), Guy?

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirmative, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, the (garble) heaters are
activated and the primary ATC works fine.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good, Ron, and we'd like you to have
the Palapa ASE PAM heaters to auto, please.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll get that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with a question on the Palapa,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston, with your question.

CAPCOM Roger, since the SCA is powered off, we don't have
any insight in the heater power and we just wanted to confirm
that you got a gray heater talkback.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Guy, we powered up the SCA and cycled that
(garble) heater switch to the auto position, where it is now and
powered the SCA back down, that's our current configuration.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And we did show a gray talkback while the SCA wa
powered.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, Ron, that's what we wanted to
hear. Thank you.
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PA0 This is Mission Control at 2 hours, 12 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, the crew has completed the purge of the
fuel cells and they look good and they continue going through the
procedures powering up the various spacecraft systems that will
be necessary for their on-orbit operations. We have about 5
minutes left in the pass here through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite and after that it's about a 9-minute gap until we pick
up over Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with UHF over Botswana, looks
like TRDS has dropped out on us here, got a couple of notes for
you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Ok, at 2+25 on the APU coolant reconfiguration,
since you've got them both on, we'd just like at that point to
turn the alpha valve off, and then the INCO just wanted to check
if you had done the Ku-band activation at 1+52.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's being worked on right now, the
activation.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, Vance, and we've got about a
minute left at Botswana, we probably won't get TRDS back, so
we'll see you guys at Yarragadee at 2+28.

SPACECRAFT Ok, see you there, and Hoot's taking care of that
APU

.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks.

PA0 This is Mission Control at 2 hours, 15 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, we've had communication through the
Botswana Tracking Station and not currently up with the Tracking
Data Relay Satellite. If we do not get the communication through
that satellite on the remainder of the pass during which the
Challenger is within range of that, then we'll Dick up again over
Yarragadee in about 11 minutes. Brand, Commander Vance Brand,
reporting that - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 If we do not get the communication through that
satellite on the remainder of the pass, during which the
Challenger is within range of that, then we'll pick up again over
Yarrgadee in about 11 minutes. Brand, Commander Vance Brand,
reporting that Pilot Hoot Gibson was going ahead with the
activation of the Ku-band antenna. And the crew proceeding along
the time line through the post insertion checklist. After the
spacecraft is on orbit, the crew goes through this list of
procedures to power on all the systems and set up all the
equipment that they will use during orbit.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston with you through
Yarrgadee for 7 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, you are loud and
clear also Vance, over.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, go ahead, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy, I wanted to make sure on the APU cooling
system one more time. You want the A off, 0, F, F, and the B as
in auto?

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, that's
affirmative, Hoot, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, go ahead, over.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the Ku-band activation and checkout is
complete, it's your system.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston. Rog, thank you
Bruce, over.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, the RMS is powered, it's in monitor, and
and the (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston. Copy, Ron,
thanks, over.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, 2 hours, 31 minutes
mission elasped time. Mission Specialist, Bruce McCandless,
reported a few moments ago that they had completed the activation
of the Ku-band antenna. That it has been deployed, and turned
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on, and warmed up and ready for use in the communications.
Spacecraft communications coming through the Yarrgadee tracking
station, Western Australia, we have about 3 1/2 minutes remaining
in that pass. The spacecraft will catch just the edge of the
Guam station at the beginning of Orbit number 3.

CAPCOM Challenger, Challenger, Houston, 1 minute till LOS,
we'll see you for a short pass at Guam, at 4 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, see you there.

PA0 And this is Mission Control Houston, 2 hours, 36
minutes mission elasped time. Challenger is passing out of range
of the Yarrgadee tracking station and we'll pick up again in
about 5 1/2 minutes or so over Guam. Crew has now moved into the
regular crew activity plan. The document which lists all there
activities in detail. Now that most of the set-up preparations
for on-orbit operations have been completed. Crew is preparing
to do their alignments of the inertial measurement units. Those
are part of the system which helps the Orbiter to know its
position. And they are proceeding with unstowing cabin equipment
and the assembly of some of the cabin television eguipment. The
first major event of the flight will be the deployment of the
Westar satellite. The crew begins to review the deploy
activities and procedures at about 6 hours, 20 minutes into the
flight. And the actual deployment takes place at 8 hours into
the flight. That's the point at which the satellite is ejected
from the shuttle payload bay and it moves away from the
shuttle. The shuttle on its own then, does a separation
maneuver, by firing orbital maneuvering system engines to give it
a safe distance from the satellite when its own solid rocket
motor fires off to put it in its transfer orbit. We're about 4
minutes away from a brief pass over the Guam station and then
we'll catch Hawaii and that will be, Hawaii will be about 15
minutes from now. At 2 hours, 38 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAD - - does a separation maneuver by firing orbital
maneuvering system engines to give it a sa f e distance from the
.latellite when it's own solid < cket iotor ires off to put it in
its transfer orbit. We're about 4 minutes away from a brief pass
over the Guam station and then we'll catch Hawaii and that will
be, Hawaii will be about 15 minutes from now. At 2 hours, 38
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 3

mi nutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Houston, got you at Guam.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear also.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with a note on the IMU align
stars.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger, recommend that you use backup star pair
bravo 1 versus the alpha 2 in there now, and the AOS on those
stars will be at 2 + 51.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, bravo 1 and they're going away
at 2 + 51.

CAPCOM Negative, they'll be AOS at 2 + 51.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy AOS 2 + 51.

CAPCOM Roger, Hooter.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 30 seconds,
we'll see you at Hawaii at 5 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you in Hawaii at 5 4.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 2 hours 46 minutes,
mission elasped time. Challenger passing out of range of the
Guam station. We have a 7-minute break here in communications
until we pick up over Hawaii. The crew is continuing to clean up
all the leftover items from the ascent, and will be continuing to
set up equipment, unstow the items around the cabin that they
will be using in flight, and then very shortly be getting into a
meal preparation time. They will be doing that in about an
hour. And after that they will be picking up with reviewing the
procedures and checking out the equipment prior to the deployment
of the Westar satellite. This is Mission Control Ho^st-on.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 8
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SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And we're picking up star pairs Bl, no problem.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, sounds good, and I've got some
switches back on panel A-ll if somebody's handy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Guy, on A-ll.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, I would like all 4 of the cryo tank 4heaters to auto, that's 02 and H2 alpha and bravo.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we've got the IMU star
data and youre go ahead and torque the stars.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston we torqued at 2 hours 55 minutes, 58
seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Vance, and we've got the data.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I've got a note for you on themanual cabin atmosphere procedure at 3 + 05.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, after you perform the setup procedurewe'd like you to take the 02 reg inlet system 1 and 2 valves,both of them open. That's down on M010W.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you were cut out, please repeat.

CAPCOM okay, following the setup of the cabin atmosphere,
we'd like on MO10W, the 02 reg inlet system 1 and 2 valves, both
of them to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, on, after the cabin setup, on MO10W, 02 reqsystem 1 and 2 to open.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - valves, both of them to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, after the cabin setup on M010W 02 req system
1 and 2 to open.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Vance.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Hawaii
here in 30 seconds, and be picking up TDRS in about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you in a minute.

PA0
,

And this is Mission Control, at 3 hours, 1 minute,
mission elasped time. We'll be picking up through the tracking
data relay satellite in about a minute and a half here.
Challenger on orbit #3. Things thus far in the mission have gone
very well, very few problems or even minor system things to
work. The crew was given some instructions on the manual
management of the cabin atmosphere. The procedures will be
somewhat different on this flight, for the management of the
cabin atmosphere, due to the 2 planned EVA's, in order to help
cut down on the prebreathe time that has been required on a
earlier EVA, as shuttle flight 6 where 3 or 3 1/2 hours of
prebreathe time was required, cabin pressure will be allowed to
decay and down to a point where there will be much less
prebreathe time required before the crew goes on pure oxygen at
the reduced pressure, that is, those members of the crew, Bruce
McCandless and Bob Stewart who will be doing the spacewalk on
flight day 5, and the other EVA on flight day 7.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, with you on UHF through
Goldstone, we're still trying to lock up on TDRS K-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS S-band low
data rate.

SPACECRAFT Okay, okay, very good.

PA0
.

Mission Control Houston, at 3 hours 13 minutes
mission elasped time. Challenger passing now out over the Gulf
of Mexico, just having passed over the southwest United States,
and northern part of Mexico. The crew has been setting up the
cabin equipment. And checking out the onboard systems, caution
warning.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we're watching you go by.

PA0 Tney are now setting up, making sure, checking out
the Ku-band system for the communications and television and
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data flow that operates through that high data rate system.
Spacecraft is in an orbit approximately 165 nautical miles
circular, just a slight bit lopsided, the high point being about
166 nautical miles and the low point being 165 and 1/2.

CAPCOM with you on Ku-band, we copied whose comment
before, but I had no uplink then.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're hearing you now.

CAPCCM Roger. Challenger, Houston, with a note on the
WCS,

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we're seeing stall occurrence on fan
separator motor number 1, we'd like you to switch to fan sep
number 2.

SPACECRAFT We wondered if something was wrong.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll switch fan sep 2.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

p *°
.

Mission Control Houston, at 3 hours 26 minutes,
mission elasped time. That communications between Commander
Brand and the Capcom Guy Gardner over the fan separator number 1
in the WCS, the waste containment system. The, one of the
technicans here in Mission Control indicating that there data
shows stall occurrence when that fan separator runs and that
separator does not appear to be working. That all part of the
Orbiter toilet system, so they have switched to the backup fan
separator number 2.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - currents when that fan separater runs and that
separater does not appear to be working. That all part of the
Orbiter Toilet System so they have switched to the backup fan
separater number 2 and the ECOM Officer here in Mission Control
reports that the secondary system looks good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, be advised that fan sep 2
looks good.

SPACECRAFT WCS EMU mode fan sep 2 makes what you'd call a
normal sort of a whining noise. I mean the fan makes a normal
noise with the fan sep in the 2 position. In 1 position it
doesn't sound like it's coming up to full speed.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and concur. It looks like number 1
is stalling out on us,

SPACECRAFT All indications agree.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with a note on the Palapa.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we have some concern in the data we're
seeing, we saw rather, on the Palapa heaters, what we'd like you
to do is, at your convience viere, perform a depree-deploy PAM ASE
thermal test. And use the procedure there on page 2-5 of the PAM
deploy checklist.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'll do that, the pre-deploy thermal test on 2-

CAPCOM Roger, and that's just on the Palapa.

SPACECRAFT Palapa, copy.

pAO Mission Control Houston at 3 hours, 32 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. Payloads Officer here in Mission Control
has requested that the crew perform a temperature check on the
airborne support equipment associated with the Palapa
satellite. That is all the equipment that stays behind in the
Shuttle's cargo bay after the satellite is deployed, all the
cradle and handling equipment that is associated with keeping the
satellite mounted in place. There was some inidication earlier
that there might not be - the heaters on that system might not be
on. They are concerned about, of course, keeping that equipment
warmed up while there is no Sun shining on that to keep that
warmed up, it does get very cold and if it's not up to a
reasonable temperature, they sometimes could have difficulty
operating some of that equipment which is very important in the
deployment of that satellite.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, temperature check is
underway, are you picking anything up?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Roger, we're getting the data
and it looks good.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I understand it looks good

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ron. And Challenger,
Houston. Ron, the data looks good, you can terminate the temp
check, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we copy that.

PftO This is Mission Control, 3 hours, 35 minutes. The
payloads people are satisfied with the data they've seen from the
temperature check of that airborne support equipment associated
with the Palapa satellite. They had been concerned that the
heaters were not functioning, or at least we weren't getting any
indication from the data that the heaters were functioning and
keeping that equipment warm. Now after this check they are
satisfied that those heaters are working and that equipment is
all in good order.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Guy, I'm getting ready to deactivate the APU steam
vent heaters, do you need them to run any longer?

CAPCOM Standby, Hoot. And Challenger, Houston, you can go
ahead and turn those off.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks Guy.

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, be advised, we're getting
in kind of a poor area of reception for TDRS coverage and we will
have Botswana though for another 8 minutes, if you need us.

SPACECRAFT Ok, copy. And be advised, we have the usual small
cloud of particles flying with us - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Hoot, you can go ahead
and turn those off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Guy.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, be advised we 1 re getting in kind of
a poor area of reception for TDRS coverage and we will have
Botswana though for another 8 minutes if you need us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. And advise we have the usual small
cloud of particles flying with us outside the spacecraft.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

PA0
,

This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger's
attitude right now presents an antenna pointing configuration
which is less than optimal so we will be in contact through the
ground station at Botswana for another 6 minutes and at LOS
Botswana there will still be another about a minute remaining of
marginal communication capability through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Going LOS here at Botswana.
Will see you at Guam at 4 plus 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay Guy. We'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We've lost
capability to communicate through Botswana and we're just moments
away from being out of sight of the TDRS but due to the bad
pointing angle it's unlikely there'll be any attempt at
communicating with the vehicle very effectively at LOS. At
mission elapsed time 3 hours, 52 minutes. The early onorbit
activities are continuing onboard the Challenger. Commander
Vance Brand's been stowing cabin equipment at this point and
setting up for orbit operations. And the other members of the
crew join in that activity. Pilot Hoot Gibson would be
performing tests of several alarm lights and fire suppression
system and deactivating the auxiliary power unit (garble) vent
heaters. We'll acquire again in about 22 minutes through Guam.
This is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, at 4 hours, 12
minutes mission elapsed time. We'll have signal through Guam in
about 3 and a half minutes. Handover has been completed in the
Mission Control Center and Flight Director Harold Draughon and
the Crystal Team have assumed duties in Mission Control. The
handover debriefing was remarkably free of problems as Harold
Draughon and his team inherited flight control of this mission.
Discussion principally concerned the LANDSAT Earth station at
Hawaii which is expected to be recovered shortly and will
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ceL'tainly be recovered by ce\y 6 at which time we're scheduled to
have downlink television of the Westar predeploy activities that
is to occur at mission elapsed time 7 hours, 42 minutes. The
anticipation is that the Earth station will be back online for

that event and in the event it may not be for some reason they're
looking at worK-around procedures to recover that. Also, of
course, camera delta - the color camera mounted on the starboard
side of the forward bulkhead has proven to be troublesome. It

doesn't appear to be, have the ability to tilt. The pan
mechanism operated slowly, more slowly than nominally expected
and the color wheel is under suspicion and, of course, there's
discussion on how to check out and alleviate that problem.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ ~ color camera mounted on the starboard side of
the forward bulkhead has proven to be troublesome, doesn't appear
to be, have the ability to tilt, the pan mechanism operated
slowly, more slowly than normally expected and the color wheel is
under suspicion and of course, there is the discussion how to
check out and eleviate that problem and whether it should be done
from here in the MOCR or by the flight crew. That camera would
figure prominently in television opportunity for the PAM
deployments and for the EVA as well, we're a minute away from
AOS, through Guam, mission elasped time 4 hours, 14 minutes, this
is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger Houston with you through Guam for 8

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we've got you loud and clearThrow her back, she's too small.

CAPCOM Throw one back, he's too blue, and we've got acouple notes for you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we're ready to copy, Mary.

First of all, we're going to be sending a state
vector up to you this pass, and I've got a couple changes to yourCAP if you're ready to pull your CAP, page 4-2, 4-3.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, stand by just a second, Mary.

We're standing by.

Okay, Mary, go ahead.

First of all on page 4-2, for the PLT there's a
call out on RQ to do a couple switch actions on panel R2, the APU
fuel pump valves, etc. That will be delayed and it will still
occur on our call, but it's not going to be coming up at that
time. Also on the next page, at 5:30 the PAM ASC thermal check
predeploy can be deleted because it, they got all the data thev
needed at 3:30. Over.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
0/400.

Okay, we copy.

Challenger

.

Challenger, Houston,

Roger, we've got the ML step one completed at MET

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that 4, 0, 0. Challenger Houston?
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to find out how your aft
controller checkout went.

SPACECRAFT Aft controller checkout war fine, Mary.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenges, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS, we'll
talk to you again through Hawaii at f v 29.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, we'll see you in Hawaii.

This is Mission Control Houston, at 4 nours 24
minutes, mission elasped time. The off going Flight Ditector,
Gary Coen has left the Control Center and is on his way to
building 2 right now where the cha-ige-of-sh i f t press conference
will be conducted on time at 11:30 a.m. central timo. We'll
acquire signal again momentary, let's see in 5 minutes through
Hawaii. During the Guam pass the ground asked the crew to verify
that the aft controllers checks went okay, that's an activity
that's in the post-insertion checklist, which verifies the
validity of the rotational handcontroller located on the aft
flight deck. And the crew affirmed that that check was performed
and that the controller functioned nominally. And the crew
activity plan shows that in the next few minutes, the crew will
begin its first meal in space and accordingly we expect to not
have a lot of dialogue through this Hawaii pass - -

END OF TAPE
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pAO - - next few minutes the crew will begin its first
meal in space and accordingly we expect to not have a lot of
dialogue through this Hawaii pass and the TDRS pass so that the
Flight Director's Change-of-Sh i f t Briefing should be, should
occur at a time that does not conflict with any significant
activity onboard the vehicle. Mission elapsed time 4 houLS, 25
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. We've got you through Hawaii with
a squeal in the background.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. The squeal is probably
due to our uplink of a teleprinter message. We're sending you a
test message if you want to check it after we get it up there.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'd like to explain that we have not as of
yet hooked up the teleprinter. Reason is that MS panel is hooked
up to receive deploy audio for the VTR and we haven't quite
gotten around to realigning all of our comm units so that we can
devote one unit to the teleprinter, or one plug in to the
teleprinter which would have to be the PS station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. No problem with that at
all. We just want to make sure we can check it out before you
hit the sack tonight.

SPACECRAFT Yes. We'd much rather, if you don't mind, we'd
rather leave the comm configuration the way it is until after the
deployment and then in the presleep set up for the teleprinter.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. This next TDRS pass we'd like to check out
the encrypted mode. Therefore, when you're ready, it doesn't
have to necessarily be LOS. We're just going to lose you for a
couple of minutes here. We'd like you to go to AIL, take your
encryption selection switch to transmit/receive and we'll pick
you up encrypted through TDRS.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I'll take care of that. Is that okay
to do now. (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll have immediate LOS when you do that
but we only have a 2-minute drop until we pick you up TDRS

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll go up and get it,

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Just a momentary
LOS period as we go from the Hawaii Earth station to TDRS.
Mission elapsed time is 4 days, 4 hours rather. Mission elapsed
time 4 hours, 37 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 8 seconds LOS. We'll
drop you for 2 minutes then up through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through TDRS for 50
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we hear you through TDRS but you're very
broken.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that and you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be
troubleshooting that camera delta problem and so be advised we're
going to be moving the cameras around.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 hours, 2

minutes mission elapsed time. Not very much air-to-ground
presently because, of course, it is meal time onboard the
Challenger right now. INCO is troubleshooting the delta camera
presently. The image, or the picture provided by that camera is
black and white affirming the concern that the colorwheel was
malfunctioning. It, of course, is supposed to be a color camera
but we're getting only a black and white image from it. The tilt
mechanism is still inoperative and pan operations appear to be
slower than nominal. In using aft cameras, the INCO is visually
inspecting that delta camera presently - seeing if there's some -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 And using aft camera the INCO is visually
inspecting that delta camera presently, seeing if there's some,
seeing if there's some action that might be taken to recover full
capability with that unit. Mission elasped time 5 hours 3
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, the INCO has just
restated to the Flight Director the nature of the problem
associated with delta camera, affirmed that the delta camera will
not tilt, that pan operations are slower than nominal, and that
the camera appears to hang up at various points, one panning, the
colorwheel does not run. They took a closer look using the alpha
camera, to make a closeup inspection of a delta camera, its mount
and cables, initial visual check didn't reveal any obvious
discrepancy in that harness or cables, but, some of the backroom
people will be taking a closer look at that, those pictures, to
see if they can determine what might be causing that problem.
They are now discussing whether cycling the circuit breaker that
controls the tilt motor might have the effect of resetting that
logic, and might be useful in recovering that function. Mission
elasped time is 5 hours 11 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, we're still working your camera delta
problem, and would like to get some help from you, as it stands
now there's no color, limited pan ability, and no tilt, so we're
going to be troubleshooting it again - -

SPACECRAFT Mary, please repeat.

CAPCOM Roger, we have at this time on camera delta, no
color, limited pan, and no tilt, we'd like you to help us out by
cycling a circuit breaker on R15 Echo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby.

CAPCOM Roger and on R15 Echo, that's circuit breaker
camera delta pan tilt, we'd like you to open it for 30 seconds
and then close it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's camera delta, camera pan tilt, I'll
open it for 30 seconds and then close it.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's opened.
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CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And it's closed.

CAPCOM We copy, thanks for the help. Also we might be
dropping out early. As it is now we're 7 + 30 to LOS TDRS. In
case we do lose lock earlier, we'd like to remind you that when
we go TDRS LOS you're to go back to panel AIL and take your
encryption selection switch to bypass, and that way we'll be able
to get you at Guam at 5 + 51.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand go from transmit receive to bypass
at LOS.

/r

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we're still holding on the APU pump
valve cooling for your call, and the APU heater gas generator
pump, 3 switches going to A auto at 5:30, do you want us to hold
off on that?

CAPCOM We'll check on that for you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we're still holding on the APU pumo valve
cooling for your call and the APU heater gas generator pump, 3
switches going to A auto at 5:30, do you want us to hold off on
that?

CAPCOM We'll check on that for you. And Challenger,
Houston. Hoot, if you do happen to get an alarm on water tank
delta, you can disregard.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if vou do get an alarm on
water tank bravo, you can disregard, it's decreasing due to FES
usage, the quantity and we're going to change TIMBU on it.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we copy that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, on your APU question.

SPACECRAFT Go lhead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, you're to delay all of that APU switch
worK until we call you, we will call you later.

SPACECRAFT Ok, sounds good, Mary, thank you.

CAPCOM Welcome.

PAO This Mission Control Houston, we're LOS through
T^RS and we'll acquire in 20 minutes through Guam. Mission
Elapsed Time 5 hours, 32 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 7-1/2
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too, Vance, and have your
peg 7 targets ready for uplink and also have a deploy pad and sep
pad when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one.

CAPCOM We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Ok, Vance, have a deploy pad ready for a Westar 6
delta deploy.

SPACECRAFT Roger.
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CAPCOM Deploy time 000/07:58:53, 034/20:58:53, plus 03
013 133. Deploy attitude, 012.11, 166.00, 289.07. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we copied Westar, orbit 60, time
00/07:58:53. 034/20:58:53, plus 03 013 133, 012.11, 166.00,
289.07, over.

CAPCOM That's a good read back and stand ing by with your
sep pad when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we're ready to copy, Mary.

CAPCOM Ok, Hoot, for your Westar deploy you will be with
sep with a right OMS burn, ITEM 3, TV roll 180. Negative 0.1,
+5.2, -5.1, wait 226707. TIG 0/08:13:53.0. Peg 7 targets
+0010.6, plus all balls, -003.0. Burn attitude 020 121 355,
0011.0, with a TGO of 00:13. VGO X +0010.38, -002.21 +002.96
with an apogee of 171, perigee +166. For your OMS helium reg
test, alpha open, bravo closed and no RCS down mode. Read back

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Macy we copy, right OMS burn TV roll 180,
minus 0 decimal 1, + 5 decimal 2, minus 5 decimal 1, 226707, Tig
.it 0/08:13:53.0, +0010 decimal 6, all balls, minus 003 decimal
0. Attitude is 020, 121, 355, Delta V (garble) 0011 decimal 0,
00:13, +0010 decimal 38, minus 002 decimal 21, plus 002 decimal
96, 171 by 166, Alfa open, Bravo closed, no RCS down mode.

CAPCOM That's a good readback on your Sep pad.

CAPCOM Challenger I. jug ton, you're 3C seconds LOS, we'll
talk to you again through Hawaii, 6 + 06.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, we've lost signal through
Guam, and we'll acquire in 5 minutes, through Hawaii the data
uplinked during that Guam pass was preliminary advisory data pads
to be recorded in the general purpose computers in preparation
for the deploy of Westar which should occur in 1 rev from now.
Mission elasped time is 6 hours 1 minute, this is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, loud and clear, we just talked over
the deploy run, they gave us a briefing and so we're, everything
looks caught up here.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, that sounds good, we've got a
couple notes for you when you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM First of all we're sending up the TMBU now, for the
ID and deploy time for you. And then we have a note on your 16
millimeter DAC camera.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, the small, all the small magazines, film
magazines for that camera, the ASA 400 have been loaded with a
thin base ASA 400 film and that extends the film run time from 3point five minutes and it was previously 2 point five minutes, so
unfortunately your photo TV checklist for the interior scenes
show incorrect run times, but you can get the correct run time by
going by the decals on the tilm magazines.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well it looks like we're conservative, we
have a little more film, so that's noted.
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the Apo that wereyet your CAP, page 4-2, 4-1
SPACECRAFT o*ay, go ahead, Mary .

CAPCOM Rnflflr
the actions on p2n«l R°°areVaf thl^t •

M i0" °" MCC° °« 4-2
3, we have one change for thft fwi^K tlme
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That s a good readback.
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s« to r^: the Apu "ater - ---"^y^^n of

we-re about 4 0 seconds' lot fr^V^ „
ch* lle"9«. "ouston,

a couple of "nutes throu|h tdrs L^Z'S*' 11
?
ick ^ ^ ^

«« re going to suspend ?hlt untfl we caWy^ ^ °nCr^'
soSfngJ we can^Kn
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not Uke^ou

11^^' "OUSton < "°- ^ not shaving, and we

^inuterthrough^DRrst^ight:""^' 6"' WU1 PiCk y° U ^ in 2

SPACECRAFT ok, I understand, no encrypted.

CAPCOM That . s af£irmativef talR tQ you , n a

SPACECRAFT And Houston, this i s ChaUenger, how do you read?

Cha'nenger, Houston^rlad y^ud ^ ° leaC thr°^ h TDR* •

r»w^i i

"^u&tun, read you loud and clear throuah thrqChallenger, Houston, with you through TDRS for 50 minutes '.

SPACECRAFT ok, .Mary, read you loud and clear, how do you read

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too, Bruce.

b^^orks Hke°?he
he
thejrar bl^nk?rhSr

°Ut ° E ^
unvelcroed on it on the'^S a

' t^Y™* Ft'-TlL k >that's wrapped all the wav am,,n*
it 3 a blanket

at the bottom it meetI and fLV °a " cl rcu™- (garble)
, down

lapel on a °oa or a ^cket You can^L^ 0 YOU 'j e °penin1 th *
out and the blanket is opln,* i e "i

"
wire bundle hanging

9 inches of it, to wh«re you can «?i m qth ° f about 8 or
exactly how serious it is bu t 1 ' ^l^' We can '

'

sort of a thermal leak there * thete may be some

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACBCMPT w. o.„ ,.„,, „„„ ,„„ „ „ r lt „ „„ r plMOTtp

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy.
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PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, Cinema 360 is th*
hemispheric projection film that is being carried onboard and
Mission Specialist Bruce McCandless indicating some concern over
the configuration with thermal blanket in the vicinity of that
machine as it is exposed from the get-away special cartnister and
the Flight Director and INCO have discussed and affirmed their
plan to take a look at the movie camera when we have got K-band
acquisition through TDRS in a few minutes. Mission Elaosed Time
is 6 hours, 19 minutes and Challenger on the 5th orbit of the
Earth, and we will have Ku-band momentarily. Ku-band picture
coming momentarily and it will be on NASA select through the
ground station at Hawaii has recovered TV capability and reports
the ability to provide a picture which they characterize as being
in a fair quality. It looks like we have a lock on Ku-band and
we* 11 get TV in just a few seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS and
through Ku.

SPACECRAFT Ok, loud and clear, Mary.

CAPCOM And now we have already sent up a new state vector
for you. And Challenger, Houston - -

END OF TAPE
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- - and we'll get TV in just a few seconds.

Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS and

Okay, loud and clear, Mary,

And we have already sent up a new state vector for

And Challenger, Houston. Bruce - -

Okay, copy.

Bruce, we're ready to take your TV whenever you're

This is Mission - -

Okay, you should have it now, Mary.

This is Mission Control. This picture - -

Thank you and we're getting a good picture of here

PAO

CAPCOM
through Ku.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
ready.

PAO

SPACECRAFT

PAO

CAPCOM
and I can see what you were talking about

PA0 This picture from the alpha camera located on the
port forward bulkhead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll zoom in for you.

SPACECRAFT Mary, the possibility is, if there's no harm done
between now and the EVAs we could probably velcro it back up but
that time it looks like it's just a velcro closure for your
consideration, over.

CAPCOM Roger Bruce. We'll look into that for you.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, if you'd like we'll give you a pan on the
rest of the bay. We think everything looks pretty normal other
than the can having the blanket loose.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Go ahead. We'd like to see that.
Looking good so far.

PA0 This is Mission Control. The Payloads Officer
reports conjecture right now is that that loose thermal blanket
is not going to endanger the Cinema 360 payload in any regard.
The Shuttle Pallet Satellite in the center of the picture now and
the Payload Assist Module directly behind it and along the upper
right portion of the screen the remote manipulator system and its
shoulder joint now appearing fully in the picture.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. As you finish up panning the
payload bay we'd like to take one more look at the 360 if you
would.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We'll get back there to you.

CAPCOM Copy.

PA0 The alpha camera now being controlled by Astronaut
Bruce McCandless. And plan is to attempt another picture we will
take with the delta camera which will be the first utility of
that instrument since we cycled the circuit breaker on it on the
last rev.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're getting a real good
picture of the GAS can now and as soon as you're finished showing
us everything you want to show us in the payload bay, INCO would
like to take control of the cameras back and keep troubleshooting
the problems on camera delta.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, we're just about through here. We'll
give it to you in a minute.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot. The TV shots really help.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's all yours.

CAPCOM Thank you, we copy that.

PA0 This is Mission Control. Cameras now under the
control of INCO here in the Control Center. The Manned
Maneuvering Unit now visible in the picture, of course, in its
stowed position along the starboard bulkhead. And at the top of
the screen camera delta as being photographed by camera alpha.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. This is the
delta camera and clearly it's still providing only a black and
white image. The kind of half moon affect that darkens the upper
1/2 of the picture is a product of the inoperative colorwheel in
that camera which is obscuring the upper quadrant of that lens.
So initially it would appear that having cycled the circuit
breaker on the last rev has had no effect at least on the color-
wheel and we'll stand by to see what's happenned to the tilt and
pan mechanism.

END OF TAPE
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- - would appear that having cycled the circuit

pan mechanism.

PAO Mission Control Houston, the INCO has put the

the camera C on the port side of the aft « t£ »
fc

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary, this is Challenger.

capcom Roger, got an action on the circuit breakers down

on the middeck? MA73 Charlie row Echo when you are ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, MA73 Charlie row C.

CAPCOM On row Echo, because you're not using fan sep 1

wt'd like to disable that ac current into ".all three
f*

ses >

11 we'd like you to open circuit breakers ac 1, WCS fan sep l,

Phase A, phase B and phase C, three of them open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, they are all open, WCS fans sep 1, all

three phases.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot.

•

Thi% iS
Soed

SS
tlm

n
e The' crew°now°?n

Sffi^trK^^-'^'diSo^t at westar B.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston

SPACECRAFT Mary, you feel like watching a gimbal check?

CAPCOM Roger, we're standing by for your gimbal check.
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PAO ~ and as a by-produce of the antenna location and
pointing. We're now 1 hour from payload deploy and the Mission
Control Team here recognizing some keystrokes and commands that
the crew is performing in preparation for those deploy
activities. For the deploy, the crew will be located as
follows. Mission Commander Vance Brand will be at the aft
starboard station in the flight deck from where he can control
the Orbiter's attitude with the rotational hand controller.
Pilot Hoot Gibson will be in the forward right seat. MS-1 which
is Ron McNair will be in the forward left seat, and MS-2 Bob
Stewart will be at the aft crew station with Vance Brand.
Stewart will be at the aft port or the payload station. Mission
Specialist Bruce McCandless will be in the flight or in the mid
deck of the Orbiter and will not be performing activities
associated with the payload deployment, but in fact will be
working on student experiments. This is Mission Control Houston,
Mission Elapsed Time of 7 hours, 1 minute. The gimbal check
proved nominal. Mission Specialist Bob Stewart is performing
sequence control assembly power up and also making a backup check
of the sequence.

CAPCCM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, Hooter, that gimbal check looked
real good to us.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you, Houston.

PAO To continue, Bob Stewart is also making a backup
check on the sequence control assembly that is associated with
the payload assist module. That CRT-3, in the co-nnander's seat
of the flight deck, Mission Specialist Ron McNair will be making
some keystrokes preparing the vehicle's computer system for the
deployment activity. The deployment, of course, is a sequence
that is affected by those 4 crewmen working in concert together
rather than any one member of the crew. Payloads Officer
advising the Flight Director that they've been watching Bob
Stewart perform the check out of the sequence control assembly
and all those functions and temperatures looked very good. The
end of deploy procedures officer in the Mission Control Center
has reported to the Flight Director that the pre-deploy checkout
operations are proceeding on schedule and that the data shows
approximately where they are in the PAM-deploy checklist, and for
those of you following along in that document, they're on pages
3-8 and 3-9 and holding. This is Mission Control Houston, it's 7
hours, 8 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, we're LOS through TDRS,
50 minutes from deployment of, scheduled deployment of Westar at
about 10 minutes from now, the pilot Hoot Gibson will be at his
position on the starboard, forward seat in the flight deck.
He'll be making some keystrokes inserting commands in the digital
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auto-pilot onboard the vehicle and the pilot and the commander
will then configure the cabin light for TV to facilitate optimum
viewing of the deployment sequence on the video tape process. At
25 minutes before the deployment there will be some critical
temperature checks made of the payload assist module and the
payload bay flood lights will be configured for the TV recording

END OF TAPE
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PA0 —video tape process. At 25 minutes before the
deployment, there will be some critical temperature -hecks made
of the payload assist module. And the payload bay floodlights
will be configured for the tv recording of the deployment
process. And again we do expect to get tv through Hawaii but the
quality of that video is suspect at this point. This is Mission
Control Houston, at 7 hours, 19 minutes, Mission Elasped Time,
were now 40 minutes from that deployment and according to the
timeline we'd be picking up activities once again on the
deployment checklist. We've had some keystrokes principally by
Pilot Hoot Gibson at this time, but in as much as were in the
blind why we will have to wait until we acquire at Guam to verify
that adequacy of preparations up to this point. Mission Elasped
Time 7 hours, 19 minutes, and we'll acquire through Guam in 10
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 7 hours, 28
minutes, Mission Elasped Time, 2 minutes away from AOS through
Guam, and we'll be able to determine the success of predeploy
preparations up to this point and are probably going to give a
reminder to the crew that we will be taking television through
Hawaii during for that 8 minute duration over the islands, and
watch predeploy checkout activities on NASA select. This deploy
will be the 6th use of payload assist module deployment on Space
Shuttle, 2 on STS-5 for the Satellite Business System and ANIC,
on STS-7 an ANIC and a Palapa, and on STS-8 and INSAT IB. So
Westar will be the sixth in that series, of course, all prior to
previous ones have been nominal and in addition to these of
course, there have been a little series of 10 or so PAM
deployments they used on delta vehicles dating back to 1980, on
the unmanned side of the house. Should be getting voice
momentarily through Guam, and get the crews report on status of
deployment preparations. At Mission Elasped Time 7 hours, 29
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 5
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too, and don't have anythinq
for you. ^

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT And we are just arriving in the deploy attitude and
everything is going just per the book.

CAPCOM Sounds real good to us.

PAO Mission Control Houston, the Challenger will be at
a -ZLV attitude for deployment.
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PAO We're 27 minutes away from deployment. Payloads
reports nominal PAM data. And Commander should soon be
activating payload bay floodlights to prepare for visual
verification of predeployment operations. And Mission Specialist
Ron McNair, at approximately this time will be checking the
batteries aboard Westar which of course had been supplemented by
Orbiter power and assuring they are in a fully charged state by
deployment. And Mission Specialist Bob Stewart will be
deactivating the PAM heaters on the airborne support equipment.
And at this point verification has been made of, concerning the
deploy configuration, the IMU's has been aligned prior to the
start of deployment

£ND OF TAPE
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PA0 And at this point verification is being made of,
concerning the deploy configuration, the IMU's have been aliqned
prior to the start of the deployment checkout. The deploy and
reparation, the pads, their preliminary advisory data have been
voiced up, the deploy time in Greenwich Mean Time has been set in
the General Purpose Computers by a table maintenance bufft
update from the ground. TV cameras and motion picture cameras
have been configured, closed circuit TV's have all been
activiated and positioned by now and the crew will have selected
the best closed circuit camera for deployment monitoring.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're about 30 seconds LOS
nere at Guam, we'll talk to you through Hawaii at 7+42, and we'll
be taking live TV there.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll see you then, and we'll have some TV for
you

.

PA0
,

This is Mission Control Houston, we're LOS, we'll
acquire at Hawaii in about 7 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time at 7
hours, 34 minutes, and we're just less than 25 minutes from
deployment. We expect TV through Hawaii, and the expectation is
that the crew will select camera alpha to monitor the
deployment. Cassettes, video cassettes will have been installed
in the video tape recorders onboard. 70-mm Hasselblad is mounted
in the aft starboard window, and its proper exposure settings to
record the deployment. A 16-mm motion picture camera is also
mounted in the aft window and another l'e-mm will be hand held by
3ob Stewart for photography of the deployment out the overhead
windows, and the Cinema 360 camera, there are 2 carried onboard
one in the get-away special cannister in the payload bay, and
another in the flight deck. And the flight deck camera will have
been mounted on a panel for in-cabin scenes during this
deployment, and window shades will have been removed and stowed
by this point. We're 22 minutes from deployment, and the pre-
.eploy sequences begin in earnest at about 15 minutes. Ron
McNair executes an ITEM 2 on the Cathode Ray Tube Displays in the
commanders seat onboard the vehicle, that sequence, that execute
has the effect of starting the sequence. The sunshields which
have been closed to this point will open. Restraints will be
removed from the payload assist module, and spinup will occur, a
nominal spinup of 50 revolutions per seconds is considered is to
be the objective, of course, and the speed will be monitored to
be sure there are no over speeds or under speeds. This is
Mission Control Houston, at 7 hours, 40 minutes, we're just a 1-
1/2 minutes away from Acquisition Of Signal through Hawaii, 18
minutes remaining to deployment, and shortly after AOS , Mission
Specialist Dr. Ron McNair will perform that ITEM 2 execute
commanding the mechanical sequence of the initial deployment
activities including opening of the sunshield and spinup of the
stabilizing mechanism at a rate of 50 revolutions per minute. TV
pass AOS through Hawaii will be for slightly more than 8
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minutes in duration and villi not give us a v sual coverage of
the deployment. Mission Elapsed Time is 7 hours, 41 minutes and
we'll have voice in just a few moments through the ground station
i n Hawa i i

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Hawa i i

.

CAPCOM
8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
eight now.

- - tew moments through the ground station at

Challenger, Houston. Have you through Hawaii for

Okay, Mary. We copy you loud and clear.

You're loud and clear too.

And we've got a good live shot of your pay load bay

PA0 Mission Control. The Payloads Officer has
verified that safety inhibits are in place and the foreground of
the photograph in the picture now is Challenger Pilot Hoot Gibson
and in the background Mission Specialist Dr. Ron McNair. In 50
seconds Dr. McNair will perform an item 1 execute which will have
the affect of opening the sunshield on those payload bay, on thepayload assist module and begin the spinup activities Safety
restraints are presently affirm to be in by the Payloads Officer
in the Control Center. That item 2 execute will remove those
restraints so we'll be looking for verification that the
sunshield has opened, that the restraints have been removed and
that spinup has commenced and affirmation of the spinup of 50
revolutions per minute.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO
commenced

.

satellite.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, Mary. We're starting mechanical sequence.

We see that, thanks.

Data verifies that the sunshield sequence is
And sunshields now open exposing the Westar
Spinup will commence momentarily.

Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead, Houston.

Roger, whenever you can get around to it, no rush,
we d like you to check in your deploy checklist page 3-9. On
panel A7 you, that you have your floodlights configured properlvminus 25 minutes. p H Y

SPACECRAFT
25 minutes.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, Houston. We got those on at

We copy that.

SPACECRAFT Mary, both restraints are off and (qarble)spinup's in progress. '
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CAPCOM Copy that, thanks.

PA0 Dr • McNair affirms that the restraints have been
removed and that spinup is in progress. RPM's now 31, 31 RPM and
climbing to 40, 41, 45 . 50 RPM's and holding, 51, 52 RPM's.
Back to 51. Spin rate's now stabilized at 50 revolutions per'
minute which is nominal. Airborne support equipment's been
commanded on. We're 11 minutes from deployment. Final checkouts
of the Westar systems are being made and verified making sure
current levels are stable and adequate. Westar 's on internal
power and everything looks good onboard the ship. 11 minutes
from deploy. At 3 minutes from deployment, Dr. McNair will
initiate a terminal sequence start on cathode-ray tube or display
unit number 1.

Spin looks good. All,SPACECRAFT - - internal power,
everything is completely nominal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, copy and concur.

PA0 D r« McNair reporting nominal systems onboard
Westar and on the Payload Assist Module. At 3 minutes before
deployment, Dr. McNair will command a terminal sequence start
which wilx have the affect of prearming the ordinance that frees
Westar from the Payload Assist Module or from the Payload ^ay.
CAPCOM 1 s going to give a go for deploy momentarily.

CAPCOM
for deploy.

Challenger, Houston. At this time Westar

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're go for deploy.

PA0 Mission Specialist Bob Stewart at the aft crew
station will arm the Payload Assist Module at a minute and 30
seconds before deployment and at 25 seconds before deployment Dr.

END OF TAPE
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pAO Mission Specialist, Hon Stewart ,U f V- a > t rr,*w
station will arrr. the payioad assist- modulo at a minute and 30
seconds before deployment and at 25 second:; beton- depl ^vmont

,

Dr. McNair, will perform what's termed 3n it*»m 9 »-»x'v-i^» whi-.-h
will be the final command sent to the satellite horor-
deployment, and initiate the deploy sequence.

CAPCOM Challonqer, Houston, we'r*» about H) seconds :,OS
here Hawaii, we will lose you for a .;ouole of minutes and th«n
pick you up through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, see you short ly.

PA0 Mission Specialist Bob Stewart is visible in the
picture tor a moment between Hoot Gibson and Ron McNair.

PAO Spin rate on Westar continues to be a perfect 5 0
RPM and temperatures look good all around the module. This is
Mission Control Houston, the Payioad Operations Center verified
that it had locked on to it's telemetry stream from Westar and
thvt v all the data was percise and looked quite good from there
standpoint, so all indications to this point seem to suggest we
have a nominal and on time deployment of Westar in 7 minutes 4 4
seconds from now. Mission elasped time presently 7 hours 51
minutes. Now standing by for AOS through TDRS

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS for SO
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
TDRS.

Say again, Mary.

Howdy, Challenger, this is Houston with you through

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy, Houston.

CAPCOM This is Mission Control Houston, the spin rate
temperatures and current levels on board the satellite and
payioad assist module all nominal. It's six minutes from deploy.
This is Mission Control Houston, 5 minutes from deploy, data
continues to look good, spin rate stable at 50 RPM':: with
temperatures and voltage current levels are nominal. 15 minutes
after deployment, the Orbiter will perform a separation burn to
move it away from the Westar satellite and Westar' s perigee kick
motor will fire at - time of Mission elasped time of 8 hours 45
minutes, will be the first burn of the Wer.tar perigee kick
motor. Mission elasped time 7 hours, 55 minutes, in less than a
minute now, from now, Ron McNair and Bob Stewart will initiate
some keystrokes which will be the final commands transmitted to
Westar in £ina."> preparation for deployment.
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.'APCOM We'r.» :nnrit wo reportinfj i rom her** on out, you have
a tmul West jr qo tor deploy,

liPACrA'tfAF 1

: iXa;, , wt> copy, qo tor deploy. Kv.Mv^h^nq lookii
qood,

''AO Now 20 seconds t rom th» final key:Uro'<o, Tho
ptedeplo/ check! u]t oi't ic<;[ here m the Mission Control Ontor ,veriiymq Uutt those smnl commands ;ir« inputted and th.it wo are
on pjqe 312 and 31 J of the -hecKlist at the riqht time and the
r .qht place. Two minjres, 4 S seconds from den]oy. Spin rates,
currents, temperatures, all data looks very qood ! Th i r> i s
Mission Control Houston, were 2 minutes from deployment, we'll
qet some data verification of deployment through some telmetrv
dat \hat we are watch inq here in the Control Center, and shortly
ufU;c that we'll qet. voice verification from the crew.

•;iMU Oi'
x TAPE
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PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're 2 minutes
from deployment we'll get some data verification of deployment
through some telemetry data that we're watching here in the
Control Center and shortly after that we'll get voice
verification from the crew. Deployment in a minute 30. We have
some prearm and arm commands initiated by Ron McNair and Bob
Stewart. One minute from deployment. Payloads Officer verifies
that PAM and Payload are safed and armed. At 50 seconds from
deployment, all the data continues to look good. Spin rate is
stable. Currents, temperatures, voltage levels all' nominal. Dr.
McNair now initiating the final command to the onboard
computers. Deployment in 20 seconds. 15 seconds. Data still
looks good. 5 seconds till deployment. Payloads Officer reports
a good deploy from the data.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) be back with a report in a few minutes.

CAPCOM Copy that and looks good to us.

PAO Crew affirms good deploy.

PA0 This is Mission Control. We're now counting down
to the OMS separation burn that Challenger will perform to remove
it to a safe distance from the Westar and Payload Assist Module
as the perigee kick motor is fired. That burn occurs at 13
minutes, 13 and 1/2 minutes from now.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, We have the sunshield
closed. We have 2 position indicators showing closed. Number 1
and 2 but we have a visual confirmation that sunshield closed.

CAPCOM Copy that and we see that data.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. NASA Select will provide
playback of Westar predeploy activities in 4 minutes from now at
8:05 mission elapsed time. We k re 12 and 1/2 minutes away from
the OMS separation burn. Data shows that the sunshields have
closed again as they are required to do after deployment.
Payloads Officer reports all airborne support equipment is
powered down and its configuration is nominal.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRA^V Roger, Mary. Tell all those Westar folks they
really have a pretty bird heading out, be heading into
geosynchronous orbit pretty soon. We have about 10 eyeballs and
5 noses all at the window looking.

CAPCOM Copy that.
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SPACECRAFT And Mary, ready to give you some numbers on thatdeploy when you're ready.

CAPCOM We're ready to copy, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the current attitude was roll 12.09, pitch
166.02, yaw 289.05. The rates: roll 0, pitch -.002, yaw +.001,over. '

CAPCOM Copy that. Sounds good.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're 9 minutesaway from the OMS separation burn and Guidance Navigation andControl Officer here reports ship's in a good attitude for thatburn

.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, at 8 hours, 10minutes mission elapsed time. 3 and 1/2 minutes away from theignition of the OMS separation maneuver. The earlier air-to-ground, pr. Ron McNair reporting the vehicle attitude roll ratesand mission elapsed time of the deployment sequence. Mission
Commander Vance Brand reporting, reporting that there were 10eyeballs and 5 noses pressed against the window at the aft crewstation watching the deployment activity.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Vance Brand reporting of the - reporting that there
were 10 eyeballs and 5 noses pressed against the windows at the
aft crew station watching deployment activities. This is Mission
Control Houston, we're 1 minute 15 seconds away from ignition the
QMS separation burn and the propulsion shift system officer has
reported to the Flight Director that we're in good configuration
for that burn which is now 1 minute away. 20 seconds awav from
ignition, 15, 10 seconds, 5, prop affirms ignition. Prop reports
good data on the OMS burn, and guidance reports that the OMS was
2/10ths of a foot per second within nominal.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, are you ready to watch a
gimbal check.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're ready to monitor a
gimbal check.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 8 hours 17
minutes, mission elasped time next to significant event to look
forward to is the firing of the perigee kick motor on board the
payload assist module, on carrying Westar on up towards geosync
that to occur at mission elasped time of 8 hours, 45 minutes, and
we'll stand by for a verification of that burn, and measurement
of its adequacy will be reported to us by the payload operations
center

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Houston - Challenger, Houston, we'd like to request
that you rerun your primary gimbal check.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we just missed the data and
we'd like to take a look at it for the first time.

PA0 This is Mission Control, that cue, that call for
another gimbal check doesn't indicate a problem, the first gimbal
check wasn't recorded, no data was available on it, and they do
want to get a look at some gimbal check data so they are asking
that that be reinitiate it. Mission elasped time 8 hours 20
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, go ahead.
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CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, I have a couple of things for you,
we're UHF through Botswana although we're about 11 minutes TDRS
LOS might be losing you in and out here. So in case we do lose
you we'll talk to you through Guam at 9 f 09, but have some
business to finish up when you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we're ready to copy. Go ahead

CAPCOM Roger, we'd just like to remind you that once you
get settled in your window protection attitude that we would, and
you have time, we'd like you to set up that teleprinter. You
will not get a message number 1 when you are ready. We are going
to delete the test message, so you will receive a message number
2 which is a block weather update, we owe you. We'd also like to
check whether you had any problems with the connector on your

SPACECRAFT We haven't checked that yet, Mary. Mary, check,
did early during the post insertion and a couple of hours ago and
the AEM seemed to be working fine.

CAPCOM We copy that, are the lights out?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I turned the lights off on schedule per
the CAP, the system seems to be working fine, as you may recall
the connector was taped to hold in place, and we have not
disturbed the connector.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, and that's good news, that's
why we were concerned because of that a —

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - for the CAP, the system seems to be working
fine, as you may recall, the connector was taped to hold it in
place and we had not disturbed the connector.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy that, and that's good news, that's
why we were concerned, because of that connector taping.
Thanks. Challenger, Houston, we're about a minute LOS here
through Botswana, and we'll talk to you again through Guam at
9+09, and Jerry will be up to talk to you then.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, it's 9 hours, 6
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we're about a minute away for
Acquisition of Signal through Guam, and the data shows the
perigee kick-motor burn is in progress, and we'll stand by to ge
a report from the Payload Operations Control Center, on that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you with a short pass at
Guam.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we've got you at Guam.

CAPCOM Hojt .-r that, we have a very short pass, 8 minutes,
we'll have you at Hawaii for a longer one. Just a reminder,
we're expecting TV dump at Hawaii and also expecting a voice dub
on it

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry. Ron's getting you set up for that.

CAPCOM Roger that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT How lonq is the pass?

CAPCOM The Hawaii pass is about 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, we're configured for
teleprinter now, over.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Bruce, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Ok, control panel command, panel command, then
power back on. Ok, (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've got a hot mike on the
ground.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Ok, Jerry, we corrected the problem.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Ron, thank you.
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PAO This is Mission Control at 9 hours, 18 minutes,
we'll have voice in a moment through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7

minutes

,

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, read you loud and clear, going to send
you a bit of TV, we'll be starting with the sunshield opening and
we'll fast forward through some of the mechanical sequence and
deploy

.

CAPCOM Ok, stand by, Ron, we still don't have data here on
the ground.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll be standing by for your ready.

CAPCOM Roger Ron, we'll give you call as soon as we qet
things straight.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - so we'll be standing by for your ready.

CAPCOM Roger Ron, we'll give you a call as soon as we get
things straight. Challenger, Houston, we're ready for a olayback
now.

SPACECRAFT Ok , Jerry, are you configured? Mechanical sequence
in progress. Ok, we're starting mechanical sequence. Say Jerry,
you getting video?

CAPCOM Roger, we're getting a good picture, and we're also
getting your voice.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Delta. The restraints are on the way
already. Okay, the starboard restraints are coming. (Garble)
normal. That's because it's a color camera. (Garble) not to
look through it, you think. (Garble) Here we are, starboards
output (garble). Go ahead, Houston. Can't believe we (garble)
(Garble) and forward bulkhead on. (Garble) forward and closed,
okay. That's affirmative, Houston, we got those on at 25
minutes. (Garble) in progress. (Garble) Ok, we're back at che
final portion of the (garble) mechanical (garble) sequence. Okay
we're armed. Bingo, there it goes. Ok, Westar's deployed, we'll
be back with a report in a few minutes. (Garble). Ok, "Bob
(garble) heaters auto, talkback gray. Talkback is gray. Deploy
prearms off, talkback barberpole. Ok. Ok, Jerry, are you still
getting audio and video?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Challenger, we're still getting
video and audio.

SPACECRAFT Zooming in. Ok, (garble) sunshield closing.
Sunshield (garble). Ok, Vance, payload recorder can go back to
function, mode select. Ok, mode select. Payload bay (garble)
can all go off. Ok. Ok, we've got 2 close indications, the
other seems to be stuck. 2 of 3 is (garble) I'll report that.
Houston, Challenger, we show a sunshield close, we have 2
position indicators showing closed, number 1 and 2, but we have a
visual continuation of sunshield close. (Garble) we'll have
video back and we'll play back some of the mechanical sequence
again. That Westar really left the bay with a pretty good sun
(garble) . It got your (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger that Ron, we're 40 seconds LOS, next is TDRS
in about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Great (garble). Spacecraft systems look good - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) spacecraft systems look good, spin
stable. Oh, looks nice. (Garble). Standing by for minute and
30 and we'll hit those switches off at (garble). Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Going over the hill. We'll
see you in 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. See you then.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've lost
signal through Hawaii. That downlinked video now complete.
Narrated by Dr. Rob McNair and Dr. McNair reported that the
Westar made quite a thump when it leaped out of the sunshield,
out of the payload bay doors, saying that it really got your
attention when it left. We'll acquire through TDRS in
approximately 3 minutes at mission elapsed time 9 hours, 26
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Roger, Houston. We read you.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. I've qot one update to the CAP
whenever you're ready and also be advised we'll be sending you a
teleprinter message over Santiago at 09 plus 44.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we're getting a lot of static and we've been
trying to chase it down up here by turning off wireless units.
Are you receiving a lot of static from us?

CAPCOM That's negative. You're coming through loud and
clear

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. There's so much static we
couldn't hear if you answered.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. You are loud and clear. No static
on the ground and can you tell us is it air-to-ground or is it
only onboard ICOM that you're getting the static.

SPACECRAFT We 5 re still chasing that down. We'll get back with
you

.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, Comm check on air-to-ground
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CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. We got you loud and clear. I

think we dropped out on TDRS foe a short period.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'll be handing over TDRS to
Santiago in about a minute for a teleprinter message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We copy that.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Santiago.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Please repeat.

CAPCOM Roger. We couldn't get any valid uplinks at
Santiago. We're Lack with you through TDRS. We'd like to have a
GNC spec 1 so we can watch your COAS activities and also I have
some words for Ron on activities after ASE temp check.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger. For Ron. Ron, after you have
completed the PALAPA ASE temp checks, we would like you to switch
the PC MMU formats to 103 and 161.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Challenger, for Ron, - Ron, after you've
completed the Palapa ASE temp checks, we'd like you to switch th*PCMNU formats to 103 and 161.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, after the ASE temp checks, switch PCMNUformats 103 and 161.

CAPCOM Roger that and Ron while your copying thinqs down,
for whoever is scheduled to do the activity, you can delete the
supply H20 tank dump this evening.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, copy delete supply H20 tank dump. (garble)

Houston, Challenger,

Go ahead, Vance.

Jerry, how did the PKM bnrn look?

Well we've been standing by trying to get some
confirmed information, the geometry right now has the antenna of
the spacecraft pointing directly away from the ground base
antenna, we are tracking two targets, we think everything is
okay, but we're going to have to wait for geometry to get better,
so we can get good data.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
back.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
Check?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
complete.

CAPCOM

Okay.

And Challenger, Houston, you can have the spec 1

Copy.

Okay Jerry, are you ready for the PAM thermal

Roger, Ron, we're standing by.

Okay, coming up. Okay Jerry, that thermal check is

Roger copy Ron, stand by one.

CAPCOM And Challenger Houston, for Ron, we would like youto switch SCA go to number 1 so we can do some ASfi temp checks
with it also.

SPACECRAFT
1?

Okay copy, you'd like that same check on SCA number

CAPCOM That's affirm, and Challenger be advised we're
going to be handing over to Ascension here shortly expect a Comm
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drop. We're going to try to get you a teleprinter messaqe at
ascent ion.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, the guys in the back have seen all they need
to see, you can go ahead and terminate the ASE thermal checks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, go ahead we had a Comm drop.

SPACECRAFT Okay, currently I'm performing the star aline, I'm
torquing, it just completed. if you didn't see it, I will qive
you the data?

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, we've got the data, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance

SPACECRAFT Okay. In starting the star calibration, have two
questions - one is, do you want the same attitude? Persume
that's so although I don't think I have the (garble) star number
and the, I'm not positive it's the same star number. The otherthing is Ron is about ready to change PCMMU formats, ^o you wantthat to come after the COAS CAL?

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, I will get you an answer on that PCMMU
format changes, and I did not copy all of the first, you had avery deep echo, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first, I'm doing a COAS calibration
having completed the IMU alignment, and should I use the same
attitude as for the IMU alignment, it's a little sketchie in the

CAPCOM Okay, standby, I'll ask the PAO guys.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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log using the -Z and star number 12.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that, and for Ron, he's go to change the -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - dash 4, entitled COAS Calibration Log, usinq

the -Z and star number 12.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you.

PAProv Roger that, and for Ron, he's go to change the

PCMMU formats at TDRS LOS, which is about 15 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok
;

copy, ^^al item VZTioSlY.\^
rectrnglerrtandlnro^ln^^rst^onaerefif that «, intended or

if somehow the message got garbled.

minutes to LOS, next is Guam at 10*42.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

and make sure we're configured at Guam.

CAPCOM Ok, Bruce, copy that, we'll try to get an answer

before LOS. Challenger, Houston, for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Ok, Bruce, that's affirm, the power should be off

on the CCU that you're plugged into.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's the configuration we're in.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Ok aerry I've rechecked the conf^ration^or the

teleprinter per page 2-11 in the oroi P
dQwn ^

discrepancy we have is ^at « you
con£igu re for air-to-

paqe there, it says ail ocner auu
* ^ misprint, since we

ground 2 receive, we interpreted that to be a ™»P«", •

sending
don't want to be listening to ai t-to ^ound 2 wnen y .

n
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station as mdicated at the top o£ the page, configuration „ ise ,

CAPCOM Roger, stand by| Bruce _ chaUenqer; Houston(

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry.

be'good. We.ir^y'aglin^t
1^ ^ ^ ^"^ur.tion shouldtry again at Guam and see how it works

a

SP
spirTo

r

f so^'sea
h

rch
k

in
y
g°
U

We
Ve

:e
y
re
raU

f' t

We " "»» ^ i"
-ere was anything^^rje^^rr^r^u^, ^proSU? "
CAPCOM Roger , copy that> we , re ? m

.

nutes ^ ^
seconds away £™m Acquis

^t™! Houston, we are 1unt
Elapsed Time is 10 tTul^\TmiLtT Guam

' "^sion

^minutes.
Challe"9"' Houston, back with you through Guam for

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, loud and clear.

Winter ^r'^in^'T^t'SoSn?? V« ln* *
you to cycle the power off for fn 1°**' we would like
your utility power outlet!

seconds and then back on, using

cycle
C
power on^uA^tltT^l^' underst«d you want to

approximately ITt^l^t pu^ " °" f~

2tl?S^Itl.t?
k

'
1 think VOU Said vou want to do that at the

CAPCOM That's affirm.

"^"t.rcS'r.SST^ -
hat ^ HaVe qUite a bit ° f "atle

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Seconds before putting it back on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I think you said you wanted to do that at
the utility outlet.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT We determined that we have quite a bit of static on
both intercom A and B and we've set up all of our units and so
far we're having a little bit of a hard time isolating it, it's
not as bad as it was the first time I talked to you.

CAPCOM Okay, understand that Vance, its both ICOM A and B.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry, you'll have to repeat that.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, I was just confirming that it was
both on ICOM A and B that you have the static.

SPACECRAFT That's correct, on both. It helped us a little bit
when we took three people off of one splitter, leaving only
two. But it didn't seem to solve the whole problem.

CAPCOM Copy. Challenger, Houston we think the message is
onboard, we'd like status.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go take a look.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 15 seconds LOS, next is
TDRS at 11 plus 06.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jerry, we got a good copy on the teleprinter
message.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Message 002 alpha water data.

SPACECRAFT See you a little later.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, the orbiter
Challenger continues its path along the mid Pacific Ocean, on
orbit 8. On our last communication through the Guam tracking
station, jo sent up a teleprinter message and the crew reported
that it came up clean. The last message they'd sent through the
Ascension station had been garbled but it looks like their
problem's corrected. One of the flight control officers here
also reports that a fuel cell purge sequence has begun, we're
standing by now for acquisition through TDRS in about 15
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minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS, and
we'd like to have a GNC SPEC 1 to allow us to change some
variable parameters, please.

SPACECRAFT Bob is getting that for you.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, you got SPEC 1 on the (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, we see that, thank you Bob.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, would you like to have the results of
the COAS cal?

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we'll take those.

SPACECRAFT Okay, really, I had two updates. The first came
out with A bias of 0.19 and updated that at 10 hours 21 minutes
30 seconds and obtained then two or three marks with biases of
about 0.12. So updated that at 10 24 30 and then obtained some
marks with about .09 bias, so accepted that.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Vance, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger Houston, the SPEC 1 is yours again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The Penelopus is really a good star for
that, real bright.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that. I'll might sure FAO knows that.

SPACECRAFT Oh is it clear enough weather at the Cape to see...

CAPCOM Roger, I think your question Vance was whether or
now we could see staging at the Cape and we had good pictures of
that. I was home and saw it on TV, so 1 think they saw a good
picture at the Cape as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, seemed like it might be pretty clear about
the time we lifted off.

CAPCOM Roger, and it looked like they could see well down
range. We'd like to take both star trackers to track, Vance, and
also for Ron, we're ready to go to those POCAMU formats whenever
he's available.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Okay, Jerry. I'll get...

Say again, Ron.

I'll get right to it.

Roger, that.
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CAPCOM We'd like to take both star trackers to track,
Vance, and also for Ron, we're ready to go to those PUCKAMU
formats whenever he's available.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, Jerry, I'll get (garble).

CAPCOM Say again, Ron.

SPACECRAFT I'll get right to it.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for one of the five noses that
was pressed against the windows after the PAM deploy, we have
some questions for you.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. We'd like a little more general
information of what you saw as the vehicle went out. Did you see
any coning, did you get the chance to see the OMNI's deploy, and
were you able to observe the RCS jets activate?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you after a COMM
drop.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, did Bob copy all my question, and if so, we
did not get any of his response.

SPACECRAFT He gave a detailed response. I think, in essence,
when we observed it go out, it looked solid. There was
absolutely no coning. We did not observe anything that it - - in
the way of jet firing. We could not see the OMNI in PAM and
deploy, and that was, I suppose, mainly because we were looking
at the wrong end of the vehicle.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy and understand that, and understand
you did not see any RCS firings.

SPACECRAFT No Jerry, I didn't see anything. It just went out,
looked steady as a rock, saw no nutation, saw no activity from
it.

CAPCOM Okay, copy all that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, that PC and MU load is complete.

CAPCOM Copy that, Ron. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
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CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I started an auto fuel cell purge, probably
40 min ago or so, and I never noted the 02 or H2 flows go up.
Now it may be that they all happened quick enough that I just
didn't notice them. I do see the heater temps up a bit, but I
was wondering if maybe you all saw the purge actually happen.

CAPCOM Okay, standby. I'll ask our John what he saw.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks, Jerry.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hooter.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry.

CAPCOM Yeah, Hoot. We saw you initiate the purqe, and
everything was looking good, too, as you went LOS. We're looking
at playback data right now. We'll try to get you an answer in a
little bit.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I still have, even now, the GPC purge
sequence talkback grey on the fuel cells, and I'll stand by to
see what you find out.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Hoot. We see that the heaters are
still active to purge the lines after the purge.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be advised, we're sending you
up a new state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 11 hr, 35
min. The Orbiter, Challenger, is on its 9th orbit now passing
over the southern Atlantic Ocean. We're in the middle of a shift
handover here in the Mission Control room. CRT's are in flight
configuration according to DPS, and the EECOM reports that we did
get that fuel cell purged that was asked about a little
earlier. Right now, we're still handing over and we're
approaching LOS with TDRS in about 24 min. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger (garble) copy.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. We copy you loud, somewhat
garbled.

END OF TAPE
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PAO . ..TDRS in about 24 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, on the speaker mike,
how do you copy?

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, we copy you loud, somewhat
garbled

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with a couple of notes for you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, we got a lot of squeal and back-
ground noise there. First thing, fuel cell purge. We now see
the sequence is complete, we still have not seen in the playback
a actual change in the flows going through the fuel cells but we
have no reason to believe thc-'t they did not occur. Secondly,
your onboard state vector is good through rev 14 and also if one
of you could give us a further description of the ICOM A, B noise
that you've been receiving. First of all, we'd like to know when
you first noted it, also we'd like a be^.er description as to
what the noise is like, and thirdly, it tied to any certain
position in the orbit or is it more or less continuous, over?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, to try and tackle the ICOM noise a
little bit more, it seems to be relatively continuous no matter
where we are and it's, as you mnetioned, on both ICOM A and B and
we've tried individually each one of us shutting down our
wireless comm at each station, and that doesn't improve it any at
all. I mentioned it's on both A and B and we've tried changing a
number of the batteries to no avail.

CAPCOM Okay, could you tell us approximately when you
first noticed it, has it been the entire flight, and also can you
describe the noise that you're getting?

SPACECRAFT Okay, as I recall, Jerry, we picked it up first at
probably about 5 hours MET or so, four hours or five hours,
somewhere in that time frame and it's pretty much a continuous
running static on both of the iCOM's.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, Hoot, and was that both on
hardline as well as the wireless?
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, Vance tried the hardline and he still had
the noise on the hardline.

CAPCOM Roger, copy all of that. We've got 8 minutes -- 18
minutes til LOS. Challenger, Houston, we're 15 minutes to LOS,
TDRS will start getting somewhat scrathy. I've got two items on
the presleep activity, that we don't see acomplished yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. The two that we don't see accomplished yet
are the Ku-band antenna cable repositioning, that's item 8 on
page 3-2 of the orbit pocket, and on 3-3, the Li OH chanqeout,
item 10.

31
SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, this is Challenger. We've been
holding off on the Ku-band cable repositioning until we were sure
that you weren't going to try and pick us up through TDRS and theLiOH can changeout is listed as the last item for a 5- man crew,
over.

CAPCOM Roger, that Bruce, we concur on both. We're
through with the antenna, you can proceed with it and understand
the LiOH and concur with it. We probably will not be givinq youany more calls unless necessary from here on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy and we'll get on with the Ku-band
antenna cable repositioning.

CAPCOM Roger that and have a good night sleep, we'll s*e
you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT I'm going through the presleep, the checklist, page
3-3 indicates we should turn the food warmer off. Of course, wedon't have one, we have a galley, would you think it'll be
alright if we could just leave the galley power on?

CAPCOM Roger, we don't have any problem with that, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at Mission Elapsed
Time, 12 hr, 16 min. Orbiter Challenger is passinq over Asia on
orbit 9. We're expecting to begin our change-of -sh i C t press
conference with offgoing Flight Director, Harold Draughon, on
time at 7:30 in building 2, room 135 at JSC . This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenqer on
the descending node of orbit 9 over the mid-Pacific. All quiet
here in the Mission Control Room at Mission Elapsed Time, 12 hr,
31 min. We're expecting to begin the change-of-shi f t briefing
momentarily in building 2, room 135. This is Mission Control,
Houston

.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We're still standing by
for the change-of -sh i f t briefing in building 2, room 135. We
should get underway in the next few minutes. This is Mission
Control, Houston at 12 hr, 44 min.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. All quiet in the
Mission Control Center as the Orbiter, Challenger, approaches the
ascending node of orbit number 10. The crew is in their sleep
period now. We show a temperature of 83 deg in the cabin. The
cabin pressure, 14.9 psi and the humidity, 29 percent. The
planning shift here in the Mission Control Room is watching *

playback of this morning's launch. They hadn't had a chance to
see it, and we're just about to launch Challenger here in the
Mission Control Center at Mission Elapsed Time, 13 hr, 12 mir;.

This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, all quiet here in
the Mission Contcol Center as the orbiter Challenqer now passes
over the southern Pacific Ocean on orbit 10. It is now in a 171
by 165 nautical mile orbit, it's current altitude is 167,1
nautical miles. Right now, the Flight Control Team is viewing
playbacks of the day's video and we're still in the process of
using ground stations and other facilities around the planet to
search for the Westar satellite. There were some C-band passes
once at Quajalon and then later at Ascension twice, looking for
Westar on a vector which would ,have assumed — that vector would
have assumed that there was no burn and in looking at that
vector, they did not see the satellite so there is some early
indication that at least some sort of burn took place, but rigVt
now we're not sure exactly what type or if indeed that did
happen. That's just an early indication and we're still awaiting
some word from NORAD and from other ground sites to see if we
can' lock down just what did happen to Westar. At Mission
Elapsed Time 14 hours 13 minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. We are processing
high rate TDRS data as the orbiter Challenger moves along orbit
10 towards the coast of South America over the Eastern Pacific
Ocean. Here in the Mission Control Center, there is an update on
the Westar situation. The payloads officer reports that NORAD
has been looking for the satellite first based on two premises,
that there had been no urn and secondly, on the premise that
there hc.d been a full burn. And where that satellite would had
have been had either of those situations taken place, there was
no satellite to be found so NORAD is now looking at cases for
partial burns, right now on the premise that it may have been a
10-second burn and then they'll move that on up and check all the
possibilities through the full duration burn which nomally would
have been 80 seconds. So at this point we have no real new
information to report on the whereabouts of Westar and what the
situation is with the satellite itself. At Mission Elapsed Time,
14 hours, 35 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Th is is Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter
Challenger, approaches the west coast of South America on the end
of orbit 11. All continues to be quiet here in Mission Control
and aboard the spacecraft. This crew's in the midst of theirsleep shift, their sleep period. The Orbiter now is at an
altitude of 168.6 nautical miles and the longitude and latitude
are 15.6 south by 86.8 west. At 16 hr, 9 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, at Mission
Elapsed Time, 16 hr, 33 min. The Orbiter, Challenger, is now on
rev 12 across the coast of north Africa and, basically, pretty
quiet over here in the Mission Control Center right now. One of
the items of business that's been discussed over here is a fix to
one of the small anomalies that was discovered today, the peeled
back thermal blanket on a Get Away Special canister that holds
the Cinema 360 system, Cinema 360 payload. A fix to that whichmay be suggested is for crewmembers on the EVA later this week totry to reattach that thermal blanket. It appears, according tothe payload's officer, that it's nothing more the i just velcro
that came undone during the launch vibrations. And the possible
interference that that peeled back blanket might cause is somedifficulties opening the GAS can lid when the time comes, so theymay well ask the crewmembers to go in and reattach that. AtMission Elapsed Time, 16 hr, 34 min, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter,
challenger, now passing over the west coast of north Africa atMission Elapsed Time, 18 hr, 7 min. Mission managers have chosennot to go for deployment of PALAPA tomorrow pending some sort offurther understanding of what seems to have gone wrong with theWestar deployment today. Should -hat be the case, and we do notgo for the deploy - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ..and if mission managers have chosen not to go for
deployment of PALAPA tomorrow pending some sort of further
understanding of what seems to have gone wrong with the Weststar
deployment today, should that be the case and we do not go for
the deployment, we would normally go for a flight day three
deployment on orbit 32 descending node and on orbit 33 ascending
node PKM burn. We are, however, still studying the possibilities
of just when and where we would attempt to deploy PALAPA and
still conducting radar scans to see if we can't find what
happened to Westar. At Mission Elapsed Time, 18 hours, 8
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA° This is Mission Control Houston, the planning team
here in the Mission Control Center is now working with the crew
activity plan, rescheduling the events of tomorrow and various
elements leading up to the PALAPA deploy early in the day aid
other elements of the crew's flight day two activities to take
into account the fact that we've decided not to deploy PALAPA at
the first opportunity. We're still also trying to track the
Westar satellite. We do not know where it is at this time. The
Orbiter itself is in good shape from a systems standpoint, it's
been a quiet night, Challenger's now over the Indian Ocean on rev
13. We would also like to see if we can get some expression of
interest or no in a change-o-shi f t briefing that's now scheduled
for 2:30 a.m. approximately CST, It's our intention to cancel
that briefing unless we get some expression of interest in
discussion of Orbiter systems. At this point there's not a whole
lot more that off-going flight director Larry Bourgeois could add
to any questions the news media might have on the PALAPA or the
Westar. That's all still in the planning stage or in the
investigation stage. If you do have comments on the change-of-
shift briefing, call the JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom. At
Mission Elapsed Time, 18 hours 35 minutes this is Mission Control
Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at Mission Elapsed
Time 18 hours 52 minutes. We have received no expression of
interest from the news media in a 2:30 a.m. change-of-shif t press
conference, so we're going to go ahead and cancel that.
Repeating, we have canceled the 2:30 a.m. change-of-shif t press
conference with planning team Flight Director Lairy Bourgeois.

PA0 Tn is is Mission Control Houston, Mission Elapsed
Time 19 hours. To repeat, we have canceled the change-of-shi f

t

press conference that was scheduled for 2:30 a.m. Central
Standard Time from the Johnson Space Center with the off-going
Flight Director Larry Bourgeois. That change-of-shi ft press
conference has been canceled. This is Mission Control.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 19 hours and 19
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. The Challenger is out over thePacific Ocean and is about to begin orbit number 14 and then
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will cross central America just a few minutes later. The
handover here in Mission Control has been essentially
completed. The off-going flight director is Larry Bourgeois. Theon-going flight director Randy Stone, taking over for the firstshift of the day. The crew has about 40 minutes remaining intheir scheduled sleep period and then will be getting up to starttheir day. The PALAPA deploy scheduled for later in the dav hasbeen ... 3

END OF TAPE
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••• taking over for the first shift of the day
The crew has about 40 minutes remaininq in their scheduled sleep
period and then will be getting up to .-tart their day The
PALAPA deploy, scheduled for later in the day has been
rescheduled. vhat delay is to allow the Payload Assist Module
engineers time to look closely at their systems, to determine if
there is any reason they should not be confident in the
deployment of the t AM and the PALAPA satellite. That delay would
be to the backup deploy opportunity which is on rev 32. The
reason for that delay, of course, being the difficulties in the
apparent — that apparently occurred about the time of the firing
of that Solid Rocket Motor on the Payload Assist Module for th*>
Westar and its deployment yesterday on flight day 1. So thedelay will allow the engineers who work on that Payload AssistModule, built by McDonnell Douglas, to review and see if they
nave any reasons for being less than fully confident, when asimilar piece of hardware used on the PALAPA satellite would alsobe called m to play. Final adjustments to the teleorinter
messages going up to the crew, some small replanning, moving up
of some of the experiments that had been scheduled for tomorrow,
moved up to today so that they would not be missed as we shift
the PALAPA deploy 1 day. All Orbiter systems appear to be
functioning very well, a review by the flight controllers hereduring the handover shows no problems of any significance onboard
the spacecraft, just a few very minor things that they are
keeping watch on that are typical of the small problems that will
always crop up during a flight. Just anomalies in systems,
nothing that will have any impact on the flight, or its duration,
or the functioning of any major systems. We're at 19 hours, 22minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control, Houston.

This is Mission Control, Houston at 20 hours, 4minutes mission elapsed time. The Challenger is on orbit #14 and
has passed out of range of the tracking data relay satellite sowe are not currently getting data from the spacecraft, but the
indication just as we went LOS there was that one of the CRTs was
turned on, powered up, an indication that the crew is awake and
we are indeed out of their scheduled sleep period, though we have
not yet made voice contact with the crew this morning. Our nextpossible pass is the Yarragadee UHF site in about 10 1/2minutes. All systems onboard the Challenger continue to look
very good and the crew is going to be starting off on a day
somewhat different than that originally planned before the
flight. This was to have been the day for the deployment of the
PALAPA, the Indonesian Communications Satellite, that having beendelayed to its backup opportunity on orbit #32 because of the
dif f lculities experienced by the Wescar satellite during its
attempt to move from a lower orbit to its geosynchronous transfer
orbit. That delay was made to give engineers who work on the
Payload Assist Module built by McDonnell Douglas, that is the
Solid Rocket Motor which boosts the satellite up on to its
transfer orbit, to give them time to decide whether they have
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confidence that a similar system used by the PAlaPA would not
also give them trouble. Challenger passing out over the Indian
Ocean at the present time. We could be hearing ...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ...decide whether they have confidence that a
similar system used by the PALAPA would not also give them
trouble. Challenger passing out over the Indian Ocean at thp
present time. We could be hearing from the crew over the
Yarragadee pass in about 9 minutes, at Mission Elapsed Time, 20
hours 6 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

(wake-up music)

PA0 And th i s is Mission Control, 20 hours 8 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. That short burst of music there a few
moments ago was the communications technicians getting the wake
up music ready for the — to be played over the ' Yarragadee pass,coming up m about 6 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

(wake-up music)

CAPCOM Good morning, Challenger, how are you doinq?
Challenger, Houston, good morning.

SPACECRAB'T Morning, John ... we recognize that, we're not realsure

.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand. Vance, everyone would like
to congratulate you on a fantastic launch and first day in orbityesterday, you guys really were on the timeline. For your
information as you're all waking up, we're deploying, delaying
the PALAPA deploy, one day, PALAPA has chosen to do this sincethe status of the Westar PKM burn is still unknown. We're
sending up an additional message number 8 at Orroral Valley
which will highlight your activities after lunch today.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we understand, and we're just startinq
to get through this teleprinter message now.

CAPCOM Roger.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston. We have th<=» first
contact this morning with the Challenger crew over the Yarragadee
station m western Austraila. Wake-up music had been planned tobe a selection from the Contraband, that group of NASA employees
and would have featured Ron McNair, astronaut Ron McNair on thetennor sax, but that somehow got garbled in the translation goinqup. The crew has been informed that they will not be doinq th<=»
scheduled deployment of the PALAPA satellite today, that thatwill be reset for its backup opportunity on orbit number 32.We re at 20 hours 19 minutes, mission elapsed time, this isMission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Roger, go Bruce.
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SPACECRAFT Yes, John, in getting organized for presleep last
night, you all called us and asked about the Ku-band antenna
cable positioning and LiOH canister replacement, and I mentioned
to you tnat the checklist called out the Li OH canister
replacement for a 5-man crew as being the last thing that you dom presleep before you go to bed. And then we got just about
everything else finished up and some of us were looking out the
windows and things of that sort and I went to bed early and to
make a long story short, we didn't get the LiOH can changed out
last night. We have just changed one, the question we — and
the PP of C02 is up to 2.2, the question we have for you right
now is should we change two this morning and get back on the one
at a time starting tonight, or should we just change one tonight
and get on it right there, over?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - and at 2.2, the question that we have for you
right now is, should we change two this morning and get back on
the one at a time starting tonight, or should we just change one
tonight and get on it right there? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. EECOM says that one is sufficient
now, and you can just get back on the normal schedule, and we're
going LOS. We'll see you at Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you at Orroral for 5
min. We'll be sending you a state vector.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Orroral in 30
sec. See you TDRS, 20 plus 46.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston at 20 hr, 30 min
Mission Elapsed Time. We've had a loss of signal with the
Challenger through the Orroral station. Spacecraft is passing
out over the Pacific now. We've got about 17 min before we
reacquire, and that'll be through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite, and that will be just before the start of orbit number
15. Crew of the Challenger now beginning flight day 2, a little
different than originally planned preflight. We will not be
doing the deploy of the PALAPA, the Indonesian Communication
Satellite, today to give the engineers who work with that
secondary booster system a chance to look at that, the Westar
satellite, which uses the same Payload Assist Module, it's
called, which sends the satellites up to their transfer orbit on
the way to geosynchronous. Those engineers will be looking at
the difficulties experienced by the Westar if they can out
together enough data on that, and try and decide whether it is a
difficulty that could also be shared by the PALAPA. So we would
be deploying the PALAPA on the orbit 32 opportunity which occurs
later on in the flight, and we'll be moving up some other
activities to today, primarily, some experiment runs, and the
flight controllers here have a shopping list of items they might
like to put into the time slot which would have been occupied by
the PALAPA deploy. So we'll be picking up again in about 15 min
from now through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. This is
Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you again through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Reading you loud and clear. Hey,
John, after discussing it onboard, we went ahead and changed out
the second LiOH can anyway so that we'd get back onto the nominal
configuration as shown in our onboard cue card. We were a little
concerned that if we didn't do that, we'd probably get confused
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later on during the mission in trying to keep the right
sequencing of cans. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. That's fine, Bruce.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I hate to bother you, but if
somebody has a minute, I have a change to message number 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. You're coming in a little bit weak.
Say again.

CAPCOM Roger. I have a change to message number 4 on the
teleprinter, 4 Bravo, if you want to get ahold of that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've got ahold of 4 Bravo, John. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Go down to line 31 through 34 there.
Delete that activity of changing the PICKAMU formats.

SPACECRAFT Okay, We copy that, John. We'll delete that PCMMU
change

.

CAPCOM Roger, and we want to do that because we're not
doing a deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Is this a convenient time with you
all to do the Ku antenna cable positioning? Over.

CAPCOM Roger that, Bruce. We're go when you are.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And John, are you seeing our alignments?

CAPCOM Roger. We're looking at the data with low data
rate, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, I can give you the numbers if vou'd
like.

CAPCOM Roger. We are ready to copy.

END OF TAPE
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activities yet other than the preparations for the day. We're at
21 hours and 20 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission
Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have a note from RMU
reference your APU hydraulic alarm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was just getting ready to look after that
John, what do you see?

CAPCOM Roger, first of all, no action on your part, it's
not a problem. We've looked at the data and we've chased it down
to a TM3U that we sent you correcting your gaseous nitrogen mass
count for the water spray boiler, we need to change the limit and
no action on your part,

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we saw your interconnect, your
configuration looks good. Good show.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, thanks.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 21 hours 41
minutes mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signal with the
Challenger through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. Challenge
is passing out over the Indian Ocean at the oresent time and
we'll be picking up again in about 9 and a half minutes over
Yarragadee and Australia. The crew is currently in their
still in their post sleep activity, according to the timeline,
and they'll be getting into their first morning activities other
than the IMU alinements, which have already been done, fairly
shortly with the setup of the Acoustic Conta iner less
experiment. And the Isoelectric Focusing activation. 2] hours
42 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. Mission Control
Houston, 21 hours 51 minutes, standing by for acquistion throuqh
Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 8minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Yarragadee

.

Hello, John, you're loud and clear through

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear also. Challenger,
Houston, we're going LOS Orroral in 20 seonds, see you at TDRS 22
plus 24.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John we copy that and I might add the ECLSScheck on the cryo tank heater test went well, that was all good.

CAPCOM Roger, we saw that and we're looking at the data.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 22 hours 4
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out of range at
the station at Orroral. Haven't heard too much from the crew
this morning, they've been going through doing some on-orbit
checkouts of various systems, including the cryo tank heaters
that they just mentioned and will be getting into their day's
routine of activities here very shortly. Mission Specialists 1
and 2, Ron McNair and Bob Stewart beginning some of the
experiment setup and pilot Hoot Gibson and Bruce McCandless will
be doing some exercise a little bit later as well as their
routine onboard activities. And the crew gets into a scheduled
meal plan and they get into some of the other experimental
activities that have been moved up from later in the flight to
replace the PALAPA deploy that had been originally scheduled for
later m the day today. 22 hours 5 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through TDRS again.

SPACECRAFT Hello John, welcome back.
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CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear. Challenger Houston,
GNC is going to compensate your IMU's and if somebody has a
moment to tell us how the ICOM is working today.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy the IMU's. We're not having much
luck with it and we've chased it around in the way of both ICOM A
and ICOM B and right now we're just ©Derating without the ICOM
entirely. We've all tried changing batteries and we've all tried
taking out particular switches to receive only on the ICOM and we
can't figure out where all the noise is coming from. So we're at
the moment just operating without it.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And John, one additional comment along those lines,
an auxiliary but very loud source of noise when it operates is
the pump in the galley that circulates the water around inside
the galley. When it cuts on, it really blasts you out, over.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) wireless units.

CAPCOM Roger, say again the last comment.

SPACECRAFT Sounds like ... that * s using wireless units, it
sounds like that galley water pump is generating EMI.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Bruce, thanks a lot for the comments.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) units.

CAPCOM Roger. Say again the last comment was

SPACECRAFT Sounds like — that's using wireless units, itsounds like that galley water pump is generating EMI.
that galley water pump is generating EMI.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Bruce. Thanks a lot for thecomments.

SPACECRAFT John, also up here, I'm watching water tank alpha
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Great. We copy that. Thanks, John.

CAPCOM Roger that, Hoot.

?fnh?c
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got the ACES activated at 22:30 and greenlights are on both canisters.

^C°M Ri 9 h t. Understand, Ron, if you could repeat thetime. There was some noise in the background.

SPACECRAFT Roger. ACES activated at 22:30. 22:30.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Ron. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, how does this air to ground sound to you? I'mgetting a lot of noise on this end when I my transmit.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, Ron. You're gettinq a lot ofnoise on your end when you transmit and we're hearing'it as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll try to talk slowly (garble) noise. I

IrL ^JkS activa^ ^ MET 0 days, 22 hr, 38 min, and we ot agray talkback on the IEF. The ACES is currently running. we
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still have the green lights. The present noise level is barely
perceptible. You really have to put your ear up on the canister
to hear it at this stage of the furnace process. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy them, Ron, and you are coining
through, and we hear the loud noise as a carrier.

pA0 This is Mission Control, 22 hr, 41 min Mission
Elapsed Time. Mission Specialist Ron McNair reporting a moment
ago that the Acoustic Container less Experiment System is up and
running as is the Isoelectric Focusing experiment. The ACES, the
Acoustic Electric, rather, Acoustic Container less Experiment, is
a materials processing system. It's an automated experiment in
the Orbiter middeck which does some materials processing on a
preprogrammed series of events and then shuts itself off. The
Isoelectric Focusing experiment is designed to evaluate the
effect of electro osmosis on isoelectric focusing in a zero-
gravity environment, and involves applying a dc voltage on an
electrolyte system and observing the migration within that
electrolyte system. The Challenger is passing out ove*. the
Atlantic Ocean at the present time, just about at the high point
in its ground track at 28-1/2 deg, and we're currently in
communication with the spacecraft through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. We have about 35 more min of coverage remaining under
the TDRS before we go LOS. At 22 hr, 43 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, Hoot and I are cutting out or else delaying
our exercise periods for the sake of ACES.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand.

END OF TAPE
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oeriodf?L h'"
0?" 1

?
9 °Ut °" elSe delaV*"9 our exerciseperiods tor the sake of ACES.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John, just wanted to report to you that thedRM III was activated at 22:55.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, thanks a lot, Bob. And Bob,when you 3 ust talked to us, were you down on the middeck?

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, I'm up on the flight deck now.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, when you transmitted to us aminute ago you were on the middeck, correct?

SPACECRAFT That's correct.

Shn2
M

,~ ?
k
f,
y

?
and are you getting any noise, we are notwhile you are talking to us.

SPACECRAFT (garble) my ICOM is turned off, but I'm not qettinqany noise on that valve.
getting

CAPCOM okay, you're coming through very loud and clear to
»«A lu

r S°me reason when Ron was talking to us about 10 minutesago, there was a great deal of noise along with his voice

Iriao^K ,
H°W d° y°U read me now

'
1 sti11 have th* noisepresent, how do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, and Ron, confirm the noise is present when

m?ddeck? ^ t0 ^ 33 Wel1
*

And u"*«Bt*nd *ou are down on She

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

com^nfto
T
you.

And^ ^ 9Gt thG PALAPA ac* th— 1 check

CAPCOM Roger, that, we're looking for it.

fhfn^fT
°
kay J°hn

'
this is a radio check w ith the pump inthe galley running, it just quit.

F

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear, Bruce.
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SPACECRAFT Did you hear any noise in the background at thebeginning of that last transmission?

CAPCOM Negative, not at all and are you hearinq anyyourself when you transmit to us?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Understand, you're hearing it, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, from the — with the pump in the galley atthe time of that transmission.
y y

u .
R
?
ger

'
And chall*nger, Houston, while we're

t^ ln
l *k

the °°mm '
INC0 ha3 a question he'd like to ask and

+
a
ll

y°U GVer tried Puttin9 *H of the audio panels inreceive at the same time, on ICOM A and B?

SPACECRAFT John, I can't read you over the noise right nowcan you wait a second? y now '

CAPCOM Okay, tell me when you're ready Bruce.

SPACECRAFT John, I think we have tried all of them in receiveat the same time, but I'm not sure, we may go try it again.

CAPCOM Okay.

PALAPA?
AFT ^ J°hn

' ^ (9arble) data look °* aY' on

CAPCOM Roger, that, it looks good to us.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

k .
Challenger, Houston, we're going to be going LOS

7n?fri2-
a
5°- I

minutes
'

If somebody has a minute, INCO would beinterested in knowing the location of each crewman's wall unit,this will help us try to troubleshoot the intercom problem.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, in the way of the ICOM, w<*

^"sr-
m
*l

be we
u
have cleared it up quite a bit, it looks "likethe bravo unit may have been putting a bunch of noise in. Wedon t know exactly how it could have done it, because even in

2hf Hrf?
eiVe -r^ere

?
e
5
tin<3 noise out of the system, but withthe bravo unit down right now, the ICOM seems to be half decent.

^oud°and clear^fus!^' '
that ' S 9°°d newB

-
Y°U ' re
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SPACECRAFT Okay, great.

SPACECRAFT And John, just checking to see if you still have a
problem with noise during my transmissions?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Negative, Bob, you're loud and clear.

Okay, understand, loud and clear, that sounds good.

Roger, that, Ron.

Okay, and . .

.
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SPACECRAFT And , John, just checking to see if you still have a
problem with noise during my transmissions.

CAPCOM Negative, 3ob. You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand loud and clear. That sounds
good.

CAPCOM Roger that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Ron's comm was - Ron and I wer^ getting
together the pilot's wall connection.

CAPCOM Okay. Understand. Well, both of you are loud and
clear to us right now.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, I moved the E-unit up to the
back of the CDR's seat to get it ou\-. of the - get a little
farther away from the galley. We'll have to let you know how
that works out. Right now, Hoot and I are both running cn E-
units with the one wall unit on the back of the CDR's seat.
Over

.

CAPCOM Roger that, and you're loud and clear, as well,
Bruce. We'll see you at Yarragadee at 23 plus 27.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, see you there.

PA0 'i'his is Mission Control, Houston at 23 hr, 17 min
Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger passing beyond the range of the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite over the Indian Ocean. That
discussion there over the last few minutes centering on noise
problem that they'd had with the intercom onboard the Challenger,
and they seem to have sorted that out pretty well. One of the
crewmembers reported earlier that they had completed the
temperature check of the PALAPA satellite's Airborne Support
Equipment and Payload Assist Module, and that looked good. Vance
Brand, Commander, reported that he and Pilot, Hoot Gibson, would
probably be cutting out or delaying their exercise period that
was scheduled this morning to accommodate the ACES, the Acoustic
Contamerless Experiment System, which was running at the same
time. Vibration of the jarring in the middeck area during an
exercise period could conceivably interfere with that experiment
running. We'll be out of communication with the spacecraft for
8-1/2 min until we acquire over Yarragadee in western
Australia. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 8
min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Challenger. Loud anj clear.
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CAPCOM Roger. And you are loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 30 secSee you at Hawaii at 23 plus 56.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you there, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 23 hr, 36 minMission Elapsed Time. We've had loss of signal with the
Challenger through the Yarragadeee station, and we're about 20min away, 19-1/2 min away until we hear from the crew aqainthrough the station at Hawaii. That would be about the start oforbit number 17. This is Mission Control- Houston.

* m.
Miss *°n Control, Houston, at 23 hr, 54 min MissionElapsed Time. We're standing by for acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 3-1/2

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy, we copy you loud and clear. Got aquestion on our ACES for you.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Ron.

SPACECRAFT ACES was activated at 22:30, as I mentioned to youearlier. We did several status checks. At 23:48, we noticedthat 3 auto lights on the (garble) were on, and L-2, all theelectronic scans was blank, and we had all the status lights litexcept the l-2 on the electronic scan. At this point, we expect
r kJ k J

ghtS t0 be °n ' We are thin,<ing it's just a burned outlight, but we would like to get your assessment of it. We couldnot determine if the acoustic's still going. The noise of th*level is so low, we really can't differentiate it from the cabin

thoug
8
hts

bU
on

W
tha

hr 3 li9ht 18 °Ut '
bUt Uke t0 ^ *our

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, Ron. Payload's we'll look atthat and will advise.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... from the cabin noise but we have a liqht-(garble) out but would like to get your thoughts on that."

and
C
we'll advise

9**' Understand
'

Ron
- Payloads will look at that

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, be advised that weather message #9has been sent up to you to cover revs 18 to 22.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, also just for your information,

»L q° ^ S
K
e at HaWaii

'
We Wil1 start our TDRS encryptiontest and we will be running that the remainder of the day.

SPACECRAFT I understand that means you want us to go to TR atLOS Hawaii and for every TDRS pass the rest of the day? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, and we will be making the calls, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, on that ACES look, it seems that theacoustic frequency has shifted such that I can now hear it and itfurther confirms that we probably have a burnt out liqht. I didhear the acoustics of the experiment is still operating.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Ron.

SPACECRAFT You know, John, a question for the comm guys. Wenotice up here while you're in contact, we're not getting anysignal strenght display on the S-band PM meter on aloha 1 uniformA1U or up on F9 either, over, ^ j.
unirorm

SM
inc w

Roger
'

we coPv ' Bruce - Challenger, Houston, we aregoing LOS Hawaii, encryption TR, please. We'll see you on TDRS,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, out.

PA0
.

Tnis is mission control, Houston at 1 day, 1 minute

between lil
P
u
ed tim

t'
(
T
hallen9er paSSin£

*
in a communications gap

aull q?!?!
1}/"0 U

?
Sta^°n and the ran* e of the Tracking

SI! A M l lte
',

.During the last bit of conversation,Capcom, John Blaha asking the crew to flip a switch onboard which
Z£l

lqu^s t heir communication system to be in the encryptionmode. That is similar to a test that was done on STS-8 and

Ihll Im/k*
9rCT^ Procedures for the encrypted communicationthat Will bo used during the DOD missions and eventually the NASA
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flights as well. Mission Specialist Ron McNair had relayed themessage that they were running the acoustic container less
experiment system and that one of the run lights was not opPayloads people now indicate that they believe that the light isjust

t

burned out there and that the system is running. We shouldbe picking up on Tracking Data Relay Satellite momentarily, thisis Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through TORS, how doyou read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, John.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Ron, I have an explanationfrom Payloads on your question on the L2 light.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead John.

CAPCOM Roger. Ron, Payloads say that they agree light L2
is burned out. For your information though, the experiment isoperating as you called. No further action required. Theacoustics will run for the remainder of the experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Thanks a lot. Glad to hear that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be handinq
over to Mila now. I need you to take encryption to bypass.We re going to be doing this to send up a teleprinter messagenumber 10.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Look up.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. Houston's with you loud and
clear. We think UHF through Mila. If you could take yourencryption and put it to bypass please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's the encryption to bypass and we're
coming right over you. we can see Galveston bridge.

CAPCOM Roger, understand and you look good up there Thereason we're switching over here with the encryption is we needto send up a teleprinter message number 10.

END OF ^APE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, that's incryption to bypass and we're coming

right over here, as you can see Galveston bridge.

CAPCOM Roger, understand and you look good up there. The

reason we're switching over here with the incryption is we need

to send up a teleprinter message #10.

SPACECRAFT Okay, incryption' s in bypass.

CAPCOM Roger that, and this teleprinter message will

provide a TV setup which we're proposing that we get in today as

a result of our not doing the Palapa deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Just a explanation on the fact that the cabin TV

was not on yesterday, we had an overtemp, we turned it of and we

could have probably turned it back on for the deploy itself or

shortly, perhaps during that Hawaii pass, but we didn t get it

back on again, we were letting the camera cool oft.

CAPCOM Roger, no problem at all with that, Vance, that

worked out real well.

CAPCOM Challenger, Bruce, INCO has an explanation for you

as to why you're not seeing signal strength when your ready for

that.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, the reason is first of all let me tell

you this is normal on every flight and that is that back on A

rtght now your transponder switch is selected ^ transponder 1

when in fact we have the Comm on transponder number 2. a * a

resCli you're looking at the signal strength of the transponder

that is turned off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand if I want to check that leaving

the command panel switch in command so that I *°n
^ **£u*^ to

change the transponder selection, I can flip the switch over to

transponder 2 and see if it works.

CAPCOM Roger, you can do that, Bruce, but we would not

want you to do that because we would only want you to do that if

you had to do it to change configuration of your Comm, and then

you could check for the signal strenqtn.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we're right over head the Cape, we can see

all the runways and everything very well, landing site.
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CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we would like you to take
incryption back to TR , were switching from MILA back to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SK^ECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Go back to TR, John?

That's affirmative, Bruce.

Challenger, Houston, back with you with TDRS.

Loud and clear, John.

You're loud and clear too, Bruce.

Hey, John, tell us if you get any phone calls frompeople in Houston that saw the Orbiter. it ought to have beenideal because the city was kind of dark and we were in brightlight

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you went by.

SPACECRAFT
I guess.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
numbers

.

ight

Roger, that.

Just a shade to the south.

Roger that, Bob, you guys really looked good when

Watch your green numbers, John, leave the PR to us,

Roger

.

He doesn't have green numbers, he has white

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 1 day, 0 hours,
23 minutes, mission elasped time. Back in communication with theChallenger through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite, during thelast pass over the continental the United States, the crewreported passing right over the Houston area, and they could look

^hortfC fh^f! cause,
?
ay leading out to Galveston, and then veryshortly thereafter, a few minutes later as they passed over

Florida, they passed over the Cape area. Looked down upon theirlaunch site, and hopefully their landing site at the normal endof the mission. Spacecraft is on orbit #17 out over the mid-Atlantic right now.

END OF TAPE
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AUantic right^ow?"
2" iS °" °Cbit nurab" 17 out over the mid-

minStes here of^llTlt^
H°"Ston

- B* advised in the next 12

TDRS°her e in agnates'" ' in°^°
n

-
We ' re 9° in <5 to be goinq LOSw^n we do go LOS t^t ^ncry^ 3-tYrl^nler

SPACCRAP, 0k ay, John . He copy . Encryption ^
HAPPAM - 7r *CAPCOM Rogert that>

PAO
56 minutes miss^* ^SS^^'cK^ " * ^ 0 hours

aces «p.ri..„tV^i". r

?rrhe
has

-L
nitiat^ the

that could be developed in the
ate" als Processing capability

iE.*^,.- -ft
*™ S ?

Satellites including all of the rfL
n
ff

lan ^"""""elation
*

activities and the related photo TV cM
an^Ulat° r system

those PALAPA deployed television JY '

-

ltles
' J " Place ofcabin television of the Cinema ?6D

^7- there'll be some
the Goldstone and Mila stations ott^l Earth views °ver
the activation of the SPAS-n? ?! activities today include
of the MOMS experiment'on ;°e ISts YcT^V"d tha ^'v »Monodisperse Latex Reactor sam^U * Cneck of the status of thewhich were scheduled for a'lit^

the
.

e*P«iment activities

and to have every confidence thll ?k
1St Module for the PALAPAwith a deploy of tha? satellite at ill Z°
u
l*

feel comfortable
orbit number 32. As you know

kUP °PPor tunity on
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IV*IZI**1*
st^ ion

.

in Australia. At 1 day, 1 hour missionelapsed time this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 " ~ station in Australia. At 1 day, 1 hour,
mission elasped time, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarraqadee for 8minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy you, Houston, loud and clear. Onequestion on the ACES.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Yeah we're about to deactivate the ACES, I justwanted to confirm with you that the colored status lights are thecorrect ones during the activation. We have exactly the samelighting we had before, that is all lights on except for the L2and we re about to deactivate it from that configuration, over.

CAPCOM Roger, that's the correct status, Ron, you're go todeactivate it. '

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, John.

CAPCOM Roger that, and thanks for all the good work, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the I IES (garble) auto sequence, should I

K
S
.
S
r^?

h 10 the °FF P°sitio^ the procedure does not showthat, but I'll put it in there if I should.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. Would you repeat your question againplease. ^

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. I was questioning about the IESswitcn position, it's ah, the experiment has completed it's autosequence and I was questioning whether I should put the switchback into the off position? It's still in the on position atthis time.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. You can leave the switch on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we do have the barberple talkback asexpected

.

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Houston Challenger, we appear to be lookingdown on a rather large brush fire in Australia at the moment.

CAPCOM Roger understand.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 10 seconds,
we'll see you at Hawaii at 1+29.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We'll see you there, John.

CAPCOM Roger that, Hoot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 8minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

CAPCOM Roger, and if you could just verify that you haveincryption in bypass.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, no we did not have it in bypass.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot, if you could put it there for
us.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT I was just in the middle of the in the MLR step 2
procedure, and the thought just occurred to me, these TV scenesyou have coming up, call for some treadmill exercise. I would
think that - don't those two activities conflict with the
(garble) requirements? Over.

^CO
u fc ,„

R
?
9er

'
We<li look at it:

'
Ron

- We didn't think theydid, but we'll look at it, we understand your question.

SPACECRAFT And John, also relating to the TV, let me just see
if I understand correctly, the scenario here. We're goinq to bedoing at approximately 3 + 00, our Hawaii pass, and for the
Hawaii pass you want to cover with ground control of the cabincamera of the middeck, the activities including the cinema 360shot of Bob on the treadmill, and then when we pick up atGoldstone, you're looking for the Earth views of the TV scenesthrough Goldstone and MILA on that same pass. is that correct?

CAPCOM Roger that, Bruce. That's exactly what we want.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got you.

CAPCOM And that will be the Hawaii 3+05 is when AOS will

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much.
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SPACECRAFT what say we let Dob get on it, start it running
now, so that he will be in good shape and all warmed up by 3+05.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, good plan.

SPACECRAFT No it's not a good plan.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, to get back to vour question,
you are go to do the MLR and the treadmill at the same time.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, understand. Good plan.

SPACECRAFT No it's not a good plan.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. To get back to yourquestion. We, you are go to do the MLR and the treadmill at thesame t irne

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot, John.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT They had me setting up for 360 but it looks like itcalls for Ron to actually operate the camera and he's had Ron

stuff
in
LTh.

th
fi
TV

Hr
hr ^ l0°kS Uke ifc Calls ^r me to do ?Cestutr on the flight deck.

CAPCOM
mike

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
1 hour, 36 m

And Challenger, your last transmission was hot

Sorry about that. Thank you.

That's okay. No sweat.

Houston, Challenger.

Roger, go ahead.

We have the MLR step 2 complet l. That MET 1 davinutes . -
'

CAPCOM Roger, copy, and we're going LOS here in 30seconds. We need the encryption to TR. See you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, John.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

?Q°m - •

ThiS iS Mission Control, Houston, at 1 day, 1 hour,

the tr^fnfH
S
i°

n e
^
aPsed tim?- Challenger within the range ofthe tracking data relay satellite on orbit number 18. We will bedelaying the Change-of -Shi f t Press Conference for the off-goingFlight Director Randy Stone that would have taken place at9:30. We will be slipping that to 11:00 a.m. Central time. Thereason for that is so that Flight Director Stone can continue towork here in the Control Center and run the shift, the reaularroutine work of the Flight Controllers here while the oncomingFlight Director, Harold Draughon, who would be working the
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deployment of the PALAPA Satellite can do some off-line planning
without having to be caught up in the routine running of the
shift. That is some planning not just for the potential or
probable deploy of the PALAPA on orbit number 32 but also to
consider the option of a further one-day slip in that deploy
activity to give the option to the people who own that satellite
if they choose to take it. That hasn't been done yet. This is
simply a planning exercise and Mr. Draughon will remain working
on that for a couple of hours or another hour and a half while
Randy Stone, the current Flight Director, runs the shift. His
Press Conference, again, will be delayed. Instead of it in 9:30
planned time it will be scheduled for 11 a.m. central time this
morning

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Say, John, on this next PAM ACE thermal check do
you want it over a particular station or do you just want me to
initiate it at 150?

CAPCOM Roger. Bob, 150 will be fine. We're over TDRS,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you're saying everything twice for some
reason now.

CAPCOM Understand, Bob. We just answered once. If vou
heard it twice - how do you read now?

SPACECRAFT Still giving me double talk.

CAPCOM Roger, we will work it from this end.

SPACECRAFT That's about a 2 or 3 second delay between the
first time you say something and the second time you say it.

CAPCOM Roger, and we are receiving you that way now also.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Radio check. How do you read
now?

SPACECRAFT That's better, John. It's all fixed.

CAPCOM Roger. It was a simo TDRS and UHF also. That was
our problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT First time you say something, and then 2nd time you

CAPCOiM Roger, and we are receiving you that way now also.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, radio check, how do vou readnow?

SPACECRAFT That's better, John, it's all fixed.

on^" m R°ger
'

it: was the simo
'
TDRS and UHF also, it wasour problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Since you're getting data, I'm just going to goahead and do this (garble) thermal check now.

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready for the thermal check, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there's your data, I'm going to terminate.

CAPCOM Roger, looks good to us.

SPACECRAFT We're seeing you again, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger that, how does the Ellington runway looktoday?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, (garble).

CAPCOM Morning, have a couple of notes for you when youare ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Throw her back, she's too small. Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM okay, ready to rip. we have a - Would like to^rV he
.?

tartrackers be Put back to tca <=k now. And have achange for the MLR status that was given to you in the CAPupdate, we would like that MLR status report, step 3, moved from

dav'! ilLrf k"
th\°AP U

?
date at 1 da* 2 hou ' s 30

P
minutesTto ?day 3 hours 15 minutes, after Hawaii TV, over.

to
A
tr-cfInH M?l

aY
l T C°Py

'
We ' re 9° ing to get the star trackerto truck and MLR status moves to 1/3:15 after Hawaii TV.
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CAPCOM That's affirmative, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Startr ackers are in track.

CAPCOM Copy, thanks.

CAPCCM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, the SPA's team down here is real
curious about how their piece of equipment is going.

SPACECRAFT What team did you say, Mary? Were you referring to
Dr. Spock?

CAPCOM That's negative, referring to SPA's, and the SPA
team was wondering how the activation was going?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we're working on it late.

CAPCOM We copy that, and that's fine.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're about 40 seconds LOS
through Botswana, does not lock like we will reaquire TDRS, so we
would like you to go to bypass on your incryption at this time,
and we'll talk to you through Yarragadee at 2+40.

SPACECRAFT Okay, bypass.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal
through Botswana voice relay station. Reacquisit ion expected in
9 minutes through Yarragadee, Australia, on orbit 18 for
Challenger, flight 41-8. The crew currently revamping the days
flight plan activities, to compensate for a no go on deploying
the Palapa satellite. Activation of the shuttle pallet satellite
and some check on activities with that satellite, and some other
items of the flight plan move farther up to fill in the time,
until the decision is made on deploying Palapa at the backup
opportunity.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Currently Challenger in an orbit measuring 165.5 at

perigee and by 170.6 at apogee. Those are nautical miles.

Period of orbit 1 hour, 30 minutes, 51 seconds. Reacquisit ion

through Yarragadee in 8 minutes. At 1 day, 2 hours, 32 minutes

this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Yarragadee

for 5 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Yarragadee

for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Mary, how long is the pass, this upcoming pass at

Hawaii. How many minutes?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. It's about 8.5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Any time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're at 30 seconds LOS.

We'll talk to you again through Guam at 2 plus 52.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Guam for 7

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. We've got you through Guam. Got a

question for you on the SPAS.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. In the activation now, are we expecting to

see the pressure on the MOMS readings zero.

CAPCOM Standby. We'll check on that for you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. That pressure on, the pressure on the
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MOMS. That will equal zero is the MOMS is off. We'd like you to
let. us know where you are in the activation checklist so we cankeep in touch with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We are just completed on the activation,
Mary, getting ready to go into checkout.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston With a delta to your
activation checklist tor page 2-4 when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. Copy page 2-4. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. On that top line, panel AIR, that change
the S-band FM antenna switch. We would like you to hold that
until you get a call from us and that'll be after Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll hold on that, Mary.

CAPCOM Thanks. And also we're done with the encryption
tests for today and we'll probably get back to them tomorrow but
we're happy with what we've got for today and you can just stay
in bypass for the rest of the day.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll stay there, Mary. Thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 40 seconds LOS
here at Guam. We'll see you through Hawaii at 3 plus 05 and werepeat we'll be taking live TV at that time.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 3 plus 05.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. Read you loud and clear. You
receiving the picture yet?

CAPCOM Negative on the picture. Oh, we got a great
picture. Sounds like, looks like it's a great place to qo
running. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes Bob, first Army Officer in space, you
know, likes to do a lot of jogging and all that so Bob is jogqing
on the treadmill. Ron McNair is going to take some movies of
him. He has the Cinema 360 camera. Ron is, you know, very
professional in his job of movie making and we call him Cecil B.
McNair. Anyway I think Ron is, you know, not pointinq riqht at
Bob - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yes, Bob, the first Army Officer in space, youknow, likes to do a lot of jogging, and all that, and so ^ob isDogging on the treadmill. Ron McNair is going to take somemovies of him, he has the Cinema 360 camera. Ron, you know, isvery professional with his job of movie making, we call him Cecil
I o

C
u
ai 5* ^yway, I think Ron is, you know, not pointing riqhfat Bob, because that is such a wide field of view lens, that it'actually takes in about 1/2 of the room. Ok, I guess they are
t0

J!
hl^ geaCS nOW

'
0k

'
Mary

'
as y°u ma Y * av* noticed, "wedo have the Cinema 360 camera, we do have an extremely wide fieldof view. This camera can take anything within 180 degrees bv 360degrees. what we're trying to do is document the mid-deck

activities as we see - experience it here in orbit. We're tryinqto document some of the food preparation, the running, and all oftne activity that takes place during the course of amission.This movie will be put together for (garble) Cinema 360 and willbe distributed to planitariums thruoughout the country. Thetreadmill that Bob was running on, as you perhaps will recognizedas one of Bill Thornton's inventions and we're uning it to gooduse here. Any way we're very busy on the set today, as you can

\tn ho?h h
9

tu
lot .^ Scenes left to film with the Cinema

?hS: t i?n
ere

i"
the

u
rai?deck and in the payload bay. And withthat I will send you back up to Bruce, who is operating the audioand camera stations, video stations from the flight deck andBruce would like to say what he's doing up there. Bruce Thankyou, Ron. up here on the flight deck, we're get t ing the TV

^hron^
configured for the next live TV pass when we come over

Snf? ? . .
^°nG

'.
1 thlnk you can see on the ma P ^re, if r canDust let it float m the air for a minute. We're qoinq to be

^nnh^ aCCOSS 1Sland GuadaluP^ Baja California, downthrough Mexico and across the Yukatan Peninsula, in the vicinityof the island of Cashumel. We'll have live comm coverage roughly
mrl ir

a
h
ea

i
an<

? !
Ught dcop °ut '

and then through theMILA or the Merritt Island station we ought to be able to giveyou some coverage of the Yukatan Peninsula, Cashumel and a litt]emore of the Gulf of Mexico area. The preparations here are going
wej.l, we're still in the dark right now. We expect to becrossing the terminator and coming into sunrise, virtually anvmomenc now Looking out through the window into the payload bay,

L
C
?L

S
!Lr ?

a^ad baY startin9 to light up as the sun risesin the east. And Mary, Hoot is working on the SPAS satellite, asyou can see, he's working on the panel over on the right side of

abL^r!^ 3^' anl° f cour
?
e

'
vou ' ve been in contact with himabout that, so let's switch the scene down below, and go downand see wnat's happening down there. Ok, guys, ready on the

CAPCOM i like your hat, Ron.

SPACECRAFT We thought before we tail off on this pass overHawaii and just before we pick you up over the states, that wewould get everybody downstairs.
'
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CAPCOM You guys all look like space really aqrees with
you.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's really agreeing with me, I know, and I
think everybody else - convenient up here for getting around
with that, why don't we sign off and we'll see you in a few
minutes, show you a little bit of what the ground looks like to

So

CAPCOM That's fine, thanks a lot for the show. Sure does
Jw°

k^ lke eun
* chalien3er, Houston, got a good shot of you up onthe flight deck, and we'll keep control of the cameras for therest of the pass. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

readffor
T
,h. pSTV* "ar y'. we

* ve reached the point where I amready for the RF link activation, and I'm holding for your call.

CAPCOM We'll check on it for you.

SPACECRAFT We're just coming into the daylight now, and we'restarting to get a good view of the earth with our TV cameras.

StnS^e a
R
?
ger

'
w
?

can seQ the sun coming in through thewindows, and we're ready when you are, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, pressing on that step 3 measure.

CAPCOM copy that, and you look blue.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, back with you through TORS now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we've got you through TDRS.

CAPCOM We're having a good time watching Bobby take,trying to film something through the top windows.

do
A
you

R
rIL ?

HOUSt°n
'
this is Challenger, through Goldstone, how

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, Bruce, how me?

SPACECRAFT Very good, Mary, you getting the TV signal, we'vegot a shot looking straight down at the Pacific Ocean.

views"
R°ger that

'
We ' re 9ettin<3 good color TV of earth

SPACECRAFT Roger, we should be coming up on the Island ofouadalupe here shortly, in fact, right to the right fieLd ofview, to your left should be out of the (garble)

CAPCOM Roger that, we see land.

b^S??^ « ?
6
f

GuadaluPe off our starboard side, it wouldbe either off the left edge or right on the left edge of your
i mage

•

CAPCOM Roger, that Bruce, we've lost lock on TDRS, we're

anj tiL
n

now.
n°W

*
°°UPle ° f seconds tho^ h should get you
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're ready you in double with the echo,
guess you must be coming through TDRS and Goldstone simo again.

CAPCOM Roger that, that's simo. And we've got a good
picture again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and in about 2 seconds we'll be coming up on
Baja, we have it in view now, and should be on your camera
shortly, Baja California.

CAPCOM I think we tally Baja up there.

SPACECRAFT Here it comes. Looking at the coast Line of Baja
California, and it appears to us to be about the level of - with
the naked eye we can see some fields, straight down, green
squares, not too much of that down there, since it's a fairlv drvarea though. 1 1

SPACECRAFT Should be crossing the Mexican coastline here
shortly in the vicinity of Los Mochos.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Mary, I've got somethinq foryou in the way of the interrogator.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not showing any signal strength on S-band
payload on interrogator number 1, I don't have a lock, and I'm
showing no transmitted power over on Spec 62, that's on
interrogator 1. I guess we could try interrogator 2, but I'llstand by and see what you want to do.

you.CAPCOM Okay, we'll check on that for

SPACECRAFT We're coming up over the Sierra, Madra, Oxydental,
or western Sierra Madra Mountains. You can probably also see ifwe give you a a shot of the cabin camera, Bob is busy taking
Hasselblad photos and we're trying to document some of this stuff
for the Earth Obs folks.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Bruce, and for Hoot, INCO's data
concurs with yours and he's trying to figure something out for
you. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks Mary, I'll stand by then. And Mary,
we see a contrail down below us, matter of fact I see 2 or 3 of
them. Bruce is going to try to zoom in on one of them. An
airplane flying a little bit below us there.

CAPCOM Roger that.
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SPACECRAFT Mary, while I'm t<
the MOMS , when I did the system

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bob,

SPACECRAFT I suspect because

t66j 035:16:10 2/4/84 PAGE 3

ilking to you, one more thing on
checkout a couple of minutes aqo.

we were in the dark.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Mary. I'll stand by then. And Marv,
we see a contrail down below. As a matter of fact, T see 2 or 3
of them. Bruce is going to try to zoom in on one of them. An
airplane flying a little bit below us there.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Mary, while I'm talking to you. One more thing on
the MOMS. When I did the system checkout a couple of minutes
ago, I suspect because we were in the dark we didn't get any, any
video output in that check. We show the same readings that we
have with, get about the same thing put into, into run. Mary, if
you did notice that - -

CAPCOM Copy that and we'll check on it.

SPACECRAFT Mary, (garble) notice that when we resume during
that contrail you could see both the contrail and its shadow on
the Earth displaced someway, some distance due to the sun angle.

CAPCOM Roger. We could see that real well, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And now, Mary, we're coming up on the Sierra
Madre (garble) or Eastern Sierra Madre and then cross into the
Gulf of Mexico right about Tampico and I think that's Tampico
right below us.

CAPCOM Roger that, and for Hoot. Payloads concurs with
your assessment on the MOMS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. Thank you, Mary.

SPACECRAFT You should be seeing Tampico on the monitor now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. For Hoot, on your Payload
interrogator we'd like you to verify that you have 301 set in on
the thumbwheels. Over.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's affirmative, Mary. Beth on 1 and 2.

CAPCOM Copy, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be looking at
the Payload Bay with camera A.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you've got camera A, Mary.

CAPCOM Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And we're coming over the Western coast of the
Yucatan Peninsula at this time, Mary.
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CAPCOM Copy that, Rruce.

SPACECRAFT And we're coming up now on the island of Cozumel.

CAPCOM You should be seeing some good blue water.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it really looks beautiful down there.

SPACECRAFT Mary, are you still with us?

CAPCOM We 1 re still here.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and at 3:15 we were on TV but the MLR status
check at 3 plus 30 is go. Everything looks good.

CAPCOM Thanks. Sounds good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like to request that you power uo the
MOMS at this time. We just, we just would like to let it warm upand get ready for its data take on orbit 20.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do that, Mary.

CAPCOM Copy. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We need to go back to payload
umbilical and then I guess check out the (garble) later.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes Mary, we had to go back to the payload
umbilical to command the MOMS so that's where we're sitting right
now. And we've got power on, that data take, is that right, thatyou're going to take from down there?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well I guess we'll hold where we are then
until we hear back from you, Mary.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.
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CAPCOM Hoot, they don't need that payload on umbilical
until they're ready for the MOMS data take which is about a re
from now. So if you'd like to, you can go ahead and work on t
RF

. You're go to switch to payload systems 2 and you can chec
the procedure on page 2-5 of your Payload OPS Checklist.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good, Mary. We'll go ahead and we
try that using interrogator number 2.

CAPCOM Concur.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good, Mary. Wa • 1 1 good ahead and
we'll try that using interrogator number 2.

CAPCOM Concur*

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we thought at first that we were going to get
them to work on interrogator number 2 but we only are'showinqabout .4 volts output on the S-band payload signal strength.
That's up on the meter on Al.

CAPCOM Copy

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Mary. Let me tell you what we did. When weswitched over to try interrogator number 2 we did not go to
system 2, go through the payload umbilical and then go to
interrogator and try to get the interrogator up on system 2 and
we show the system in here trying to talk on PSP number 1 and theway we see it, we think you ought to be over on PSP number 2. Doyou think we need to go back to payload umbilical, get them over
there and then try the interrogator?

CAPCOM Check on that for you. Stand by.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. On your payload interrogator it looks like
both your PSP and PI are in 2 to us so your configuration looks
good. We'd like you to try a switch throw for us on oanel Al.The S-band payload transmitter power - we'd like you to take thatto medium. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take the transmitter power to medium.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We show transmit power out on Sp^c 62now. We still don't have a phase lock.

CAPCOM we copy that and no phase lock.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, to add a little more information to that,
that still makes - we've improved Spec 62 and so transmit poweron there now but our signal's trying to come up on Al still
carries only about .4 for the payload signal strength.
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CAPCOM Roger. We copy 0 . 4 on the signal strength.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Approximately 10minutes remaining in this tracking satellite pass on orbit 19.Flight Director Randy stone will be running anywhere from 5 to 10minutes late in arriving at the Newscenter for his Change-of-Shift Press Conference. Earlier this pass a little bit of a

bav
h
OMr?An? ^"?r r Saja California, Mexico and in the payloadbay OMS PODS and other details of the Orbiter Challenger. Whilethe crew was describing Cozumel that we could not see because th<*camera was pointed at the interior of the payload bay. The

l^t
h t crew having completed their preliminary checkouts of theSPAS, Shuttle Pallet Satellite, and its intended experiment. Atday ^, 3 hours, 57 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM chall :r
, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go aho.;d, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. We're seeing some conflicting status hereon the right DDU circuit breakers. We were wondering if von'could just check 2 circuit breakers for us on panel 15 and 16.

SPACECRAFT Sure, go ahead.

rtnh^nn •

P*?e
}i

8
\5

'
ECh°' Panel 16

'
rOW Echo

- The DDU

,

right DDU circuit breakers. We just want a status.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Panel 15, row Echo; Panel 16, cow Echo. The DDU,
the right DD circuit breakers, we just want a sta'us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you have an echo again, we understand row
Echo on the overheads. The circuit breakers.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, the right DDU circuit breakers.

SPACECRAFT The right, both right DDU circuit breakers are
pulled, the afts are pulled and the lefts are in.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thanks a lot for checking.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot. Would you pull your
Payload Ops Checklist and go to page 2-4, we would like you to
get you to do an action on the back panel.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I got Payload Ops, I copy, 2-4.

CAPCOM Okay, in the middle of the page, we would like you
to sweep that frequency antenna, it's the indented starred, three
lines bhere, and actually all you have to do is do a frequency
sweep, make sure you hold it on for 34 seconds, or until vou get
a lock. It's a frequency sweep, S-band payload on nanel AIL.
And we're going LOS Botswana, if we don't pick you back uo
through TDRS we'll get you through Guam at 4 27.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. We've got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too. Nothing for you.
Challenger, Houston, I have a question for Hoot on his S-band
payload sweep.

SPACECRAFT Okuy, go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, we would like to know if anvthing
happened when you executed that previously and we would like to
ask you to do a 34 second frequency sweep again while we've got
data, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess that must be the transmission we
missed, Mary. We had gone to page 2-4 and you were going to tell
us to do something then, and that was all we heard from you.

CAPCOM Okay, we assumed that you would go ahead, gone
ahead an executed that. We would like you to go to Panel AIL andexecute a frequency sweep, 34 seconds on or until you get lock,
over. '
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that. Okay, we got them with a
sweep, we got a fail on that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hoot, we concur with that and
we're looking at it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Got one more configuration change for you to do to
set up this RF. We would like you to go to spec 2 21 and do an
item 1, we need PSPl enabled, over.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot, we're seeing PSP
lock, you look good, so we would like you to go back to normal
configuration. Take your S-band payload switch on panel AIL,
transmitter power back to low.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we're back in low.

CAPCOM Copy, thanks a lot, INCO seems real haopy with your
configuration here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are too.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS on Guam,
and we'll talk to you through Hawaii at 4 + 42.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, see you in a little bit.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Houston, you are loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too.

SPACECRAFT And nary, we're up to step 4 in the stars checkout,
and we thought we ought to hold here until we found out how close
your MOM and data take was. That would be the deploy mode
activation of DDU checkout and so forth, which takes, oh,
probably at least a half hour to get through all that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Mary, we're up to step 4 in the SPAS checkout, and
we thought we ought to hold it here until we found out how close
your MOM and data take was. That would be the deployed mode
activation and DCU checkout and so forth which takes, oh orobably
take us at least half an hour to get through all that.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT So, where we stand right now is, we're holding on
that until you tell us to go ahead with it.

CAPCOM Roger. We understand you're holding and we're
discussing the go now.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, just to make sure, we didn't understand
your last statement. You're going to tell us when to proceed.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Please hold while we qet
organized here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks. We're standing by.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. Hoot, we'd like you to go back to umbilical
now so we can do the MOMS data take.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go back to the umbilical.

CAPCOM Copy, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We're going to go back to the payload
umbilical. I believe we'll have to go back to CSP 1 and also
change our PDI detail (garble) do you concur?

CAPCOM We concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary. You should be there over on the
umbilical system 1.

CAPCOM Copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hooter, we need vou to go
back to spec 221 and execute another item 1 for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. Thanks, Mary.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. What's the approximate MET of
your MOMS data take in case we have time to look over your
shoulder?
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Your ground commanded MOMSdata take times will begin at MET 1/05:17:17 and run for 48seconds. We're going to drop you for 30 seconds here while we
hand over to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that, Mary.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We've got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM We're complete with the MOMS data take and we'd
like you to resume the RF checkout if you go to page 2-4 andstart up with step 3 and run through that procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We copy that.

CAPCOM And Hooter, if you have trouble locking up we'd
like you to just go ahead and execute the note on page 2-4.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. We're going to do this PISPAS RF activation with interrogator 2 if you concur.

CAPCOM We'll check on that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Ron, we concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you. Mary, how do you read this
comm? I hear some static and breaking up on this end.

CAPCOM Roger we get a little static and you're slightlybroken on this end too. Y

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, have a minor addition to your EMU checkouttor today, a request we got.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. When you do the EMIJ checkouts on 1 and 2and also EMU 3 if you perform that checkout today, we would like
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to have you read and record the
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EMU status list airlock pressure
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CAPCOM Roger, whan you do the emu checkouts on I and 2and also EMU 3, if you perform that checkout today, we would liketo have you read and record the EMU status list airlock pressureduring that EMU checkout and report it down to us. We want tomake sure that we can accurately set up your 10.2 cabin.

^n^C
f^r

r
.

Ofcay,. understand. m performing those proceduresyou'd like to have airlock pressure read out.

CAPCOM Roger, that's off the EMU status list.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Mary, this is Challenger. Understand that'<jairlock pressure from the DCM, over.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Mary, we'ra showing the same tvoe of signature aslast time. Unable to get signal strength above .43 o- so I

atm ?n £h2
U
?
nCy STep and that didn '

fc helP* At the^moment I'mstill in the low mode. We were in the medium last time. I'dlike us to go back to medium unless you have another suggestion.

CAPCOM we copy. Just a second.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron. We'd like you to goback up to the top of page 2-4 and make sure your switchconfigurations on the top of that page are complete.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

o
A
!
C
°r „w u

R°n
'

did Y°U COpY that we ' d like V° u to to page2-4 of the checklist and start from the top of that pag* and in

^nH
1™ 1

?* T pa
,
nel/lL

.

we would you to check that the s-band payload control switch is in panel, over.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, I copy that and I did start at thetop, at the top of page 2-, I did start at the top of oage 2-7and are you reading me clearly?

CAPCOM That's negative. There's a lot of static, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. I did start at the top of oage 2-4 andgot down to checking the signal strength and I did get the .43volts and at that point I did the frequency sweep and that'swhere I am at the moment.
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CAPCOM copy that and you are confirming that on oanel Allyour S-band payload control switch is in panel.

SPACECRAFT Negative, it's now in command. I took it to paneland then back to command. I can do that again if you wish.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. We'd like you to do that oage againand yes we would like it in panel as per the checklist.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We are configured in panel at the moment.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You can start your sweep now,

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We did the sweep and momentarily
?^Ll

P
^
a
?
e and thG a PP r°P ri *te signals (garble) strength.Immediately after we got a SPAS trans on the lock and theinterrogator information on spec 62, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Looking in here we have, I do notea configuration problem. The DECOM 4 for this check needs to Ke

checkf
19Ure t0 S "b3nd 6

'
We wiU '^"figure that and try the

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT However, at this point that transponder lock,

nominal
messa^ and this data dropout on spec 62 is not

CAPCOM Copy, Ron, and INCO's looking at it.

»n«?S
M

c
Challenger, Houston. Ron, we would like you to try

avlold "r>! SWeeP °n medium
- Th*t's on panel Al S-bandpayload transmitter power to medium and then a frequency sweeo ino *% seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, another frequency sweep coming up.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Ron, we would like vou to trvanother frequency sweep on medium, that's on panel Al, S-bandpayload transmitter power to medium, and then a frequency swe^oor 34 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Ok, another frequency sweep, coming up.

^CO
t' , 0

C°Py. Challenger, Houston, we're about 20 seconds
™f ^ ^u 3

?
t3Wana ', lf we don,t ? ick vou bac?< ^ on TDRS, we'llget thrOUGH Guam at 6:18, 6:04, correction.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll see you at Guam.

frL ,~ • -T
hiS ia

a
M i ssion Control Houston, 15 seconds awayfrom reacquisition of Challenger on the outset of >rbit 21through the Guam tracking station. We have AOS at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 6-

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. Houston

CD?c
1
nnn

er
'

at th° Present we ***** on the SPAS checkout - steo SbPAS PCU checkout. We did have some problems getting iflocked. I ended up going back to system 1, interrogator 1,

f*ni"? 1*°°* ^f
ca

i?

se 1 was unable to get a lock on system 2, in

f ? rtfn ™- ^ t0 c
?
ceive dat * °n the (garble). Anyway system

bit sit
9^ 9

?K
d S19

^
alS With

'
1 did qet a ?hase lock

,
I did

Y
getbit sync and the system appears to be working well. Weappearantly are seeing these problems with RF in the payload bay,

wfth^the
0^ 1 15 ™ kin* ™" -d - -eVoceeding

7 '

you
C
?n the CAP^e '

4*8?
'

G°™ ^ that
'

and 1 h * VS a ^
SPACECRAFT Ok, go ahead.

CAPCOM ok Ron, on 4-8, it references MOMS activities,obviously you've already performed step 1, we would like todelete the reference to steps 2 and 3.

SPACECRAFT Ok, delete MOMS step 2 and 3 on page 4-3, copy.

CAPCOM Roger.

checkout^ °
k

'
JSrCy

'
SteP 5 iS comP lete ' beginning step 6 EMU

CAPCOM Copy that Ron, step 5 is complete. Challen--r,Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS through Guam, be advised you "have ateleprinter message onboard, message 11, weather update. We'llsee you next in Hawaii in 7 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Ok r Jerry, we'll check the message.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, we copy you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Copy, Ron, and for the guys downstairs, we'd be
interested in getting a status on the EMU checkout.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, this is Bob, Ron's completed the
checkout on (garble) and everything was nominal air lock pressure

END OF TAPE
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^.^^VL^'r^T' B°" out

SPACECRAFT Okay, 3ruce is still in work.

on^th M03, t£%S3tftfe ^ W intern, to ?>ross

SPACECRAFT Yeah, that's affirm we- re going to do then, aU .

CAPCOM copy that.

want to do a water charge on EMU 3.
W£?U

'
We d° not

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that. Okay, you ready to copy.
CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

04 3 /nirhiM i f
Pressure and garble) was

CAPCOM copy that.

SC
o
R^' one

A
^e^[ony 'on

th
^??

rble) iS "°fkin^ ^1
Standi n g,°rrit^ z^i^^ —
co^oT.Iode^ \fc ^ UP ^C 221

<
^

aoterisK, did tnat cause the command with problems.
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CAPCOM Standby, we'll ask payloads. Challenger, Houston,
for Ron. -3 1- ,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, you can disregard the message that you
got with response to your ITEM 19 EXECUTE, we'd like vou toproceed on with step 8, on 2-10. After you've conoleted s^o 8we d like you to go back and reactivate the MOMS . 'it was turned
off.

"

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS at
Hawc-7 1. Be back with you in about a minute on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear Jerrv. Okav Jerry, stop 8
is complete.

CAPCOM Copy, step 8 complete. And a reminder to
reactivate MOMS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in work.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, at MOMS. Activation is complete.

CAPCOM Copy Ron, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Ah, just curious, Jerry, we did a lot of switching
back and forth from system 1 to system 2, because of the RF
problems. (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, your lot of noise on the channel. I
think you are asking us if we are happy with the configuration
currently with the SPAS and do we want to go back and check outthe other PI link.

SPACECRAFT Not exactly. I just would like to know (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - dropped out. Ho went back to 1 and I'm just
curious as to what we have at this point,

CAPCOM Okay, Ron. Lot of noise on the channel. I think
you're asking us if we're happy with the configuration currently
with the SPAS and do we want to go back and check out the other
PI link.

SPACECRAFT Not exactly. I'd just like to know if the system's
good.

SPACECRAFT I'd just like to know - -

SPACECRAFT Jerry, this is Hoot. What Ron was wondering is if
you see the interrogator on system 2 as being any good.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Hoot. We think it's good. We
saw it locked up earlier and we're happy with your current
configuration. Be advised you're coming through clear and Ron is
awfully scratchy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. How do you read me now? Is that any
better? I still read some breaking up on this end.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron. You're much clearer now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, Ron, can you tell us what you did to fix your
problem.

SPACECRAFT Well, as far as I can tell, my problem isn't fixed
yet is it?

Well, it's not now. it was clear that one time youCAPCOM
talked.

SPACECRAFT I think we just hit the (garble) right.

CAPCOM Okay, you're still breaking up quite a bit.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Ron's going to go try changing batteries and
then he'll talk to you again. He changed about 4 hours ago.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. Everybody else seems to be coming
through quite clear. It's Ron that's got the problem.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. I went and changed my batteries. Itseems like that must have done the trick. These batteries
apparently aren't as good as, well, they lasted about 4 hours.That's all I'll say.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Comm check. How do you hear?

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. We got that loud and clear. You soundmuch better now. And Ron, for your information we've got a MOMStake coming up at 06 plus 50 and I've got a note for someoneconcerning water dumps this evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Go ahead on the water dump.

CAPCOM Okay, Hooter. Water dump at 07 plus 30. Dump tankbravo to 20%, 2 0%. That shouldn't be a problem with MOMSta*es. Next one is considerably after that time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that, Jerry. You want the water dumnat 7 plus 30 and dump tank bravo to 20%.

CAPCOM Good r pad back.

SPACECRAFT And doot, just to verify that that MOMS data takeis / plus 50.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron. That's at 06 plus 50.

SPACECRAFT Oh, 6 P lus 50. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Once more how do you hear Bruce and Bob.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Vance we're reading you onthe ground.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay, I'm going 296.8. Bruce you go Bravovox and Bob, alpha vox and then I'll check in. Okay, EV1 and
2. How do you hear?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm staying 296 8. Bruce you go alnha vox,Bob bravo vox and we'll check in. After ... Okay. Read youloud and clear. How do you hear? Okay. Bob, I don't hear youquite so well. Please repeat that again. Okay, there's a littlebit of background static. Not very much and by the way, I washearing you. I had to key for you to hear but I was hearing whenyou were just shouting. y

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I had to key for you to hear, but I was here when

our Ta^Tec^0^9
'

JeCrY
'
dld V°U hear a11 of us °"

transmission
That ' S ne9ative '

Vance, we're only conying your

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll have to check on it. Jerry, we justperformed EVA Comm check and it went well. Of course, the'

hYwI
6^ C

t
n

?
0t

w
h

L'

ar
?
OU and you cann°t hear thorn. I guess • 1 1have to check, but we're probably not in the full upconr iguration for that.

CAPCOM Roger, that's to be expected with thin chock outVance. We'd have to hit another switch on, AIR . And that's notrequired for the (garble).

^CE
?f,f

T
,

fine
- A^d I'm going back to simplex 2597 and

check'Ts complete^ ^ mUCh n° Vent P°Giti^ and th *

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM okay Ron, referencing the cinema 3*0 s^t up that

lT™^-? h0ppinq List items
'

in Preparation for that tomorrow,we would liKe to make sure that there are at least 250 f^et o<="film remaining on magazine one. If there is not, we won Id 'i «'in
/ou to change out magazine 1 and insert maoazin^ ? onto th^camera in preparation for tomorrow. ' *

"

SPACECRAFT You want at least 250 feet of film left on magazine
1 and I take it that's the catch for the Palapa denloy.

CAPCOM That's affirmative in preparation for that, and ifyou don t have that much, go ahead and change them out.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, let it stand, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston this Challenger, over.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we've completed the checkout on EMU numhn r
2. Essentially everything is okay. One item on unoackinn theaelmet mounted lights, Bob may have forgotten to mention' is t^lens on one of tne helmet mounted l ights Miat h*» ha- «oun*-nd

"

nis helmet is cracked. It doesn't appear to he a orohl^," iV"looks liKe it's just the outer lens. Also, a question, on o,q ,1-3, on the EVA check, EVA checklist under airlock or-p, wVn Iwent and turned the step 21, when I went and out tho novor"
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battery charger bus select switch to main B, I was readinqapproximately a 10th of an amphere, that's 100 milliamos? eventhough the EMU was still in the BATT position, I was curious asto whether that was normal, over,

CAPCOM Okay, Bruce, we copy that, we'll try to get you ananswer on it. Understand this was EMU 1 or 2?

SPACECRAFT This was EMU 1.

^1°™ cc
*ogec

'
c°Py' was your suit, and can vou aive us apressure off of the DCM for the airlock.

"

SPACECRAFT I do, airlock pressure from the DCM was reading

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT And we have both left the batteries in our helmet

forba^irr^',
1 ."^ 6 " 3 1̂^ theCe 13 n0t

'
re *Jeat negative signaltor battery conditioning circuit in the lights, so it's safe toao so . over -

"
"

CAPCOM i understand that, Bruce, we'll get you an answer,
I believe tnat is correct, we'll get you an answer.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we have not, repeat not, done anything
h(

!
lmet untied TV yet. Do you want us to install aoattery and run some sort of check when we're over a groundstation or something, and then take the battery back out, or -justwait until EVA day, over. 3

CAPCOM stand by, we'll get you an answer on that, Bruce.It s okay to leave the batteries and the lights. There is acircuit but it's okay, there is no problem with it.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it's going to be, you know, like 3 daysbefore we use them, I wouldn't want to discharge the batteries.

h^r^o ,

We CTnCUr with that
'
Bruce

'
and th * consensus downno re is to not work with the EMU TV today.

?
P
H^n??

FT
i °i

ay
',

WG W°n,t tOUch the KMU TV todaV' ^ I guess
I didn't understand your reoly on the helmet mounted lights Do** U

, nT..?
8 l

!
aVe th° batteries in or take the batteries outand put them back in later?

CAPCOM okay, Bruce, you're qo to leave the battle i^s inthe lights.
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fMn°f?
AtT u

{ga ' ble) c°Py- And we ' re going to qet going on theEMU # 3 checkout here as soon as some of the other middeck
traffic thins out a little bit, it's pretty congested down here,right now. '

CAPCOM We can just imagine Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM we can just imagine, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT No you can't.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got the MLR status check comoleted 7nours, 14 minutes. Everything looks good on the MLR. Questionon the AEM. The temperature yesterday of about 80 deqrens and atemperature today of 85. Is that the expected trend on the AEM?

CAPCOM Ron, we'll get you an answer back on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 4 minutes LOS onTORS
.

Guam is next at 07 plus 43 and for Ron, we don't have anyimmediate information, Ron, on temp trends or what is to beexpected there. No immediate actions are required and we'llcontinued to monitor and try to get you an answer that's moredetinitive later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just curious if 85 sounds a little bit highbut it may be expected so I'll wait to hear from you.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron. Thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 3minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We copy you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Jerry, got the water dump going. What do vouthink about running the fuel cell purge while we got the water''
com?ng

9
°ip

9
at so^^in?!*

t0
'

1 90635 V°U haVe 3 M0MS data ****

™fC°M
,,

That's affirm. I had about an 8 20 was the nextone. We'll get you an answer, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. 8 20 is your MOMS data take?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Hoot. That's an approximate timeand you are go to proceed with the purge.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. Thanks, Jerry.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Going LOS at Guam. Sep you
in 8 minutes at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry.

minutes
Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 6

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I've got 3 notes for you.
One on MOMS OPS and 2 for the presleep.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay. The first one is the next MOMS takp is at 00plus 24. Be approximately 108 seconds long. Secondly, durinqthe presleep activities in the orbit OPS, 3-2, we would like tonot perform step 3. We want to leave the left OMS interconnect
?.

lS
5u

r °Ugh the ni 9 ht - In fac t, it will stay that way untilafter the MC2 burn on the rendezvous sequence. And thirdly, on
v.AP page 4-8 at an MET of approximately 09 10 we would liko todelete the maneuver -ZLV tail forward. We want to stav noseforward this evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Jerry, you cut out right in the middle of

o*iL tlUnk bUt there are 3 thin<3 s - Next MOMS pass is 08 olus

the i2S„d«d
n
^LV

U
2t

thing d6lete thG " ZLV and d°

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We want to stay nose forward this evening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, you cut out right in the middle of
that I think. But there are three things, next MOM's pass is
08 + 24 108 seconds run. The last thing was delete th*» -ZLV and do
the standard + ZLV at 09 10.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, the first one was correct on the MOM,
tne second one that you read back concerning the maneuver at 9 10
this evening, MET is partially correct, we do not want to
perform that maneuver. We just want to do the roll, IMU align
and stay with the -ZLV nose forward. And the third thing that
you did not receive is, we do not want to perform the
interconnect return in the presleep activity 3-2 of the Orbit Oos
book. We would like to stay left OMS interconnected. In fact,
we'll stay that way until MC2 during the rendezvous maneuvers.

SPACECRAFT Okay, keep the present interconnect aft into the
rendezvous through MC2.

CAPCOM Roger that, and the maneuver vou can delete that on
4-8 of the CAP.

SPACECRAFT Right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, I'm on 2597, how do you hpar*> Sure i

2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1-12 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1. Roger. Okay Bruce, how
do you read on the 2968? Okay, read you fine. Yeah, next.
Okay, Bruce, you're cutting out and you're weak. Okay, I hear
you better now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going LOS at Hawaii.
Approximately 2 minutes back on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're checking out tne Comm on the
backup suit.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, and we're copying you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear, Bruce. Better. Right.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS,
and if someone is available, we have a switch hit on A7 please.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, on A7 , MADS strain gage to on, olease.T th<=>system is cooling down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we've got mad strain gage to on.
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CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Bruce, we think vou'redone with the EMU 3, we would like a status if it's available."

SPACECRAFT EV 1, how do you hear?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bruce, how do you hear? Okay, I'm on 2968

hlar/BrucI^
°kaV

'
h°W ab°Ut n°W? Switch

-
How d° You

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I ran the cabin debris - test and debrischeckout during the day today, and I thought I would give youjust a quick run down on what we saw.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready to copy that.

!h^
EC

?
A
f
T

* Akay
'

S° far within the cabin
' we're not seeing arfhole lot of debris showing up anywhere, and we checked all thelittle corners and all the little hidden places where it might "b

?n hh*° ?
00V2u 4 k

?
1 Said SO far we ^ ust aren '

fc seeing any.In the way of the filter - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. So far within the cabin we're not seeinq a
whole lot of debris showing up anyway. And we checked all the
little corners and all the little hidden places where it might be
able to pool and like I said, so far we just aren't seeing any.
In the way of the filters, I got all of them except for DDUs 1
and 2 and I'll plan on making sure I catch those tomorrow. But
on the other filters, the only ones that had anv debris on them
to speak of were the IMU fans and they had plenty. They had a
lot of stuff on them already and the cabin fans, of course, had
some blue lint on the one that I could see and they had a number
of particles hopping around in that compartment down there and
then off to the 2 sides. I vacuumed those 2 but I couldn't see
the other 2 screens. That's in the cabin filter. And that's
pretty much what we saw and we'll keep you updated on what we
find as we go each day.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot. Thank you very much. We read all that.<

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We have completed the EMU 3 checkout. No
major anomalies. However, the communications in the A VOX and B
VOX mode have a lot of static coming through the EVA crewman's.
You seem to be able to read the Orbiter okay and the Orbiter
seems to be able to read you but there is very definitely enough
static so that it would be undesirable but I imagine we could
survive if we had to for an EVA on it. We have removed the LiOH
cartridge that we had to install for the checkout from EMU
We have replaced the caps on the Li OH cartridge and gray tapped
them back on and put it back in the locker figuring it was out of
helmet for EMU #3. It would have served C02 out of the air if wedidn't do something like that. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy all that, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT We currently have EMU #3 battery on charge. Charge
current is 1.5 amps. It was indicating 16. S volts under load
with the fan running, over.

CAPCOM Copy that and did you get a pressure off that suit
also?

SPACECRAFT Yes we did. You yet another volt. It's reading
14.6 for the airlock pressure.

CAPCOM Copy that. I told the guys down here that they'd
get that.

SPACECRAFT You can sort of take your pick and just for
information, in order to get the EVA accessory items out of the
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floor locker middeck 23 Rorneo the forward in Orbiter coordinates
- that is +x latch - would not retrack manually so we had to boaton the edge, that is the corner of the door with a hammer, thatis tapping it down and were then able to pull th* latch withfinger pressure. We may have some difficulty getting thecompartment closed again though but I'm sure we can manage it for

CAPCOM okay. Copy all that, Bruce, and we see a possiblenusconfiguration of the UHF. You may want to check that when youget a chance. r

SPACECRAFT Well, Vance has been configuring back and forth soif you re looking at it right now it probably' is misconf igured'.

CAPCOM okay. That's one thing you need to (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got it into simplex. I delayed too long

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. We copy that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Additionally, Jerry, we took the spare comm carrierwhich was originally hooked up to EMU #3 off. We substituted th*
k t

COaim ca^ier, tha t is mine. We repeated the UHF voico
???Sa

ks
,

a second time in all modes and we got the same results onnoibe bo we feel pretty certain that is not the comm carrier butis the electronics in the spare EMU. Over.

CAPCOM copy that, Bruce. You were reading mv mind. And

doing°ali
e
this? ^ EMU in tHe airlock when You were

SPACECRAFT Correct. The third EMU was in the airlock when wewere doing it. It was mounted on its AAP which was properlyinstalled on the floor so that gives you an idea what theconfiguration was. It looks like it's pointed away from theantenna m the airlock. On the other hand, the other 2 EMUs aresort of pointed away from the antenna also.

CAPCOM Okay, copy all that. Thanks for the words on th<-configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we have not loaded the airlock up yetwith the small items like the thruster cue extenders and the

«?Trl ^°S
1

-

bat^ ry and things like that
- We figured that if we

ttJ

I

Sd
,

doinV hat
,

"°W theY ' d Probab*Y get loose and drift aroundtne next couple of days.

CAPCOM we copy that. That's your call.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Houston.

SPACECRAFT yes , Jerry, for VIZ OPS we did - 02.

5S out ther^' fS?^' W« "™ KU "> «• vou

volcfnfflite/^tfSo £ 00"~" t fUCthor °" «»* that „as a

beanie sitf'' ^ y°U W " COOV VOu got Echo

we'vflost it
An^hallen^ c

• ^ Passed us anything elsewe ve lost it. We're passing from Ku to S-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay. No, that was it, Jerry.

a

A
so°fm- v,r^

Chal
,

1
,

en
2
eC

'
!Iouston

-
Cou Pl° of notes for Bruce andalso for Vance or Hoot. You'll have to get your roll IMtl

properly!
5 r"' inUteS ° £ SU "3et f° r " to work

re
P
ad
C

f to
F
copy.°

kay
'

J" ey
'

1 beUeVe thev ninq and i' m

tho
C
rr,^^ ,

°kay
'

BC
^?

e
-

Just wanted to infirm for you thatthe cracked lens on Bob's EMU lights is no constraint for EVAusage and secondly, the ouys are still scratching their hair on
saw on°^n

dn0we
r

r

e COn
?
e™i"9 the 10th of an amp reading^you"saw on main 8 power supply when you were cheekinq out voursuit. We don't understand it yet. it's still underinvestigation but it is no constraint for use.

th
A
t

E
r

RA^ .°l!
ay

-
Thank VOU vet y much and n°« let me confirmthat I was watching the meter and when the bus select switch was

we got
e

that
er
iOth

a
of°

*nd ^ U HaS put to main « o main R
™*

saw?°Bruce.
Undecstand ifc was b°th main A and B that you

SPACECRAFT That's correct but only was it observed on EMU
it on EMU t 2.

SPGClflCaUy l00k £or ifc "or specifically notice

both°suits. °
kay

'
°OPy that

-
EVA ' S teUin^ rae they saw it on
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SPACECRAFT They were watching on telemetry.

hh^°
M That's correct. Brace, and we're also qettino wordthat we saw the same thing on chamber runs here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you very much.

Challenger, Houston. We're a little over <s mn.t^till LOS. Next is Guam at 09 plus i^,
*

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Are you still with us;

That's affirm, Challenger, we're still here.
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay. Jerry, did you see our IMU angles on that?

That's a negative, Hoot. We got low data rate.
CAPCOM

S PACECRAFT 0k a v

.

CAPCOM
, . ,

Challenger, Houston. We're going to trv to go tohign data rate here. We've got about 3 minutes till LOS. We'llsee it we can get the information that way.

^
A0 This is Mission Control, Houston, 5 seconds awaytrom acquisition through Guam on orbit 23.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 4minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pAO This is Mission Control Houston, 5 seconds awav
from acquisition through Guam, on orbit 23.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, with you through Guam f .v.- /

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, if you don't have anything for me, I
have a message to read to you, it would orobably be nice if
everybody's up and listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by 1, let's see if they are. Okav, go
ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, the message is as follows: A final
decision on deploying the Palapa tomorrow will not be made until
after you go to sleep tonight. If a deploy is scheduled it will
probably be scheduled for a 30 (garble) D depiov, 35 A, kick
motor burn, it's required that you stay up for one or two REV's
late tomorrow, in order to deploy the IRT and start the nominal
rendezvous. If a decision is made to delay the Palapa another
day, we think that we must schedule the IRT deploy tomorrow,
fol Lowed by the primary flight rendezvous profile, over. I'm
sorry, Vance, that's priority flight rendezvous profile, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand. No (garble) for staying up,
if we stay up, take the option tomorrow where we stay ud a little
later.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Vance or Hoot, we never did
get the IMU alignment data, we would like to get that from vou

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Hoot will run upstairs and get it for you.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. And we're about a minute 40 LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, I got the data when your ready.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the two stars were 3156, angle error 0.02,
and the angles, I'll read across all the X's first. -0.04,
-0.03, +0.04. Reading across all the delta Y's: +0.02, -0 11
+0.12. The Z's: +0.15, -0.19, +0.06. Execution time was 1 and a
flash, 09:06:15.

CAPCOM Okay, copy, all that, Hoot, thank you. We're 30
seconds LOS Guam, Hawaii's next in 8 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we'll see you in Hawaii, and MAUS 1
amd MAUS 2 are activated.

CAPCOM Roger copy Ron, MAUS 1 and MAUS 2.

Challenger, Houston, with you at Hawaii for 4
CAPCOM
minutes

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, and we've got a couple of questions for Ron
first of all we would like activation time for MAUS 1 and 2, and
also we're standing by for an ASE temp check.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, that's just what I was going to ask i

you wanted this time.

CAPCOM That's affirm, Bob, we're ready for it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, the activation time for the MAUS 1 is
MET 1/9: (garble) second, that activation time for the MAUS 1 is
9, 19. 9 hours, 19 minutes. MAUS 2, 9, 22; 9, 22.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy 9, 22 for 2, and say again the
minutes for 1, Ron.

SPACECRAFT That's 9, 19; 9 19 for 1.

CAPCOM Okay copy that, and we would also like a PRM
activation from Sob or whoever did that when you get a chance.

SPACECRAFT While we're waiting for that, Jerry, we didn't get
any deactivation info for the MAUS. The MAUS 2 has a run time 3
hours 10 minutes, how should we handle that.

END OF TAPE
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anfaeactiv.tion'l^r^ ^s^us^ the^nour. 10 minutes, how should we hind le that?
naS

* run 3

SPACECRAFT Okay

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Ron. Thp intent now Ronis to let MOM's run overnight, we Ml deact i va te
"

i n the ng
'

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we'll do that, thank you.

Say, Jerry, ready for the PRM activation time?

Ready to copy.

1/07:32:30.

Roger, we copied that.

(Garble)

Roger we're standing by.

You should have them, (garble) to get them.

Roger, nob, the quv^ in k r „ f.„ i ng atit, we'll give you a shout here in a" second".

SPACECRAFT Okay.

ofthe SK te rap

A
=hec"s

Uen9er
-

H°USt°"' fOC Bob
' "'v _n enough

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to shut it down.

TDR^fn , • ?
haUen9ef Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS Hawaii,

statu' as ?i!
U

r,-
When We get on ™s we '^ to have a

SSV'th^ ^TccCllstr0 ^ Hf?t t0^' ^
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, we'll give it to you.

Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

Okay, Houston, we read you loud and clear.

You're loud and clear too, Ron.

Okay, Houston, Challenger.
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«
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rfPACKCRAKT Okay, runnirvi tVouqli .;0 -

;^ of t V- "M-,nn,
items, t.io first ono winch wu:; a ere,/ :undui.- ,.;uc ,.,„

'..

measurements and tape :n- v.su r ,:^n , th.U i <: , „ ] i, ^ ,
not uccornol i;i lVMi mainLv h.>oauso wo h,,d Nv* rvjoh n *h,<-

"

\ {

a

k

on in the area wh^re th^ m.-as-j r omo.n t <

out that Hon did not got ^prci: ; ,n
( howovor, -to', ,nd H < „ j.tn. treadmill. Also ni^ (, J:> ,>xerciso. floor , lU av/'.get it Later. On tho 360 s.tan, ,M! lot Ho n „n];r

n (•» ( i r r>n i- h m *ne did on that. " '

W3n " xn '* ll » ^

spacecraft okay, Jor , v , :uVM;l:i „ C)f r „. linVi „ n ^ rn ,,,,,. ,

not uo the cinema 350 treadmill soon- .luriiKrio -y (.nrM*,)earlier. Wo did net a -:in^a 310 o< -iddo^ - .

'

uiidaec* meal service, oati.nq in tno ] q .,wiron^nt, ho-oy,^will pic< up that treadmill scone, on tho n . xt ,m ,u ..,n ^>0
'

session. How do /ou ru.jvJ that? There's a load nois- n n * m 4
..

CAPCOM Roqer, Ron, you've qot a little t of s-a^o -
tne ^at:.<tjroand, we were hearing Vmee nkav tViuqh.

SPACECRAFT Did you road ine at alt?

^l
C0"

.
Koqor

'
Hon

'
1 c:jn r ^<< you loud and with a MrM.oit ol static.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in summation. We did q-t a nn^r) 3r,o -r-oMo

^nTM10
" ^dnuU : >ut on, which T

'

th ink'c i'n^-na360 folks will li,<o very much

CAPCOM Roger, wo copy that, Ron.

CAPC0;'
5 And Challenger, Hour. ton. Ron, wo wanted to '-no- i'

t^orrow'
hat SOt UP f° C ta ° Pala P* ^Plov if wo get it

'

wfwmT NegatiVG
'

W° aCe not a«* «P <™ that yet. However,*e will be cnangmg magazines when the time comes for it, over.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Ron, thanks.

SPACECRAFT I plan to finish out this magazine on the treadmillscene before we change it.
Km!tLI

CAPCOM Roger, understand, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, advise that tne MMU3 was chocked out o*course you are aware of that, and the - -
'

END OF TAPE
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,

/oa'r^ i.-Mt.- of L'wit nf) t ho ri^Sris work that
" lilu> M :

-

fc

«' I":>t i m!:'*.- thi:, :mr:mvi w i«: nor f'or:^).' ny the PTd'.

N*nqoL, -ojy Vim'-, !

lhmkn.

••'vo b*>on talking with Jerry and
^'^-'^An Ann ;or;- V( uT/)

a 1

si-: t^c :\v/s sound

d^ACdCKA'-'T ok. iv, won fin- and we'll he ready for vhntevo.no to J opr ! nti-r ted:; us to.

*" 1 ^ 3 -' 1 Ar1,1 I longer, 'kuistnn. We've not a r.tato vector
' :o:lu:Ki U;) ~> -

/f)l1 an - 5 ^- IO errors on CRT ;\ wo wanted to
1 >c< M t-' lit -

'

:; H> '»t Wi-ro /ou .vera power inq it flown.

:>.' > A.,::-:J 4 <A!'";' rhnt. *:; •/
? d i d war, power it down. Wo still

nave diiY 4 on

.

i:a,v '

j -

1
'' And rogor Vance and the vector i s qood till

C " ; "ur
;;

) " :!'(Uni;1
'

antJ -'^'t have anything else for you toniqht
;° ,v " 1 V/A:i ' 1 V°u jooanieht and hopefully talk to von, won't have-o i..tiK ..> /oa >i (in till the ;norninq.

^WACdCi
tee to J

CA;>v
'

:o>: Ani1 "nal longer, Houston. We're hack with vou, Wearooped out o f tors tiv.ro for a second and just to let vou know
t.nat ntatf vector in qood till orbit 30.

bPAOd^RAKT okay, state vector ' s qood till orbit 3D.

':AP0OM Koger, Vance. You all have a qood night's sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Day 1, 10hours, 3 minutes. Challenqer crew has been tucked in for theniynt. Midway throuqh orbit 23. Change-of -sh i f f nre 3 o
}

conference at 5:30 Central in the JSC briefing room. We'll havenot one but two flight rirectors, Harold Draughon and GaryCoen. Draughon has been sort of offline doing some flight-Planning with sort ot a tiger team operation on how to regrouoattet uae Westar deployment and what to do about PALAPA And Gary-oon has been minding the Spaceship during the day. Again, that
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JSC Newsroom. This is Mission
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, qo ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a voice check with the speaker mike T'ngoing to go downstairs and do one on that speaker

CAPCOM Roger, sounds good.

^r^r'ao yrc
so^ this is - »» ******

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger with the middeckspeaker mike, how do you copy?
"nciaecK

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you're, read you loud and

hofcopyf'
,!°USt0n

'
this is Challenger on the middeck speaker,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I'm reading you loud and rlear
Son ^rt'6 tl

,

me?- And Challenge: Houston, on OHP, I war, reading
'ou louo and cleat «n air-to-ground 1 awhile ago!

tea.ing

time 1 d,v n
T
si

S 18
'!j:

SSi0n Contto1
' Houston at mission elansed

lnf
S
r\ 1?Y '^

1
i.'

!°urs
'

iC
' minutes. All continues to bo quiet

on rev 24° At the ^Tlt? U PaSS6S °VeC theon rev 24. At the end of this orbit at the eauator, the

Tvi" VG traveled 544, 527.28 nautical miles, more or

crew' it"e,r M
PCOCOSSlmJ ™SS telera^y right now. Although thecrew itself, the crewmen are in their sleep shift. We have a

lnd
P
?HZ ^L°" b0aZ6 ° f 86<4 de^es, a relative humidity of 23%and the cabin pressure is 14. G6 psi. The Orbiter itself at thispoint weighs xn at 226,457 lbs. As we say, all continues to bequiet aboard the Orbiter and in this control center. At mission

sxzv^uL^' 11 houcs ' 27 minutes ' this Missior-
jion

tiND of tape
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^
A0

, ,

This is Mission Control, Houston at mission elansedtime, 1 day, 13 hours. The Orbiter, Columbia is now on th* tailend of orbit 25 approaching the west coast of South America andthe Mission Control Center still all quiet. The olanninq shift
is basically taking a look at various options for

*

what to dotomorrow and awaiting word from the Indonesians and folks atPALAPA who would let us know what their plans are for deolo^nentof that satellite if they do decide to do that. As far as weKnow, the meeting that would make that decision has not yet boqunand we're still awaiting any developments. At 1 day, 13 "hoursthis is Mission Control, Houston. " '

EtlD OF TAPE
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hours. Orhiter Co^bi^r?" Contro1
' Houston at 1 dav, n

north Africa now M^e in the^' °^ iter Challenoer ' i« ovor
some facilities folks In the Mission r

Contec "ore are
the report of sorae faint chemical ?m en"

1 in"^tigatinq
be coming out of an air handler and III"' ?orae odors seem to
Point, nor do we expect there to Co on ts ^ effGCt afc thls
or the operations here in ?he ControV conduct of the mission
routine check of a report. Thi° is Mi«" t9r

A
Tt ' s i^t a

*
1,110 ls Mission Control, Houston.

PAO inl.:. : „ <, •

hours, the OrJter ChaUenuer" f
ontro1

' !!ou^on at 1 dav, 14
We'to in a LOS period riahfL approachin9 AOS TORS east.

in just a few minu es a£u/«
eXP°CV° Start takin "

tact. The Planning Team is st?U «5-,???°
nds a

5
a mattpr »f

officials representing Huches makor nf
9 fr°* a meeti^ "f

and the folks from PA?APA to see wh t hh»
pa°5CraEt for ""PA,

when we might deploy that satellite ^V" 6<
r
cls^n is as to

go ahead and start making ca» lo£l'e~ TJ
™aitin<* ^ ability to

tlight plan. Also here „ L i f changes for tomorrow's
still trying to determine what «°" Contro1 Center, we're
odor. it seems to <Z r-?,l- ^ source of is of a faint
Folks from C o s v "L

hrr t!
?
e AU "™«in«l

to see if tl)ey can ? [7 gure out what
C

t"?
aV"lm "9 Procedures

all is quiet here at Mission Control It
,* °theC than that ,minutes, this is Mission Control^^ou.ston .

" hOUrs
' 33

fsires of Permutll th 'org^ni^tion ' f°"
t0"' ^ ™ the

Indonesian communication '

h n' controls PALAPA, the
in Mission Control are planning to

'

a„ I "ht controllers here
PALAPA on Monday. Planners \rl n~,

9 3,1 °rhit 50 de"^Y ofcause for priority im eZ ^„n^ klnq on a sohedule whichdeploy Monday. The PKM bCrn would occur'on^'
a" orhi - 50 PALA^

tirst KVA would occur on TupsZ L ,
" reV 5lA

' Monday. The
Permutel has chosen oof," * hlG "Ian - Again,
tlight controllers here in Mission contr^ °L

PALAPA and the
are working to see if they cawSo ?E« •°" the Plannin g Team
that happen. At 1 day, 15 hoCr? I ™ v

lnt° the CAP and make
Control, Houston.

hours, 5 minutes, this is Mission

3ND OF TAPE
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PA0 ...hours 5 minutes. This is Mission Control
Houston.

*A0 This is Mission Control, Houston, now 1 day, 16hours and 13 minutes into the flight of shuttle mission 41-B,Oroiter Cnallenger is on the end of rev 27, has crossed over intoiDRS coverage and we are processing some TDRS data. wh«*n theOrbiter passes over the equator and begins rev 2G we will havetraveled 612,000 nautical miles on this journev so far flightplanners now are putting together a schedule for the IRTrendezvous tomorrow. That will take up a good oart of the fliqhtday and we are planning to deploy the PALAPA B-2 satellite onMonday on rev 50 with a PKM burn on rev 51, and again that wouldnecessitate EVA starting then on Tuesday under that oresent
plan. Here in the Mission Control Center, the search does go onfor tnat elusive odor we talked about somewhat earlier. It's afaint chemical odor that seems to come through th^ air handlersand as yet there's no real understanding of what that is butthere isn't any danager to the people in the control center orany danager of course to the function of the center itself o^ tothe crew in the spacecraft. It just seems to bp som^ sort of astrange problem that's cropped up in the building in th* bowels
of the building some place and that mystery does koep usoccupied. At Mission Elapsed Time 1 day 16 hours 14 minutesthis is Mission Control Houston.

'

PA0 Tuis is Mission Control Houston, over 600,000
nautical miles into the flight of shuttle mission 41-B. Th-Oroiter Challenger now passing over North Africa on orbit 28 of.he bartn. We are anticipating that there's not going to be agreat deal ot press interest in having a change-of-shif t brief

i

nq
at 1:30 with off-going Flight Director Larrv Bourgeois and tothat end we're offering the opportunity now', for th*> n<=>xt hour orso, for any news media organizations who would like for us to qoahead and hold that briefing to please let us know. if we don'taear a whole lot, we do have the intention of cancelling thatbriefing and should you have a:»y objections to that olease callthe JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom. At Mission Elapsed Time 1day 16 hours 51 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston, all still oui<*tnere during the planning shift on the 28th orbit.

END OF TAPE
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PA°
, .

This is Mission Control Houston, all still ouiotnere during the planning shift on the 28th orhit. to .

^^r^L^.-^^^r ?°?f g ?
ois and i^ite your comments. If you

ne>
--

- wi LiKf newsroom. At-

"UK!? TlraR 1 day
<

17 14 --tes, this i. Mission

- ^ v. ~ * _ tu vault yuur comments. If vaunt agree with that decision, please let us know in th- nex^na.lt hour or so at the JSC nm^rrw* ^ m,. _ _ " ?
eXwat .he Jhc newsroom or the KSC newsroom

Control Houston

PAO ihis is Mission Control Houston, wo do olan to noahead and cancel that scheduled 1:30 a.m. chanqo-of -sh

i

ftng. Again that briefing has been canceled. At 1 day 1734 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
"

;'A0
. ,

This is Mission Control .Houston, at 1 day, 18 hour-Mission Elapsed Time. The crew has about 30 minutes rema in ingnits sleep period. Orbiter is on rev 29, just over th* sou?hPacific Ocean. As a reminder, the chang e-of -sh i f t briefino with

Con\cil
l9

^u^on
e

?
COC n°UW°U 13 ^uVssSon

0 , . !
hls

f
K ^ssion Control Houston, at 1 day, 18hour!, ,24 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Just a little more than

5 minutes remaining in the sleep period but we're nowV^inoactivity on the CRTs and the Orbiter flight deck indication ^hitorobably the alarms went off, or there are some c w^nmaking some heat strokes. Handover has occurred ntho Ms oncontrol Center, Flight Director Randy Stone and h s crew now ?ncharge ot flight control. CAPCOM will be John Blaha, We'U soy tor wake-up music, probably in about 5 minutes? at sohldpsed Time, 1 day 18 hours, 2 4 minutes. This is MissionControl Houston. 1

PA0
r , .

This is Mission Control Houston. It's ] dav, 18flours, SI minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're less than a minn^
w^'ll ^ fS U

;
C °U\h *«"9*^ crew should be'awate Sy nSi and

t\ Kl u °y tOC the P^ability of a wake-uo call from CAPCOMJohn Blaha. This is Mission Control Houston. '

CAP.OM

(wake-up music)

Yarrald^ F^ r
Gcod

.^ n i ng Cha I lenge r , we're with you through

morning
nunutes and as you can see, we've improved this

A
P
Trfin"

FT YGS
'

IflU°h J°hn
'
Btian Says that ' s " Take the

CAPCOM you bet.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's an improvement this morning, John.
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CAPCOM we thought you would enjoy that one.

ZTSu^t wL'u/^ J°hn
'

1 miSSert V-toraay .ocnin^ „ak*

CAPCOM a confusion.

SPACECRAFT That the idea I got.

CAPCOM You got it right.

£ND OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT That's the idea I got.

CAPCOM You got it right.

CAPCOM And Challenger, .i.-^ston, T know you've only been ur
tor a short while but if somebody has a second T would lik^just point out something to you that we need to make sure we qetdone at 19:00 this morning. '

'

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Okay, way over on the back of that CAP , under CA?
notes, it refers to a water dump at 19:00 and we've got to make
sure we start that at 19:00 and then we need to terminate it at
19:40, regardless of the quantity of tho water and this is so
that it won't affect a MOMS data take which is scheduled around
20 plus 01.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, you broke up during oarfc of that. T
understand there's a MOMS data take at 19:21?"

01,
CAPCOM Negative, the MOMS data take is at 20 dIuf
Because of that, we need you to get started with the water dumo
truss morning at 19 plus 00. That's in about 4 1/2 minute and
then we need you to terminate that water dumt> at 19 olus 4 0 and
over on the second page of message no. 16 bravo, it refers to
that water dump, dump supply water tank bravo to 10%.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. Gee, aren't we going to havp to
terminate that water dump for the IMU align?

CAPCOM
okay

.

Negative, we have talked that through and that's

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. It's alright to leave the
water dump going for the IMU roll star track align.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, just make sure vou start it at
19 and stop it at 19 plus 40 regardless of the quantity of thp
water. *

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do. Okay John, we got th<* MAUS II
deactivated at MET 18:54.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you. Challenger, Houston, we're going
LOS here at Orroral. We will see you TDRS at 19 plus 22.

SPACECRAFT Roger John.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of the Orroral Station now. VJake-up music was of course,
A-train, as performed by the loce.l group Contraband which
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features as it's tenor sax player, Dr. Ron McNair, also known asA*L in tins mission. The crew was instructed and Challenger
i Hot, Hoot Gibson acknowledged that requirement for a water dumo
y-o begin at mission elapsed time of 1 dav, 19 hours It'-

*

imperative to get that water dump out of* the way before we do aaata take with the MOMS, the Modular Optoelect ronic~Mul t i-spectral Scanner. And that data take is going to begin at thetermination of that w^.er dump. The water dump would int'rfer,with that data so the timing on those events is critical to thoquality of the data they'd acquire. We'll acauire signal aqaintnrough the TDRS system in about 14 1/2 minutes. At mission

Houston.
1 ^ 19 hOUCS

'
7 **™tes, this is Mission Control,

?A0 This is Mission Control, we have acquisition

ITtTt lolltlAll*"'
19 h°UrS

'
22 minUteS voice

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we're hearing you fine.

CAPCOM Okay and if somebody has ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you throuqh TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We're hearing you fine.

CAPCOM Okay, and if somebody has a second, I just have a
change to the heater reconfig bravo that you have to do at 20
plus 00 when someone's ready to ;opy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ready to copy, John.

CAPCOM Okay. Where you do the heater reconfiq, page 6-6,
the orbit pocket, there in the orbit checklist, line 4, APU
heater gas generator fuel pump w-'ll be taking number 1 and 3 to
A AUTO.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that, John. ^he APU heater gas
generator fuel pump 1 and 3 will go to A AUTO instead of the V
AUTO.

CAPCOM Roger that. Good read back, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT
19:29 MET

.

CAPCOM

Okay, John, the MAU5-1 is deactivated at 19:29,

Roger. Thank you voty much, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. You called.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. I have the IMU align data for vou if
you'd like.

CAPCOM we have had high data rate and we have all th<*
data. Thank you very much, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, just completed the ECLSS redundant comoonent
cneckout. Did you observe?

CAPCOM Roger. We did.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The main thing I noted was the IMU fan delta
P's were slightly less than called out. Not much less. Cabin
fan delta p was too, and that was about it.
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CAPCOM Roger. Understand, Vance, and we'll continue tolook at the data for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And now, I'm continuing with the frompumps

.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, and we're watching it with youVance. Thanks. 7 ,

PA0 Tllifi is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger
Commander, Vance Brand, going through the ECLSS redundantconfiguration checkout. The functions are relayed from theenvironmental control life support system caution and warningalarms, ana elements of that system onboard the soaceship and i*
a part of the early morning operations onboard the Challengerthis morning. It's a pretty quiet pass through thn TORSsystem. Here, obviously, crew involved in their Dresden
activities, breakfast, and preparing for the dav ' s activities
T.io first significant activities that'll be occurring today "winbe a couple of OMS burns to cicularize the orbit at about a 150n. mi. The first OMS burn will occur at 1 day, 21 hr, a littleover an hour from now, and the second burn at 1 day, 21, 40. Andwe 11 have more data on the TIG's duration and dnita V's as tho-eare computed and made available to us and to the crew. w^stilThave another 20 min of acquisition through the TDRS system here

mCAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TORS here .a minute, 4s. If I could get somebody who's back by panel A7Lthey could take the MADS strain gage to PCM enable. We will sAeyou at Yarragadee at 20 plus 2 - -

£ND OF TAPE
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hGre in a minute
' 45. If I could get somebody

PCM enable /7L
'

they COUld tak * ^ "ADS strain gage toPuM enable. We will see you at Yarragadee at 20 plus 27.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, wo' 11 sec you there and we've not thestrain gage switch flipped. ? e

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, on orbit 30 *t 1
y '

20i rs
'

l
]
mmutes. Just now have gone beyond the range

throuah v
* SatelUte

'
We ' Ce L0S and acquire in 10 Minutesthrougn Yarragaaee, a voice only contact during the YarragadeeVer V

?
ulet onboard the vehicle this morning, of course th*postsleep activity gives them the opportunity, gives the crew theopportunity to have some time for personal hvgiene and breakfast

Uahtin^W^ the ^tivities by configuring cabinlighting ana stowing window shades and gaining access to the*documents, principally the rendezvous checklist and activitypiano, that will be necessary to have at hand during the dav'sU
u
stand by for contact again in just under 10minutes through Yarragadee. At mission elapsed time, 1 dav 20nours, 18 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston?

PA0
.

'rhis is Mission Control, Houston, we're just a few

the°CHF Si ^, C
v
?abiU^ fOC °Ur VOiGe °nl^ cont * c * through

1 dar2^ho5?S/2S
Y
2inS?es?

e
'
Australia eXapsed time,

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 8

SPACECRAFT Okay John, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if you have a second, I have acouple of things for you. '
VG a

SPACECRAFT Okay John, go ahead, we're ready.

CAPCOM Okay, first of all, on the OMS burn coming uo, if

^w^n'you^re therl?* ^ l ° y°Ut °Cbit ****** -d' tell

fr^He ace^noV
tMnk YOU mCant in th« ^ich

^™ n
Roger, that's what I meant. Okay, what I need toDU^t tell you there is that your prop configuration, the way it

oo lJ v
lett

°f ccossfe «d b<*™ to open and alpha to close
ioj?^'- l°

U °an delete the are * s there that talk about iffeeding interconnect and otherwise drain the postburn reconMqand just maintain your crossfeed valve configuration.

CAPCOM
minutes
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, we copy that. After that QMS burn, we
Vn,\t

Sr
Jt

a
-

the se° tion where ifc says, if feeding interconnectand the otherwise, and you like the conf iquration we're infeeding under the B-crossfeed on the left OMS.

CAPC°L w
I<09eC that

'
And H you're still there, I have yourourn PAD when you're ready to copy.

Y

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's ready to copy.

C
?f

C
u

V

\ n

°kay '
the recicc #1 b^rn wiu bG leffc QMS TV rf>l

'
; ?

SA^m minus 0, .1 plus 5.2, NA, weight 225853, TIG
nnVl I

2,8
l ,?

eg 4f NA
' Pe 9 7

' "0026. 8, all balls, minus000.5. Burn at 030169360 delta V tot 0026.900:31, Vgo acas Uus

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Delta V tot 0026.9, 00:31. V GO AX plus 0025.29
plus 005.43 plus 007.21. HA 171 by plus 150. The left QMS
helium press VAP ICE, A OPEN, bravo CLOSE. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We copied. The left QMS at 0 00 minus
0.1 plus 5.2, NA 225853001/21:23:22.8 minus 0026.8 all balls
minus 000.5, attitude 030169360. Delta V tot 0026.9 00:31 plus
0025.29 plus 005.43 plus 007.21, 171 by 150. Left QMS A OPEN , B
OLOSK.

CAPCOM Roger. That's a good readback, and I have your
PAD for your recirc number 2 burn when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ready to copy recirc 2.

CAPCOM OMS left, TV roll all balls. Sum load minus 0.1
plus 5.2, NA 225252. TIG 001/22:08:32.6. TIG-4 NA. PEG-7 minus
0036.3 all balls plus 000.9. Burn at 335336341. Delta V tot
0036.3, 00:42 plus 0034.21 plus 007.34 plus 009.75. That'll be
an HA of 150 by plus 150. Left OMS helium aloha to CLOSE, bravo
TO OPEN. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. You dropped out during burn attitude,
if you could give us that again.

CAPCOM Roger. 335336 341.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Reading back. Left OMS all balls, TV roll
minus 0.1 plus 5.2, MA 225252, 001/22:08:32.6 minus 0036.3 all
balls plus 000.9. 3urn attitude 335336341. Delta V tot 0036.3,
00:42 plus 0034.21 plus 007.34 plus 009.75, 150 by 150. Alnha
CLOSE, bravo OPEN.

CAPCOM Roger. Good readback, Hoot, and the postburn
reconfig will be what we talked about for both burns.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We've got it. Thanks, John.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And, John, you got your P AM heater check on that
pass. Did you get good data?

CAPCOM Standby. I'll see if payloads wants that. Roger,
and what we would like - - we understand you went ahead and
terminated that and that's fine. We'll look at the data on the
playback

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. That particular test just called for
1 min of PAM. I already got about 3 and I just didn't want to
heat up the ASE any.
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CAPCOM Roger. We understand, Bob. Very good.

™^n
M

H,f • c
And challenger, Houston. Don't mean to bother vouagain, but i£ somebody has a second, we're interested in how lonq

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Don't mean to bother youagain, but if somebody has a second, we're interested in how lonqwere you able to visually see the Westar after deolov?

SPACECRAFT Couldn't give you a number on that, John, but itwas an awtul long time. We got some of it going back against the
earth. Gee, John, we don't have a number, like Bob said, but- wewatched it until we went into the darkness, and that ought togive you probably a good clue of what time that was. We followed
it down below us and passing us until we went into the darkness.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, Vance. 'i'lanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT John, I'll reiterate, the last time we saw it, itwas spinning and just as stable as a rock

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. Thanks for the good report.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're sending ud tarqcts forthe recirc 1 burn and a state vector.
'

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Orroral in 30sec. See you TDRS at 20 plus 59. Enjoy your sunset.

SPACECRAFT How did you know that? That's what we were justdoing. "

CAPCOM you know, they are a lot of people down here thatprovide a lot of good information to us.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of therange of Orroral now and we'll reacquire through TDRS in 17-1/2mm. The Orbiter just now approaching the terminator as ^apcomJonn Blaha indicated, the ship going from daylight into
darkness. The TIG burns, or OMS burns, uolinked their
information. I guess most critical to us' are the time of
ignition and the product of those burns. The shin is presently
in an orbit of 165 n. mi. by 171 n. mi. First OMS burn willQC

k
U
5

a
^ }n?

a
y f 21 hr

'
23 min

'
22 - 8 sec

' and will produce anorbit ot 171 by 150 n. mi. The second OMS bum occurs 1 day, 22

V£n ?
32,6 Gec and wiU c ^cularize the orbit at 150 n. mi,ibU oy 150. Those, obviously, retrograde burns. Mission Elapsed

Houston
eS6ntly 1 daY

'
20 44 min

'
Thl ° iS Mission Control,

"

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're a few
seconds away from AOS through the TDRS system. Mission Elaosed

the first retrograde OMS burn. We're now processing data through
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TDRS and should have voice contact in just a few moments.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
check

.

CAPCOM

PAO

Challenger, Houston is with you through TORS.

Go, Houston. Loud and clear through TDRS.

Roger. You're loud and clear, also.

Houston, Challenger.

Roger. Go ahead.

John, if you're watching, we'll qive you a qimbal

Roger. We're ready for it, Vance.

This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger
Commander, Vance Brand, now putting the OMS engines through a
range of motion gimbal check to assure proper control of thosr
thrust chambers - -

iSND OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger
Commander Vance Brand now putting the OMS engine through a rangpot motion yimbal check to assure proper control of thosp thrustchambers during the OMS burn firing. Mission elapsed time is 1

^'Jtl hours
' 5 m^utes and we're just over 18 minutes away fromthe OMS ourn. 1

PA0
. .

This is Mission Control, Houston. The GuidanceNavigation Control Officer has affirmed that Mission CommanderVance Brand has positioned Challenger in the proper burn attitude
in preparation for the OMS burn. Ignition time 14 minutesaway. Now presently Challenger is effectively flying unsiri* down
and backwards since those burns are against the line of' flightand into the velocity vector accordingly. The engines arepointed toward the line of flight. The vehicle flying backwardsand upside down so that the astronauts can have horizon referenceduring the burn. Mission elapsed time is 1 day, 21 hours, 9minutes and we're 13 minutes, 35 seconds away from ignition.THis is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0
.

This is Mission Control, Houston, 1 dav, 21 hours,
18 minutes mission elapsed time. We are 5 minutes away fromignition on the retrograde OMS burn and all the flight
controllers have given Flight Director Randy Stone a go for thisburn, the vehicle's in a good attitude, the numbers installed in
the GPCs are correct and the propelling configurations are allcorrect as well. Four and half minutes away from burn, this isMission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, we're 3 minutes from theour n

.

PA0 Shuttle Mission Control, we're a minute, 30 from
the OMS burn. THis is Mission Control, Houston, at 4 5 secondsfrom the OMS ourn, mission elapsed time right now 1 day, 22hours, 22 — 1 day, 21 hours, 22 minutes. The OMS burn now 30seconds away, 20 seconds to burn time, 15, 10 seconds, 5, 4, 3,
2, 1, 0. Data show ignition and burn ?n progress and enginesloo* good. Guidance Navigation and Control Officers say therates and attitudes look good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you can ignore the loft OMSquantity message. Everything's okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. Good burn. Here's vour gimbal
check, Houston. And beautiful burn, reallv gives us low
residuals.

CAPCOM Roger that. We're ready for the check.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, all the datashows we got a real good burn out of that one. That one call
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by the CAPCOM instructing the crew to ignore a message and alarm
that went off. The Propulsion Systems Officer here in the
Control Center called out a bad oxygen gage reading that tripped
an alarm on the OMS system. It gave the crew a false alarm, but
they had a good burn and we'll be looking for the digitals orior
to this burn here since we acquire a little more data from System
Tracking. Mission elapsed time is 1 day, 21 hours, 2 5 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Would you like to go back to the minus ZLV
maneuver ?

I^ND OF TAPK
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PA0 ••• tracking. Mission elapsed time is 1 day, 21nours, 2b minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Would you like to go back to the minus ZhV maneuver

CAPCOM Roge. Challenger, Houston. It is not required
ino next attitude you could go to if you wanted to would b- thenext burn attitude.

"

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM And just for your information, PRO? has reviewed
the data and your left OMS ox quantity gages is down, the fuelgage is okay.

"

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes that's what we were seeing in here Tohn

hnrn
V
«hi

n
? l^V'^ 9°°d °n s YstG ™ 2 so we just con t i nued '

w i t h thatourn about the time you called it.

CAPCOM Roger that, good show.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, that one is not related to th-

th^wf h-
C
;

Se
?
so

f
that we had

- Wasn't that on the right OMSthat we had a tank sensored temperature that was out.

CAPCOM Roger that, Hoot. Your memory is exactly correctand they're not related.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston, the data shows tha*-
Cornniander Vance Brand has loaded the next burn targets in andthat the data looks good.

SPACECRAFT We're maneuvering.

CAPCOM Roger that, Vance.

^
A0

u
Thafc second OMS burn to occur in 34 minutes. Priorto that, the first burn has altered Challenger's orbit with apresent apogee of 170.6 nautical miles and a oerig^e of 1 50 %nautical miles, 6/lOths of a mile away from the optimum.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, to get you set uo for therendezvous, we're going to be uplinking an IRT state vector andthe co-variance matrix.
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SPACECRAFT Okay John, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have vour SR? burn weight
and TIG time on page 3-5 of your rendezvous book when you're
ready. 7

SPACECRAFT Okay standby just a second, John. Okay, go aheadJoan

.

CAPCOM Roger, weight 224443, TIG 001/23:10:39.0, read
back.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we've got weight as 224443 ttg
001/23:10: 39.0.

i it,

CAPCOM Roger, good readback. Challenger, Houston , wo ' regoing LOS here at TORS, see you in 10 minutes over YarragadooYour attitude targets and configuration look good for the burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, we'll see you there, John.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we are out o*contact with the vehicle through the TDRS system. V7o willreacquire again in just over 9 minutes through Yarragadee. ^sCAPCOM John Blaha indicated, all the inputs to the onboard
computer system are appropriate for the~ next OMS burn which
occurs in a little over 14 minutes. That burn will occur overYarragadee waere we have voice but no data so we'll depend on thecrew s advisory to inform us of the adequacy of that bum.
Challenger on orbit 31 at mission elapsed time, 1 dav, 21 hours
54 m mutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

'

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with vou at Yarragadee for 8minutes.

3ND OF TAPE
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- - 24 min. This is Mission Control, Houston.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadoo foe 8

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7-

Cnallenger, Houston's with you at varragadee for 3-

Koger, Houston, We're (garble) about the burn,

Roger

.

PAG

CAPCOM
min.

CAPCOM
1/2 min.

CAPCOM
1/2 min.

SPACECRAFT
wa i t ing

.

CAPCOM

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We're oassinnbetween a keyhole and a keyhole through a kevhole betweenYarragadee and Orroral, and we'll take a data dumn at Orroralhere and maybe we'll get a good close look at the qms '

g

performance during that burn. Mission Elapsed Time is 1 dav, 22

,lL
l3 ™ ln

* Computed data, we're taking data through Orroralpresently, and computer data suggests the - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston,
sec. See you TDRS 2 2 plus 37.

We're going LOS Orroral in 20

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PA0 Thir> is Mission Control, Houston. Comouted datasnows new orbital parameters as follows: An apogee of fso.5 nmi., perigee of 150.0 a. mi., and an orbital period of l'hr, 30min, 12 sec. Those numbers may change as we continue to o-bitand get more precise data, but the initial look reoorts thosefigures, which, of course, are extremely close to the ootimum 150mile circular orbit. Mission Elapsed Time is 1 dav, 22' hr, 17min, and we'll acquire through TDRS in 19 min. This is MissionControl, Houston. *
"

PA0
.

This is Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 22 hr
3j nun Mission Elapsed Time. Getting ready for a rendezvous in

t^\ 0 ^ ne
,:

0
?
er

?
t
!?

n3 USing the IRT
'

the Integrated RendezvousTarget, the 6 ft balloon that will be inflated in the Orbiter'spayload bay. On the occasion of deployment, inflation anddeployment of that balloon, there'll be a seoaration burnperformed by the Orbiter at approximately 3 ft oer sec to nutsome distance between the ship and the target and enable th* "crewto perform rendezvous operations which is intended as aforerunner to the solar maximum repair mission, mission 41-^
wnicn, of course, is a rendezvous capture and on-orbit repair o^tnat solar maximum mission satellite, scheduled for 1984. Thisexercise will be a closed loop rendezvous sequence, using this
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Ti

hr

loon as a passive target. We'll have voice and data through
b in less than a minute. A at Mission Elansed Time, 1 dav4b mm. This is Mission Control, Houston.

~

CA :0M
t

Challenger, Houston's with you through TDRS, andwe re uplink mg a TWEET IRT state vector - -

end of tape
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with vou through TDR^ andwe're upl inking a tweet IRT state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand John. And we've comoleted stens
on page 3-5

.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, if somebody's
oacK oy A7U, I have a switch,

SPACECRAFT (garble) Houston?

CAPCOM Roger, we need the TV power control to COMMAND and
that's so that we can select a camera if we have to over Mi la,Goldstone but be advised we will not be moving any cameras.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's complete.

Thanks a lot.

Houston, Challenger, how do you read John?

Loud and clear, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we have completed block I which is the TRT
predeploy configuration. I wonder if you concur with my turningon the power switch for just a moment to check and make sure
we've got power back in the panel, all the talkbacks indicating
inhibits are still okay.

CAPCOM
Bruce.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
power

.

SPACECRAFT

I'll try to get an answer from Payloads for you

Okay, thank you.

Challenger, Houston, Bruce, you're go to check the

Okay, thank you John.

** A(? Mission Control, we're getting a video now fromdelta camera. Orbiter's in the deployment attitude. IRT is just
to tne right of the center of the screen here. This is Mission
Control, the balloon was just jettisoned from the pavload bay.
And the balloon now being shown from the aloha camera, not quite
in focus. And those dots on the screen are other debris which
came out of that canister with the balloon. This is Mission
Control, the sun's right underneath the belly of the Orbiter at
this point and doesn't lend itself to optium television
coverage. And it appears there's some difficulity also sortingout the balloon from somewhere, drops of debris which (garble)
from that canister at the point of jettison. The balloon should
be inflated by now but we're ....
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, if you could tell un the TR^
status. We can't see it on the TV downlink.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, it deployed and it went out real prettvwxtn a very slight toeing angle. It aopeacs to me that it makesabout one rotation every 11 or 12 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger that and what is its current inflation
status, Vance?

SPACECRAFT That's what I ' in holding off on it, it doosn't itdoes not look to me like it's inflated yet.
'

CAPCOM Rog e r , understand.

PA0 Tnis ia Mission Control Pavloads officer indiratinq
that the timer — the timing on the balloon suggests that itshould be inflated at this point.

SPACECRAFT John, John (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, say again Vance, we didn't understand.

SPACECRAFT Does not appear that the STAQs were fired.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Vance.

EiSID OF TAPE
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^
AC

\ u
Tbe timor — tne timing on the balloon suqqeststnat it should be inflated at this point.

SPACECRAFT John, (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, cay again Vance, we didn't understand.

SPACECRAFT Does not appear that the stades were fired.

i^
R°g

P
r

' unclerst™d Vance. Challenger, Houston, ifsomebody could take the payload ox bus to off, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we'll get the payload ox to off.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot.

h??i.,™ -
ThiS is MiGsion Control, Houston. it appears theballoon is not going to inflate some stades are inhibiting the"inflation of that device and Flight Director Randy stone remarksthat it looks like we have a can to rendezvous with rather than aballoon. we are getting radar data from it and we will be ableto conduct rendezvous operations even though the balloon hasn't

fjf^ ,

ll^;J l
c
s Mission Control. The radar shows the canisterto be about 700 feet away from the Orbiter at this time, which isa big increase m the radar signal. Here at the Control Centorsome suspicion that the balloon may have inflated now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we just saw a larqp increase

inflated?
319 "31 strength

'
can ^ou te^ whether or not, the IRt'

SPACECRAFT Negative John, it has not inflated.

CAPCOM Roger, I understand.

?A°
,

ThiG is Mission Contro. it looks like the increase

pSwer^the rafa?!
U

* °" the Crew having ^ ^

SPACECRAFT John, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm watching them through (qarble)binoculars to got a good view. It's still rotating slowly. itlooks li.ce the white thermal cover is still on the top of it Itaoesn t look 1
: <e there's been any sort of deployment activity atall. I can se~ a small lanyard near the base of it, two smalllanyards, two s; all wires sticking out. They look like they are

iU
CneS nd th^Y're about 1 inch apart from eachother. They art ;mg radially out. The bottom ond of
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the thing is there and of course, the top is all covered with thothermal cover, over.

report
K°ger, thanks a lot, Bruce for the very qood

Officer ho™ /^m
l

n
M
i
ss

1

ion Control, Houston. The RendezvousOfficer here in the Control Center reckons that we should b<* able
nrJl*

0
* u ^

caniGter for a distance of about 30 miles from theOrbiter which makes some of our rendezvous and oroximitvoperations feasible. However, the nominal plan was to drift awayfrom the inflated balloon, even up to a distance of about 120miles and then rendezvous and operate into the vicinity of itAnd at least at this point, it looks like that may not befeasible.

SPACECRAFT Houston, you're not qoing to believe this but it'-Dust now inflated and the stades are coming off.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Vance, that's really good news.

CAPCOM Rog, understand.

SPACECRAFT John, it looks like the balloon blew uo. T'mchecking a very large piece of plastic, it stayed white on on.side and dark olive drab to black on the other side.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Bruce, we're standing by forya'lls reports.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we have a range now of 1240 feet and standby on the rates. The thing is jumping around so we can't giveyou what the range rate is.
4

CAPCOM Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We have a range now of 1240 ft, and stand by on the
rates. The thing's jumping around, so we can't give vou what thr>
range rate is.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. There's still,
quite a bit of uncertainty in the control center as to the nature
and condition of the balloon, whether it is inflated, partially
inflated, or, in fact, whether it's blown up, and whether they
may be tracking just a torn piece of the exploded balloon. The
radar data that we're copying here in the control center is very
noisy, anc I get a lot of jumping around on it, so we're goinq to
have to waic until we get a concise assessment from the crew
before we're able to determine the status of proximity OPS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT John, some question in my mind whether we should do
the initial SEP burn. It isn't equivalent to a jettisoned IRT
configuration. It's not a blown up balloon. 's something in
between. Matter of fact, /e're not real sure the weight is still
attached to the balloon itself.

CAPCOM Vance, we'd like to go ahead and do nominal SEP,
and we will think about it more, and talk with you more outbound.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. Flight Director
Randy Stone, deciding to do the nominal separation burn of 3 ft
per sec.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. If you could give us an
indication of when the MLR was deactivated, please.

SPACECRAFT Standby. We're getting that for you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger. We are still tracking
the, what appears to me, Bruce, to be the fabric of the
balloon. We're out to 2,200 ft right now. I've been looking at
it as best I could through the gyro stabilized binoculars, and
although I can|t tell positively, it does not appear to me that
the canister with a few hundred pounds of weight is still with
this piece of fabric. I've also^been looking around the horizon
and I can't find anything that I can positively pick out as the
canister. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Bruce. Thanks a lot.
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SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I quick checked questions for the back
room. In loading basetime, I would normally go to target SRP
5. That's not shown in block 10. Is it desired to do that, with
target SEP 0, or target number 0?

CAPCOM Roger. Standby and I Ml get you an answer,
Vance. Roger. Rendezvous advises target 0 is fine for that,
Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Just wanted to be sure of things.

CAPCOM Understand.

CAPCOM Bruce, just for your informal on, your observations
and what you have been seeing have been very useful to us in
determining whether or not we ought to continue with the TI burn,
etc. As you are watching it, if you can give us any more
information about the relative situation of canister versus
fabric, we'd appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT I'm having a lot of trouble reading you, John. I

understand you want me to just keep you posted on the situation
as it progresses. Over.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Bruce. What you have been
telling us to date has been very helpful, and it will help us
determine whether or not we ought to continue with the TI~
maneuver

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you, and Hoot took a look also with
the gyro stabilized binoculars, and although he can't be a
hundred percent sure either, he confirmed my observations on the
can not being there.

CAPCOM Understand.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...he confirmea my observations on the can not
oeing there.

CAPCOM Understand. Challenger, Houston, our current plan
is to continue this maneuver out through S3R and at that time we
will make a decision as to whether or not to continue.

SPACECRAFT John, we had some time nrecision in here, olease
repeat.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. We would like to continue the
procedures per the timeline out through the S3R burn and then we
will make a decision whether or not to continue.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

PA0 This is Mission Control Houston. it's 1 day, 23
hours, 2 5 minutes Mission Elapsed Time and there is still a high
degree of uncertainity as to the precise nature of the IRT at
this point. The indications are, we're getting low signal
strength and a lot of noise in the radar return, the nature of
which suggests that the target to the IRT is changing its
reflective area and that promotes the suspicion that the balloon
has infact blown up and what we're tracking is a large shreaded
portion of it. And accordingly, it doesn't look orudent or
productive to attempt to do a profound separation maneuver from
it and try a little later on to rendevous with it inasmuch as the
probability of reacquiring it on radar is fairly remote. It's allstill certainly under discussion here, however, and...

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT And are you seeing the (garble). Yes, are you
seeing those on downlink?

CAPCOM Stand by 1, Vance, I'll try to get an answer on
your COAS marks. We're standing by for Bruce, we're going LOS
TDRS in 2 45.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, just for your information,
Guidance can not see COAS data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, presume it gets dumped.

CAPCOM Roger that, and it does go on the recorder.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.
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SPACECRAFT John, it would appear that the radar is trick inq
where the large fragment of balloon is. In other words when
Bruce is taking his marks off the COAS, the radar is looking at
about the same spot. Although we can not see the (garble) T
suppose we can see (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, you're breaking up, our comm probably
is not bad. We're going LOS TDRS here in one minute, we'll see
you at Yarragadee at 23 plus 38.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, we're LOS through
the TDRS system and acquire Yarragadee in almost 9 minutes from
now. Last couple of transmissions were fairly faint as we're on
the fringes of TDRS coverage and there is still some discussion
going on in the control center as to the probable nature of the
target we're tracking. A shredded portion of the balloon
doesn't, clearly doesn't present as large a radar signal as would
the fully deployed balloon. And moreover with the balloon having
exploded and the other portions of the balloon system in the
vicinity of that debris, including that 200- pound ballast
weight, it is some question of the flight director whether j

t
'

s

some . .

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ " other portions of the balloon system in the
vicinity of that debris, including that 200 lb ballast- wniqht
It is some question of the flight director whether it's prudent
to try to conduct proximity operations in the vicinitv of object-
whicn we can't track with a high degree of confidence! Pavloadsofficers now making a record of the probable sizes and colors of
the various components of the I RT system which will be unlinked
to the crew over Yarraqadee, so we may have a better chance toidentify what the nature of the debris in that target material
out there, and we'll be talking through Yar racjadee in just about
7 mm at Mission Elapsed Time, 1 dav, 23 hr, 32 min. This isMission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
1/2 min.

CAPCOM
min

.

Challenger, Houston with you at Yarraqadee for

Challenger, Houston with you at Yarraqadee for

6-

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We copied vou loud and clear
I've got MLR deactivation time. That was' 21 - 21 hr, 37 min,
21:37, and I'm ready for the postdeact if I can get a go.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, and stand by one, Ron. We'd like
to pass this to y'all. We do not want to do the S2. I repeat,do not do S2. We would like to continue with the track scheduleper the checklist for a while, and we would like to delete theradar brake lock tests, block 13 and block 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Understand you wish to delete, that
is, not perform blocks 13 and 15. Is that correct? Over.

CAPCOM That is correct. And we do not want you to do an
S2 burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We've targeted the burn, but we've called itoff. Would you like the data?

CAPCOM Roger. Stand by one, Vance. Vance, before we get
that data from you, we would just like to make sur^ that youunderstand that we would like to delete all further rendezvousburns.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll delete all further burns. All futurerendezvous burns.

CAPCOM Roger, and Ron, we are go for the MLR oostdeact,
and Vance, we are ready for your data.

SPACECRAFT Okay. S2, starting delca VX. Final solution minus
nnio

Cimal 5
'
mnus 2 balls deci™al 2, minus 01.7, and total

IS U U 1 . o

.
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CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Vance. Thanks for the data.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and we've been maintaining good radar lock.

CAPCOM Understand.

This is Mission Control, Houston. As stated bvCAPLOM, John Blaha, there'll be no separation burn, the maneuverourns executed as planned for these rendezvous operations as a

^l" ?^t-T
aS

,

UrG
' T° WG wiU continuG to take radar data' usingthe Orbiter's rendezvous radar tracking the larger objects amonnthe debris produced by the deployment/ Mission Elapsed

™

Q
i

fo^another 2-1/2^1^ '

1

1

^ ^ C°ntaCt " lth Yar r agadoe

SPACECRAFT John, what you just saw on the radar was aspontaneous brake lock, and reacquired the GPC mode. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Thank you, Bruce, for the report, wecurrently do not have data.

SPACECRAFT it was about 19,500 ft, or 19,600 ft when it brokplock. It locked back up all by itself again at about 19 - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bruce for the report, w.'*

currently do not have data.

SPACECRAFT It was about 19, 500 feet or 19,600 feet v'v^n it
broke lock. It locked back up all by itself again at about 10 ft

and currently we're out to 20,700.

CAPCOM Roger, understand and, Bruce, anv data y'all can
pass to us in the next minute and 50 seconds, we would ' aonr Criate
it because we don't have any data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, on Spec 33, the rendezvous radar numbers are,
(garble) it here a second, range 21.064 R dot olus 13.00, L minus
0.8, azimutn minus 1.8, omega P plus 142 omega R olus 0.1. mho
tiltered state is range 20.334, R dot plus 16.34, beta 33 r>.62, Y
minus 0.13, w dot plus 0.4, on the marks on range wo have 373'
accepted, no rejects, R dot, 330 accepted, 3 r

> rejects. Anqlo
track, 371 accepted, no rejects. Filter minus pro? nosiMon,
5.56, velocity 6.67, over.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot for the good data, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you can get that off your recording.

CAPCOM Roger and Bruce, we're going LOS here in 40 seconds
from Yarragadee, we'll see you guys at Hawaii at 00 olus OS andhere on the ground, people have worked up some numbers for vou

.

We think you're going to lose it entirely at 26,000 feet.

SPACECRAFT We'll be watching it closely, John.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PA0 Th is is Mission Control, Houston. We're out of
range of Yarragadee now and pick up voice and data again through
the TORS system. In about 17 minutes, no we'll nick un through
Hawaii in 17 minutes on orbit 33. The IRT or the fragment of it
that is being tracked is about 4 miles behind the Orbiter. Andbased on the data that we're observing here where the tracking
radar and the Orbiter begins to break lock between 20,000 and
26,000 feet. The Guidance/Navigation Control Officer hereexpressed that serious doubt as to whether they would be able to
l
e
r
l«^H track the ob l Qct or lose it perhaps entirely at about

26,000 feet, at a range of 26,000 feet. Accordingly*, all the
burn maneuvers have been cancelled. Again in as much as there's
a piece of ballast that weighs 200-250 lbs as oart of that IRT.
Tne system, is of questionable wisdom to perform blind maneuversaround that without knowing precisely where that ballast is
located and to avoid the chance of banging the Orbiter into itwhile those separation maneuvers won't be performed. Rut w^'llcontinue the tracking, acquiring tracking data using the Orbiter
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radar and star tracker. At mission elapsed time, 1 day, ?3
nours, 50 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston is with you at Hawaii for 7

oPACLCRAFT Okay, John, we copy. We had qood solid lock on threndezvous radar out to 37 point 904, that's 37 thousand feet,
904 teet. I snow it still tryinc, to lock back up. Ke're out to
40,400 right now but it doesn't seem to be able to get a look.

"

With your permission, I'm going to go ahead and inhibit -

iSND OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - radar oat to 37. 904. That's 30 - 3*7 000 **t

no^nnV 1
*

* h°W it
l

j;tiu frying to lock back up. We're out to40,400 right now, but it doesn't see;n to ho able to get a look.
With your per minion, I'm going to go ahead and give it au^omarking, and we'll just sit here and watch it for a whilo a iv' senit anytniny else hanpens. Over.

"

CAPCOM Roger. We see that, Bruce, and we concur.

cA^
.V

a,1 Challenger, Houston. Just for vour information, westill want you to go ahead and stav on the sensor timolino
you have in the checklist there. We are hoping to get som^
startracker data when that timeframe calls for it, and w h<*nsomeone has an opportunity, if you could give us tho spas Hon^rtime , please. "

1

"

SPACECRAFT Roger. We'll get that for vou. And John, if vouwant, we can give you our S3, the final solution and S3 Rpreliminary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. I'm ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. S3, the TIG was 2/00:00:52, final P delta VXminus 3 palls decimal 9, plus 2 Da lis decimal 6, minus ? ballsdecimal 2, total 1.1.
dU "

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Vance. Thank you for the data.

SPACECRAFT And S 3R if you're ready for preliminary.

CAPCOM Ready for that.

SPACECRAFT TIG 2 days/00 : 06 : 12 . Delta VX minus 003.2, minus00.4, plus 01.8. The total of 3 decimal 7.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Thank you very much, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT And John, I can give you some of the data off so^o
33 at tne time that radar broke lock if you like. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll take that, Bruce. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the last radar range that I had was 37.904.

™ r it
1

5u
Un

f:
1 * roze the filtered state was reading

38,048, that's 38.048. R dot plus 14.59, Theta 347.32, Y plus
.^/, Y uot plus .3, filter minus prop position, 11.62, that's
11. o2. Velocity 12.27, that is 12.27, and in the remarkshistory, we got 507 marks in range with 0 rejects. Range rate
456, excuse me, 453 marks with 46 rejects, and 505 marks "inelevation and azimuth. Note that we are currently showing 508
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SPACECRAFT radar out to 37.904. That's 30 - 37,000 ft,
904 ft. I show it still trying to lock back up. We're out to
40,400 right now, but it doesn't seem to be able to get a lock.
With your permission, I'm going to go ahead and give it auto
marking, and we'll just sit here and watch it for a while and see
if anything else happens. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We see that, Bruce, and we concur.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Just for your information, we
still want you to go ahead and stay on the sensor timeline that
you have in the checklist there. We are hoping to get some
startracker data when that timeframe calls for it, and when
someone has an opportunity, it you could give us the SPAS deact
time, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We'll get that for you. And John, if you
want, we can give you our S3, the final solution and S3 R
preliminary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. I'm ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. S3, the TIG was 2/00:00:52, final P delta VX
minus 3 balls decimal 9, plus 2 balls decimal 6, minus 2 balls
decimal 2, total 1.1.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Vance. Thank you for the data.

SPACECRAFT And S 3R if you're ready for preliminary.

CAPCOM Ready for that.

SPACECRAFT TIG 2 days/00 : 06 : 12 . Delta VX minus 003.2, minus
00.4, plus 01.8. The total of 3 decimal 7.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Thank you very much, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT And John, I can give you some of the data off spec
33 at the time that radar broke lock if you like. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll take that, Bruce. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the last radar range that I had was 37.904.
At that time, I froze the spec. The filtered state was reading
38,048, that's 38.048. R dot plus 14.59, Theta 347.32, Y plus
.27, Y dot plus .3, filter minus prop position, 11.62, that's
11.62. Velocity 12.27, that is 12.27, and in the remarks
history, we got 507 marks in range with 0 rejects. Range rate
456, excuse me, 453 marks with 46 rejects, and 505 marks in
elevation and azimuth. Note that we are currently showing 508
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456 and 506 Indicated we got a couple of partial marks in afterinitially lost lock and it kept on trying to reacquire. Over.'

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Bruce. Thanks a lot for the goodinformation. '

SPACECRAFT And John, advise that we're qoing to do acorrection on that burn, S3R. We did not change the time onit. i\e will.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT John, {garble). And Houston, do you want us toremain m the radar mode here, or should I give the Ku back toyou tor comm? Over.

CAPCOM
want to do

Stand by, Bruce. I'll see what INCO and flight

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Got a temporary piece of data at 44,000 ft.

EMD OF TAPE
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Stand by Bruce. I'll see what INCO and Flight want
CAPCOM
to do.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got a temporary piece of data at 44,000feet. '

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like to leave the radarm the radar mode as long as possible and keep trying to track.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, John. John, that's 5 deactivationcame at 20 plus 43, over.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Ron, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Hawaii here
20 seconds. See you on TDRS, couple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. It's 2 days, 0hours, 12 minutes mission elapsed time. We're losing acquisitionthrough Hawaii and just a brief keyhole here until we pick upbriefly on TDRS. Just to repeat the advisory given by Bruce
McCandless, he reported that he had a good lock on the fragment
?l SiS? l

RT that he was tracking. A good strong lock out to
37,904 feet and at 40,400 feet wasn't able to get in lock at
all. we'll continue to try to get sensory data. No maneuvering
burns planned as yet, however, and the Flight Activity Officerhere in as much as will be terminating rendezvous operations
significantly earlier than planned. The Flight Activities
Officer will begin to resculpture the day's activities andintroduce new plans, new activities that will make this a more
productive day in space in the absence of those rendezvous
activities. We are getting data through TDRS. We'll have vo^ceshortly. Guidance reports that the rendezvous radar has a good
lock now on a target at 47,000 feet and he reports that with somedegree of surprise.

PA° This is Mission Control, Houstn. That lock turnsout to be an intermittent phenomenon right now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you with UHF atGoldstone.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And the radar was locked onmomentarily at about 47,100 feet.

CAPCOM Roger, understand and we -ould, just for your
information, our overall plan here - although it could change ofcourse - through this TDRS pass we would like you to leave theradar m the radar mode until it stops acquiring an entire search
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SPACECRAFT okay.

SPACECRAFT Okav
-enabled locking ^e IttlTZt^ he W3S locki »9 »P- We10n

„
and azi™uth and one"|" k

h
f n
lf

r
a dozen marks in

«

s enabled now or ^" •»Vffii to^rr » «»

SPACECRAFT And Ta^ • *
Goldstone that's ou^rI^ " Seein^ SP- 34 over

CAPCOM Roa^r ^
to marks inhibit' under^nd, Vance, and y ' aU can go back

SPACECRAFT Roger
, Jofm> ^ ^^

SPACECRAFT Housi-m •

through TORS, over? '

ChlS 13 Challenger. Are you reading us

CAPCOM Bruce
, I'm reading you on UHF only

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Oka t '

°n again good ^Lo^i^^r^ ^
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Hey, John, as you can probably see we're locked onagain, good and solid with the radar at a range of 51,000 feet
now. it's oeen hanging in there for about a minute or so.

«r^
0M

~v ??9 er ' copy, Bruce. And we have a good lockup withMILA now. Challenger, Houston, if y'all would like to, we'd liketo see the radar marks taken back to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good, and we've got a first on thecomputation on TI, about 15 feet per second.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry Fl.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the marks are back to auto, and they're going

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, we're about 12 minutes from Fl, we could
barely make it, if you wanted to, but I understand you'reprobably concerned about other pieces that -ame off.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, understand, and just again to clarifyit. We have terminated the rendezvous and we just wanted tocontinue to separate, but we're interested in getting work on atracking data, we can get here including the startracker.

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Dakar, UHF.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We see the IRT and the COAS, just
Ztlt*'

We
^
hink it,£3 a good ^ance to get startracker marks,

?E2 lLYJUr Preference firs *' startracker, COAS, or just followcne uimeiine.

™C0"
a11

R°9«' stand fay on*, I'll try to get an answer foryou. Challenger, Houston, what we would like to do, is do the

on
a
the

a
GOAl.

lf "° j °y
' 9° °Ut

' 9° back to t^ing marks

SPACECRAFT Roger

.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, just be advised we're
getting a lot of blanking to the S-band through TDRS from where
we currently are, all the way through the rest of this TDRS pass,
and we'll probably just be with you UHF here over at Dakar and
Botswana.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going LOS
here at Dakar, we'll see you at Botswana, UHF, and just for your
information, we'd like you to go ahead and slip the RMS activity
and we'll do it over Hawaii at 1+34, 39 AOS.

SPACECRAFT Well that's okay. John, (garble) it again, we're
expected to do it at, ah, disregard.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you UHF over
Ascension for another 5 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay, Houston, Challenger, we have
startracker locked on the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger understand, sounds good, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And suggest we do a filter to prop now and then
start taking data if that's okay.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with you, Vance. Challenger,
Houston, we're looking at your startracker data and it really
looks good to us. We'd like you now to go ahead and select COAS,
take about 6 marks, and then go back to startracker, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

p^0 This is Mission Control, at 2 days, 0 hours, 48
minutes, mission elasped time. Crew using the startrackers and
the crew opticial alignment system in observing the integrated
rendezvous target, gathering what tracking data and other tests
of the onboard navigational aids that would be used in rendezvous

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger.

This is Mission Control at 2 days, 0 hours 48
minutes, mission elasped time. The crew using the startrackers
and the crew optical alignment system in observing the integrated
rendezvous target, gathering what tracking data and other tests
of the onboard navigational aids that would be used in rendezvousthat they can given that the rendezvous activity has been
essentially terminated. The crew reported that they can see the
IRT in the crew optical alignment site. And Brand reported thatthey used the startrackers, the Flight Controllers in Mission
Control said the startrackers acquisition of the target was verygood, and provides an important data point for them that theywill make use of for the 41-C flight.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going LOS here at Ascension
UHF, see you at Botswana in 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're back with you at TDRS.
Every now and tnen we'd lock up with you and if you're havingtrouble getting a lock on with the COAS , we refer you to the COASnav cue card.

SPACECRAFT We're not having any problem, we're taking COASmarks, Houston,,

CAPCOM Roger, understand, Vance.

SPACECRAFT We have 5 marks and the residuals have been
extrememly small, looks about like star tracker

.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, Vance, that sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT Bruce has a good eye. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, target is about 7 or 8 degrees above the
horizon, we still have star presence and we have in 19
startracker marks following the 6th COAS marks.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, good show, Vance, sounds like
you guys are doing a good job up there with that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll be going LOS TDRS, seeyou at Yarrgadee at 1+14.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, we'll see you at Yarrgadee.
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CAPCOM Roger.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 2 days, 1 hour,
6 minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger is out over the
India*. Ocean, having pc jsed out of the range of the tracking data
relay satellite. We have only had intermittent use of the TDRSon this last pass. Crew has been going through salvaging some ofthe rendezvous activities. Of course, as you may be aware there

target, and the additional concern that out in that vicinity isthe 200 lb mass that was associated with the intergraded
rendezvous target, that being between the Orbitei: and the
remnants of the fabric which the crew has been using to site on
with the startrackers and the crew optical alignment system andthe caution being taken by the crew and Mission Control in not
doing any approaches so as to avoid the possibility of anycontact with that 200 lb mass. Handover continues to go on here
in Mission Control, from the flight control team of Randy Stone,
which worked through the night and that Harold Draughon, theyplan to do the rendezvous activities today. Some considerable
replanning going on. Of course, the reshuffling due to the
change in the rendezvous plans. Rendezvous activity plans andthe still to be determined times and arrangements for the

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ~ - they had planned to do the rendezvous
activities today. Some considerable replanning going on. Of
course, the reshuffling due to the change in the rendezvous
plans, rendezvous activity plans and the still-to-be determined
times and arrangements for the deployment of the Palapa
Satellite. Flight Director Randy Stone's Change-of-Shi f t Press
Conference will be a little delayed this morning. Instead of the
8:30 central time that we had originally scheduled, we're looking
at something like 9:15 this morning. That due to the amount of
planning and replanning activities that have had to have been
conducted here and handover obviously taking a little longer than
normal. The crew may be advised to lower the cabin pressure to
10.2 psi later in the day. That's part of the pre-breathe
protocol leading up to the EVAs. Begin that today so that they
can, those crewmembers who will be going outside on the EVA can
start eliminating the nitrogen from their blood and in the event
that an EVA should be scheduled as early as tomorrow. Of course,
all those planning activities still being worked right now and
we'll let you know as soon as anything firms up. Challenger's on
orbit number 33 out over the Indian Ocean. We have about 4
minutes and 45 seconds before we pick up over the Yarragadee,
Australia station. At 2 days, 1 hour and 10 minutes mission
elapsed time this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Poger, Houston. We've terminated marking and
surpassing the terminator. We have a total of 130 star tracker
marks and, stand by. We've lost sight with the COAS and the
startracker somewhere around a range of 75,000.

CAPCOM Understand, Var.ce. Lost sight with both the COAS
and the startracker around a range of 75,000 feet.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and that was due to the sun going down.
Actually, just, before we lost them the IRT was visually verv
bright.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Thanks for the good report,
Vance.

*

SPACECRAFT Couple of other things. After it got fairly dark
around the IRT we think we could see a couple of other pieces
that were much dimmer but going along perhaps below us. And
another note, after the sun went down, why the startracker jumped
to a star we think because residuals and ratio got pretty hiqh.
Ratio actually got up to 6.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, Vance. Thanks for the data.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Would you like to disable rendezvous NAV or is

time
e
around?

ibilitY mi9ht l0°k at the target again the next

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Do not disable rendezvous NAV.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Yarragadee in
30 seconds. See you at Guam for a short pass in 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, John. We'll see you there.

This is Mission Control at 2 days, 1 hour, 27minutes mission elapsed time. We may pick up a very brief amound

?hat°Chanap
a
nf°2h?^

r
n
the G»™ s^*" here in another minute.That Cnange-of-Shift Press Conference with off-going Flight

Director Randy Stone has been slipped an additional 30 minutes to
tt i»^

be
5
ter Wlth other

' the satellite playback activities andthe RMS checkout that will preceeding thit so that we don'

t

overlap some of those things for the same time periods. So that

for
n9^ ™ ^n^ r

?
SS

.
C°2 fe^

en?e With Rand* Stone now scheduledfor 9:45 am central standard time here at the Johnson Space
w™er

;
D" rin<3 the recent passes there in the communicationVance Brand - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 th « RMS checkout that will be proceeding thatso that we don't overlap some of those things for the same timeperiods. So that change-of-shif t press conference with RandyStone, now scheduled for 9:45 a.m. central standard time, here at
^Inn-"8

?-
Spa

S
e Center. During the recent passes there in thecommunication, Commander Vance Brand reporting that they had

finally lost the contact with the intergraded rendezvous targetor the remains of that traget through the startrackers and crewoptical alignment site after having gotten a number.

CAPCOM - - is with you at Guam for a couple of minutes.

PA0 - - a number of sites.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going LOS in 30 seconds, seeyou at Hawaii, 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger

PA0
. .

This is Mission Control, no significant
communication over the Guam pass, very low elevation pass. We'llpick up over Hawaii in about 9 minutes, 8 minutes, 45 seconds
from now. Significant replanning activity going on here inMission Control. The day had been layed out to be taken up by
the rendezvous activities with the integrated target, but earlieron m the deployment of that the target itself experienced atailure and apparently the balloon exploded, so we only have the
fragments of the flat, white color balloon, which are some
distance away from the Orbiter and the distance is increasing.And then somewhere between the Orbiter and the fragments of those
balloon, of the ballon which the crew has been getting sometracking data on, somewhere between those two is the 200 lbweight, which was a part of the integrated rendezvous tarqet.The rendezvous activities have been terminated. The crew'would
have been, had the balloon properly inflated, would have beenmoving in close with that, and practicing their radar techniques,using some of their siting equipment on it. But it's felt to benot too safe to be moving in close on that fabric of the balloon
hS^rV^^ollf.u66" quite visib1 *, given that betweenthose two is that 200 lb mass. However, the crew has been using
the startrackers. Those pieces of equipment which normallyacquire a pair of stars, takes sightings on stars and use that tohelp the Orbiter navigation system, calculate its position.They ve taken sightings on that, and have used the crew opticalalignment system to get readings on the fabric of the integratedrendezvous target. Vance Brand reported over the Yarargadee passthat they finally lost sight at about 75,000 feet range due tothe sun going down, losing the reflection off of that target, but
he did note that it was quite bright just before they lost thesun. So they had good visual contact with the IRT's fabric. Hewas notified not to disable the rendezvous radar, that they mayattempt to do some more work with that at, do some of the other
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activities with remnants of the IRT as they get back in
daylight. We are about 5 minutes 45 seconds away from contact
through Hawaii. To repeat again, the change-of-shif t press
conference now scheduled for 9:45 with off-going Flight Director
Randy stone. 2 days 1 hour, 34 minutes, mission elasped time.This is Mission Control Houston. F time.

CAPOOM Cnallenger, Houston is with you at Hawaii for 8minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston, (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, and be advised you're coming through a
little broken, and we'd like to tell you that the entire team
down here would like to thank you for all the good data you'recollecting and let you know that the radar COAS and startracker
sensor data will be a big help for future rendezvous planning.The preliminary close-in nav data shows the nav is doing what it
is suppose - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, and be advised, you* re coming through a
little broken. And we'd like to tell you that the entire teamdown here would like to thank you for all the good data your
collecting, and let you know that the radar, COAS and startracke
sensor data will be a big help for future rendezvous planning.
The preliminary close-in NAV data shows that the NAV is doing
what it is suppose to do.

SPACECRAFT Ok, glad to hear it, John, and we will get some
more longer range startracker data for you, too.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Hey John while you're on the line, you can report
that the cabin measurement DTO is accomplished.

CAPCOM Roger that, super job, Bob. And Challenger,
Houston, just be advised we're going to be taking TV now.

SPACECRAFT Ok John, we've started the RMS checkout.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we have completed steps 1 and
2 of the RMS power up. We've got the (garble) position message,
which we thin', is a power transient.

CAPCOM Copy that, Ron, suggest an ITEM 12 and an ITEM 11
on SPEC 94.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ron.

SPACECRAFT I saw this port (garble) release talkback
barberpole now. (Garble) a gray talkback during post-
insertion. Oh, now it just went gray. (Garble) just went
gray. I guess you got that message.

CAPCOM Ok, Ron, we'll disregard it, and we're seeing a
good release here on the ground.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it looks like that was a delayed talkback.

PA0 And this is Mission Control at 2 hours, 2 days, 1
hour, 48 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're going through the
checkout of the Remote Manipulator System. Mission Specialist
Ron McNair talking with the ground here about the checkout and
the release of the supports at the various joints.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, on TDRS.
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SPACECRAFT Got you loud and clear, Jerry. Ok, step 3 is
complete going to RMS checkout.

CAPCOM Copy, Ron, thank you. Challenger, Houston for
Bruce or Vance.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, we don't think we want to do any
more work with Rendezvous radar, we think we're beyond range
wheere we can get any meaningful data. Therefore on SPEC 33,
we'd like to do another ITEM 2, make sure we have no asterisks at
that time. And then on panel Al, Ku control to command.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

PA0 This is Mission Control. We see the 50-foot long
Canadian built Remote Manipulator System out of its cradle and
all the joints flexing on that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Did you want an ITEM 1 as well?

CAPCOM That's a negative, not yet on that one, Vance.
We'd like to continue to get some startracker and COAS, I

believe.

SPACECRAFT Yes, ok, that's what I thought. So we've done th
ITEM 2, and Bruce is taking care of the switches.

CAPCOM Ok, copy, thank you. Challenger, Houston, for
Vance

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT That's what I thought. So we've done item 2 andBruce is taking care of the switches.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance.

SPACECRAFT Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. For your information, post RMScheckout - right now we're anticipating doing a mass spec CALYou may want to look at that and get yourself refreshed?

SPACECRAFT Understand post RMS checkout. Looking at doinq amass spec CAL. ^

CAPCOM That's affirm Vance.

f
:r?h^MMn .K

J
!
rrY

' u
Ms iS Bruce °n CRT 4 UP hece

- I'" Poking
if you a^l'wa'nft^ta'ke

6
a^Sok .

^ ^ FSS temperatures

exility downer06
-

I>U ^ " th* EVA ^S h™ ^
SPACECRAFT Okay or I can read them down.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Be advised we're going to be
' efflcto^ch^ f° r downlink so we watch the end

SPACECRAFT Jerry (garble)

.

fc

This is Mission Control. 2 days, 1 hour, 57minutes, a lot of cloud cover.
'

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

PA0 Over northern Mexico.

CAPCOM - - (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Yes Jerry, we're having a problem getting the b

^rhL?° S
S
e

,

the end .^fect and we have a lot sun glare(garble). We're considering either reorienting the arm slightlyjust out of range of the camera or unless the lighting gets
*

^n^S flighting gets better. We can move (garble)the arm and probably get to see it. ^ '

w^h" w - °kay R
?
n

:
That,s vour call, we just wanted towatch what you were doing. That's the only reason we selectedthe downlink. And Challenger, for Bruce.
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM Bruce, we'd like you to go ahead and read us theMMU temps.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger. Go ahead.

$h!°2
M

*
Roger Bruce, Houston. We would like you to goahead and read us the MMU temperatures.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bruce. We had a short comm

temps
BrUC6

'
We ' d y°U t0 90 ahead and read down the MMU

SPACECRAFT Jerry, Bruce - we'll relate to Bruce. He's having
n m .I00™1" problem and he's changing out his headsetand he'll get those MMU temps for you.

Sh^°!L ,
fine

-
We had a comm drop at the same tim*-xnat was a confusion.

end „f <-h» an^
Th^ Mission Control looking into the end of theend of the end effector on the RMS, that part which grapples onto satellites or attachment points - anything which ?hS «S wouldbe picking up. And in the background there you see the Gulf of

wIs^ern
a
Gulf?

°rbUer Cr°SSeS the COaSt and "ow is °^
SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM Roger Bruce. Loud and clear. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Reading as they come up on the spec. I'll
?^i y°U

,

ltSt
, «

he P°rt and then the larboard unit values. FSS
IZl* MMn

1^ 1
f
ft!

,

+78
'
+102

'
To^le valve pSS right: +94,

ril^ +a\ "]% ValV
%
mU leEt! +39

'
+45

' Toggle valve MMU

Sjr'cE^'-HSsNsT?
2

Ove
n
r

k

.

l6ft: +41
'

+4<K Tank right! +37 '

CAPCOM okay Bruce. We copy those.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PA0
1_ . . „

This is Mission Control and we see the wire snaresystem inside the end effector.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 inside the end effector. And this is Mission
Control at 2 days, 2 hours, 6 minutes mission elasped time. TheChallenger passed out of range of the Mila station where we were
getting our television picture. During the last few moments,
watching, looking into the end effector on the remote manipulatorsystem where we saw the functioning of the wire snares, the
system which latches down on to grapple fixtures which are the
fixtures mounted on pieces of hardware intended to be picked up
by the mechanical arm. The crew is going through the checkout" of
the remote manipulator system in preparation for it's uses later
in the flight. They simply power it up, move it out of it'scraddle, check out the joints and the various drive modes, make
certain that the end effector is working. Check out the cameras
and then they will restow the RMS. A little earlier CommanderVance Brand was asked to go ahead and deactivate the rendezvous
radar system. We don't anticipate any further opportunities to
be using that with the remains of the integrated rendezvous
target. Earlier today when that target was deployed and
prepartion for the rendezvous activities that were planned for
today, it did not properly inflate. It was unable apparently toescape from its container and it appears that it partially
inflated out through the ends of the container, and then given

iu
W
u
S
,?
tiU confined in Part by the container, appears to -

that the balloon ruptured. We then did have some fragments of
that, which were useable in a limited way. The crew used thestar trackers and the crew optical alignment site to gather data,close in data that they would have, have used the full balloon
tor. Sighting in on the flat white colored fabric of the
integrated rendezvous target, balloon and the crew did get somegood use out of those systems and were able to demonstrate that
those would be useful in the close in rendezvous work. They
finally did lose sight of the IRT at a range of about 75,000 feetwhen the Orbiter and IRT went, went into the earths' shadow, wereno longer m sunlight However, Vance Brand reported that even at
that range the IRT was very bright, and observable until theylost the sunlight off of it. The Flight Controllers here at
Mission Control, proceeding through replanning activities, given
that today was scheduled to be set aside for the integrated
rendezvous target, rendezvous operations. Now those rendezvous
operations have been cancelled and hope to be making a decision
fairly shortly on whether to take todays' opportunity for aPaiapa depioy. So, that replanning activity is underway and
we'll be advising you when things begin to firm up.

SPACECRAFT Hey Jerry, the end effector looks good. The hand
controller so far looks good. We're in the midst of step
(garble) .

^

CAPCOM Copy that Ron, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Step 8 is complete.
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CAPCOM Roger, Ron. Believe copied that the RMS checkout
is complete.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that (garble). We had too muchsunlight in here and we don't have window shades up.

drop°again on TORS
1^^' H°USt°n

'
baCk With yOU after *

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We got y loud and clear, and let'ssee, Ron has powered us up the flight deck camera now.

CAPCOM Okay copy that. I think we're low data rate onTDRS now so we're not getting any TV. At least it's not, wellmaybe we are. I was looking at the wrong TV projection here onthe ground. Hoot I've got a note for you, if your—

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're back with you after adrop again on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We've got you loud and clear, and
I 11 tell you, Ron has powered us up a flight deck camera now.

CAPCOM okay, copy that. I think we're low data rate onTDRS now so we're not getting any TV. At least it's not, wellmaybe we are. I was looking at the wrong TV projection here onthe ground. Hoot, I've got a note for you if you're ready tocopy concerning mass spec ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay Hooter and we are not getting high data ratewaV™^ rate
-

In Payl°ad °*S 3 ~ 8
'

if you

are°we
R
--

T
°
kay

*
Standby

3 ust a second. And now Jerry, what

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, UHF through Ascension.

that?
CRAFT

(
Garble) could you give me some instruction on

Ok, Ron. We didn't copy all of that. Go ahead

SPACECRAFT Asking what's our next step with the arm? Shouldwe stow it or leave it in its current position?

CAPCOM Let me ask RMU. Ron, we're ready to go ahead andstow the arm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work. Okay Jerry, we're ready to copyyour note. Say the page number again.

CAPCOM ok, 3-8 mass spec attached, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Payload Ops, page 3-8.

CAPCOM Okay, Hoot. After we go LOS TDRS here, after we gointo sunset, you no longer can perform any additional startracker work with the balloon. We would like you to initiatemass spec attached, page 3-8, performing steps 1, 2, and 3. AndI have a change in your attitude midway on page 3-9.

CAPCOM
again.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot. We would like to change the body vector
to +1, and omicron to zero.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry. Copy body vector change to +1, omicrom
to zero.

CAPCOM Roger that, Hoot. And that's consistent with the
orientation that you've got right now. And after you have
completed step 2 of that procedure, you are go to manuever to
-ZLV, nose forward. Over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, let me read that back. After we complete step
2, we're go to go back to -ZLV nose forward.

CAPCOM That's a good copy, Hoot. And Challenger, Houston
for Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot, one additional request. When you do the
activation of SPAS for the mass spec work, also asking that you
activate MOMS. That'll allow us to get it warmed up for a data
take about an hour after that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy activate MOMS also.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. We're having problems
keeping lock on TDRS. We're about 30 seconds LOS. Ascension
will be with you in 4 minutes on Botswana. And for Vance or
Bruce, we're wondering how the star tracker and COAS work is
going.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through TDRS. Challenger,
Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger Vance. Just had a comm drop and let you know
we're back with you. We see that you've got star tracker auto
again for some more marks. We're wondering also if you can see
the target visually through the COAS yet.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. We sure can.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance and Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Vance. Just like last time, we'd like you to
go ahead and get 6 COAS marks and then go back to star tracker.
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SPACECRAFT Ok, the — tracker, then 6 COAS, then star
tracker. This time you want to start with COAS, correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - we'd like you to go ahead and get six COASmarks and then go back to star tracker.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the - - tracker, then six COAS, then
startracker. This time you want to start with COAS, correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

pAO This is Mission Control with 2 days, 2 hours, 29minutes. Crew reported that they could visually see the
5f f?

mentS
,

° f t
.

he
..
fabric of the integrated rendezvous target

a

ight

balloon through the crew optical alignment"system7""They
9
are atleast 20 nautical miles distant from that piece of fabric ric

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM okay, Ron. One reminder, we see you're trying to

2f^Khe t,

a
-

m
?
ra

2
le(?- ?e advised that that aft ready-to-latchtalkback is in OP m the vehicle due to a wiring problem. You'llhave to look at spec 94 to get good indications.

SPACECRAFT Roger Jerry. We were having a problem getting the,getting both micro-switches on the mid to make. So we weretrying readjusting to see if we can get (garble) on the mid. And
„ y Check on tnafc aft one because I think we got briefed

2* f *i
19 ^ before the flight that the aft one, that they hadfixed the wiring to it.

on
A
^?

R
?r m^m?

JerrY We did show a <9arbl e> apart on cradlingon all three MPM's *

CAPCOM Okay copy all that. You were closer to the source
^ a

?K
WVGre th^e at launch. And just another reminder that onetalkback on each of those is good enough for cradle, or forlatch ma.latching.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Jerry, we have indications of possibly twobad micro-switches on the mid MPM. As we drive the elbow downinto the cradle, we can see out the window that we are inposition to have ready-to-latch indications. We're not gettinqthose ready-to-latch indications on either the DNC panel nor theCRT. As we keep driving the elbow, we eventually lose the
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shoulder, which says that we're probably driving through andthose talkback are just bad, over.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that. Ron, we've been seeing thaton the ground. Standby, I'll see what they want to do.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry.

latching.
0kay R°n

'
yOU ' re go to use the visual T marks for

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

Snoc°
M

e
Challenger, Houston. A minute till we lose you onTDRS. See you next at Guam 03 +01.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry see you at Guam.

.

This is Mission Control Houston at 2 ,3ays, 2 hours.
40 minutes mission elasped time. Challenger is about to pass out

OeeSS^rr^hSo^*0
-

1119 *.^* 1

?
relay satel lite over the IndianOcean. Crew has during the last portion of the TDRS passcontinued to take sightings of the fabric of the integratedrendezvous target balloon through the crew optical alignmentsite, and they can observe that uninflated balloon fragment at adistance of greater than 20 nautical miles. Flight Directors,

Controllers here in Mission Control are continuing to plantrying to put together the crews activities here based upon whenthe ma;]or activities of deployment of the payload, the Palapasatellite and the EVA's would occur now that the rendezvousactivities have been cancelled due to the failure of the
intergrated rendezvous target balloon. We expect a decision
later this morning, sometime after 10:00 from the payloads peopleas to when the deployment will actually be occurring and fromthat they can build the other flight activities accordingly. At,we re standing by for Change-of-Shi f t Press Conference with theoffgomg Flight Director, Randy Stone, in just a few moments. At
z days, 2 hours, 41 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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- - at 2 days, 2 hours, 41 minutes this is Mission
PAO
Control, Houston.

Challenger, Houston. UHF only at Guam for 7
CAPCOM
minutes

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Jerry, we copy you loud and clear.We re into the SPAS activation to get those steps done. Weworked with the arm awhile. We got it, all the talkbacks and gotthe arm cradled. We noted the arm is very, very sensitive to thepositioning. We really had to uush down into the MPM muchfurther than we would have expected particulary on the shoulderand the elbow. But after playing, toying around with it we
finally got all of the talkbacks and the arm stowed working the(garble) .

J

CAPCOM Okay Ron. We copy all that. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM okay Vance. If you've got a couple of minutes I'dlike to give you kind of a top level overview on what weanticipate for the rest of today and looking at tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay Vance. Rest of today will be SPAS
activities. After we have done the mass spec activities weanticipate doing some yaw sensor work at sunset on this revAlso be doing some modified Palapa temperature and health
checks. IMU aligns, GAS A group, and the AEM activities. Also
T/tu 9° inq^ be sendin<3 UP a shopping list of Cinema 360 workand then setting up the Cinema 360 for the deploy activities
tomorrow. We'll be sending you up a detailed message as soon aswe can get it all pulled together. Secondly, the initial look attomorrow says Palapa deploy on 50 D. That would mean that we'd
*f ^ at dol

2g
the depress prebreathe in the morning as wellas the EMJ water dump and recharge, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy all that.

CAPCOM And also Challenger, for whoever «s at the aftstation. We'd like the RMS camera selected back to elbow andwith your permission once we get AOS TDRS this pass we would liketo use the cargo bay cameras for looking around.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's switch to elbow and regular cameras.

CAPCOM okay, thank you much. We're just going to belooking around. There's nothing specific.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, so I guess summary that's Palapa
tomorrow. EVA the next day. Scratch 10. PSI cabin depress
activities today. Do it tomorrow. is that right?

CAPCOM That's correct understanding on that, Vance, and
we'll be getting you up a detailed message as soon as possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds LOS. Hawaii

Challenger, roger.

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7

CAPCOM
next in 6.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston. This is Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and, Hoot, we have some
modifications tc your mass spec activities.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead with that, Jerry.

CAPCOM say again.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead with those modifications.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot. We would like you to go ahead and
proceed with steps 1, 2 and 3. However, we do not want to go to
the minus ZLV nose forward attitude after step 2 as I previously
had told you. Instead, if Vance is also listening, we would like
to go ahead and continue (garble) nav through this sunlight passcoming up, continuing as the procedures call for on 3-21 of the
rendezvous book, COAS followed by startracker. At the conclusion
of this sunlight pass, we would like to terminate the rel nav
using block 27 on page 3-21. And we would then like to go ahead
and conduct the yaw sensor activities page 3-21 of the payloadops • Ove r

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - sunlight pass, we would like to terminate the
rel nav using block 27, cn page 3-21, and we would then like to
go ahead and conduct the yaw sensor activities, page 3--21 of the
payload OPS, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand that continuation of star tracking

,

daylight pass when the sun get high enough, page 3-21 of the
rendezvous book and after that payload checklist 3 days 21 yaw
sensor test. Jerry, I copy steps i, 2 and 3 of the mass spec,
and no -ZLV after step 2.

CAPCOM That's affirm on that, and I think Vance your read
back was good also. We want to do COAS and startracker again
this pass, and then deactivate rel nav after sunset.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, radio check over.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, we've got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, how do you read? Jerry, how do you read mvtransmission at this time.

CAPCOM Okay, a little bit broken right at first, but you
came clear.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hoot we're wondering where
you are at with the mass spec activities.

SPACECRAFT Jerry I'm working the mass spec activity and just
beginning, just completed the activiation, starting step 1 of the
mass spec, at the very beginning.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, Ron, and we would like you to
change the PCMMU formats to 179 and 116, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 179 and 116.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS
Hawaii, be back on TDRS in a minute or so, and a reminder we will
be using your cameras in the bay on that pass for the first 15minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we'll see you then.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. Houston,
Challenger.
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CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Yeah r Jerry, Ron had just come up to step 2 on the
mess spec, and that requires -XLV Y pop payload bay forward, I
understand you want us to stay off of all the maneuvers until theend of this daylight pass?

CAPCOM Okay Hoot, stand by, I thin.; we're in a good
position, but stand by a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the other course might be that you want us to
go ahead and do the calibration in this present attitude?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, for Hoot. Hooter, we don't
need to do any maneuvers, we can stay in this attitude for the
calibration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good, Jerry, I guess that winds up
plus XLV essentially wide pop payload bay forward, so that should
be almost the same.

CAPCOM Okay. Challenger, Houston, for your information
we're getting some nice views from the cargo bay camera of theworld passing by. And also for Ron we'd like you to go ahead and
activate the MOM's when you get a chance, so that we can have it
powered up and ready to go for the next data take.

SPACECRAFT Okay, waiting for the mass to warm up, I'll go
ahead and activate the MOMS at this time.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the MOMS is powered.

CAPCOM Roger that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, mass spec program -
calibration program loaded at 3 + 36, over.

CAPCOM Copy Ron, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Copy, Ron, thank you.

PA0 This is Mission Control 2 days 3 hours 38 minutes,
we've been getting downlink television from the spacecraft
through the Orbiter's payload bay cameras, and the cameras on the
RMS. Orbiter now passing down over Central America. Looking at
the Ku-band antenna. This is Mission Control Houston at 2 days,
3 hours, 51 minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger out over
South America at the present time, on orbit number 35. During
that press conference we had some television downlink from the
spacecraft of earth views and the RMS checkout we'll be replaying
that here shortly here at 11:00 a.m. central time, so everyone
can see that. There was some very nice television from those
onboard cameras. Crew contines to do some work with - using the
crew optical alignment system and the startrackers to gather the
sighting data on the integrated rendezvous target. And the
planning for the remainder of the flight is falling into place as
the payload people have selected to deploy the Palapa Indonesian
communciatons satellite, on the descending equatorial crossing of
orbit nubmer 50 at 9:13 a.m. central time tomorrow. So we should
be putting all of the other activities in their appropriate
places in the timeline and messages to uplink all the details to
that to the crew are being prepared at the present time here in
Mission Control. Most of the crews activities today will revolve
around the SPAS the Shuttle pallet satellite. It's activation
and the operation of some of the experiments onboard that
sytem. The SPAS is carrying the same set of experiments that
were flown aboard shuttle flight 7 back in June of last year.
That was the SPAS-01, this - on this flight is referred to as the
SPAS-OlA. In addition to those experiments on the SPAS, some
material processing experiments, and the yaw sensor, the frame
work is carrying a 70 millimeter, hasselblad still camera, 16
millimeter motion picture camera and 2 color television
cameras. Later in the flight, during one of the EVA's the SPAS
will be used as a simulated solar maximum satellite. The crew-
members, Bruce McCandless, and Bob Stewart will be flying up to
the SPAS as it is held and slowly rotated by the mechanical arm
at a rate of approximately 1 degree per second, which duplicates
the rate of roll of the solar maximum satellite, and this will
give them practice opportunity at latching onto the grapple
fixture of that satellite. As they would with the solar maximum
satellite. The crew is also going to be activating group A of
the get away special canisters. We'll be working some with the
animal closure module, and we'll be setting up the cinema 360
camera for some of its observation. They will also be doing some
temperature and health checks of the Palapa satellite's
equipment, making sure all is well with that setup before its
deploy takes place tomorrow morning. The Challenger and the
remains of the integrated rendezvous target have been driftinq
slowly over the last few - -

END OF TAPE
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They wil1 also be doin9 some temperature and healthchecks of the Palapa satellite's equipment, making sure that allis well with that setup before its deploy takes place tomorrowmorning. The Challenger and the remains of the Integrated
Rendezvous Target have been drifting slowly apart over the lastfew hours, and they are now about 200,000 feet apart, about 30

from
1^ 1* 1

'?;: tt
StanCe

'
Al

3
d we are sti11 taking some sightingsfrom that with the crew optical alignment equipment. We shouldbe picking up in about 3 or 4 minutes on our replay of the

television that was recorded a little bit earlier, of the Earthviews and the checkout of the Remote Manipulator System.Challenger is within range of the Tracking Data Relay Satelliteon orbit #35, passing out over the Atlantic Ocean presently.We re at 2 days, 3 hours, 57 minutes into the flight, this isMission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance or Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston, he's listening.

™*o°
M

,

Ok, we see on the ground that your attempting to doCOAS mar<s, our recommendation is if you can't see it adequatelyto get marks on COAS to press on to the startracker.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry, Vance is going to go ahead and take a

wi?h ft "hn^f yt-
1
} 2° ahead 9°. to startracker if he has troublewith it, but I think he can see it pretty clearly.

CAPCOM ok, copy that, thank you. Challenger, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

noo°?
M °k '

B°b
'

just in case y^'re looking at doing some
2^Lo

e
^
P °S^ S

^
We would like to delav those, we anticipatedoing a modified spacecraft health check at Hawaii and we'll begiving you further on that later.

SPACECRAFT Ok, the temps are already on their way down to youso you might as well look at them now.
y

CAPCOM Ok, I'll tell payloads it's already coming.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT garble) I could just barely see them through theCOAS, the IRT that is, (garble) getting a mark, so pretty goodrecommendation (garble) of the center.
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CAPCOM Ok, I didn't copy all that, Vance, I copied youcould not get COAS marks, it was too faint, you took startrackerand I didn't copy the last part.
scar tracKer

,

SPACECRAFT (Garble) startracker is not picking them up,apparently it's too faint for the startracker, I don't see a starpresence on SPEC 22, although the ILC is within 1 degree of thecenter of the COAS. So I may go back, and well it's whatever vourecommend, wait to see if it gets brighter approaching the
Y

trrcSAS°marks.
the Star tracker wil1 Pick him up, or go back and

CAPCOM ok Vance, we're kind of scratching our heads, it's

^n?-°
f

c
arV2 unde

^
stand how you can see it and the trackerscan t. Stand by, we're trying to get a recommendation.

SPACECRAFT Well, we got him now,

Ron°and Hoot
R°9er

'
C°Py

'
tHank y°U *

Challen9er '
Houston, for

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry.

CAPCOM Ok, as soon as you've completed the mass specportion of the SPAS activitity, we would like you to go ahead and^ n°r
?

D^ t0 ma?uever fc° attitude for the yaw sensorwork. And we'll consider it satisfactory if you can get at least
1/2 of one of those yaw sensor manuevers in.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, we copy that and we'll move into it assoon as the mass spec is finished.

CAPCOM Roger that. And for Bob. Bob, I'll have some

for°Hawaii
n ^ y°U ^ ^ health check at Guam in Preparation

SPACECRAFT Ok Jerry, sounds fine. Ok and Jerry, that was DAPBl on the normal jets to get to attitude, right?

nof
C0

K ^ That ' s affirm, Hoot, and then you can go ahead anduse what the callout has in the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Ok, sounds good.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

-in the procedure.

Okay, sounds good.

Houston, Challenger.

Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're approaching 40 marks, once again as we
get close to the terminator, it's fairly easy to see the tarqet
in the COAS. *

CAPCOM Roger copy that, are you also seeing some of those
other boggies out there?

SPACECRAFT We've been talking about it, I think I see one
other, he's much fainter, only questioned in my mind is could hebe a star, or is it some paraflex affect through the window or
something.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, and we're about 4 1/2 minutes tillLOS here, Guam is next at 04+37.

SPACECRAFT Copy. Copy terminating rendezvous nav per your
earlier instruction after the - we're about to complete step 3just a moment, Jerry.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, and that's a roger for Vance, onterminating rel nav after this pass.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PA0
,

""is is Mission Control Houston at 2 days 4 hours
16 minutes, mission elasped time. The Orbiter Challenger has
passed beyond the range of the tracking data relay satellite and
we 11 be out of communication for about 20 minutes here, until we
reacquire over the Guam station. As we were talking to the crew
before they, just a few minutes before the LOS period as theypassed from daylight into darkness, they were working with the
star tracker, using that to sight in on the remnants of the
integrated rendezvous target, and still getting sightings on that
at a distance of, greater than 200,000 feet. They were not
having much success in sighting in on it with the crew optical
alignment system as it was getting fairly faint at that range.The time line activities are now being updated, now the deploy
time for the Palapa has been selected. That deploy time is orbit
number 50, fcr the satellite to be deployed from the Orbitercargo bay, as the ground track takes it across the equator, 1/2way through orbit number 50. That would occur at 9:13 a.m.
central standard time tomorrow. Just to review, today was* to be
a day of rendezvous activities with the integrated rendezvous
target, designed as a 2 meter in diameter mylar balloon, a flat
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white color. That was ejected from the shuttle early this
morning with the intent that it then precede away from the
shuttle and inflate. There was some difficulty there, the
balloon did not successfully separate from it's container, and
attempted to inflate within the container, a portion of it
extended beyond the ends of the box that it was in, and than it
apparently burst as the crew noted, while they were observing
itc That left fragments of the fabric along with miscellaneous
other pieces, the staves, or the sides of the containers, along
with the 200 lb mass that was a part of the integrated rendezvous
target, the crew and the ground did work with those remaining
fragments to accomplish some of the objectives of the rendezvous
and they did, did use the crew optical alignment system and the
startrackers as well as the rendezvous radar in practicing some
of there activities. However, it was decided not to move back in
at close proximity with the target as the exact location of the
200 lb mass was not certain and it was decided to be conservative
and not take the chance of running into that 200 lb mass. So for
the last 2 or 3 orbits the crew has been observing - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0
.

- - the exact location of the 200 lb mass was netcertain and it was decided to be conservative and not take thechance of running into that 200 lb mass. So for the last 2 or 3orbits the crew has been observing the large piece of mylar
remaining of the integrated rendevzous target and takinqsightings off of that as it slowly drifts away from the
Orbiter. The last sighting here during this last TDRS pass wasat a range of something greater than 30 nautical miles. We'restill about 16-1/2 minutes away from renewing contact with the

E^aoSPd
e^e

i?h-
m

?
ta^on .at 2 days, 4 hours, 20 minutes MissionElapsed Time, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston with you UHF only, Guam for 7

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM copy that. We were just wondering how the yawsensor work is coming.

SPACECRAFT (garble) that's attitude 11 of the plus yawmanuever. * 1

CAPCOM Ok, copy that.

fho.S^K u
Je

£
rv

:
»e *

r e "ady to copy that health check andthermal check data if you like.

CAPCOM Ok Bob. We'll give you further information herebefore we end as to exactly where we want to do it, but heregoes. We want to put input 1 to decom 2, input 0 to decom 4, we

till IfH
#1 and we

,
ne?d a TFL of 178/101. We don't want to go to

?
fc e^ r

'
unt4 the sensor work is done. And let me readyou thru the procedures here, Bob, you ready?

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM Ok, our concern is for the Palapa batteries,
wherefore we want to do a modified ASE temp check using the

lllllVtV" -^V!!60^ 011 page 4" 22 of the PAM DePlov checklistexcept we will delete the contingency sunshield opening on 4-16,eren
-? n

t0 4
7
16

'
and also at the completion of the healthcneck, we will replace a contingency sunshield closing,

referenced on 4-18 with an SCA power down. Also we would likeyou to not swap SCA until we give you, I mean ASE, until we giveyou a go. And also we will give you a go for termination. Over.

SPACECRAFT Ok Jerry, (garble) read this back to you. From thecheck you want input 1 in decom 2, input 0 in decom 4, first partof the memory #1, TFL's are 178/101, we're to go there after the(garble) working or after the SPAS work is done - yaw sensor.We re going to do a modified ASE temp check using the health
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check on pg 4-22, we'll delete the sunshield opening and we'llreplace the sunshield close with (garble) powerdown. Wait onyour go for swap ASC and for termination.

CAPCOM That's a good readback, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, when you're ready, I've got some information

fan Separator!
meSSage 19~A re9 a^ing your questions on the WCS

CAPCOM Ok, there's no rush on it, Bruce, I guess we'drather wait untill we get on to TDRS, if that's ok with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand you don't want it this pass?

CAPCOM Roger, we'd rather delay until TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Ok. Houston, Challenger, a question on the yawsensor. x

CAPCOM Go ahead, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Jerry, we're just about done with the +yaw.Do^you want us to go ahead and press on in to the -yaw side of

CAPCOM stand by, that's a negative, Hoot. It looks likeyou re coming up on sunrise, it doesn't look like you'd be ableto finish the - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Go ahead Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Jerry, we're just about done with the plus
yaw. Do you want us to go ahead and press on into the minus yawside of it? J

CAPCOM Standby. That's a negative Hoot. It looks like
your coming up on sunrise. It doesn't look like you'd be able tofinish the second half set there. No, we'd like you to go ahead
and terminate that portion of the yaw sensor work. And Bob cango ahead and configure for the spacecraft health checks. We'lltry doing those at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Jerry we copy and how much time do we got till
Hawaii. I'm downstairs on the treadmill now?

CAPCOM say again please.

SPACECRAFT How much time do we have before Hawaii?

CAPCOM About 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Jerry. We'll pass it to him.

CAPCOM okay, just one clarification. He does need to do

«

*i n
?

book
' to P°wer up the SCAs and enable them. Wedo not want the sunshields open. That is the part we do not wantto have performed, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that. 4-16 in the PAM book. Do notwant the sunshields open.

CAPCOM Roger that Hooter and we're 25 seconds LOS. Hawaiiis next in 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, do you want us to turn the yaw sensor off or
.Leave it on.

*h!^V i .
st

?
ndby- And Challenger, Houston. Ron you can goahead and turn off the yaw sensor.

^
A0 And tni s is Mission Control Houston at 2 days, 4
hours, 45 minutes mission elasped time. The Challenger haspassed out of range of the Guam station on orbit number 36, andwe have about 5 1/2 minutes before we pick up again overHawaii. The crew was discussing the operation of the yaw sensor,
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one of the experiment packages, mounted on the shuttle pallet
satellite in the cargo bay. And astronaut Bruce McCandless had
response ready for some questions at the ground set up on the
teleprinter relating to the failure of fan separator number 1 on
the waste containment system. And they'll be talking about thoseafter we get acquisition through the tracking data relay
satellite. But our next communication will be through the Hawaii
station in about 4 1/2 minutes. This is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes. Standing by for the spacecraft health check.

SPACECRAFT Just a second Bob, we'll be on line.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 6 1/2.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, I understand your lookinq for the
health check.

CAPCOM Roger, we're standing by.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. For your information,
we ve sent you a message which updates the activities for the
rest of the day. Message 20 charlie, correction 21.

CAPCOM I'm sorry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll look for that.

CAPCOM I'm sorry it's both 20 Charlie and 21. 21 is a
weather update.

SPACECRAFT We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry. Things look good onboard here. I've
got a talkback when I turned the ASE on. Showed spacecraft
space. ASE1 is on and (garble) are on.

CAPCOM Okay, copy all that Bob. The guys are looking at
it. Is Hooter on the loop?

SPACECRAFT Down on the treadmill.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll catch him later. Challenger, Houston
for Bob. We still show an active input into D-com 4. We'd like
to zero that out.

SPACECRAFT (garble) - Jerry did you want me to enable STA on
D-com 2?

CAPCOM That's affirm Bob. END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, did you want me to enable STA on decom 2?

:APCOM That's affirm, Bob.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're having some problems
getting data into the building. We want to continue this
configuration, Bob, for the Spacecraft health check across to
TDRS. Also for Vance's information, be advised we're
anticipating doing additional startracker work post high noon
today on this rev.

SPACECRAFT
up again.

Oh, okay. Real fine. We'll see if we can pick it

SPACECRAFT And I copy your configuration, Jerry. I'll wait
for your go to change ASC 2.

CAPCOM Okay Bob and for Vance, we're sending you a new
covariance and once we get back on TDRS I'll give you some
additional procedures. And we're 15 seconds LOS. Two minutes to
TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 Tn i s is Mission Control. 2 days, 4 hours and 59
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is in a brief gap in
communication between the Hawaii station and the range of tne
tracking data relay satellite and the crew is preparing to do a
health check on the Palapa airborne support equipment and the
other associated gear. We should be picking up through the
tracking data relay satellite in about 15 seconds or so on orbit
number 36. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Bob, for your information we
did shut down the Ku when you started the power up of the
spacecraft and we'll leave it that way until after you've qot itturned back down.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, if it sounds all right to you I'll start
maneuvering back to the target tracking attitude so I'll be there
by orbital noon.
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CAPCOM Okay, we have no problems with that Vance and also,
you* 11 have to re-enable rendezvous nav, spec 33, item 1. We
also would like you to select up the prop state vector and the
criteria will be the same once the position correction is less
than 1 and you've got 9 marks into the filter. Then you're,
after you've got 9 marks then you're go to take them into the
filter

.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And also Vance, you can go ahead and select the
filter (garble) at that time.

SPACECRAFT You mean select rendezvous nav now?

CAPCOM Rog, Vance. You can go ahead and select rendezvous
nav now if you'd like - spec 33, item 1.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob. We're ready to switch
over to ASE 2.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. GAS group A has been
activated.

CAPCOM Roger, copy group A GAS is activated.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron. Do you have a time for activation
please.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. 5 plus 04. GAS group A at 5
plus 04.

CAPCOM Copy that and Bob did you call, did vou get our
call to go over to ASE 2? We had a coram drop.

SPACECRAFT Negative, Jerry. That's the first time I've had
it. Going to ASE 2 now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Vance. We'd like to
confirm that you do have a target ID of 1 and a body vector of 3
set into the software.

SPACECRAFT Well, stand by. Okay, Jerry. Stand by.

END OF TAPE
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SPACHCRAFT Well, stand by. -ay—
.

-tan- ».

This i. Mission ^ntrol Houston at 2*,-.^

special payloads G051 whl °h
. ^I,

f

f,°ooer ties of arc discharge lamps

^difted'optical and el«ct««
t
P£P«^untet in gravity are

uhpn the convective effects. <-u j different occasions,

elminated. This experiment runs on 3 ^ « u Fotce . jt will

errors in memory type in
^
e
?
r *"?

oad G34 9 is from the Goddard

orbit And getaway special Pa^a
^f the NASA centers and the

ri' «.««.. —— ——*"" y°" ,0 w °°™*

to get your attitude.

Q-&PFCRAFT Okay, bravo norm?

• vance We're not sure what your B DAP

CAPCOM We think so, Vance, we

is set up for right now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go, Jerry.

decomps

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
for you.

Thafs configuration 124 on flight sup 1-3.

That's affirm.

e mp have one switch
Challenger, Houston for Bob. We

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

tenable switch to'off yet
Okay Bob. It appears to us that we don't have the
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SPACECRAFT Okay and thanks for watching Jerry. I've done somany thermal checks I just went over and did it, j USt read the

CAPCOM No sweat, Bob. We've been chasing you guys aroundthe mulberry bush today. Thanks for all your good work!

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Looks like we, we're acquiring IRToKay. I've got 4 marks so far.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. Copy that and when you get 9 marks

a?so
yw^rr^Tn

-

iS than 1 y°U ' re 9° to select
9
filter and

target?
wonderin9 lf you can see visually with the COAS the

call^that ^ S°°n 33 We 96t thG 9 matkS in 1,11 give you a

CAPCOM Okay. Copy that. And once again after you go

rendelv^ 9° f° r bl°ck 27
' 3-21 which disables

SPACECRAFT Roger. Sure you won't want to try it again on thenext rev. I mean, if you would I can leave it up.

^mf
0
? -

1 too
5

them to the MAD
' Let me them one lasttime here Everybody will be happy, Vance, if we get thU onTlast pass here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well it's no problem for us.

CAPCOM Copy that.

PA0 This is Mission Control 2 days, 5 hours, 21

speaking of*-*-
1* 8 * conversation with Commander Vance Brand

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

hefe°!L ^..H
0^' ?

rU
K
6

'
Mary ' S 9° ing t0 take over the "elmhere and she'd like to hear all your good words about the WCS.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry.

^C
«h».^

^ruce, Mary's going to take over the helm hereand she'-* like to hear all your good words about the WCS.

fsecondf
T

°
k

'
*'* l0°kin9 E° r bhe " ri1 be with her ^st

a" nge of SS ^4*! ^^^^t^^U^^ll^ rendeZV°US ""viti.. ana s?.ss% h.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, just wanted to let you know we're

go'to a

n9
Z?v

S^Vrt0r t0 n°W
'

3 new and you re go to

fn the^ominafAi'bi!' ^ flrSt
'

and y°U °a" Set ^ ^ ™ ^
B^uTd seT^TllllU™ adViSS M" thS e"d ° f the

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, we copy, goo<1 news.

SPACECRAFT Correction, Bruce had him for about 10 or 15minutes in the COAS.

„u 1 ?
oger

'
we c°Py' Pr "ce had a visual fix 10 to 15"? es

-
Ci
l
avenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS off TORS,we 11 talk to you again through Guam at 6:14.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

.
This is Mission Control Houston at 2 days, 5 hours53 minutes. We have Loss of Signal with the Challenger throughthe Tracking Data Relay Satellite, crew in that recent pass hisbeen working on the acquisition with the startracker and the CrewOptical AUgnment Sight of the remnants of the IRT. We'll pickup again in about 21 minutes. This is Mission Control?

minutes.
Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 4

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, we've got you through Guam.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear. Challenger, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

Roger, we'd like to request PDI Decom 4 and FDACAPCOM
enabled.

SPACECRAFT
please.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Thanks. Also have one note for you on the left OMS
to RCS interconnect when you're ready to copy, it's just a
pres.leep configuration.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, we would like you to continue with the left

Ok, Mary, couldn't quite understand that, say again

Requesting PDI Decom 4 and FDA enabled.

Ok, understand you want FDA on Decom #4 enabled.

That's affirmative.

Ok Mary, you should have that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Thanks. Also have 1 note for you on the left OMS
tc RCS interconnect when you're ready to copy. it's iust
presleep configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. We would like you to continue with the left
OMS to RCS interconnect through the sleep period tonight. In
other words, don't perform the interconnect return during your
presleep activity. We'll give you a call tomorrow and tell you
when to terminate your interconnect, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, we copy that. We'll leave the
interconnect going to the RCS from the left OMS.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 40 seconds LOS.
We'll talk to you through Hawaii at 6 plus 26.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT And Mary. We got the mass spec deactivated. I'll
get you a time at Hawaii if you want one.

CAFCOM Roger, copy. That's affirmative. We want one and
we'll be standing by at Hawaii.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 2 days, 6 hours,
26 minutes. Standing by for acquisition through the Hawaii
station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. You're loud and clear at Hawaii.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too and we're standing by for
that time.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, tell us one more time what time it is
you're waiting to hear.

CAPCOM Roger. It was a mass spec time we're standing by
for at Hawaii here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Ron is running the 360 right now. Let me
see if I can find it.

CAPCOM That's - -

SPACECRAFT That mass spec time was 6 plus 05.
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CAPCOM Thanks a lot. We copy 6 plus 05. We have another
action on that mass spec when you're ready to copy. They'd liketo check something. ^ u

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger. The guys down here on the ground have notseen the mass spec swivel through telemetry and they'd like toconfirm that it is swiveling. So they'd like you to turn the
mass spec power on. Do an item 8 plus 5 waiting 2 minutes tomake sure that the shield has swiveled and we'd like you toverify that, visually if you could to check it against our
telemetry and then power the mass spec back off again, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Mary, out the window we have seen the shield
move but we'll be happy to go through that. You want us to do aitem 8 plus 5.

CAPCOM That's firm. That' 3 good news you've seen theshield swivel but they'd like to check the ground telemetry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes that's great, Mary. We'll go ahead anddo that then.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Also have a question on the
TV that you covered the IRT deployment with- whenever you're
ready to talk about it.

SPACECRAFT Mary, how about if we catch you on the next pass onthat one or through TDRS. Ron is running the camera right now.

CAPCOM Okay. That's fine and then only have one more
thing for you. It's an action on panel A7 when you're ready to
copy. 1

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM we'd like you to take the downlink switch to enable
and that s because when we get on TDRS we're going to use cameraA to take some views of the bay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We put the downlink to enable on the TV.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. That's all we got for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay and, Mary, you ready to watch the mass spec
for me to go ahead and turn it on and then give you an 8 plus 5.

CAPCOM That's firm. We're standing by and ready to watch
vne data.
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PAC This is Mission Control at 2 days, 6 hours, 33
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger still within range of
the Hawaii station and we'll have a brief gap in communications
untxl we pick up again with the - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's affirm, we're standing by and ready to watch

This is Mission Control at 2 days, 6 hours, 33minutes, mission elasped time. The Challenger is still withinrange of the Hawaii station and then we'll have a brief qap in^m^ 10!.^ 1
!

PiC
u

UP again with the backing data relaysatellite. At that time the cameras in the payload bay will beusea to observe the canister from which the intergrated
rendezvous target was ejected at the start of today's
activities. Of course, that target had difficulty in itsdeployment and its setup did not function well and as a resultonly a limited amount of the rendezvous or tracking activitiesthat were planned with that piece of equipment were able to beconducted. Plight Controllers here in Mission Control would like

tL^lrL^or'tL'^ardsf
0 if ^ any °th" '— in. "of

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we're about 50 seconds LOS,we re going to drop you for a minute, and then pick you upthrough TDRS. p

SPACECRAFT See you in a couple of minutes.

PA0
.

To see if any other remnants of the wires orlanyards which assisted in that deploy and activated the timersfor the pyrotecnmcs on the box that the IRT was contained in.Have, if any of those have remained behind, and if thatcontributed to the failure of the IRT. We'll pick -p again inabout a minute through the tracking data relay satellite. 2Jays, 6 hours, 35 minute*, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS forabout 50 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, did your data look good on themass spec and program (garble)?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we were just discussing that,

x *i°?£
S
.v
t0

?2 i
ike the

!
Wivel moved to the 2 but not b*ck to theX as it should have. And did you visually verify or could youvisually verify that it did move back to the X position.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, what I thought I'd do when we firstbrought it up, was it gave us a code of echo delta, which ofcourse puts it into Z, and then I went to fox 9 from there andthen I saw it go to fox 7 and then back to fox 5, and T did seeit swivel from the -Z up to the -X, but it didn't stay" at -X, itDust got up to tnere, and then went right back to the -Z.
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CAPCOM copy that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT I'm hoping it wasn't suppose to stay at -X, just go
up there, take a look, and go back.

CAPCOM Roger, Hoot, that seems to be what it was suppose
to do, they're checking on that, they're happy enough with it,
you can go ahead and power the mass spec off and then you can
power the MOMS off also.

y

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand, you want those right now, the
mass spec and MOMS both off?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there they go.

PA0
,

We're looking at a picture of the canister in which
the integrated rendezvous target assembly was ejected. And we
can see 2 of the lanyards and the pins which are suppose to
remain there and when the item is ejected, those pins are then
pulled from the pyrotechnics which activates timers and several
seconds after leaving the shuttle cargo bay, the two sides then
would split apart, allowing the balloon to inflate. That split
apparently didn't occur and resulted in the integrated rendezvous
target attempting to inflate and then errupting.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston,

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, we just finished off that first magazine
on cinema 360, we got some really good scenes, I think, some of
them (garble). (garble) will be pretty pleased with it. I
wanted to talk to you about the IRT television.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we wanted to ask about whether you
thought we should try to recover any of that TV through a dump
that might help the guys down here reconstruct what happened.
That would be any TV just post deploy, over.

SPACECRAFT No, Mary

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we wanted to ask about whether you
thought we should try to recover any of that TV through a dump
that might help the guys down here reconstruct what happened.
That would be any TV just post deploy?

SPACECRAFT No, Mary, I don't think there is any TV that's
going to help. We had the, we had camera D looking at it, as you
know camera D cannot tilt. Camera B never came up at the time
with any appreciable video of any quality. For some reason,
usually all of the automatic and manual controls, we could not
get a good picture coming up on B, anyway I took camrea B and
pointed it above the bulk ahead anyway to try to capture the IRT
as it left the payload bay, and never picked it up. We picked up
objects which probably was flying debris, which may have looked
like it was the IRT, but we did not pick up the IRT until the
blanket had separated from the main structure, from the primary
structure, and we tracked it across the sky at that point, you
want to look at that, I think we had some of that real time, but
that's about all we have of the TV. We really did not get
anything of any significance and I doubt if it will be of much
use to you.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we understand.

SPACECRAFT We got on 16 millimeter though, Mary, the
explosions so you're going to have to just see that when we get
back. ^

CAPCOM Copy that thanks.

SPACECRAFT It was quite violent too.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Yeah Bob 1 was running 16 millimeter, you've got
about 7 minutes of that right out the bay, so that should be of
use.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

Roger, we're looking forward to seeing that thanks.

We were looking forward to seeing the balloon.

Roger that.

And we've got the AEN video complete also.

Copy.

This is Mission Control, we've been looking at the
lanyards and attached pins from the deployed canister, the
intergrated rendezvous target, trying to gather some data on
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relative to the failure of the proper inflation of the integrated
rendezvous target balloon earlier this morning. Now we are
looking along the port longeron, the camera on that side, looking
there in the foreground, the large item there right in the
center, the top center is the shoulder joint for the remote
manipulator system, and we're looking down the length of the 50
foot arm, which is now going off to the left of the picture. See
the port slide wire. And the Orbiter port wing off to the
side. These views of the earth from the Orbiter's forward port
side - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead, Mary.

Roger, you're go to deactivate the SPA's per the
then have one more note for you.

Okay, go to deactivate the SPA's and one more note,

Roger, about your cabin press maintenance, we'd
like you to reset your cabin pressure, lower limit, so you don't
get any alarms tonight. We'll do the software, but you can do
the hardware reset, that's channel number 4, for the cabin
pressure. We'd like that lower limit at 3.4 volts dc.

SPACECRAFT Copy 3.4 volts dc, on channel number 4.

CAPCOM That's good readback.

PA0 Challenger passing, crossing the coast of South
America at the present time, on orbit 37. Crew given the go
ahead to deactivate the shuttle pallet satellite, it's
experiments we're running today. And then they were given a note
about managing the cabin atmosphere, which will be allowed to
gradually reduce in pressure through normal usage till the cabin
is down to about the 10.2 psi, to allow a long prebreath period,
take the nitrogen - -

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
checklist

,

SPACECRAFT
go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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abin atmosPhere «hich will be allowed togradually reduce in pressure through normal usage till the cabinis down to about the 10.2 psi to allow a long prebreathe periodtake the nitrogen out o£ the blood of the crew so that those that
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piCtUreS ^ 88 the °rbUer— 3 th *

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Mary, let me elaborate a bit on where we s^andwith the Cinema 360. To date we have let off a total of 1

scenes"™ thl MrJ
0' CUn

-

the Sr°nd "^azine. We got some good
?n ?hf ? ^.f,1 ™* ma<3azlne s of (garble) duration. We did getin the treadmill scene, we got in some dining in 0-g, we got ascene of acrobatics, and we have a scene of the air-lock dooropening and the EVA crewman starting their EMU checkout all on

Ekellotaae
* lected

,
to

<
« th« than start another marine andtake footage of questionable quality, we elected to use the one

then start
e
with

e
che°n5w

9
f

re 5°' the
.

Pala ?a ^<>y tomorrow? andtnen start with the new fresh magazine takinq shoDPina li^lscenes We could have started the 2nd magazine? but we would Vo

lcenes.
ha

0V ;r?
Y thr°U9h ° C 311 the W*Y th'°^ h with ^b-par

Sh£2?°^
PT

E?
understand and concur with that, and you're

2™? "li
ThS su^ est i°n that was made about getting a 50 Ddeploy on the Palapa earlier to you by Jerry, is now official and

d%^e

y ^Srr^.
PalaPa^ ^ " ^oing tc^tte^

SPACECRAFT Ok, good, sure glad to hear that.

CAPCOM so were we.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're about 40 seconds LOS, we'll talk toyou again through Hawaii at 84-02, and your alignment data looksgood, and you can go ahead and torque anytime you need
a^ looks

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

PAO
29 minutes

This is Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 7 hours,Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger is passing out of
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EqCatof in
e
7f!

Cking
°t

ta R
K
Uy Satellite

'
3ust now crossing theEquator, m a few moments, the start of orbit #38. Planninaactivities still going on here in Mission Control and the crew is

40 ^n;Lrh
e
f
Uled

,r
eSleeP activit *' they have about an hour and

! nuts before they are actually due to turn in for thelg
H
ht

: h
*as

?
ust ^anuevered to IMU align attitude and hasused the startracker to acquire a pair of stars, provide thebasic navigational information to the Orbiter systems to heln i t-know where the Orbiter is. And items being powerel down for^t^enight, the SPAS has been powered down for the night, ana" its

r*™
C
i
a
^
ed ^Pe

^
imei?ts turned off. Mission Specialist Ron McNai-reported a little bit earlier that they had taken a reel of filmon the cassette, or on the Cinema 360 camera. That's the pavload

meaTLr
2 36 °' S

'
And the* had^ o f ?hemeal period, exercise, EMU checkout, and acrobatics and otherscenes of crew with that special camera. And now they have set

ArhV? ^nTrate d^in9. the Palapa depl which . .

^orbit #50 tomorrow morning about 9:15 in the morning. It'll beabout another 1/2 hour before we - -
9 lt 11 be

END OF TAPE
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.
" " Palapa deploy which was going, which is goingto be on orbit number 50, tomorrow morning about 9:15 in themorning, it will be about another half hour before we nickV,

s?te
taCt

A?
9
2

i

da^
th

7
t

!:

e °tbi
\V ' -
^ 3h°Uld be ^Hawaii

Houston
Y

'
mnutes

'
this is Mission Control

mtnn?o C
Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 7

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, this is Challenger, loud and

S^2M
k . An

GOt y°U loud and clear to°' Challenger, Houston,we're about 40 seconds LOS Hawaii and we'll drop you for about 4

Sack to'hhf^J^
Pi

S
k YOU UP

?
n TDRS

'
we ' d like the startrackers

over
n°W

'
an PDI decomP for FDA inhibited,

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS for 47minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we've got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too. Challenger, Houston

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

ro?n
C
?
M

,,

Roger, got some questions for the crew about the

anIwe?s
a
to tht nthlr °,-?

tanding by siting to hear Bruce'sanswers to tne other questionaire we sent up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I thought we were waiting for a TDRS

mTnute ' ^ ^ dig °Ut the raessa*e and get «^ ^ a

pass?"
Roger, we've got 44 minutes left in this TDRS

wUh
E
the

F
LT ques^on!" ^ meantime We C°Uld Pfob»bl* *ass °»

CAPCOM Okay, the first question, the two lanyards

trtl^9 r°m ^e IR
! deploy Package, were they connected at thefree end, were the ends of the lanyard looped or straight, over.

h^h
E^K ,

Ha
l
y '

thSy Were n0t connected at the free end,both of them stuck out pretty much, they were parallel to eachotner, but the two of them in a sense were sticking radUlfy out
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in that the plane of the base of the package and they were notconnected at the free ends, over.

CAPCOM Copy that, did any debris leave the balloon

0?bi?lr?
area ln 3 radial direction a"er deployment from the

se'einfflittl,^;
n0t <

f
n°\ that ™ can recall, but I do remember

ahou? 3 n l a • I
C1

?
° f m^ ar

'
° r fil1 or something like thatabout 3 or 4 inches long, float up in front of the nose of thespacecraft, maybe 3 or 4 minutes after the deployment?

cle^the balloon^ckale/^ ^^ «P-«t. and

SPACECRAFT No we never saw the stays go ever.

CAPCOM okay, thanks.

werfsUlI on thfh°f?
° f T ' the Stays

'
Mar* the "ays

that sii ir L~ balloon when it just kind of exploded, afterthat six or seven minutes, you could see the stays leave then

Sa1loonl°°
ked th6V WeCe br°ken loose ** the'inflatton of'the

CAPCOM Copy, did that balloon every fully inflate?

balloon*
1^ 1

„"ayS
eA Sh°Ula S8y attemP^d inflation of theballoon. It looked like a very violent explosion with it, Mary.

=^
C°M

c
C°Py that

'
so ifc real ly never inflated we'll

tll\al%^\rUon^ li^ 366 ^ lt def^ted, it just sort of

^n^C
?
AFT

- fc

Ye
!
h

'
ifc was just like someone stuck a stick of

t'VI/' 3nd bleW ifc UP- Stays off in all directions

understand ^ y°U
,

have other on that would make
b i n^d "at the ballo°" ">ay have separated from theuaiiisc package, over.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yes, it was just like somebody stuck a stick of
dynamite in it and blew it up. Stays went off ir .11 directions
and the balloon just, you could see the inside of the balloon.
It was shattered.

CAPCOM And (garble) is that would make us understand that
the balloon may have separated from the ballast package, over.

SPACECRAFT We've been discussing that and we can't really say
for sure and the view that I got of the separation, Mary, was
through the 16 millimeter camera lens. So that's not, you know I
didn't see it to see a lot of detail but there should be some on
the film.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. That's the end of the questions and
we appreciate the help.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I looked at the pit of the big piece fairly
extensively through the 14 power general stabilized binoculars
and my conclusion was that there was a piece which represented
about a third of the balloon, like 120 degrees worth around the
equator, pretty much all the gores and then at one end of that
there was another couple of gores joined onto it. Sort of like
it was joined at one of the polar locations and I could see both
the white painted exterior and portions of the black painted
interior of the plastic and although I can't be 100% positive.
I'm 99% sure that the ballast package was not with that piece
which is the piece that we wound up tracking on the radar, over.

CAPCOM Copy that, Bruce. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT I don't think that the curvature in what I saw and
the portions that I couldn't see into were big enough to hide the
ballast package.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and confirm that that was the piece
the trackers were tracking, right?

SPACECRAFT The piece that we were tracking both with the radar
and with the COAS was the piece that I just described to you. It
looked like, oh, maybe the 120 degree chunk may have been 5 or 6
feet long and then the smaller extension to it m?y have been
another couple of 3 or 4 feet and it apparently made a pretty
good target as it, you know, moved about and it certainly
reflected the sunlight quite well. I can draw you a sketch of it
when we get back. (Garble) get back.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks, Bruce. Yes, thanks for that
description. It helps explain down here why the guys were seeing
data that made the target appear a little bigger than thev
expected. 2
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SPACECRAFT It, it in fact, may have, you know, in a linear
dimension, been significantly larger than 6 feet but it certainly
didn't have the spherical aspect to it.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that.

SPACECRAFT In fact, when it was rotating the radar at fairly
distant ranges would lose lock and then it would regain lock.
Lose lock, regain lock and so it looks like (garble) not
symmetrical as it was.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I presume also that given a little bit of
time Ue people on the ground can take the data that we did get
in tracking it and perhaps any ground based data and figure out
the ballistic coefficient of this thing so you can tell whether
the ballast really was attached or not, over.

CAPCOM Roger. That's in work. Thanks, Bruce.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary. Jerry said this was going to be your
department so here we go on message 19 alpha, over.

CAPCOM Roger, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Basically we activated the WCS pretty much
on schedule following insertion. The initial usage, the fan
separator didn't start when the switch was turned to WCS CMU so
it was switched back after a couple of seconds to the off
position and WCS CMU selected again and it started up and seemed
to work okay. There were about 3 usages of the WCS prior to
encountering the failure situation. Now prior to that time I
guess each of the 3 users had been pretty well filled up since
before prelaunch so - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - prior to encountering the faiLure situation.

wetft^i fVffV 1 "16 '. 1 9U
u
S
f

GaCh ° f the 3 users had b^npretty well filled up since before prelaunch so got a fair amountof liquid into it. So far as we know, in each case ail the

hn?
U
}« T? drain

?
d

ll
om ^e cup before the system was shut downbut in retrospect, the air flow seemed to be - - that was goingto be normal for the onorbit operation of the hardware or not.In the failure situation, it sounded initially like it wasrunning just barely at a very low speed. On the other hand, wohave a cabin fan air outlet right over the door to the WCS and'

o^i2'^i thout b^ ng reailv familiar of what it was going tosound like on orbit, we may have been confusing a little bit ofthe noise from the air coming out of the cabin fan outlet withthe noise from the fan separator. We have no indication thatthere was any debris m it or that there was any sort of soundthat would indicate anything solid or anything like that in it.We were puzzling over it. I guess it wound up being powered oncontinuously for about 45 seconds or a minutest molt^hen you
ti\JZt I

US a
o
d Sa

^
d you were seei ng stall current and toselect fan sep 2. The thought of selecting fan see number 2 hadalso occurred to us but we were reluctant to just leap into it

M??
e
n?

e
hhi

9r
ed

: Te WMZ
' y°U knOW

'
here we are °" the firstpart of the first day. We can't afford to go using fanseparators up at this rate and make it to the end of the mission,

ifth^ ^nr R
?
ge^ W

!
COPY that Bruce

-
We had a sli ^ ht c^™t

the air Hn you could say again just the part aboutthe air flow just before failure, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. On the 3 usages before the failure, it

seo^ratL^h^^^L^ aiC fl°W aS l0Wer than ifc is with ^separator number 2. At the time, we felt like we couldn't, wofelt like it was acceptable. We couldn't make a really goodjudgement on whether it was normal or not since we were allwondering whether in zero g and this sort of thing with theacoustics that we had in the cabin here and with the air comingout of the cabin fan vent right over the door to the wastpmanagement compartment, whether what we were hearing was normal
w
° *"? r 9° ln9 on fan S*P number 2, we realized that what
»l 1til^%

ttlnq °Ut,
° f nUrnber 1 was subnormal but it did work forat least 3 uses and it was on the 4th time that we got the verylow speed or the failure to start and you all reported you wereseeing the stall current, over.

F Y

w^
C^ . a

R
?
ger

\ So the ^ilure did occur when the fan sepwas started up for the 4th time before a 4th usage.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's correct.

CAPCOM okay, thanks, Bruce.
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reanf^T * h
^ * *!Y MCh ° f the 3 ^es, it was not

«n ~* f
Way U

?
t0 Par and U Probably got a good pint or

p?e?aunch.
°M th°S6

y°" know, from

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. Thanks, Bruce. Helps a lot.

SPACECRAFT And from your indications, Mary, what do you thinkis wrong with it? It's simply stalled or stuck?

^?C0Mn*- -f
eU

' f
e have data that those motors were changedout. This unit was flown on STS-8 and the motors have been

h„™i^ ?° hS
^f

haS been entrv into both separators. Thehypothesis is the fan sep 1 may be flooded. That's what we're

work"L » o^
e^ ai " 2°W because if ^ ^, well we may be able 'towork up a procedure for you to reclaim it.

SPACECRAFT Sure be willing to give it a try. Hoot, is waitingto try his inflight maintenance procedures here.

CAPCOM we sure bet he is.

SPACECRAFT Hoot and Bruce are fighting each other for this

For^he Hooter
R
°?hf' n^ ?°Py th^ 1 guess he Reserves that,rur cne Hooter, the Beanie says hi.

SPACECRAFT Oh, tremendous. Tell the Beanie hi back.

CAPCOM we'll sure do that.

SPACECRAFT Mary, if this fan separator 1 problem doesn't get
o^o

r Sd
? £

ath6r reluctant to stress the system by using thepersonal hygiene station late in the game.

CAPCOM we understand and concur with you on that, Vance.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Mary, is this PAM separator 1 problem doesn't get
S^onfi' h

at
-

eC re
i
uctant to stress the system by using thepersonal hygiene station late in the game.

CAPCOM we understand and concur with you on that, Vance.

hh^r .K C .
ThiS iS Mission Control, the crew has been sharingthexr observations on apparent failure mode of the IRT, the

Jhe'faUurf ZVtVT* 6arlier t0day
'

and thefr 'notes onthe failure of the fans separator number 1 of the waste
h^in

?h
nt

.

SyS
^
em

*
The crew has about half hour remainingbefore they're due to turn in for the night. And virtuaUy all

thl ri«??
° activities for the day have been completed, onboard1 ^
n9er

',
t

,
e spacecraft is on Orbit number 38 out overSouth America at the present time.

won^ -u- u-
cha

J
lenger r Houston, Vance, on that EMU dump if

n
nkin^ Jbout that, they have, the IFM guy's been busyworking over in the lg and then over in the chamber, and thev actto workaround procedure for dumping the EMU. *

mDer
'
and they 9ot

SPACECRAFT I think that's what Vance was talking about, Mary.

you?°iast.
Challen9 er '

Houston, we dropped lock and say again,

olan
E
?o

A
hL,

M\T 1 tMnk What Vance was ^ferring to was the

eid of ^°^. the Pr S°nal h^ ie»e station handwashes near theend of the mission and to give that a try over.

h.r«°
M

„* - fu
9er

'
BrUCe

'
we unde^tand and I think the feelinghere is that, that probably will be held off unless we can

"9

recover the first (garble) separator but we we e s trying to

if ne^es
U

sary?
rStand '"^ We haVe a backup also ^ the EMU dump

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance, we're going to try to give you an

SPACECRAFT Okey doke, that's fine.

,
First of all the state vector that you've got isgood for 3 more rev's. And we're standing by for a speaker checkanytime you want to give us one, and the only open business we've
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seen is the LiOH change out left for today. And we have a Westar
status if you'd like to listen.

SPACECRAFT Sure would like to listen to that yeah. (garble)
let me make sure everybody's on.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead

CAPCOM Roger, the Westar they have found the spacecraft
and the spacecraft is separated now and is in orbit of 155 by 600
miles, it was received by the Hughes station in Filmore,
California, and the batteries are charging up, bus currents look
good, but it is in a 155 by 600.

SPACECRAFT You have any idea yet, Mary, about what might have
been the problem?

CAPCOM No sir, we haven't found any really good ideas
yet.

SPACECRAFT Mary, does that mean they're getting data from it
that they know the batteries are charging?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, they had data received from the
Spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT Mary, what sort of inclination is it in? That is
could we, could it have had an out of plane burn, or what?

CAPCOM Bruce, this is Houston, not sure but think it's in
the same inclination as the Or biter. And the payload - -

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM The payload folks are going to collect a bunch of
that data for you and it will be in your message when you get uptomorrow morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll appreciate it.

CAPCOM Hope you guys get a good peaceful rest, then we'll
talk to you tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you tomorrow. Get those speaker checks
for you in just a minute, Mary, how much time we got?

CAPCOM Roger, we're standing by for your speaker checks.
And you've got 20 more minutes.
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SPACECRAFT How much time we got?

^C°M ™ R°ger
'

We ' re standin9 t>Y tor your speaker checks,and you got 20 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, with a comm check on theupstairs speaker.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, have you loud and clear, how

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good, we got you the same Mary.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, voice check on thedownstairs.

Challenger, Houston, read you loud with a squeal,
CAPCOM
over

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, how about now, still have a squeal?

Challenger, Houston, we read you but you're still
CAPCOM
squealing

PA0 ThAS 1S Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger
now passing over Asia on the way towards the Pacific Ocean. Herexn the Mission Control Center we've handed over to the planning
team and we do anticipate beginning the change-of-shif t brief inqwith off-going Flight Director Harold Draughon about 4:35, about
-> minutes late, in response to some queries in the news center.That last call up to the crew from CAPCOM Mary Cleave discussinqsome information about the Weststar satellite is - some of thosenumbers are based on some rough information from Hughes, the

^Itll ° f
i

th
u
t syenite, as well as information discussing thattelemetry lockon this afternoon in which it's believed that itwas discovered that Westar is recharging its batteries and we'llbe more than happy to entertain questions about that during the

^™n9r2 f "Sh
i
f
£

briefin9 in about 15 minutes. At mission elapsedtime 2 days 9 hours 23 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

1Qu V}]l
s is Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challengeron its 39th orbit now travelling 17,321 statue miles per hour?heading out over the Pacific Ocean. Planning shift here in theMission Control Center is working to put together a day's eventsfor tomorrow which include the PALAP deploy on orbit 50 andthey're attempting to structure it so that they can get somehousekeeping items done in the morning before that deploy andleaving room for a one-orbit late deploy should that prove

necessary. We do understand that a representative of Westar willbe involved m the change-of-shif t briefing which is now
scheduled to occur approximately 4:35 p.m. At 2 days 9 hours 25minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. END OF TAPE
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Control Houston!
,dayS

' '^ " minUtSS
'

thiS iS MiSsio"

PAO Mission Control Houston, at Mission Elapsed Time 2days 10 hours 32 minutes, the Orbiter Challenger now over theheart of Central Africa, on orbit 40 just above the equator" 6 Mission Control Center, the planning shift is lookingat various options for tomorrow morning's activities and olanninajust where to put those in the timelinl prior to the PALAPA
fh? f a

1

1S°, tht
Plannin3 team ^ taking a look at some ofthe video downlinks from this afternoon and this morning Riaht

ho^H% S°me Camera Shots of the deploy 'which

10 Ltrt ^ ld
.
n0t W

?
rk t0day

-
At Mission Elapsed Time 2 days10 hours 33 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

t?L o ^ ,T
h
u
S iS Mission Control Houston, at Mission Elapsedrime, 2 days 11 hours 10 minutes. TheO orbiter Challenger hasDust passed out of range of the Guam tracking station on orbit

orKit°
W

And
r,^h

mid rC
i
fi " 0Cea" in 3 151 gy 150 nauUcal mile

Earth'at tL
enV f tHi

? °^ bit °n the other side °f theEarth at the equator when we begin orbit 41, we will havetravelled 905,000 miles, so far on the shuttle mission At thistime in the Mission Control Center, the flight director isgetting a weather briefing on landing opportunities for the nextcouple of days should an early landing become necelsa?y. Ilse-
Tookfnn"^ Si

MlSS
i°

n Contro1 Center, the planning shift teams arelooking at plans for tomorrow and looking at the desire toperform some maintenance and service their jpacesuits inpreparation for Tuesday's spacewalk. Also we'll do a nitrogen
fhi p

d^men
! ^- the 0rbiter ™* we'll also conduct a deP?oy ofthe PALAPA satellite on rev 50. They're also planning to look at

^oL?
SSlbUlty for doir>9 a Wes tar sunshield inspection with the

the PALAPA
0aa

l^
SOmet

i
me tomorrow afternoon after we've deployed

r»L ? s
A1S

?' 93 far as Westar is concerned, Western Union
IT*

1^ ?°day 5
hat they did succeed in loc*ing on to that

fs now'at a ^O* bvT^ at
1
.?
bo

?
t 2

;

3 ° P - ra
"

Ce^tal time
- "^star

incUnation of ,,
Y
, I

nautlca
^

raile °^ it according to NORAD, aninclination of 27.7 degrees and a period of 100.1 minutes At

C^r
l

o?,
E^sS^n:ime

'
2 dayS U hOUCS 11 mi™tes

' tM^Is-Mi^sion

i, „ "i
SS

f
on Control, Houston, at Mission Elapsed Time 2days 12 hours 37 minutes. Orbiter Challenger now over the Guamtracking station passing through the tracking station" this is

\ Pass "? r are we taking data, with the crew of course
D?-nnf™

= leeP.P«iod here in the Mission Control Center, titplanning team is putting together tomorrow's activities

END OF TAPE
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*- A0 Mission Control, Houston at mission elapsed time, 2
days, 12 hours, 37 minutes. Orbiter Challenger now over the Guamtracking station passing through the tracking station. This isnot a voice pass, nor are we taking data. With the crew, of
course, in their sleep period, in Mission Control Center, theplanning team is putting together tomorrow's activities, centered
around the 9:13 am PALAPA deploy on orbit 50 and looking at
various options for possible survey of the Westar sunshield sometime tomorrow afternoon. At 2 days, 12 hours, 38 minutes, this
is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter Challenger now
on orbit 42 over north Africa. The way the schedule seems to be
lining up for tomorrow here on the planning shift, we're looking
for a star tracker detail test objective in the morning intended
to see if we can sight some pieces of the Integrated Rendezvous
Test article, the IRT. We'll also be performing in the morning a
10.2 cabin depress which would prepare for Tuesday's
extravehicular activity. That cabin depressur izat ion has to be
in place for at least 12 hours prior to the EVA. They also
intend for the crew to catch up on some of the SPAS experiments,
perform some maintenance on the space suits themselves, the two
which will be used in the EVA. On rev 50, they'll deploy PALAPA,
they'll also — for the PKM burn, the PAM kick motor burn on rev
51, they will have the robot arm extended to a position from
which it can view that burn in a procedure called the witness
plate test and we also will be able to see that through the usp
of the camera on the end of the robot arm. After the PKM burn,
they will do a recircular izat ion burn of their orbit, if
required. They will also be taking a look if possible, they'll
take a look at a couple of sites on earth that are of some
interest to the people on the ground here. The two prime earth
observation sites are in Senegal, where there are some dust
storms underway and in Hawaii where Kilauea is active. And it is
now 2 days, 13 hours, 42 minutes into the mission, Shuttle flight
41-B, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Mission Control, Houston. We are AOS Dakar and
taking data. Crew still has about 2 hours left in their sleep
shift, their sleep period. Orbiter Challenger currently in a 151
by 150 n. mi. orbit. Here in the Mission Control Center, the
planning team has basically completed putting together the CAPtor tomorrow, and now working with various housekeeping duties
At Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days, 15 hr, 7 min, this is Mission*
Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Mission Elapsed Time, 2
days, 15 hr, 46 min. The Orbiter Challenger now on orbit 43Here in the Mission Control Center on the planning team, INCO
reports a problem with the traveling wave tube assembly, and the
K-band antenna from the Orbiter. That problem is being seen in
the form of a no-power outreading from the K-band antenna, and
that means that we can take S-band telemetry from the Orbiter,
not K-band telemetry from the Orbiter. The effect of that,basically, resides in two areas, should there be no resolution to
the problem, and there are some fixes that are potentially
possible with that assembly. Two areas that could be affected
are TV, television coverage during the second EVA now scheduled
for Thursday, and potentially, perhaps, some effect on Shuttle K-
band radar during both those EVA's, although there's a fix forthat also. And we'll just have to wait and see if it works.
Basically, what this means is that they've got to wait until thecrew wakes up, then the controller's going to have them cycle
power on that assembly in the hope that if it's a logic problem,
they can get it to come back on. If it's some sort of short, or
burnt tube, or something like that, then it's doubtful they canresurrect that device. We will be able to take S-band and then
go through the regular GSTDN stations, but we will not be able to
transmit television through the K-band. The reason that affects
Dust the second EVA and not the first EVA is that in the EVA nowscheduled for Tuesday, we'll be in attitudes with the Orbiter
that approximate those we'll have during the solar max repairvisit in April. And those attitudes are not conducive to
pointing the antenna on the Orbiter toward the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite; thus, we've only been planning to have GSTDN
television daring that first EVA. That constraint does not existduring the second EVA, so we were planning to have some TV
through the TDRS, and should we not be able to resurrect thedevice, we will have to replan that and see if we can't come up
with some GSTDN coverage for that EVA on Thursday. Again, the
antenna is going to have a cycling procedure done on it tomorrow
and we 11 see if we can't bring that device up, There is no crewsafety impact here, no mission impact here, and no flight rule
cases which come up because of this occurrence. At MissionElapsed Time, 2 days, 15 hr, 50 min, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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.

...no mission impact here and no flight rule caspswhich come up because of this occurrence. At Mission Elansed'
"

Txme 2 days 15 hours 50 minutes, this is Mission Control?Houston

PAOPAO Mission Control Houston, an update on the K-bandsituation with the travelling wave tube assembly. One of the
F^r?

131 pcobl *ms discussed there had been K-band rada? but

there One T,^° £ Whi °h y°U can avoid ^ Problemsthere. One is that as long as an object you're trackinq, such asan astronaut and an MMU, is less than 640 feet from the Orbiteryou don't need to go through the travelling wave ?ube assembly
'

anyway, so it may well be that even if that device is out^ra^r
durino

n
?hf

UE^ 'th
WU1 TCk Wel1

'
Without rad" tracing

„"}"9
K

h
f

EVAS
' fere's no safety impact there. Our crewmenwon't be far enough away from the Orbiter for that to be a c?ewsafety issue. There had been a desire to go ahoad and use that

Tfi' t
Mission Control Houston. Processing S-bandteleinetry through TDRS as the Orbiter Challenger approaches orbit44 at the equator, just at the tip of South America! We have the

nrtt" ITS* can«l 1
i
n9 the scheduled 12:30 a.m. change-of -shift

e B? et!"C?
W1

n

th ° ff-9° in9 fli 9 ht director Lar ryVCrgeo is

KSC r? lutrf
ce^tive activity in the news rooms at JSC and

is M^ssio^ SS, E^^iM
' * ^ 16 h— " -'-^ thi

d
s

aa - ^MiSS
i°

n Contro1 Houston, Orbiter Challenger now onrev 44 over the mid Atlantic Ocean, at Mission Elapsed Time 2days 16 hours 38 minutes. We still have our intention ofcancelling the 12:30 a.m. change-of-shift press conference with
«f7

9
?
ln9

x
ll9ht director Bourgeois/ This is your Vastcall for objections to that plan. if you do have such

?h?r^°M
S

' ?
l6^e 0311 the ^SC news r°™ the%ic news roomThis is Mission Control, Houston.

PA0 Mission Control Houston, Orbiter Challenger ow onrev 44 over North Africa. We're expecting the crew wake-u a??to go up through Yarragadee but we lo note thlt there U some CRTactivity on the flight deck, so it looks as if at least somemembers of the crew are up and about already. The wake-up musicday
K
f°UhOSe of y°u who foll°" these things, the first song

Lnd
b
%H

G
;?

ry
: h

G1
?^Y '

Colorado " by the University of Coloradoband. That's the fight song of that institution which is VanceBrand's .alma mater and that will lead straight into rendition of"Ride High You Mustangs" the Cal Poly state . .u-ersity f gn? song
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T?mf ^vf^hours G
if°

n,V lma ™^er. At Mission Elapsed
Houston. ' mlnutes

- this is Mission Control,

f??in » m v.

Mission Control, Houston, we have cancelled the12:30 a.m. change-of-shift briefing with flight director TarrvBourgeois. MlSsion Elasped Time 2
9
dayS 17 hours'^s ion Control,

(wake-up music)

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM (Wake-up Music)

?ok
C
?
M
wo •

GO°d mornin<3' Challenger. With you over Yarragadeecor 2-1/2 mm. 3

min
C°M Challenger, Houston with you at Yarragadee for 2

SPACECRAFT Good morning, John. (Garble).

CAPCOM Morning. How are you'll today?

CAfovervIews.^
8"7^ lnc "entally, only received 2-1/2

^P
??

M
„ RT4I .

R°g er - Understand, and you'll be getting the restof the CAP'S in about 45 min over MILA.
9

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand you'll send up the rest over

to
P
you.

That ' S affirm
'
and we '* e so^V we didn't get it up

SPACECRAFT That's okay. Part of one was garbled. It was - -some of the things were backwards on it.

CAPCOM Understand, so, you'd appreciate three copies.

SPACECRAFT Five total copies.

CAPCOM Say again, Bruc.-.

^n
P
o°

M
„

Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Yarragadee in

Tn^nS*-
*e u"darsta

£
d ^ have two good copies of the CAP. Weintend to send you three over MILA.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we were just talking over the wake-up song. Bruce says it's "Army, Army Call the Doctor."

CAPCOM No, we gave you "Glory, Glory Colorado" and "RideHigh You Mustangs", and we'll see you TDRS 17 plus 48.

SPACECRAFT I have a feeling that "Glory, Glory Colorado" alsoexists as "Army, Army Call the Doctor" back at the Naval Academy

.

CAPCOM Understand that, Bruce.

Mustangs!" (Garblef

.

C°UrSe
'
everyone knows " Ride Hi 9 h *ou
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r»n„» „<= v
Th

i
S is Mission Control, Houston. We're out ofrange of Yarragadee now. Handover has occurred in the Mission

tllZf A^IV F
^
i9ht Directo ' ^ndy Stone and the l

BlaL tll
q ht =ontrollers ^ now on station. The CAPCOM is John

ill „• The
.

wake""P mus 1C was first "Glory, Glory Colorado" bvthe University of Colorado band and the fight songlo? the almamater of the Mission Commander, Vance Brand. Mission SocialistHruce McCandless alleges the same tune, diriment words are u^d
Sa~ ••Ride^iah^o'

A"d the S *CO
"
d ^kT-up^L if"

™„„ «t r

9 Y°^. Mustangs,» the Cal Poly State University fight
Giblon ; h^ S

1 ?
blSP°' ??li£or nia» the alma mater of :<oberV

TDRS in 2u" n^n m"
9" ^i?'' And WU1 Pick U? 3<3ain th^9hTDRs in 20 min. Mission Elapsed Time, 2 da"s, 17 hr . 27 minThis is Mission Control, Houston.

END OP TAPE
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RoLrf rih=™
S
lu

^o" 1
?

Obispo, California, the alma mater ofRobert Gibson, the Challenger pilot. And we'll pick ud aaainthrough TORS in 20 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time 2 days 11hours 27 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
7

PA0
„

This is Mission Control, Houston, we're- -incst- = f„,,seconds away from acquiring signal through the TDRS network
oasT?;;Co

1
u?

!

??
d
H
Tin,e 13 i dayS 17 hours ™ ™inutes? Du?ing\his

^on^o°^
d
Ho
h
u
a
^on

V
?
iCe —-arily?^* is"

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

weufTo
F
lo th2°?SS\

JOh
C

f WG
.

jUSt 90t the IMU »linement and

that's'alrtght?
attltude * little ahead of time if

CAPCOM Roger that, that's okay, Vance.

fcan^a it ToMT^' ^ ™U if ™*

CAPCOM Negative, we did not Vance. We'll take that from

susoect I't"
bet° r

t ,

We d° that
<

let me tell you that wesuspect a power problem occurred on the Ku-band because last
lit *,*

think We l0St the Ku"band retu™ link anl so INCO will
ignor^U?

Y°Ur KU"band here and maV 9et a message™^ can

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And I'm ready to copy your IMU data.

wltfdeltl X min^ ^5" 21 and 17 angUlar air
'
01

' Partingwitn delta X, minus .04, minus .09 plus .01. Delta Y olus n?Plus all balls minus .03. Delta Z plus .10 minus 10 plus olexecution time T/17:47:30, over.
minus .iu plus .08

CAPCOM Roger, copy the data, Vance, thanks a lot.

PA0
, ^

This is Mission Control Houston, the INCO has

favorab?e
We
that°th^ f^ ^Z™* SyStem an <* "

^
looks veryravorable that that system may be recovered, the Ku-band isshowing up with power, we're going to wait until there's In

?^ US^^t^t
8T^^ ban

?
d°"nlink

'
° f --- to verify

e J fc at thls P°int / it looks as though the powercycle function and the effect of resetting the logic on the Ku-band, it may be back in order after all. So that win n

h^oed
0
^00" 36

'
inaSmUCh aS ifc *ouldsave

S

?he
h
ample'video'wfhadped to acquire during the second EVA on Thursday. Mission
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Elapsed Time, 2 days 17 hours 59 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control, Houston. The INCO's just
reported that we are now processing high data rate on Ku-band.That means, of course, the Ku-band system is again operative
Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days 18 hours 1 minute, this is Mission
Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT John, I have a question on the microbiology air
sample, if there's somebody around that could answer this for me.
We have stowed onboard three types of agar strips for the
sampling. I have to take samples on the middeck and the fliqhtdeck, my question is am I to take one of each kind on the middeck
and one of each kind on the flight deck per data take or is ittwo of each kind op the flight deck and two of each kind on the
middeck, the medical checklist does not describe those numbers.
I was briefed on the preflight but I need to get some
confirmation.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Ron, I'll try to get you an
answer.

SPACECRAFT Thank you John.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT check the, medical checklist does not describe
those numbers. I was briefed on it preflight but I, I need to
get some confirmation.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Ron, I'll try to get you an
answer

.

SPACECRAFT Thank you John.

CAPCOM Ron, people have looked at your request and the
answer is one of each type on the middeck and the flight deck.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds good, John. There are just so
many of these strips around, I was wondering, should I have been
doing them at a faster rate but that's the way I did the last
data take and that's the way I'll do the next. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that and we're going to be handing over to
the STDN here to try and get your teleprinter up to you.

r> 4 ACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you have a target state vector
onboard now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, thanks John.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, you ready for PCM formats 103,

CAPCOM Roger, we are ready for the formats.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be handing
over to the Dakar, Madrid STDN here so we can get our teleprinter
message up to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are seeing an unusually
high propellant usage, nothing to be alarmed with. We believe
you are not tracking the IRT, we want you to go ahead and
initiate the rendevous nav.

S PACECRAFT Rog e r

.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. The consenus in
the Control Center here is that the high propellant consumption
rate was the product of the Orbiter hunting around for its target
and changing its attitude in search for the rendezvous target.
By initiating the rendezvous nav on coordinates that the Control
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?h2
t™UPl

i
nk

-?;
thS navi^tion - or the system will lock on to

less proDafJon ?i=f? ^at ]™nt f
n<

3 Phenomenon and should use
Tr nSr«

P
? 7" f

-

el
- Mlssion Elapsed Time, is 2 days18 hours 33 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in a couple ofminutes with TORS. See you at Yarragadee at 18 plus 54.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I guess you dropped out for awhile Hedidn't have anybody to point to, did he, sorry about that!

CAPCOM Roger, that's okay.

t „
This is Mission Control Houston, at 2 days 18 hours

iL l
nUt

ll-
W
!

re out of ran9e at TDRS and we'll reacquire i° 11minutes through Yarragadee. Flight directors presently get a

aTa^thf
1?^' tHe substance °f which is that all the^eather

does'n't^^^
3^ 1^^0^- 1^^ today is good and weather

END OF TAPE
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?!
A0

„ ... So we'll reacquire in 11 minutes through

^hf'^fr* F1^ h t Directors presently get a weather briefing,
t^LVi.

bs^nce
°J

"hlch is that all the weather at all the landingODDOr turn t- l oq t-r»Hat/ , .
^

M^c-°
n

n
la

?
SG

?
time 2davs

' 18 hoursr44"minutesr
i

thirisMission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, Challenger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger that and Vance, just to let you know, you
^ any*-^'— -- - - - -

7

ing.Tlln tMs
n,

morninT
thin9 With tflat

-
We" jus^ent'^uTbad

gas
C
^nv!L

WeU
'

1 d°n,t kn°W
-

1 h°Pe We didn,t use to° ™chgas, anyway.

^l?°^u .
y°U did not

' No P r °blem, Vance, and it was our
fi??n««2

fc^ ld
J
t# Y°U certainly didn't do anything, you just

J ?J1 ? Plan - Challenger, Houston, we're wonder ng ifyou're getting any marks on the target?

SPACECRAFT No, we don't have star for reference yet.Yesterday it was starting to show up just a little later as theOrbiter moved so we're still hopeful. Also, we don't see it inthe COAS yet, but we'll keep checking.
6 lt in

CAPCOM Understand.

checfanfsee& it"

0^ ^ * Star PreSent S° we ' U have to

CAPCOM Great, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're getting a star presence in and out.Sometimes we get it for up to half a minute or so. The residualelevation residual is +1.66 and azimuth -1.82 to start ou with*'with a ratio of 1.7 and 1.6, respectively. We don't have starpresence now so we'll see what the next data brings?

CAPCOM Roger, I understand.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, Yarragadee.See you a couple of minutes at Orrocal.
y

m?n„«- on
Th

i
S Mission Control, Houston. There's a on*minute, 30 seconds keyhole here between Yarragadee and Orroral^^rsn

urae 2 days ' 19 2 »^ this ?.
rr
s&io„

minStes
Challenger, Houston's with you at Orroral for 4

Sfto y2S
9
;:.2?

hn
-

We h3Ven,t ^ ^ «.r presence since

CAPCOM Understand, Challenger, Houston, we're aoina t-n hp

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, the MADS strain gage to ON, please Andwe'll see you TDRS at 19 plus 25.
p

'
And

to
P
ON?

Challenger, Houston, did you copy MADS strain gage

SPACECRAFT John, MADS strain gage is ON, O N.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bruce. See you guys at TDRS.

lt° t
This, Mission Control, Houston. We'll pick up

davs
U

^9
T
hou^

n
I" ^T63 at miSSi°n 6lapsed time t ? f 2aays, 19 hours, 9 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through t^drs.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear. Houston, the starrather, the IRT tracking exercise. '

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance. We just got the last halfof your transmission but we're interested in the summary of that.

E*D OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT The star, rather, the IRT tracking exercise.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance, we just got the last half ofyour transmission but we're interested in the summary of that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, right near sunset, we got steady starpresence, we, it looked like it was the IRT and it was not astar, so after several cycles I went to AUTO on SPEC 13 onangles. We took in one mark, in auto on azimuth) we got a mark
12

QJ ™
f
lev^on and then I put in about 3 forces and the sum

^ !i ?
aS

^!

at in elevation ^ got 2 accepts, in azimuth 4.We got elevation 9 rejects to azimuth 7.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Vance, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Bruce spotted what he thought was the IRT on thehorizon, very faint, just before sunset. But we're not really
^f,?ii\ u

lt W
?
S

n

tha
,

t ° r a star
'

to tel1 vou the truth. I thinkyou'll have to look at the data. It's a little puzzling to uswhether we really had the IRT or not.

CAPCOM Understand Vance, thanks for the good report. AndChallenger, Houston, we're seeing a little bit high fuel usageagain, we d like to go ahead and execute the maneuver back to'
u LiV .

SPACECRAFT We thought we were there, just a sec, we're on the

^,PC°" a
Challenger, Houston, we think you need to go aheadand do an item 19 to get the maneuver going.

^f^?R
v
F
u *

°kay
'
we wanted auto maneuver shut up apparently itdidn't take for some reason. y

CAPCOM Roger, understand, no problem. Challenger,
Houston, if you have a minute I have a note for Bruce or Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay...

SPACECRAFT Houston, go ahead, they're listening.

CAPCOM Roger, because..

SPACECRAFT (garble) John.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. Because we are down to one WCS watertan sep, we recommend you only dump and charge the EMU's one timeeach and do one EMU at a time.
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SPACECRAFT Understand you want to do one EMU at a tiwe and wewill go ahead and do the one dump and full charge on each EMU

CAPCOM That's affirmative as shown there in the CAP at 22:

SPACECRAFT Roger, tell the guys in the back room thanks.

CAPCOM Roger, that Bruce. Challenger, Houston, we'resending up an orbiter state vector to you.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

^C0M
. u

Challenger, Houston, I have a question for ya'll,relevant to the EVA, when you have a second.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead, John.

™!.°M n Roger, assuming that the EVA 1 goes on time and all

nf t*T™L
We

I*
considerin

? the following additions to the end
?o

nUmb6r X
'

The firSt one is Prior to airlock ingress,to have you remove camera D and bring it with you into the air-lock and into the cabin for inspection and repair andreinstallation during EVA 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that.

hh!^2\h ?og(r
r -. And ^ ust for a little more clarification

^n! to S.i
epair

i
S DUSt a swaPout of cameras. And the second

the cimena 3
™ MFR

'
aft9r y°Ur MEB taSk is comPlftte to close

END OF TAPE
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Spr°?«u •

An
f

second on^ is wh *le in the MFR after yourtask 15 complete to close the Cimena 360 thermal cover.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Stand by a second on that one, John.

CAPCOM Roger, ya'll can think about that and qet back tous whenever you want to.
9 to

SPACECRAFT Roger. Hang on a second. Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, go ahead.

;°',"e*a
I
60

' lf V°u al l concur, what we'd like to do is we

She V
1

i^in
'6^ Cl °Sing that UP by hand earl* in the EVA.

mmh
xme

lt
ne a

f
you ma* recall starts out with me on the portMMU gettmg it ready to fly and then Bob breaks out the T-pad^ndhas it over there by the SESA and has a period of relatively low

?r^ = i
ty

- ^
Durin

2
this tirae we think it's feasible for him to

inboarftnH°
W
?

the
.

f

tarb°ard hinge line and then manually lean

iiraelinP ^l^°
Se

^- UP by hand With "° net Serial imPac t to thetimeline, also enabling you to have the Cimon* Tfin f„^fi rtn ,i *

be
S
c^b

ally entUe E^A
-

If thlt'does'norwork/orp ovls to'be cumbersome or anything like that, then we certainly concur

task.
y0

Sve r?
COmn,endatiOn that 1 d° ifc frorn the MFR af tet the meb

sequence.
R°9er

'
understand Bru<=<^ and we concur with your

SPACECRAFT Okay, then that's the way we'll plan it then.Thank you very much, and we'll do the payload bay camera deltaDo you have any thoughts as to the measure of protection that weought to provide for it in bringing it through the airlock" Iguess we could have one of these transfer bags or temporary bags

CAPCOM Roger, and Bruce, at the moment, we're just

sorno H2L?ic
t
f
therlng ^ to the foofc restraint but we will worksome details for you and teleprinter them up to you.

SPACECRAFT Understand the foot restraint in the airlock?

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT I use that foot restraint in the airlock foroperating the hatch, I think we would perfer to secure itsomewhere else in the airlock.
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CAPCOM Understand and we'll work up some procedures,
Bruce, and send them up to you and give you time to comment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy John, thank you very much.

CAPCOM You're welcome and we thank ya'll.

SPACECRAFT Hey John you got time to copy a number?

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, HRM III tiira of activation day 2 195030.

CAPCOM Roger, copy and thanks a lot, Bob.

SPACECRAFT You all think up some more stuff for us to do so wewon't get bored operating the EVA.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT Just joshing.

SPACECRAFT And also John, is there anything that we ought to
look at with respect to the part of the IRT that remains in the
payload bay that would help you figure out the puzzle? Or you
just want to wait til the vehicle gets back on the ground to look
at that?

CAPCOM Stand by 1. And Challenger, Houston, be advised
that we have some excellent pictures of the release. We don't
need any additional information from you right now other than
your flight notes.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM And we're happy to wait until we see your flight
notes postf light. And if someone has a second I'd like to give
you a small change to the cabin depress procedures in the
contingency EVA ops book on page 5-4.

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, I've got it open down here, go ahead,
let's see.

SPACECRAFT Is that contingency EVA book or EVA book?

CAPCOM The contingency EVA ops book for the 10.2 cabin.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, go ahead, we're ready to copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... contingency EVA OPs book for the 10.2 cabin.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, go ahead, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, on page 5-4, on the left side over there,
Bruce, the MO10W 14.7 regn, let system 2 open. We want you "tonot do that step at that point. You can do the system 1 to closebut take the step that takes system 2 to open and place it after,"over there on the bottom right, after you have reset the FDA andcaution warning limits.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, let me see if I'm understanding what
you re saying here. The step which is on MO10W 14.7 cabin regn,let system 2 to open should be moved over to the bottom of the
right hand column essentially following the IMU fan delta P SM
alert limit change, is that correct? Over.

CAPCOM That's absolutely correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy. Any other EVA changes at this time?

CAPCOM Negative.

now°
ECRAFT

°
kay

'
thank y°U '

1<m gettin9 back to my (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Vance.

SPACECRAFT John, just a point of information. All of ournormal EVA procedures are in the EVA checklist. I guess thatrepresents a duplication for the 10.2 depress procedure you justmentioned but anyhow, we probably won't be pulling out thecontingency EVA checklist unless we had a contingency EVA.

CAPCOM we understand, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And John, if you concur, I can start the SPAS

^Jv^i01
?

an^ get the comm configuration loaded but hold on theMOMS until after the water dump. Over.

CAPCOM Stand by, Ron, and we'll get you an answer.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the SPAS activation is okay todo now. We don't have a MOMS data take coming for awhile and wewill monitor the water dump.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We don't have any data right
now so maybe you've. already done it, but we see you in fixed
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SPEC
a

62?
nd W6 ' d y°U t0 9° ah6ad and Select the Program on

aoh
a

L'
he " u be getting that

- ™*y> th.f.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot and we have data now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we finished the SPAS activation. The waterdump is compete and we're go for the - proceed „Uh the mSm"
CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Yes John, in the MOMS activation step 1, it started

zx'^iir, izr.^iir' M °™ *» -« ««?- v
CAPCOM okay, Ron, Payloads will look at it for you.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

?he
C
littl^ h n>

R
h?^

t0 anSW6r
l°

Ur question on the MOMS, you had
is Ops normal

9 ^perage because the heaters came onand that

SPACECRAFT Yes John. I was just looking at my ref data, page

S.? Tha"
8
^!;:''

Heaters are on so 1,11 proceed ^ ^
CAPCOM Roger that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, you got the MOMS activation at 20 plus

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT John, how's my comm coming to you?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, John, you got the MOMS activation at 20 plus

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Challenger...

SPACECRAFT John, how's the comm coming to you?

CAPCOM Roger, you're comm is...

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Your comm is loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Hey, great, we fixed that by doing nothing.

CAPCOM Understand, we're going LOS here in a minute, we'llsee you at Yarragadee at 20 plus 29.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we copy and ask the EVA backroom to
give som- thought to what position they would like camera deltam. We can move it around and pan and tilt manually if you havf»
a position that you want it other than what it is riqht now
during the EVA 1.

y

CAPCOM Understand, we'll get that answer to you, Bruce.

Tnis is Mission Control Houston, we're losing
signal through TDRS and we'll reacquire through Yarragadee in 10
m!™a half minufces « A couple of items worthy of note during thatTDRS pass, additions to the EVA timeline. First to remove the
delta camera, that's the forward starboard camera, the color
camera that's been providing limited service with a faulty colorwheel, inability to tilt and a bulky and intermittent pan
function. Bruce McCandless has agreed to take that camera inside
the Or biter and replace it with another camera during that EVA,first EVA. And also, Mission Specialist Bob Stewart will be
attempting to buckle up the thermal package on the Cimena 360
camera. This is Mission Control Houston. There is a good
indication that the crew's right on the timeline. The EVAsystems officer here in the Control Center has indications that
the Mission Specialist 2 and 3, Bob Stewart and Bruce McCandlesswere set up to do their -prebreathe and the EECOM had their
sensors indicating that there was an oxygen flow, verifying that
their prebreathe started at, occurred at 2 days 20 hours 11minutes Mission Elapsed Time. And the prebreathe is flagged as
an LEH prebreathe, LEH is launch entry helmet, and the launch
entry helmet provides a good seal for the crewmembers to use toassure their breathing pure oxygen without having to go through
the full suit up procedure. It's an expedient way of getting a
9°od Pr ^breathe for Protoc°l. And we're approaching the time forthe 10.2 cabin pressur ization . The cabin pressure right nowshows at 13.9 psi and it has been consistently right around that
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w»-n
rr^n?h tne

w
flight

' ranging between this and 14.1.We 11 reacquire through Yarragadee in 5 and a half minutes at

Contro?,
ESn?ime

' ' 2
° hOU" 23 this "i-ion

for"Tand a haU^nu^s.'
iS WUh y°U thr °Ugh *«"gadee

Y^rragadel °
kay

'
HOUSton

'
we 9ot ^ou loud and clear at

SPACECRAFT And, John, we got a couple of guys running aroundhere in funny looking helmets.
running around

reference the SP^acti^tfon?*'
1 ^ * qUeSti °" f° r yOU

SPACECRAFT The martians are coming, the martians are coming.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John.

t £
R°9e

f'
during the activation we saw the battery

H
°" llne for about "5 seconds and then go back off. If you

?hat? w
P
e?d

V

1pp^LVu?rmati°n that W°Uld h6lp US «"a«.t.Zd

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I think that battery switch got hit...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... 45 seconds and then go back off. if you could

we?d
1

fpprlc?ate
1

?t?
rn,ati°n that W°Uld h6lp US un^rstand that,

SPACECRAFT Okay John, I think that battery switch got hitprior, before, prior to the — some time early in theactivation, the battery switch got hit before— at some pointe
*ll

ylJ think the b^ter y switch was hit. when I got the data

UltrJ
SP
f^ I

Sa" that the batter* was on
- 1 and hit thebattery switch to off. That's when you saw the battery amps go.

?m^°
M

. „ t
R09

f
r

' absolutely n° problem with that, Ron. We

understand?
8Ure that U WaSn,t sometni "9 that we didn't

SPACECRAFT Yes I switched the batteries off but I saw that.So I think the switch was hit earlier in the activation.

CAPCOM Roger and no sweat, no problem.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, Orroral in 30seconds. We'll see you TDRS, 21 plus 02.
urrorai in 30

SPACECRAFT Hey John, we just had a nice view of Australia ontnis run.

again
M
today.

R°9er that> A"d WS h°pe V°U enj °Y your sunset

SPACECRAFT Okay, won't be long.

^ J~ iS iS Mission Control, Houston. We'll pick uo

we'U iust°bfhI
DRS agai " in about 10 minutes and at that time

?n ?J? be9 lnnln9 the process of reducing cabin pressure to

io1o
P
?l'o T T k d3ta thrOU9h °"° r al, cabin pressure was

the fliah?' tL n k !
en aPProxlmately that range through most of

StI-7 ^ The Orbiter was tested at a 10.2 c.-.-.in pressure onSTS-7 and at that time, it took 25 minutes to get the r-abin'spressure down to that level through an or i f iceMeed? And thecrew reported no discomfort at any time Curing that process, sothe cabin depress here is not expected to be 1 traumatic event byany measure and we'll stand by for an advisory that that processis underway when we reacquire through TDRS in 10 minutes. A?
Zill T ^

la
?
Sed time

'
2 days

'
20 hours

' 52 minutes, this isMission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS.

iust
E
h^!

T
n „ R°9^ Houston

' Houston, this is Challenger, wejust have gotten 45 minutes into LEH breathing so we're startingthe cabin down to 10.2 shortly.
" 5
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CAPCOM Roger that, thanks a lot, Vance.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston, it's 2 days, 21hours, 3 minutes mission elapsed time. The data shows that theyare configured to begin the depress procedure but that hasn'tbegun yet. Should start momentarily. And, again based on theexperience from the test during STS-7, it should take just about
25 minutes to reduce cabin pressure from its present level ofx4.1 down to the target of 10.2.

Okay.

PA0
t ^

This is Mission Control, Houston, The EECOM officerreports that the depress is in work now and the pressure in thecabin has dropped down to 13.77 psi. Now down to 13.69 and againthe expected duration to achieve 10.2 would be 25 minutes, so weshould see the completion of this process during this TDRS pass.

END OF TAPE
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PAO so we should see the completion of this processduring this TDRS pass. Mission Control Houston. The cabinpressure now down to 12,80 psi. Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days 21hours 11 minutes. Mission Control, Houston, at 2 days 21 hours
15 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, cabin pressure now down to 12 Cpsi and steadily dropping. Mission Control, Houston, 2 days 21*
hours 19 minutes cabin pressure down to 11.0 psi. This is

p}™^ S?^
r0l VH0USt0n

'
at 2 da* s 21 hours 24 minutes MissionElapsed Time, cabin pressure is now to 2.2.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, just for your information, we

minutes at2i
n
plus

9
36

Und commanded M0MS data take in about 12

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that John. And Houston, we justcompleted the depress and we're holding cabin pressure at 10.2,PP02 on sensor B reading 2.77.

CAPCOM Roger, copy and thanks for the report Vance.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. That data also
llt^ .°^ i

^u
i(

r
ate that Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart havecompleted their LEH pr ebreathing

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, due to a sensor bias, we need
£?

U-£° change the PP02 alpha hardware caution and warning limiton the high side to 3.0 instead of 2.9.
9 u

thfMgfside Zo^'.o!*
C°PY ^ JOhn

'
We ' U Change PP°2 alpha °n

CAPCOM Good read back. Challenger, Houston, if somebody
ib tree, I have some, a few additions to your CAP for todav'sactivities. y

SPACECRAFT Standby. Go ahead John.

vh!°^n „w
Roger

' Vance. The changes are on page 3 of 3 ofthe CAP. When you have that I'll give you the small littlechanges.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, down there at 3:20, maneuver to minus ZLV,when you do that, use DAP A and configure B for Bl.

con?fanrf
T
nAP k^' ?

e F°Pied '
use »AP A for that maneuver andcontigure DAP bravo to bravo 1.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And also down at the bottomthe page at 7 plus 35, while you're doing that maneuver downthere, the same addition, DAP A and configure B for Bl
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy the same commnet down at 7 plus 40.

oHhere it sa^TR^ct^add^ S^llF^ " 5 ^
de'acfat

F
about°5

a
^us°SS: * W deaCt at the ^ ^ aS ™

LOS?°both of tho^
r

items.
y°U alS° 3dd

'
d° that at Hawaii <

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. Hawaii LOS for both.

CAPCOM Roger, good readback. Challenger, Houston, we'reuplmkmg a state vector and just for your information, INCO'spower cycle earlxer this morning made the Ku-band functionproperly now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good, sure glad you got it fixed.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, just a comment on the teleprinter format wegot today. It's quite good, we've each taken our section and cutit into pages and pasted them in the CAP pages where we'd
ordinarily be. It turns out if each guy has his own paqes and he

two
ar °Und With him

'
U w°rks out great, having

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... great. We've each taken our section and cut it

h£ Sn?
eS an

f ??
StSd

u
them in the CAP ^es where we'd ordinarily

h?;
out if each guys has his own pages, and he can tote

works good too. Since everybody knows his job up here, more orless, and we just check things off in two column! as Ve go"long.
CAPCOM Roger that. Thanks for the comments, Vance.Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS in about a minute and ahalf. See you at Yarragadee at 22 plus 04.

'nmuce ana a

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you at Yarragadee, John.

PA0 This is Mission Control, Houston. We've lostsignal through the TDRS system. Cabin pressure onboard
Challenger holding fairly steady at 10.2 psi and the prebreatheby astronauts Bruce McCandless and Bob Stewart has beencompleted. We will reacquire through Yarragadee in 9 minutes.At 2 days, 21 hours, 55 minutes, this is Mission Control,Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through Yarragadeefor 7 minutes and 40 seconds. y

minStes.
Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for 6

SPACECRAFT Hello Houston, we got you loud and clear, how doyou read us?

CAPCOM Loud and clear. Challenger, Houston. Bruce, ifyou re free for a minute, I have a short note for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, go ahead with the notes.

CAPCOM Roger, just wanted Bruce to know that we will besending you a teleprinter message at Hawaii that provides an IFMprocedure for a contingency EMU water dump, in case it isnecessary to use it.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we didn't hear you real clearly but we

B?urp
S f i°f " 9

°i
ng t0 Send US a teleprinter at Hawaii givingBruce an IFM for contingency EMU water dump.

C^PC
H
M

. u
Th

f
t,s affirmative and that's just in case you needto use it to back us up because we're down to one fan.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, but understand the plan which I'm

as
a

a (garbled ^ W*S t0 ^ thG n°Cmal Water dump for fche EMU
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CAPCOM That's correct Bruce, we want to use the normalone. This is only in case we need it so it will be onboard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy.

^™ n .
Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, Yarragadee in35 seconds, see you at Hawaii at 22 plus 33.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll see you in Hawaii. John, we'd like to

t

n
o°l mLorVc?ear?

ht " "^ the CaUti°" and

CAPCOM Roger, that's fine with us, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks JOHN.

. ^ ,

Mission Control, Houston. We'll acquire again in19 minutes through Hawaii, mission elapsed time 2 days, 22 hours,
3
""f? 8

' This is Mission Control, Houston. We've been given3
k! t i

minary advisorv tim* for PALAPA deploy. Deploy time forthe Indonesian satellite will be at 3 days, 2 hours, 11 minutes
™« 13

M
seCOnd£

?- Jhat is roughly 3 hours and 41 minutes fromnow. we are just a few seconds away from acquisition of signalthrough Hawaii at mission elapsed time, 2 days, 22 hours, 32minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO
minutes.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 3

SPACECRAFT Okay John, go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 3minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to be going LOS
2!

r
?J;? i

seconds, see you in a couple of minutes with TDRS and

Tn ibout^rrinutes?
661 "9 yOU P3SS aCC°SS the SOUth-" Texas sky

lighUngf
°kaY

'
We<11 be there

'
y° U going to have the ri 9 ht

SPACECRAFT Should we blink our lights?

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston is with you TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we got you loud and clear on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, John. I understand yesterday that we had afew problems with the front cockpit lighting during our TV.

wh*
ar

!2
Y

'
What y°U ' re Seeing is PerhaPs somewhat different fromwhat we see on our monitor. if you like, I'd like to send you a

1L op
CfffTVf 2?

fc YOUr cciti <*ue of the lighting and soI can get a feel for what's good for you.

CAPCOM Understand Ron and we'll see where INCO wants to

?hi« n
aL ln

^
hV ine

*.

An
2' Ron

'
we ' re 9° in9 to tr Y make MILAthis pass and if no D oy there, we'll do it at Hawaii on the nextpass

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're ready for TV now overMILA if you want to do it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, stand by. Okay, John, we're not goingto accomplish what I wanted to at this point. On your call? wejust had the entire lighting changed by going into sunlight and
I ve got hot spots all over the place now. Ie'll have to workthose out and see if I can get them out before this pass is over.

CAPCOM Understand. Do you think you still want to trythat over Hawaii on the next pass?

th^rf™h
T^ T

63^ 1 th
!
nk We ' U be in a raore stable conditionthere and the light won't change on us as it did just then.
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Right as we acquired MILA, we came into sunlight and we j^ist have
an unoptium condition right now.

CAPCOM Understand. Challenger, Houston. If you could go
ahead and turn on a payload bay camera, we'll go ahead and
downlink some TV and control those cameras if that's okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we'll do that.

PA0 Mission Control, Houston. Since we're not going to
get the interior views and the lighting tests but we are
configured for TV, we're going to go ahead and take some Earth
views from the payload bay cameras.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, you have the (garble) payload bay
camera.

CAPCOM Roger, INCO has it and he's going to operate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, you're (garble) middeck camera, we've
touched it up a bit, you might try it.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Ron. And we're out in the payload bay
now but INCO heard your comment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we see, we see that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. For your information you
guys really looked beautiful as you crossed our sky from west to
east a few minutes ago.

SPACECRAFT Great, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I wanted to check out the forward cockpit
lighting at this time. It's the setup we're going to use durinq
the PAM reports.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. We'll look at it and comment
for you, Ron. Challenger, Houston, just for your information
that lighting really looks great, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, that's what I wanted to know. I wanted
to see if what looks good to me looks good to you. We can adjust
our monitors and it'll look fine to us but won't necessarily be
the case.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand, I'll tell you, your picture
right now is absolutely superior.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... that lighting really looks great, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, that's what I wanted to know. I wanted
to see if what looks good to me looks good to you. We can adjust
our monitors and it will look fine to us but it won't necessarily
be the case. 1

CAPCOM Roger, we understand. I'll tell you, your picture
right now is absolutely superior.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, you might try the flight deck camera as
well. We have touched it up also.

CAPCOM Roger, we're over the hill for that now, Ron. But
what we did see really looked good. Challenger, Houston, we'll
be set up at the next Hawaii pass for those TV views.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to go ahead and
tarn off the payload bay alpha camera from the ground unless youwant it. J

SPACECRAFT John, why don't you leave the cameras with me
awhile and I'll power them down and I think we had better write
off that Hawaii pass. I found out what I wanted to know and
we're going to start getting our setups ready for the PAM deoloy
so if you don't mind, we'd like to call that one off, that Hawaiipass TV.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, not do the Hawaii pass TV on thenext pass.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, we concur and we also concur you can keep
that camera A until you don't need it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot. Hey John, do you still hear
us?

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT You ready for an ACE PAM gimbal check?

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, ya'll see the state of the temps?

CAPCOM Roger, the temps look good to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to terminate.
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CAPCOM Roger that, and you guys are really ahead of the
timeline there, looks good. Challenger, Houston. While we're
talking here if somebody has a minute, I have a small update to
the 10.2 cabin maintenance block on page 5-6.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're listening but stand by just a sec.

CAPCOM Roger, I'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance, down there on the bottom of the page
the PP02 alpha sensor, as you know it's biased a little bit, so
change the 2.8/2.8 to 2.9/2.9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it.

CAPCOM And over on the other side of the page there, the
PP02 alpha 2.9/2.9, change that to 3.0/3.0.

SPACECRAFT We got all that, John, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT For your information, the water dump on EMU no. 1
is complete and the water charge is about halfway through.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot, Bruce.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a cleanup from your
LEH prebreathe when you have somebody over by L2.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, is that going to require a written entry
or just some verbal stuff, go ahead.

CAPCOM I just have one switch for you when somebody's over
there.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay on L2 there, the 02 crossover system 2 to
OPEN.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we got that.

CAPCOM Okay and then your config looks good.

SPACECRAFT John, we didn't see that in the backout
procedure. Did we miss something?
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CAPCOM Roger, it's there
procedure, Vance.

END OF TAPE
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dlfwo^Iss something.'
1^' that ln the b^ Procedure.

procedure, Vance?
9"' U ' S ^ in ^ LEH P-breathe terminate

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we're goinq to begoing LOS Botswanna here in about a minute. We're in attitude
go LOS*

mZ we
V
w-n

ankin9 £r0m TDRS 30 we ' X1 be in and out as „,go LOS. So we will see you at Yarragadee at 23 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and real quick with you, I'vecompleted the water recharger (garble) number 1, took up 6.31 to

toaol?no hf
," £Te^age t0 fU1 U

-
The final ni™be° wastoggling back and forth, that's 6.31 to 6.08 percent over.

. .

This is Mission Control Houston, we still havesome remaining time on the TDRS system before we lose sional butthere will likely be no transmission because of the po!n?"dangle, maKes antenna lockup dicie, at this junction. Bruce
nCmSer ?

S
w it

r
K
P° r

!:

in9 that he had ^P^ted the charging EMUnumber 1 with water, extravehicular mobility unit and we'll beqinwork on the MU number 2 now, subsequently. Mission SpecialistRon McNair doing some TV activation in preparation? set un in theflight deck and mid deck and Bob Stewart checking thetemperatures on the airborne support equipment which forms part
»nff£ ? PfV load assist module for the PALAPA satellite, in

th ee Sours"fl' » jUSt leSS
'

juSt bare^ less now, than

w h , ? ? .u
nA

°u
r "eXt opportunity for communication

5 L„= , h
mi™tes through Yarragadee at Mission Elapsed Time

2 days 23 hours 29 minutes, this is Mission Control HoustonMission Control Houston, we'll have a voice through Yarragadee injust a moment at 2 days 23 hours 40 minutes Mission Elapsed T^e?
CAPCOM - - „i t h you at Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Challenger and when you're ready to copy, I gotsome spec ,7 temperatures for the EVA backroom for you, over.

CAPCOM Ready to copy, Bruce.

fefftfrLht ?on
Y
i'"

temP"atUreS
'

Z
" m 9°ing to read themleft to right, top hue down to bottom line, starting off FFStoggle valve left plus 48 plus 108, right plus 95 olL 89 L

taT?,J
alV

?
P^ S 35 PlUS 59

'Wnt Plus 56 p?us 58.' GN2

Plus It, over?
P

*
41

'
Right PlUS 39 plus 40

-
CEA^ «

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. We copied all that. Thanks a lot.
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SPACECRAFT The time on that was MET of 2 days, 23 hours, 27
minutes, over.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, had a question on this, on the CAP that you
uplinked this morning on the teleprinter. You showed a TVactivation at about 23 10 PAM deploy, why is the activation thatearly? Do you really want it at that time? Do you want to, isINCO going to take control or what's the reason for the earlyactivation? Y

CAPCOM stand by one, Ron. I'll get back to you on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Ron, we put it there just to try to give you a
little bit of extra time so you wouldn't have to do it after the
meal and get rushed. You can do that when you want to.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM But it's okay to go ahead and do it right now,
Ron, if you want to do that as well.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I think I'll delay a little while. I don't
want to overtip any of them. I'll get it before we get into thechecklist.

CAPCOM That's fine. Your call.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Yes, I think I'll delay it a while. I don't want

checklist^ ^ ° f them
'

9et U bef°re we get into the

CAPCOM That's fine, your call.

wvcSfo
R
o
FT ^hn

'
°ne more ^ues tion # you got us opening theSALr^ early

'
YOU^ — t the, op

9
en for a

CAPCOM Roger, we'll get an answer from Payloads for you.Challenger, Houston, we like the time shown there in the CAP soif you want to use that, that's what we'd like.
'

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll open WESTAR at 0030 and continue withthe deploy starting at about 0100 for PALAPA.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we're going LOSin^30 seconds here at Yarragadee. See you at Hawaii at 00 plus

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, see you then.

PA°
. .

Mi ssion Control, Houston, it's 2 days, 23 hours, 48

minutes
miSS1°n elaPsed time - Hawaii is next in 20 - in 17

^l/fminutes.^
311^96 "' HouSton

'
is wifch ^ through Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear also.

FA0
Jt

.

This is Mission Control, Houston. The Orbiter

l«ntt
SJ l

l
eCt

¥i
OWer

,
the big island of Hawaii in this P^s just

hours, °6 mates'
°Wahue

-
MiSSi °n 8lapSed tiroe is 3 d^ s

'
0

uoM1
Challenger, Houston, we're going to go LOS here atHawan, we'll see you in a couple of minutes with TDRS.

PA0
. . .

This is Mission Control Houston standinq by for

AtlZ
qU

n
S
t
tl0n t^ou

?
h the Tracking Data Relay Satellite at 3days, 0 hours, 15 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you thru TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Houston, loud and clear through TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger.
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SPACECRAFT Jon, we would like to take down the teleprinter

^li'Ln
the PAM deploy so we can make use of that ps audiostation, over, if you concur.

CAPCOM Roger, Ron, we concur with that, we don't havo

dSwn
^ Send UntU afteC the dQ P l °y i3 ° V» u can take it

thfdeploy.
°k

'
thank VOU

'
Jon

'
We WU1 configure right after

CAPCOM Understand.

^° .

This is Mission Control Houston, 3 days, 0 hours,
u

m
i;

n
?!;

eS
':

handover underway here in the Control Center In

t^MJ min^eS crew wiU °Pen the sunshield to the'palaoasatellite. That shield is (garble) launched, or is in the openposition when the Orbiter is launched. Then shortly aftergetting onorbit and opening the cargo bay doors the crew 'closesthe sunshields to both satellites and then shortly before againbeginning their deployment activities for a specific satellite
fn

8
L^ rinPen baCk UP that s™shield. That's due to take pUo*m about 10 minutes and then the crew will begin reviewing rhetrprocedures for the deployment of the Palaoa. That deployLnt ~ -

END OF TAPE
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PA
f . . .

shortly before again beginning there deployment
activities for a specific satellite, they then open back up that
sunshield. That's due to take place in about 10 minutes, andthen the crew will begin reviewing their procedures for thedeployment of tne Palapa. That deployment, to take place atabout 11 minutes after 9, this morning, central time. The
Challenger is on orbit number 49. And the deployment would bescheduled to occur as the Orbiter crosses the equator on the
southward leg of its groundtrack, on orbit number 50. That would

r> half way through orbit number 50 as the orbit number changes
the northward leg of the groundtrack as it crosses the

on
equator

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, I have your final deploy padwhen you're ready to copy. And be advised we're sending you thedeploy TMBU to load the ID in time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, let us get the Westar sunshields openright now, and then we'll copy the pad.

CAPCCM Roger, standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I guess you probably saw we had a nicesmooth opening on the Westar sunshield. Now I'd like to go ahead

all Tight w?th
W
y?aU.

SCA W° Ckin9 back her * if that's

Roger, I'll check with pay loads. We are go to do
CAPCOM
that, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

PAO This is Mission Control, Mission Specialist, BobStewart reporting that they had completed the opening of theWestar sunshield. That sunshield must be bolted back so that thecrew can observe the Palapa satellite, which is located behind'the Westar in the payload bay. Stewart then asked if there wasany objections to his stowing the sequence control assembly. Thenandheld unit which, with which the crew operates, sends thecommands to open sunshields and perform the various otherfunctions m the deployment sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon, this is Challenger, we're ready to copy

CAPCOM Roger, your deploy time, MET 003/02:13:16, GMTdisplay 037/15:13:16, GMT table +03 251 596, deploy at 054.29
187.17, 293.09, read back.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Jon, you broke up on the last, start with the
deploy attitudes again, please.

CAPCOM Okay, deploy at roll 054.29, pitch 187.17, yaw
293.09, read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon, deploy call MET 003 ,/02 : 13 : 16 , GMT
display 037/15:13:16, GMT table +03 251 596, deploy attitude roll
054.29, 187.17, 293.09.

CAPCOM Roger, that is a good read back.

SPACECRAFT We can copy the sep pad now if you'd like.

CAPCOM Roger, we do not have that available.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we do not have that available.

SPACECRAF'T Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're handing back from MI LAback to TDRS, see you up TDRS in a couple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you through TDRS again

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jon, we got you.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear as well.

SPACECRAFT Were you on TDRS awhile ago when you faded out?

CAPCOM Roger, say again, Bob?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I was just asking were you on TDRS awhile agowhen you faded out?

CAPCOM Negative, we were over MI LA.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're shipping up as Orbiter state andwe'll have your sep pad in a few minites.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jon.

ready
M
to copy t

Challenger
'
Houston, I have your sep pad when your

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon, we're ready.

CAPCOM Roger, OMS left, TV roll, 180. Trim + 0.0 + 5.1

nn/n
19^ 216

fc

197
j

TIG 3/02:28: 16.0. Peg 7 +0010. 6, +000.0,
OH??; \rrn

rn
nn?^

1
,°J

9 PitCh 111 335
'
delt ^ V T0T 0011.0, TGO

hm4 K'n
VG° 3X +0010 - 38 +002.21, +002.94, HA 1157 by +151, leftOMS helium, vapor number alpha to open and bravo to close, and a

with the t»fl
fL*™ T9ine faU

'
conti™ e +*' RCS, VGO X only,with the left OMS interconnect, read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jon, I've got left OMS, 180 +0.0 +5 1 NA
|
9
n
7

'
3/°?; 28:16 ' 0

' +0010.6, all balls, -003.0, 029, "ill 335,•°' 00 ' 12
' +0010.38, +002.21, +002.94, 157 by +151, alpha

P n 'W(e bravo closed, for a left OMS engine fail we'll go + XRCS
t VGO only with the interconnect of left OMS.
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fddlMnn m,-
Roger . that's a good read back, and I have 1 more

?fo^^ioTo^l^? SSP bUrn
'
Which is °" W 3-

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're ready to copy on 3-15.

ooo
C
°^u ,

°kay
'
Hoot

' because yo^r interconnected left OMS toRCS, the reference there to check crossfeed 4 closed, will not be
nS^

1Ca
n % *° YOU

:
Your crossf eed switches as they are, aregood And down there in the post burn reconfig, where it refersto the crossfeeds 4 you can delete it there as well,

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that one, when we get to that step,we 11 D ust continue to crossfeed to the RCS from the left OMsT

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that. When we get to that steo Jonwe 11 311st continue the crossfeed to the RCS from the left'oMS.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're shipping up yourtargets for the sep burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

. u .

This is Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 0 hours,
ilvJZ*?X

mission elapsed time. We're moving along toward ascheduled deployment of the Palapa, the Indonesian CommunicationSatellite at 11 minutes after 9 central time this morning or inabout an hour and 20 minutes. CAPCOM Jon Blaha has just read up° te/reW
^
hG final dePloY^nt figures, the times, the Orbiterattitudes and pointing information and the information relatinqto the separation burn by which the Orbiter will move away to aprotected distance from the Palapa Satellite before its oayloadassist module solid rocket engine ignites 45 minutes aftordeployment from the Orbiter «s cargo bay. The crew has startedthe countdown clock leading toward the deployment and iscurrently reviewing their procedures prior to the deployment.The satellite will leave the cargo bay of the Shuttle, orbit #50

fh/L 0^336
! ,

the e
?
uator just over the coast of South America onthe southward leg of its groundtrack at about 11 minutes after 9this morning. The crew has performed the thermal checks on theairborne support equipment and the payload assist module of thePalapa and all of that data looks good at this time. The

inertial measurement units which are used to keep the Orbiterproperly aligned and pointed in the right direction, is verycritical for a good deployment, are all holding in well afterbeing aligned earlier this morning. And the handover here inMission Control is about to conclude between the shift of theoffgoing Flight Director Randy Stone and that of Harold Draughonwho will be present for the deployment of the Palapa thismorning. The Orbiter systems continue to look good and verylittle there to give any concern to flight controllers, taketheir attention away from the deploy activities. We arecurrently in communication with the Spacecraft throuqh thetracking data relay satellite. Challenger is over the SouthAtlantic on orbit #49 and we have about 14 minutes remaining ofthat coverage before we have a loss of signal period.

check?
RAFT Houston

' Challenger. You ready to watch a gimbal

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready.

CAPCOM Roger, we are ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay., here it comes.
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h^°**- ^ Challen
g
er

' Houston. We're going to be going LOS
£n ki \ Botsvt?™' n abo^ a minute. We have TORS in and out dueto blanking. We'll see you at Yarragadee in 10 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS her* atBotswana. We'll see you in 10 minutes at Yarragadee and for yourinformation INCO has turned off the Ku.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM Roger that.

5

A
and

M
a half.

Challenger
'

H°uston with you through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT Jerry, good day. How are you today?

rtghfalong this'mLning .

^
'

S°Und8 ^ y°U ^ ^ COOki^
SPACECRAFT We're munching through the checklist here.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We're marching through the checklist here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 1 minute till LOS here
at Yarragadee. To help us sync up voice with the video, we wouldlike you on panel Al take payload outlets ICOM A and B to on and
for Hooter, we see the left OMS propellant tank pressures comingdown. At Guam we'll ask you to repress those, over.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Are you still with us?

Roger, we're 15 seconds till LOS. Did you copyCAPCOM
last?

SPACECRAFT We copied something about the left OMS propellant
tank but we didn't hear what it was.

Okay, 5 seconds till going over the hill. We'llCAPCOM
talk to you at Guam in 8 minutes

SPACECRAFT Okay

^° .

This is Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 1 hour,
22 minutes mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signalthrough the Yarragadee station and we'll pick up over Guam in
about 7 and a half minutes. Crew is proceeding through thepredeployment checkout of the payload assist module and the
Indonesian satellite which is about 50 minutes away from now.They have initiated the countdown clocks. Mission Control
Houston. We're standing by for acquisition through the Guam
station in about a minute. Crew continuing with their
predeployment checkout.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 5 minutesand is Hooter available?

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes Jerry. Go ahead on the OMS.

CAPCOM Okay Hoot. We see that the left OMS propellant

reprL!
r

those)
n
pleas2 ^ pressure

*
We ' d like vou to 9° ahead and

SPACECRAFT Okay, repress the OMS tanks.

CAPCOM Okay and also Challenger, for someone on the aft
flight deck. To permit us to make sure we have good sync betweenvoice and the video at Hawaii. On Al, we'd like the payloadoutlet ICOM switches both alpha and bravo to on, please.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we turned them on last time you called. Are
you sure they're not on on the ground there?
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StSn??
That

l
S ne^ative Bruce

- We don't and I'm sorry wedidn't get a copy from you that you had heard us.

SPACECRAFT Roger, roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

1ust
E
a
R
U?M. Sh^ ,

The fUght deCk TV Camera overtemped

the firll h^i"
hlle

T7

ago and we fcurned ^ off just like we did on

we
e

forge
S

t to^eT it'bacTon^ " in 0336 lat« in th * *™
CAPCOM Okay, I think INCO copied that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Throw it to on probably but if not, it's in thecommand position.

CAPCOM copy that, Vance. Thank you.

t .

Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 1 hours, 36
™; nleS;! sslon elapsed time, we're counting down to deploymentof the Palapa in about 36 minutes and in just a few minutes we'llbe catching the downlink television from the Spacecraft of thepreceployment activities currently going on board. That'll be

Sith tht n
a
!
ai
\

Stati
?
n

* °reW is Pr°ce^ing along the timeline
-h^M?* Predeployment activities. Turning on the, shortly
hhf

Y ' I
be

n

tu^ ln
?

on the Payload bay floodlights, 'configuringthe cabin lights for television and going through all the final

lI^wTS f
ef°^ ™* h™^ slqueSce sta?t which beg nl at

the inn^L^ f°re de?loyment * That sequence starts with opening6 S
^h!n fnf'

reraor ng
.
the rest^ in ts and beginning the spin

9

up. when the spin has been verified as appropriate, then thefinal count activities will continue.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 That sequence starts with opening sunshield,
removing the restraints, and beginning the spinup. When the spin
has been verified as appropriate, then the final count activities
will continue. Terminal sequence begins at 3 minutes prior to
deploy. Mission Specialist 1, Ron McNair, initiates the terminal
sequence, followed at 1 minute 30 seconds before deployment by
the arming of the - prearming of the vehicle ordinance. We're
about 2 minutes away from the Hawaii station, at 3 days, 1 hour,
39 minutes, this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 5
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, and we've got TV.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we turned off our flight deck cameras
because of overtemp problem, if you want those too, we can
probably bring them up now. Say again Vance, okay we see
(garble)

.

PA0 And tni s is Mission Control, the Payload Officer
reports all the data from the payload assist module looks good.
We're counting down to the deployment about 29 1/2 minutes from

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about a minute to LOS
at Hawaii. Back with you in a couple of minutes through TDRS,
and for Bob a couple of notes for you on your checklist there.
First of all Barbara is a little concerned you may lose your paqe
number there, and also ECON says that's it's interesting how thatthing spins longer in a 10 2 cabin.

SPACECRAFT You've got to have something to do while waiting
for a temp check, here in 4 seconds.

PA0 That's a view of the Orbiter's flight deck,
Commander Vance Brand there at the aft flight deck. Bruce
McCandless now in the picture. The crew going through the final
preparations for the deployment of the Palapa which will occur in
about 24 minutes. We'll pick up again in just a couple of
minutes over the tracking data relay satellite. This is Mission
Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Jon, make that Jerry.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're getting some qood TV
through Goldstone.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Jerry, we're glad you've got good TV.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

on
ACEfunLrstand^that.r^^

Standby the° Panel COmmand ™* thenun. i unaerstand that's not necessary now?

Vance"'
"hat's affirmative, we've already commanded it off

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, I won't touch it.

= ,

This is Mission Control, Payload Officer reportshanical sequence start and the sunshield coming open
P
pam

restraint h^n^
S™f ield sported open, and the starboard

Palapa at the rear of the cargo bay of the Orbiter. Payload
mfn^r

C

l
P
?tt ^ thS Spi " iS Stable at 50 revolutions perminute. And the Palapa spacecraft is reported to be on internal

m?nutes
Pr °P *

COnfi 9 ured for its deployment, to occur in 11

END OF TAPE
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?
A0 and the Palapa spacecraft is reported to be on
internal power. Properly configured for it's deployment to occur
in 11 minutes. Mission Specialist, Ron McNair, working at the
video monitors at the right of the aft flight deck. Guidance
Officer reports the Orbiter is very stable. And the Payloads
personnel indicating that everything looks good for the
deployment to occur in about 8 minutes and 38 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Palapa is go for deploy.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jerry. Everythings looking real good to us
up here.

CAPCOM Copy that, and that's affirm down here as well.

PA0 And we're beyond the range of the MI LA station,
where we're getting the television, we won't be getting the live
television of the actual deployment because that would have
employ the Ku-band radar and we are unable to use that while thepayload is unprotected there. To avoid radiating the payload
there m the cargo bay. So we'll be getting that on video tape,
and it will be played over the Hawaii station, the next orbit
around. They also expect to be recording the visual observations
by t^e RMS camera, at the start of orbit 51, as the Orbiter
observes the firing of the perigee kick motor. The payload
assist module as it occurs crossing the equator over orbit 51.
Here in the Control Center we're now 5 minutes away fron the

"

deployment and the crew has proceeded down through the timeline,everything looks good. The payload's officer has giving a go for
the deployment of the satellite. The Orbiter is very stable, and
the satellite is on its enternal power and spinning at 50
RPM's. Mission Control, 3 days, 2 hours, 9 minutes, mission
elasped time. Approaching the beginning terminal sequence start
at 3 minutes before deploy. Payload Officer reports terminal
sequence start. Everything contines to look good, as leading up
to the deployment in 2 1/2 minutes, (garble) Indonesia reporting
receiving data from the Palapa spacecraft as it is in the cargo
bay of the Shuttle. Less than 2 minutes away from the
deployment. The vehicle prearm reported by Payload Officer. PAM
safe and arm has been put in arm. One minute and 5 seconds until
deployment. Spacecraft safe and arm taken to arm. 40 seconds
from deployment. Had deploy prearm. 10 seconds till
deployment. Deploy arm. And deploy fire. We'll wait for a
report from the crew on the deployment. And we have the
sunshield closing back over now to protect the airborne support
equipment in the cargo bay which remains behind. Th* crew isgoing through their post-deployment procedures, closing the
sunshield, and powering down the equipment that was used in the
deployment. Crew has loaded the final targets into the
computers, for the separation maneuver. Orbiter will move to adistance of several miles away from the Palapa spacecraft and
it's payload assist module, at the time of the firing, which is
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coming up in about 40 minutes. As the Orbiter and the Palaoaboth cross the equator at orbit-
Paiapa

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - targets into the computers for the separation
maneuver. The Orbiter will move to a distance of several miles
away from the Palapa spacecraft and its payload assist module at
the time of the firing which is coming up in about 40 minutes.
As the Orbiter and the Palapa both cross the equator at orbit
number, start of orbit #51 which will be right over the Republic
of Indonesia at 120 degrees east longitude approximately. We
won|t be getting the playback on this VTR of the Palapa deploy
until the Hawaii pass at 10:17 this morning, about 1 hour from
now. The crew reported maneuvering to burn attitude.

PA0 Mission Control, 3 days, 2 hours, 19 minutes.
Payioads Officer reports that both sunshields are closed now.
Those 2 canvas like sunshields are closed back over the vacancies
left by the satellites to protect the airborne support equipment
from the direct radiation of the sun. That equipment is brought
back to earth and reused on subsequent similar satellite
missions. We've had no direct contact from the crew on the
events of the deploy although we had data on the ground which
indicated everything looked normal as the Palapa spacecraft left
the Orbiter f s cargo bay at precisely the right time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, standing by for a deploy
report.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. The deploy was absolutely nominal, on
time, current attitudes are roll 54.49, pitch 187.30, yaw
293.17. The rates roll -.001, pitch 0, yaw 0.

CAPCOM Copy that. Can't ask for any better. Thank you,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Any word from our ex-passenger there?

Everything looks good to us so far, Bob.

This is Mission Control at 3 days.

(Garble) the arm right after the burn.

Copy that, Ron. Thank you.

PA0 Mission Control 3 days, 2 hours, 25 minutes.
Standing by for the OMS sep burn. That occurs in about 2
minutes, 2 1/2 minutes from now. Spacecraft is at the proper
attitude awaiting the start of the burn. It's an 11 foot per
second change in velocity to move the Orbiter to a safe distance
from the Palapa and its payload assist module. We had apparently
a very successful deployment and the Palapa Manager
congratulating the flight controllers on their roll in an
apparently successful deployment. Coming up in just a few
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minutes, about 5 minutes will be the start of the Chanqe-of-Sh i f

t

Press Conference for the offgoing Flight Director Randy Stone.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, go ahead Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

Jerry
CRAFT We ' 1]

- 9 ive y° u a gimbal check if you're looking,

hw
?^M

n u°
k^' Vance

- We ' re in and out of lock here. Standby one. Go ahead, Vance. We're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

wIth
E
yor (garb?l"'

Je" Y -
Got a sick ^ over here. Go ahead

CAPCOM Okay, a couple of quickies for you, Ron.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for Ron.

SPACECRAFT Roger Jerry. Got a sick CRT over here. Go aheadwith your (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay a couple of quickies for you, Ron, helping you
to set up your cameras. We recommend that you zoom out max on
the wrist camera and also focus maximum far and then if you can
see the Palapa you car-: go ahead and zoom back in to whatever you
think is appropriate. Also, if you need to, to track the Palapa
during its burn to keep it in v ™ you can use minus wrist yaw insingle mode.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Jerry, you're describing tracking the Palapa
(garble) .

* *

CAPCOM Say - -

SPACECRAFT Jerry, I'm going to reset this end code (garble) Ithink it is.

CAPCOM That's a roger on that, Ron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston for Ron. One further note
on the minus yaw wrist maneuver. We're not recommending that.That's only if you need it to keep it in view.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. Understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 1 minutes till LOS
Botswana. The comm through TDRS will probably be very shakey at
best from here on. Next is Guam at 03 plus 02.

pAO This is Mission Control at 3 days, 2 hours, 59
minutes mission elapsed time. Spacecraft is crossing the equator
now and this should be the point at which we get the firing of
the perigee kick motor for the Palapa satellite. We'll be
attempting to observe that with a camera mounted on the remote
manipulator system, the mechanical arm, extended around the side
of the Challenger's cargo bay doors. The Orbiter is in a window
protective attitude to avoid any possiblity that debris or
exhaust from the firing of that satellite's booster engine would
deposit any material on the windows. We are expecting also to
get television playback of the deploy on the upcoming Hawaii
pass. That's in about 16 and 1/2 minutes. We're not currently
in communication with the Challenger passing over none of the
ground stations and not within range of the tracking data relay
satellite. We will be coming up over the Guam station in a
little less than 2 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we saw the beginning of thisburn on close circuit TV here, VTR.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that and understand it looked good.

SPACECRAFT It sure did as near as we could tell. It graduallyfaded out so we never saw the end of the burn but it was rather
bright to begin with. Hoot saw it off of the, just off the
scope, maneuvered it to the center. Got a pretty good view forprobably 30 seconds at least.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that and we'll be requesting a dump of
that also in addition to the deploy video.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT It sure did, as near as we can tell, it graduallyfaded out, so we never say the end of the burn, but it was rathebright to begin with. Hoot saw it off, just off the scop*,
maneuvered it to the center, got a pretty good view for probably
30 seconds at least. y

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, and we'll be requesting a dump ofthat also, m addition to the deploy video.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, could you give us a time for that burn,duration of the burn? '

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, that would be 86 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, I've got a note on some
reconfiguration of PCUMU formats and PDI configurations, whensomeones ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, this is in preparation for a MOMS data take
at approximately 3 hours 45 minutes and other SPAS activities tofollow. After the RMS ha? powered down, but no later than 3 +
30, we would like to go to TFL 116, 179, and PDI configuration

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, you're looking for a MOMS data take at
3:45, no later than 3:30, you want to see 116, 179, and you wantDecomm 1, input 2, format 4.

?£
P
??

M
on ,

Z
l
m

?
orcv

' Hooter, it's PDI configuration 124, andthat's on FS 1-3 of the orbit pocket.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Of the orbits ops.

SPACECRAFT Thanks, Jerry, configuration 124 in the PDI?

CAPCOM That's affirm, and also one additional note for Ronon the arm. When he's cradling arm this time, if he has problemsmaking get all those talkbacks again, for ready to latch. He isgo to leave the RMS power on. That is, don't put the brakes on*and go ahead and latch the arm down that way. Looked like to uson the ground last time, part of the problem, was when he set the
,

° on tl
}
e arm became a little bit limp, and caused some oftne talkbacks to go barberpole.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, copy that. And that's right, when we
put the brakes on, it did cause us some of those problems,
talkbacks.

CAPCOM Okay,
for you on A7.

Challenger, Houston, we have a switch hit

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, on panel A7 , MADS, strain gage, we'd like
that to PCM enable, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you've got it, Jerry.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 45 seconds to LOS, Guam,
Hawaii s next in 6 minutes. And can you advise us, do you intend
to dump voice with the video at Hawaii?

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we - that's something we wanted to ask
you. We recorded the ICON, pretty much as we did yesterday. We
can do it that way, and record through the ICON, or we can play
it and dump the voice. Whichever way you like it.

CAPCOM it's your call, Ron, whatever you would like to do,
we just want to be prepared on the ground for whatever you're
going to send us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We'll send them the ICON. Just as
yesterday. With the Westar.

CAPCOM

PAO

Copy that, thank you, Ron.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days, 3 hours, 11
minutes, mission elasped time. We have loss of signal through
the Guam station, we'll pick up in about 5 1/2 minutes over
Hawaii for some downlink television of the Palapa deploy. And if
time permiLs also the downlink of the observation of the PKM
burn, the crew reported of having observed about 30 seconds of
the perigee kick motor firing of the Palapa satellite. That's
full duration is an 86-second burn. They said they saw about the
first 1/2 minute of that before it went out of sight. Mission
Control Houston, 3 days, 3 hours, 16 minutes, we're about a
minute away from acquisition through the Hawaii station, where wewill be getting some video tape replay of the Palapa deploy.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Challenger Houston, Hawaii for 6 minutes.

Very good.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Here, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're standing by for playback.

Houston, you were cut off by static. Say again.

Roger, Vance. We're standing by for playback.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay, Houston. If you're ready we'll go toplay on a small section of tapes that recorded the PKM.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance. We're ready.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're getting a good picture. Beadvised TDRS will probably be down for the entire next pass. Ifwe don]t get the deploy sequence on this Hawaii pass we'll qet itnext time. y

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Looking at that portion of the tape which recorded
the perigee kick motor firing. The Orbiter's RMS, remote
manipulator system, extending over the side to observe that as itcrossed the equator at the start of orbit #51.

S^ECRAFT Houston, Challenger. You're seeing the PKM motornc /

.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We're going to give you the other
tape now, Jerry. That's about all we could see on the PKM motor
on that first one so we're going to put the deploy tape in now.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good. We've got about 4 minutes left
in the pass and suggest you take DAP back to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it. Okay, Jerry, now you're getting theother tape.

CAPCOM Okay. Looks good.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one. Let me check something and then I'llstart it again.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess what we're seeing on the (qarble) 4here is real time.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we're going to have to finish rewinding thistape and then we'll be right back with it.
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CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if you're ready to take it we'll give you aplay. ^ 7

CAPCOM Okay, we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We're going to fast forward a hi" toget the spin and something of interest.

CAPCOM Okay, Ron. We're 30 seconds till LOS here. We'llget you through Goldstone at 03 plus 28. Recommend we just start
it there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do it then.

PA0 Tnis is Mission Control. Have a brief break in
signal. We'll pick up over TDRS in just a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

Snpc
ECR

£
FT

,
°kay *

.
We cnecked to see if we had you with us onTDRS. How long is the Goldstone pass?

CAPCOM Roger. It'll be about 3 and 1/2 minutes, Vance.

SPACECRAFT Yes, and then you can get Mila after that.

CAPCOM That's a negative. The next will be Botswana
next time we'll get a playback will be Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, on this next pass, you want to get the
terminal sequence deploy portion or you want to see some
sunshield opening? Where would you like to start it?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Give it all to you on a longer pass but for this 3minute pass I'll give you what you want.

CAPCOM Okay. We'd like to get the deploy and we're on
Goldstone now. And Ron, we've got live TV while you're gettingset up there.

^«.u A uy

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, Jerry, just one minute.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Vance.

The
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, we're having to fast forward it so we cansend the deploy into this 3 minute one.

CAPCOM copy that and my information here says that weought to have an LOS at 03:31:29 for your timing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Jerry, we're having the fast forward it so we canslip the deploy into this 3 minute one.

CAPCOM Copy that.

anToq nv^o"? information here says that we ought to havean LUb at 03:31:29 for your timing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, starboard restraints are out, (garble) motors

a to
6^ rhi«? SSi K

G°?d cu ' ents
- Wes *ar (garble) PAM heaters toauto, (garble) PAM heaters to auto. See any red lights? Okay.

^e
C°M

T<: ,
Challenger, Houston, we're less than 1 minute to

Botswana' Tt 04 Toe^ ™8 °n line °Ur next »U1 be

that
E
L
R
ke
F
! Jerry?

STA ClOCk iS h°» ^ ^
CAPCOM we won't be able to get it dumped there, it's an 8minute pass. it looks like we'll just have to wait till Hawaiito get the entire playback.

a au

next
E
time! ^ S°A 2

*
(Garble

>
CSA 2

• (Garble) ready

^!k?
M

r

°kay
'

n° Problem - We ' r e getting a good pictureright now, I guess we can run through the whole thing at Hawaii,

^RS^s^acfu" " SeC°ndS at L°S
-

W6,U give ^ a »

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PA0 This is Mission Control 3 days, 3 hours, 31

2in?«
e
,

S
* J^VS8 * °Ur TV Pictu ^e of the downlink of the Palapa

rfSJoo* . f ^ n° reP°rts yQt from fc he payloads peoole or therepresentatives of Indonesia on the tracking of their satelliteafter its perigee kick motor firing.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through Botswana for 8 minutes,

minutes
Challenger, Houston through TDRS for 3 1/2 more

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance.

SPACECRAFT And Jerry, understand we were thinking about ofcourse, going EVA tomorrow, that's why we did the depress, and



CAPCOM
there?
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eio^%h^
k ^°n

K
the SUUS t0day

* The
'

c^ious to see whether youexpect that to be a page out of the written CAP, or whether vouexpect quite a bit of change to that?
ner y U

?
A
fh?l .

°kay
' Y

an
?
e

'
for the first ti]*e during the mission,

I think we're going to let you use your CAP.
'

but
C
??

R
?!L Q

9reat
:

1 kn°W it,S been ^cessary before,but it seems like now maybe it is possible.

^fSL0 T
"e concur w

|
th that, and that's what we intend todo, Vance. I have a couple of notes for you for later in the dayif you'd like to copy them. y

SPACECRAFT Stand by one. Go ahead.

Okay, I'm referencing message 22 Alfa. You still

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm getting indications we're breaking
here. Referencing the information we sent you in the flight day
4 CAP overview, at 5 hours we called for a OMS burn, that iscancelled. We do not need the OMS burn, the lighting for end ofmission is okay. Secondly, at also 5 hours over in the MScolumn, we had a VTR and TV, you can add TV deact to that.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, you were cut out completely on the firstthing, if you could repeat.
sc

n^
C^ ™o°u

ay
'
VanCe

'
we,li one more time here. We'llnot do the OMS burn scheduled at 5 hours, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, scrub the burn scheduled at 5 hours.

o^°M
o

that's affirm. The lighting for end of mission isokay. Secondly, at 5 hours under the MS column, we had a video

well
recorder deactivation scheduled, you can add TV to that as

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM And the third thing, also for the MS ' s scheduled at

and^rnotfon^har: t* ^ Update W3S 3 heat pipe -Ovation,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And the third thing also for the MS's scheduled at
5 hours, 50 minutes in the update was a heat pipe activation and
a note on that. The activation has to occur between 5 hours 40minutes and 5 hours 47 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT It's 5 40 and 5 47 for heat pipe deactivation.

CAPCOM Roger, that's for activation.

SPACECRAFT That's activation.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. Looks like we may be breakinq lockwith you again. Guam is next at 04 38.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you at Guam.

PA0 Mission Control Houston. 3 days, 4 hours, 20minutes mission elapsed time. The Challenger has passed out of
range of the tracking data relay satellite on the last portion oforbit number 51. Crew has been informed to cancel the OMS burn
that was scheduled for 3 days, 5 hours. That was an orbit
adjustment to extend the amount of daylight available for end ofmission landing at Kennedy Space Center and the flight dynamics
people have calculated that the lighting will be fine for end ofmission landing and so there is no need to perform that orbital
adjustment burn.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 7minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Vance.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Is Bruce available to talk?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. How long do we have you for,over this next pass?

CAPCOM Okay Ron. Hawaii acquisition is at 04 52.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
pass?

And Jerry, how long do we have you over the Hawaii
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Okay. Hawaii acquisition is at 04 52, that's about
CAPCOM
11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And what's the duration?

Approximately 7 and 1/2 minutes, Ron.

Thank you.

And Challenger, is Bruce available to talk?

and°t?f*li^/tl\
n0t

?
n the l0°P right at the m™ent, Jerry,and be advised that you're giving us a simultaneous broadcast!

when°he's avaUa^e^^ *** ^ Bruce giV6 US
* Shout

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead, Jerry.

Roger. We'd like to enable FDA on decom 4, please.

Okay, coming at you.
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to enable FDA on decom 4, please

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming at you.

next°?n 7 minutes?
11"9"' H°USt °n

'
20 SeC°ndS tC L0S

<
Hawaii

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry, we'll see vou there. Jerry, if

ZS3 ltott
l\\*t^ (g- ble) ^activated at 4+45,

CAPCOM Copy, Ron, thank you.

P*°
_ _

This is Mission Control at 3 days, 4 hours, 47minutes We have a short break in communication with the

lilt
ecraftf°r. about 5 1/2 minutes, till we pick up over

=^ It
13 " lssion Control, we're standing by foracquisiton through Hawaii where we're going to get a replay of

PaI;Pa
a

d5
r

ioy.
d°WnUnk °' tb* CreW ' S ^eo^ape^ecordin^the

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, are you ready for that TV.

CAPCOM we're standing by, Ron.

fgarblTon. °
k3y

'
9 °' With 3Udi °- (Garble) restraints are out

a^ood picture wUh'voice
6
?
9"

'

H°USt°n
'
be adviSed We ' re ^tting

SPACECRAFT Okay, good, stand by let to roll. (garble) I

tS«e P°the bac
" of"9 that °< ^ they ' re ™0"ng around backt

f
le back

- okaV< we got 50 RPM and stable. Turn around
iImImH Y

anC
?,' <9arbu > with the recorder if you get(garble) on 16 (garble) and the VTR you get stopped/ Payload

there 'safHnd
0' 11 R°n

'
Ch^k the talkb^Ik down^ckthere, safe and armed. Ron, (garble! okay, Vance. (garble)

?GarbIe)
0n,

b/f
a
?

b1^ 14
?' HerS We have terminal sequence?'(Garble) be a light meter reading over here. That's 4 amp on

^ing^Let^/^h0
"; a

?
d Y°U

' re *oin* to an audio
P

th» lii* k
the F stop

- 0ka^' y°u ' re set - 30 seconds tothe switches are on. Just say when. Hoot. Okay, Vance now

P^saf^H Her% We haV
!

vechi<^ ordinance prelrm? okay Ron,

end §F taIe
armed

'
talkback UP' in arm Okay -

'-
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Okav
E
°Ron

T
pam^f 1 *

> ,
Here We have Vehicle ordinance prearm.Okay, Ron, PAM safe and arm to arm, talkback up. (Garble)Okay, spacecraft safe and arm to arm, talkback up. Spacecraftsafe and armed, talkback is up. And I see the (garble). We'reholding 30 seconds now for deploy free arm. (Garble) count 5seconds. In deploy free arm, talkback gray. (Garble) 70 atdeploy, Vance. That 16 handheld somebody. And the SIspacecraft SIU is disabled. Okay, shut it off. 10 seconds. Allindications are good. There she goes. We have a deploy. Dothat again. Okay Ron, (garble) PAM heaters to auto. On auto

^ ^j;ee a™ off - (Garble) motor 1 currents closing the
'

sunshields. Okay, Vance, 1 minute. Payload recorder can go tomode select Cinema 360 off. Sunshields are closed. ASE isoff Okay Ron, restraint index insert to off. Insert's turnedto off. Movie light should go off. And power down the FCA.
C
S
min

?P ^ay t0 g°' you guys
' Looking good. Lookinggood. Now if it'll just work. Tell me when I run out of film.Okay, Jerry, I see we're goint to loose you in a bit. That burnlooks good from up here. How does it look down there?

2°!^^ K
R°ge "' that

.

was a good playback, Ron. Some real

i? 5n
re and »\???°yed the comments that went along withic We're 30 seconds till LOS. We do not expect ^pS . Thev arehaving a ground station problem. Botswana is next at 05 plus 42.

^ho
C
Soe?

FT
J?

eY R<
?
n

'
When you get a chance we need to power upthe Westar. Okay, Jerry, we'll see you then.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Is that red light on yet?

?
A0

. ^ . .

This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 5 hours,
1 minute mission elapsed time. We've had a loss of signalS f ?t"

aiJ station Allowing that VTR dump of the Palapa

HL r, he Spacecraft. We do not expect the TORS link to beworking on this pass due to a ground station problem at WhiteSands and we will have a long loss of signal period here now ofapproximately 40 minutes before we reacquire over the Botswana

at 12?? 0
l

Sin

S
rp^r

r
?

0ur neXt tel^^on event coming up

J,
1 P? central standard time, the satellite playback of thisVTR dump that you just saw. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 " ~ Central Standard Time. The satellite playback
of this VTR dump that you just saw. This is Mission ControlHouston

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Ok, I think we're going to keep lock with you for awhile on TDRS. And Challenger, Houston, a question as to whether
or not your teleprinter has been reconfigured to recieve
messages, and would like to talk to Bruce if he's around.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Jerry, you cut out for a lot of that net, we're
checking the teleprinter, and Bruce will come up and talk to you.

CAPCOM Copy, Hoot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we have not hooked the
teleprinter back up yet.

CAPCOM Ok, copy that, just let us know when you've qot
that configured.

SPACECRAFT Ok, will do, and I think Bruce is getting to aheadset to talk to you.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT I don't think we've got it reconfigured. They are
off. That your supper, Vance? Beef steak? It's not bad. I hadthat for lunch.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're copying a hot mike down here.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM Ok Bruce, we're talking down here about another
contingency EVA, looking at trying to fix the MASS SPEC. If
you've got a couple of minutes, I'd like to talk to you about it
and see what your thoughts are. First of all, the MASS SPECright now, as you are well aware, cannot do its rotations. The
people on the ground have identified the potential cause as amicroswitch which has come out of spec tolerances just
slightly. To approach would be for you to get the hammer and
probe and a mini work station out of the CBS-A, and at the end of
£u

Ur
JJ??

exce
^
sie on the MFR, to come around to the front side ofthe SPAS, to insert the probe into the microswitch and see if youcan t bend the lever arm of the microswitch slightly to cause itto regain operational capability, over.
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SPACECRAFT Jerry - - to do providing - - that ought to be at
the end of everything, and we are interested in holding the timeoutside the hatch, you know for planning purposes, down to about
4-1/2 hours or thereabouts, so we have a little bit of cushion.
We'd also like to get a detailed description of where the
microswitch is. I've seen the SPAS obviously, but I'm not quite
sure exactly where it is. And would we be able to have, say,
some sort of SPEC 219, or 220 up so the folks inside could tellwhen it got - that right, or would you do that from the ground,
over?

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce, we would send you a detailed
message. The MASS SPEC is on the forward starboard side of the
SPAS, and we'd be looking at the outboard side there of, at the
top microswitch. You can reference page 7-8 of the Payload
Systems Malf Data Book and also we concur with your concerns on
the time outside. We would limit the time such that if we wererunning long, we would not try to do the task.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'm up top side here now, looking out the
window at it. You say it's on the outboard side, meaninq the
starboard side of the MASS SPEC.

CAPCOM That's affirm, Bruce, we're dropping in and out, wchould have Botswana UHF here shortly, continue.

SPACECRAFT Ok, tell you what, work out a message and ship it
up to us, and we'll do the best we can to work it in, in an
appropriate priority, but near the end of the EVA.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with that, and that goes for the
other contingencies we were talking also, Bruce, the camera andthe velcro on the Cinema 360. We'll attempt to perform those
only if it fits, and we don't exceed time limits.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I think we'll try to do the 360 right at the
beginning, because it's fairly straightforward. And on the
camera, do you want to bring the whole camera assembly

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - an appropriate priority but near the end of the
EVA.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with that and that goes for the
other contingencies we were talking also, Bruce, the camera and
the velcro on the cinema 360. We'll attempt to perform those
only if it fits and we don't exceed time limits.

SPACECRAFT I think we'll try and do the 360 right at the
beginning because it's fairly straight forward and on the camera,
do you want to bring the whole camera assembly, pan and tilt and
all, in or just the camera itself.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. The entire camera and bracketry we
would separate at the plane of the 2 pip, the 4 pip pins and the
electrical connector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy. And I think as far as containing it
in the airlock goes I've been thinking about it a little more.
We can probably wrap it up in the lower torso bag from one of the
suits and strap it down in there.

CAPCOM Okay, that's one possibility. We can also, we have
a couple other procedures. One would be to use a couple wrist
tethers and tether between the inner hatch handrail and part of
the SCU paraphernalia up on top or we could use one of the APs if
they're still inside.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't you give us a few options on that
if you don't mind then we'll just pick whichever one seems most
natural at the time.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll do that in a message this evening.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, say again that page in the payloads systems
data map.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. It's a picture page 7-8 and if you lay
your grid over it such that the grid is facing the same way the
picture is, i.e., the grid is at the top such that the windows
are in the large double letter category then the mass spec would
end up being - -

SPACECRAFT Well we just put it - - Jerry?

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT There's 2 black dots on the picture. Why don't you
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CAPCOM Roger, Bob. There are 2 sets of, or 2 dots. We
Zf

U
lt

L
ti
ke

.
the

-

do
^u

or
!
ented such that the A goes across the topof the Westar in the picture.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. UHF through Botswana.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jerry. We've got the dots matched and thewindows are in the double letters,

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. Then the mass spec is at the
intersections of M and 26 27.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we're not hearing you at all. Please repeat
or wait till we get you again.

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger, comm check UHF.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we hear you now. We didn't get any of that.

CAPCOM Okay, Vance. The intersection of lines M andnumbers 26 27 identifies the mass spec. We are talking about theoutboard side, the starboard side of the mass spec and the
microswitch would be the top one of the two that are orientedaround the pivot point of the mass spec on that surface.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Tell you what, Jerry. We got that prettywell down. I will have the EMU TV on things permitting and
functioning and we'll go over there and we'll do our best andmaybe you can talk me in on it real time, over.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. That sounds good. We would probably
be approaching the SPAS from the forward part of the cargo baylooking aft. The lever on the microswitch opens to that side.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well write up the procedures and we'll havelook at them.

CAPCOM Roger that and turning things over to Mary.

SPACECRAFT You give Mary all the good deals don't you.

SPACECRAFT She's too small. Throw her back.

CAPCOM She says somebody's too blue. And one last itembefore I jump off. Bruce, can you give us a status on the EMUwater recharges?

SPACECRAFT Say again on the EMU water recharge.

CAPCOM Roger, Bruce. We'd just like a status on how allthat went.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, they are both completed. I voiced down the
percent of water I used in mine earlier. I don't know if Bob has
his handy or not.

SPACECRAFT Oh, I'll go get it, Jerry. It's downstairs.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, and Bruce, the numbers you read us
were for your suit, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Correct. For mine alone. I did mine then we qot
into the Palapa - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, they both completed, I voiced down the
percent of water I used in mine, earlier, I don't know whether
Bob has his handy or not. I'll go get it, Jerry, it's
downstairs

.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that, and Bruce, the numbers you read uswas were for your suit is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Correct, for mine alone, I did mine and then we gotinto the Palapa deploy, and -

CAPCOM Okay, copy all that, and be advised we'll have one
or two teleprinter massages for up, probably for you at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much. Okay, Jerrv, which
numbers did you want?

CAPCOM Oh, Bob, I guess we're just interested in what thepercentages on the tank were before and after fill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, before fill they were 87.84, after fill
81.52.

CAPCOM Copy those, thank you, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Ended up with 11.8 psi in the EMU tank.

CAPCOM Copy all that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Jerry, we got that heat pipe activated, we have 2
at 5+43 (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger copy that, 5+43, for heat pipe activation
and we're going LOS Botswana. Guam next at 06 + 16.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, you calling Houston?

SPACECRAFT Jerry, just wanted to confirm, when we give a heat
pipe step 1 and 2 or just top 2.

CAPCOM stand by 1. r, Ron, it's 1 and 2, Houston,
over.

SPACECRAFT Glad to hear that. That's what we have, 1 and 2.

**A0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days, 5
hours, 56 minutes, mission elasped time. Challenger is passedbeyond the range of the tracking data relay satellite. We hadthe use of the TDRS there toward the end of the pass. After it
was, the link was re-established when the ground station
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problem had been giving us some trouble earlier, was overcome.
Challenger about to start on orbit number 53. Crew was passed up
some information earlier. About a contingency additional task to
one of the EVA's where they would go out and repair the mass
spectrometer. That would be, if they decided to do it, if it
fits in appropriately with the timeline on the planned EVA, they
would do it as part of one of the planned EVA. We're just about
at the end of the crews regular day's scheduled activities.
They're on the timeline, according to the timeline, they're due
to go into their presleep activities here very shortly. At 3
days, 5 hours, 58 minutes, this is Mission Control. Mission
Control standing by for acquisition through the Guam station.
This is a very low elevation pass, maybe only just a little
communication through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 3
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, loud and clear. And I have a
question, Mary, about the COAS cal.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT For one thing, it's not legible on the teleprinter
message, how many marks. Is that 8 or 9 or, I can't quite read

CAPCOM Vance, that is six marks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and just a question, was the first
calibration unsatisfactory or anything in doubt. I was just
curious - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. And just a question. Was the firstcalibration unsatisfactory or anything in doubt. I was iustcurious or are several normal. J

?k
PC

°I? fc u .

That ' s negative, Vance. The first one was good,though they're D ust trying to assess how that calibration maychange as the cabin pressure changes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very interesting. We're all surviving here

i^";t
2

e
v
i?

y
inJt

l

-.o
,

1.??
ven,t seen anything about the vehicle *

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Mary, how far do we want to dump water tank

presleep!
aSSUmS that ' S th® °nG Want t0 dump this ever^g in

n^?M
- *

It,U be
'
U would be on the teleprinter we'regoing to send up to you. Sorry about that. Dump bravo to 20%.

hooked
CR

ba
F
ck uP°a1a

y
in"

raVO "° ™ *° have thS Winter

wfcan send 3 met^^to y'ou.^ ^ tel^-ter looked up so

SPACECRAFT Okay, great.

CAPCOM okay, we'll send you the 2 messages over Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Also, over Hawaii they'd like to run an encrvpted

take ZLFV Gua
?.

We ' d * ike to re<^st, **ter LOS Guam and^youtake your encryption select switch to transmit/receive and thenafter we lose you over Hawaii we'd like you to go back to bypassso we can pick you up straight through TDRS.
oypass

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary. We'll do it.

^Tminutes af 6 pluSM?'"
9 ^ Pi ° k Y°U UP in Hawaii

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

PA0
_

Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 6 hours, 27

!!i£?£n'
We ' re standin* bv for ^acquisition through the Hawaiio ta c ion

•

minuses UHP.
Challenger

' Houston, with you over Hawaii for 8
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. Ah but Hooter's in the window getting

iTutlt^n Tue^iltl:
3 ° E lnt««"„g cloud pattern!

CAPCOM it should be real interesting cloud cover over thewater. And Challenger, Houston. Vance, we'd like to verify thatyou have your encryption selections switch in transmit/receive.

SPACECRAFT It is now.

CAPCOM Also, would like to request that GN&C spec 1 so
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ariable Parameter downlist so we can seetne COAS CAL data and when you do the COAS CAL to your lower
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not w*nt you to update, we don't want to takethose marks into the software. We just want to see the data sowe can see if there's any change at 10.2 cabin. Also, the GN&Cwant you to know that your last COAS CAL, Vance, was one of thebetter ones they've seen down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good. Well we won't update then we'lljust copy the numbers. *

CAPCOM Also, have one note on your presleep activities forcabin repress when you're ready to copy.
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SPACECRAFT Stand by - -

END OF TAPE


